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PREFACE.

THE present volume, following that issued by the Trustees in 1898, is the

second of a complete catalogue of drawings by British artists and foreign

artists working in Great Britain, which is in course of compilation by Mr.

Laurence Binyon, Assistant in the Department of Prints and Drawings. It

extends from the letter D to H, and includes therefore several of the names

in English art, such as Flaxman, Gainsborough, Girtin, Hogarth, which are

both most distinguished in themselves and best illustrated in the Museum

collection. The name which fills the most considerable space is that of John

Doyle the political caricaturist (" H B"). He is represented by a very

numerous series of the original sketches for his published caricatures,

purchased by the Trustees in 1882. Other leading names, of earlier date,

are those of foreigners, as for instance Holbein and Hollar, who by reason

whether of length of residence or of the inspiring and transforming influence

they exercised upon native artists cannot be omitted from a catalogue

intended, as this is, to give something like a complete historical conspectus

of the arts of the draughtsman and sketcher as practised in Great Britain.

The plan and method of the work are in all respects the same as those

adopted in volume I., and are fully explained in the preface to that volume.

In the brief biographical notices will be found a few new results of research,

in the shape of birth-dates and other matters not printed elsewhere.

SIDNEY COLVIN.
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DACKETT, T. (worked about 1684). Miniature painter : biography
unknown.

1. PORTRAIT OF A GENTLEMAN. Half-length, in an oval, wearing full wig, face in,

three-quarters, eyes full. Signed and dated T. Dacltett fe : ad : vivum, 1684.

Pencil on vellum ; roy., 4f x 3j in.

Bequeathed by the Rev. C. M. Oacherode, 1799.

DADD, Richard (b. 1819, ). Painter; studied at the Royal
Academy, and exhibited, chiefly at Suffolk Street, 1837-1842 ; worked
in London, in Italy and Switzerland; became insane in 1843, when
he killed his father

; confined from 1844 in an asylum.

1. RECKLESSNESS : A PAKTY OF BRIGANDS. Four brigands and a woman resting at

noon on a rocky height ; the woman, seated on the ground against the rock, is

about to pour wine from a flask, and looks towards a brigand, who squats on the

ground, r., holding a cup; another brigand, sitting behind the woman, holds a

gun ; a third stands behind him, emptying a fl;isk into his mouth ; the fourth

reclines, with arms crossed, on the top of the rock 1. above the woman, his gun in
the foreground, leaning up against his knee. In the distance bare hills, and r.,

a ruined fortress on a wooded height, with a glimpse of sea beyond.
Inscribed Sketch to illustrate the Passions. The Recklessness, by Richard Dadd,

Bethlehem Hospital, London. March 19'* A.D. 1855.
Water colours ; roy., 14J x 10J in.

Purchased May, 1875.

DAHL, Michael (b. 16B6, d. 1743). Portrait painter ;
born and educated

at Stockholm ;
came to England 1678, and, after studying in France

and Italy, settled in London 1688
; gained considerable vogue as a

portrait painter, succeeding to the practice of Kneller.

1. INNER COURT OF A BUILDING. View of the inner court of a classical building
from one of the sides, with the other side seen in perspective from 1. foreground
to r. distance. The court is crowed by two balustraded galleries, the nearer of
which leads up to an upper part of the building ; on the pillars supporting it

are trophies.
Pen and Indian-ink wash ; roy., 10} x 14 in.

2. PORTRAIT OF A GENTLEMAN. Whole-lenglh, standing in a paved court, a pillar 1.,

statues of War and Justice in niches behind ; with r. arm across the body, and
hat under 1. arm ; the face in three-quarters.

Pen, washed with Indian ink, on bluish-grey paper; roy., 18} x 12j in.
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3 PORTRAIT OF JOHN CHURCHILL, FIRST DUKE OF MARLBOROUGII. Whole length, in

armour, standing, nearly full face, looking r., 1. hand on hip, r. hand on helmet ;

landscape background, "with cavalry skirmish r. Inscribed by Horace Walpole,

Join, llukt of Marlborouglt, draicn by Dahl. Lord Portmore has the picture at

HVi/hr/W0. r _

IVn and Indian-ink wash on drab paper; imp., 19| X llg in.

Drawings after both of these portraits were made by one of the brothers Byng.

See Vol. I. of this catalogue, p. 160, No. 1 (10) and (15).

All purchased at the Bull sale, June, 1881.

CALL, Nicholas Thomas (d. 1777). Landscape painter; by birth a

Dane; settled in London about 17CO, and was scene-painter at

Covent Garden; elected A.R.A. in 1771, and exhibited landscapes

at the Academy till his death.

1. ROCKY LANPSCAPK. A wild foreground of rocks, with a cave in the centre and

trailing brambles; beyond, a wall of cliffs shutting in the valley; a few trees at

the 1. In tlie middle 'distance. Probably a sketch for a stage scene. Signed
and dated on the margin, outside a border drawn round the subject and arched

at thr t'.p: A7
. T. Dull, 1775.

AViitrr colours and body colours, with some pen-work ; imp., IGj X 15J in.

Purchased May, 1800, at the Percy sale.

DANBY, Francis, A.R.A. (b. 1793, d. 18G1). Painter; born near

"Wcxford ;
studied drawing at Dublin; from 1813 worked at Bristol

and in London, from 1829-1841 in Switzerland, and from 1841 till

his death in England again, chiefly at Exmouth
;

elected A.R.A.
1825. Painted historical and ideal landscapes in an ambitious and
somewhat theatrical style.

1. A GARDEN NOOK. A group of young trees and a flight of stone steps at the

bottom of a grassy bank, sloping up steeply r.

Black chalk on blue-tinted p;iper, heightened with white ; roy., 7| X 5| in.

2. STUDY OF FOLIAGE. A hedge of straggling bushes and creepers.
Black chalk sketch on drab paper, heightened with white; roy., 7| X 12 in.

Nos. 1 and 2 were purchased January, 1872.

3. IN KENSINGTON GARDENS. Broken ground with shrubs and roots ; a narrow

glade opening through ticca beyond, and two figures at the end of it. Inscribed

Kingsington [BIG] Gar<7<n.s. P. Danby.
Pencil; roy., 5 x CJ in.

Purchased February, 1880.

4. ROWNHAM FERUY ON THE AVON, NEAR CLIFTON. A broad, sandy shore with
trees above a hedge r., and a man in the foreground breaking stones near a
disused capstan; flowing 1., the river lirs iu sunshine, with boats crossing at

the ferry, just beyond which, on the further bank, is the harbour entrance and
a block of buildings ; in the distance, woods and fields and hills.

Water colours ; roy., 7J X 17g in.

Purchased Slay, 1S85, at Ihe Cheney sale.

5. CONWAY CASTLE. The castle towards the 1. rises dark from the broad waters of
the harbour, the shore of which occupies the foreground ; the low sun, bursting
from a cloud above the castle towers, shines through the foliage of a tree on the
near bank 1., and sheds a yellow light on the further shores and on a wooded
islet r. ; a ferry-boat with cattle crosses the river; some figures and vessels
are visible under the castle ; and two oxen enter the water in the foreground.

Water colours; roy., 12 x 18J in.

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy sale.



Thomas Danby. George Dance.

DANBY, Thomas (b. about 1817, d. 1886). Landscape painter ; younger
son of Francis Danby ;

studied in Paris
;
worked chiefly in Wales

;

influenced by his friend P. F. Poole, R.A. ;
elected Associate of the

Water Colour Society in 1867 and Member in 1870.

1. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) LANDSCAPE STUDY. A clump of trees ami a hut on the flat shore of an

estuary, with distant mountains beyond.
Water colours on greyish paper, heightened with white; 3| x 4j in.

(6) SHRIMPING AT SUNRISE. A man shrimping on a low shore, the water

reflecting yellow gleams of dawn above a bank of clouds; at a little

distance, ]., a boat and two figures.
Water colours and body colours ; 3J X 4J in.

Presented by Sir A. W. Franks, K.C.B., in October, 1891.

DANCE, George, R.A. (b. 1741, d. 1825). Architect; son of George
Dance, the architect, whom he succeeded as Surveyor to the City of

London
;

one of the original members of 'the Royal Academy ;

rebuilt Newgate and designed other buildings, but after 1798
devoted himself chiefly to chalk portraits, seventy-two of which
were engraved by W. Daniell.

[1-8.] Portraits engraved l>y William Daniell, R.A., fur Dance's Collection of Portraits.

Two vols. 1807-1814.

1. SAWIIEY Gn.riN, R.A. Head and shoulders iu profile, looking r. Inscribed

Sawrey Gilpin, H.A.
Pencil ; roy., 10J X 7| in.

See below in this catalogue, under Sawrey Gilpin.
Purchased May, 1879.

2. JONAS DRYANDER. Half-length, seated, looking 1., with arms folded. Signed
Geo. Dance, June, Mh, 1795.

Pencil ; roy., 9f x 7J in.

Jonas Dryander (1). 1748, d. 1810), botanist, was born and educated in

Sweden; came to England, and was appointed librarian to Sir Joseph Banks,
the catalogue of whose library, published 179H-1800, waa his greatest work ; ho
was librarian to the Royal Society and the Linne.m Society.

Purchased December, 1884.

3. BENNET LANGTON, I.L.D. Head and bust in profile looking 1. Signed and
dated Geo. Dance, April 28'*, 1798.

Pencil; roy., 10 x 7J in.

Bennet Langton, b. 173G, educated at Trinity College, Oxford, was a

distinguished Greek scholar; succeeded his friend Dr. Johnson, as Professor of

Ancient Literature at the Royal Academy; died 1801.

4. GENERAL PASQCALE PAOLI. Head and bust, seated, in profile looking 1. Signed
and dated Geo. Dance, July 18'*, 1797.

Pencil ; roy., 10 x 7f in.

Pasquale Paoli, b. 172G in Corsica, entered the service of the King of Naples;
returned 1755 to Corsica as commander-in-chief, and governed with conspicuous
wisdom and success ; came to England 17G9 after a defeat by the French, but
returned 1790, and was at the head of affars till 1795, when he was forced to

retire again to Kngland, and ditd there in 1807.

5. THE CHEVALIER D'EON. Head and bust, seated, in profile looking 1., wearing
woman's dress and cap, with star on breast. Dated and signed May 2G"1

, 1793,
Geo. Dance.

Pencil, tinted in Indian ink and water colours ; roy., 10J X 7 in.

Charles Genevieve Louis Auguste Andre' Timothe'e D'Eon de Beaumont,
b. 1728, of an old French family, acted as secret agent for Louis XV. in Russia ;

served a campaign as captain of dragoons; came to England 1762 on a political
B 2
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mission, and remained till 1777, when he was ordered back to France and

compelled to wear woman's clothes; in England from 1785 till his death in

1810, supporting himself by exhibitions of fencing. His sex was long a theme

for disputes and wagers.

G WILLIAM THOMAS LEWIS. Head and bust, seated, in profile looking 1. Signed
and dated Geo. Dance, Oct' 28'*, 1798.

Pencil, with water-colour tint on lips and cheek; roy., 10 X 7| in.

William Thomas Lewis, actor, called ' Gentleman Lewis,' b. about 1748,

first made a name in Dublin; after 1773 played at Covent Garden; an

admirable comedian ;
died 1811.

7. PRINCE HOARE. Head and bust in profile looking 1. Signed and dated Geo.

Dance. Nun' 12"', 17US.

Pencil, with slight tint on lips and cheek; roy., 9J X 7J in.

Prince Hoare, painter, b. 1755, studied under Mengs at Rome ; painted

portniiti and historical subjects, and wrote several works on art.

8. TUOMAS Gut-rot. Head and shoulders in profile looking 1. Signed and dated

Geo. Dunce, Aug" 28", 1798.

Pencil, with red on lips and ear ; roy., 10 x 7J in.

See below, in this catalogue, under Girtin.

[9-27.] Portraits not engraved.

9. THOMAS BANKS, E.A. Head and bust, seated, in profile looking 1. Signed and
dated Geo. Dunce, July 18'', 1791.

Pencil, with slight tint on lips and check; roy., 10 X 7J in.

A slightly different jiortrait of Banks, dated Feb., 1793, was engraved in the
' Collection of Portraits.'

Thomas Banks, sculptor, b. 1735, studied in London and in Rome ; worked for

a time at St. Petersburg, afterwards till his death, 1805, in London; the first

English sculptor, according to Reynolds, to produce works of classic grace.

10. WILLIAM DANIELL, R.A. Head and bust, seated, in profile looking 1. Signed
and dated Geo. Dance, Dec' 7'*, 1794.

Pencil, touched with red on lips ; roy., 10 X 7| in.

See in this catalogue under W. Daniell.

11. JOHN WOLCOT ('PETER PINDAR'). Head and bust, seated, in profile looking 1.

Signed and dated Geo. Dance, July 17'*, 1791!.

Pi ncil. with red on lips and cheek ; roy., 9J X 7J in.

John Wolcot, b. 1738 in Devon, practised medicine in Jamaica and in

Cornwall, where he discovered the painter Opie; best known by his satirical

odes, published under the name of Peter Pindar, on artists of the day ; died 1819.

12. THE REV. DANIEL LYSONB. Head and bust, seated, in profile looking 1. Dated
and signed Dec' 14'*, 1793, Geo. Dance.

Pencil, with red on lips and cheek; roy., 11 j x 9 in.

Daniel Lysons, topographer, b. 1762, was chaplain to Horace Walpole, and
rector of Rndmarton; his principal work is the 'Environs of London,' in four
volumes, admirably compiled. He died 1834.

13. SAMUEL LYSONS, F.S.A. Head and bust, seated, in profile looking 1. Signed
and dated Geo. Dance, July 17'*, 1793.

Pencil, with red on lips and cheek ; roy., 10 x 7| in.

Samuel, brother to Daniel Lysons, b. 1763, was Keeper of the Records in the
Tower of London, a famous antiquary, and an artist of some accomplishment ;

the chief work of his life was the 'Reliquiae Britannico-Romanaj
'

; he died
1819.

H. JOSEPH PLANTA. Head and bust, seated, in profile looldng 1. Signed and dated
Geo. Dance, July 8'*, 1794.

Pencil, touched with red on lips ; roy., 10 x 7J in.

Joseph Plants, born 1744 in Switzerland, succeeded his father as assistant
in the British Museum, and was principal librarian 1799-1827; died 1827.



George Dance.

15. DB. RICHABD BKOOKLE^BY. Hond nnd bust, seated, in profile looking 1. Signed
and dated Geo. Dance, May 15", 1795.

Pencil, touched with red on lips ; roy., 10 X 7j in.

Richard Brocklesby, physician, b. 1722, graduated at Leyden, and practised
in London ; remembered as the beloved friend of Burke and of Johnson, and as

the author of a work on music us a cure of diseases, and another on the

improvement of military hospitals ; he died 1797.

16. THOMAS HOLCROFT. Head and bust, seated, in profile looking 1. Sigued and
dated Geo. Dance,, May 9'*, 1795.

Pencil, touched with red on lips and cheek; roy., 10 X 7| in.

Thomas Holcroft, dramatist, b. 1745, after many adventures and struggles
with poverty won success at Covent Garden with an adaptation of the 'Manage
dc Figaro,' and became celebrated by his comedy

' The Road to Ruin,' which
still keeps the stage ; he wrote also novels and translations ; died ISO'J.

17. EOBEHT BKETTINGHAM. Head and bust, seated, in profile looking 1. Dated and

signed No* 3rd , 1793, Geo. Dance.

Pencil, with red tint on cheek and lips; roy., 12 x 9| in.

Robert Furze Brettingliam, architect, b. 1750, after studying in Italy became
one of the most successful architects of his day ; he built a number of prisons',
and many mansions throughout the country ; died about 1806.

18. JOHN JULIUS ANGERSTEIN. Head and bust, seated, in profile looking 1. Signed
and dated Geo. Dance, Fob* 9'*, 1795.

Pencil, tinted on the face ; roy., 10 x 7J in.

John Julius Angerstein, b. 1735, of Russian extraction, went to Knglaml
young, and became an underwriter at Lloyd's and one of the most influential

merchants in London ; his fine collection of pictures, bought for the nation at

his death, formed the nucleus of the National Gallery.

19. NICHOLAS REVETT. Half-length, seated, nearly iu profile, looking 1. Sigued
and dated Geo. Dance, NoV 29 '', 1800.

Pencil, touched with red on the lips ; roy., 10J x 7g in.

See in this catalogue under Revett.

20. CHABLES BURNEY, D.D. Head and bust, seated, in profile looking 1. Signed
and dated Geo. Dance, April 12", 1794.

Pencil, with red on lips and on waistcoat ; roy., 10 J x 7| in.

For Burney's biography, see under his portrait by H. Edridge.

21. S. P. COCKERELL. Head and bust, seated, in profile looking 1. Signed and
dated Geo. Dance, July 28'*, 1793.

Pencil, partially tinted in water colours ; roy., 9J x 7| in.

Samuel Pepys Cockerell, architect, b. 1754, was pupil of Sir Robert Taylor,
and had an extensive practice ; died 1827. He married Ann, daughter of John
Whetham, of St. Ives, and one of their sons was Charles Robert, a more

distinguished architect than his father.

22. MRS. S. P. COCKEBELL. Half-length, seated in a chair, in profile looking 1.

Signed and dated Geo. Dance, Oct' 6", 1793.

Pencil, with water-colour tint on face and sash ; roy., 12J x 9 in.

See note on the preceding drawing.

23. MICHAEL ANGELO ROOKEB. Head and bust, seated, in profile looking 1. Signed
and dated Geo. Dance, Notf 24", 1793.

Pencil, touched with red on face ; roy., 12| x 9J in.

See in this catalogue under Hooker.

24. EDWARD EDWARDS. Head and shoulders, in profile looking 1. Signed and dated
Geo. Dance, June I", 1793.

Pencil, partly tinted in water colours ; roy., 10 x 7f in.

See iu this catalogue under Edwards.

25. MRS. OPIE. Half-length, seated in a chair, in profile looking 1., wearing a cap.
Signed and dated Geo. Dance, Feb'< 16'\ 1794.

Pencil, with red tint on face and sash ; roy., 10J x 7| iu.
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Mary Bunn, daughter of Benjamin Bunn, solicitor, was married to John Opie,

the Cornish painter, in 1782, two years after he had settled in London. The

inarriiigo was unhappy, and she eloped in 17i5, the year after this drawing
was made. Opie ubtaiucd a divorce in 179U, and in the next ytar made a more

fortunate marriage with the charming and gifted Amelia Alderson, of Norwich.

26. PORTRAIT OF A GENTLEMAN UNKNOWN. Head and bust of a middle-aged man
in proh'le looking 1.

Pencil, with slight tint on face ; roy., 9J X CJ in.

Nos. 3-2U were purchased July, 1898.

27. PORTUAIT OF BENJAMIN SMITH. Head ami shouldrrs, seated, in profile looking 1.

Signed and dated Geo. Dance, July 11"', 1790.

1'encil, with tint on face; roy., 10 X 7| in.

See in this catalogue under Benjamin iSmitli.

Presented by W. Ltarclay Squire, Esq., August, 1898.

28. PORTRAIT OF JOHN STEERS. Head and shoulders, seated, in profile looking 1.

Signed and dated Geo. Dance, March Wlh, 1798.

Pencil, with plight tint on face ; roy., 9| X 7jj in.

29. MR. SCOTT, BRICKMAKER. Head and bust, seated, in profile looking 1. Dated

Aug. 30'':

Pencil, with slight tint on face; roy., 10J X 7| in.

Nos. 28 and 29 were presented by the Trustees of the National Portrait

Gallery, November, 1898.

DANCE, Nathaniel, .afterwards Sir Nathaniel Dance-Holland, R.A.

(b. 1735, d. 1811). Painter; elder brother of the preceding, George
Dance

; pupil of F. Hayman, and studied also in Italy ;
elected R.A.

1768; painted portraits and historical pictures till 1790, when he
retired from his profession, took the name of Holland and entered
Parliament.

1. SATIICICAL PORTRAIT OF JAMES BARHY, E.A. Barry stands with his back
turned and his hands in liis pockets, and a surly expression on his face ; labels,
with Mr. Soup Maigre and The Vine lidls of Ireland, proceed from his mouth;
near him, r., is another man with his back and face turned saying Monsieur
Itoast Beef. Beneath are some lines

On his coming to Home Barry swore icith a frown
Ev'ry man irho oppos'd him hv'd kick or knock down, etc.

Pencil; roy., 10J x 7f in.

Presented by J. H. Anderdon, Esq., June, 18G8.

2. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) PORTRAIT OF A GENTLEMAN. Head and shoulders of an old man with long
curling hair, in three-quarter face, looking 1.

Pencil ; oval ; roy., 8 x GJ in.

(6) PORTRAIT OF A GENTLEMAN. An old man wearing a wig, H.L., nearlv full
face, turned a little 1., eyes full.

Pencil; oval; 7| X 6} in.

3. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) PORTRAIT OF A GENTLEMAN. A young man, H.L., almost in full face
looking 1., wearing wig.

Pencil ; oval ; roy., 8 x 6 in.

(6) PORTRAIT or A GENTLEMAN. A middle-aged man, H.L., in three-quarter
face, looking up r., wearing wig.

Pencil ; oval ; roy., 8 x 6g in.

Possibly a portrait of Bartolozzi.
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4. PORTRAIT OP A GENTLEMAN. Head aud shoulders of a young mnn in three-

quarter face turned 1., eyes full.

Pencil ; roy., 9 J x 7 iu.

5. POKTRAIT OF A GENTLEMAN. A young man, H.L., in three-quarter face,

looking 1.

Pencil; roy., 10 X 7J in.

6. PORTRAIT OP THE BET. JOHN PENTON. H.L., nearly in profile, looking 1., with
arms folded.

Pencil ; roy., 8 x 6 in.

7. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) PORTRAIT STUDY. A young man, W.L., seated on a chair, directed 1., face

full.

Pencil ; roy., 7jf x 5J in.

(6) A MAN SKETCHING. W.L. figure of a man seated towards the r. sketching
in a book on his knee ; two spaniels lying on the floor r.

Pencil
; 7J x 5J in.

8. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) A MAN READING. W.L. figure of a man seated towards the r., reading at ft

table, with one hand raised to his chin.

Pencil ; 6 J x 5 in.

(fc) A MAN SKETCHING. A man wearing a hat seen from behind, W.L., seated

sketching before a window, his book resting on the sill.

Indian ink with pen outlines ; 7g X o' in.

9. A PORTRAIT GROUP. H.L. group of five men; the one at the r. youug and

apparently an officer in the army ; next him, two clergymen talking togelher; at

the 1. two men with short hair, both looking 1.

Pen aud ink ; roy., 5jj x 6jj iu.

10. 06. 'DIABLE!' A man riding along a road brought up by a dead ass 1\ ing r.,

at which his horse stops ; a post-ehaise 1. behind. Above, a sketch of a man
writing at a table.

Pen aud ink sketch ; roy., 9JJ x 7 j in.

Rev. TESTE!' The same incident. The horse is now lashing out furiously
with his heels, and the post-chaise is disappearing in the distance.

Nos. 2-9 were purchased July, 1898, with the album of sketches described

below.

11. ALBUM once belonging to George Dance and described by him on the cover as
'

Drawings, Sketches and Fragments by my late brother Nathaniel Dance, Esq.,
E.A., afterwards created Sir Nathaniel Holland, Baronet. Geo. Dance, 1818.'

(1) STUDY OP A BEARDED FACE, FROWNING AND LOOKING UP. Black chalk.

(2) (a) STUDY OP A YOLNG MAN'S HEAD LYING ON ONE SIDE, AND FORESHORTENED.

(6) STUDY OF THE SAME HEAD, LOOKING UP.

(c) Two STUDIES or A FEMALE HEAD, from the antique. Black chalk.

(3) HEAD OF A BARBARIAN, from the antique. Black chalk.

(4) (a) PART OF A FEMALE HEAD, from the antique. Black chalk.

(6) THE SAME HEAD. Bed chalk.

(5) STUDY OF A NUDE MALE FIGURE, from behind. Black chalk on grey

paper, heightened with white.

(6) STUDY OP A MALE HEAD, from a cast. Black chalk.

(7) STUDY OP A WOMAN'S FIGURE, naked to the waist. Bed chalk on drab

paper, heightened with white.
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(8) (a) STUDY OF ARMS AND DRAPERY. Black chalk.

(6) STUDY OF A MAN'S LEGS IN KNEE BREECHES. Black chalk on blueish

paper, heightened with white.

(9) (a) (b) (c) STUDIES OF LEGS AND FEET, in costume. Black chalk.

(10) (a) STUDY OF DRAPERY, AND AN ANQEL ; from a picture. Pen and ink.

(b) AN ITALIAN IN A CLOAK, seated. Black and white chalk on brown

paper.

(11) (a) (b) (c) STUDIES OF LEGS. Black chalk, or red chalk.

(12) (a) ANATOMICAL STUDY OF A LEG. Bed chalk.

(b) Two STUDIES OF HEADS. Black chalk on drab paper, heightened with
white.

(13) GARDENS ON THE PINCIAN HILL, ROME. Black chalk sketch.

(14) LANDSCAPE WITH TREES, AND A CAVE IN ROCKS. Black chalk on grey

paper, heightened witli white.

(15) ITALIAN LANDSCAPE ; trees framing a distant view. Black chalk sketch.

(16) GARDENS OF THE VILLA MEDICIS, ROME. Black chalk sketch.

(17) (a) A FEMALE FIGURE, moving 1.

(b) A YOUTH WITH A SPEAR, in classical attire.

(0) PORTRAIT SKETCH OF A LADY, T.Q.L., holding a palette and brushes, the

face in 1. profile. Pencil.

(18) () AN OLD MAN PLAYING A LYRE. Black chalk.

(6) APOLLO SINGING AND PLAYING A LYRE. Red chalk, black chalk, and
pen.

(c) SKETCH OF LADY WITH HUGE HEAD-DRESS. Pen and ink.

(19) A MAN ASLEEP IN A CHAIR, A BOOK IN HIS HAND. Black chalk.

(20) A STOCT OLD GENTLEMAN WALKING L., HAT IN HAND. Pencil.

(21) A MAN KNEELING, SEEN PBOM BEHIND. Black chalk.

(22) (a) AN OLD MAN (apparently the sitter for the portrait described above,
No. 5) WRITING AT A TABLE. Pencil.

(6) A YOUNG MAN LYING ON ms SIDE ASLEEP, A DOG BESIDE HIM. Black
chalk.

(23) (a) SKETCH OF A YOUNG LADY. Pencil.

(b) HEAD OF A MULATTO. Pencil.

(c) A MAN IN A CLOAK AND A BOY, SEEN FROM BEHIND. Pen and ink.

(d) Two LADIES WALKING, SEEN FROM BEHIHD. Pencil.

(24) (a) A SCULPTURED VASE.

(6) A CHILD'S HAND LYING IN A WOMAN'S HAND. Black chalk.

(25) (a) FORE LEGS OF A GREYHOUND.

(1) HEAD OF A GREYHOUND. Black chalk.

(26) STUDY OF A DOG. Black chalk.

(27) (a) A SAVAGE IN A LOOSE ROBE, SEATED AND HOLDING A PIECE OF BAMBOO.
Black and red chalk.

(6) PORTRAIT SKETCH, H.L., of an old man in r. profile, smiling and speaking.Pen and ink.
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(28) (a) A KOMAN HERO VOWING VENGEANCE. Pencil.

(6) ANATOMICAL STUDY OF AN ARM ASD SHODLDEB. Black chalk.

(29) FEMALE HEAD, FROM THE ANTIQUE. Black chalk on drab paper, heightened
with white.

(30) (a) (6) (e) STUDIES OF LEGS, DRAPED AND UNDRAPED. Black chalk on
blueish paper, heightened with white.

(31) STUDIES OF A WOMAN, HEAD AND BUST; AND OF TWO HANDS CLASPED.
Black chalk on grey paper, heightened with white.

(32) STUDY OF A LEO AND OF A FOOT. Bed chalk.

(33) (34) (35) STUDIES OF DRAPERY. Black chalk on grey paper, heightened
with white.

(36) AN INDIAN LANDSCAPE. Water colours over black chalk.

(37) SHEET OF FIGURE SKETCHES DONE AT BROADSTAIES. Indian ink and pen.

The last two seem to be not by Dance but by a different hand.

Purchased July, 1898.

DANCKERTS, Hendrik (b. about 1630, d. about 1680). Landscape
painter and engraver ; born at the Hague and trained as an engraver ;

painted landscapes in Italy ;
came to England about 1667, and was

engaged by Charles II. to paint views ; left England about 1679 and
died soon after.

1. LANDSCAPE STUDY. Trees on a high rocky bank, with a road in front, and a
view of fields and hills 1. Inscribed by H. Danckerts.

Pencil and Indian-ink wash on blueish grey paper ; roy., 10| x 8i in.

Purchased December, 1871.

DANIELL, Rev. Edward Thomas (b. 1804, d. 1842). Amateur
painter ; born in London and educated at Norwich, where he had

drawing lessons from Crome
; proceeded to Balliol College, Oxford,

1823
; B.A. 1828 ; a friend of Linnell and admirer of Blake

; worked
as a clergyman in Norfolk and London, 1832-1840, when he started

for the East
; made many fine drawings in Greece, Palestine and Lycia,

and died at Adalia in Pamphylia. Daniell was also an admirable

etcher, and his etched work, well represented in the department, is

most remarkable for the time at which it was produced.

The following drawings were made during Daniell's tour in Lycia with Lieutenant

Spratt and Professor Forbes in the spring of 1842, and during a subsequent unaccom-
panied tour in the summer of the same year, which ended in his deatli from fever. They
have been arranged, as far as is consistent with convenience of mounting, according to the
route followed by the travellers, and detailed in Spratt and Forbes' ' Travels in Lycia,'
etc., London, 1847, to which book references are made. The spelling of Turkish names of
localities is that adopted in the two volumes published by the Austrian Expedition of
1881- 82,

' Beisen in Lykien,' etc., Vienna, 1 884 and 1889.

[1-46.] Drawings made during the first tour.

1. LARNAKA, CYPRUS, FROM THE SEA. The town is seen at some distance, built

along the shore, with a tall minaret and palm trees 1. and the mountains of
Santa Croce and Troodos behind it towards the r. ; in the foreground a small

sailing boat. Probably sketched by Daniell on his way from Syria to Smyrna.
Water colours on buff-tinted paper ; imp., 9J x 20J in.
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2. Two on one mount, imp., viz. :

(a) Cos, FROM THE KAKABOGLiA ISLANDS. A long view of a barren rocky coast

with purple mountains beyond a gulf; seen over a tranquil sea.

Water colours with pen outlines on butt" paper; 4J X 11 in.

(6) THE LYCIAN COAST WITH THE VALLEY OF THE XANTHUS, FROM THE SEA.

A sketch of hilly const, broken in the centre by the valley of the Xanthus,
with the snowy Massieytus Mountains in the distance.

Water colours on buff paper, heightened with white ; 6 J X 20 in.

3. Two on one mount, imp., viz. :

(a) THE ISLANDS OF CALYMNUS AND LEROS. The mountainous coast of

Calyumus projecting from the 1., with Leros towards the r., sea in tho

foreground. Inscribed, Calintno Lci'O.

Water colours with pen outlines on buff paper ; 4J x 14 in.

(I) IN THE GULF OK MAKRI. Tho mouth of the gulf seen from the sea, backed

by mountains of the Taurus range, and enclosed by the rocky coast. Dated,
Dec. 23"', 1841.

Water colours and body colours on buff paper ; 9J X 20J in.

4. MAKRI, THE ANCIENT TELJIESSUS, LOOKING WEST. View from a height, looking
across a valley to the rocky hill on which are the ruins of Telmessus; brynnd
are the bare, rose-coloured hills enclosing r. the waters of the gulf, on which
H.M.S. liracon is si-en at anchor. Dated, Maori, January 3, 1842.

Water colours with pen outlines on bull' paper ; imp., 14 X 20J in.

5. THE ACROPOLIS OF TELMESSUS, LOOKING NORTH EAST. The acropolis of the
ancient town, on its isolated hill, rises toward the 1., a wooded valley between it

and steep crags r., in which are rock tombs. In the foreground a road hading
down past a tomb ]., which a Turk with a pack horse is passing. Beneath 1. is

a glimpse of sea ; beyond, the bare plain enclosed by mountains, with the distant
snow of Taurus r.

Water colours and body colours on buff paper ; imp., 13J X 20J in.

6. ROCK Toiins AT TEHIESSCS. A wall of cliff, with a view 1. over the plain to
distant mountains; in the face of the cliff a number of rock tombs; a figure on
a path in the 1. foreground.
JVn sketch on butt' paper; imp., 20J x 14 in.

Compare views of the same tombs in '
liei.-,eu in Lykien,' I., Plates xiv. and

xv. ; aud in Scharf's '

I.yeia' (1847), Plate v.

7. Two on one mount, imp., viz. :

(a) MONUMENT ON THE SEA SIDE OF MOUNT CRAGUS. A square limestone

column, hollowed at the summit, witli a small window near the top (Spratt
and Forbes, p. 21). A Turk is seated at the foot of the column 1., beyond
which the ground slopes in a hollow to the sea, with the mountains rising 1.

Water-colour and pen sketch on buff paper ; 10J X 13J in.

(l>) THE MASSICYTDS MOUNTAINS, FROM PINARA. View from high ground,
looking east across tbe valley of the Xanthus, glimpses of which iiro

visible in the distance, to the hills with broken gorges rising 1. into snowy
peaks. Dated, From 1'inara, Jany. 5, 1842.

Water-colour and pen sketch on buff paper; 10 J X 13J in.

8. Two on one mount, imp., viz. :

(a) VALLEY BETWEEN CKAGUS AND ANTICRAGUS. The valley with its woods
lying in luminous shadow and rising beyond into a bold peak, with further

ranges r., coloured by sunset. In the foreground a hut and three figures
seated by a tree.

Pen and ink sketch washed with water colours and body colours on buff

paper; imp., 10J x 14 in.

(V) MASSICTTOS MOUNTAINS, FROM PINARA. View from the acropolis of

Pinara, the massive wall of which crowns the precipice 1. above the plain
of Xanthus, to the distant rosy snows of Massicytus ; in the foreground a
turbaned figure.
Pen sketch, washed with water colours and body colours, on buff paper

10 x 14 in.
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9. XANTHUS, FROM THE SOUTH, WITH THE KIOSK OF KINIK. The river flows into

the 1. foreground from under the heights of the ancient town, which occupy the
middle distance ; the Kiosk of the modern village of Kinik is under plant-trees
on the gentle slope of the bank r. ; on the same bunk a liorse drinks from the
water near a group of women washing clothes ; another group is under a plane
farther up the stream ; and in the foreground a womnn moves away alone.

Pen and pencil sketch on buff paper ; imp , 13J X 20 J in.

10. THE VALLEY OF THE XANTHUS, LOOKING SOUTH, FROM ABOVE THE ANCIENT
CITY. A vast prospect over the plain to the distant sea. The river winds to

the sea from the r., under the ancient town which occupies the centre, the

Harpy Tomb standing conspicuous to the r. of the theatre; in the foreground
are rocky slopes, and in the distance flat-topped hills.

Pen sketch on drab paper ; imp., 14 X 20 in.

Compare similar views in Spratt and Forbes, p. 28 (by Spratt) ; in Scharf's

'Lycia
'

; and in ' Eeisen in Lykieu,' I., Plate xxm.

11. THE ' HORSE' TOMB, XANTHUS; NOW IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM. The top of a
hill sloping 1., with bushes and scattered stone fragments, among which rises

the tomb, showing a frieze of warriors un its sides ; nearer, r
, lies the arched top,

which had been taken off by the men of Sir Charles Fellows' expedition before

removing it to England (Fellows' 'Travels in Asia Minor and Lycia,' 1852,

p. 448) ; in the distance, 1., the plain stretches to the sea.

Water colours on drab paper; imp., 14 x 20 in.

12. VIEW OF XANTHUS, LOOKING SOUTH, FROM THE EASTERN ASCENT TO THE UPPER
ACROPOLIS. The slopes of the acropolis, with a tall square monument, still

standing (' Eeisen in Lykien,' I., Plato xxv.) on the brow of the hill r. Two
figures are at the base of the monument, and another stands on the lower

ground iu the centre near the overthrown 'Horse' Tomb; beyond, the plain,
and distant flat-topped hills.

Pen sketch on pale buff paper ; imp., 14 X 20| in.

13. INTERIOR OF A HOUSE AT XANTHUS. A man in European clothes and a fez (pro-
bably Spratt or Forbes) seated reading in the middle of a huge room, with roof
of rafters, a bed in a wooden recess r., and an open door beyond 1.; knapsack
and broad hat hang at the foot of the bed, and a box lies under the window 1.,

through which a turbaned figure is visible.

Water colours and pen on pale buff paper ; imp., 13J x 191 in.

14. THE HARPY TOMB, XANTHUS. The Harpy Tomb, a tall square monument as
it appeared before the reliefs were removed from it, stands towards the r. ;

further off 1. another tomb with arched top ; fragments of stono lie around and
brushwood beyond, with a turbaned figure r., and in the r. distance a hill.

Water colours on pale buff paper ; imp., 13| X 20J in.

15. Two on one mount, imp., viz. :

(a) INTERIOR OF A TURKISH COTTAGE AT PINARA. Three Europeans (probably
Spratt, Forbes and Hoskyn), seated on the floor of a low room, with fire

burning 1., and a window and door in the further wall. Two natives stand
I. ; one inside and one outside the door. (Spratt & Forbes, p. 6.)
Water colours ; 5J x 10J in.

(6) JUNCTION OF THE MANGYR TSCHAI WITH THE XANTHUS. The Mangyr
comes down from the r., and joins the Xanthus as it sweeps on in a broad
channel towards the 1. The snow-crowned mass of Anticragus bounds the

horizon; and lower hills fill the middle distance, sloping down to the
Xanthus from the 1.

Water colours and pen on pale buff paper, heightened with white;
10J x 14 in.

16. SOURCE OF THE XANTHUS. The river source bubbles up among rocks, foaming
down in a strong stream to the r. Trees hang over it in the foreground, and
beyond rises the mountain side. 'The Xauthus is born a full grown river'

(Spratt and Forbes, I. p. 39).
Water colours and pen on buff paper, heightened with white ; imp.,

14 x 20J in.
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17. TLOS, FROM THE NORTH-EAST. A rough hill-side with scattered trees sloping
1. into a woody glen, beyond which rises a massive height crowned 1. by the

acropolis of Tlos, and descending towards the r. in perpendicular cliffs, honey-
combed with rock-tombs. Further r. appears the level plain of the Xunthus,
and the snow-capped ridges of Auticragus above Pinara. In the foreground 1.

is a man with a mule.
Water colours and pen, on buff paper, heightened with white ; imp.,

13J X 20J in.

Compare the drawing of Tlos, made from an almost identical point, by
Miiller, also in the department (described, infra, under Miiller, \V. J.). Although
both sketches were taken in winter, the colouring is very different in the two.

A similar view, by Forbes, is lithographed in Spratt and Forbes (I. p. 38), and
a photograph of the acropolis and cliffs is reproduced in

' Keisen in Lykicn,' I.,

Plate XLII.

18. TLOS FROM THE SOUTH-WEST. Tlos rises in the centre on its hill, beyond a

great stretch of level ground, with dark purple ranges in the distance 1., and r.

the crowding peaks of Massicytus, flushed with sunset under rosy clouds.

Scattered ruins appear on the slopes beneath the acropolis, and broken ivy-
covered masses of Kornan buildings nearer r.

Water colours, with some pen work, on buff paper ; imp., 14 x 20 in.

19. Two on one mount, imp., viz. :

(a) BELLEROPHON TOMB, TLOS. Part of the face of the cliff (described above
in No. 18); to the r., a temple tomb cut in the face of the cliff, with

pediment supported on tapering square columns; towards the 1. an inscrip-
tion, and a low doorway cut in the rock beneath. (Spratt and Forbes, I.,

p. 34.)
Water-colour and pencil sketch on buff paper; imp., 13$ x 10 in.

(b) PINARA. A towering mass of rock, faced by a precipice, in which numberless
tombs are pierced, and crowned with ruins, rising in a ravine, with the
sheer heights of Cragus around. (Spratt and Forbes, I., p. 8.)
Pen sketch on buff paper; imp., GJ x 12J in.

20. Two on one mount, imp., viz. :

() PEDESTAL OF A SIONVMENT AT TLOS. A quadrangular pedestal with a
bas-relief representing Tlos besieged ; above, a fragment with lower part of
a relief of a warrior. (Spratt nnd Forbes, I., p. 3i.)

Water-colour sketch, on buff paper; 7f x 12| in.

Casts from the reliefs on this monument are in the British Museum,

(fc) GATE OP THE CITY OF PATAUA. A gate with three round arches and
bushes growing about the top of it; beyond, the plain, with scattered ruins
and tombs and a glimpse of the sea between two hills. In the foreground
r. a Lycian boy and two sheep.

Water colours and pen on buff paper, heightened with white ; 7j x 14 in.

21. ORAHN, THE ANCIENT ARAXA. A broad hollow, ith high bank 1., on which are
the village houses among trees. Beyond, 1. and r., the near and lofty peaks of
Taurus. (Spratt and Forbes, I., p. 38.)
Unfinished pen sketch on buff paper; imp., 10 x 19| in.

22. THE HARBOUR OP ANTIPHELLUS ; WITH THE ISLAND OF CASTEI.ORIZO. View
from a height looking down on the little port of Antiphilo, with tombs and
remains of the ancient Antiphellus clustered by the shore of a bay, which lies
calm under noonday sunshine. A long promontory, enclosing the bay, runs out
r., with islands and the harbour of Vathy beyond ; 1. appears the head of another
cape, and between them is the island of Castelorizo (Megiste).

Water colours and body colours on buff paper; imp., 12 x 10| in.

23. THE VALLEY OP KABSABAR FBOM PHELLTJS, LOOKING WEST. View from a height
The side of a mountain slopes steeply down towards the 1., with tombs carved in
the rock ; at the 1. beneath rises a tower and fortification, and beyond, the plain
of Kassabar, with the Dembra winding through it, stretches to distant
mountains.
Water colours and body colours, with some pen work, on buff paper ; imp.,13 x 19J in.
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24. REMAINS OF AN ANCIENT CHRISTIAN CATHEDRAL, KASSABAK. View from the

interior of the ruin under the central dome, looking north-east, the eastern end
r. consisting of a semicircle with tall windows, broken at the top; under the

great northern arch of the dome 1. are two figures. (Spratt and Forbes, I.,

p. 105.)
Peu sketch on buff paper ; 12| x 19} in.

25. PORTICO OF A TURKISH HOUSE AT KASSABAR. Interior of a long outer corridor

of woodwork on the fir^-t floor of a house, a raised seat or platform 1., and a view
of Kastabar village and mountains beyond. At the end of the corridor, a
divan, and near it a Turk and a European, standing above an outer staircase

leading up from below, on whicli i>re two more figures. The house is that in

which the travellers stayed at Kassabar. (Spratt and Forbes, I., p. 88.)

Sepia sketch with pen outlines; all., 14J x 27 in.

2G. THE GORGE OF THE DEMBRA. A gorge between towering pine-covered precipices
under which a torrent streams among scattered boulders ; a small party of

horsemen at some distance 1. follow a path which borders the torrent and is

lost towards the r. in the winding of the gorge. (Spratt and Forbes, I., p. 123.)
Pen sketch partly washed with sepia on buff paper, heightened witli white ;

imp., 19J x 13J in.

27. MYBA. View over the plain to the near mountains ; in the centre of the

foreground two massive Roman walls form an angle ; close under the mountain
towards the 1. is the theatre of Myra, with tombs in the rock-face above it.

(Spratt & Forbes, I., p. 132.)
Water colours, body colours, and pen on buff paper ; imp., 13J x 19J in.

28. THEATRE OF MYRA. A field in the foreground, with the remains of the theatre

r., its ruined arches opening on the field; immediately above, the steep wall of

the mountain, with numberless rock-tombs in its face. Two figures near the

foreground 1., and another r.

Water colours, body colours and pen on buff paper ; imp., 13 X 19J in.

29. EUINS OF SURA, NEAR MYRA. A hillside sloping down to the 1., where there is

a glimpse of distant sea, the slope strewn with rocks and ruins, among which is

conspicuous a tomb with a hollow chamber, surmounted by an arched, crested

monument ; higher up r. is another rock-tomb, aud in the foreground r. a great
block carved with tnrban-headed tombstones. Inscribed by Daniell, ^OVPA.
Pen sketch, washed with water colours and body colours on buff paper;

imp., 9J x 14 in.

30. THE PLAIN AND BAY OF PHIJJEKA. A vast prospect from a height, crowned
with ruins f an Hellenic fortress, and sloping suddenly down I. to the shore of

the bay, which stretches to the distance r. Beyond the great plain, through
which two rivers, the Arycnndus and Limyrus, come Idue from the 1. into the

sen, rises the Solyma range, and in the far distance the snowy ridge of the

Pamphylian Taurus.
Water colours and body colours, with some pen-work, on buff paper;

13 x 19| in.

31. Two on one mount, imp., viz. :

(<i) ROCK TOJIBS AT LIMYBA. A hillside of stratified limestone, with a great
number of tombs excavated along the outcrop of each stratum ; the hill

(slopes down to the 1., where the plain of Phineka appears, and mountains

rising beyond. In the foreground, 1., on rising ground, four natives.

(Spratt and Forbes, I., p. 148.)
Pen sketch on buff paper; 10 x 14 in.

Compare the photograph reproduced in ' Reisen in Lykien,' PI. xii.

(6) SUMMER DWELLING IN A ' JAILA ' OR UPLAND. A group of trees, between
the stems of which is built a low shed, with roof of boujrhs, containing three
seated figures ; a third figure stands outside, near the foreground ; 1. a wall
runs from the trees, with horse tethered near the end of it, and mountains

appear in the distance.

Pen sketch on buff paper; 10 x 14 in.
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32. VILLAGE OF ARMUDLY, ON THE PLAIN OF PIIINEKA. The level plain, with

cattle feeding in the foreground, and a Turk standing ou a hillock r. ; the

scattered buildings of the village, with small mosque and minaret in the centre,

appear at a little distance close under the mountains.

Pen over pencil on burl' paper ; imp., 9j{ X 19| in.

33. Two on one mount, imp., viz. :

(a) KARDITSI H. A wide view from a height, over a rocky region, descending
into a valley, with a stream (the Liniyrus 1), beyond which rises a snow-

topped mountain range. In the foreground the vilage of Karditsch, a

few huts and sheds.

Pen sketch, slightly washed with water colours and body colours, on
bull' paper ; 10 X 14 in.

(V) ROCK TOM in IN LYCIA. View down a narrow valley, with rock-tombs,

mostly arched at the top, clustered up its sides, which rise into precipices
r. ; at the end of the valley a great hollow of undulating country, closed by
a mountain range.
Pen sketrh over pencil, on buff paper ; 10x14 in.

34. DISTAST VIEW OP ACALISSUS AND EDKBESSUS. View from a mountain side

over a vast ami wild valley, sloping up steeply into precipitous ridges against
the sky. Half-way up the slope a few tombs and ruins show the site of

Acalissus, and close under the m< uutaiu wall, further oil', are the remains of

Kdebessus.
Pencil on butt" paper ; imp., 13J x 19 in.

35. OLYMPUS IN LYCIA. A narrow river flowing out from the r. foreground into the

sea. The ruins of Olympus cover a hill rising 1. above the river at its mouth,
and there are other ruins on the low bank r. A road in the 1. foreground
follows the stream to tiie foot of the hill

; a Turk rides along it, and a number
of planks lie on the bunk.

Pen on buff paper; imp., 12 X 19j in.

3G. MOUNT SOLYMA FROM DELIKTASH (OLYMPUS). The sandy shore of a bay, with
a vessel lying moored in the shallow water; r. an isolated steep rock, 1. the ruin-

covered hdl of Olympus, beyond which, and all along the fuither shore of the
blue bay, risis the range of Solyma, culminating in a snowy peak.
Water colours and body colours over pencil, on buff paper; imp., 13 X 19f in.

37. THE VALLEY OF THE CHIM.ERA, NEAR OLYMPUS. A wild and rocky ravine,
descending steepl_y

from the 1., with the r. side in shadow; the slopes broken
into frequent precipices, with scattered tiecs.

Water colours and pen, on bull' paper ; imp., 20J X 13 in.

38. THE FIKE OF THE CiiiM.TiRA. A mountain side, sloping steeply up from the

foreground to a wooded ridge; some way up the slope a heap of ruins, at the
corner of which, 1., shoots out the llame of the Chimaira; and beneath the ruins
a cavity in the rock, in which a Turk is standing, while another sits on the
brink. (Spratt and Forbes, I., p. 193.)

Pen, washed with water colours and body colours, on buff paper;
imp., 19J X 13 in.

Compare the two photographs reproduced in 'Reisen in Lykien," II., PI. xvn.
The li-gendary terror, famous as the Chimami, which Bellerophon subdued,

Virgil's 'rlamniis armata Cliimoora," is a jet of inflammable gas issuing from a
crevice in the rock ; it is now resorted to without fear by both Greeks and
Turks, and used for purposes of cooking.

39. THE SOLYMA RANGE PROM THE SOUTH. Broad sands enclosing a bay r., by the

edge of which, near the foreground, are two natives, one seated. At the end
of the sands a low range of hills, the site of 1'hasclis, backed by the towering
mountains of Snlyma ; two great peaks, with a hollow between them, rising
conspicuous in the centre.

Water colours, body colours, and pen on buff paper ; imp., 11 x 19J in.

40. TERMESSUS, LOOKING S.E. View from a height looking down on a plateau
covered with the ruins of the city, the theatre being conspicuous at the further

edge towards the J. From the gorges bounding the plateau and overlooking
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the city, mountain ranges rising into a boll rocky mass 1., and stretching r. to

the plain of Adalia, the long sweep of the coast and the sea.

Water colours and body colours on grey paper, with pen outlines; atl.,
19 x 27J in.

41. RUINS OF THE GREAT WALL IN THE PASS BELOW TERMESSUS. View from the side
of the pass, on the opposite side of which the mountain, broken into precipices,
rises 1. to a great height, and falls r. into a valley which continues the pass at

right angles, winding away into the distant hills. The wall, guarded by towers,
crosses the pass at the 1. (Spratt and Forbes, I., pp. 231 and 240.)

Pencil, partly washed with water colours on buff paper; imp., 13| x 19JJ in.

42. STADIUM OF CIBTBA. View from the hillside in which the stadium is excavated,
looking east over the Cibyratie plain to the mountains, with the lake of

Gjiilhissar in the distance 1. ; the curved end of the stadium rises r. in tiers of

Beats, surmounted by a ruined tower. (Spratt and Forbes, I., p. 258.)
Water colours, body colours, and pin on buff paper; imp., 13| X 19J in.

Compare the view by Spratt (Spratt and Forbes, I., p. 200), and the photograph
reproduced in ' Keiseu in Lykien,' II., PI. xxx.

43. FRONT OF THE ODEUM AT CIBYRA. A long high wall, with five low arched

doorways in the centre and a square doorway on each side, flanked 1. by another
wall, seen in perspective; the whole building is ruined at the top. (Spratt
and Forbes, I., p. 257.)

Pencil and pen, slightly washed with Indian ink, on buff paper; imp.,
12J x 19J in.

Compare the photograph reproduced in 'Reisen in Lykien,' II., PI. xxxi.
/

44. THE TOWN OF ELMALY. Part of an undulating plain, with a group of trees

toward the 1., bounded by a low range of hills, on the slopes of which is the
town.

Pen, and slight sepi i wash on buff paper ; imp., 13J x 20| in.

Compare the photograph reproduced in 'Reisen in Lykien,' II., PI. xxi.

45. VILLAGE OF GJOMBE (KOMBA). A village with a few square and massive

buildings clustered on the top of an isolated hill rising in a valley, with a steep
height overhanging it r. and mountain ranges beyond.
Water colours on huff paper ; imp., 13J x 20J in.

46. A MOUNTAIN PASS is LYCIA. A pass under high hills r., capped by precipitous
crags winding round to the r., with a mountain rising darkly 1., broken into an
isolated peak.

Perhaps a view of the Acropolis of Pinara, from the S.W.
Water colours and pen ; imp., 9J x 19| in.

[47-55.] Drawings made during the second tour.

47. RHODES, FROM THE SEA. The baftlemented wall of the harbour, projecting
towards the r. in a bastion with a tall fortified tower ; behind the wall 1. the
roofs and minarets of the town, and r. the open country.
Water colours and body colours on buff paper ; imp., 10 x 20| in.

48. SEKAIDJIK. The upper part of a craggy hill, rising in a barren valley among
mountains. On the hill are scattered trees, and near the foreground fragments
of a wall and other ruins. Date d Sahar-raji, July 4", 1842.

Body colours, water colours and pen on buff paper ; imp., 13J x 19J in.

49. TBCHANDYB, WITH RUINS, PROBABLY OF MARMORA. A precipitous crag, crowned
with ancient fortifications, rising almost sheer in front from a valley in which
are rock-tombs 1., and sloping down among trees r. ; beyond, a wide valley
rising into conical peaks and opening 1. on the plain of Adalia, w ashed r. by the
blue sea, and bounded by far-off mountains.
Water colours and pen on buff paper; imp, 19J x 13J in.

In Darnell's account of his last tour (Spratt and Forbes, II., p. 13), he says,
' I passed ihe entire of next day among the ruins, and in making an upright
sketch;' doubtless the drawing just described. The ruins were supposed by
Daniell to be those of Olbia, but according to Spratt and Forbes, as also
Benndorf and Niemann, are probably those of Marmora.
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50. STADIUM AND THEATRE OF PEKGE, IN PAMPHYLIA, FROM THE FORTIFICATIONS.

View from a ruined wall running straight from the 1. foreground to a tower,

behind wliich are the remains of other buildings, and beyond them, at some

distance, a low flat-topped hill with a ruin, perhiips of the Gymnasium, at its r.

extremity ; the end of a similar hill is visible, r., with the theatre built on its

lower slope ; and between this and the foreground is the stadium, in the midst

of level fields ; the figures of three natives in the foreground.
Water colours, body colours and pen, on buff paper ; imp., 13 X 19| in.

Compare the plan of Perge in Lanclcoronski's ' Villcs de Pampliylie et de la

Pisidie,' tome I., p. 36.

51. SILI.YCBI, IN PAMPHYLIA. View from the south-west. The Acropolis, an isolated

hill, rises from an undulating foreground, and occupies the whole view, except
for a glimpse of mountain-peaks in the 1. distance ; at the top it is broken into

precipices, and all up the slope are remains of massive architecture and
fortified roads. A native pitcher, a bow and arrows, lie in the foreground, r., at

the side of a road, along which a Turk is driving an ox, followed by a boy.
Water colours', body colours, and pen on buff paper ; imp., 1 3J X 19J in.

52. THEATRE AND STADIUM OF SELGE, IN PISIDIA, FROM THE SOUTH-WEST. The
remains of a Roman building, with two natives seated, r., in the foreground,

looking over a row of square arches and down the length of the stadium to the

theatre, built on a *l*.pe opposite towards the 1. Below the theatre, in a hollow

r., arc a row of columns and other scattered ruins ; beyond, the ground gradually
rises to distant mountain ridges sharp against the sky.

Body colours and water colours on buff paper ; imp., 13J X 19J in.

This sketch is lithographed in Spratt and Forbes, II., p. 26, where Daniell

mentions it as a ' sketch of the first view that struck me. . . I did not finish

the outline till nearly four o'clock.'

53. SELGE, FROM BELOW THE THEATRE, LOOKING SOUTH-WEST. View looking up
to the height from which the preceding sketch was made ; a row of Ionic

columns stands in the foreground, with a path winding past them to the r., and
five natives in single file coming down it from the huts of the modern village,

Serlighe or Surk; to the 1. is level ground, with scattered ruins and trees

rising up to the heights which bound the view, their slopes covered with
various remains of buildings (Spratt and Forbes, II., p. 27).
Water colours and pen on buff paper ; imp., 12 J X 19J in.

54. BOZBOROUN, FROM SELGE. View from a height, looking down on a vast square
ruin rising in the foreground, 1., above the valley, which stretches away,
continually rising to the distance, in a succession of snail-shaped hillocks ;

bounding the view, Bozboroun springs sheer from the slope, its steep face
darkened by an approaching storm.

Water colours and pencil on buff paper ; imp., 19J X 13J in.
' On my fourth day,' writes Daniell (Spratt and Forbes, II., p. 27),

' I

determined to attempt the glories of Boz-boroom ; but I had scarcely begun to

colour when the whole effect was changed by a thunderstorm, and huge rolling
clouds, not concealing the mountain, but . . . completely changing the effect . . .

The rain reached me at two o'clock, just as I was about to complete my
foreground.'

55. AQUEDUCT OF ASPENDUS, IN PAMPHYLIA. FROM THE ACROPOLIS. View looking
north to the mountains, from which the aqueduct brought water to the city.
The slope of the Acropolis occupies the r. foreground, and the ruined aqueduct
runs from the r. half way across the middle distance, then turns at right angles
and crosses the undulating plain to the foot of the hills ; at the angle, and at
the further end, are remains of two towers ; to the 1. is open country, and in the
centre foreground is a Turk with his wife and child, moving away.
Water colours, body colours and pen on buff paper ; imp., 13J x 19J in.

Compare a similar view in Lanckoronski (II., p. 126), who also gives an
elevation of the aqueduct and its to\\ ers.

All purchased November, 1872.
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DANIELL, Samuel (b. 1775, d. 1811). Painter; younger brother of

William and nephew of Thomas Daniell ;
went to South Africa

during the first British occupation of the Cape, and visited Bechu-
analand

;
in 1806 sailed to Ceylon and lived there till his death.

1. SILVER MOUNTAIN, DRAKENSTEIN, SOUTH AFRICA. A lake or stream in the

foreground r., with bushes on the bank, from which rises a low, broad hill, and
behind that the mountain, culminating in abrupt precipices, with a cleft between
it and other high crags r. In the 1. foreground, by the water, two figures and
an ox cart ; and a house among trees at a little distance. Inscribed No. 1.

Pencil over red chalk outline ; roy., 6J x 8| in.

Engraved by W. Daniell in Sketches ... of Southern Africa.' PI. 13.

1820.

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy sale.

DANIELL, Thomas (b. 1749, d. 1840). Painter; born at Kingston-on-
Thames ; studied at the Royal Academy ;

went in 1784 to India with
his nephew William, and worked there, the two publishing on their

return ' Oriental Scenery,' completed 1808 ; elected A.R.A. 1796,
and R.A. 1799 ; retired early from his profession.

1. NEAR GOHDALE, CRAVEN. A narrow wooded valley, down which a rocky torrent
comes teaming.

Indian ink and pen, tinted with water colours ; roy., 5J x 8 in.

2. ST. ANNE'S HILL, NEAR CHEKTSLY, SURREY. A road in the foreground curving
under a sandy bank 1. to the centre, where another tree-bordered rond from the
r. joins it, and disappearing down a slope to undulating wooded country beyond ;

in the foreground, towards the r., a young tree rising up against the placid sky.
Pencil, with Indian ink and water-colour wash ; roy., 7 J X 12g in.

3. CHEDDAR CLIFFS, SOMERSET. View looking down the v;illey between broken

crags in the foreground, with an isolated peak rising towards the 1., and another

peak beyond more to the r.

Water colours over Indian ink ; roy., 5jf x 7 in.

4. CHEDDAR CLIFFS ; ANOTHER VIEW. View down the winding gorge, with a
stream issuing from the r. bide, and breaking over rocks into the foreground ; at
the 1. an overhanging rock crowning the grass slope; two figures on a tuinof the

path at a little distance.
Water colours over Indian ink; imp., 12 j X 18J in.

Nos. 1-4 were purchased May, 1872.

5. A WATERFALL IN INDIA. View looking up a river with steep, rocky and
woodeil banks, between which, at some distance, it foams down in a great fall

to a basin, then, broken by a lower fall, flows swiftly into tlie 1. foreground,
under high rocks r., on which are two natives, one with spear and shield.

Water colours over Indian ink; all., 18| X 24J in.

Purchased at the Percy sale, May, 1890.

DANIELL, William, R.A. (b. 1769, d. 1837). Painter; nephew of

. Thomas Daniell, whom he accompanied to India 1784, and helped in

the publication of ' Oriental Scenery
' on their return

; exhibited

many Indian scenes, and later views in England and Scotland
;

elected A.R.A. 1807, R.A. 1822; published several works, the chief

being 'A Voyage round Great Britain' (1814).

1. ON THE GANGES. Stairs of a temple, 1., on a jutting shore, round which the
river flows into the foreground, under mountains r., with a few boats sailing
down it ; a few natives on the stairs, and a palm above ; by the water, 1., a girl
with a pitcher.

Bistre wash and pen sketch on grey paper ; roy., 10J x 14| in.

Presented by Jolm Henderson, Esq , January, 1863.
VOL. II. c
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2. ON THE THAMES, NEAR CLIVEDEN. The river flows from the r. foreground to

the 1., broken 1. by a wooded island ; on the near bank, 1., some trees and a

ferry bell ; on the further bank woods bounded by a paling, and wooded hills

beyond, with a tower showing above ;
a boat on the stream r.

Water colours over Indian ink ; roy., 5 X 10J in.

Purchased May, 1872.

3. AT CHELOW. Low shores, with water in the foreground, and a few huts under

a grove of palms ; near the shore some smaller trees and some figures and boats

under them. Inscribed Clielow.

Slight pencil sketcli ; roy., 5 X 6J in.

Presented by J. Deffett Francis, Esq., February, 1875.

4. THE HAUHOUR MOUTH, BOSCASTLE, CORNWALL. The entrance to the harbour,

with a cutter sailing in, seen from the cliff at the eastern side ; a signal station

at the top of the opposite clitf, beyond which the rocky coast stretches r. ;

cormorants and gulls on a rock in the foreground. Signed with monogram,
and dated fiusrastle, 19 Augt., and inscribed with memoranda.

Pencil and black chalk on brownish paper, heightened with white ;

roy., 73 X lOjj in.

Different from the view of Boscastle in the 'Voyage round Great Britain."

5. HARBOVR AT HARTLAND, DEVON. A cove, bounded on the further side by
rocky cliffs; 1., a schooner lying beached at low tide behind a stone jetty, and
some men and a horse in the foreground.

Signed with monogram.
Pencil and black chalk on brownish paper, heightened with white ;

roy., 7| X 10i in.

Different from the view of Ilartland in the '

Voyage round Great Britain.'

Nos. 4 and 5 were transferred from the Map Room, May and December, 1881.

6. FIRE AT SEA. A ship on fire at a little distance; in the foreground, 1., a brig

lying-to in the swell, and a boat approaching her, r., from the other ship; a

second boat further off.

Pencil, with some pen and sepia ; roy., Gg X 9$ in.

7. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

() MAN-OF-WAR AT ANCHOR. A man-of-war, seen astern, lying at anchor near
a mountainous coast ; boats coming and going about her.

Pencil ; !i| X 5J in.

(6) COAST SCENE. View across a bay or estuary, with rocks in the foreground
and a cutter approaching; on the fuither shore a castle on a bold

promontory, and a ship at anchor in a bay beyond.
Pincil ; 6J X tij in.

8. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) STUDY OF SHIPPING. A sloop advancing to the foreground ; a small boat, 1.,

a man-of-war anchored beyond, r., and a brig sailing away, 1.

Pencil
; 4f X 3J in.

(b) THE MCUBLES LIGHTHOUSE, SWANSEA. A little bay, with boats on the beach
and at sea, bounded r. by a jutting slope, beyond which appears the
Mumbles Hock imd lighthouse.

Pencil ; Hi x 9 in.

Engraved by the artist in aquatint for the '

Voyage round Great Britain."

9. Four on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) CUPID CHASING A BIRD. Inscribed, I shall catch you.
Pencil ; 4g X 5 in.

(6) A BABY ASLEEP. Inscribed Emma.
Pencil

; 4 x 4J in.

(c) A LADY PLAYING A HARPSICHORD ; another lady standing over her.
Pencil ; 5J x 4J in.

(d) Two CHILDREN ON A CHAIR, reading together.
Pencil and pen ; 6jj X 4$ in.
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10. A JAVANESE SOLDIER. Half-length portrait in profile, wearing a cap and
unbuttoned tunic. Signed W. D. delt., and inscribed Javanese.

Pencil with red chalk outline ; roy., 8J x 6| in.

11. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) AN INDIAN SOLDIER, holding spear and shield ; a man with a horse behind.

Pencil ; 7J x 4J in.

(fc) A SEA SERPENT SEIZING A HORSE, on the shore of the sea, a high mountain
and a ship beyond.

Pencil and pen ; 6J x 8 in.

12. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) NUDE FIGURE ON HORSEBACK.
Pencil ; 7 x 7J in.

(6) A WARRIOR CARRYING OFF A GIRL ox HORSEBACK. Dated 1797.

Pencil; 7J X 10J in.

13. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) A WARRIOR AND CHARIOTEER IN A FOUR-HORSED CHARIOT.
Pen and sepia ; 7j x 9 in.

(6) A WARRIOR ON HORSEBACK, with lifted battle-axe.

Pen and pencil ; 8J x 10$ in.

14. Two on one mount, roy , viz. :

(a) Two HORSEMEN CHARGING.
Pea and pencil sketch ; 6| X 7J in.

(6) THREE SOLDIERS ON HORSEBACK.
Pen and pencil sketch ; 6J x 7f in.

15. A HORSEMAN STRIKING AT A FALLEN SOLDIER.
Pen and pencil sketch ; roy., 9 x 8J in.

[16-17] Studies after Samuel Daniell.

16. Two HEADS OF SOOTH AFRICAN NATIVES. Inscribed Hottentot and Soothuana

[Beclmana].
Pencil, with red chalk outlines ; roy., 6J x 8J in.

17. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) CAPE Fox. The male in the foreground, the female behind, r., on a rocky
upland, with Table Mountain in the distance.

Pencil, with red chalk outlines ; GJ x S| in.

(i) CAPE SHEEP. A ram with ewe, 1.; Table Mountain behind.

Pencil, with red chalk outlines ; 6f X 8J in.

Nos. 6-17 were presented by Sir A. W. Franks, K.C.B., July, 1885.

18. Two on one mount :

(a) THE ' ABERGAVENNY '
IN A GALE. Inscribed Abergavenny, June 1, 1794,

and signed W. D.

Pencil; 4J x 4J in.

(5) THE ' ABERGAVENNY ' SETTING SAIL. Inscribed Abergavenny, 1794, and

signed W. D.
Pencil ; 4J X 4i in.

The 'Abergavenny,' an Indiaman, was wrecked off Portland, 1805, and
in her perished Captain Woidsworth, commemorated by his brother in the
lines on ' A Picture of Peel Castle in a Storm."

19. HINDOO WATER-CARRIERS. A Hindoo with a goad standing beside a slate-

coloured bullock with skins of water s'ung across its back
; behind, r., near a

house and trees, a man lading another bullock ; 1., a village with palms by a

bay with a few boats, and natives coming and going.
Water colours; roy., 10| x 13| in.

2
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20. SAYEB ISLAND, BAT OP BENGAL. A near view, from the sea, of part of a

rooky island, rising into wooded mounds, with a peak further off and above, and

ending 1. in a group of sheer rocks, beyond which is a glimpse of open sea, and

a ship; in the r. foreground a sailing bo.it, which two men are bringing to

anchor, and three figures on the rocky platform of shore.

Water colours aud Indian ink ; roy., 11| X 18| in.

21. HINDOO BKIDAL CEREMONY. Four Hindoo girls, kneeling or standing by the

side of a river, setting their burning lamps to float upnn the stream aud uttering

prayers and spells; beyond them, r., the groves and palaces of a city, lighted 1.

by a full moon.
Water colours and Indian ink ; roy., 9J X 7f in.

Engraved.

Nos. 18-21 were purchased at the Percy sale, May, 1800.

22. A VIEW OF THE FRIGATES STATIONED IN THE HOPE. View down the Thames
near Gravesend, winding away in the distance to the r. ; a line of frigates

flying the British ensign anchored across the river; a Trinity yacht and

Royal yacht nearer, and other ships beyund. In the margin below : A View

ofilie Friyates stationed in the Hope umler the command of Ike Elder Brethren

of the Trinity House; also the names of the ships and their commanders, and
a dedication (for the aquatint engraved from this drawing) To the Bight
Hun 1 ' 1' \Vitliam I'itt, Colonel, Joseph Cotton, Lt.-Col., John Travers, Major, the

C'iptn., Officers and Volunteers of the Trinity Uouse Royal Artillerij Corps, etc.

Water colours; ant., 18 X 28f in.

The Hope is a reach of the Thames near Gravesend. At the time of the

threatened French invasion in 1803, the Trinity House volunteered to undertake
the defence of the Thimiea. The Government accepted the offer, and ten

frigates were placed at the disposal of the Elder Brethren, who raised a force

of 1200 men as '

Royal Trinity House Volunteer Arlillery,' aud also manned
the frigates.

Purchased October, 1872.

23. VIEW OF LONDON FROM BELOW THE TOWER, 1805. View of London from a

height, looking up the river, with the Pool in the foreground 1. and tUe Tower
r., under a setting sun.

Water colours ; 13J x 23J in.

In Portfolio vm. (No. 68) of the Crace Collection of London Views, purchased
November, 1880. An aquatint frum the drawing is in the same portfolio.

24. VIEW OP LONDON PROM ONE TREE HILL, GREENWICH PARK.
Water colours ; 13J x 23J in.

In Portfolio xxxvi. (No. 42) of the Crace Collection.

25. ALBUM, containing pencil drawings made for the '

Voyage round Great Britain,'
1814.

(1) SWANSEA, from the harbour.

(2) SWANSEA HARBOUR, with the Mumbles in the distance.

(3) THE MUMBLES ROCK AND LIGHTSHIP.

(4) THE MUMBLES, from another side; the same view as No. 8 (6) above.

(5) OYSTEIIMOUTH CASTLE, from the beach.

(6) OXWICH BAY.

(7) WORM'S HEAD, from Rhosili Cliffs, looking W.
(8) CLIFFS NEAR WORM'S HEAD.

(9) ST. DONATS; castle and glen.

(10) TENBY PIER.

(11) TENBY.

(12) TENBY, PROM ACROSS THE BAY.

(13) MANORBEER CASTLE.
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(14) ST. GOWAN'S HEAD.

(15) CLIFFS AND CAVES NEAR ST. GOWAN'S HEAD.

(16) ROCKS NEAR BOSHESTON.

(17) BAT NEAB ST. GOWAN'S HEAD.

(18) CLIFF NEAB ST. GOWAN'S.

(19) NEAR ST. GOWAN'S, a rent in the cliffs.

(20) ST. GOWAN'S.

(21) COAST NEAR BOSHESTON MERE.

(22) COVE NEAR ST. GOWAN'S.

(23) FRAGMENT OF CLIFF IN THE SEA, near Boshi'ston.

(24) MILFORD HAVEN.

(25) MILFORD HAVEX ; another view.

(26) THE STACK ROCK, Milford Haven.

(27) LITTLE HAVEN.

(28) LITTLE HAVEN ; another view.

(29) ENTRANCE TO SOLVA.

(30) BRIDGE AND RON AT ST. DAVID'S.

(31) SOLVA; looking inland.

(32) SOLVA ; looking seaward.

(33) ABEB CASTEL.

(3t) PORT CLATSH.

(35) FISHGUARD ; from above the harbour.

(36) NEAR ST. JUSTINIAN'S CHAPEL, St. David's Head.

(37) NEAR ST. JUSTINIAN'S CHAPEL ; another view.

(38) NEAR LANNANNO, Fisliguard Bay.

(39) GOODWYCH BAY.

(40) GOODWYCH, near Figliguard.

(41) NEWPORT.

(42) ST. DOGMAEL'S, near Cardigan.

(43) COAST, WITH BOATS, near Cardigan.

(44) LIMEKILNS, Cardigan.

(45) ST. DqGMAEL's.

(46) CARDIGAN BRIDGE.

(47) VIEW FROM CARDIGAN BRIDGE.

(48) KINMAES HEAD, ENTRANCE TO CARDIGAN RIVER.

(49) NEWQUAY.

(50) NEWQUAY HEAD.

26.

(1) ISLE OF SCALPA, near Skye.

(2) NEAR VATERNISH.

(3) PRIORY AT ROWAMLL, HARRIS. From the N.W.

(4) LIGHTHOUSE ON THE ISLE OF SCALPA.

(5) LOCH SEAFORTH, SKYE.

(6) LOCH DUICH.

(7) VIEW LOOKING UP LOCH HOUBNE.

(8) LOCH DUICH, with Shiel House.

(9) LOCH Duicu
;
another view.
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(10) HOUSE ON THE ISLE OF RAASAY.

(11) BROCKHILL CASTLE, ISLE OP KAASAT.

(12) UPPER END OF LOCH EYNORT (AINNEART), Isle of Skye.

(13) UPPER END OF LOCH ETNORT ; a more distant view.

(14) LOCH EYNORT.

(15) VIEW PROM NEAR ScoNSOR, Skye.

(16) BETWEEN SCONSOR AND PORTREE. Dated July 23, 1815.

(17) PORTREE.

(18) DUNVEGAN CASTLE, SKYE.

(19) DrNVEGAN CASTLE ;
from the opposite side.

(20) DCNVEGAN CASTLE ; a small sketch.

(21) DUNVEGAN CASTLE ; another view.

(22) DCNTULM CASTLE, Skye.

(23) IN LOCH BRACADAIL, Skyc, between UlinisU and Taliscar (Thallasgor).

(24) THALLASGOR HEAD.

(25) ULINISH, Skye.

(26; BRIESHMEAL, THALLASGOR.

(27) THE SAME MOUNTAIN.

(28) NEAR THALLASGOB.

(29) BASALTIC PILLARS ON BRIESHMEAL, THALLASGOR.

(30) THALLASGOR.

(31) BEACH NEAR THALLASGOR.

(32) BETWEEN THALLASGOR AND SCAVAIG.

(33) LOCH COBUISB.

(34) LOCH CORUISK. 'A young gull in the water and thousands of swallows
attacking it.'

(35) NEAR STRATH AIRD, Skye.

(36) ENTRANCE TO THE CAVE or STRATH AIRD.

(37) LOCK VRAKISH, NEAB BROADFOBD, Skye.

(38) LOCH VRAKISU.

(39) LOCH HOURNE, from Skye.

(40) BETWEEN KYLE EEAY AND KYLE AKIN, Skye.

(41) KIRKTOWN, GLENELG, Inverness.

(42) GLENBEG BAY.

(43) TOWERS IN GLENBEG.

(44) THE SAME TOWERS; a more distant view.

(45) KIRKTOWN, GLENELG.

(46) GLENBEG, ILANDREOCH.

(47) LOCH HOUHNE HEAD.

(48) PROM THE INN AT LOCH HOURNE.

(49) LOCH HOURNE HEAD.

(50) LOCH HOCBNE.

(51) LOCH HOURNE ; another view.

(52) LOCH HOCBNE, with herring boats.

(53) ABNISDALE, LOCH HOUBNE.

(54) KING'S HOUSE, BLACK MOUNTAIN, GLENCOB.

(55) CLOCGH LIGHTHOUSE, SKYE.
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(56) ARDGOWAN, ARGYLESHIRE, from the sea.

i.KDGOWAN, from inland. With two sepa
the seat of Sir Michael Shaw Stewart.

Nos. 25 and 26 were purchased from Miss Daniell, October, 1867.

(57) AKDGOWAN, from inland. With two separate sketches of ArJgowan House,
the seat of Sir Michael Shaw Stewart.

DAVIS, John Scarlett (b. 1804). Painter, etcher, and lithographer;
born at Hereford ; student at the Royal Academy, 1820

;
worked in

London and exhibited at various galleries 1822-44
; well-known for

his painting of interiors
;
died young.

1. PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST. H.L., seated in a chair, in three-quarter face,

directed r., eyes looking a little 1., the 1. haud up to the face. (Signed and
dated, J. Scarlett Davit, 1829.

Sepia ; roy, 7J x 5| in.

2. VIEW IN THE COURT OF A PUBLIC BUILDING. A view through an arch into

a court surrounded by a building. Signed and dated, Scarlett Davis, 18oO.

Monochrome wash with pen outlines, heightened with white ; roy.,

8| x 11 in.

3. A STREET. View looking up a street, with houses on either side ; near the

foreground 1., a walled garden in front of Hie houses ; r., a tree behind a wall

with a gate.
Pencil; roy., ojj x 13J in.

4. PORTRAIT OF A GENTLEMAN IN THE PORCH OF HIS HOUSE. An old gentleman
carrying a gun, standing in a rustic, creeper-covered porch; a mullioned
window 1., and thatch above. Signed and dated, /. Soarlttt Davis, 1833.

Pencil
; roy., 7J X 9t in.

NOB. 1-4 were purchased March, 1868.

5. PART OF DUDLEY CASTLE. A tower over an archway, flanked by walls, that to

the r. pierced with many windows; the whole in rains, with the upper part
broken off; the ground in front heaped up end hiding the lower pint of the

building. Inscribed with title and signed, John Scarlett Darie.

Water colours tinted over pencil, with some pen work; roy., (jj x 10J in.

Presented by John Deffett Francis, Esq., December, 1874.

DAWE, George; R.A. (b. 1781,, d. 1829). Painter and mezzotint

engraver ; born in London, son of Philip Dawe the engraver ; pro-
duced a number of mezzotints before he was twenty-one, when he

gave up engraving; painted historical subjects till about 1816, and
afterwards almost entirely portraits ;

elected A.R.A. 1809, R.A.

1814; invited to Petersburg 1819 by the Emperor Alexander, and

painted there a vast series of portraits of Russian officers
;
died in

London.

1. NICHOLAS I., EMPEROR OP RUSSIA. An oval; H.L., three-quarter face,

looking r., in red uniform.
Water colours, highly finished ; roy., 7 x 5J in.

Purchased August, 1882.

Nicholas I., b. 1796, succeeded bis brother Alexander in 1825, and died in

1855, during the Crimean war, which he had brought about.

2. ADMIRAL SCHISCHKOFF, EUSSIAN MINISTER OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. Head in

full face of an old man with white hair, wearing a coat with turned up collar.

Black, white and red chalks on drab paper ; roy., 16f X 11 J in.

Engraved by T. Wright, and published 1827.

Purchased at the Percy sale, May, 1890.
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DAYES, Edward (h. 1760, d. 1804). Water-colour painter and mezzo-

tint engraver ;
studied engraving under W. Pether

;
worked in

London and exhibited at the Royal Academy from 1786 till his

death by suicide; painting numbers of views in various parts of

England as well as figure subjects ; draughtsman to the Duke of

York, and master of Thomas Girtin [q.v.] ; much employed for

topographical publications.

1. GOULDKINGS, NEAR HERTFORD. A river flowing into the foreground, past a

house overlooking it from a gentle slope among trees ; near the foreground 1. a

party of Indies and gentlemen taking leave of a friend departing in a boat, the

crew of which are ho sting sail. Signed E. Dayes.
Water colours ; roy., 12J X 16^ in.

Purchased May, 1870.

2. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) POKCHESTEH CASTLE, HANTS. A cluster of ruined walls surrounding the

ma.-ivo keep, which rues against a cloudy sky ; two figures near the 1.

foreground.
Water colours ; 5jj X 8$ in.

Purchased September, 1886.

(b) CORWEN, MERIONETHSHIRE. A cottage, behind which rises, r, the rock-
strewn mountain side; a rough road in the foreground, and a woman in
front of the cottage door. Signed E. Dayes.

Water colours; Sf x 10J in.

Purchased August, 18(51.

3. THE INTERIOR OF ST. PAUL'S ON THE DAY or GENERAL THANKSGIVING,
APRIL 23, 1789. View under the Dome, with crowded galleries erected across
the transept-, looking west down the nave, up which between files of soldiers
and beefeaters the Ko\ al Procession comes. Signed and dated Edward Vaues,
1789.

Indian ink with pen outlines, slightly tinted with water colours ; all.,

15J x 2f>iJ in.

^

Engraved by .1. Neaglc, and published 1789. Dayes also made a view of the
Cuoir ol St. Paul's on the same occasion, engraved and published by It. Pollard.

Purchased February, 1872.

4. KING GEORGK HI. REVIEWING EIGHT THOUSAND VOLUNTEERS IN HYDE PARK,
JUNE 4, 1799. The King, attended by his suite 1., lifts his hat as a regiment
files past to the r.

; further off other regiments marching 1. with bands playing
and colours (lying; b, yond. the trees and houses bordering the Park. Signed
and dated FAw'. Dayes, 1799.

Water colours; all, log x 25J in.

Engraved by J. Collyer. 1799.

Purchased July, 1853.

5. VIEW OF SOMERSET HOUSE TERRACE, LOOKING TOWARDS BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE
Groups of ladies and gentlemen on the terrace; the river r. and

ot. Pauls beyond.
Indian ink, with pen outlines; 14} x 20 in.

In Portfolio vi. (No. 224) of the Grace Collection of London Views, purchased
November, 1880.

6. HANOVER SQUAPE 1787, WITH OUTLINES BY ROBERT THEW. View, looking
B'.uth ; with a number of figures and a pony chaise. Signed, on the collars oftwo dogs in the foreground, Thew and Daypt.
Water colours and Indian ink; 15J x 21| in.

Engraved in mezzotint by R. P,,llard and E. Jukes
In Portfolio xxix. (No. 74) of the Grace Collection.
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[7-11] Drawings after Dayes.

7. LONDON AND ST. PAUL'S FROM THE TEMPLE STAIRS.

Pencil; 7 x 11 J in.

8. SKETCH FROM MILFORD LANE STAIRS OF THE OLD BUILDINGS NEAR SOMERSET

HOUSE, LOOKING TOWARDS ST. PAUL'S.

Pencil ; 13g x 15J in.

9. WESTMINSTER FROM SOMERSET HOUSE TERRACE.
Indian ink, with pen outlines; 13 x 20 in.

Nos. 7-9 are in the Por folio TI. of the Crace Collection (Nos. 251, 238, 229).

10. THE OLD ENTRANCE TO CARLTON HOUSE FROM ST. JAMES'S PARK. With
gentries at the gate.
Water colours; roy., 13J x 18| in.

In Portfolio xn. (No. 27) of tlie Crace Collection. Nos. 7, 8, 9 and 10 may
be after Dayes, but are certainly not irom iiis hand.

11. BLOOMSBURY SQUARE, 1787. Looking across the square to Bedford House;
with figures in tlie street, and a milkmai 1 driving cows.

Water colours ; 14 J x 21} in.

In Portfolio xxvm. (N
T
o. 70) of the Crace Collection.

This drawing is a copy from the mezzotint by Pollard and Jukes, after

Dayes ;
the print is in the same portfolio.

DEACON, James (d. 1750). Miniature painter and wood-engraver; 'a

gentleman of great talents for music and drawing' (Walpole), who
late in life took up painting as a profession.

1. PORTRAITS OF SAMUEL SCOTT AND HIS WIFE. Separate studies of the two
heads, pasted on one sheet of paper, inscribed Mrs. Srott l>y Mr. Dettcnn, and
Samuel Scott by Mr. Deacon ; the painter, in profile, looking 1., wearing a cap ;

his wife, also in profile, looking r., and wearing a cap tied under the chin.

Indian ink; roy., 4j x (if in.

For Samuel Scott see in this catalogue under his name.

Purchased February, 18.V2.

DEANE, William Wood (b. 1825, d. 1873). Architect and painter;
born in London

;
studied and practised as an architect till about

1856, when he devoted himself to painting; worked in London, but
made frequent sketching tours abroad, especially in Italy; some of

his most brilliant drawings were made in Spain, in the company of

F. W. Topham [q.v.].

1. BELLAGGIO, LAKE OF COMO. View between two houses, and over the roofs of a
narrow street to the lake and the mountain i ising tteeply bey nd ; the foreground
in shadow, with light falling on part of the house to the 1., and into tlie little

street. Signed W. W. Deane.
Water colours ; roy., 13J x 8J in.

Purchased October, 1881.

2. ITALIAN LANDSCAPE ; A SANDPIT. A road, with a sandpit r., from which a
workman brings sand in a basket to a waggon in which is another man, while
a third sits by the road, r.

Water colours on coarse drab puper, heightened with white ; roy.-, 8J x 13 in.

Dr. Percy, in a note on thin drawing, says :

' He waa a pupil of Cox. Is it not

by Cox ?
'

3. WILD LANDSCAPE. A rough upland with bouldi rs in the foreground and dense
trees on the skirts of a wood r., broken at a little distance, 1., into a hollow,

beyond which appears a mountain under wild and blowing clouds.

Charcoal and wash ; roy., 10^ x 15J in.

Nos. 2 and 3 wore purchased at the Percy sale (bought earlier at the Deane

sale), Slay, 1890.
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DE CORT, Henry Francis (b. 1742, d. 1810). Landscape painter;

born at Antwerp, and student there under Herreyns and H. J.

Antoiiissen ; painted landscapes with towns or architecture
;
worked

in Paris; returned to Antwerp, 1788, but shortly after came to

England ;
exhibited at the Royal Academy, 1790-1806.

1. LANDSCAPE, WITH COTTAGE. A thatched cottage of timber and plaster at a

little distance beyond a stream, over which a path comes by a footbridge past

the cottage into the foreground ;
at the 1., by the bridge, a tree ; broken palings

along the stream ; behind the cottage 1. a view of fields and distant hills.

Sepia and Indian ink over pencil ; roy., 16J X 12J in.

Purchased July, 1859.

2. VIEW OP MOCCAS COURT, HEREFORDSHIRE. A wide view of the valley of a

river, which winds from the r. foreground past a wooded cliff, 1., with Moeeas

Court on sloping ground r. in the middle distance, and low hills rising behind

it. Inscribed MoocaS Court, Hen-ford.

Sepia and pencil; roy., 8| x 13J in.

Purchased October, 1872.

3. VIADUCT AT CHIRK, DENBIGHSHIRE. A valley between wooded hills, crossed in the

middle distance by the viaduct ; in the foreground, the sloping banks of a river

at the 1. and draining works towards the r. Signed and dated H. de Cort, 1802.

Indian ink and sepia over pencil ; imp., HJ x 20J in.

Purchased May, 1891.

4. VIEW IN STOKE PARK, NEAR WINDSOR. Two great elms growing side by side,

near a pool, 1., with other trees beyond.

Sepia and pencil ; all., 23 x 1SJ ins.

5. WINDSOR FOREST, NEAR CKANBOHNE HOUSE. A giant oak rising at the r. side of

a road through the forest, with another oak partly seen r., and trees in a thicket

beyond ; two figures at a little distance r., and another coming up the road 1.

Sepia and pencil; atl., ii4 X 1H J in.

Nos. 4 and 5 were purchased March, 1807.

DE HEERE, Lucas (b. 1534, d. 1584). Painter and poet; born at

Ghent ; pupil of Frans Floris
;
was employed by Philip II., and later

by Adolf of Burgundy ;
set up a school at Ghent, where poetry was

cultivated as much as painting, till proscribed by the Inquisition,
1568

;
took refuge in England (which he had probably visited in

1554), and remained here till 1577 ; returned to Ghent and designed
several pageants there before his death. Best known in England by
his portraits, some of which are attributed to Holbein.

1. ESTHER BEFORE AHASCERUS. In the foreground, r., Ahasuerus enthroned under
a canopy receives Esther, who kneels to kiss his golden sceptre, two women
holding up her train, and others standing behind

;
near the king's throne are

counsellors and soldiers; beyond, r., a temple, and 1., a mound witli the giillows
on which the sons of Haman were to hang. Dated 1358. Above the date
an inscription seems to have been obliterated ; and part of the drawing at the
bottom is wanting, through a tear in the paper.

Pen, partly tinted in water colours ; roy., 1 1J x 9 in.

Bequeathed by Sir Hans Sloane, Bart., 1753.

DE LA COUR, P. J. (worked about 1830). Water-colour painter ;

life unknown ; probably a drawing-master ; sometimes imitated Prout.

1. KILWAY ABBEY, CORK. The ruin of the abbey, backed by trees, stands on a knoll
to the r. of a path leading from the foreground to a wooded hollow 1., above
which appear roofs and towers, and beyond, distant mountains across a strip of
eea ; on the path, a shepherd with his sheep. Signed F. J. de la Cour.

Water colours and Indian ink ; roy., 6 X 10J in.

Purchased at the Percy sale, May, 1890.
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DE LA MOTTE, Philip Henry (worked about 1861-1876). Painter
;

son of William de la Motte
;
worked in London ;

Professor of drawing
at King's College, London.

1. AT SELBORNE. A path leading through a gate into a plantation, with a field

beyond ; a butterfly over the gate, and a lady about to enter with a butterfly net.

Water colours ; roy., 9 X 6J in.

2. AT SOTJTHWOLD. A 'fishing-boat, dismasted nnd hraped with barrels, drawn up
on the beach by a calm sea ; a net in the foreground, and a few vessels in the

offing. Signed P. H. D.
Water colours; roy., 7 x 10J in.

Both purchased August, 1892.

DE LA MOTTE, William (b. 1775, d. 1863). Landscape painter, etcher,
and lithographer ; born at Weymouth, where he was noticed by
George III., and placed with Benjamin West ; exhibited at the Royal
Academy 1795-1848; painted landscapes in water colours and oils;
followed Girtin in his early drawings.

1. FORCLAZ, SWITZERLAND. Woods on an upland, with mountains rising behind,
snow-capped in the distance r. ; in the foreground a blasted tree growing side-

ways to the 1. above a rough path, along which a boy drives a flock of gouts.
Signed and dated W" de la Motte 1804, Fordat.
Water colours and body colours; roy., 8J x 11 in.

Purchased December, 1866.

2. A WATEBMILL. A stream coming down from dark hills between two buildings
near the foreground, joined by a slight bridge, carrying the water over a wheel
r. ; a group of birches in front of the win el.

Indian ink and indigo ; roy., 10J x 8 in.

Purchased March, 1868.

3. CASTLE OF GODESBERG. The banks of the Rhine, with peasants passing, or

kneeling before a tall Gothic shrine 1. ; on the further side, towards the r., the
ruined castle on its conical hill. Signed and dated W" de la Motte, 182ti,

Godesberg.
Black chalk on drab paper, heightened with white; roy., 6J x 10J in.

Purchased August, 1871.

4. SHEPHERDS ON A MOUNTAIN ROAD. Two men, one on horseback, driving a flock
of sheep dlong a road which comes winding from the 1., under wooded crags r. ;

trees in the foreground, r. and 1. Signed and dated W'" de la Mutte, J801.
Pencil ; roy., 10 x 14J in.

Purchased October, 1872.

5. STUDY OF A TREE. A tall elm, overgrown with masses of ivy springing from
the foreground, with a boulder r. ; beyond, gently rising hills, and tureo men
by a rock 1.

Pencil, with Indian ink and sepia wash; roy., 18J x 13| in.

Presented by J. Defiett Francis, Esq., December, 1874.

DENNING, Stephen Poyntz (b. 1795, d. 1864). Miniature painter;
pupil of John Wright ; exhibited at the Royal Academy 1814-1851

;

curator of the Dulwich Gallery.

1. PORTRAIT OP HENRY PETRIE. Three-quarter length, seated in an armchair,
the face in three-quarters, looking r. ; a bookshelf behind, r. Signed and dated
S. P. Denning, 1835.

Water colours over pencil ; highly finished ; roy., 13| x lOf in.

Henry Petrie, antiquary, b. 1768, foun'l an early and useful friend in
J. F. Dibdin, and through him in Lord Spencer ; was appointed keeper of the
records in the Tower, 1819, and soon after began, with government help, the

preparation of materials for the early history of Britain, his life work ; the
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first volume, 'Monumonta Hisforica Britannicu,' was compiled 1835, but not

published till 1848, by Sir T. D. Il-irdy. Petrie died 1842.

2. PORTRAIT OP MICHAEL BRYAN. Nearly three-quarter length, seated in a

chair, the face in three-quarters looking 1.; behind, the Pieta by Aimibale

Carracci, formerly in the Orleans Collection and now at Castle Howard.

Water colours and body colours over pencil; highly finished ; roy.,9J X 7J in.

At the back of the mount is pasted a memorandum, Drawn from life by

S. P. Denning. From the collection of J. Wadmore, Esq. Michael Bryan,
author of the

'

Dictionary of Painters'

Bryan, b. at Newcaslle-on-Tyne, 1757, lived for some years in Flanders, and

after his return made frequent visits to the continent, acquiring much knowledge
of pictures, which he turned to account iu the '

Dictionary,' first issued 1813-

181(i; died 1821.

Purchased May, 1891.

DERBY, William (b. 1786, d. 1847). Painter; born at Birmingham;

pupil of Joseph Barber; painted portraits and miniatures, and was

especially skilled in water-colour copies from oil paintings ;
made

drawings for Lodge's
' Portraits.'

1. PORTRAIT OF DB. KIDD. Short three-quarter length, full face, in gown and

bands.
Water colours over pencil ; highly finished ; roy., 1\ X 5J in.

James Kidd, b. 1701 near Loughbriokland, co. Down, beau life as a school-

master in Ireland; emigrated 1781 to America, where he studied Hebrew;
returning, became professor of Oriental languages at Aberdeen, 171)3, and soon

also gained renown as a powerful preacher ; died 1831.

Purchased at the Percy sale, May, 1890.

DEVIS, Anthony Thomas (b. 1729, d. 1817). Water-colour painter;
brother of Arthur Devis

;
exhibited a few landscapes between

1772-1781.

1. LANDSCAPE, WITH A RUINED CASTLE. View looking up a river or estuary, with

a ruined castle on a low cliff 1., above a small fishing village ; beyond, higher
cliffs, and in the r. distance a range of mountains ; in the foreground 1. two men
and a woman on a bank under trees. Signed A. Devis.

Indian ink and sepia over black chalk; roy., 10$ X 15} in.

Purchased August, 1859.

2. WOODS AT VERNON HOUSE, NEAR BRITON FERRY, AT THE MorTH OF THE
NEATH RIVER, GLAMORGANSHIRE. A road descending 1. behind a wooded bunk
on which are two sheep, with a view over sloping meadows to the river and

grassy wooded shores beyond; a few boats sailing on the river, which flows out

past a little promontory r. to the sea; a woman and a man with a dog on tho

road iu the r. foreground ; the whole scene beyond bathed in peaceful sunshine.

Water colours over black chalk and pencil ; 12J X 17J in.

Purchased February, 1861.

3. ABERAVON HILLS, GLAMORGANSHIRE. Wooded hills, bare at the top, sloping
from the r. to a valley filled with trees ; fields witli gorse in the foreground, and
two goats 1. ; beyond, 1., a succession of hills. Signed Anthony Devis.

Water colours ; roy., 9f x 15 in.

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy sale.

DEVIS, Arthur (b. 1708, d. 1787). Painter; born at Preston; father of

A. W. Devis ; pupil of P. Tillemans ; painted portraits ; worked in

London.

1. PORTRAIT SKETCH OF A LADY. Whole length of a young lady in semi-classical

costume, her arms by her side, looking down. Signed A. Devis.
Pen and sepia; roy., 8J x 5 in.

Purchased May, 1890, at tho Percy sale.
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DEVIS, Arthur William (b. 1763, d. 1822). Painter
;
son and pupil of

Arthur Devis
; appointed as a young man draughtsman to an East

India Company's ship, wrecked on the Pelew Islands
;
returned home

by way of China and Bengal ; painted the Death of Nelson and
other historical works, besides many portraits.

1. ARA KOOGEB. Head and shoulders of a savaze, with beard, and curly hair tied

in a sort of pigtail, in three-quarter face looking r.
; probably one of the savages

of tlie Pelew Islands, with whom the wrecked crew of the 'Antelope' made
friends. Inscribed Ara Kooger.

Pencil ; roy., 9J X 7J in.

Purchased July, 1876.

2. A JEWISH TOMB. A few steps lending up to a hollow chamber of carved rock

containing a sarcophagus ; palm, aloe and other plants growing around ; an

inscription in Hebrew, imperfectly represented, on the sarcophagus, and another,

meaning
' Tomb of Manasseh [or perhaps Moses],' on the lintel above. Signed

A. W. Devis del.

Indian ink and sepia; irregular oval ; roy., 10J x 9J in.

Purchased May, 1888.

3. PORTRAIT OF A YOUNG HINDOO. Half-length, of a young man with slight
moustache, in a turban, with knife in sash, nearly full face, turned a little 1.

Signed A. W. Devis, del. morning.
Pen and slight sepia wash ; roy., Sf x 5j in.

A stipple engraving, unsigned, from this drawing is in the department.

4. A CHINESE LADY. Head and shoulders, in full face, wearing necklace and
ear-rings. Signed Art. W. Devis del.

Pencil with a little pen work, tinted with sepia and lake ; roy., 7f X GJ in.

Nos. 3 and 4 were purchased May, 1890, at the Percy sale.

DEVOTO, James (worked about 1730). Draughtsman ; biography
unknown.

1. PORTRAIT or A NAVAL OFFICER. Half-length portiait of an officer, nearly full

face, turned a little r., 1. hand on hip, r. hand in coat ; a globe upon a table
beside him 1. In an ornamental oval, with English flags and cannon at each
side ; above, a decorative panel on which is a drawing of a sea-tight. Signed
above, Jhmts Devnto de/inedt.

Pencil, with the decorations in water colours, on vellum ; roy., 12 x 8J in.

This has been supposed the portrait of Admiral Bowater, who died in 1829,
and was born long afttr this drawing was made.

2. PORTRAIT OF A LADY. Half-length of a lady of plain features, three-quarter face,

louking r., with a bird perched on her 1. hand, held in front of her. In a
decorative oval on a background of brickwork, with a panel below inscribed
James Devoto Delinuat [sic].

Pencil on vellum; roy., 11J x 8J in.

Both purchased November, 18G1.

DEVOTO, John (worked about 1776). Draughtsman ; exhibited a flower

piece at the Society of Arts, 1776, and is described in the catalogue
as Drawing-master, of Bedford Street, Covent Garden. Made a few

designs for books.

1. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) CLASSICAL LANDSCAPE. A ruined temple 1., with fallen fragments r.

reflected in a pool, by which rise two trees against a background of distant

peaks. Signed J. Devoto.
Pen and ink ; 5$ x 6 in.
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(fc) 06. LANDSCAPE COMPOSITION. A square monument and two pillars bearing

part of it pediment rising among ruins ; 1., a fantastic peak. Signed /. D. de.

and again J. Devoto.

Pen and ink ; 4| x G in.

Rev. FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE. An archway built in a mass of rock surmounted

by classical monuments with statues.

Pen and ink.

Purchased June, 1881.

DE WILDE, Samuel (b. 1748, d. 1832). Portrait painter; born in

Holland of Dutch parentage, and brought as a child to England ;

produced a few etchings and mezzotints
;
exhibited portraits and

subjects, and from about 1795 devoted himself to the portraiture of

actors in character, painting all the theatrical celebrities of his day ;

a collection of these portraits is in the Garrick Club.

1. STEPHEN KEMBLE. In ordinary dress, half-length, in three-quarter face, looking
full. Signed and dated De Wilde, May, 1817.

Red chalk, with Indian ink and water-colour wash ; roy., 8J X 6J in.

Stephen Kernble (b. 1758, d. 1822), brother of J. P. Kemble and of Mrs.

Siddons, was an actor of some reputation, playing in England and Scotland,
from about 1784 to 1822. Portraits of him as Bajazet and as Falstaff, by
De Wilde, are in tlic Garrick Club.

2. MRS. ATKINS AS SELIMA IN ' SELIMA AND AZOB.' Whole length, in Oriental

costume, holding a rose in 1. hand. Dated and signed J)emr
(5, 1805, De Wilde.

Pencil and red chalk, partly tinted in water colours ; roy., Hf X 9 in.

Engraved in stipple by E. Cooper.
Mrs. Atkins is said to have been 'A beautiful vocalist of her time.'

3. MASTER BETTY AS ORESTES IN 'THE DISTREST MOTHER.' Whole length, in

classical dress and plumeil helmet, in the act of drawing his sword, and looking
a little 1. Signed and dated S. De Wilde, 1805.

Pencil and red chalk, tinted in water colours; roy., 14f X 8| in.

William Henry West Betty, known as 'the young Koscius,' b. 1791 at

Shrewsbury, first appeared as an actor at Belfast in 1803, and enjoyed
wonderful success in Ireland, Scotland, and 1804-5 in London; appeared again
at intervals till 1824, when he retired; died 1874.

No. 3 was purchased May, 1822.

4. MASTER BETTY AS CAPTAIN FLASH IN ' Miss IN HEU 'TEENS.' Whole length,
in caplain's uniform anil cocked hat; hands on hips, and looking 1. Signed and
dated De Wilde,, June V 1

-, 180G.

Engraved in stipple by R. Cooper.
Pencil and red chalk, tinted in water colours ; roy., 14J x 8| in.

5. MR. COLLINS AS SHARP IN ' THE LYING VALET.' Whole length, full face, with
hat in both hands, smiling, and with eyes looking 1. Signed and dated
8. De Wilde, Jan. 21", 1805. Inscribed Mr. Collins as Sharp.
Engraved in stipple by Leney.
Pencil and red chalk, tinted in water colours ; roy., 14| X 8J in.

6. MR. DE CAMP AS COFFEE IN ' THE VIRGIN UNMASK'D.' Whole length, in a

striped coat and knee-breeches, fiddle in raised 1. hand, Itat in r. hand, r. leg
raised in dancing attitude, moving r. Signed and datid 8. De Wilde, April, 1806.

Pencil and red chalk, tinted in water colours ; roy., 14J x 8 in.

Vincent De Camp was brother of Mrs. C. Kemble.

7. MR. DOWTON AS DR. CANTWELL EJ 'THE HYPOCRITE.' Whole length, standing,
in full face, Bible in hands, eyes uplifted. Signed and dated S. De Wilde
dtlin. Way, 1812.

Water colours and red chalk ; roy., 14 x 8J in.

William Dowton (b. 1764, d. 1851) flourished in the last years of the

eighteenth century and early years of the nineteenth as a fine actor of old
men's parts, especially Dr. Cautwell and Sir Anthony Absolute.
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8. MR. EGERTON Aa CLYTOS IN ' THE RIVAL QUEENS, OK DEATH OF ALEXANDER
THE GREAT." Whole length, wearing a cuirass, and looking towards the 1.

with an expression of angry protest. Signed and dated S. De Wilde delin.

July, 1816.

Water colours and red chalk ; roy., 14 J x 9 in.

Daniel Egerton (b. 1772, d. 183.")), after playing for some time in the

provinces, appeared 1809 at Covent Garden, where he remained for most of his

career, playing secondary parts in serious plays.

9. MRS. EGEKTON AS MEQ MERRILIES IN ' GUY MANNERING.' Whole length, looking
towards the r., with 1. hand extended and r. hand grasping a ragged stall'.

Signed and dated De Wilde, 1816.

Water colours and red chalk ; roy., 14 1 X 9 in.

Sarah Egerton (b. 1782, d. 1847) took to the stage in 1803 at Bath ; married
Daniel Egerton ; was a failure in London till she won success in Meg Merrilies
and other melodramatic parts.

10. MB. ELLISTON AS DUKE ABANZA IN 'THE HONEYMOON.' Whole length,

wearing a broad hat with feathers, with r. hand extended, and looking towards
1. Signed and dated S. De WiMe. July, 18J8.

Water colours and red chalk ; roy., 14J x 9 in.

Engraved in stipple by Sciiven.

Robert William Elliston (b. 1774, d. 1831) first gained notice as an actor at

Bath ; played both in comedy and tragedy at the Haymarket and Drury Lane,
and was manager of Drnry Lane 18l9-IS2i>; the most brilliantly versatile

actor of his day ; Lamb's '

joyousest of embodied spirits.'

11. MB. FAWCETT AS ROBIN ROUGHEAD IN 'FORTUNE'S FBOLIC.' Whole length, in

countryman's dress, holding a whip, full face, looking r. Signed and dated
S. De Wilde f. D. 4"1

, 1805.

Pencil and red chalk, tinted with water colours; roy., 14J x 9J in.

Engraved in stipple by Woodman ; the head alone engraved also by Hopwood.
John Fawcett (b. 1768, d. 1837) made a reputation in Yorkshire, whence he

was engaged for Covent Garden, with which he was connected from 1791 till

his retirement in 1830; admirable in low comedy; author of some dramatic

pieces.

12. MRS. GLOVER AS EUGENIA IN 'THE FOUNDLING OP THE FOBET.' Whole
length, in mourning dress, reading a paper held in 1. hand. Signed and dated
S. De Wilde delin., 1811.

Water, colours and re I chalk ; roy., 14 J X 8} in.

Julia Betterton (b. 1779, d. 1850), daughter of an actor, first appeared in

London 1797, and was one of the best comic actresses of her day. She married
Samuel Glover.

13. MR. HABLET AS WELLBOBN IN 'A NEW WAY TO PAY OLD DEBTS.' Whole

length, looking towards the r., 1. arm extended, r. hand holding a stick.

Signed and dated De Wilde delin. D'., 1816.

Water colours and red chalk; roy., 14J x 9J in.

John Pritt Harley (b. 1786, d. 1858) was very popular from 1815 till his

death, succeeding to John Bannister's parts, and celebrated for his humour
and versatility.

14. MB. HILL AS LEANDEB is 'THE PADLOCK.' Whole length, in academical

costume, with gold-tasseled cap in 1. hand, and pointing behind him with r.

hand. Signed and dated 8. De Wilde, N. 12, 1805.

Pencil and red chalk, tinted with water colours ; roy., 15j X 9| in.

Engraved in stipple by Schiavonetti.

Janus Hill, d. 1817 (?), was an actor nnd singer who had some success in

secondary parts at Bath and in London, 1796-1805, after which he disappeared.

15. MRS. HENRY JOHNSON AS CATHEBINE IN ' THE EXILE.' Whole length, smiling,

and holding a pair of scissors in one hand and a ringlet of hair in the other.

Water colours and red chalk ; roy., 14 J x 9 in.
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16. WILLIAM MACREADY THE ELDER AS MR. COLLOONT IN "THE IRISHMAN IN

LONDON.' Whole length, in riding dress and hut, whip in r. hand. Dated and

signed October 20'*, 1805. 8. De Wilde.

Pencil and red chalk, washed with water colours; roy., 14| X 8J m.

William Macmidy (b. 1755, d. 1829), father of W. C. Macready, was a fair

actor, but was best known as manager of theatres at Birmingham, Sheffield, and

other country towns.

17. MRS. MATTOCKS AS LETTICE IN -THE INTRIGUING CHAMBERMAID.' Whole

length, pointing 1. with r. hand, and looking towards the r.

Pencil and red chalk, with a few touches in water colours ; roy., 13| X 8| in.

Engraved in stipple by Williamson.

Isabella Mattocks (b. 1710, d. 1826), daughter of an actor, Lewis Hallam,

went on the stnge as a child, and from 1752 to 1808 was a constant performer

at Covent Garden ; brilliant in comedy, especially in chambermaids' parts. A
portrait of her by De Wilde, as Lady Restless, is ut the Garrick Club.

18. MRS. MATHEWS IN ' THE MASQUERADE.' Whole length, in rich dresa, with a

necklace and pearls iu her hair, and holding a candle in r. hand.

Water colours and red clialk ; roy., 14j x 9 ins.

Anne Jackson, half-sister of Fiances Ke.ly, married Charles Muthews in.

1803; acted with him at the Hayniiirket till 1810, when she retired, and died

1809 ;
she edited her husband's memoirs and wrote two other books of

anecdote.

19. MR. AUBERRY AS THE LAY BROTHER IN 'THE DUENNA.' Whole length, in

brown Mjrge garment, staring with terrified expression. Signed aiul..dated

& De Wilde ddiu., July 11, 1810.

Water colours and red chalk; roy., 14 X 8J ins.

20. MR. YOUNG AS MR. HALLER IN ' THE STRANGER.' Whole length, seated,

directed 1., with book in 1. hand, and looking towards the r.

Water colours and red chalk; roy., 14J x 9 in.

Charles Mayne Young, b. 1777, d. 1850, made his first appearance on the

stage at Liverpool; from 1807 played in London, first at the Haymarket, after

1810 at Covent Garden as second to Kemble, whom he surpassed in many parts;

excelled alike in comedy and tragedy ; took his farewell in ' Hamlet '

1832.

Nos. 1-20, with the exception of No. 3, were acquired before 1837.

21. JOHN RAPHAEL SMITH. Hnlf-lengtli, full face, laughing and leaning liU chin

on hia r. hiind. Inscribed De Wilde delint. J. B. Smith.

Pencil and water colour sketch ; 8J x GJ in.

Inserted in Vol. III. of the interleaved catalogues of the Society of Arts,

presented by J. H. Anderdon, Esq., 1809.

DEWINT, Peter (b. 1784, d. 1849). Landscape painter ;
born in Stafford-

shire, of a family originally Dutch
; apprenticed for a time to J. R.

Smith [q.v.],
the engraver ;

befriended by Dr. Monro, of the Adelphi ;

studied at the Royal Academy ; a prominent member of the Old
Water Colour Society, where most of his works appeared ; painted
admirable landscapes in oils, but more often in water colours, dis-

tinguished by their powerful simplicity of style and grave richness
of colouring ;

worked especially in the neighbourhood of Lincoln,
but also in other parts of EngLand.

1. WESTMINSTER ABBEY FROM TOTHILL FIELDS. A broad expanse ,of marshy
fields, bounded by trees and the low housi s of Westminster, above which rises
in the centre the Abbey, clear in yellow light agniifet the smoke of London and
a white bank of clmd

;
to the r., the f'>nr pinnacles of St. John's, and Lambeth

Palace; to the 1., in the distance, St. Paul's. The foreground is unfinished.
Water colours ; roy., 4g x 12J in.
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2. THE OBSERVATORY, GREENWICH. A hollow in the Park, with groups of trees

and a line of cedars planted across it and up the 1. slope, on the top of which
stands the Observatory.

Water colours ; roy., 4f x 9J in.

Nos. 1 and 2 were presented by Chambers Hall, Esq., April, 1851.

3. GLOUCESTER. A view from a level meadow at the north-west of the city ; the
Cathedral standing towards the 1. and other churches towards the r., all in the

glow of a warm sunset which purples the roofs of the houses and illumined the

clouds above; beyond the city, r., a low hill.

Water colours ; roy., 5J x 15J in.

4. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) ON THE THAMES. The river bank with shady ash and elm and willow

rising above a boathouse, and mirrored in the quiet water.

Water colours ; 6 x 4 in.

(6) SALISBURY CATHEDRAL. Marshy meadows, with a tree r. rising by a sluice,

and two cows 1. ; at some distance the cathedral above dark woods.
Wuter colour sketch ; 7J x Of in.

Nos. 3 and 4 were purchased June, 1886.

5. LANCASTER. A ridge of broken ground, with low trees all across it, over which,
on rising slopes and filling a shadowy hollow to the r., appear the root's of the

town, dominated beyond by the Castle hill, with its battlemented towers and

keep, and St. George's Church, touched with light, at the r.

Water colours ; roy., 8J x 15J in.

Purchased October, 188G.

6. CREWE HALL. The house, backed by trees, seen across a pond (it the end of

the lawn ; swans on the water, and trees r. and 1.

Unfinished.
Water colours, with foreground in pencil only ; roy., 7x11 in.

Crewe Hall, near Crewe, has been sinco burned down and rebuilt.

Purchased July, 1888.

7. Two on one mount, roy., viz :

(a) A CHINA VASE. A small blue and white china vase, with a lid, standing
on a table ; a red pocket-book beside it.

Water-colour sketch, unfinished ; 6J x 6J in.

(6) JUG AND BASKET. A brown earthen jug and a basket, with a cloth hanging
over the jug from the top, and spotted red handkerchief lying against the
basket.

Water-colour sketch ; 3J x 9| in.

8. CHINA VASE AND BASKET OP MUSHROOMS, ETC. The same blue and white
vase as that described above. No. 7 (a), standing on a purple-spotted handker-

chief, with a basket of mushrooms beside it, and a pear, a red pocket-book and
two tumblers on a tray (the last sketched in pencil only) ; all on a green covered
table.

Water colours, unfinished ; roy., 8| x 11 J in.

Nos. 7 and 8 were purchased at the Percy sale, May, 1890.

9. LANDSCAPE WITH A WIDE PROSPECT. A hill with trees of spreading branches
on the slope, r., and a donkey in their shade, looking over an immense plain ;

roofs and smoking chimneys of a village at the foot of the hill, woods

beyond, and fields stretching into an endless level distance under an empty
sky.

Water-colour sketch ; roy., 11 J x 18| in.

Purchased July, 1892.

10. THE GLEN. The side of a wild rocky glen, with cattle by a stream, 1., and the

sun breaking in white rays through leafy branches of the trees above.

Water colours, unfinished ; ant., 30 x 21| in.

Purchased at the Gaskoin sale, July, 1885.

VOL. n. D
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11. THE POOL OP LONDON. A view looking up to St. Paul's, with shipping on

either side, and small boats in mid-stream.

Sepia ; 4| X 8J in.

In Portfolio vni. (No. 3) of the Grace Collection of London Views, purchased

November, 1880.

DIBDIN, Charles (b. 1745, d. 1814). Dramatist, song-writer, and

amateur painter ; early noted for his love of music and the stage ;

acted, composed music, and latterly gave musical entertainments ;

best known by his very numerous sea-songs ; painted some views of

the Lakes, engraved in aquatint by J. Hill.

1. LYME REGIS, DORSETSHIRE. View from the Cobb, looking east along the coast,

with cottages on tho shore, 1., and liills above extending beyond to the hilla

about Charmouth ;
two men putting out in a boat with fishing-nets 1. ; other

boats on the beach, and others sailing in the bay, one near the r. foreground.
Inscribed l.yme, Dorsetshire, taken from the Cobb. Dibdinfect.

Indian ink and indigo ; roy., l()j X 16 in.

2. CHURCH AT LYME REGIS. The church, seen from the north-east of the church-

yi.rd, with the village houses among trees on the hill r., and the bay with boats

1. ; a man and woman by a gravestone r. Inscribed Church at Lyme, Dorset-

shire. Dibdin feet.

Indian ink and indigo; roy., 10 J X 15J in.

Both purchased July, 1876.

DIBDIN, Thomas Colman (b. 1810). Painter; exhibited a number of

landscapes between 1831 and 1883.

1. OLD COTTAGES. A group of thatched cottages by a path which comes into the

r. foreground; a man sitting on a felled tree-trunk 1., and a girl standing beside

him. Signed and dated T. C. Dibdin, 1810 [or 1819; the lower part of tha

figures cut off.]

Water colours and body colours ; roy., 9| X 13 in.

Purchased August, 1875.

DIGHTON, Denis (b. 1792, d. 1827). Painter and etcher; son of

Robert Dighton ;
studied at the Royal Academy ; appointed military

draughtsman to the Prince of Wales, 1815, and best known by his

battle pictures.

[1-2.] Drawings after Augustus Earle, for 'Journal of a Residence in Chile' and
'Journal of a Voyage to Brazil,' by Maria Graham (Lady Callcott), both

published 1824. See Vol. I. of this catalogue, pp. 178-189.

1. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) COSTUME OF CHILE. The court of a house at Melipilla, with an arcade at the
end of it, and men and women grouped in the shade, some playing guitars.
Inscribed D. Dighton.

Indian ink ; 6jj x 8| in.

Engraved in aquatint with the above title by E. Finden in the ' Journal
in Chile,' p. 262.

(6) GATE AND SLATE MARKET AT PERNAMBTJCO. View down a street crowded
with slaves, who are guarded by soldiers r, ; a man riding through them 1.

Inscribed D. Dighton from Earl. Costume of Chile.

Indiau ink ; 6| X 9} in.

Engraved in aquatint by E. Finden in the ' Journal in Brazil,' p. 107.
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2. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) CACIQUE MEETING CABRERA'S TROOPS. The Cacique rides slowly 1. ; he is

nearly naked, and holds a long lance upright ; a troop of his followers ride

behind. Inscribed D. Dighton. Cacique meeting a friendly force.
Indian ink ; 8| x 6| in.

Engravi'd in aquatint by E. Finden in the ' Journal in Chile,' p. 419.

This drawing illustrates an incident in the War of Independence in

Argentina. Don Jose Miguel Carrera was general of the national troops,
who were assisted by Indians.

(6) TRAVELLING IN SPANISH AMERICA. A lady and gentleman travelling in a

two-wheeled closed carriage, drawn by a pair of mules, with an Indian riding

postillion ; vultures at the roadside ; mountains in the distance. Inscribed

D. Dighton from Earl. Itoadfrom Culao [Callao] to Lima.
Indian ink ; 6g X 8| in.

Engraved in aquatint by E. Finden aa frontispiece to the ' Journal in

Chile.'

Bequeathed by Sir A. W. Callcott, with the albums of sketches by Lady
Callcott, April, 1845.

DIGHTON, Richard (worked about 1800-1827). Draughtsman; son of

Robert Dighton, whose style he followed in a series of etched profile

portraits of a mildly satirical character.

1. PROFILE OP A GENTLEMAN. Whole length of a middle-aged person standing in

profile, turned 1., hat in hand, nnd wearing yellow gloves. Signed and dated

Hich*. Dighton, ColeMll Street, Chelsea, 1827.

Water colours over pencil ; roy., 10| X 8| in.

This portrait is similar in character to the etched siries, and perhaps an

etching of it exists.

Purchased August, 1877.

DIGHTON, Robert (b. 1752, d. 1814). Painter and etcher; published
' A Book of Heads '

1795, and etched a number of satirical portraits ;

worked and taught drawing in London, and had some celebrity as a
caricaturist. '

1. 'KEEP WITHIN COMPASS.' Within a circle described by a pair of compasses,
which make an arch over her head, a lady, standing in a trim garden, pauses in

the perusal of the pleasures of '

Imagination Realiz'd,' to contemplate an open
box, filled wiih bank notes and gold, the Reward of Virtue ; a spaniel at her
feet looks up at her; in the background are wooiled grounds, with a mansion at

the top of the hill and a farm at the foot. Outside the circle at each corner

are depicted the miseries of vice ; at the top 1. a woman ruined by gambling, r.

a drunken mother dropping her child ; at the bottom 1., a prostitute arrested by
the watch, and r. beating he mp in Bridewell.

Beneath the circle, Prudence Produceth Esteem, and above it, faintly

pencilled only, Keep within Compass.
Monochrome tinted with water colours ; roy., 12f X 10 in.

Engraved anonymously, and published by Carington Bowles, 1785. In the

print a couplet runs round the circle left blank in the drawing :

Keep within Compass, and you shall be sure

To avoid many troubles which others endure.

And below is the verse :

Attend unto this simple fact
A thro' this life you rove,

That virtuous and prudent wayn
Will gain esteem and love.

a 2
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2. GLEE SINGERS EXECUTING A CATCH. A party of twelve glee singers sitting or

standing at the further side of a round bible, on which is a bowl of punch, and

singing the catch (by William Bates),
"

Sir, you are a comical fellow Nay, you
are a comical fellow What, I am a comicul fellow." The chairman wearing
a red coat, and with wig awry, is conspicuous in the centre. A dog in the

foreground stands up and puts its forepaws on the table.

Signature nearly obliterated. (Drawn on a mended piece of paper.)
Monochrome tinted with water colours; roy., 12J X 9J in.

Nos. 1 and 2 were purchased July, 1859.

3. MEN-OF-WAR BOUND FOR THE PORT OF PLEASURE. A wharf at Gravesend, the

starting place of the Chatham Tide Coach, which is seen in the background, its

tp crowded with sailors; in the foreground are sailors newly come ashore, being

cnjoli d out of their money by women ; one in the centre about to tive his purse
to a dishevelled beauty who leans on his shoulder; another sitting on his sea-

chest r. and embracing a girl round the waist, and another 1. losing his purse aa

he gets a kiss. Signed R. Dighton del.

Monochrome tinted with water colours ; roy., 12f X 9 J in.

Purchased March, 1875.

4.
' THERE is GALLANTRY FOR YOU ! AND MY BOY MENTIONED IN THE DISPATCH I ! !

'

A gross red Englishman in a chair reading of a French defeat in the London
Gazette Extraordinary and snapping his fingers in exultation. Inscribed aa

above.
Indian ink, coarsely tinted with water colours; roy., 14} x 11} in.

5.
' COMME CE COBSE NOUS MENE I IL FAIT PAYER CHEB SES CROIX D'HONNEUK !

'

A lean, lanky Frenchman on a rush-bottom chair, exclaiming in fury at the
news of a French defeat in the Moniteur (dated 1813). Inscribed as above.

Indian ink, coarsely tinted with water colours; roy., 14} x 11} in.

Nos. 4 and 5 were purchased July, 1875.

6. AN EXHIBITION OF CARICATURES. A picture gallery hung with large, unframed
caricatures, among which 'An Imperial Stride' (Catherine II. stepping fiom
Russia to Constantinople) and ' A Weeping Willow '

(C. J. Fox) are noticeable.
The foreground is tilled with groups of ladies and gentlemen, prominent being
an officer ogling two ladies who are coming from the r., and neglectful of his wife,
who tries to draw his attention to one of the pictures ; 1. a meagre little man
endeavouring to support his massive spouse, who shaken in apoplectic fits of

laughter, and behind are two crapulous fat parsons, winking and riotously
merry ; further back, near two doors, are other groups, some on seats by the wall.
At the extreme r. a young man in a blue coat carrying a whip ; and behind, a
bhort man with a great paunch, enjoying a picture through his eyeglass.
Monochrome tinted with water colours ; atl., 17jj x 26| in.

Purchased May, 1876.

7. MR. AICKIN AS BOLINGBROKE IN ' RICHARD II.' Whole length, wearing a wig,
with plumed hat in one hand, and pointing with the other, as he says :

'

Go,
some of you, convey him to the Tower.' (Act iv., so. 1.)

Indian ink, tinted with water colours ; 4 J x 3J in.

Engraved by C. Grignion for Bell's ediiiou of Shakespeare, 1776.
Francis Aickin (d. 1805) was born in Dublin, and after sirolling in Ireland,

was at Drury Lane 1765-1774, then at Covent Garden till 1792, afterwards a
manager ; called

'

Tyrant Aickin,' from his success in passionate declamatory parts.
In Vol. I. of the Buruey Collection of ' Theatrical Portraits,' purchased 1817.

8. MR. BRERBTON AS TROILUS. Whole length, in a Trojan costume of the

eighteenth century, with ermine trimmed cloak, saying ;

'
I tell thee, Lord of Greece,

She is as far high -soaring o'er thy praises
As thou unworthy to be called her servant.'

('Troilus and Cressida,' Act. iv., so. 4.)

Indian ink, tinted with water colours ; 4 x 3| in.

Engraved anonymously for Bell's tdiiiou of Shakespeare, 1776. William
Brereton died 1787.

In Vol. II. of the Burney Collection.
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9. MR. WESTON IN THE CHARACTER OF CUSTARD. Whole length, with hand raised,

protesting,
' I was taken with none, sir ; I was taken with a damosel '

(' Love's
Labour's Lost,' Act I., so. 1). Signed R. Dighton invert' del'-

Indian ink, tinted with water colours ; (with margin) GJ x 4 J in.

Engraved by C. Grignion.
Thomas Weston born 1727, died 1776.

In Vol. X. of the Burney Collection.

DITCHPIELD, Arthur (b. 1842, d. 1888). Landscape painter and
etcher

;
born in London and lived in London

;
studied at the Royaf

Academy ; painted in water colours and oils
;
worked much in Paris,

the South of Europe and Algiers. A complete set of his etchings is

in the department.

1. ABMED KNIGHT EOCK, LAND'S END, CORNWALL. A prospect, seaward, from
cliff top, 1., with the group of rocks rising r. at a little distance. Signed with

monogram, and dated [J8]81.
Charcoal and stump ; roy., 8g x 11 in.

2. BARRAS NOSE, TINTAGEL. A rocky promontory, seen from the Castle cliff's,

across the little buy ; the sea running stormily in, under a clouded sky, and
foaming up the dark rocks. Signed with monogram, and dated 1881.

Chaicoal and stump ; roy., 8J X 10J in.

3. LEOHLADE. The church with its tall spire appears at a little distance beyond
the Thames, which comes curving past clumps of willows, 1., into the fore-

ground ; r., deep meadows with a cow coming down by a lence ; trees higher up,
and a large house beyond, near the church, backed by dark elms against
breezy clouds.

Signed with monogram, and dated 1885.

Black chalk, charcoal and stump; roy., lOf x 16J in.

4. ON THE THAMES. View up the river, which winds into the r. foreground
through wide grass meudows, where, just beyond a little bridge, crossed by a

tow-path 1., haymakers are busy ; at some distance, r., a long row of poplars,
with a low round tower among them ; over all, a summer sky ami the wind

blowing soft clouds from the 1. Signed with monogram, &nd dated '85.

Black chalk, charcoal and stump ; roy., 8 x 16J in.

5. PASTORAL LANDSCAPE. A meadow bordering a stream, which flows at the 1.

into a sunny distance, and rising, r., in a smooth slope, with a few single trees

growing on it, and further off a tall clump of them ; a figure piping at the loot

of one of the single trees ; three children running, with joined handx, from
another isolated tree on the stream's bank towards the foreground, a d>g beside

them ; and a deer descending the slope, r. Signed and dated A. Ditchjidd.
1870.

Black chalk, charcoal and stump ; roy., 13J x 12J in.

6. ROMANTIC LANDSCAPE. A pool, with swans among its reeds, overshadowed on
the further side by thick bushes and trees, between the stems of which is a

glimpse of far off mountain under twilight sky. Signed and dated Arthur

Ditchfield, 1871.

Black chalk, charcoal and stump; imp., 18J x 12} in.

7. A RAINFOOL IN THE ALPES MARITIMES. An irregular pool of blue water lying
in a sandy hollow among gentle slopes, covered with dwrf woods rising into

higher ranges beyond, backed by a long line of snowy peaks. Signed and
dated A. D., 3, 86.

Water colours; imp., 12 X 19J in.

8. LES BLANCHTSSEUSES. Low meadows bordering a river seen at the 1., by the

bank of which two women are washing linen ; beyond, groups of tall
poplars,

some near, some distant, rising against the light clouds of a placid sky. Signed
and dated A. Ditchfield, 1869.

Water colours; imp., 13J x 21 J in.
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9. LEIGH, NEAR SOUTHEND; MORNING. A slope of rough ground, descending

gently to a railway, runs from the I. to the village, half hidden among trees

towards the r. ; beneath the railway, the wide water of the Thames, with

rowing boats and sailing boats and a jetty running out below the village ;

beyond, the level marshy land stretching to the distance, threaded with streams.

Water colours ; imp., 8J X 19J in.

10. LEIGH, NEAR SOUTHEND ; EVENING. View from the village itself, the houses

clustered on a slope rising from the shore to a road which passes r. ; in the

foreground, 1., a gate and a path leading to the road; beyond, the water and

endless marsliy landscape pale in the twilight, which steeps the village in cold

purple shadow.
Water colours ; imp., 9 X 19g in.

11. SUMMER CLOUDS OVER THE SEA. A sea of vivid opalescent blue, profoundly
calm and faintly reflecting a range of thunder cloud, which rises vague from

the horizon into crowded, snowy heads.

Water colours; imp., 9| X 1'JJ in.

All presented by Mrs. J. L. Koget, June, 1889.

DIXON, E. H. (worked about 1847-1859). Landscape painter; exhibited

a very few pictures at the Royal Academy and other galleries.

1. AN ENORMOUS DTSTHEAP AT KING'S CROSS, COVERED WITH SNOW. Signed and
dated E. II. D. 1840, and inseril>ed View of the Great Dustheap (Mr. Starlcey's),

King's Cruss, Battle Bridge, from the Maiden Lane (the present York Boad). It

was removed in 1848 to assist in rebuilding the city of Moscow, Russia. The
Great Northern Railway Terminus has been built on the spot.

Water-colour sketch ; 8J X llf in.

2. OLD ST. PANCRAS CHURCH PROM THE FIELDS. Looking towards Hampstead.
Inscribed Old tit. 1'ancras Church from ihe Shepherd it Shepherdess [in

Charriugton Street], 1787. Apparently copied from a drawing of that date.

Water colours; 6 X 9 in.

Compare the drawing by J. W. Archer, described Vol. I., p 56, No. (1).

3. OLD COPENHAGEN HOUSE. Signed E. H. D., and inscribed Copenhagen House,
Islington, July, 1811.

Water colours ; 6j x 10 in.

4. OLD COPENHAGEN HOUSE. From fields, looking towards Highgate Church.

Signed and dated E. H. D., 1840, and inscribed Old Copenhagen House, Islington.
Witter colours ; 9| x 13J in.

Compare the drawing by Archer, described Vol. I., p. 57, No. (16).

5. PRIMROSE HILL, WITH SHAKESPEARE'S OAK.
Water colours ; 2J x 6J in.

C. PRIMROSE HILL IN WINTER. The same view, covered with snow.
Wuter colours ; 2J x 5 in.

All purchased August, 1871, and placed with London Topography.

DOBSON, John (b. 1787, d. 1865). Architect; born at North Shields;
studied architecture in Newcastle-on-Tyne, and water colours in
London with John Varley ;

returned to Newcastle, and remained there
till his death, designing most of the new streets and public buildings in
that town

; one of the first inaugurators of the Gothic revival, and an
architect of great and varied talents.

1. SHIELDS HARBOUR. View from the south : low cliff and rocks, among which
a'e two men 1., and beyond the calm water of the harbour the promontory
rising, with the Priory, lighthouse, and Collingwood's monument on the top of
it, and the open sea showing r. Inscribed #0. l.Slu:tchfrom Haven. J. D.

Si-pin wash and pen, heightened with white; roy., lOjf X 14g in.
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2. SHIELDS HARBODR. View from the south-west, more distant than the preceding,

looking across the still water to the clifl and rocks, and the promontory with its

buildings rising beyond; a bout in the foreground, r. Inscribed No. 2.

Sepia wash and pen, heightened with white ; roy., lOJ X HJ in.

3. SHIELDS HABBOCR. View from a point much farther within the harbour thn
the preceding, with shipping and a steam-tug lying in front of a jetty and

lighthouse 1., a rowing bout r., imd the promontory an'l Priory in the distance
towards the r. Inscribed No. 3 sketch from Shields Harbour. J. 1).

Sepia wash and pen, heightened with white ; roy., 10| x 14f in.

4. SHIELDS HARBOUR. From the sea to the north-east ; a near view of the Priory
and Collingwood monument on its promontory, extending from the r., with
s*-a and jutting headland beyond it 1. ; near the r. foreground a boat. Inscribed

No. 4. Sketchfrom Hie North-EaM.

Sepia wash and pen, heightened with white ; roy., 10J x 14f in.

All purchased May, 1894.

DOO, George Thomas, R.A. (b. 1800, d. 1886). Line-engraver; pupil
of Charles Heath; elected A. R.A. 1856, R.A. 1857

;
a tine collection

of proofs of his engravings is in the department.

1. ECCE HOMO ; AFTER THE PICTURE BY CORREGGIO IN THE NATIONAL GALLERY.
Pencil outline ; 14J x 12 in.

2. PILGRIMS ARRIVING IN SIGHT OF ROME; AFTER SIR CHARLES EASTLAKE.
Pencil outline

; 18J x 28| in.

3. THE PROFFERED Kiss ; AFTER SIR THOMAS LAWRENCE.
Pencil outline ; 12j X 10 in.

4. THE CHILD WITH FLOWERS (PORTRAIT OF Miss MURRAY) ; AFTER SIR THOMAS
LAWRENCE.

Pencil outline; 12| x 10 in.

5. PORTIA AND BASSANIO ; AFTER G. S. NEWTON.
Pencil outline ; 15J x 13^ in.

6. THE DCTCH GIRL; AFTER G. S. NEWTON.
Pencil outline; 9J x 7J in.

These engraver's drawings were presented by the artist, December, 1852.

DOWNING, H. E. (worked about 1827-1833). Water-colour painter;
member of the New Water Colour Society.

1. SCENE IN A FRENCH TOWN. Women marketing at booths erected before old

gabled and high-chimneyed houses; a stormy sky behind. Signed and dated

H. E. Downing, 1829.

Water colours; roy., 13| x 9| in.

Purchased June, 1885.

DOWNMAN, John, A.R.A. (d. 1824). Painter
;
born in Devonshire ;

pupil of Benjamin West; studied at the Royal Academy from 1769 ;

elected A.R.A. 1795 ; exhibited historical and fancy subjects in water

colours, but chiefly portraits ; best known by his very numerous and
often charming

" stained
"
portrait drawings ;

worked in Cambridge,
Plymouth, Exeter, London, and Chester

;
died at Wrexham.

1. MRS. WELLS, THE ACTRESS. Half-length of a young lady of slim figure, wearing
a high-crowned hat with ribbons, smiling and looking up towards the 1. ; moss-
roses in her bosom. Signed and dated J. Downman 1792.

Chalks and water colours ; roy., 7J x 5j) in-
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Mary Wells was a well-known actress of the time. There are other portraits
of her as Lavinia in ' Titus Andronious ' and as Imogen in '

Cymbeline." Here
she is probably represented as one of the '

Merry Wives of Windsor.'

Purchased June, 1868.

2. Miss BULTEEL. Hiilf-length, in profile, looking 1. Inscribed and dated M!
Bulteel of Devon, 1781.

Chalks and stump ; oval ; roy , 8J x 6J in.

A slip, pasted on the mouut, records in the artist's handwriting : Miss Bulteel

from Devon, 1781. Orig* study, Her mental and personal attractions made
numberless suitors. I drew four of this. The sitter was the daughter of John

Bulteel, Esq., of Lynham House, Devon.

3. LADY CHARLOTTE MARIA WALDEGRAVE. Half-length, in profile, looking 1.

Chalks and stump ; oval ; roy., 8$ x 6J in.

On a slip below, Lady C" Maria Waldegrave, 1780. Orig' study. 2"'

daughter of the Earl. She married George, Earl of Euston, and died young,
1808.

4. MRS. BYFIELD. Half-length, in profile, 1 >oking r. ; fluted column behind the

hear!, landscape r. Signed and dated J. Dnwnman, 1792.

Chalks and stump with water colours ; oval ; roy., 8J x 6| in.

On a slip below, Mrs. Byfield, 1792. Original. Wife of the Architect. Sung
to admiration.

5. Miss ABBOTT. Half-length, turned r., the face nearly full; the eyes full.

Signed and dated J. Downman. 1793.

Chalks, stump, and water colours ; oval ; roy., 8 X 6J in.

On a slip below, Miss Abbott, 1793. Original. Admired as moet amiable.

6. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) HUGH DOWNMAN, M.D. Half-length, in profile, looking 1. Inscribed
fr. D., 1796.

Pencil, charcoal and stump, with water-colour tint on the face ;

SI x 6J in.

Engraved by James Fuller.

On a slip below, D*. Downman, Physician and Author at Exeter,
Devonshire, by J. D., 1796. Hugh Downman, M.D., b. 1740, educated at
Exeter School and at Balliol, was ordained 1763, but gave up divinity for

medicine, practising at Exeter ; published poems, the best known of which
was '

Infancy, or the Management of Children,' and plays, some of which
were acted ; retired 1805, and died 1809.

(6) MRS. DOWNMAN, WIFE OF DR. DOWNMAN. Half length, in profile, looking 1.

Charcoal and stump, touched with black and red chalks ; 8J x 6J in.

On a slip below, Mrs. Downman, his lady, she was first Cousin to Lord
Courtenay.

7. MRS. DOWN-MAN, MOTHER OP THE ARTIST. Half length, in profile, looking 1.

Signed, J. D.
Charcoal and stump with red chalk on cheek and lips ; roy., 8$ x 6j in.

On a slip below, Mother Eli'h Downman.

8. THE HON. CAPTAIN HUGH CONWAY, AFTERWARDS LORD HUGH SEYMOUR.
Half length in three-quarter face, looking 1.

Charcoal and stump, with water colours (in the face ; oval ; roy., 8J x 6| in.
On a slip below, The Bon 1 '1'

Cap" Hugh Conway, 1781. First Sitting. He
lecame Admiral Lord Hugh Seymour. His brother became 2*d Marquis of Hert-
ford. I drew three portraits of him.

Lord Hugh Seymour, b. 1759, fifth son of the first Miirquis of Hertford,
entered the navy 1770 and served on various stations abroad till 1782 ; com-
manded a ship under Howe in 1794; appointed vice-admiral 1799; died in
Jamaica, 1801.
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9. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) LADY HENBY OSBOBNE AND HER SON. Whole length, Lady Henry sitting
in profile, turned 1. and holding up a map for her boy, who stands beside
her r., to look at. Pillars and landscape behind. Signed /. D,
Below on the broad margin, Sketch for Lady Henry Osborne and Son.

Sepia, touched with red chalk on the faces ; (without margin) 15J x 3J in.

(b) MBS. LARKINS WITH Two OF HER CHILDREN. Three-quarter length ; she
sits at the r. looking at her child Isabella, who stands 1. holding a rattle ;

the other child, a baby, is on her lap ; behind, a landscape, and a lost child,
now a cherub, regarding the group from a cloud. Signed, J". D.
On the margin above, 5'* [child] Isabella ; 8'* Charles ; M"- Larking.

Below, Sketch of part of M"- Larkins' Family, of Clare Hall, near West

Mailing, Kent.

Sepia over charcoal, with red chalk on the faces ; (without margin) 5J x
6 in.

10. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) THREE CHILDREN OF THE LARKINS FAMILY. Three-quarter length ; a boy
standing 1., with cricket bat and ball in his hands, his two sisters standing
by him r., embraced.

Sepia over charcoal, with red chalk on the faces ; 5J x 6f in.

On a slip below, the signature /". D. and Sketch of three more of M"-
Larkins' Family.

(6) THREE YOCNQER CHILDREN OF THE LARKINS FAMILY. Three-quarter
length ; Camilla, the eldest of the three, stands before a curtain 1., with
Caroline leaning on her shoulder ; John, the youngest, standing r., holds
an apple in one hand, and has his other hand on the neck of a dog sitting
in a chair. Inscribed on the upper margin, 4" Camilla ; 6" Caroline ; 7'*

John.

Sepia over charcoal, with red chalk on faces ; (without margin) 5* x
6Jin.
On a slip below. Sketch of three more of M"- Larkini' Family.
Separate portraits of the Larkins family are in the Maitland Collection.

11. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) Miss IVES. Three-quarter length, seated under a tree, turned to the r., face
in three-quarters, eyes full, with 1. hand raised ; wearing a feathered hat,
and with striped sash round waist.

Sepia, with a little red on the cheeks ; 6J x 4| in.

On a slip below, J" D. Sketch for a portrait of Misi Ives. She was a

daughter of Jeremiah Ives, of Catton, near Norwich.

(6) A LADY. Three-quarter length, seated in profile, looking r., under a tree,
with 1. elbow on a table, and a letter in r. hand. Signed twice over, /. D.

Sepia, with a little red on the cheeks
;
6 x 5 in.

12. MRS. DREW. Miniature of head and shoulders, nearly full face, turned slightly
1., eyes full.

Chalks and stump on vellum ; oval ; roy., 2g x If in.

Pasted on paper, on which ie written Mr'- Drew, Exeter.

Nos. 2-12 were purchased April, 1884. From the collection of Sir Eobert

Cunliffe, Bart.

13. ALBUM, containing 'Sketches and first Ideas, by John Downman, Limner.
Collected by his daughter Isabella Coe [Chloe] B.' Some of those described
above were removed from this album.

(1) THE ALTAB OF HOPE. A female figure looking up to the 1., where a ray
breaks from a cloud ; r., a smoking tripod. Signed, J" D. Black chalk
and stump.

(2) AN INDIAN MAID WORSHIPPING THE SEN. She kneels under a palm tree

looking 1. with outstretched arms to where the sun rises over a hill beyond
the river. Signed J D. Sepia and pen, with a touch of red chalk on the

face.
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(3) INNOCENCE. A naked girl seated on a bank beneath a tree with a lamb

beside her. Signed, J" D. Black chalk and stump.

(4)
' THE BONNY SEAMAN.' A girl sitting r. by a spinning wheel holds out her

hands with a gesture of welcome towards a sailor who comes up in tlie

distance 1. from the sea. Signed, /' D. Black chalk and stump, with a

touch of red chalk.

On the page below first sketch for my Drawing from the old Ballad of the

'

Sonny Seaman.'

(5) LADY ELIZABETH LAMB. Nearly whole length, by a curtain and pillar, in

profile looking 1. Sepia wash and pen, with vermilion on the cheeks.

(G) THE BRAVO OP VENICE. An illustration to M. G. Lewis's romance. Abellino,

the bravo, shooting his pistol in the presi nee of the Doge Andreas. Signed.
Pen and ink.

(7) DESIGN FOB A PORTRAIT. Three-quarter length of a lady seated, turned

towards the 1., holding up a letter in r. hand, face in three-quarters and eyes

looking full; behind her a figure, with face hidden, all but the eyes and

brow, by a cloak held up; a window 1. Signed,/" D(ownman added in

another hand). Sepia wash and pen, with a little vermilion.

(8) DESIGN FOB A PORTRAIT OF A LADY AND CHILD. Almost whole length of

a lady seated looking 1. and smilingly rallying the child standing on her

knees for its fear of a dog barking on a table 1. Signed, J" D. Sepia wash
and pen, with vermilion on the faces.

(9)
' THE CONCLUDING SCENE FBOM THE STORY OF ELIZABETH.' A group of

four figures, two of them kneeling, in a landscape. Indian ink.

(10) 'SKETCH FOR THE THREE Miss LUSHINGTONS.' Three-quarter length of two

young girls standing together, the taller at the r. playing a tambourine, the

other a triangle. Signed, /" D. Black chalk and stump, with red chalk

on the faces.

(11) ILLUSTRATION TO GOETHE'S WERTHER. Charlotte seated on a low seat in a

garden discovering, with a gesture of delight, her name written on a tree at

the r. Signed, J" [D cut off.] Sepia, with vermilion on lips and cheek.

(12) 'TRAGEDY.' Half-length of a female figure, with dishevelled hair and

agitated expression, looking 1., and grasping a dagger in r. hand. Black
chalk and stump.

(13)
' COMEDY.' Half-length of a girl moving r., a mask in her hand, and

smiling. Black chalk and stump, with a little red and blue chalk.

On the page below, Comedy, a design by J". D.

(14) A BOY WITH A DOG. Half-length of a young boy with a dog under his

arm and a flower in the other hand. Inscribed C. I. D. Black chalk

and stump, with a little red and blue chalk.

(15) 'ISABELLA CHLOE DOWNMAN WHEN A CH'LD.' Half-length, standing in

profile, looking r. Inscribed Isabella Chloe Downmun. Chalks.

(16) UTHA. Half-length study of a female figure in a helmet looking up 1., with
r. arm extended. Black and red chalks and stump.
On the page beneath, Study for Vtha in my Picture from Fingal.

(17) FAIB BOSAMOND. Bosamond seated, hnlf kneeling, and looking up 1. in

despair, her 1. hand pointing to a bottle of poison on the ground ; 1. the

departing figure of the Queen with crown on head and dagger in hand.
On the page below, J". D. Fair Eoeamond. Black chalk and stump.

(18) SAINT CECILIA AND AN ANGEL. Saint Cecilia facing 1. and playing a harp ;

the angel standing at her shoulder listening in delight. Enclosed in an
oval, round which are traces of the original larger design, and variations

upon it. Black chalk and stump, with red chalk on the faces.

Below, on the page, J" D. and St. CerMia and Angel, the Angel Itcmut

Jaclieon, for hit Father the Composer of Music.
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(19) THE CHILD IN THE EAGLE'S NEST. A mother climbing a cliff to rescue her
child from an eagle's neat; the eagle hovers threatening r. Black chalk
and stump.
Below on the page, J' D. Design for a Picture from the account given

of an Eagle carrying off a Woman's child at Keswick, Cumberland.

(20) EVE AT THE FOUNTAIN. Sitting on the grass by a pool, she catches sight of

her image in the water 1. ; r. two lambs, and trees beyond. Signed J" D.
Black chalk and stump, with a little blue chalk.

Below on the page, Eve painted the size of life by J" D.

(21) 'THE DOVE KEPT MOST PART or 20 TEAKS BY J D.' Oil colours on paper.

(22) STUDY OP FEET. On the page below, Study from my own feet, J" D. Black
chalk and stump.

(23) STUDY OF A HAND. On the page below, Study from I. C. D. [Isabella Chloe

Downman] hand by Ja D. Chalks and stump.

(24) THE ARTIST'S SON. Half-length of a boy in three-quarter face, looking r.,

with head bent on one side. Inscribed D. Downman. Bluck chalk and
stump, with a little red chalk.

On the page below, Son of J* Doionman's by J" D.

(25) Miss RITSON. Half-length, in habit and hat, with shawl round the neck ;

the face in three-quarters turned 1., eyes full. Chalks and stump.
On the page below, Mies Ritson, 1790, by J* D.

(26) MOSES. The Lawgiver, seen to the waist, pointing with r. hand to the
tablets held in his 1. hand. Black chalk and stump.
Ou the page below first idea for Moses. J" D.

(27) THE ANGEL OF THE AGONY. An angel bending down with a cup in his

hand. Black chalk and red clialk, with stump and yellow ochre wash.
On the page below first idea of the Angel in the Altar Piece in Wellclose

Square, London. J" D.

(28)
' THE OLD WOMAN AND HER CATS.' Two cats on a table by which sits an
old woman who has grown singularly cat-like in face. Signed J" D. Pen
and ink.

(29)
' STUDY OF A MONKEY'S HEAD." Black chalk and stump.

(30) JANE SHORE. Jane Shore knocking at Alicia's door: an illustration to

Rpwe's tragedy. Signed and dated J. D. 1783. Sepia.

(31) 'STUDY OF A LAMB.' Signed on the page below J D.

(32) MINERVA. Head in a helmet wreathed with oak, looking up 1. With study
of an oak-leaf. Black, red and white chalk and stump.

(33) A KITTEN. Inscribed, Our favourite Puss Tibby at Mailing, J" D.

(34) (a) and (V) Two STUDIES OF A TOAD. On the page below, Toad from our

pond, West Mailing, by J' D. Black chalk and stump.

(35) A SPANIEL. On the page below, The Head of a favourite Spaniel at Mailing.
J" D. Black chalk and stump.

(36) and (37) Two STUDIES OF ROBINS. Chalks and stump.

(38) AEMS OF THE DOWNMAN FAMILY. Water colours and gold on vellum.

Purchased April, 1884. From the collection of Sir Robert Cunliffe, Bart.

Attributed to Downman.

A LADY. Half-length, seated under a tree in profile looking r., music book in

hand.

Chalks, stump and water colours ; oval ; roy., 8 x 6j in.

Purchased October, 1870.

Inferior work, perhaps a copy.
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DOYLE, John, known as "H. B." (b. 1797, d. 1868). Painter, litho-

grapher, and caricaturist ; born at Dublin
; studied drawing there

under Gabrielli and Comerford ; from 1821 to his death worked in

London, first as a portrait painter, then as a lithographer ; famous for

the long series of lithographed Political Sketches (1821-1851), which,
with a certain loss of force, introduced a new spirit into English
satiric art, supplanting Gillray's ferocity and extravagance by the
tradition of urbanity and good humour, which was continued by
'Punch.' After 1851 Doyle produced no more.

[1829.]

1. Ob. THE APPARITION. The ghost of Canning r., appearing to the members of
the Cabinet, Lord Lyndhurst, Lord Ellcnbonmgh, Mr. Peel, Lord Bathurst,
and the Duke of Wellington, who recoil in confusion and terror while Canning
points to the Roman Catholic Emancipation Bill, for which he had vainly
worked, and which the Minibtry had just passed (1829).

Pencil ; roy., 9J X 15 in.

Political sketches, No 1.

Rev. PRESENT STATE OF PUBLIC OPINION PARTIALLY ILLUSTRATED. Two
politicians, two tradesmen, a fop, a farmer, and a young lady meditating on the
news of George IV.'s serious illness, and on the various ways in which his
death would affect them. Inscribed as in the lithograph. (Published 1830,
the year of George IV.'s death.)

Pencil.

Political sketches, No. 64.

2. 06. THE PROPHECY. The Duke of Cumberland, r., as Macbeth, hailed future
king by Lord Eedesdale, Lord Eldon, and Lord Manners, as the three witches.

Pencil: roy., 9J x 14| in.

Political sketches. No. 2.

The Duke of Cumberland, the most able and the most obnoxious of the
brothers of George IV., intrigued very actively against Wellington's ministry
in their endeavour to pass the Catholic Emancipation Bill. Lord Eldon, with
his supporters, joined him in these intrigues, and was supposed to countenance
his designs on the throne, to which he stood third in succession Cf No 4
(ret).) and No. 10 (<*.).

Rev. A JOINDER IN THE PLEAS. Sir R. Sugden and Sir James Scarlett, the
newly appointed Solicitor-General and Attorney-General, shaking hands. Sir
N. Tindal, the old Solicitor-General, seen behind in the centre, Sir Charies
Wetherell, the old Attorney-General, 1., and Brougham going away r Another
figure, not in the lithograph, is talking with Wetherell.

Pencil.

Political sketches, No. 12.

These new appointments were occasioned by the dismissal of Wetherell from
his office, for opposing the Catholic Emancipation Bill. Tindal was made
Chief Justice of the Common Pleas.

3. Ob. THE OLD WHITE LION. The Duke of Wellington visiting Lord Eldon, the
' Old White Lion,' to conciliate him on his defeat over the Emancipation Bill.
Lord Lyndhurst, who succeeded Eldon as Lord Chancellor in 1827, looking in
at the door.

Pencil ; roy., 9J x 13$ in.

Political sketches, No. 3.

Rev. AN UNPUBLISHED SKETCH. A waggon with a long train of horses attached
to each end, and pulling different ways ; Brougham standing near and talking
to a man with a whip, and the Duke of Wellington 1

Pencil.
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4. Ob. THE BATTLE or THE PAMPHLETEERS. Sir R. J. Wilmot Horton, r., mounted
on a rocking-horse (inscribed Emigration in the lithograph), and discharging a
blunderbuss at Mr. Sadler, who fires a pistol in his face.

Pencil; roy., 9J x 13 J in.

Political sketches, No. 4.

Wilmot Horton, member for Newcastle-under-Lyme, published in 1829 'The
Causes of Pauperism Considered .... A Defence of the Emigration Committee
against the charges of Mr. Sadler.' Michael Sadler, afterwards prominent as a
leader of social reform, was elected member for Newark this same year.

Rev. DAMON AND PYTHIAS. Lord Eldon anil the Duke of Cumberland walking
arm-in-arm, an allusion to their association in resistance of the Catholic

Emancipation Bill. A slight sketch of a group below.
Pencil.

Political sketches, No. 7.

5. 06. A MYSTERIOUS VISIT. Lord Eldon visiting George IV., who sits on a sofa,
the Duke of Cumberland standing by r. ; Peel and Lord Lyndhurst whispering
together behind, 1.

Pencil ; roy. (r. lower corner cut off), 7f x Hi iu.

Political sketches, No. 9.

The allusion is to the pressure put upon the King by Lord Eldon and the
Duke of Cumberland to veto the Catholic Emancipation Bill. Eldon had two
interviews with the King just before the Bill was passed.

Rev. 'THE MAN WOT PREFERS HIS CHARACTER TO HIS PLACE.' Portrait of Sir
Charles Wetherell, who attacked the Catholic Emancipation Bill, and therefore
lost his post of Attorney-General ; a slight sketch of hid successor iu the robes
of office, r.

Pencil.

Political sketches, No. 15 ; somewhat modified in the lithograph.

6. Ob. A MYSTERIOUS VISIT; ANOTHER SKETCH. The King is seen here in front,
Lord Eldon from behind.

Pencil ; roy. (r. top corner cut off), 8J x 10J in.

Rev. REPOSE. The Duke of Wellington asleep, his feet on a chair.

Black chalk.

Political sketches, No. 14.

7. 06. 'THE, MAN WOT PREFERS HIS CHARACTER TO HW PLACE.' As in the

lithograph.
Pencil; roy., 13J x 9J in.

Political sketches, No. 15.

Rev. A BROAD HINT. Lord Lyndhurst, the Chancellor, introducing Brougham
to Wellington, as anxious to 'ei.roll himself among the Duke's political
friends.'

Political sketches. No. 13.

Brougham was at this period (1829) the most brilliant figure among the

Whigs ; both parties coveted his talents, but distrusted his character. Never
fully accepted by his own side, he continually coquetted with the Tories, and
drifted at last into a bitter isolation, admired and feared, but not respected,
attacking all alike, hut chiefly his old friends.

8. 06. A CABINET CURIOSITY. Loid Ellenborough (chief of the Protestant party
in the Cabinet).

Pencil and red chalk ; roy., 13j| x 10J in.

Political sketches, No. 16.

Rev. JOHN BOLL AND HIS DOCTORS. John Bull sending away his doctors, and
congratulated by the Duke of Wellington on the strength of his right arm.
Lords Sidmouth and Eldon among the doctors, r.

Pencil.
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9. 06. A SMALL PARTY OF SUPERANNUATED POLITICIANS. Lord Manners announced

by a footman, 1., to Miss Vansittart, who sits at a round table, with her back

towards the spectator; Lord Redi-sdale talking to Lord Eldon, near whom
stands Lord Bexley (Nicholas Vansittait), and Lord Sidmouth sits r.

Pen over pencil: roy., 10J X 12 in.

Political sketches. No. 17.

The party consists of retired politicians who were opposed to Catholic

emancipation.

Bev. A JOCKEY. A jockey on a horse.

Black chalk.

10. Ob. THE JOCKEY. The Duke of Cumberland as ' the jockey wot hopes in the

long run t> distance the Colonel [the Uuke of York] and Old Shiver-my-Timbers

[tin; Duke of Clarence], give Keiitiua [Princess Victoria] the "
go-by

'' and win

the Crown Stakes.'

Pencil ; roy., 13J X 8 in.

Political sketches, No. 18.

Seo note on No. 2 (06.).

Bev. Various slight studies, including one for
'
Political Harmonics."

Pencil.

11. 06. SHEET OP SKETCHES. Our Worthy Magistrate, Sir Richa Birnie
;
Two

Personages of Great Weight on the Turf; and Townsend, the Bow Street

Officer.

Pencil and black chalk; roy., 10 J x SJ in.

Political sketches, Nos. 19, 20 and 41.

Sir Richard Birni,i, police magistrate at Bow Street, had distinguished himself

in tlie npprthcnsion of the Cato Street conspirators (182U), and was much
esteemed by ministers. He died 1832.

Bev. REPOSE. The r. half of the sketch described above, No. 6 (Bev.).
Political Sketches, No. 14.

12. 06. Two PERSONAGES OF GREAT WEIGHT ON THE TURF. Mr. Thornhill, a
man of huge bulk, and Sam Chifney, the famous jockey, who trained Thornhill's

horaes at Newmurket, and to whom Thornhill at his death in 1843 left his

house and stabk-e. With studies for
' The Frog and the Bull,' and others of

the Political Sketches.

Pencil ; roy., 12J x !IJ in.

Political sketches, No. 20.

Bev. SHEET OF STUDIES. Studies for
' Tho Frog and the Bull,'

' Political

Hnrmonics," etc.

Pencil.

13. 06. THE AFFIDAVIT. Lady Lyndhurst taking the oath before Lord Tenterden ;

Lord Lyndhurst standing before her r.

Black chalk ; rough sketch ; roy., 9 j X 13 in.

Political sketches, No. 22.

Bev. A POLITICAL RIDDLE. Donna Maria, the young Queen of Portugal,
received with an embrace by George IV., who sits on a sofa remonstrating with
the Duke of Wellington, behind whom, r., stand Lord Aberdeen and Lord
Beresford. With a sketch of a man in a carriage.

Pencil and black chalk sketch.

Political sketches, No. 21.

The throne of Portugal was usurped 1828 by Dom Miguel, uncle of the child

Queen, who came to England and quite won over the English public. The
King was enchanted with her. Wellington's Government, in which Aberdeen
wns Foreign Secretary and Beresford Master-General of the Ordnance, became
unpopular on account of the support which, without acknowledging him, they
had given Dom Miguel, especially in the affair of Terceira.
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14. 06. POLITICAL HARMONICS. Peel playing the piano and Wellington fiddling ;

Goulburn (Chancellor of the Exchequer) turns over the pages for Peel ; at the

r., the Duke of Cumberland nnd Lord Eldon are looking through the window,
and near them tlie Duke of Richmond (not in the lithograph).

Pencil, with pen study of Wellington's head ; roy., 9J x 1 If in.

Political sketches, No. 23.

The allusion is apparently to the state of affairs in 1829, when Wellington's
Administration was still nominally in power, but was no longer supported by
the old Tory party, who were more anxious for its downfall than the Whigs.
Peel was especially hated.

Rev. A SHEET OF ROUGH STUDIES, including a sketch of Prince Esterhazy, Lord
Ellenborough (?), etc.

Black chalk and pen.

15. POLITICAL HARMONICS. As lithographed.
Ked chalk outline ; roy., ID x 12 in.

16. Ob. EMBARKATION OF A FRENCH CARGO IN AN ENGLISH BOTTOM. Prinoo

Polignac in a boat glumly expressing his apprehensions after surveying tho

horizon, while Wellington shoves off the boat and tells 1'olignac to follow his
directions nd all will be well.

Pencil; roy., 9J x H in.

Political sketches, No. 24.

Polignuc, French Amb .ssador to Englind, left London for Paris in 1829, and
was made Prime Minister by Charles X. Polignac accepted office on the

understanding that there was DO chance of Wellington retiring, and lie was
looked on as Wellington's nominee. The appoin'ment was violently unpopular
in France, and Polignac fell in July, 1830, at the Revolution.

Rev. A SCENE IN THE COURT OF CHANCERY. Mr. Long Pole Wellesley appealing
to Lord Lyndliufet, who presides r.

; behiud Wellesley, Mr. Bligh ; Sir E.

Sugden and Mr. Denman 1.

Pencil and pen : roy., 8| x Hi in.

Political sketches, No. 27.

The case was Wellesley . the Duke of Beaufort. Mr. Wellesley petitioned
against an order made by Lord Eldon that hia intercourse with his children
should be severely restricted. He conducted hia own case, and was opposed by
the Solicitor-General, Sugden. Lord Lyndhurst upheld Lord Eldon's order,
31 July, 1829.

17. EMBARKATION OF A FRENCH CARGO IN AN ENGLISH BOTTOM.
Red chalk outline (r. top corner cut off) ; roy., 8| x 12J in.

18. Ob. THE FROG AND THE BULL. Polignac the Frog trying to swell himself to
the dimensions of Wellington the Bull.

Pen anil pencil, rough sketch
; roy., 9J x 14J in.

Political sketches, No. 25. See above, No. 16 (06.).

Rev. THE MODERN QUIXOTE. This unpublished sketch represents Sir Francis
Burdett (the 'Modem Quixote') leading in a lady (Lady Conyngham?), whose
train is held by a satyr, to a reception of George IV.'e. Wellington, Eldon and
others are also present.
Pen and pencil.

19. 06. A SCENE IN THE COURT OF CHANCERY. The same composition as No. 16

(Bev.) reversed, with added figures.
Pencil and pen ; roy., 9 x 14| in.

Rev. THE SAME SUBJECT.

Slight pen sketch.

20. THE SAME SUBJECT. As lithographed.
Ked chalk outline ; roy., 7| x 12J in.

21. 06. NEWCASTLE VERSUS NEWARK. The Duke of Newcastle turning away a
tenant and his family for not voting in his interest ; the tenant reproaches
Michael Sadler, the member for Newark, who stands by the Duke, 1.

Pencil ; roy., 9J x 14 in.

Political sketches, No. 28.
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The Duke of Newcastle's open assertion that the franchises of Newark were
his property, and his saying, 'May I not do what I like with my own? '

gave
a great stimulus to the agitation for Parliamentary Reform.

Rev. SHEET OF STUDIES. Small sketch of the last subject ; and Lord Sidmouth

comforting the Duke of Cumberland, r.

22. RUSSIAN DIPLOMACY. The Russian Ambassador at Constantinople, sword
in hand, ottering the Treaty of Adrianople to tlie trembling Sultan for signature
(September, 1829).

Pencil ; roy., 9J x 14} in.

Political sketches, No. 29.

See note on No. 24 (Rev.).

23. 06. THE VINDICATION. George IV. leaning on Wellington's arm, and putting
up his glasses to scrutinise tlie Duke of Cumberland, who was falsely reported
to have cut off hia moustaches ; Lord Stratliaven and Lord Mountcharles stand

1., and a third figure behind Wellington.
Pencil ; roy., 8J X 13J in.

Political sketches, No. 31. Modified in the lithograph, where the King is

seated, holding H. B.'s caricature,
' The Goat wot Lost his Beard,' and

Wellington is absent.

Rev. THE DUKE OK WELLINGTON. And a slight study of George IV.
Pencil.

24. Ob. THE VINDICATION. As lithographed. (A hole cut in tlie paper at the 1.)
Pencil ; roy., 9 X 14jj in.

Rev. THE COUP DE GRACE. The Russian eagle fastening its claws on the
defeated Turkey; at the 1. Wellington remonstrates indignantly with Polignac,
who says his hands are tied by French opinion; at the r. the Russian minister
telling Austria not to interfere, and the Prussian minister looking on in
excitement.

Political sketches No. 85.

The Peace of Adrianople was forced on Turkey, September, 1829, by the
successes of the Russian arms under Diebitsch. Wellington was strongly
opposed to the conditions imposed, but found it hopeless to fight against
the treaty.

25. 01). CONSOLATION ; OR, OTIUM CUM DIGNITATE. Lord Eldon sitting in a chair
with an enormous glass of beer in hia hand, and a gigantic cheese on tlie table
beside him.

Pencil and pen ; roy , 9 x 9 in.

Political sketches, No. 33.

Rev. SHEET OP SKETCHES. A steam carriage ; and a sketch of George IV.
Pencil and black chalk.

26. 06. JOHN BULL'S COMPLAINT TO THE PUBLIC SCHOOLMASTER. John Bull
compliiining to Mr. Brougham of Wellington's undignified conduct in pajin"
attention to the attacks made upon him in the Press. Inscribed with speeches
to tlie same effect as in the lithograph, but differently worded.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 9J x 14J iu.

Political sketches, No. 34.

Wellington's prosecution early in 1830 of the 'Morning Journal' for libels

(partly written by the Duke of Cumberland's chaplain) injured him more in the
eyes of the nation than any other act of his career. His reputation had already
Buffered from his challenging Lord Winchilsea to a duel.

Rev. REPULSED, BUT NOT DISCOURAGED. Wellington and Peel shutting the
door on a Jew, who pleads hopefully to get in; Brougham and O'Connell
expostulate ; behind, a man winks as he takes the oath ; at the 1., among others
the Rev. Edward Irving.

Political sketches, No. 63.

Alter the passing of Catholic Emancipation the cause of the Jews was
strongly advocated, and a bill was brought in for their relief in 1830, but wa
thrown out in the second reading.
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[1830.]

27. SIR ROBERT PEEL AS A KNIGHT. Peel, in full armour, advancing with calm
smile through a lurid stormy landscape, attacked on all sides by shrieking
demons and vampires, towards the distant temple of Fame.

Pencil ; roy., 12J x 61 in.

Political sketches, No. 36.

Peel, who succeeded his father in the baronetcy in 1830, was the one
minister in the Commons who inspired respect or interest. Though bitterly
assailed in the press, especially the '

Morning Journal
' and the ' Standard '

(represented by demons in this sketch), he went his way and took no notice of

detractors. His conduct shone by contrast with that of Wellington.

28. 06. ' HAWTHORN.' The Duke of Cumberland as Hawthorn, with dog and gun,
singing.

Pencil; roy., llf x 7J in.

Political sketches, No. 38.

Rev. GEORGE IV. DRIVING.
Peuoil.

29. Ob. BOMBARDMENT EXTRAOKDINARY. The 'Morning Journal's* Punch and

Judy show bombarded by a cannon made of the bulky form of the Attorney-
General Scarlett, pushed forward by Sugdcn and Brougham, and fired by tho

Duke of Wellington, who is supported by Lyudhurst with his mace. Lord
Holland, with his gouty feet in bandages, lifts his crutch in protest; and the

Duke of Cumberland, and Lord Elclon, who hns been playing the Pan's pi|>o

before the show, hurry frightened off. Above, the forms of Canning, Fox, and
other dead Whig ministers look down in horror.

Pencil and pen; roy. (torn at 1. upper corner), lOf x 15| in.

Political sketches, No. 39.

For Wellington's press prosecutions, cf. No. 26 (Ob.}.
Lord Holland was one of the most prominent Wliig peers of the day, and

a strong vindicator of civil and religious freedom.

Rev. A PAIR OF VERY RIOTOVS FELLOWS. Lord Stanhope and Lord Eldon
arm-in-arm, refusing to be quiet at the bidding of policeman Wellington.
Rough pencil sketch.

Political sketches, No. 56.

Lord Stanhope moved an amendment to the address at the opening of the
session of 1830, expressing the hostility of extreme Tories to Wellington's policy.

30. 06. A BRIGHT THOUGHT. Mr. Long Pole Wellesley sitting at a writing-table
1

and exclaiming that he will write a faithful history of the Court of Chancery.
A female figure, not in the lithograph, lightly sketched in r.

Pencil; roy., 7g x 11 J in.

Political sketches, No. 42. See note to No. 16 (Rev.).

Rev. STUDY FOR THE SAME SUBJECT.

Rough pencil sketch.

31. 06. EFFECTS OF THE MARCH OF THE RUSSIANS AMONO THE TURKS. The
Sultan and members of his suite dancing with ladies of the European
Embassies. A conjectured effect of the Russian ascendency at Constantinople.
See note on No. 24 (Rev.). *

Pencil; roy., 8g x 12g in.

Political sketches, No. 44.

Rev. A WILD ELEPHANT LED AWAY BETWEEN Two TAME ONES.
Described below, No. 36 (Ob.).

Rough pencil sketch.

32. NEW POLICE ACTIVITY. George IV., as a magistrate, telling Wellington and

Peel, dressed as policemen, to take away the disbanded watchmen, who have
been robbing the hen roosts, to a house of correction ; farmers appear to com-

plain of the robberii s ; Lord .Eldon pleads the cause of the '

Charleys."
Pencil ; 7 x 16 in.

Political sketches, No. 45.

The Metropolitan Police Force was instituted in 1829 by Peel, to take the

place of the fi-eble and iuicompetent body of watchmen.
VOL. n. E
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33. Ol>. THE SAME SUBJECT.

Rough pencil sketch; roy., 7jj X 12 in.

Rev. SHEET OP SKETCHES. Various notabilities of the day, two on horseback.

Pencil.

34. GEORGE IV. Study for
' New Police Activity.'

Pencil ; roy., 7g X 3f in.

35. MAKE WAY FOB THE SPEAKER. Manners Sutton, the Speaker, preceded by Mr.

Ball ami by Mr. Seymour, bearing the inaue, entering the House of Commons.

Pencil and bla k chalk; roy., 7j} X 12J in.

36. Ob. A WILD ELEPHANT LED AWAY BETWEEN Two TAME ONES. Wellington and

Peel trying to calm Lord Kllenborough, who tears his hair in desperate

agiiation. Inscribed with speeches to the same effect as in the lithograph.

Pencil; roy., 11 X 9 in.

Political sketches, No. 47.

Lord Kllenborough, appointed to the presidency of the Board of Control in

1828, had busied himself with Indian affairs, and in 182!) wrote to the

Governor of Bombay advising thnt two Puisne judges should sit with the Chief

Justice Grant, to check him, 'like a wild elephant between two tame ones.'

The letti r, though private, was published by mistake, and in 1830 it appeared
in the Timts. The indiscretion brought on Ellenborough a violent attack.

Rev. EXTREMES MEET IN A RADICAL EMBRACE. The Marquis of Blandford and

Dnniel O'Connell embracing. Inscribed as in the lithograph.
Pencil.

Political sketches, No. 53.

The Marquis of Blandford, an extreme Tory, in his anger at the Government

for passing the Catholic Relief Bill, made common cause with the extreme

Radicals on the question of Parliamentary Reform, and thus found himself in

unexpected and incongruous alliance with O'Connell, who also supported Reform

to gain his Irish ends.

37. Ob. A POLITICAL RUSE. Mr. George Banks in the House of Commons, explain-

ing to an amused Opposition that ' most opportunely a copy of the letter has come

to tight, and proves my conjecture to have been singularly correct, the word is not

renew, but review.' (This speech is given in the lithograph.)
Pencil ; loy., 9 X 12J in.

Political sketches, No. 48.

Rev. A REFLECTION UPON THE FUTURE PROSPECTS OF GREECE. Prince Leopold of

Saxe-Cohurg regarding himself in u mirror. (A corner of the paper, with the

head of the Prince, torn off.)

Pencil.

Pnlitical sketches, No. 51.

At the peace of Adrianople it was decided that Greece should become an

indep< ndent monarchy. The crown was offered to Prince John of Saxony, who
refu-ed it, and then to Leopold, who hesitated and made conditions, and after

gome mouths finally rejected it.

38. Ob. THE ALTERATION OF THE CURRENCY. The Manufacturer, the Agriculturist,
and the Fundholder; the first two in dejection at the news of the alteration,
the third in high spirits.

Pencil; roy., 8j x Hi in.

Political sketches, No. 49.

Rev. DANGEROUS EFFECTS OF IDLENESS. Lord Eldon telling the Duke of

Richmond, one of Wellington's Tory opponents, that he doesn't know what to

do with himself, and proposing to have ' a dash at tiie great captain, just for

the fun of the thing."
Pencil.

Political sketches, No. 62.

39. THE ALTERATION OF THE CURRENCY. Rough sketch.

Black chalk ; roy., 7| X 8| in.
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40. A NEW FARCE, CALLED A COUNTY MEETINO. Magistrates and landowners of

Derby bringing a petition to the Duke of Wellington, who is astonished at the

power with which they credit him.
EeJ chalk outline; roy., 9J x 13J in.

Political sketches, No. 50.

Probably an allusion to the opposition of magistrates and landowners to the

repeal of the beer tax, proposed by the Government in 1830.

41. 06. THE ABATEMENT. Goulburn, at Wellington's suggestion, giving John Bull
back a shilling of his rent.

Pen and pencil sketch ; roy., 8J X 12 j in.

The Budget brought in by Goulburn, Chancellor of the Exchequer, in 1830,

proposed to apply part of the surplus to remission of the taxes on leather, beer,
and cider. The savings effected by the measure conciliated moderate men in

the Commons, but seemed insufficient to the Radical economists and futile to

the distressed classes throughout the country.

Rev. A NEW FAKCE CALLED A COUNTY MEETING.

Hough pencil sketch.

42. 01>. A VERY IMPERTINENT QUESTION. Paul Pry (Liston) calling on Wellington
and Peel to suggest that their first step in retrenchment might bo the reduction

of their own salaries.

Pencil and red chalk ; roy., 9 x 14J in.

Political sketches, No. 54.

Sir James Graham moved, February 12, 1830, for a reduction of the salaries

of public servants, but withdrew his motion on the Government pledging itself

in general terms to all retrenchment possible. Paul Pry, first acted by Listen

in 1825, had become the most famous and popular part of that comedian.

Rev. RUSSIAN DIPLOMACY. A rough study. See above, No. 22.

Black chalk.

43. COBBETT'S LECTURE. William Cobbett addressing a meeting, and asking why
they don't send him, the only man capable of solving all difficulties, to

Parliament. (Cut at the 1. and at the top, so that only part of Cobbett's head

appears.)
Pencil; roy., 7{} x 12 in.

Political sketches, No. 55.

Cobbett, after many adventures and vicissitudes as a soldier, bookseller, and

pamphleteer in England and America, had ardently espoused the popular cause

about 1804, and in 1830 was the most prominent journalist iu England on the

side of reform, but had not yet attained his ambition of a seat in Parliament.

44. A PAIR OF VERY RIOTOUS FELLOWS. See above, No. 29 (Rev.).
Red chalk ; roy., 10| x 15J in.

45. AUCTION EXTRAORDINARY. The Mnrquis of Chand"8 put up to auction as an
automaton deserving a place in the King's Cabinet of Curiosities. Lord

Nug.nt, 1., expresses distaste; Wellington, r., remarks to Peel that they may as

well have him.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 12 x 10| in.

Political sketches, No. 58.

On the transfc rence of Herries to the Presidency of the Board of Trade from
the Mastership of the Mint, Wellington ottered the latter post to the Marquis of

Chandos, who, however, refused it.

46. A TOUCH OF THE PALPABLE OBSCURE. Peel and Wellington standing back
to back, and each reading from scrolls in the clouds the counsel given by the

shade of Lord Liverpool, which stands above, in favour of 'a revision of the

Bunking System,' and ' Further reduction in all the expenses of the State."

Pen and pencil; roy., 8 x 12j in. (Livirpool's head drawn on a separate

piece of paper, 2 x 3| in.).

Political sketches, No. 59.

47. THE WOOLSACK; A SKETCH FROM NATURE. Lord Lyndhurst, sitting with

sphinx-like expression between the Duke of Cumberland, the most detested
E 2
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and must Tory, and the Duke of Sussex, the most popular and most Liberal of

the brothers of George IV.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 7$ X 10J in.

Political sketches, No. 60.

48. 01. THE WOOLSACK. Study for the same subject.
Pencil ; roy., 9 X 13J in.

Rev. THE ABSTRISE JOKE ; A SCENE OFF TERCEIBA. On board of a man-of-war.
Dom Miguel thrusting back George IV., who attempts to interfere, while he
reads intercepted despatches. At the r. John Bull is with difficulty held back

by Wellington and Aberdeen.

Rough black-chalk sketch.

Political sketches, No. 10.

See above, note on No. 13 (Rev.). An army of Portuguese Loyalists, defeated

by L)om Miguel, took refuge in England. From Plymouth they sailed to

Terccira, the chief of the Azores Islands, which were loyal, and which Dom Miguel
had decided to reduce. Wellington sent a man-of-war to prevent these Loyalists
from landing, and they were driven to France. This caused great indignation
in England, where botli king and people espoused the cause of Douna Maria.

49. 01>. A HINT TO DUELLISTS. Wellington brought up before Chief Justice

Bailey, who tells the jury that duelling is murder.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 9 X 13J in.

Political sketches, No. 6.

On March 21, 1829, Wellington challenged Lord Winc.liil.-ea, who had
slandered him in a letter to the 'Standard,' to a duel ; they fought witli pistols
in Battersea fields, but neither was touched.

Jiev. THE COUP DE GRACE. Described above. No. 24 (Rev.).
Pencil.

50. Ob. ALAS, TOOK YORICK. Lord Eldon and the Duke of Cumberland standing in

mourning dress before the doors of the '

Morning Journal.'
Pencil ; roy., 12x9 ins.

Pulitical sketches, No. 65.

See note on No. 26 (06.).
The '

Morning Journal '

ceased to exist on the 13th of May.

lieu. UNPUBLISHED SKETCH. Two gentlemen meeting and shaking hands.
Pencil.

51. 06. TUB MAOIC MIRROR, OR A PEEP INTO FCTURITT. Time showing John
Bull ii mirror in which appear the Duke of Cumberland and the Duke of

Wellington dragging Princess Victoria one way and the Duchess of Kent and
Prince Leopold dragging her another.

Kerf chalk ; roy., 9 X 13J in.

Political sketches, No. 68.

Rev. GUY FAWKES, OR THE ANNIVERSARY OF THE POMSH PLOT. Wellington
burnt in effigy by the ultra Tories, the Duke of Cumberland, Lords Eldon,
Sidmouth, Stanhope, etc.

Rough pencil sketch.
Political sketches. No. 88.

51*. THE MAGIC MIRROR.
Ked chalk; roy., 9 x 13J in.

52. 06. THE GREEK PAPERS. Lord Holland in Greek costume demanding to see
one of the papers on Greek affairs which Lord Aberdeen, the Foreign Secretary,
insists on keeping back. Lord Londonderry, dressed as a Turk, thinks there
can be no harm in showing it to a philo-Turk like himself. Wellington iu the
background advises giving as little information as possible

Pencil; roy., 9J X 10J in.

Political sketches, No. 70.

Rev. UNPUBLISHED SKETCH. An old gentleman inspecting two horses.
Pencil.
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53. THE GHEBER WORSHIPPING THE RISING SUN. Brougham on the sea shore,

worshipping the sun of the new king as it rises from the waves.
Pencil ; roy., 9J X 13f in.

Political sketches. No. 71.

George IV. died June 26, 1830, when William IV. succeeded to the throne.

54. A ROYAL COMMISSION. Lord Kosslyn, Lord Lyndhurst and Lord Shafteabury
sitting in a row.

Pencil; roy., 7jj x 11 J in.

Political sketches, No. 73.

55. 06. THE LORD CHANCELLOR WOT is TO BE. The Duke of Wellington in the
Chancellor's robes.

Pencil; roy., 15| X 8J in.

Political sketches, No. 98.

The Duke hail differed from the Chancellor on a point of law ; the Duke
proved to be right.

Rev. A SKETCH AT BRIGHTON. William IV., Queen Adelaide, and their suite

riding at Brighton.
Pencil and chalk.

[1831.]

56. Ob. A HANDSOME AVD PROMISING PUPIL ; STUDIES FOR THE LITHOGRAPH. Two
studies of Orator Hunt in the House of Commons. In tlio lithograph, lie is

represented as a boy sitting on the knee of Sir Joseph Yorke.
Pencil ; roy., 8J X 14$ in.

Political sketches, No. 109.

Henry Hunt, the Radical agitator and hero of the ' Peterloo massacre '
of

181S), was elected member for Pn ston 1830, and took his seat February 3,

1831 ; lie was an active and multifarious speaker, but pleased no party and
found no following.

Sev. AN UNPUBLISHED SKETCH. The royal coach, and spectators.
Pencil.

[1832.]

57. THE MOUNTAIN IN LABOUR. The Duke of Buckingham as a mother in bed,
attended by Lord Eldun and Lord Sidmouth, and newly delivered of a mouse,
which Wellington, Aberdeen, Lyndiiurst, and Londonderry, dressed as nurses,
are examining on a cushion.

Pencil and pen ; roy., 8J X 15 in.

Political sketches, No. 192.

The Duke of Buckingham, a man of huge proportions, bad proposed a
' moderate ' scheme of reform, so moderate, indeed, as to be scarcely perceptible
at all.

58. 06. SWEARING or THE HORATII. Lord Grey swearing Lords Harrowby,
Wharncliffe and Haddingtun on their swords.

Pencil and pen ; roy., 10J x 14J in.

Political sketches, No. 191.

These three lords were the chiefs of the moderate Tories among the Peers,
called ' The Waverers,' who exerted themselves to arrange a compromise on the

Reform Bill of 1832 ; and it was owing to them that the second reading was
carried in the Lords on April 14th by a majority of nine.

Rev. DESIGN FOR A NEW COINAGE. 'The reverse of a sovereign, a little

magnified.' Wellington as a knight, overcome by the dragon Grey. Beneath,
1834 (in the lithograph 1833).

Pencil.

Political sketches, No. 193.

59. 06. DESIGN FOR A NEW COINAGE.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 9J x 11 in.

Rev. THE JUDGMENT OF MIDAS. A very rough sketch ; John Bull seated in the

centre, Grey as Midas, 1., Wellington as Apollo, r.

Pencil.
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60. Ob. A MELANCHOLY CONSOLATION. Grey and Durham sitting gloomily at a

table, while Brougham at once consoles and disappoints them by announcing
that public anger at the fate of the Reform Bill lias not broken out in

acts of violence. Inscribed with plainer speeches than the lithograph.

Ungrateful people 1 says Durham. Most provoking, says Brougham.
Pencil ; roy., 8| X 12J in.

Political sketches. No. 196.

Lord Grey's Ministry, unable to persuade the King to create new peers

enough to carry through the Reform Bill, resigned May 9, 1832.

Itev. A LATK SCENE AT HOUNSLOW. Grey and Brougham eating chops at an

inn, the sign of which, the Red Lion, perturbs Lord Gruy as a bad omen.
Pen aud peucil.

61. CORONER'S INQUEST TPON THE LATE ADMINISTRATION. A party of politicians,

in groups, including 'the Waverers '

(Hiirrowby and Wharncliffe), O'Connell,

Hunt, Wellington and Lyndliurst, discussing Grey's fail ; at ther., Ellenborough

letting a cat out of a b.ig : John Bull ut the 1. suspects foul play somewhere.

Rough pen and red clialk sketch ; roy., 9J X 13g in.

Political sketches, No. 197.

62. 05. UP AND DOWN, OR THE POLITICAL SEE-SAW. Grey and Wellington on a

see-saw balanced l>y William IV. in the middle: John Bull gets under the

plank at Grey's end and prevents his going down again. Wellington warns the

King that he'll be down if he doesn't mind.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 9} X 14J in.

Political sketches, No. 199.

On Grey's resignation the King sent for Wellington, who tried in vain to form

a Government, and public feeling was so strong that Grey had to be recalled

to power.

Jtev. DON QUIXOTE ATTENDED BY SANCHO PANZA. Grey as Don Quixote

sally in-; forth attended by John Bull, on their expedition for the reform of abuses.

Rough pencil sketch.

63. A SCENE FEOM CINDERELLA. Cinderella (Queen Adelaide) asking the Fairy
(William IV.) what they sliall do for a coachman, ns the fine lackeys already
provided cannot drive; the Fairy tells a servant (Lyndhurst) to bring a caged
rat (Wellington), which she will change by her magic into a coachman.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 18} x 14J in.

Political sketches, No. 200.

An allusion to the negotialions between the King and Lyndhurst, who was
first sent for on Grey's resignation, and who persuaded Wellington to attempt to

form a Government.

64. Ob. WHO ARK 'WE'? Lord Ellenborough explaining in the House of Lords
what the Tory plan of Reform would have been ; his colleagues, sitting in front,

express astonishment at the scheme. Ellenborough professed to speak for Ma
party, l>ut apparently his ideas were all his own.

In the lithograph the Duke of Buckingham is introduced.
Pencil and pen ; roy., 9 X 13 in.

Political sketches, No. 203.

Rev. A CONSTITUTIONAL TILT; OR WHICH is BEST? Lord Holland and Lord
Wynford (Sir W. D. Best) tilting at each other with their crutches. Both were
lame with gout. Best was made a peer and Deputy-Speaker of the House
of Lords in 1829.

Pen and pencil.
Political sketches, No. 204.

65. Ob. SCENE FROM THE FARCE or '
I'LL BE YOUR SECOND !

' Lord Grey and Lord
Kenyon fighting with swords ; the Duke of Cumberland parting them. Lord
Kenyon was a close adherent of the Duke of Cumberland.
Pen aud petcil ; roy., 9J X 15 in.

Political sketches, No. 202.

Ken. AN UNPUBLISHED SKETCH. Brougham as Lord Chancellor in the House of
Lords. Slight and unfinished.

Pencil.
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66. Ob. A MOST EXTRAORDINARY RAT. The Duke of Wellington as an enormous

rat, with the Tory chiefs on his back, rushing headlong down a slope ; Grey
and.Brougham, as terriers, leap after them through a fence, over wliich John
Bull is looking. (Cut at r. lower corner.)
Pen and pencil ; roy., 9 x 13J in.

Political sketches, No. 201.

An allusion to Wellington's withdrawal from Parliament, followed by others

of his party, during the final stages of the passing of tlie Reform Bill.

Rev. LINEAL DESCENT OP THE CROWN. Grey, astride of an inn-sign, the Crown,

hacking at it with a bill-liook im<l cheered on from below by the Radical

agitators, Hunt, O'Connell and Cobbett.

Pencil.

Political sketches, No. 209.

67. 06. THE NEW REFORM COACH. A coach going down hill, driven by Grey, witli

the Reform leaders on the top nnd William IV. inside; Wellington culls out to

them that they have thrown away their drag <-hain, an 1 is answered with

derision. Inscribed with speeches of the same purport iig in the lithograph.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 1 1 J x 18 iu.

Political sketches, No. 207.

Ren. THE FATE OF MARSTAS. A rough sketch for a subject not lithographed.
Lord Grey aa Apollo, AVellington as Marsyas.

Pencil.

68. Ob. STUDY FOR A PICTURE OF OLIVER CROMWELL DISSOLVING THE LONG PARLIA-

MENT. Colonel L. G. Grove (well-known by his letters to the 'I'inuas, signed
' Radical ') telling Cobbett to ' take away this bauble.'

Pencil; roy., 9 x 1'2J in.

Political sketches, No. 210.

Rev. LORD GRANVILLE SOMERSET ON HORSEBACK.
Pencil.

69. A BATTLE ROYAL, OR A SET-TO FOR A CROWN. Dora Miguel and Dom Pedro

about to fight for the crown of Portugal, the English ministers and politicians

looking on, Wellington and Aberdeen backing Miguel against his brother.

John Bull, who appears in the lithograph 1., is not introduced.

Pen and pencil; roy., 9 X HJ in.

Political sketches, No. 211.

70. 06. UNPCBHSHED SKETCH. Grey and other Reform leaders on the edge of the

precipice of anarchy, lured on by the Radical agitators beneath.

Pen and pencil ; roy. (a double sheet folded), 11J X 19$ in

Rev. THE RIVAL ARTISTES. Wellington nnd Grey as ballet dn 'ere; the former

defies anyone to turn round more quickly than he dues ; the latter plumes him-

self on standing on one leg. Inscribed as in the lithograph.
Pen and pencil.
Political sketches, No. 213.

71. Ob. A PARLIAMENTARY GROUP. Grey, Lansdowne, Melbourne, Goderich,

Holland, and the Duke of Richmond drowsing in the House of Lords during a

prosy speech.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 9J x 14J in.

Political sketches, No. 212.

Rev. AN IMPORTANT PETITION. Lord Holland presenting one of H. B.'s sketches

(' A Constitutional Tilt,' described above, No. 64 Rev.) as a petition to the House

of Lords. Inscribed with speech as in the lithograph, and with other

memoranda, &c.

Rough pen and pencil sketch.

Political sketches, No. 218.

.[Between the foregoing sketch and the next there is a considerable gap in

the series from 1832 to 1837.]
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[1837.]

72. 07). AN OLD SONG TO A NEW TUNE. (' Row, brothers, row.') John Bull and
William IV., the latter looking sea-sick, in a boat desperately rowed by Lords
Palmcroton, Dunc.innon and Melbourne, and steered by Lord John Russell.
Black chalk on drab paper ; roy., 6| X l?f in.

Political sketches. No. 488.

Since 1835 Lord Melbourne's administration had been in office ; but the Whig
government had never been strong, and by the spring of 1837 was reduced to

impotence, opposed alike by Tories and by Radicals.

Ben. REMINISCENCES op THALBERQ. Three portrait profile studies of the pianist
playing.

Black chalk and pencil.

Sigismond Thalberg, born at Geneva, 1812, was not successful as a composer,
but won a brilliant reputation as a pianist in Vienna and Paris and in London,
where he gave concerts in 183o'. He died 1871.

73. Ob. BIRD-CATCHING EXTRAORDINARY. Lord John Russell trying to catch a
cock sparrow (Mr. Roebuck) by putting s;ilt on its tail. In the lithograph
Mr. Wakley as a magpie, and Mr. Hnmc, as a jackdaw, are also introduced.
Bluck clmlk on drab paper; roy., 10J x 14 ill.

Politic-til sketches, No. 490.
Mr. Roebuck, himself an ardent Reformer, was at this time, 1837, one of the

bitterest opponents of the Whigs.

Reo. WE, THE PEOPLE OF ENGLAND. Mr. Hume, Mr. Roebuck, and Mr. Wakley
sitting crciss-legged, tailoring; Dr. Bowring approaching r. (The last is

omitted in the lithograph.)
Black chalk iind pencil.
Political sketches, No. 491.

Hume, Wakley, and Roebuck were leaders of the Independent Radical Party,
who claimed to represent the people. Dr., afterwards Sir John, Bowring was at
this time member for the Clyde Burghs ; he was already well known as a
linguist, traveller, and economic reformer, and in politics belonged also to the

philosophical Radicals.

[1838.]

74. IM BELLE ALLIANCE. Marshal Soult introduced to Lord Hill by the Duke of
Wellington.
Black chalk on diab paper; roy., 8J X 8 in.

Political sketches, No. 549.
Soult and Hill, who had fought so many brilliant and determined baltles

against each other in the Peninsula, met, as friends, in 1838, when Soult was
sent as Ambassador Extraordinary to the Coronation of Queeu Victoria.

75. Ob. JONAH THROWN OVEKBOAID; AND ANOTHER SUBJECT. Lord Minto thrown
overboard by the Government, a slight sketch; and a bishop (?) as a bird
perched on a spade.

Political sketches, No. 550.

Black chalk and pencil; roy., 12 J x 9J in.

Rev. A GENTLEMAN ON HORSEBACK.
Black chalk.

70. NONE BI;T THE BRAVE DESERVE THE FAIR. A parody of Landseer's picture ;

Lord John Russell and Peel as the two slugs fighting in the foreground ; the
Queen, Wellington, and others as the deer, looking on.

Black chalk; roy., 9J x 12J in.

Political sketcl es, No. 553.
Peel and Lord John Russell were at this period in prominent antagonism, as

Pitt and Fox earlier, Gladstone and Disraeli later.
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77. 06. A TRAP-IST ON RETREAT. Three studies of O'Connell as a monk,
praying, digging, and wheeling a barrow. The first study was adopted in the

lithograph, where he is praying to a skull aud cross-bones.
Black chalk ; roy., 9| x 11 in.

Political sketches, No. 554.
The allusion is to O'Connell's new project of agitation, started in the autumn

of 1838, through a society called the Precursor Society.

Rev. THE SAME SUBJECT, DIFFERENTLY TREATED. Small rough study.
Black chalk.

78. Ob. A SCENE FROM DON GIOVANNI. The Duke of Rutland as Don Giovanni ;

Sir Frederick Trench as Leporello, startled at the signs of life given by the
statue of the Commcndatore (Wellington).
Black chalk and Indian ink ; roy., 10J x 12 J in.

Political sketches, No. 555.
A committee was formed in 1838 for erecting a Wellington memorial ;

the
Duke of Rutland was chairman, and Sir Frederick Trench took an active part
in determining the form which the memorial was to take, the statue, taken
down in 1883, placed on the top of the arch in front of Apsley House.

Greville ('Memoirs,' Vol. iv., p. 110) calls it 'a gross job of Sir Frederick
Trench's.'

Rev. THE DUKE OF HAMILTON ON HORSEBACK.
Black chalk.

79. THE BROKEN HONG MERCHANT. The Duke of Sussex in Chinese dress, seated

cross-legged, and showing an empty tea-cheat.

Black chalk ; roy., 9 J x Hf in.

The Duke of Sussex quarrelled with the Government, July, 1838, on account
of their refusal to apply to Parliament for an increased allowance. His claim
was moved in the House of Commons, but rejected, and the Duke was greatly
mortified.

80. A CONTRAST. Lord Melbourne asleep on the Treasury box ; Brougham, 1.,

trying to upset him with the lever of faction ; Wellington, r., refraining from

using the lever in his hand ; Brougham would if he could, Wellington could if
he would.

Black chalk and Indian ink ; roy., 8J x 13J in.

Political sketches, No. 560.

Brougham, now out of office, was a powerful opponent of Lord Melbourne,
whose studied affectation of careless indifference further weakened in the eyes
of the country his weak Government.

81. 06. VAN AMBURGH OUTDONE. O'Connell as Van Amburgh (the famous lion-

tamer), with his foot on Melbourne's head, surrounded by the fawning or

frightened forms of the other ministers.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 9J x 12| in.

Political sketches, No. 5G1.

Rev. A METAMORPHOSIS, OR JOHN BULL TURNED INTO A MILCH Cow.
Spring- Rice, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, trying to milk John Bull. Peel
and O'Counell, with empty pails, r., and Mr. Shiel, 1., are only slightly
indicated.

Pen and pencil.
Political sketches, No. 552.

There was at this time a series of deficits on the Budget.

82. A SCENE FROM MACBETH. Lord Durham (Banquo) appearing to Melbourne
(Macbeth), the other ministers and the Queen.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 8j x 13| in.

Political sketches, No. 562.

Lord Durham, appointed Governor-General of Canada early in 1838, arrived
there in May, and issued an ordinance dealing with the captive rebels in June.
This ordinance was disallowed by ton Government, and Durham resigned,
landing at Plymouth December 1, two days before this sketch was published.
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83. A Row IN THE PLAYGROUND. Lord Durham complaining to the other boys
(Melbourne and the Whig ministers) that they have allowed Brougham to give
him such a blow. Sir William Molesworth offers a copy of The Westminster
Review '

as a plaster. Wellington looks on, 1. Lithographed with additional

figures, and with modifications.

Rough pen and pencil sketch ; roy , 9J X 13J in.

Political sketches, No. 503.

Lord Brougham attacked Lord Durham's ordinance in the House of Lords in

August, and carried his motion. John Stuart Mill eloquently defended Durham
in 'The Westmin.-ter Review, and the article helped to cause a strong tec-ling
in his favour among the public.

84. 06. DEMOSTHENES ON THE SEA-SHOKE GIVING A LESSON TO A NEW DISCIPLE.

Brougham describing his speech agaiust Durham to Wellington on the sea-shore
at Wsilmer.

Pen and pencil; roy., llf x 9| in.

Political sketches, No. 5U4.

Rev. THE DUENNA. The Duenna (Melbourne) pushing the Queen away from
the window, lest she should listen to Durham's serenade.
Pen and pencil.
Political sketches, No. 565.

85. ANOTHER PEEP INTO THE PLAYGROUND :

' YOU'HE NONE OF MY CHILD.'
Durham hustled and pushed away by the other boys (politicians of all

parties).

Rough pen and pencil sketch ; roy., 9 X 12JJ in.

Political sketches, No. 566.

86. COACH DINNER, CASTLE INN, WINDSOR. The Whig Ministry seated at dinner ;

John Bull announcing that they must make room for the Opposition pansengers,

Wellington and Peel ; and Melbourne replying that they will be ready soun,
when they have taken a little more '

salery.'

Rough pen and pencil sketch; roy., 9 X 13J in.

Political sketches, No. 567.

87. Ob. A DESERTER. Durham, handcuffed and led between two grenadiers
(Melbourne and Wellington), with Brougham bringing up the rear.

Pen ami pencil; roy., 8J x 12J in.

Political sketches, No. 5(JS.

Rev. THE DIS-ORGANIST. Lord Durham playing discords of rage and despair
on an organ, of which Mr. Roebuck bluws the bellows ; Brougham looking on
in malicious triumph ; and Melbourne and the Queen stopping their ears.

Rough pen sketch.

Political sketches, No. 571.

88. A COACHMAN WANTED; CANDIDATES FOB THE PLACE. John Bull explaining
to Brougham that his missus doesn't want an Omnibus man ; Melbourne asking
Wellington to take the job, as he is tired of it; Wellington unwilling, and
Durham sullenly defiant. Modified in the lithograph.

Rough pen and pencil sketch
; roy., 9| x 14 in.

Political sketches, No. 570.

89. Ob. COMIC PANTOMIME, A CURIOUS METAMORPHOSIS. Melbourne as Harlequin,
Palmerston as Pantaloon, Lord John Russell as Polichinelle, and Lord Moipeth
as Clown exclaiming at the sudden transformation of Windsor Castle into the
Crown Tavern.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 9J X 14J in.

Political sketches, No. 572.

Sev. THE DISOWNED. The Beadle (John Bull) showing Brougham a baby
which has been left at his door, but which he disowns. Two women r.

Rough pen and pencil sketch.

Political sketches, No. 569.
In December, 1838, Brougham issued a pamphlet letter to the Queen, a bitter

brilliant satire, which he did not openly acknowledge, though everybody
recognised the authorship.
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[1839.]

90. FEEDING THE ANIMALS CHANGE OF DIET. O'Coimell as tlic lion tamer feeding
tlie ministers with tlie corn-law question and cheap bread ; the Queen looking
on. Modified in the lithograph.
Black chalk, rough sketch ; roy., 9 X 1 1 1 in.

Political sketched, No. 573.

In 1839 the distress caused by successive bad harvests had reached an acute

state, and the question of the repeal of the Corn Laws had become one of the

most urgent problems of the day.

91. THE RIVAL QUIXOTES. Brougham and Durham mounted on donkeys and

tilting at each other with poles; Durham, hit in the stomach, falls off his

donkey backward.
Black chalk; roy., 8J X 12J in.

Political sketches, No. 574.

92. OLIVER INTRODUCED TO THE RESPECTABLE OLD GENTLEMAN. Lord Normanby
(the Artful Doilger) introducing Lord Morpeth (Oliver Twist) to O'Conuell

(Fagin) ;
Melbourne and other ministers at a table. A parody of Cruikshauk's

illustration to Oliver Twist.'

Pen and black clialk ; roy., 10J X 10| in.

Political sketches, No. 576.

Lord Morpeth was Irish Secretary, Lord Normanby Lord Lieutenant of

Ireland. The latter provoked vi ilent opposition amongst tlie Orangemen and
Protestants by his friendliness with O'Connell, by his overriding of harsh and

partisan judgments, and by his appointments of Catholics.

93. PLATING OFF A PRACTICAL JOKE UPON AN OLD FRIEND. Melbourne robbing
Lord Gleuelg, who is atleep in his chair, of the Colonial Seals, while Lord
Duncannon puts the Privy Seals on the table instead ; Lords Normauby and

Morpeth come in r.

Black chalk; roy., 8J X 12J in.

Political sketches, No. 577.

Lord Glenelg had approved of Lord Durham's ordinance, and was dismissed

in consequence by the Government from the Colonial Ofiice, in which Lord

Normauby succeeded him. He was offered the Privy Seal, but refused it.

94. 06. A TRIANGULAR DUEL (NOT) FROM MR. MIDSHIPMAN EASY. Brougham,
Melbourne, and Durham ; tlie last firing in the air.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 9 x 13 in.

Political sketches, No. 578.

Bev. A JOCKEY ON HOBSEBACK.
Black chalk.

95. 06. A COUNCIL OF WAR. O'Connell sitting at a table, on which is a large
' Plan of Attack," explaining it to Lords Morpeth, Fortescue, and Normauby.

Black chalk; roy. (cut at 1. lower corner), 9 X 12 in.

Political sketches, No. 579.

See above, note to No. 92. Lord Fortescue succeeded Lord Normanby, March,
1839.

Bev. DENTATTJS. Lord Normanby (Dentatus) defending himself against the

onslaught of Lord Roden, Lord Charleville, and Lord Westrueath ; while

Brougham hurls a stone at him from above.

Black chalk.

Political sketches, No. 583.

On March 21, 1839, Lord Roden, leader of the Orangemen, carried a motion
in the House of Lords for a Commitee of Inquiry into Lord Normanby's Irish

Administration. In April, however, the House of Commons approved by vote

the Irish policy of the Government.
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96. JACK FKOST IN DOWNINQ STREET ; OK, A SECRETARY OF STATE BADLY MAULED.
Lord John Russell sitting in his office, with an imp on his shoulder tearing at

bis hair; Mr. Fox-Maule, his secretary, enters in astonishment.
Pen and pencil ; r.iy., 9J x 12f iu.

Political sketches, No. 580.

John Frost, a magistrate and a well-known Chartist, was called to account,
in February, by Russell, the Home Secretary, for seditious speeches, and though
his answer was insolent, he was not removed from the magistracy for SOEQO

time.

97. H. B. DISCOVERED IN HIS STUDIO. Brougham punting a portrait of Lord
Fortescue ; Lyndhurst, grinding his colours, complains that the likeness is too

flattering,
' Not in your usual style.'

Black chalk; roy., 9J X 11 J in.

Political sketches, No. 581.

98. Ob. A LEAF OUT OF NICHOLAS NICKLEBY. O'Connell and Lord Normanhy,
Morgan O'Connell and Lord Morpoth embracing eacli other at parting on the
Dublin steamboat pier.

Black chalk; roy., 10J X 13 in.

Political sketches, No. 582.

Rev. A DESIGN FOR A NELSON MONUMENT. Nelaon on a chariot, with Neptune
and Britannia looking up to him. With two other slight studies for the same
subject.
BUick chalk and pen.
The Nelson Column in Trafalgar Square was being projected at this time,

and was begun in 1840.

99. 06. WHO is TO HAVE THE STICK ? Wellington and Lord John Russell as two
dogs fighting for a stick, representing a Parliamentary Committee on Ireland.

Black chalk ; roy., !)J x 12J in.

Political sketches, No. 585
See above, note on No. 95 (7?eu.).

Rev. DON GIOVANNI IN LONDON. Melbourne falling in terror on his knees,
surrounded by an 'infernal chorus 'of Radicals Brougham, Durham, Grote,
and Sir W. Molesworth.

Black chalk.

Political sketches, No. 586.

100. 01. WHO is TO HAVE THE STICK ? A study for No. 99 (06.).
Black chalk; roy., 9J x 11 J in.

Jiev. A GENTLEMAN ON HORSEBACK.
Pen and pencil.

101. 06. WHIST. Melbourne and the Queen playing whist against Peel and
Wellington. Peel reproaches the Queen with having revoked, and Wellington
asks to see the last trick.

Black chalk ; roy., 9 x 12 in.

Political sketches, No. 590.
On May 7th, 1839, the Whig Ministry resigned. The Queen sent for Peel,

but insisted on retaining the ladies of the household, most of whom were near
relatives of the Whig ministers. Peel objected, the negotiation fell to the
ground, and Melbourne returned to power.

Rev. THE SOMNAMBULIST. Lord Glenelg holding a candle and walkin" out of
the Colonial Office in his sleep.

Black chalk.

Political sketches, No. 575.
See above, note to No. 93.

102. A SCENE FROM THE FARCE OF ' THE INVINCIBLES.' The ladies of the house-
hold, cheered on by the Queen, putting Wellington and Peel to rout at the
point of the bayonet.

Black chalk and pen ; roy., 10| X 13J in.

Political sketches, No. 591.
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103. THE THIMBLE Rio. Melbourne, surrounded by ministers and ladies of the

household, performing the thimble trick, by which he has just cheated Peel
and Wellington out of a sovereign.

Black chalk and pen ; My., 11J x 15f in.

Political sketches, No. 593.

101. Ob. ANOTHER SCENE FROM DON GIOVANNI. Don Giovanni (Melbourne) vainly

trying to wrest his hand from the grasp of the Commendatore (Brougham).
Black chalk; roy., 9 X 11 in.

Political sketches, No. 594.

Brougham made a violent and powerful attack on Melbourne in the House
of Lords for the part played by the Government in the affair of the ladies of

the household.

Rev. A LADY ON HORSEBACK.
Black chalk.

105. GULLIVER AND HIS NURSE. Gulliver (Melbourne) floundering in the oow-dnng
(the Jamaica question); his nurse (Wellington) stoops to rescue him. Ti.e

Queen looks on, r., in great concern.

Black chalk; roy., 9| x 13J in.

Political sketches, No. 595.

The Jamaica question was that which brought about the resignation of the

Whigs.

IOC. Ob. CHILD'S PLAT. The ladies of the household making a ring round the

Queen, and crying,
' Can't get out !

'

Pencil and red chalk; roy., 8f X 12J in.

Political sketches, No. 51(7.

Rev. THALBERG AT THE PIANO. With other figures looking on.

See above, No. 72 (fler.).

Pencil.

107. CURIOUS INSTANCE OF (MINISTERIAL) RESUSCITATION. Melbourne lying in bed,
with the ladies of the household attending on him, and the Queen offering him

smelling salts. Study for part of the lithographed composition.
Black chalk : roy., 9J x 5J in.

Political sketches, No. 599.

108. 06. A NEW VERSION OF ' CAN'T GET OUT.' A ring of Tory leaders, including
Peel, Goulburn, Sir R. Inglis, Sir James Graham, arid Lord Ashley, surrounding
Mr. Wyse.
Black chalk; roy., 9$ x 15 in.

Political sketches, No. 600.

Rev. AN UNPUBLISHED SKETCH. The ' Radical
' and the ' Old Tory

'

omnibuses.

Slight black chalk sketch.

109. A PRESSURE FROM WITHOUT. Mr. Spring-Rice on horseback, met by John Bull
with a demand for Uniform Penny Postage.
Pen and pencil; roy., 12 x 10 in.

Political sketches, No. 603.

Uniform Penny Postage was forced on the Government by public opinion,

through the efforts of Rowland Hill, whose bill was brought in by Spring-Rice,

July, 1839, and became law in 1840.

110. WHAT IN PARLIAMENTARY PHRASE MAY BE TERMED 'A PAIB.' Mr. Disraeli,

seen from behind, and Sir E. Bulwcr-Lytton.
Pencil ; roy., 9 X 6 in.

Political sketches, No. 604.

Disraeli had been in Parliament since 1837, and was already looked on as

likely to rise high ; Bulwer-Lytton, who entered Parliament six years curlier,

had made lets mark in politics than in literature ; the two were close friends

and rival fops.
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111. MEN OF FEELING. Mr. Spring-Rice, Chancellor of the Exchequer, handing the

Whig ministers their quarterly cheques ; Melbourne saying that ' Men of feeling
could not desert their sovereign under such circumstances," and the others

heartily assenting.
Pencil and pen ; roy., 9J X 12| in.

Political sketches, No. 606.

112. SYMPTOMS or INSUBORDINATION. Melbourne as a boy in a temper reproved by his

nurse (Wellington); Peel carrying Lord J. Russell in his arms 1., Brougham
and Lymlhurst looking on r.

Pencil; roy., 9$ x 12J in.

Political sketches, No. 607.

113. THE FALL OF ACHILLES. Achilles (Wellington) following Polyxena and the

priest of Minerva (the Queen and Melbourne) into the temple, while Paris

(Lord .John Russell) aims a dart at his vulnerable heel. Above, a sketch of

Brougham.
Pun and pencil ; roy., 10J x 14J in.

Political sketches, No. 609.

114. THE ROAD TO RUIN. The Queen and her ministers driving down hill, Russell
and Spring-Rice as postillions, trj ing to restrain the horses (O'Connell, Whittle,
Harvey, und Hume); the Queen and Melbourne u little alarmed at the pace.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 10J x 15J in.

Political sketches, No. 610.

115. PRACTISING FOR THE TOURNAMENT. Lords and Commons tilting at each other
over the qu< stiun of Ireland; at the r., Brougham riding at a ring, and Lord
Londonderry at the dummy of Lord Durham. Without the figures of O'Connell
and Russell, inserted in the lithograph.
Black chalk

; roy., 10J x 10 in.

Political sketches, No. (ill.

A reference to the attack made by Brougham in the Lords on the Irish policy
of the Government, on August 6th.

Rev. AN IRISH SUBJECT. The Queen and her principal Ministers on an Irish

car, with Spring-Rice us driver. The horse (O'Connell) lias just shied at the
Bill for Renewal of the Bank of Ireland Charter, and greatly alarms the Queen
and Russell.

Knugh pencil sketch.

Political sketches, No. G08.

116. A TRIP TO DOVER. Wellington being driven to Dover, Sir Francis Burdeft
riding postillion, Lyndhurst sitting at the back, and Brougham hanging on
beiiind.

Black chalk and pen ; roy., 9f x 15J in.

Political sketches. No. 612.

On August 30 a great dinner was given at Dover to the Duke as Lord
Warden of the Cinxjue Ports. Brougham made a speech of exaggerated eulo"y
at the dinner.

117. ALTERED CIRCUMSTANCES OF MR. MANTALINI. Nicholag and Kate Nickleby
(Melbourne and the Queen) coming upon Mr. and Mrs. Mautalini (Loid
Normanby and O'Connell) busy mangling and quarrelling over their work.
Pen and pencil; roy., 13 x 8| in.

Political sketches, No. 616.
See above, note on No. 92.

Lord Normanby, after a brief occupation of the Colonial Office, exchanged
posts w ith Lord John Russell and became H 'me Secretary.

118. DOINO PENANCE IN A WHITE SHEET. Lord Londonderry doing penanco in a
sheet for his duel with Henry Grattan, who had made an absurd charge apiinst
the Tories. Peel and Wellington (who had formerly countenanced duelling
themselves) looking on, 1.

Pen and pencil; roy., 10J x 13J in.

Political sketches, No. 617.
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119. AN IRISH WAKE. Brougham lying in bed, pretending to be dead, Mr. Leader

telling him to keep quiet, and the chief men of both parties engaged in a
funeral wake.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 11J x 12J in.

Political sketches, No. G18.

In November of this year Brougham wrote a letter, purporting to be from
someone else, describing his own death. For twenty-four hours this was
believed.

120. 06. FKIAR TUCK AND THE SACRISTAN. Friar Tuck (O'Connell) and the
Sacristan (Melbourne) holding a ' devils' mass '

on the supposed death of

Athelstane (Brougham), who is pushing open thu door.

Pencil and pen ; roy., 11| x 19g in.

Political sketches. No. 619.

Rev. A GENTLEMAN ON HORSEBACK.
Black chalk.

121. A DISTINGUISHED TEETOTALIST. Sir John Campbell, the Attornoy-fieneral,
who had declared at a public breakfast in Edinburgh that 'Chartism was
extinct,' sipping tea anil uncomfortably reflecting on the account in the

morning's newspaper of the Chartist riots at Newport on November 3, Leaded

by Frost.

Slight black chalk sketch ; roy., 13J X 12 in.

Political sketches, No. 021.

[1810.]

122. POWER ON ITS LAST LEGS (Power in ' His Last Legs.') Prince Albert lyins;
on his back on a sofa, one leg up in the air, Melbourne standing over him on a

chair, and John Bull looking on in astonishment.

Rough pen sketch ; roy., 10J x 13j in.

Political sketches, No. 623.

On 16 January the Queen opened Parliament and announced her intended

marriage with Prince Albert. ' His Last Legs
' was a popular piece, in which

Tyrone Power (b. 1797, d. 1841) was then acting.

123. THE SAME SUBJECT, but with the composition reversed.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 10J x 15 in.

124. BEAUTY AND THE BEAST. O'Connell, as a bear, kneeling before the Queen,
who looks at him in horror, and offering 500,000 fighting Irishmen, to keep
down the Tories.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 9J x 13 in.

Political sketches, No. 624.

125. Ob. A SHERIFF'S SALE ; OB AUCTION EXTRAORDINARY. Lord John Russell

knocking down the Law of Libel, Bill of Rights, etc., without reserve, Peel

acting as his clerk, Melbourne carrying the bundle to be sold, and O'Connell

applauding. Without the figures of other Whig leaders inserted in the

lithograph.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 16J x 11J in.

Political sketches, No. 625.

This refers to what was called the Privilege Question. A Mr. Stockdnle

prosecuted Messrs. Hansard for a libel published in the Parliamentary Debates,
and judgment was given for the prosecutir m. The House of Commons defended
their jrinters, and committed the Sheriffs for levying damages on Ha'Sird.
In this matter Pi el warmly supported Russell, though he afterwards acknow-

ledged that he had gone too far.

Rev. PORTRAIT OF SIR ROBERT PEEL.
Pencil.

126. SCENB FROM FAUST, FREELY TRANSLATED. Faust (Peel) following Mephis-
topheles (Russell) up the Broeken, lured by the Will o' the Wisp Privilege.

Pencil; roy., 10J x 15|in.
Political sketches, No. 626.
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127. THE NEW LEADER OF THE OPPOSITION. Colonel Sibthorp, carrying in his hand
his amendment reducing the vote to Prince Albert from 50,000 to 30,000
a year.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 11| x 8J in.

Political sketches, No. 627.
Colonel Sibthorp was member for Lincoln, an eccentric and violent Tory; he

proposed on Jan. 27 the amendment in question, which was carried against the
Government.

128. Ob. MUSCIPULA. A parody of Reynolds' picture of a child showing a caged
mouse to a cat ; Russell is the child, Peel the cat, and the Sheriff of Middlesex
the mouse.

Pencil ; roy., 15j X 10J in.

Political sketches, No. 629.

See note to No. 125 (Ob.).

Rev. THE LITTLE TRYING TO WALK IN THE STEPS OF THE GREAT. Lord John
Russell trying to walk in the steps of Pitt, with other sketches, including one
of Russell in hat and boots much too big for him.
Pen and black chalk.
Political tketcb.es, No. 692.

129. Ob. TABLEAU FROM THE NEW PLAT or MART STUART. The Qneen (as Mary)
holding Melbourne's hand, as lie kneels beside her, startled at the entry of
Wellington in armour, holding a huge sword and followed by Peel and
Lyndliurst.

Sliglitpeno.il sketch : roy, 10$ X 15J in.

Political sketches, No. 630.

Rev. A GENTLEMAN ON HORSEBACK.
Pen and pencil.

130. 06. COMUS AND THE LADT. The Queen surrounded by revellers, who offer
wines and fruit : Melbourne,

' war ;

'

O'Connell,
'

repeal ;

'

Muntz,
'

Chartism,'
etc. Wellington and Peel (as the Lady's brothers) come to the rescue 1.

Pen and pencil ; roy., lOg x 16 in.

Political sketches, No. 632.

Rev. LORD NUGENT ON HORSEBACK.
Pen and pencil.

131. 06. THE OMNIBUS RACE. The Tory coach, with John Bull inside, leaving tho
Whigs, with the Queen and Prince Consort, in spite of the furious whipping of
the horses (Morpeth ami Russell) by O'Connell.
Pen and pencil; roy., Kif x 15J in.

Polit.cal sketches, No. 633.

Rev. THE BEGGAR'S PETITION. O'Connell as an Irishwoman, carrying a baby
anil with a number of starving children in his train, presenting a Beggar's
Petition to Lord Morpcth, who drops his Bill for the Suppression of Mendicity
in Ireland in horror ; Sliiel, the second great Irish agitator, squats at O'Connells
feet.

Pencil and pen.
Political sketches, No. 631.

132. 06. CUPID TAMING THE ELEMENTS; AFTER WEST. Palmerston as Cupid
driving a chariot drawn by the lion and the unicorn, among the astonished
Powers. Rngbia laughs, but China is horrified.

Pencil; roy., 11 x 14J in.

Political sketches, No. 634.

Lord Palmerston's confident and daring foreign policy, over which his
colleagues exercised no control, was now beginning to be conspicuous Englandhad been plunged into hostility with China over the opium question, in 1839
and the war was now progressing.

Rev. PRINCE Louis NAPOLEON ON HORSEBACK.
Pencil.
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133. Ob. AFOLLO AND THE TUNEFUL NINE. A frieze, with O'Connell in the centre

as Apolln, and the Whig ministers on either side as the Muses. Inscribed

below, A bat relief, modern antique, in rather a dilapidated condition.

Pencil ; roy., 10 x 15g in.

Political sketches, No. 636.

Rev. CHINESE JUGGLERS. Sir James Graham pulling yards of paper out of Palmer-
ston'a mouth. The figure of John Bull, introduced in the lithograph, is absent.

Pencil.

Political sketches, No. 637.

On April 7 Sir James Graham moved a vote of censure on ministers for the

policy which had led to war with China. Palmerston produced in justification
a long series of papers on China.

. 134. Ob. THE ' DILLT '

LOOKING UP. The Tory coach, driven by Stanley, and carrying
Peel and his followers, waiting to start. Mr. Wood and Lord Howick, arriving

late, are told by Sir F. Burdett, who holds the horses, to get up behind, as there

ia no room in front, much to their disgust
Pen and pencil; roy., 10J X 15J in.

Political sketches, No. 642.

Lord Howick, son of Earl Grey, and Charles Wood, afterwards Lord Halifax,
seceded from the Government OB the Irish Registration Bill, and were supposed
to be inclined to enter the Conservative ranks for good.

Rev. VACATION AMUSEMENTS: SWING SWONG. Lord Howick swinging Mr.
Wood on a swing slung between the trees of Conservatism and Radicalism.

Pen and pencil.
Political sketches, Xo. 652.

135. Ob. A BRUMMAGEM M.P. Two portraits of Mr. G. F. Muntz, a burly figure
with a great black beard, elected member for Birmingham May, 1840, and

prominent among the extreme Radicals.

Pencil and pen over pencil ; roy., 15 X 10J in.

Political ske-ches, No. 643.

Rev. VACATION AMUSEMENTS : PHEASANT SHOOTING. Normanby and Melbourne
about to shoot a pair of pheasants (the Duke and Duchess of Beaufort).

Rough pen sketch.

Political sketches, No. 651.

The Duke of Beaufort was offered the post of Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland,
and the Duchess that of Mistress of the Robes.

136. Ob. NEW GAME OF SNAP-APPLE. Lord Grey looking over a wall, and holding
in a string an apple (Lord Howick and Mr. Wood), which Russell and Morpeth,
Stanley and Graham, are biting at alternately j O'Connell and Peel (very

roughly indicated) looking on.

Pencil; roy., 15J x 10J in.

Political sketches, No. 646.

See above, note on No. 134 (06.).

Pev. TAM o" SHANTER. Tarn (Lord John Russell) mounted on Meg (O'Connell),
who springs across the bridge, leaving her tail in the hands of the witch (Lord
Stanley).

Pencil.

Political sketches, No. 644.

Lord Stanley's Irish Registration Bill was carried against the Government,
and made great progress, but was eventually abandoned by Lord Stanley.

137. CHESS; A PERPETUAL CHECK GAME DRAWN. Stanley and Russell playing chess ;

Stanley, after perpetually checking his opponent, is unable to win, and

challenges him to another game (next session). Peel and Sir James Graham
and another figure, not in the lithograph, look on.

Rough pencil sketch ; roy., 10| x 15| in.

Political sketob.es, No. 647.

Rev. ROBINSON CRUSOE AND HIS MAN FRIDAY. Crusoe (Lord Howick) telling

Friday (Mr. Wood) to follow him. With a sketch of a gentleman driving.
Pencil.

Political sketches, No. 641.

vol.. II. T
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138. Ob. THE SHUTTLECOCK MINISTRY. O'Connell and Peel playing battledore and
shuttlecock with the Whig Ministry.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 10f X 14f in.

Political sketches, No. 649.

Bev. THE MARQUIS OF ANGLESEA ON HORSEBACK.
Pen and pencil.

139. Ob. BREAKING UP FOR THE VACATION. Queen Victoria Baying good-bye to her
ministers as they leave for the holidays on the coach, which O'Connell drives ;

Wellington as an old housekeeper standing behind the Queen, and Brougham
holding out his hat by the door ; Howick and Wood look sulkily on.
Pen and pencil; roy., 11 J x 16J in.

Political sketches, No. 650.

Rev. PLAYING AT NINE PINS. Sir James Graham and Lord Stanley playing at
nine pins ; Graham has just knocked over Palmerstou with his China resolutions :

Stanley has his Irish Registration Bill ready to bowl at Russell. Stanley's
figure is sketched in twice

; and above is a sketch for ' Vacation Amusements,
No. 4.'

Pencil.

Political sketches, No. 035.

140. Ob. VACATION AMUSEMENTS, No. 3 ; CRICKET, A LONG INNINGS. A game of
cricket ; Morpeth and Russell in, the Tories fielding, Wellington and O'Connell

umpires. Stanley is bowling, and Morpeth about to bat.

Pencil; roy., lij X 16J in.

Political sketches, No. 653.

Rev. THE DUKE OF NEWCASTLE RIDING. With a small sketch of the Earl of

Wilton, also on horseback.
Pencil.

HI. Ob. VACATION AMUSEMENTS, No. 4 ; CULTIVATING THE FINE ARTS. Melbourne
and the Queen drawing, and Prince Albert painting. Mr. (afterwards Sir

George) Hayter stands over Melbourne, who is drawing a portrait of John Bull.
The Queen remarks that ' he is a good subject, if well treated.'

Pencil and pen ; roy., 9f X 15J in.

Political sketches, No. 654.

Rev. DESIGN FOR THE NEW POSTAL ENVELOPES. A parody of the design on
Mulready's well-known envelope, representing Britannia scattering letters over
either hemisphere ; Palmerston is substituted for Britannia ; Wellington and
Peel are introduced r., and at the 1. Spring-Rice's secretary reading out to him
the Post Office deficiency for the year.
Pen and pencil.
A design by Mulready appeared on the first penny postal envelope issued by

Rowland Hill in 1840. There were many caricatures of it besides this by H. B. ;

the best known, by Leech, appeared in Punch.

142. Ob. VACATION AMUSEMENTS, No. 5 ; ANGLING. Piilmerston and Russell fishing
in Conservative waters, without getting a bite ; Peel and Wellington look on
from the further bank.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 11J X 16| in.

Political sketches, No. 655.

Rev. THE QUEEN AND PRINCE CONSORT, in an open carriage and pair; the
Prince driving.

143. Ob. DIVES AND LAZAKUS. The Bishop of London (Blomfield) and Archbishop
cf Canterbury dining together, and sending a servant down to Sydney Smith,
who receives the crumbs brought him in his lap.
Pen and pencil; roy:, 13 x 9J in.

Rev. A GENTLEMAN RIDING. With a slight sketch for No. 142 (Rev.).
Pencil.
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144. Oh. NEWEST EDITION or DAME PARTINQTON AND HEB MOP. Lord Ebrington,
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, as Dame Partington, vainly struggling to drive
back with a mop the wave of O'Connell'a agitation for Repeal.

Pencil ; roy., 10J X 14J in.

Political sketches, No. 657.

Rev. LORD CARDIGAN ON HORSEBACK.
Pencil.

145. Ob. A JOCULATOR; OR TEACHER OP WONDERFUL ANIMALS. Palmerston piping
and playing on a drum inscribed Treaty of July, 1840, while the Russian bear
stands on his head, the Gallic cock struts on stilts, and two dogs (Austria
and Prussia) dance on their hind legs.
Pen and pencil; roy., 9 X 12J in.

Political sketches, No. 658.

The Treaty of July loth, 1810, signed by England, Russia, Austria and
Prussia, was intended to settle the affairs of the East by compelling the Pasha
of Egypt to relinquish Syria. France had refused to follow the policy adopted
under Palmerston's leadership by the four Powers; and the treaty was signed
without her knowledge.

Ken. A PAIR OF ' WOOD '-BE CONSERVATIVES. Lord Howick and Mr. Charles
Wood. See above, note on No, 134 (Ob.)

Pencil.

Political sketches, No. 638.

146. Ob. GUY FAWKES. O'Connell as Fawkes, discovered by Stanley and Peel.

Rough pen sketch ; roy., 10 X 14J in.

Political sketches, No. 660.

Rev. PANDORA. Palmerston as Pandora letting out War from her box.
Pen and pencil.
Politii-al sketches, No. 661.

Palmerston's Eastern policy threatened to bring England into war with
France, but was persisted in by that minister with entire disregard of opi-nion
and of the appreheu&ious of his colleagues. Success soon justified his confidence.

147. Ob. STUDY FOR THE LAST SUBJECT, ETC. With two portrait studies (one in full

face, one in profile) of Liszt at the piano ; and a slight sketch for the Great
Moth (Political sketches, No. 645 \ representing Sir Frederick Trench allured

by the Bude Light (patented 1839-41).
Pencil ; roy., 10J x 14 in.

Rev. LORD DDNCANNON ON HORSEBACK.
Pencil and pen.

148. Ob. POLITICAL SHOW-BOX. O'Connell picking John Bull's pocket while his
attention is engaged in looking at the Biitish successes in Syria and China,
show n him in a peep-show by Palmerston. Melbourne as policeman walks away
in the Queen's train, paying no attention. (In the lithograph Normauby is

introduced with Melbourne.)
Pencil; roy., 11J x 161 in.

Political sketches, No. 662.
'

Rev. THE WANDERING MINSTREL, OR A SOLO ON THE UNION PIPES. Lord

Ebrington playing the bag-pipes, with Lord Morpeth holding the hat by his

side to a group of boys (including the Recorder of Dublin, Mr. Shaw), while
O'Connell from a window shouts to him to go away.

Also, a sketch for 'The Three Secretaries' (Political sketches, No. 693):
Palmerston '

Sticking Plaister,' Russell ' Corn Plaister,' and Normanby
' Court

Plaister.'

Pencil, and pen over pencil.
Political sketches, No. 664.

149. Ob. A NEW ILLUSTRATION OF THE FABLE or THE BULL AND THE FHOO. The
French Frog demanding an explanation from the English Bull lor bis insulting

F 2
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size; the Russian bear looking on and whispering with the Austrian and

Prussian eagles. Modified and reversed in the lithograph.
Pencil ; roy., 10 X 13 in.

Political sketches, No. 605.

Rev. ST. GEORGE AND THE DRAGON. Stanley, as St. George, mounted and about

to strike the already wounded dragon (O'Connell) with his sword. In a

medallion.
Pencil.

Political sketches, No. 640.

An allusion to Stanley's Irish Registration Bill.

150. A BROWN (BUUEN) STUDY. O'Connell sitting in gloomy contemplation of the

news of Colonel Bruen's election for Carlow.
Pencil ; roy., 10J X 14J in.

Political sketches, No. 666.

Rev. THE NEW PASHA OF EGYPT. Palmerston as a turbaned Pasha on an

Arab horse, uuder a palm-tree, attended by Lord Ponsonby.
Pencil.

Political sketches, No. 663.

Ponsonby, the English ambassador at Constantinople, had powerfully seconded

Palmerstou's policy, which ended in the bombardment and capture of Beyrout,
and the deposition of the Pasha, Mahomet Ali.

151. Ob. THE TAKING OF CHUSAN. The Conservative leaders in a man-of-war's boat,

with Wellington standing up in the bows, approaching a fort, over the wall of

which Melbourne, dressed as a Chinamau, hangs a board inscribed Spare us for
the sake of our women.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 9J X 15J in.

Political sketches, No. 667.

Rev. UNPUBLISHED SKETCH. Three lawyers consulting together.
Pencil.

152. 06. THE WAITS. The Conservative chiefs, Peel, Wellington, Stanley, Lyndhurst,
and Graham, muffled up and patiently playing their various instruments in

the cold.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 10J X 13J in.

Political sketches, No. 608.

Rev. THE EARL OF WILTON ON HORSEBACK.
Pen and pencil.

[1841.]

153. 06. THE PROCESSION or THE FLITCH OF BACON. A p.irody of the picture by
Stotliard. The procession moves 1. ; Duncannon, Morpeth, Brougham, and Sir
F. Burdett playing instruments in front ; then Lord Cottenham, the Lord
Chancellor, on horseback, carrying the flitch ; next, two women scattering
flowers before the Queen and Prince Consort, who ride together on the same
horse, attended on each side by Wellington and Palmerston, and followed by
Melbourne. The composition as lithographed is completed by the sketch
described below. No. 154 (06.).
Pen and pencil ; roy.. 9J x 15jj in.

Political sketches, Nos. 669 and 670.

Rev. THE DUKE OF BEAUFORT ON HORSEBACK.
Pencil.

154. 06. THE PROCESSION OF THE FLITCH OF BACON. The rest of the composition
just described. Following the Queen and Prince ride Russell, the Duchess
of Kent and Stanley, and the Duke of Sussex on foot ; the Archbishop of

Canterbury lightly indicated beyond, and Howick and Wood looking down
from a garden wall.

Rough pencil sketch; roy., 10} x 14J in.

Political sketches, Nos. 669 and 670.
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Ben. START FOB THE GREAT WESTMINSTER TRIAL STAKES. Lord Granville
Somerset riding Stanley, and Russell riding Morpeth, about to start on their

race ; O'Cnnnell cracks his whip at Morpeth ; Mr. Tenmint stands by Stanley's

head, and Lord George Bentinck by him.
Pencil.

Political sketches, No. 671.

The early part of this session was occupied by the contest between the rival

Irish Registration Bills of Stanley and Morpeth.

155. Ob. CRIMINAL IN CUSTODY. QUERY, 'WHICH BE THE MALEFACTOR?' Lord

Cardigan, preceded by Black Rod, going to his trial before the House of Lords
for his duel with Captain Tuckett ; Wellington, Winchelsea, Peel, Londonderry,
and other peers who had fought duels themselves are looking on.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 9J x 12J in.

Rev. NICHOLAS NICKLEBY'S INTRODUCTION TO SQUEERS. Peel (Nickleby) asking
Brougham (Squeers) if he had not advertised for an assistant; Morpeth and
Russell as two small boys sitting disconsolate on a box.

Pencil.

Political sketches, No. 672.

156. 06. A NEW TALE (TAIL) OF A TUB : THE CLIMAX A KNOTTY POINT. Taken
from an illustrated poem founded on a ludicrous Indian adventure. O'Connell
as a tiger caught in a barrel, wiih his tail coming through the bung-hole, and
assailed witli a brick by Lord Stanley and two bottles by Lord Granville

Somerset.
The tub represents the Irish Registration Bill.

Pencil ; roy., lOf x 16J in.

Political sketches, No. 674.

Rev. LORD PALMERSTON ON HORSEBACK.
Pen and pencil.

157. Ob. CICERO IN CATILINAM. Peel in the House of Commons denouncing
O'Connell, who sits with Morpeth and Russell in the Front Bench.

Rough pen sketch ; roy., lOjj x 16J in.

Political sketches, No. 675.

Bev. MELBOURNE ON HORSEBACK.
Pencil.

158. 06. SCENE FROM ' THE HYPOCRITE.' Morpeth as Maw-Worm pointing to

O'Connell (Dr. Cantwell) as a saint; Lord Ebrington (Old Lady Lambert)
looking on. A scene from Isaac Bickerstaffe's adaptation of Moliere's
'
Tartuffe.'

Pencil; roy., 9 x ItJ in.

Political sketches, No. 678.

Bev. A PERAMBULATORY ADVERTISEMENT. Peel and Stanley attracted by the

advertisement of '

w(h)igs on improved principles
' on a cart driven by Lord

Howick and Charles Wood. Inscribed as in the lithograph.
Pen and pencil.
Political sketches, No. 682.

Lord Howick and Mr. Wood were at this time detached from the Whigs (see

above, note to No. 134, 06.), and Peel was thought to be making overtures to

them on the part of the Tories.

159. 06. AN AGRICULTURAL SUBJECT. Russell and Morpeth ploughing up tu

constitution, and O'Connell sowing sedition.

Rough pen sketch ; roy., 9 x 12| in.

Political sketches, No. 679.

Bev. A GENTLEMAN ON HORSEBACK.
Pencil.
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160. VINGT-UN VERSUS FIVES. Peel and the Tory leaders inviting Howick and Wood
to join them at Vingt uu ; Morpeth ami Russell pressing them to try another
game of Fives. O'Connell stands sulkily by.
Rough pen and pencil sketch ; roy., 10 X 15 in.

Political sketches, No. 680.

Pei: A GENTLEMAN ON HORSEBACK.
Pencil.

161. A DISTINGUISHED AMATEUR IN THE CHARACTER OF JEREMY DlDDLER. Melbourne
as Jeremy Diddler, in the farce of '

Raising the Wind,' looking ruefully at the
Corn Laws, which he holds in his hand.
Pen over pencil ; roy., 10J X 6| in.

Political sketches, Xo. 681.

1C2. STEERING BETWEEN SCYLLA AND CHARTBDIS. Lord Howick and Mr. Wood
steering nervously between the Scylla of Radicalism and the Charybdis of
Conservatism.
Pen over pencil ; roy., 7J X 9 in.

Political sketches, No. 685.

163. A SCENE FROM 'DER FREISCHUTZ.' Melbourne as Casper, surrounded by the
skulls of lost measures, asking a respite from Zamiel (O'Counell), and promising
new sacrifices, but in vain.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 9| x 14 in.

Political sketches, No. 686.

164. Ob. AN UNHAPPY ANGLER FISHING FOR A BUDGET. The Chancellor of the

Exchequer, Sir K. T. Baring, in a punt, fishing the Tory preserves; John Bull
on the bank warning him off. Inscribed as in the lithograph.

Black chalk and pencil ; roy., 9J X 15J in.

Political sketches, No. 687.
The Budget was introduced April 30th; but the ministers were unable

to carry it, and their defeat led directly to their final fall.

Sev. SCENE FROM BOMBASTES FURIOSO. Mr. Robert Gordon as Bombastes,
hanging his boots (Sugar Duties and Corn Laws) to the tree in defiance.

Pencil.

Political sketches, No. 683.
Reduction of the Sugar Duties and of the Duties on Corn was proposed by

the Government. Gordon, Secretary to the Treasury, resigned May 2, on
account of the latter proposal.

165. A GOOD MAN STRUGGLING WITH DIFFICULTIES. Sir F. T. Baring, Chancellor
of the Exchequer, sitting between Macaulay and More O'Ferral, one with the

Army and the other with the Navy Estimates in his hand.
Black chalk and pen ; roy., 8jj x lOf in.

Political sketches, No. 691.

166. 06. A PIT-IABLE SITUATION. Russell and Morpeth crouching tinder the
statue of Pitt, and Peel as a policeman coming to drive them from their shelter.
With a slight pencil sketch for the next subject.
Pen; roy., 16 X 11 in.

Political sketches, No. 695.

Beo. DON QUIXOTE ATTACKING THE WINDMILL. Thiers (Don Quixote) attack-
ing the windmill (Palmerston's Treaty of July, 1840) ; Louis Philippe (Sancho
Panza) looking on in dismay.
Pen and pencil.
Political sketches, No. 659.

167. ANOTHER CUBTITTS; A PICTURESQUE FINALE. Lord John Russell leaping on
horseback into the abyss of the Corn Laws; the Whig ministers looking on in
consternation.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 8| x 14J in.

Political sketches, No. 697.
The elections gave the Conservatives a majority of over eighty.
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168. ILLUSTRATION OF THE Doa IN THE MANGER. Melbourne as the dog, Peel as

the ox, John Bull looking over a partition. Modified in the lithograph.
Pencil ; roy., 8 X 12 in.

Political sketches, No. 702.

169. Oli. STUDY FOR THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pencil ; roy., 6jj x 8J in.

Rev. BARNABT RUDGE AND ma RAVEN. O'Counell and John Russell.

Rough pencil study.
Political sketches, No. 703.

170. 06. BEGINNING IN GOOD OLD ENGLISH STYLE. Peel and Russell shaking
hands before their boxing-match on the question of the Corn Laws ; Melbourne
and Palmerston despondently bucking Russell 1. ; John Bull and Wellington r.

Pen and pencil; roy., 10J X 15J in.

Rev. Two SUBJECTS ON ONE SHEET. A PAIR OF LONG-HEADED FELLOWS, Peel
and Wellington ; and THE Fox AND THE CROW. Russull, the fox, persuading
Peel, the crow, by taunts to open his mouth and declare his Corn-Law policy.
Pen and pencil ; and pencil.
Political sketches, Nos. 704 and 706.

Russell advocated a fixed duty, Peel a sliding scale.

171. THE Fox AND THE CROW.

Rough pencil study; roy., 11 f x 6| in.

172. Ob. A PAIR OF SAD DOGS. Melbourne and Russell arm-in-arm, jeered at by a
butcher's boy, who cries,

' Does your mother know you're out ?
'

Pen ; roy., 10 x 7| in.

Political sketches, No. 707.

Rev. UNPUBLISHED SKETCH. The English Bull led by the nose by Peel (?).

Rough pen sketch.

173. A SOLILOQUY. Melbourne meditating on the cleverness of the '

boy Jones," who
had found his way a third time into the Palace, and wishing he knew the secret.

Inscribed as in the lithograph.
Pencil; roy., llf x 7J in.

Political sketches, No. 708.

On 15 March a boy called Jones got into Buckingham Palace at night for

the third time.

174. SIMPLE ARITHMETIC. Peel, as a schoolmaster, asking Melbourne and Russell to

add one to ninety. They appear puzzled, and Brougham, looking in at the

door, smiles at the slowness of his old pupils. Inscribed as in the lithograph.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 12J x 8 ins.

Political sketches. No. 709.

The Whig Government was defeated on the address in the Commons by a

majority of 91, and at last resigned.

175. A NEW READING OF THE POLITICAL PHRASE FINALITY. Peel putting a Con-
servative extinguisher on the dying candle of Whiggery.

Pencil; roy., 11J x 11J in.

Political sketches, No. 710.

Russell had been nicknamed '

Finality Jack ' on account of speech made in

November, 1837, in which he said he could advocate no further measures in

electoral reform.

176. NEW OMNIBUS. John Bull getting info the Conservative omnibus, Wellington,
as conductor, helping him in, and Mr. Wnkley, as crossing-sweeper, holding
his hat for a penny ; Russell, as a rival conductor, trying to djssuade John Bull
from getting in.

Pen and pencil; roy., 12$ x 9| in.

Political sketches, No. 711.
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177. Ob. A GKEAT DIPLOMATIST DISCOVERING A NEW-MARKET FOB HIS TALENTS.
Palinerston at Newmarket giving instructions to John Day, the jockey, to force
the pace and tire out the rival horses.

Rousih pen and pencil sketch; roy., 11$ X 15 in.

Political sketches, No. 712.

Rev. Two SKETCHES ON ONE SHEET, (a) RACE BETWEEN THE HARE AND THE
TORTOISE. Peel, the tortoise, arriving at Free Trade before Russell, the hare.
Pen and ink.

(fc) A PROBLEM Nor TO BE FOUND IN EUCLID. The Bishop of Exeter
(H. Phillpotts) revolving the chances of his being moved to L[ondon] if L[ondon]
moves to Canterbury]. At the time when this was published (1843) Howley
was Archbishop of Canterbury, Blomfield Bishop of London. Howley was
succeeded by Sumner, and Phillpotts died Bishop of Exeter.

Black chalk.

Political sketches, Nos. 765 and 766.

178. A CAUTIOUS GAME. Peel aod Wellington playing Melbourne and R'issell at
whist. Peel complains that Russell looks into his hand, and Wellington asks
them all to talk less and act more. Inscribed as in the lithograph, in which
the composition is reversed.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 7} X 12} in.

Political sketchi-s, No. 713.

Peel had not yet declared his policy on the Corn Laws, and each party was
watching the other carefully.

179. EXCHEQUER BILL AFFAIR; A DARK TRANSACTION. Lord Monteagle (Spring-
Rice) standing by a window and examining liis own signature on a bill. The
Chancellor of the Exchequer (Goulburn), sitting in his chair, offers a candle,
as the weather is foggy, but Monteagle prefers daylight. The clerk who brings
the bills is removed in the lithograph to the background.
Pen and pencil; roy., llf x 7| in.

Political sketches, No. 715.

This refers to a great forgery of Exchequer bills, through which the Treasury
lost large sums. Lord Monteagle was Controller of the Exchequer at the time.

[1842.]

180. BEEAKING-UP OF THE ICE: A SAD DISASTER. Morpeth disappearing through
the ice, in spite of O'Connell's efforts to rescue him.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 7| x 12 in.

Political sketches, No. 716.

Morpeth, who had been rejected by the West Riding of Yorkshire at the
General Election, July, 1841, was nominated in his absence for Dublin,
January, 1842, but defeated in spite of O'Connell's support.

181. Ob. A CABINET PUDDING. Melbourne and Palmerston looking on Peel and his

followers, who are about to cut up their cabinet pudding ; Wellington asks
them to join.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 7J x 12| in.

Political sketches, No. 717.

Rev. A GENTLEMAN ON HORSEBACK.
Pencil.

182. A SUICIDAL PLUNGE. Russell plunging into a pond (a motion for correspon-
dence regarding recent appointments of judges in Scotland and Ireland.)
Black chalk : roy., 94 x 7g in.

Political sketches, No. 718.
On Feb. 10, Lord John Russell made an attack on two judges, and 'ezposed

himeelf miierably and unaccountably
'

(Greville).
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183. 06. LATE ATTEMPT AT SUICIDE. Peel and Graham bringing Russell up before
Alderman Lawrie, charged with suicide ; the magistrate thinks it is u case for

the treadmill ; Mr. Wakley protests.

Rough pen sketch ; roy., 8jj x 12J in.

Political sketches, No. 719.

Rev. A NEW READING OF THE POLITICAL PHRASE FINALITY. Described above,
No. 175. This sketch is in reverse.

Pencil.

184. 06. THROWING THE LASSO. Peel catching the Duke of Buckingham with the
ribbon of the Garter.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 9 x 14f in.

Political sketches, No. 720.
The Duke of Buckingham was Lord Privy Seal in Peel's Cabinet, but resigned

in February, when Peel proposed to deal with the Corn Laws. In April he
was made a Knight of the Garter.

Rev. REVIVAL OF THE GOOD OLD CONSTITUTIONAL PRACTICE OF BURNING A
PRIME MINISTER IN EFFIGY. Melbourne, Russell, and the other Whig leaders,
cheered on by O'Connell, carrying Peel's effigy to a bonfire.

Rough pen and pencil sketch.

Political sketches, No. 721.
Peel's modification of the Corn Law, establishing a sliding scale of duties,

was introduced by him in February. The Opposition derided him for adopting
their own measures.

185. Ob. AN M.P. OF RATHER LOOSE HABITS. Profile portrait of the Earl of Euston,
in loose and shabby dress, walking 1. (Also a rough pen sketch for

'

Cutting
the Gordian Knot,' described below, No. 187.)
Pencil; roy., 10J x 14 J in.

Political sketches, No. 723.

Rev. A GENTLEMAN ON HORSEBACK.
Pencil.

186. GOOD TRAINING. Peel training Mr. Leader, Sir R. Inglis and Mr. Muntz to sit

up on their hind legs and beg for information. O'Connell sulks in a corner.
Pen and pencil; roy., 7j x 10J in.

Political sketches, No. 724.

At the opening of the session, Radical members were urgent to know how
the Government proposed to relieve the prevalent distress. Peel was at first

extremely cautious and reserved in his replies.

187. 06. CUTTING THE GORDIAN KNOT. Peel, as Alexander, cutting the knot which
the Whigs had failed to untie. Melbourne, Russell, and Francis Baring look on
with astonishment.

Rough pen sketch ; roy., lOf x 15J in.

Political sketches, No. 726.

For several years past the Budget had shown a deficiency, which the Whigs
had been unable to remove. Peel determined to impose an income tux and thus
achieve a surplus.

Rev. THE DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE ON HORSEBACK.
Pencil.

188. A BITTER DRAUGHT. John Bull in a big chair pulling a wry face at having
to drink the bitter medicine (income-tax) prepared for him by Peel and
Wellington.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 9J x 14j in.

Political sketches, No. 727.

189. EXTRAORDINARY CASE OF NIGHTMARE. Francis Baring, the late Chancellor of
the Exchequer, sleeping in bed ; Peel as a goblin with a great bag of gold
sitting on his chest, and a number of asses braying round.

Hou;:h pen and black chalk sketch ; roy., 8| x 13J in.

Political sketches, No. 728.

The objection to the income-tax, raised by the Opposition, was that foreign
countries would suppose the resources of England to be exhausted.
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190. 06. A KNOCK-DOWN BLOW. Peel knocking Russell over with a volume of

Hansard, while Baring comes to Russell's support. Palmerston is added in the

lithograph.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 8$ x 12J in.

Political sketches, No. 729.
Russell quoted from Hansard former speeches of Peel's against the income-

tax. Peel vindicated his consistency with vigour and success.

Eeu. STUDY FOB THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pencil.

191. JASON SOWING THE DRAGON'S TEETH. Peel sowing his new financial proposals
and raising the armed Opposition. The figures of the latter do not appear
in this study.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 9J X 6j in.

Political sketches, No. 730.

192. Ob. A SUGGESTED TRANSFORMATION, OR, REFORM OF THE REFORMED HOUSE.
Mr. Roebuck in the Speaker's chair, with the Speaker below him, and Peel

asking questions. A rough study for the subject treated differently in the

lithograph. (See below, No. 193.) Also a portrait of a geiitleinan on
horseback.

Pen and black chalk
; roy., 14} x 18J in.

Political sketches, No 732.

Hev. THE FROGS AND KING STORK. Peel as King Stork coming to reign over
the frogs (Radicals) in place of Russell (King Log), about to devour Mr. Roebuck,
and with an eye on Mr. Wakley. Also a pen and pencil portrait of the Duke of

Wellington on horseback.

Rough pen sketch.

Political sketches, No. 731.

193. A SUGGESTED TRANSFORMATION. As lithographed ; Roebuck as '

Interrogator
'

walking into the House ; the Speaker (Shaw-Lefevre) holding up his train, and
Russell and Peel following.

Rough black chalk sketch ; roy., 8| x 14f in.

194. THE POLITICAL McADAM. Peel breaking stones (the various political parties)
with the hammer of his new tariff ; Stanley and Graham stand by, having
nothing left to do.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 9| x 15 in.

Political sketches, No. 733.

Peel's financial measure, especially the tariff, was well received by all parties,
and made the way smooth for the Government.

195. A SLIGHT SKETCH OF A TRULY NOBLE SUBJECT. Profile portrait of Lord Ashley
(afterwards seventh Earl of Shaftesbury), carrying in his hand his Mines Bill,

passed in 1842, which abolished the system of apprenticeship and other abuses
in mines.

Pencil; roy., 12J x 7| in.

Political sketches, No. 735.

196. 06. Acts AND GALATEA. Peel as Acis, singing to Galatea (Wellington), while

Polyphemus (John Bull) prepares to hurl a huge stone (hatred of the income-
tax) on Peel's head.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 14J x 8| in.

Political sketches, No. 736.

Rev. CUEIOTJS SIGN OF ' THE TIMES '

; OB, THE NEW PARLIAMENTARY CBIMINAL
VAN. Roebuck driving and Peel guarding a prisoners' van.

Pencil.

Political sketches, No. 734.

At the General Election of 1841 some scandalous cases of bribery occurred,
and facts beginning to come out next year, Mr. Roebuck roused an agitation in

Parliament, which led to a Bill being passed.
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197. 06. MERCURY HAVING LULLED ARGUS TO SLEEP, CARRIES OFF THE BEAUTIFUL
MILCH Cow lo. Peel lulling Johu Bull with the music of his uew tariff,

carries off the income-tax.
Pen and pencil ; toy., 13 X 8f in.

Political sketches, No. 737.

The country was reconciled in a great measure to the income-tax through the

new tariff, by which the duties on 750 out of 1,200 articles were reduced.

Rev. PORTRAIT OF SIR ROBERT PEEL. Head, in full face, looking a little r.

Black chalk.

198. 06. CONSOLATIONS OF TRAVEL. Lord Morpeth driving the 'Now England'
omnibus.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 8jj x 13| in.

Political sketches, No. 733.

After his defeat at the General Election, Lord Morpeth spent a year in North
America and Canada.

Rev. THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pen and pencil.

199. Ob. THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 8| X 13f in.

Rev. THE CONFESSIONAL. Sir J. C. Hobhouse ami Mr. Buncombe kneeling and

confessing to Mr. Koebuck. In tlie lithograph Mr. Walteu is introduced, and
Mr. Duncombe is standing up.

Pencil, unfinished.

Political sketches, No. 739.

Owing to the disclosures of bribery and corruption at the election, Mr.
Roebuck moved for and obtained a committee of investigation, which conducted
ite inquiry wilh closed doors.

200. A SCENE FROM SECOND PART OF HENRY IV. Blomfield, Bishop of London,
visiting Howley, the aged Archbishop of Canterbury, who reclines on a couch.
In the lithograph Blomfield uses Prince Hal's words to his father, I never

thought to hear you speak again, and Howley answers, Thy wish,
' Charles James?

was father to that thought, etc.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 8f X 12| in.

Political sketches. No. 742.

See note to No. 177 (Rev.) (fc).

201. A PLEASANT SITUATION. Peel between the Protectionist lion and the Anti-
Corn Law crocodile -the agricultural and the manufacturing interests, neither
of which his elMing-scale had satisfied.

Pencil and pen; roy., 8 X 12| in.

Political sketches, No. 746.

202. Crmors INS AND OUTS; OR, THE DISPUTED THUNDER. The Government cart
driven by Peel, with Graham blowing a trumpet, and Stanley pointing to a

placard announcing Peace to China and Re-conquest of Afghanistan; the
Liberals drive up in their donkey cart, and Palmerston claims the Tory thunder.

Rough pen sketch ; roy., 10J x 15J in.

Political sketches, No. 752.

Palmerston and his friends endenvonred to show that the credit of the Chinese
and Indian successes were due entirely to Palmerstoa.

[1843.]

203. THE MODERN SAMSON CARRYING OFF THE GATES (OF SOMNAUTH !). Lord

Ellenborough with the Somnauth gates on his back. (Half of the lower part
of the design, containing in the lithograph a group of astonished Hindus, has
been cut off.)

Pen and pencil; roy., 14J x 8J in.

Political sketches, No. 754.
In 1839 a British army invaded Afghanistan, and a force was left behind in

Cabul, which in 1841 was entirely destroyed while endeavouring to retreat
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towards India. Lord Ellenborough arrived as the new Governor-General of
India in February, 1842, and (luring the year Afghanistan was again con-
quered; whereupon Lord Ellenborough issued a bombastic proclamation,
glorying in the recovery of the gates of the Temple of Somnauth from the
Afghans a proclamation which exasperated the Muhommedana.

201. Ob. A TOUCHING VIEW OP SOME OP THE INS AND OUTS OP THIS WORLD.
Palmerston, Melbourne, Morpeth, and Russell hungrily standing by an eating-
house, inside which Peel is serving out helpings of soup to Aberdeen. With a
small sketch for the next subject (No. 205.)
Pen and pencil; roy. (irregularly cut), 12f X 15| in.

Political sketches, No. 755.

Rev. THE MODERN SAMSON CARRYING OFF THE GATES.
Pen and pencil.

205. BELLEHOPHON IN DANGER. Peel, as Bellerophon on Pegasus, soaring to the
sun, when Jupiter (John Bull) sends an insect (opposition to the income-tux)
to sling the horse and overthrow the rider. The design is reversed in the
lithograph.
Black chalk on drab paper ; roy., 10 X 13 in.

Political sketches, No. 757.

206. Ob. BELLEROPHON IN DANGER. As lithographed.
Black chalk on drab paper ; roy., 9 x 11 in.

Rev. AWFUL SCENE PROM TOM THUMB. The King of Hanover throwing a
pillow at the ghost of the Constitution.

Pencil and black chalk.
Political sketches, No. 498.
The first act of the Duke of Cumberland, on his accession to the throne of

Hauover, was to suspend the Constitution granted it in 1833.

207. NEW VERSION OP THE Two KINGS OF BRENTFORD SMELLING AT ONE ROSE.
Lord Brougham holding up an olive branch, which the Queen and Louis
Philippe are smelling.
Pen and pencil; roy., 12J x 8 in.

Political sketches, No. 759.
Lord Brougham, in the debate on the address, had said,

'
I hold up the olive

branch to France and England.'

208. THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 12} x 9| in.

209. THE SAME SUBJECT; STUDY FOR THE FIGURE OP LOBD BROUGHAM.
Pencil; roy. (torn at 1. side), 10 x 14} in.

210. CUTTER FOR SALE. Stanley pointing out to Peel and Wellington a cutter, with
a broom at the masthead and Brougham's face as figure-head, for sale on
easy terms.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 9J x 14J in.

Political sketches, No. 767.

Brougham was now on the worst of terms with his old friends, and unceasing
in his flattery of Wellington and praise of Peel.

211. CUTTER FOR SALE. Slight sketch, in reverse ; without Stanley's figure.
Pencil ; roy., 7J X ll| in.

212. A SONG OF TRIUMPH. Wellington, Peel, and other ministers leading Lord
Ellenborough in triumph, Brougham playing a double pine in front; a parody
of Rubens' Triumph of Silenus, in Sir Robert Peel's Collection, now in the
National Gallery.

Pencil ; roy., 9J x 15J in.

Political sketches, No. 768.

Ellenborough was successfully vindicated by ministers in Parliament.
Wellington defended him with particular ability.
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213. A SWEEPING INSINUATION. Wellington sweeping the road for Palmerston, who
passes by with a jaunty air, and complaining of the dirt which Palmerston has
left him to clear away.
Black chalk on drab paper; roy., 10 x 12f in.

Political sketches, No. 769.

214. CUPID BLOWING BUBBLES. Palmerston as Cupid blowing bubbles from the

Opposition suds.

Black chalk on drab paper, heightened with white ; roy., lOf x 12J in.

Political sketches, No. 770.
Palmerston vehemently attacked the foreign policy of the Government,

especially Lord Ellenborough's conduct in India, and the treaty by which Lord
Ashburtou settled the dispute with America over the boundary of Canada and
Maine.

215. THE FATE OP ACTION. Palmerston as Actseon, attacked by his own hounds
(Hume, Brougham, and Roebuck) ; an unharmed stag (Ellenborough) runs off

triumphantly in the background.
Black chalk on drab paper, heightened with white ; roy., 14g x 10f in.

Political sketches, No. 771.

Palmerston having attacked Lord Ashburton and his treaty, Brougham in
the Lords and Hume in the Commons gave notices of motions for votes of
thanks to Lord Ashbnrton.

216. THREE UNITED-STATES-MEN. Brougham, Wellington and Ashburton walking
arm-in-arm down Piccadilly.
Black chalk on drab paper; roy., 12| x 9J in.

Political sketches, No. 772.
The objection made to the Ashburton treaty was that it conceded too much

to the United States.

217. 06. A NEW ILLUSTRATION OP FRANKENSTEIN. O'Connell defied and threatened

by the monster of agitation and anarchy, which he himself created.
Black chalk on drab paper ; roy., 9J x 14J in.

Political sketches, No. 773.

Hen. WHERE THERE'S SMOKE THERE'S FIRE. Ministers gathered watching a
bomb, which O'Connell has placed by the pillar of the Union ; he is moving off
at the r. Lord Elliot fills a squirt (the Arms Bill) to put it out, and Sugden
prepares to stifle it with a sheet of japer.

Slight black chalk sketch.
Political sketches, Xo. 776.
This year, 1843, was to be, O'Connell said,

' the Repeal year.' Irish affairs

monopolised attention, and the agitation for Repeal reached its climax.

218. 06. A DUTI-FUL SUBJECT AND NO MISTAKE. Wellington writing in his office,
surrounded by papers ; a servant brings him in fresh dispatch-boxes.
Pen and black chalk on drab paper ; roy., 9j x 12f in
Political sketches, No. 777.

Wellington at this time held no ministerial office, but exercised considerable
control over several departments, especially foreign affairs; he was also
Chancellor of Oxford University and Warden "of the Cinque Ports.

Rev. A NEW ILLUSTRATION OP FRANKENSTEIN.
Black chalk sketch.

219. 06. A SCENE PROM 'THE CRITIC.' Whiskerandos (O'Connell) attacking and
attacked by two nieces (Orangeism and the Law) and by Hatlon and Raleigh
(Wellington and Roden) ; the Beefeater with his halberd (Lord Elliot with his
Arms Bill) interposes to part them.
Black chalk on drab paper ; roy., 10 x 14 in.

Political sketches, No. 778.

Rev. SUPPOSED COLLOQUY BETWEEN A TOPSAWTER AND HIS BROTHER LABOURER.
O'Connell and the Devil sawing with little effect at the Union, and complaining
of the tough Saxon timber.

Black chalk, slight sketch.

Political sketches, No. 775.
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220. 06. A SCENE FROM ' THE CRITIC.'

Pen and pencil study ; roy., 4 J x 6J in.

Sev. STUDY OF COSTUME, for the figure of Lord Roden.
Pen.

221. Ob. DESIGN FOB THE NEW VANE OR WEATHERCOCK LATELY ERECTED OVER THE
HORSE GUARDS. Lord Londonderry (Stewart Vane) on horseback as a
weather-cock. (Appointed to the 2nd Life Guards June 21).
Pen and pencil; roy., 12f x 15 in.

Political sketches, No. 780.

Rev. CHARACTERISTIC DIALOGUE BETWEEN TWO IRISH CHIEFTAINS. O'Connell,
Give me repale, or else 1 Wellington, I won't give you repale, and if
Pen and pencil.
Political sketches, No. 779.

222. DESIGN FOR A CARTOON : Poetry doing homage to Temperance, or, The
Pleasures of Memory yielding to The Pleasures of Hope. Father Mathew,
the apostle of temperance, whose efforts had produced an extraordinary change
for the better in the condition of the Irish, and who in 1813 was welcomed in

London, giving the pledge to the poet Rogers.
Pen and pencil; roy., 10 x 7f in.

Political sketches, No. 782.

223. 06. STUDIES FOR THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 8 x 12 in.

Rev. UNPUBLISHED SUBJKCT. Peel as a sergeant reviewing an awkward squad
of recruits (Disraeli and the Young England party); Wellington inspecting
them.
Pen and pencil.

224. A VISIT OF CONDOLENCE. General Espartero visited by Lord Palmerston and
Genernl Sir George De Lacy Evans.

Black chalk; roy., 9 X 13| in.

Political sketches, No. 783.

Tlie Government of General Espartero, Regent of Spain, had been overthrown
in July by an insurrection which broke out in Catalonia

; Espartero was compelled
to fly, and took refuge in a British ship. De Lacy Evans commanded the
British Legion in the Carlist War, 1835-37.

225. 06. THE FAME OF RALEIGH ECLIPSED. The Corporation of Southampton
laying their robes on the wet pier for the Queen and Prince to walk on.
Pen and pencil; roy., 8J x 14J in.

Political sketches, No. 784.

Rev. TAKING THE WATER LIKE A DUCK. The hen (Peel) seeing the ducklings
she has fostered (the Queen and Prince) take to the water of the Channel and
swim nway to France.

Pencil.

Political sketches, No. 785.
This refers to the Queen's visit to the Chateau d'En, where she met Louis

Philippe, and an agreement was made between England and France on the

subject of the prospective marriage of the Queen of Spain.

226. 05. SWALLOWING THE LEEK. Pistol (O'Connell) forced by Fluellen (Peel) to
awiillow the leek.

Pen and pencil; roy., 9J x 11J in.

Political sketches, No. 786.
On October 7th a proclamation was issued forbidding the great Repeal

Meeting organised by O'Connell at Clontarf. O'Connell abandoned the meeting.
Bev. A GENTLEMAN ON HORSEBACK.

Black chalk.

227. THE NAUGHTY BOT : FROM EDWIN LANDSBEB'S ADMIRED PICTURE. O'Connell
sulking in a corner.

Black chalk ; roy., 9| x 7J in.

Political sketches, No. 787.
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228. SOMETHING BETWEEN JOHN WILKES AND LORD LOVAT. O'Connell seated

between Wilkes and Lovat, as they are represented in Hogarth's prints.

Pencil; 8J x 13| in.

Political sketches, No. 700.

O'Gounell was arrested October 14th.

229. FIRST CATCH TOUR HARE. Wellington, Graham, Peel, nnrl Stanley as cooks,

making preparations for the cooking of the hare (O'Conuell) ; Brougham as a

dog looking up at them eagerly.
Pencil; rc.y., 9 x 13J in.

Political sketches, No. 791.

This sketch was published Dec. 2G. Proceedings against O'Connell were

begun Nov. 2, but the trial was by various devices put off till Jan. 15.

230. ANGLING EXTRAORDINARY. Peel fishing in a boat, surrounded by the other
ministers ; he has hooked O'Gmnell and is about to pull him in.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 9f x 13J in.

Political sketches, No. 792.

[1844.]

231. OCR HERO CAUGHT NAPPING AT LAST. The Duke of Wellington taking a nap
at a royal ball, tlie Queen touching him w th her bouquet to wake him.

Black chalk on drub paper; roy., 7 x 12 in.

Political sketches, No. 793.

232. LATE THREATENED UPSET NEAR WINDSOR. The Queen in a post-chaise nearly
upset by Peel, who is riding postillion, and rescued by Wellington, dressed as
an old lady.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 8| x 12J in.

Political sketches, No. 794.

233. Ob. THE FINDING OF THE INFANT MOSES. Cobden, Bright, Bowring, and
Colonel Thompson as Pharaoh's daughter and her women discovering the
infant Moses (Lord Morpeth).
Pen; 9 x 10| in.

Political sketches, No. 798.

Rev. THE SAME SUBJECT. In reverse.

Pen and black chalk.

234. 06. A CONTRAST BETWEEN THE CARES OF OFFICE AND THE EASE OF OPPOSITION.
Aberdeen and Palmerston, the actual and former Foreign Ministers, meeting
each other ; the one anxious, the other gay.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 10J x 9J in.

Political sketches, No. 800.

Her. THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pencil.

235. JACK CADE'S INSURRECTION. Lord Ashley as Jack Cade, leading on his

supporters (Sir Robert Inglis, Thomas Duncombe, and others) against Peel and
his following.
Pen and pencil; roy., 9 X 13| in.

Political sketches. No. 801.

Sir James Graham brought in a Bill limiting the hours of labour in factories.

Lord Ashley carried amendments against the Government, and Graham taunted
him with ' Jack Cade legislation,' a phrase which roused Ashley's supporters to

fury.

236. THE HAPPY FAMILY. Lord Ashley as an owl presiding over a happy family,

composed of a cat (Sir K. Inglis), with a magpie (T. Duncombe) on its head,
and three rats (Howick, Palmerstou, and Russell) at its feet, two doves (Disraeli
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and Lord John Manners), a hawk (Lord Sandon), rabbits, guinea-pigs, etc.

(Charles Buller and others).

Pencil; roy., 9J x 11Jin.
Political sketches, No. 802.

The debates on the Factory Bill produced an extraordinary intermingling
of parties ; men who were at enmity on all other questions united to support
Lord Ashley.

237. 01, ALEXANDER AND DIOGENES. Peel as Alexander, looking with admiration
on Diogenes (Mr. Roebuck) in his tub.
Pen and pencil ; roy., llg x 9 in.

Political sketches, No. 803,
Mr, Roebuck was nicknamed ' The Diogenes of Bath.'

Rev. THE HAPPY FAMILY.
Pencil.

238. 06. HERCVLES, ASSISTED BY TOLAS, ATTACKING THE INDIAN HYDRA. Wellington,
assisted by Brouejham, attacking the East India Company directors.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 9J x 10 in.

Political sketches, No. 804.
Lord Ellenborough was recalled in April by the Court of Directors, whose

action was censured by Wellington in the House of Lords. The Duke had
consistently defended Ellenborough and his conduct.

Rev. THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pencil.

239. A LESSON IN ELEPHANT RIDING. Sir Henry Hardinge helped by Peel and Mr.

Hogg to his seat on the Indian elephant, which has just thrown Ellenborough ;

Wellington stands near with a watchful eye on the beast, and Brougham
consoles the much-bruised Ellenborough. Inscribed as in the lithograph.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 10J x 12J in.

Political sketches, No. 805.

Sir Henry Hardinge was appointed Governor-General in Ellenborough's place.

240. 06. BEAR BAITING ; OR. OLD ENGLISH PASTIMES REVIVED. Mr. Ferrand, as a

bear, attacked by Mr. Hogg and Mr. Roebuck, the latter of whom has him by
the throat ; Disraeli, as a beefeater, raises his halberd to strike. With two
profile studies for Disraeli's head.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 10J x 9 in.

Political sketches, No. 806.

Rev, THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pencil.

241. 06. THE EMPEROB OF RUSSIA, AS HE APPEARED AT ASCOT. Whole length,
holding his hat in his hand.
Pen over pencil ; roy., 10J x 6J in.

Political sketches, No. 807.

Rev, THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pen and pencil.
The Emperor of Russia paid a sudden and brief visit to London in June.

242. THE FLIGHT OF DAEDALUS AND ICARUS ILLUSTRATED UNDER A NEW ASPECT.
Peel as Daedalus and Gladstone as Icarus flying too near the sun of Free Trade.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 11J x 7J in.

Political sketches, No. 809.

On June 14, the Government were defeated on the Sugar Duties, but the vote
was rescinded three days later on Peel's threatening to resign.

243. THE PAS DE FASCINATION, FROM THE BALLET OF ALMA. Sir Thomas Acland,
Mr. Buller, and other members of the Opposition, fascinated by the waving of
Graham's hands and the music of Peel's timbrel. Sir Robert Inglis looks on
in horror.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 10J x 14| in.

Political sketches, No. 810.

The allusion is apparently to the rescinding of the vote, mentioned above.
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214. THE TREATY BETWEEN THE SHEEP AND THE WOLVES. Russell, ralmerston,

Labouchere, Shiel (the Wolves) making a compact with the Slieep (Lord
Sundon, Sir Howunt Douglas, and others) ag.unst the Dogs (Gladstone and

Peel).
Pen and pencil ; roy., 9J X 14J in.

Political sketches, No. 813.

215. 06. A SCENE FROM THE BEGGAR'S OPERA. Lyndhurst as Machcath in prison,

Brougham as Lucy Lockit, Lord Cottenham as Polly Peachum, the latter

disowned and weeping.
Pen and pencil on drab paper; roy., 8J X 11 in.

Political sketches, Xo. 815.

lien. THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pen and pencil.
Cottenham's bill for dealing with the bankruptcy and insolvency laws was

rejected in favour of Brougham's alternative measure.

246. 'OPEN LOCKS, WHOEVER KNOCKS' (WITCHES' SCENE FROM 'MACBETH'). The
Law Lords (Cottenham, Denman, Campbell) opening O'Connell's prison door.

Pen and pencil; roy., 10 x 15J in.

Political sketches, No. 817.

On August 4, the sentence of the Irish Court on O'Connell was reversed by
the House of Lords, only the Law Lords voting.

[1845.]

247. HERCULES IN MODERN COSTUME. Peel resting on his club (the income tax) and
the lion (O'Connell)'s skin.

Pen and black chalk ; roy., lOf X G| in.

Political sketches, No. 827.

At the opening of the Session, Peel announced the retention of the income-

tax, which was estimated to produce a surplus of 3t millions, and certain

concessions to Ireland, by which O'Connell was won oier.

248. THE SUBSTANCE AND THE SHADOW. Peel, with Disraeli as his shadow.
Pen and pencil; roy., 10J x 7 in.

Political sketches No. 831.

In this session Disraeli began his fierce and unremitting attacks on Peel.

249. 06. Two GREAT PILLARS OP THE CHURCH. Mr. Duncombe and Sir Robert

Inglis arm-in-arm.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 11 J x 6| in.

Political sketches, No. 832.

Rev. THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pencil.

On April 3 Peel brought in a Bill for granting 30,000 a year to the Roman
Catholic College of Maynooth. Mr. Duncombo and Sir R. Inglis were among
the strong opponents of the measure, which intensified the great unpopularity
of Peel among his followers.

250. 05. CATHERINE AND PETRUCHTO, DESIGNED BY MR. D'l , AND RETOUCHED
BY LOUD JOHN RUSSELL. Peel as Petruchio rejecting the cap and gown
(Income-Tax) brought by the haberdashers (Borthwick, Roebuck, and Wakley)
for Catherine (Mr. Hume), who sulks in a chair ; Russell as Hortensio looks

on with interest. A parody of the picture by C. R. Leslie, now iu South

Kensington Museum.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 8J x 13J in.

Political sketches, No. 833.

Disraeli had described Peel as having
' tamed the shrew of Liberalism by her

own tactics. He is the political Petruchio who has outbid you all.'

Pev. THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pencil.
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251. Ob. VALENTINE AND ORSON. Peel as Valentine, on horseback, leading Orson

(O'Connell) in a rosy chain (the Maynooth grant).
Pencil ; roy., 9| X 13 in.

Political sketches, No. 834.

Rev. Two PENITENTS KNEELING AT ONE SHRINE. Peel and O'Connell kneeling
before a statue of Sydney Smith, who holds his book on 'Irish Catholic

Claims
'

in his hand. Sydney Smith died Feb. 22 of this year.
Pen and pencil.
Political sketches, No. 835.

2;">2. Ob. THE TROUBADOUR, on A FLIRTATION BETWEEN THE CHIVALRY OP OXFORD
AND THE BEAUTY OF YOUNG ENGLAND. Sir Robert Inglis, member for Oxford

University, playing a guitar to Disraeli, who sits at a window.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 11| X 9 in.

Political sketches, No. 830.

Rev. THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pen sketch.

253. SOIREES MYSTICRIEUSES : WONDERFUL PERFORMANCE AT ST. STEPHEN'S THEATRE.
Peel as a conjurer producing a succession of bouquets from his hat, to the

surprise, admiration, and di strust of his audience (Disraeli, Inglis, Hume,
O'Connell, Pulmerston, llnssell, and others).
Pen and pencil ; roy., x 14J in.

Political sketches, No. 837.

In spite of the suspicion and hatred borne him by his own party, Peel still

contrived to pass his Bills, owing in great measure to the support of the Whigs.

254. Oh. MOCK HEROICS; OH, A SCENE FROM 'MACBETH' DREADFULLY BURLESQUED.
(i.yndhurst) coming to tell Macduff (Lord Campbell) of his children's murder,
Malcolm (Brougham) standing by.
Pen and pencil ; roy. (irregularly cut), 8J X 10J in.

Political sketches, No. 840.

Rev. THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pencil.

255. Ob. GREAT CRY AND LITTLE WOOL. Palmerston letting off a pop-gun (his

speech on the recent Treaty with France) at the Treasury benches.
Pen and pencil; roy., 8J X 13g in.

Political sketches, No. 841.

Eev. THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pencil.

25G. HER MAJESTY'S LATE ATTORNEY-GENERAL : A SKETCH FROM MEMORY. Whole
length, full face portrait of Sir William Follett, who died this year in June.
He was born 1708, was Solicitor-General 1834-35 and 1841-44, wheu he became
Attorney-G eneral.

Pen and pencil ; roy., lOj x 8J in.

Political sketches, No. 842.

257. Two STUDIES FOR THE SAME SUBJECT. In these studies the head is in profile,

looking 1.

Pen and pencil ; 9f x 6| in.

258. A GREAT ACTOR BETWEEN TRAGEDY AND COMEDY. A parody of Reynolds'
famous picture of Garrick, here represented by Peel; O'Connell is Comedy,
Inglis Tragedy.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 8J X 12| in.

Political sketches, No. 843.

The allusion is to the Maynooth grant, which was supposed to indicate that
Peel meant to yield all O'Connell's demands.

259. NOT CAUGHT YET. A study of O'Connell's face for this parody of Landseer's

picture. O'Connell plays the fox, avoiding the trap, which is baited with a
dead hare (the Maynooth grant).

Pencil ; roy., 5| x 8 in.

Political sketches, No. 845.
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260. 06. A SCENE FROM 'VATHEK' REALISED. "The Caliph (Peel), more furious
than the rest (Russell, Cobden, etc.) .... gave as many kicks as he could.
His zeal caused him to receive many kicks intended for the ball (the Corn
Laws). Mozamhabad (Wellington) and two or three viziers .... wishing to

prevent the Caliph from making a show of himself, threw themselves on their
knees to stop him, but he jumped over their heads and continued on hia
course. . . ."

Pen and pencil; roy., 8| x 12 in.

Political sketches, No. 847.

Rev. THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pen sketch.

261. 06. THE NEW CHRISTMAS PANTOMIME. Peel as Harlequin dancing with
Gladstone as Columbine, Graham as the Clown, Wellington as Pantaloon.

Pencil ; roy., 9 x 14| in.

Political sketches, No. 849.
Bv December of this year Peel had resolved to repeal the Corn Laws ; but

Stanley and others in the Cabinet dissented, and Peel resigned on the 5th.
Hussell was scut for by the Queen, but proved unable to form a Government,
and Peel returned to office, Gladstone taking the place of Stanley.

Rev, SHEEP AT A GAP. John Bull seeing his sheep through the gap in the
Protection hedge; Peel, the bell-wether, already through, looks back at his

companions, Wellington, Graham, and the rest, who are driven over by the

sheep-dog (Cobden).
Pen and pencil ; roy., 8J X 14 in.

Political sketches, No. 860.

[1846.]

262. Ob. THE DRILL : DISMISS ! Ag you WERE ! Peel drilling his squad ; Stanley
disobeys the second order.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 8| x 14J in.

Political sketches, No. 851.

Explained by the note on No. 2G1 (06.).

Rev. THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pencil.

263. Ob. CHRISTMAS PANTOMIME, No. 2; EXTRAORDINARY HARLEQUIN LEAP. Peel
as Harlequin, jumping headforemost through the Corn Laws; Wellington as

Pantaloon, and Graham as Clown, look on in admiration, Kussell and Morpeth
in envy, the Duke of Norfolk in a fainting fit of horror.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 8J x 14J in.

Political sketches, No. 852.

Rev. THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pencil sketch.

264. 06. THE TROJANS PETITION DIDO FOR PROTECTION. The Dukes of Bichir.ond,
Norfolk, Buckingham, etc., petitioning the Queen on thJr knees; Peel,
Wellington, and Graham stand round the throne; Bright, Cobden. and Russell
frown upon the suppliants.

Ptncil; roy., 8 X 14j} in.

Political sketches, No. 856.

Rev. THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pencil.

265. NEW VERSION OP JOHN GILPIN; AFTER STOTHARD. Peel as Gilpin, riding
headlong, with Wellington, Graham, Aberdeen and the rest after him, past
the Protection Inn, from the window of which Inglis and the Dnke of Richmond
shout to him to stop, while John Bull, the inn-keeper, calls to him from the
door.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 10 x 17J in.

Political sketches, No. 858 and 859.

o 2
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266. JAO
ON, AIDED BY MEDEA, CARRIES OFF THE GOLDEN FLEECE. Cobden, aided

by Peel, carrying oft' Free Trade from the dragon, Protection.

Small pencil study ; roy., '2| x 3| in.

Political sketches, No. 861.

2G7. Ob. A BRUMMAGEM MARTYRDOM. Mr. Smith O'Brien led away in custody by
the Serjeant-at-arms, followed by O'Conucll, weeping.
Pen and prncil ; roy., 8J x 14J in.

Political sketches, No. 801.

Mr. William Smith O'Brien, now the second man in the Repeal movement,
was declared guilty of contempt of the House of Commons, April 28, for

refusing to serve on a railway committee, and was kept in custody till May 25.

Rev. THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pen and pencil.

208. O1>. PROTECTION; A HEN AND CHICKENS OF AN UNUSUALLY GAME BREED.

Stanley as the hen, the Duke of Hichmond and other landowners as the

cltickens.

Pen and Mack chalk; roy., 8J X lOg in.

Poliiical sketches, No. 867.

J!ev. STAG AT BAY. After Landseer's picture. Peel as the stag ; Disraeli and
Lord George Bentinck as the hounds he has beaten off.

Rough pencil sketch.

260. Oli. PROTECTION*. Study for the subject described above.
Pencil ; roy., 7J x 10J in.

liev. A STAG AT BAY.
Pencil.

270. AN IRISH FACTION FIGHT. Russell, O'Connell, Bentinck, Disraeli, and a

huge mob advancing with sticks upon the little group of Peel and his friends.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 9J x loj in.

Political sketches. No. 869.

On June 25 the Government finally carried the Corn Bill, but were defeated
on the second reading of the Coercion Bill. P< el announced, on June 29, that
he had resigned, and that Russell had undertaken to form a Government.

271. MEDEA, HAVING DESTROYED HER CHILDREN, VANISHES IN A CHARIOT DRAWN
BY WINGED DRAGONS. Peel as Medea, with Bright and Cobden as the dragons.
Rough pen and pencil sketch ; roy., 8J x lOf in.

Political sketches, No. 870.

Peel's last speech as minister contained a celebrated panegyric of Cobden,
for whom, rather than for himself, he claimed the merit of the Corn Bill.

272. 06. THE FALL OP CAESAR. Peel as Ca;sar falling at the base of Melbourne's
statue, struck by Beutinck, Disraeli, Russell, find Cobden, to the last of whom
he cries Et tn, Brute.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 10 x 16J in.

Political sketches, No. 872.

Eev. THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pen and pencil.

273. 01. SPARRING : A SET-TO WITHOUT THE GLOVES. Lord G. Bentinck and Lord
Lyndhurst sparring, the former supported by Stanley and Disraeli, the latter by
Brougham and Ripon.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 8 x 13J in.

Political sketches, No. 874.
Lord Lyndhurst was accused by Bentinck, August 18, in a violent speech, of

having made an exchange with Lord Ripon of an Indian judgeship for a living
on Lord Ripon 's cstute. Lyndhurst replied next night in the House of Lords in
a speech of extreme power and bitterness.

Rev. THE SAME SUBJECT.
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274. 06. POKING THE OLD LION. Palmerston aa a keeper poking the British Lion,
who is absorbed in devouring the Free Trade just given him, and explaining to
the Queen that he wants rousing.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 10J X 14J in.

Political sketches, No. 875.
Palmerston returned to the Foreign Office with the change of Government,

and almost immediately two disturbing incidents occurred. The first was the
simultaneous marriage, on Oct. 10, 1846', of the Spanish Queen to the Diiko of

Cadiz, and the Infanta to the Due de Montpensier, brought about by French
intrigues, against the pledges given by Louis Philippe (see mte on No. 2.^8);
the second was the handing over of Cracow to Austria by the Northern Powers,
in violation of the Treaty of Vienna, by which its independence had been
secured. These events caused great indignation in England, and the first

estranged us from France.

Rev. AN INTERESTING GROUP: "MISFORTUNE MAKES us ACQUAINTED WITH
STRANGE BED-FELLOWS." Lord Lincoln, Peel, Disraeli, Lord George Bentinck,
and Smith O'Brien sitting together on the Opposition benches.

Pi-n and pencil.
Political sketches, No. 876.

275. A LESSON IN ELOCUTION : A PROFESSOR ENFORCING ins PRECEPTS JIY EXAMPLE.
Mr. Roebuck giving a lesson to Lord G. Beutiuck ; Disraeli looking on.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 84 X 13J in.

Political sketches, No. 877.

276. 06. A NEW WAY TO DRIVE OVER AN OLD ROAD. John Russell driving an
Irish car, with Bentinck iind Inglis seattd on it.

Pen and pencil; roy , 9j X 11 1 in.

Political sketches, No. 878.

The famine in Ireland now absorbed all the attention of the Government.
Lord G. Bentinck proposed as a remedial measure a loan of sixteen millions for

construction of Irish railways.

Bev. RATHER SHARP PRACTICE IN DIPLOMACY ; OR, A Cumous ILLUSTRATION
OF THE 'ENTENTE CoRDiALE.' Guizot announcing to Lord Noriuanby, the

English Ambassador at Paris, the Spanish marriages; Louis Philippe listening
behind a screen.

Pen and pencil.
Political sketches, No. 879.

Guizot had engaged that the two Spanish marriages should not take plafe ftt

the same time ; after the event he explained that ho meant they should not
take place together.

277. 06. THE FATES. Sir Charles Wood, Chancellor of the Exchequer, with Sir

F. T. Baring and Mr. Goulbtirn, late Chancellors, cutting the thread of Lord G.
Bentinek's Irish Railway Bill.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 9J x 12 in.

Political sketches, No. 880.

The Irish Railway Bill was thrown out in February.

Bev. STUDIES FOR THREE SUBJECTS. 'An Interesting Group,' 'A Lesson on

Elocution,' and '

Poking the Old Lion.'

Pencil.

278. Ob. PERSEUS FLYING TO THE RESCUE OF ANDROMEDA. Lord George Bentinck
on a winged horse flying to the rescue of Ireland, threatened by the dragon,
Famine.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 9J X 15J in.

Political sketches, No. 881.

Bev. THE CENTAUR NESSUS CARRYING OFF DEIANEIRA. A parody of Guido'a

picture ; Lord G. Bentinek carrying off Ireland, while John Russell, aa

Hercules, draws his bow on the further bank.
Pen and pencil.
Political sketches, No. 883.
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279. TELEMACHUS AND MENTOR. Lord Lincoln (Telemachus) walking with Peel

(Mentor).
Pencil ; roy., 9f x 7J in.

Political sketches, No. 882.

280. 06. RATHER A DANGEROUS KIND OF HUG. Louis Philippe embracing the

Russian bear, Bunsen and Palmerston looking on.

Pencil; roy., 9 X 12J in.

Political sketches, No. 885.

In March, the Emperor of Russia placed a sum of two millions in the hands

of the Bank of France.

Rev. UNPUBLISHED SKETCH. The Duke of Wellington's horse appearing to Lord

Morpeth in a nightmare.
Pen sketch.

About this time the equestrian statue of the Duke was set up on the archway
opposite Apsley House.

281. THE SEVEN BOLD SWABIANS WHO SALLIED FORTH WITH ONE SPEAR. Messrs.

Duncombe, Giskmrne, Hindley and Bright, with Sir Charles Napier and
Colonel Sibthorp, attacking a hare with a single spear.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 7J X 12| in.

Political sketches, No. 88G.

This refers to the attack made on the Education proposals of the Government.

282. ALARMING CASE OF INDIGESTION; THE DOCTOR CALLED IN. Sir Charles Wood,
the Chancellor of the Exchequer, feeling the pulse of John Bull, who complains
of ' a tightness all over.'

Pen and pencil; roy., lOf x 9| in.

Political sketches, No. 887.

During 1847 the money market was for long in a state of panic, and much of

the distress was attributed to Peel's Bank Act of 1844, which imposed a limit on
the issue of paper by the Bank of England.

283. A FANCY BALL, WINDING UP WITH SIR ROGER DE COVERLET. Rough sketch

of a crowd of figures, among which Peel alone is recognisable.

Pencil; roy., 7J x 13J in.

Political sketches, No. 888.

284. THE SAME SUBJECT. Prominent politicians of all parties, headed by the three

chiefs Russell, Peel, and Beutinck, dancing
'
Sir Roger.'

Pen and pencil ; roy., 7J x 14 in.

285. THE STATE WAGGON IN DIFFICULTIES. John Russell walking by the heavily-
loaded waggon, from which Sir Charles Wood proposes to throw off the topmost
bale (Peel's Bank Charter Act).
Pen and pencil ; roy., 10J x 17jj in.

Political sketches, No. 889.

Peel s Bank Act was suspended on Oct. 25.

286. A STUDY FOR A CAIUS MARIUS SITTING AMIDST THE RUINS OF CARTHAGE.
Peel sitting on the fallen column of his Bank Act, amidst the ruins of

Protection, Cobden looking on.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 8 x 10J in.

Political sketches, No. 890.

287. UNHAPPY GHOSTS WANDERING ON THE BANKS OF STYX. Macnulay, Sir John
Hobhouse, Mr. Hawes, Mr. Wyse, and Colonel Fox, walking disconsolately on
the banks of Styx, followed by Roebuck, tearing his hair, while Charon (John
Bull) shoves off for Elysium with John Russell aud his colleagues.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 8J x 14 in.

Political sketches, No. 891.

These 'ghosts' were members rejected at the dissolution of Parliament in

1847.
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288. 'THE MASK OF COMUS,' AS NOW BEING PERFORMED AT THE THEATRE ROYAL,
MADRID. Comus (Louis Philippe) pressing a cup of wine on the unwilling

Queen of Spain, behind whom cowers her husband in the form of an ass;

Narvaez, the Duke and Duchess of Montpensier, and Queen Christina are

gathered round with heads like those of various beasts; at some distance,

Palmeroton and Mr. Bulwer, the English Envoy.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 10J x 13J in.

Political sketches, No. 81 12.

The Queen of Spain had been forced by France to marry the Duke of Cadiz,
in expectation that the marriage would have no issue, a)id that the succession

would devolve on her sister, who had been married to Louis Philippe's son, the

Duo de Montpensier, thus making Spain an appanage of France. The Queen
was also forced to tnke Narvaez for her minister ; she was allowed no personal
freedom ; and it was suspected that her mother, Queen Christina, was bent on
her destruction.

289. A BRUMMAGEM DON QUIXOTE. Mr. Muntz, member for Birmingham, preparing
to tilt at the ' Times '

; Mr. Spooner, as Sancho Panza, aghast at his leader.

Pen and pencil; roy., 9$ X 15J in.

Political sketches, No. 893.

290. ANOTHER ST. SEBASTIAN, SHOT AT BY CRUEL ARCHERS. John Kussell tied to

the Treasury tree and shot at by Mr. Muntz and his followers.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 9 X 13 in.

Political sketches, No. 891.

[1848.]

291. Ob. ROWING IN THE SAME BOAT. John Russell, Wood, Lord Grey, and Sir

George Grey rowing in btoimy weather a boat, steered by Peel, while

Goulbourn bails out the water.

Pencil ; roy., 9 X 13J in.

Political sketches, No. 895.

The Government proposed an addition of 2 per cent, to the Income-tax,
which had been instituted by Peel.

Rev. UNHAPPY GHOSTS WANDERING ON THE BANKS OF STYX. Au unpublished
second version of the subject described above (No. 287). Charon is here putting
back to take in Mr. Hawes, while the others regard him with grief and envy.

Pencil.

292. 06. AN OLD COASTGUARD, LOOKING OUT. Wellington on the edge of a sea-cliff,

scanning the horizon through a glass, and pointing out a strange sail, at which
Lord Ellesmere exhibits great alarm.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 10 X 12J in.

Political sketches, No. 897.

The inadequate state of the national defences was a subject to which the

Duke of Wellington had recently called public attention.

Rev. THE OLD DONKEY TURNED RESTIVE AT LAST. John Russell telling Sir

Charles Wood to clap the extra bale on the back of the donkey (John Bull),

already restive under bis burdens.
Pencil.

Political sketches, No. 896.

Another allusion to tbe proposed extra income tax.

293. AN OLD COASTGUARD. Small study for the subject described above.

Pencil ; roy., 4J x 6 in.

291. Ol>. COMMON SENSE VERSUS PRECEDENT. Francis Baring attacking John Russell,
who takes refuge behind the statue of Pitt. John Bull chi ers on Baring.
Pen and pencil ; roy., lOf X 15J in.

Political sketches, No. 898.

Russell pleaded Pitt's example for imposing the income tax. Baring's
speech in the debate was a serious blow to the Government.
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Rev. MATERIALS FOR A STRONG AND ADHESIVE GOVERNMENT. Groups of
members of the Opposition in the lobby, differing and discordant on everything
but their antagonism to the Government. Bentinek, Muntz, aud Cobden are

prominent at the 1., Bright, Disraeli, and Sibthorp at the r.

Pen and pencil.
Political sketches, No. 899.

295. A SCENE FROM THE FAROE OF 'THE CRITIC.' Cobden as Sir ChrUt-ipher
Hatton asking Sir Walter Raleigh (Wellington),

' What mean these mighty
armaments?' Lord Ellcsmere as Putt', Kussull as Dangle, nnd Disraeli us

Sneer, looking on
; John Bull behind as the eavesdropping Beefeater.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 9J X 14f in.

Political sketches. No. 900.

Early in 1848 Cobden made a speech at Manchester, ridiculing and
attacking Wellington's effort to draw attention to the state of the country's
defences.

296. THE SAME SUBJECT. Slightly modified.
Pen and pencil; roy., 9| x 12 in.

297. THE SAME SUBJECT. Small study, with Peel substituted for Russell.
Pencil ; roy., 4| x GJ in.

298. THE MODERN DELVGE ; AFTER RAPHAEL. The crowned heads of Europe
struggling in the ri.-ing waters of Revolution, while the Ark of the British

Constitution rides safe.

Pen aud pencil; roy., 9J x 15J in.

Political sketches, Xo. 901.
In February Louis Philippe was suddenly put to flight by a revolution, and a

Republic proclaimed. This proved the signal for similar insurrections in Austria,
Italy, Germany, Hungary, and other countries; England, almost alone, being
unshaken and undisturbed, except by the Chartist and Irish risings, both
abortive.

299. THE RIVALS: ' EXTREMES MEET.' Feargus O'Connor sitting in the House of
Commons witli his hand on the Charier; Henry Drummoud sitting next him
and regarding him with intense suspicion.

Pencil ; roy., 8 x lOf in.

Political sketches, No. 902.
Fi argus O'Connor presided at the great Chartist meeting on Kennington

Common, April 10, and presented the Charter to the Commons in the evening.
Drumminid was an independent Tory of the extreme kind, attacking tho
Government from precisely the opposite standpoint.

300. THE HARPIES ATTACKING THE DAUGHTERS OF PANTIARI-S. (After Flaxman )

Bentiuck, Disraeli, and Stanley, as Harpies, attacking John Russell, Lord
Grey, and Mr. Hawes, who stand in a close embrace.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 9jf x 12g in.

Political sketches, No. 903.

During the debate on the Sugar Duties, a ferocious attack was made by
Bentinck and Disraeli in the Commons, and by Stanley in the Lords, on Russell,
Grey, and Hawes, who were accused of suppressing documents.

301. A STRONG CASE FOR SHORTENING THE HOURS OF LABOUR. John Russell
heading a deputation of ministers to Lord Ashley, asking for a fourteen or
even lifteen hours' Bill for them.

Rough pen and pencil sketch ; roy., 9J x 13J in.

Political sketches, No. 904.
The session ending September 5 was the longest and most tedious on record,

and all night sittings were frequent.

S02. THE SAME SUBJECT. Small study.
Pencil ; roy., ?i x 8 J in.
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303. A PARLIAMENTARY SOUVENIR, No. 2. Whole length profile portrait of Charles

Butler, who died 29 November, 1818, ill his forty-tirst year.
Pencil; roy., 11J x 6J in.

Political sketches, No. b06.

304. THE SAME SUBJECT. Two studies.

Pen <ind pencil ; roy., 7J x 14J in.

305. Ob. THE FINANCIAL BOBADIL. Cobden explaining how easily ten millions
could be produced by cutting down the Army and the Navy; Joseph Hume
follows the calculations on his fingers, and Bright and others take notes at a
table.

Pencil ; roy., 10J x 14J in.

Political sketches, No. 907.
Cobileu had worked up a great agitation in favour of economy, and the

Government in consequence felt obliged to make reductions.

Rtv. THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pen and pencil.

306. Ob. THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pencil ; roy., 5J x 8 in.

Rev. STUDIES OF COSTUME. Two figures of nuns, and other studies.
Pencil.

307. Ob. THE FABLE OF THE HORSE AND THE Ass. The horse (Ulster), witli a light
burden, objecting to taking some of the heavy burden carried by the ass

(Connauglit) ; the countryman (John Russell) threatens the horse with a stick.

(Also a pen sketch of Sir Churles Napier.)
Slight pencil sketch; roy., 9J x 12 in.

Political sketches, No. 908.
In February the Government decided to revise local taxation in Ireland, and

proposed a rate applicable to all Ireland.

Rev. AN OLD SO'GER, IN MARCHING ORDER. Sir Charles Napier marching off

with his sword over his shoulder and a bundle eluug on it. (With a study of
the Duke of Wellington.)
Pen and pencil.
Political sketches, No. 909.

The battle of Chillianwallah, in which the British losses were very severe, took

place on Jan. 13, and greatly discredited the C'omnmnder-iu-Chief, Lord Gough.
It was therefore decided to send out Sir Charles Napier.

SOS. Ob. CINCINNATUS AGAIN, OR THE PROPHECY FULFILLED. Sir Charles Napier as
Cincinnatus at the plough, and Wellington, with the Eiist India Company's
Directors, as Senators come to ask him lo fight again.

Pencil ; roy., 9J x 15| in.

Political sketches, No. 911.

Napier took a day to consider the offer made him.

Rev. THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pen.

309. Ob. THE SIBYL PRESENTING THE MYSTERIOUS WRITINGS TO TARQUIN. Disraeli
as the Sibyl, presenting his resolutions to Tarquin (John Ivusscll, surrounded

by ministers), who rejects them cheerfully.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 9J x 13J in.

Political sketches, No. 910.

On July 2 Disraeli moved for a Select Committee to inquire into the state of
the nation, and augured from present distresses a disastrous future. It was a
last effort for the bringing back of Protection, and was negatived by a largo
majority.
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Rev. THE IRISH PROBLEM. Peel and Russell standing on the bank of a stream
of misery and turbulence which threatens to swamp them. Peel proposes that

they should boldly furd it.

Pencil.

Political sketches, No. 912.
In March Peel made a great speech, elaborating his views of Irish relief, and

afterwards had a conference with Lord Clarendon, the Lord Lieutenant.

310. Ob. CONCERT MONSTRE, OR MUSICAL CONGRESS EXTRAORDINARY. (AFTER
HOGARTH, 100 YEARS.) John Bull at his window, trying to play a Free Trade
fantasia, but deafened by the uproar and quarrelling in the street, where
republicans of France, Italy, and Germany are beating drums, blowing
trumpets, and flourishing weapons.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 10| x 14 in.

Political sketches, No. 913.

Rev. A SCENE FROM MACBETH
; UNPUBLISHED SKETCH. John Russell as

Macbeth holding the daggers ; Disraeli as Lady Macbeth.
Pen and pencil.

311. 01. BREAKING COVER; A DESPERATE STRUGGLE FOR THE LEAD. Lord Grey
riding after the hounds

; Stanluj's horse goes lame und Grey rides off. (In the

lithograph they arc jumping a ditch, and Stanley leaps short
;
Disraeli appears

behind.)
Pen and pencil ; roy., 9 X 13 in.

Politico! sketches, No. 914.

Rev. A SCENE FROM MACBETH. The subject described above, No. 310 (Rec.\
Pen.

312. Ob. THE Ass AND THE SICK LION. Lord Campbell as the ass flinging up his
heels at Lord Lyndhurst.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 8 X 12J in.

Political sketches, No. 915.

jRi-i-. THE MAN WOT WHIPS THE HOUSE OUT. Portrait of Lord Marcus Hill.
Pen and pencil.
Political sketches, No. 916.

[1851.]

313. Ob. NEW ILLUSTRATION OF 'HUDIBRAS' (AFTER HOGARTH). John Russell
(Hudibras) and Dr. Cumming (Kiilpho) setting forth on their campaign against
1'opery. John Bull bows to Russell, and in so doing upsets Ireland's apple-stall.

1'en and pencil ; roy., x 13| in.

Political sketches, No. 917.
In 1850 the Pope appointed Roman Catholic bishops in England, and on

Nov. 4 Lord John Russell wrote a letter to the Bi.4iop of Durham vehemently
condemning the Pope's action. This letter further inflamed the Protestants.

Rep. THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pen and pencil.

314. THE SAME SUBJECT.

Pencil; roy., 9 x 13J in.

[315-335.] Unpublished subjects.

315. Ob. OH, YOU UNGRATEFUL MAN ! George IV. on a sofa, receiving Wellington
in ill-humour; Lady Conyngham upbraids the King for his ingratitude.
Inscribed Oh, you nngrattful man !

Pencil ; roy., 9| x 14 J in.

Rev. JOHN BULL SICK. John Bull ill, attended on one side by Lord Sidmouth
and on the other by Lord Eldon, while another minister kneels betide him
Wellington and Peel in tbe background.

Pencil.
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316. 06. LORD SIDMOUTH KNEELING BESIDE LORD ELDON.
Pencil ; roy., 6| x 9i in.

Bev. SIB JAMES SCARLETT TALKING WITH MR. BROUGHAM.

Slight pencil sketch.

317. Ob. SCARLETT TALKING WITH BROUGHAM. Inscribed A Pair of Simpletons,

Pencil; roy., 8J x 5J in.

Bev. SKETCHES OF PIRATES.
Pencil.

318. THE THREE-HEADED MONSTER. Wellington, mounted on the British Lion,

charging Cerberus, who wears the heads of the Duke of Cumberland, Lord

Eldon, and another.

Pencil; roy., 8J x 13 in.

319. Ob. PENELOPE. The Queen seated pensively nt a table, round which sit

Melbourne, John Russt-ll, and Murpeth ; other figures roughly indicated. On
the mount is written Penelope.

Pencil ; roy., 10J x 14 in.

Bev. A GENTLEMAN ON HORSEBACK.
Pen and pencil.

320. AN AWKWARD SQUAD. Di-raeli and the Young England party as recruits ; a

study for tho subject described above, No. 222 (7Je.).
Pen and black chalk; roy., 7J X llf in.

321. A WEDDING INTERRUPTED. The wedding of Peel and O'Connell interrupted by
the fainting of Sir R. Inglis, who is supported by Colonel Sibthorp and another.

Rough pun sketch ; roy , 9 x 13g in.

Doubtless an allusion to the Muynooth grant and the vehement outcry against
Peel on that occasion. See above, note on No. 249 (Rev.).

322. ORPHEUS PUTTING CERBERUS TO SLEEP. Lord Derby lulling the three-headed

Cerberus (Cobden, Graham, and Russell).
Pen and pencil ; roy., 8| x 11 J in.

On forming his Government in 1852, Lord Derby, who as Lord Stanley had
led the Protectii mists, conciliated the Free Traders.

323. VENUS PROTECTING ^NEAS FROM DIOMEDE. Venus is re-presented by Brougham,
.33ueas by Palmerston ;

Diomede is possibly Lord Stanley.

Rough pen sketch ; roy., 9| x 12J in.

324. A GAME AT KNOCK-'EM DOWNS. Sir James Graham throwing at the sticks

set up by John Russell, who is looking on with anxiety, attended by W. J. Fox
and Sir John Pakington ; Disraeli stands r., and Gladstone 1., behind Graham.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 10| x 16 in.

325. 06. THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pen ; roy., 9| x 16 in.

Bev. THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pen.

326. FIGURE OF SIR JAMES GRAHAM. Study for the same subject.
Pencil ; roy., 9| X 6j| in.

327. STRUCK SPEECHLESS ON THE POINT OF DISSOLUTION. The Commons, headed

by Peel and Russell, following the Speaker out of the House.
Pencil ; roy., 9 x 16 in.

328. THE THREE GRASES. Disraeli, and two others.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 9J x 6J in.

329. ROEBUCK AND GRAHAM BOWING TO EACH OTHER. Roebuck in Court dress.

Pencil sketch ; roy., 5 x 6 in.
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330. 06. THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON ON HIS CHARGER, LED BY PEACE.

Pen sketch ; roy., OJ X 'JJ in.

Rev. THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pen.

331. Ob. THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON CARRIED IN TRIUMPH BY BOY GENII.

Pencil; roy., 9| X 12J in.

Rev. MAKE WAY FOR THE SPEAKER. Study for the subject described above,

No. 35.

Rough pencil sketch.

332. A SKETCH AT BRIGHTON. William IV., Queen Adelaide and suite riding. The
same subject as that described above, No. 55 (llev.~).

Eed chalk
; roy., 9 X 19$ in.

333. A MAD Cow IN A FIELD. Two other cows rushing away, and the herdsman

standing: aghast.
Pencil; roy., 9J X llg in.

331. Two FIGURE STUDIES. A farmer standing, seen from behind, and a man in a

cap sitting on a low seat.

Pencil ; roy., 4J X 3 j in.

835. THE KING'S PIPER. In Highland uniform, playing the bagpipes.
Pencil (torn) ; roy., 11 x 8J in.

336. AN OFFICER OP THE '

BLUES,' standing by his charger, with his hand on the

Buddie.

Pencil sketch (torn) ; roy., 9J X 7 in.

[337-101.] Portrait Sketches of known Personages in Alphabetical Order.

337. LOUD ABERDEEN. On horseback, riding r.

Pencil ; roy., 7 X 8 in.

338. ARCHDISHOP BEUESFORD. Lord John George Beresford (h. 1773, d. I860), Arch-

bishop of Armagh and Primate of all Ireland, on horseback, riding 1.

Black chalk sketch, rubbed ; roy., 8 X lug in.

339. THE DUKE OF BRUNSWICK. On horseback, riding r., a gun in his hand.

Sepia and pen; roy., 10J x 12J in.

310. SIR FRANCIS BURDETT. On horseback, riding r.

Black chalk sketch, rubbed; roy., 9J x 12 in.

311. SIR FRANCIS BURDETT. Riding r.

Pencil sketch ; roy., 7| x 9J in.

312. Ob. GEORGE CANNING. Standing at the Treasury table, speaking.
Pencil ; roy., 7f x 4J in.

Rev. A BOY ON A PONY.
Pencil.

313. ADMIRAL SIR EDWARD CODRINGTON. The victor of Navariuo, riding r.

Pen and pencil; roy., 9 x 11^ in.

311. THE SAME. Riding 1.

Black chalk; roy., 8J x 9| in.

315. Ob. THE DUKE OF CUMBERLAND AND HIS SON. The Duke of Cumberland and
his son, Prince George, on horseback.

Pencil ; roy., 9 x 11J in.

Rev. MLLE. SONTAG; AND THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON. Whole length of Mile.

Sontag, singing; and two studies of Wellington iu profile.
Pencil.
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316. Oft. LORD DEITMAN. On horseback, riding r. Thomas, 1st Buron Denman
(b. 1779, d. 1851), was Lord Chief Justice 1832-1830. Ho was judge in the

Stockdale case (ace above. No. 125) and other famous trials.

Pen and pencil; my., 9J X 12 in.

Rev. GEORGE, GTH EARL OF CUESTEUFIELD. Riding r.

Pencil.

317. COUVT D'OKSAY. On horseback, riding 1.

Pencil ; roy., 9J x 10J in.

318. THE SAME. Riding r.

Black chalk on drab paper, touched with white; roy., 8J x 10J in.

319. THE SAME. Riding r.

Black chalk on grey paper, touched with white ; roy., 9J x 11J in.

350. THE DCKE op DORSET (?). Riding 1.

Black chalk; roy., 9| x llf in.

351. 05. LORD ELD'IN. Rising from his seat to call One cheer more !

Black chalk ; roy., 6 J x 5 J in.

Rev. A STUDY. Study of a man locking out of a window, his head resting on

his arms.
Pencil.

352. LORD ELLENBOROCQH. Ridin<* 1.

Black chalk; roy., 9i x 11 in

353. THE SAME. Riding 1.

Pencil; roy., 7J X 9J in.

354. THE SAME. Riding 1.

Black chalk on drub paper; roy., 9} x 12 J in.

855. THE SAME. Riding 1. Drawn at a later date than tho preceding sketches.

Black chalk on drab paper, heightened with white ; roy., 8J X 10J in.

356. PRINCE ESTERHAZT. Riding r.

Black chalk, rubbed; roy., 9J X 11 in.

357. THE SAME. Riding r.

Pencil ; roy., 7J x 9jj in.

358. 06. LORD EVERSLEY. Charles Shnw-Lefevre, Viscount Everslcy, b. 1794,

Speaker 1839-1S57, d. 1888; riding r.

Pen and pencil; roy., 10 x 13 in.

Rev. THE SAME.

Pen and pencil.

359. ALBANY FONBLANQCE. Riding 1. Fonblanque (b. 1793, d. 1872) had great
influence in his day as editor of the ' Examiner.'

Pen and pencil ; roy., 8J x 10J in.

3GO. GEORGE IV. AT ASCOT. Two studies of head and shoulders in profile, looking 1.

Pencil ; roy., 9j x 6J in.

361. 06. GEORGE IV. DRIVING. The king alone in a landaulette, driving a pair of

ponies.
Pencil ; roy. (irregularly cut), 9 x 14| in.

Rev. DEATH OP GEORGE IV. George IV. dying in a room at the background ; in

the anteroom, Wellington and the Duke of Cumberland are trjiug to prevent
Death from passing a screen against the door.

Pencil.

362. CHARLES, 2ND EARL GREY, THE PRIME MINISTER. Riding 1.

Black chalk on drab paper, heightened with white; roy., 9J x Hi in.
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363. ALEXANDER, lOTH DUKE OF HAMILTON. Riding 1.

Black chalk ; roy., 10J X 12 in.

364. SIK HENRY HARDINGE. W.L., walking 1.

Pencil ; roy., 10J X 5J in.

365. LORD HILL. Riding 1.

Pencil; roy., 9J x 11 J in.

366. JOSEPH HCME, M.P. Riding r.

Black chalk on grey paper; roy., 9J x 12J in.

3C7. WILLIAM HUSKISSON, M.P. W.L., making a speech in the House of Commons.
Pencil; roy., 81 x 5| in.

368. GEORGE CHILD-VILLIERS, STH EARL OF JERSEY. Riding r. With a second

study of the head and shoulders in three-quarter face.

Pencil and black chalk ; roy., 9J x 11| in.

3G9. 06. EDMUND KEAN. Kean as Sir Giles Overreach (?), whole length ;
a rough

sketch ; and head of a gentleman unknown.
Pencil; roy., 9f x 11 J in.

Rev. LISTON IN A PLAY WITH CHINESE CHARACTERS. A scene from a play with
Listen as a European addressing a Chinese officer ; soldiers behind.
Pen and pencil.

370. Miss FANNY KEMBLE AS JULIET. She is sitting on her balcony.
Pencil ; roy., 8g x 6j in.

371. 06. THE SAME SUBJECT. In the same attitude as in the preceding sketch.
Pencil ; roy., 8| x 9$ in.

Rev. A LITTLE GIRL.
Pencil.

372. THE SAME SUBJECT. W.L., holding a dagger.
Pencil ; roy., 8| x GJ in.

373. JOHN LISTON. Head and shoulders.

Pencil ; roy., 4J x 3J in.

374. LISTON, IN VARIOUS CHARACTERS. Five studies of Listen, in four apparently
representing the same character.

Pencil ; roy., 11 x 7J in.

375. CHARLES WILLIAM VANE, SRD MARQUIS OF LONDONDERRY. Riding r.

Black chalk, rubbed
; roy., 9J x 11| in.

376. THE SAME. Riding r.

Pencil ; roy., 7g x 9 in.

377. THE SAME. Riding r.

Black chalk on drab paper, heightened with white ; roy., 9} x 10J in.

378. LORD LYNDHURST. H.L., in Chancellor's robes.

Pencil ; roy., 6 X 3j in.

379. THE GRAND DUKE MICHAEL OF PRUSSIA, RIDING WITH THE PRINCE CONSORT AND
OTHERS. The Grand Duke and Prince Albert riding side by side towards the

r., Wellington and another nobleman beyond, and two other figures following.
Black chalk and pencil; roy., 11| x 17J in.

380. 06. THE SAME SUBJECT.
Pencil ; roy., 9f x 15J in.

Rev. CAIUS MARIUS SITTING AMIDST THE RUINS OF CARTHAGE. Lord John
Russell sitting amid the ruins of his popularity and of his policy. Published
November, 1842.

Pencil and charcoal sketch.
Political sketches, Nn. 745.
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3S1. BERNARD EDWARD HOWARD, 12TH DUKE OF NORFOLK. Riding r.

Pen and black chalk ; roy., 9 x lOf in.

382. 06. DANIEL O'CoNNELL. H.L., in profile, looking 1.

Pencil ; roy., 9 x 7 in.

Rev. LORD LYNDHURST. W.L., in Chancellor's robes, standing by the Woolsack.
Pencil.

383. JAMES PATTISON, M.P. Riding 1.

Pencil ; roy., 9 X 7| in.

James Pattison (b. 1786) was Liberal Member for London, 1835-40.

384. THE SAME. Riding 1.

Pencil ; roy., 8| x 9| in.

385. SIR ROBERT PEEL. W.L., seated, looking 1. An early portrait, about 1830.

Pencil ; ruy., 7j| x 4 in.

386. THE SAME. T.Q.L., speaking in the House of Commons ; probably about 1840.

Pen ; roy., 10J X 9J in.

387. THK SAME. On horseback, riding 1. Drawn towards the end of Peel's life.

Black chalk ; roy., 8| x lOf in.

388. JOHN ROLLE, BAROM ROLLE. Riding 1.

Black chalk on drab paper, touched with white
; roy., 9J x 1CJ in.

389. THE SAME. Riding 1.

Black chalk on drab paper ; roy., 8 J x 9| in.

390. THE SAME. Riding 1.

Pencil ; roy., 7 J x 9 in.

391. THE SAME. Riding r.

Black chalk; roy., 9J x 12^ in.

392. LORD JOHN RUSSELL. Riding r.

Pen and pencil; roy., 9J x 12? in.

393. 05. THE SAME. Riding 1.

Pencil ; ruy., 8} x 10 in.

Rev. THE SAME. Riding r.

Pencil.

394. JOHN HENRY MANNERS, STH DUKE OF RUTLAND. Riding r.

Pencil ; roy., 9jf x 9J in.

395. MICHAEL SADLER, M.P. W.L., making a speech, with r. hand lifted.

Pencil ; roy., 8| x 5| in.

396. JOHN CHARLES SPENCER, 3RD EARL SPENCER. Better known as Lord Althorp.

Riding 1.

Black chalk; roy., 10 x 11} in.

397. LORD TEMPLETOWN. Riding r.

Black chalk; roy., 9} x 11 in.

398. SIR FREDERICK TRENCH. Riding r.

Pen and red chalk ; roy., 9i X 12} in.

399. THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON. W.L., speaking in the House of Lords as Prime
Minister (1829 or 1830). Lyndhurst and other Peers are slightly sketched in

behind him.
Pencil ; roy., 8J x 7 in.

400. Gb. WELLINGTON RETURNING FROM A REVIEW. Alone in his landaulette driving
a pair of horses.

Black chalk sketch ; roy., 10} x 15 in.

Rev. ROBERT HENRY HERBERT, 12m EARL OF PEMBROKE. Riding 1. ; with
another equestrian portrait.
Pen and pencil.
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401. THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON (?). Riding r., bareheaded, a baton in his hand.

Black chalk ; roy., 9 X 10| iu.

402. JOHN FANE, lOru EARL OP WESTMORELAND. Riding 1.

Black chalk, rubbed ; roy., 9 X 11J in.

403. THE SAME. Riding 1.

Pencil ; roy., 7| X 9 in.

404. Ob. THE SAME. W.L., in profile ; unfinished.

Pencil ; roy., 7J X 5 in.

Rev. PORTRAIT OF A GENTLEMAN. H.L., full face.

Pencil.

[105-411.] Unidentified portrails.

405. A GENTLEMAN. Riding r.

Pencil; roy., GJ X 9J in.

40G. A GENTLEMAN. Riding r.

Pencil ; roy., 7J X 9J in.

407. A GENTLEMAN.
Black chalk; roy., 9 X 11 J in.

408. A GENTLEMAN. Riding 1.

Black chalk, rubbid; roy., 9J X 11J in.

409. A GENTLEMAN. Riding r.

Black chalk; roy., 8| X 11 J in.

410. A LADY. Riding r.

Black chalk
; roy., 8| X 10J in.

411. A LADY AND GENTLEMAN RIDING TOGETHER.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 10J x 14 in.

All purchased December, 1882.

DOYLE, Richard (b. 1824, d. 1883). Water-colour painter, caricaturist,
and book illustrator

;
born in London

; pupil of his father, John

Doyle ;
remarkable for the precocity of his very original gift ; con-

tributed 1843-1850 to '

Punch,' for which he designed the cover
;
from

1850 occupied with book-illustrations and water colours, chiefly fairy
and romantic subjects, in which his charming fancy and frolicsome

invention specially excelled.

1. THE KNIGHT AND THE SPECTRE. The shores of a lake. A knight in armour,

riding from the r., pulls up in terror and averts his face from an apparition
in floating robes rising before him in pallid moonshine from the reedy water;
a dog hides trembling between the horse's legs, another bounds away ; the
horned moon is setting over the mountains 1.

Water colours
; roy., 5J X 13f in.

2. THE DRAGON OF WANTLEY. A boulder-strewn hillside, along which, among
ash-trees, the winged monster drags its enormous length, rearing its crest

angrily at the r., as a knight appears with sword and shield at the top of tho

ridge 1.

Water colours ; roy., 9J x 17J in.

3. THE STOLEN Kiss. A lady sleeping on a sofa by a window, through which

appear a lawn and lake and trees ; a boy stealing up 1. bends over to kiss the

lady's forehead.

Water colours; roy., 6jj x 9J in.
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4. ON THE WAY TO WAR. A high bridge of a single arch spanning a stream which
flows into the foreground; from a castle on the heights r., an i.rmy comes down
a winding path through a village and crossing the bridge enters u wood 1. ;

the

pale Hush from the dawn bathes the hill-side, and strikes on the armour and

pennoned lances.

Water colours ; imp , 13J x 19| in.

5. Four on one mount, imp., viz. :

(u) (b) VIEW AT AKDICHIE, SCOTLAND. Two sheets of a sketch-book, forming a
continuous view of purple mountains at evening seen across the wuttra of a
lake. Inscribed Ardichie, after dinner effect.

Water colours ; imp., (each) 4 J x i)g in.

(c) (<f) LOCH QUOICH, INVEMJESSSHIRE. A continuous view in two sheets of (he
waters of the loch shut in on all sides by purple hills, backed with white
clouds ; in the foreground r., a garden bordering the loch and herons on the
beach. Inscribed Loch Qiwiclt, from drawing-room window.
Water colours ; imp , (each) 4J x !' in.

C. UNDER THE DOCK LEAVES ;
AN AUTUMNAL EVENING'S DREAM. The sloping banks

of a small stream, thickly grown with willows; between tree-stems on the
further bank 1., the sunset light comes scatteied through the foliage and plays
on a great bed of dock plants in the foreground ; in and out of the tall stalks

and under the luminous or shady leaves, a whirling dance of elves and fairies,

winged anil clothed in radiant colours, with joined hands and laughing faces,
comes floating from the blue haze over the stream : a kingfisher flics startled
from (he bank. Signed with monogram and dated 1878.

Water colours ; ant., lOg x 30g in.

7. A SHEET OF SKETCHES ; FAIKY TALE DESIGNS. An elf afloat in a water-lily ; a

fairy prince making love to a fairy princess, seated on a toadstool, and the
game subject differently treated ; a fairy combing her hair before a mirror; girl-
fairies dressing baby-elves ; elves inarching to battle; fairies riding on birds;
and other slight sketches and fancies.

Pen and pencil ; roy., 9f x l;if in.

Studies for 'In Fairy Land, by B. Doyle, with a poem by W. Allinghain,"
London, 1870 : a book in which two of the subjects, the '

Fairy Prince's Court-

ship," and 'Dressing the Baby Elves,' are engraved and printed in colours.

8. Nine on one mount, roy., viz. ;

(a) THE FAIRY MIRHOR. A tiny elf holding up a mirror, before which a fairy
combs her hair.

Pen ; If x If in.

(fc) TRYING ON A SHOE. A diminutive dame trying on a shoe which pinches, and
a maid bringing her another.

Pencil; 1J x 2J in.

(c) A LADY HAVING HER HAIR DRESSED.

Slight pen sketch ; 1 J x 2jj in.

(<J) BIRD-CATCHING. A young lady trying to catch a dandy bird by putting
salt on his swallow-tails.

Pen ; 2J x SJ in.

() THE TUFT-HUNTER. An elf lying on his stomach and looking down a slope
at the Tufts. Inscribed The Tuft-hunter; Extinct Aninuilf
Pen ; 2J x 4J in.

(/) AERIAL DANCES. Two couples dancing in the air.

Pen and pencil; 1 x !Jjj
in.

(j) A LADY HAVING HER HAIR DRESSED. The same design as (c) with a maid
added.

Peii ; 1J x 3 in.

VOL. II. B
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(h) KEVUE DBS DEUX MONDES. Three old ladies talking together with barbed

tongues. Inscribed in pencil Revue des deux mondee.
Pen ; 2J x 4J in.

(i) TRUTH AND THE STATESMAN. Truth emerging from her well before a

statesman and confronting him with a mirror. Two studies.

Pen and pencil ;
1 1 X 3| in.

9. Five on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) THE MARIONETTES. A figure with trumpet and drum setting in motion a
row of dolls, dressed as fashionable ladies and gentlemen and attached to a

string.
Pencil ; If x GJ in.

(fc) A FRIEZE. A number of couples dancing, with Harlequin and his com-

panions.
Pencil ; lg x 9 in.

(e) THE NATIONS OF EUROPE ; A FRIEZE. A frieze of dancers, in which Britannia,
Louis Napoleon dancing with a girl of the Eevolution, John Bull and an
Italian peasant are tlie most notable figures.
Pen and pencil ; 1 J X 12 in.

(d) SCANDAL ;
A FRIEZE. In the centre, three ladies, two of them old, gossiping

venomously ; 1., a lady and two gentlemen, and two young girls walking
away ; r., a lady reading and a man about to stab her in the back.

Pen and pencil ; 1 J X 10J in.

(e) INEXORABLE TIME ; A FRIEZE. Time running fast from the r., dragging
r< luctant and imploring maidens after him ; one of them sinks back into

a husband's arms ; at the 1. a number of ladies kneel in their crinolines

across his patli and pray to him in vain.

Pencil and brush ; 1 j x 12 in.

10. Six on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) THE WORSHIP OF MONEY. Two gentlemen rushing to prostrate themselves
before a money-bag ; a young muu leading his bride and her money-bag in

a string, etc.

Peu and pencil; 1J x 7| in.

(6) WORSHIPPING THF. RISING SUN. A throng of men and women prostrating
themselves before the rising social sun.

Pen ; 1 J x 7 in.

(c) A HORSEMAN THROWING A LASSO OVER A MAN.
Pen; 1J x 4| in.

(<J) HrsnAND HI-NTINO. A lady on horseback throwing a lasso over a man.
Pen; 1J x 4J in.

(e) THE OLD BIRD PROTECTING HER LITTLE ONES. An old lady protecting the
three daughters sitting in the nest from hungry suitors ; with two other

subjects
' I5eware of the Wolf,' a dangerous wooer; and 'Husband

Hunting.' Inscribed with titles.

Pencil; 1J x 11 J in.

(/) MILLINER'S BILLS. A father s'nking back in horror before the ya'd-long
bill presented him by his two daughters ; and '

Marriage Market,' a mother

putting up her daughter to auction before a crowd of eligible bachelors.
Inscribed with titles.

Pencil; If x 12 in.

11. Four on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) LION WORSHIP. In the centre a lion, watched with envy and hatred, com-

placently receiving the adoration of his hostess ; 1., a dowager curtseying
low to an ass; r., men and women kissing the coat-tails of a rich Jew.
Pen and pencil ;

2 x 12J in.
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(6) POLITICIANS FISHING. Palmerston fishing for supporters, and Disraeli

putting salt on feathered voters' tails.

Pen and pencil ; 2 x 12J in.

(c) WORSHIPPING THE RISING SUN. Enlarged and elaborated treatment of the

subject described above, No. 10 (i).
Pen and pencil ; 1J x 12J in.

d) CELEBRITIES PERFORMING. A gentleman blowing his trumpet, surrounded

by a circle of ladies ; another telling a story at which the female circle

round him affect to be violently diverted, and a third standing on his head,
and also causing admiration.
Pen and pencil ;

1 J x 12 in.

12. Four on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) GROTESQUE SUBJECT. A man eating eggs from a plate, while a sort of

beetle rushes to prevent him ; another beetle dauciug with a lady.
Indistinct and unfinished.

Pencil ; If x 5J in.

(V) DECORATIVE FRIEZE. Elfin children blowing soap bubbles, building card-

houses, etc.

Pencil; 1| x 11 J in.

(c) THE WORSHIP OF MONET. Old men and young hastening to kiss the feet of

Money Bags. The same subject as No. 10 (a). Unfinished.
Pen and pencil ; 1J x 12 in.

(d) NARCISSI. Six dandies reclining in a decorative friezo of foliage, and
enamoured of their own reflections.

Pen and pencil; 1 x 12J in.

13. Five on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) THE SOCIAL NET. Eligible partners flying into the net prepnred by
scheming parents.

Pencil; 1J x 9J in.

(6) THE SAME SUBJECT. With modifications.

Pencil; 1| x 10 in.

(c) DECORATIVE FRIEZE. A little lady playing cards with a little man ; a
little bridegroom leading his bride in a chain of flowers, and a little shepherd
piping to a little shepherdess.

Pencil; 1 x 11
jj

in.

(d) PREPARATIONS FOR A PARTY. Two dames having their cheeks and

eyebrows painted; a lady tying on a shoe; another liaviug her crinoline

adjusted, etc.

Pencil and pen ; If x llf in.

(e) PAINTING THE LILY. Some ladies busily painting lilies with large brushes;
and a parallel scene of ladies being tight-laced and having their hair
curled.

Pen and pencil ; If x 11$ in.

14. SHOULD CROMWELL HAVE A STATUE? A statue of Cromwell with uneasy expres-
sion, placed between the statues of Charles I. and Charles II., who look at him,
the first ruefully, the second triumphantly. Punch looks up at him from below.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 7J x OJ in.

Engraved on wood (witli the omission of Punch's figure), in 'Punch,'
Vol. ix., p. HO (1845).

15. UNION is STRENGTH. John Bull bringing a basket of loaves to a starving Irish

family.
Pen and pencil ; roy., 8J x GJ in.

Engraved with modifications in 'Punch,' Vol. XT., p. 161 (1846).
An allusion to tlie subscriptions made in England for the relief of the Irish

famine, caused by potato-rot in 1845.

H 2
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16. 06. CHILD'S PLAY. Joseph Hume and Lord John Kussell each nursing his

doll ; Hume says that his (new reform bill) is bigger, whereupon Kussell

retcrta that his (ratepayers' clause) is prettier.
Pencil ; roy., 8 J X 6g in.

Engraved in 'Punch,' Vol. xv., p. 7 (1848).

Rev. PUNCH ATTENDED BY DOCTOR PEEL. Punch in a chair, with Brougham and

Wellington as nurses attending him, one at his head, another at his feet, and
Peel as Doctor fei ling his pulse. With studies of Wellington and other heads.

Pencil and pen.

17. Ob. PUNCH TELLING THE MEMBERS TO GO ABOUT THEIR BUSINESS. Punch stamp-
ing on the floor of the House of Commons and angrily bidding the members

begone and end their ineffectual session. Russell and Palmerstou and others on
the Government side, and Peel, Disraeli and Beutinck on the Opposition side

look on in amusement.
Pencil; roy., J X 11 in.

Engraved in '

Punch,' Vol. xv., p. 101 (1848).
The Sanitary Art wns the sole considerable measure passed during the session.

llec. THE KNIGHT ANI> THE DWARF. A knight on horseback carrying away a

dwarf who has caught hold of his bridle.

Pen and pencil.

18. GULLIVER AND THE BROBDFNUNAG FARMERS. Gigantic farmers looking with

curiosily at the little Disraeli.

Pencil ; roy., 9 x CJ in.

Engraved in 'Punch,' Vol. xvni., p. 95 (1850).

19. Oli. DESIGN FOR A CARTOON. Lord John Russell with a candle in his hand

crossing tlie fragile plunk of public confidence, watched with anxiety by the

Queen and John Bull.

Pencil; roy., 11J X 8 in.

Rev. A SHEET OF SKETCHES. Punch watering a tree; four sketches of an old-
clothes man ;

a girl in a bower, etc.

Pencil.

[20-43.] Portrait sketches.

20. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DANIEL O'CONNELL, M.P. Head in 1. profile, wearing a hat.

Pen, 2i X 1J in.

(b) THE SAME. Head in full face.

Pen ; 2 X 1J in.

(c) THE SAME. Head in 1. profile, wearing hat.

Pen
; 2J X 2 in.

21. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) LORD DERHY CONFERRING THE DEGREE OF D.C.L. ON DISRAELI. The heads
only.
Pen and pencil ; 2} x 3| in.

(6) LORD JOHN RUSSELL AND DISUAELI. Heads, of Russell in three-quarter face,
and of Disraeli in pn file.

Pen ; 4J x 4 in.

22. Five on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) LORD JOHN RLSSELL ; A CARICATURE. Russell as a boy eating a dish of

papers 1. Inscribed Lord John Russell eatynge his own wordes.
Pencil ; 4 x 3J in.

(b) SIR ROBERT PEEL, M.P. Caricature. Whole length figure leaning on his
stick, with (ace in profile. Inscribed Oh, Hubert, lot quei'aime.
Pen ; 4J x 2f in.

Sir Robert Peel, eldest son of the Prime Minister, b. 1822, diplomatist
and Membi r of Parliament.
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(e) THOMAS MILNER GIBSON, M.P. Three profile studies. Milner Gibson

(b. 1807, d. 1884) was one of the most prominent find aMe men of the

Anti-Corn Law movement, and President of the Board of Trade 1859-60.

Pen; 4j| x 1 in.

(<i) LOBD Dt'FFERiN. As a young man, in profile, seated.

Pen ; 4| X 2J in.

(e) LORD JOHN RUSSELL AND LOUD CLARENDON. Heads, in three-quarter face,

looking 1.

Pen and pencil ; 2 x 3| in.

George W. F. Villieis, 4th Furl of Clarendon (b. 1800, d. 1870), was

English Minister at Madrid, 18S3-M9; Lord Privy Seal in the Whig
Government, 1MO 41; Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, 1847-52; Foreign
Secretary in Lord Aberdeen's Coalition Government during the Crimean
War; and held this last

j
ost t*iee Inter.

23. Four on one mount, roy., viz. :

(u) SIB WILLIAM MOLESWORTH AND JAMES WILSON, M.P. Caricature whole

length of Sir W. Molesworth : and head of James Wilson. Inscribed Is

that your men hair or is U a Whig?
Pen ; 3| x 3J in.

Sir William Molesworth (b. 1800, d. 1855), Liberal M.P., was best

known through the 'London Review' and 'Westminster Review,' the

organs of the philosophical Radicals, which he conducted. Wilson (b. 1S05)
was editor of the ' Economist.'

(6) SIR WILLIAM MOLESWORTH. Half-length, in profile, wearing hat.

Pen ; 4| x 'i\ in.

(e) SIR JOHN PAKINOTOX, AFTERWARDS LORD HAMPTON. Whole length, 1.

profile, btanding.
Pen; 4g x 1J in.

Sir John Pakington (b. 17S)9, d. 1880), a Conservative M.P., entered the
House of Commons 1837, became Colonial Secretary 185'2, First Lord of

the Admiralty 1858, and again 1800, each time under Lord Derby ; 1867-08
he was Secretary for War, and 1874 created 1st Baron Hampton.

(<i) A GROOP AT THE CRIMEAN UROENCY COMMITTEE. Sir A H. Layard seated
at the end of a talde with Edward Horsman, Sir J. Pakington, and
W. E. Gladstone beyond.
Pen ; 3J x 3^ in.

24. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) THE EARL OF DUDLEY. Head in r. profile.
Pencil ; 2| X 2J in.

(6) FOUNDERS OF THE COSMOPOLITAN CLUB. Lord Clyde in the foreground, and
behind him M. J. Higgins, R. Mouckton Milne*, W. V. Harcourt, and
Colonel Sterling.

Pencil ; 4| x 5 in.

Lord Clyde (b. 1792, d. 1803) is betUr known as Sir Colin Campbell,
distinguished in the Peninsular campaign, in China, the Punjab (1848-9),
and the Crimean War, and above all as commander-in-chiet' during the
Indian Mutiny.

25. ROBERT LOWE, M P., TAKING AN OAB ON LOCH HOCRNE. Mr. Lowe pulling at an
oar in a boat, with two boatmen behind him and another figure ]. lightly
sketched in. Inscribed Berlin Mr. Luwe Evans Catchford(?) Loch Uourne

Sept. 1855.

Pencil, the face in colours ; roy., f J x 7J in.

Robert Lowe, Vis"ount Snerbrooke (b. 1811, d. 1S92), after practising as a
barrister in England and Australia, entered the House of Commons 1852 as a

Liberal, was Chancellor of the Exchequer 1868-73, and Home Secretary
1873-74; became Lord Sherbrouke 180.
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26. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) MARSHAL PELISSIEH. Whole-length caricature in 1. profile, wearing hat.
Pen ; 6J X 3J in.

(1) M. J. HIQGIKS AND MARSHAL PELISSIER. The little Marshal looks up
into the genial face of Mr. Higgins, who conies from the train at Paddingtou,
with his coat upon his arm.
Pen and sepia ; 8| X 5g in.

Matthew James Higgins (b. 1810, d. 1868), journalist, became one of the
chief writers for the 'Morning Chronicle' in 1848; from 1854 to 1803 he
was on the staff of the '

Times,' but wrote also for the ' Cornhill
' and other

magazines, chiefly under the name of ' Jacob Omnium.' He was a great
friend of Thackeray.

27. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(ft) W. M. THACKERAY, M. J. HIGGINS, AND H. REEVE. Riding in the Park,
Higgins between the other two.

Pen ; 4J X 6} in.

(b) THE SAME GROUP. Nearer view of the same trio riding. With slight
studies for the nice.

Pen ; 4J x 6J in.

Henry Reeve (b. 1813, d. 1805) was appointed Registrar of the Privy
Council in 18M7, and from 1855 was editor of the '

Edinburgh Review '

;

published essays on France and some translations from the French, and
edited the Greville memoirs.

28. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) W. M. THACKERAY. Slight sketch, whole length.
Pen and pencil ; 4 X 1 J in.

(6) THE SAME. Head in full face, laughing. With other studies of heads.
Pen ; 2J X '2& in.

(c) THE SAME. Head in 1. profile.
Pun ; 2 x 2 in.

29. W. M. THACKERAY. Poi trait study, half length in three-quarter face, looking r.

Pencil; 9J x 6J in.

30. ALFRED TENNYSON. Head, in three-quarter face, looking 1., with moustache,
but without beiird.

Pencil ; highly finished ; 4J x 4J in.

31. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) ALFRED TENNYSON. Whole length in 1. profile, wearing hat, one hand
holding clay pipe, the other in pocket ; the face clean-shaven.
Pen and pencil ; 5J x 2g in.

(b) THE SAME. Head in three-quarters, turned r., the eyes lookin" down.
Pencil ; 4f x 5| in.

32. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) JOHN HENRY NEWMAN. Head in three-quarter face, turned 1.

Pen; 2| x 2| in.

(b) THOMAS CARLYLE. Head in r. profile, the face clean-shaven
Pen ; 2J x 2J in.

33. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) THE MAHARAJAH DHULEEP SINGH. Whole length, full face walkine
Pen sketch ; 7J x 4| in.

(6) CARDINAL MANNING AND HENRY REETE. They stand in conversation, the
Cardinal 1.

Pen sketch ; 7 x 49 in.
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31. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) LORD COLERIDGE. Whole length, a back view, walking away.
Water-colour sketch ; 6J x 4f in.

(6) CARDINAL MANNING. Whole length, a back view, the head turned 1.

Water colours and pen ; 6J x 4J in.

35. Six on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) JOHN FORSTEB. Caricature, three-quarter length, mulling.
Pen sketch ; 5 X 2| in.

(1) CHARLES DICKENS AND JOHN FORSTER. Caricature heads, Dickens in full

face, Forster in profile.
Pen ; 2| x 2$ in.

(c) SIR HENRY COLE. Caricature head, smiling, nearly full face.

Pen ; 2| x 2f in.

(d) JOHN LEECH AND TOM TAYLOB. Heads, both in full face.

Pen ; 2 x 2J in.

() MARK LEMON AS ROBERT MACAIRE. Half length. With studies and
sketches of heads.
Pen ; 3J x 3J in.

(/) CHARLES DICKENS, JOHN FORSTER, AND DOUGLAS JERROLD. Caricature
sketch of John Forster and Charles Dickens leaning against one another;
and profile sketches of Douglas Jerrold's head.
Pen ; 4 x iiJ in.

30. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) THE HON. CAROLINE NORTON. Head in 1. profile.

Pen; 2J x 21 in.

(6) THE HON. CAROLINE NORTON AND A. W. KINGLAKE. Heads in 1. profile.
Pen

; 3J x 3 in.

37. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) COUNT NESSELRODE. Half length in 1. profile, holding a glass of claret.

Drawn at Lon^leat on a sheet of notepiiper stamped Longleat (the seat of

the Marquis of Bath). Inscribed '48 Claret.

Pen sketch ; 6g x 4g in.

(6) THE SAME. In tlie same attitude, but with a different expression.
Pen sketch ; 6J x 4JJ in.

38. Azi MULLAH KHAN. Half length, full face, in a turban and oiiental dress.

Pencil ; roy., 5f x 5J in.

39. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) COUNT STZRELECKI. Head in 1. profile, a quasi-caricature.
Water colours and pen ; 31 x 4f in.

(6) THE SAME. Head and shoulders in 1. profile.
Pen sketch ; 3J x 4| in.

(c) THE SAHE. A caricature of the Count ; whole length, seated and speaking,
the r. hand raised, the face in 1. profile.
Pen sketch

; 7 x 4J in.

40. Four on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) HENRY DHUMMOND, M.P. Whole length, making a speech iu the House of

Commons.
Pen sketch ; 4} X 2J in.
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Henry Prnmmond (b. 1786, d. 1860) was member for West Surrey from

1847 till his deuth ; acting generally with the Conservatives, hu remained

independent of party ; was also well known us a banker and as a writer ou

religious subjects.

(b) RICHARD DOYLE AND A STRONG-MINDED NOVELIST. Sketch of the artist

with a massive spectacled ludy towering above him.
Pen sketch ; 3 x 2f in

(c) A CARICATURE. Portrait of a dwarf old gentleman with little nose, huge
mouili, and upstanding hair.

Pen sketch ; 3J X 2J in.

(d) SHEET OF STVDIES. Bust in profile of a French gentleman with moustache
and '

imperial
'

; two heads of girls ; a dandy, ttc.

Pen sketches; 7 X 4J in.

41. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) A WINDOW IN CHELTENHAM. View from the street of a window and two
old gentlemen seated within, on each side of it, with their hats on. Signed
with monoginin, and inscribed A Window in Cheltenham.
Pen sketi-h ; 4| X 7 in.

(b) A FOREIGN DIPLOMATIST. Whole length in 1. profile of an elderly gentleman
in evening dress with bristling white hair.

Water colours and pen sketch ; 8jj X 3 in.

42. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) AN OLD GENTLEMAN. Tim e-qnarter length 1. profile of an old gentleman
with a short white be;ird, wearing a hat.

Feu sketch ; 5 x 4| in.

(1) THE SAME PERSON. In the same dress and attitude; nearly whole length ;

a more finished sketch.

Pen ; 7 X 4J iu.

43. Five on one mount, roy., viz. :

(n) W. G. Ross IN THE CHARACTER OF SAM HALL. Head and shoulders, nearly
full fa -e.

Penc.l sketch ; 2 x 2J in.

(t) STUDY OF A HEAD. Head in 1. profile of an oldish man with a double chin
and long hair.

Slight pen sketch ; 1 J x 2 in.

(e) PORTRAIT STVDIES OF A LADY. Two studies, half length, one in profile, one
iu full face, of a young lady.
Pen sketch ; 6J x 4g in.

(d) PORTRAIT STUDY. Three-quarter length 1. profile of an old gentleman
with bushy eyebrows.
Pen sketch ; 7 X 4g in.

(e) COMIC PORTRAIT. A young man with his hat on the side of his head walking
jauntily on his toes ; he has a turned-up nose and a foolUh expression.

Pen; 7 X 4g in.

All the above were purchased at the Doyle sale, June, 1S86.

44. DICK DOYLE'S JOUBNAL. An MS. journal made in the artist's sixteenth yoar
(1840), containing vignette sketches in pen and ink on almost every pivge,
executed with a power of hand and a brilliancy of fancy, humour and observation
which he hardly equalled iu later years. 156 pp. 7 x 9J in.

Pago 1 (a) R. D. at his desk beginning his journal ; in an ornamental border.

(b) R. D. about to be skinned alive by wild cats for not keeping his
resolution-
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Page 2. (a) R. D. pursued by a demon dwarf.

(6) A little fiddler with a big head,

p. 3. (o) A stout little knight in armour, with truculent expression.

(6) Little men with big heads, one with his wife ou his arm.

p. 4. (a) A row of faces.

(b) A little man asleep, smiling.

(c) R. D. reading the newspaper.

p. 5. R. D. seeing his '

Eglinton Tournament '
in a printsellt'r's window.

The '

Eglinton Tournament '

was Doyle's first work, published later in this
same year.

p. 6. Mr. Harbour teaching the young Doyles to dance.

p. 7. (a) Mr. Harbour putting out a caudle, placed on a table, with his foot.

(6) Head of a man with a red nose and a scarf over his mouth.

(c) R. D. falling on his nose on the ice iu Regent's Park.

(d) A pile of books and an inkpot.

p. 8. (a) A little man with big head, dancing.

(b) R. D. in a state of excitement over his ' Tournament."

p. 9. (a) R. D. lying awake in bed.

(b) R. D. looking in horror at a blotted drawing.

(c) R. D. yawning.

p. 10. (a) A coach on a high road.

(6) A comic tournament,

p. 11. (a) A little man with a huge pear-shaped head.

(b) Ornamental letter S.

p. 12. (a) A middle-aged man clinging to a lamp-post.

(6) The Queen's wedding cake.

(c) A crowd at a confi ctioner's pressing to see the wedding cake,

p. 13. (a) A policeman guiding the crowd at the confectioner's.

(6) Braham singing in ' Masaniella '
at the St. James's Theatre,

p. 14. R. D. borrowing an opera-glass without leave.

p. 15. (a) A hat and an opera-glass.

(6) A crowd at the Clarendon Hotel, waiting to see Prince Albert,

p. 16. (a) R. D. at a window on a rainy morning.

(6) R. D. setting out wilh his brother Henry after the rain had ceased.

p. 17. The crowd seeing the Queeen and the Prince Albert's carriage pass
through St. James's Park to their wedding.

p. 18. (a) The crowd frightened by the plunging of a Lifegiiardsraan's horse.

(6) Clearing the way for the return procession,

p. 19. A cheerful footman in the crowd,

p. 20. The royal carriage returning from the wedding.

p. 21. The royal carriage driving to Windsor,

p. 22. (a) A gentleman's chaise.

(&) Illuminations on the night of the wedding,

p. 23. The crowd at the illuminations on the Queen's coming of age.

p. 24. A little man in a shirt, with a stick,

p. 25. The royal carriage driving down Constitution Hill,

p. 26. () A group of three little men with big heads.

(6) A specimen of an illustrated page for a boob.
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Page 27. (a) R. D., with dumb-bells,

(fc) A grotesque head.

(c) Mr. Hume escaping from a Freemasons' hall.

(d) A clown.

p. 28. (o) Mr. Elwes the miser.

(6) Mr. Elwes' uncle threatened by a robber.

p. 29. Ornamental letter S.

p. 30. (a) Head of R. D., smiling.

(6) A pile of copies of the just published
' Tournament.'

p. 31. (n) Imitations of historical autographs.

(b) R. D. pasting a large sheet of paper on canvas,

p. 32. (a) A comic figure :

'

Saturday.'

(1) R. D. beginning his picture of '

Quentin Durward.'

p. 33. (a) A little man in a big hat.

(6) Sentinels at St. James's Palace.

(c) R. D. carried oft' to gaol.

p. 31. (a) Little men getting down a high wall.

(1) R. D. paying the printer.

(c) A sleeping elf.

p. 35. Changing guurd at St. James's.

p. 30. (a) Bandsmen of the Guards.

(I) A little man with a big head.

(o) A crowd at the Palace yard,

p. 37. (a) A lady at the Drawing Room.

(6) A man smiling broadly.

(c) A gi-oup at a party looking at the '

Tournament.'

(d) A boy painting up
'

Friday.'

(e) R. D. with a copy of the ' Tournament ' on his back,

p. 38. (a) An elf.

(b) Two comic liltle men.

p. 3y. () R. D. drawing.

(!/) A little man with a big head.

(c) At the opera house.

p. 48. (a) Ornamental design :

'

Wednesday.'

(6) An April fool in Louis XlV.'e time,

p. 44. (a) Footmen on tip-toe in the mud on the day of the Drawing Room.

(1>) Louis XI. and Charles the Bold,

p. 45. (a) James Doyle fencing with his fencing master.

(/<) R. D. in the Park with his dog.

p. 46. (a) The sign of The Old Hat at Baling.

(fc) The Battle of Brentford in the Civil War.

p. 47. (a) Booksellers' men pouring out of Chapman and Hall's with bundles of
the latest numbers of ' Master Humphrey's Clock.'

(!>) Buying a ticket at Paddington.

p. 48. (a) R. D. and companions in the train, waiting to start.

(6) Meeting Mr. Doyle and his friend at Baling,

(c) Perrivale Church.
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. Pago 49. (a) Railway viaduct at Hanwell.

(&) The Doyles waiting at Baling station for the return train,

p. 50. (a) Ornamental heading :

'

Sunday.'

(6) The diving-bell at the Polytechnic.

(c) A lecture on the steam-engine,

p. 51. (a) E. D. and his brother looking down from the Polytechnic gallery.

(6) R. D. and others playing the fiddle at a toy pantomime performed by
Frank Doyle.

p. 52. (a) Ornamental letter \V.

(fc) R. D. at a party seeing sculpture at Chantrey's house.

p. 53. (a) R. D. showing his '

Quentin Durward
'

picture to the assembled family .

(fc) Ornamental heading :

'

Monday.'

p. 54. Ornamental letter F.

p. 55. () The Queen arriving in Trafalgar Square to see the Academy Exhibition.

(6) Gentlemen in a box at the opera making a noise.

p. 56. (a) A disturbance at the opera ; people crowding on the stage.

(fc) R. D. reading the notice of the Academy picturea in the ' Observer.'

(c) The 'very little picture rather near the ceiling' geiierully singled
out by the ' Observer

'

critic as decidedly the bent.

p. 57. (a) Ornamental heading :

'

Monday.'

(6) Groups waiting outside the Academy doors.

(c) The rush to get in at the opening of the doors.

p. 58. R. D. and his brother admiring Maclise's ' Macbeth.'

p. 59. (a) R. D. looking at Landseer's '

Laying down the Law.'

(6) Laudseer painting the portrait of a dog, dressed as a m:tn.

p. GO. (a) Ornamental heading :

'

Monday.'

(b) The Queen and Prince Consort in thtir pony phaeton driving past
Kensington Gardens.

p. 01. (a) The band in Kensington Gardens.

(6) A metope of the Parthenon, copied by R. D.

p. G2. A crowd in the Park waiting to see the Queen,

p. 63. (a) 'Ornamental heading :

'

Friday."

(6) Ornamental beading :

'

Saturday.'

(c) Scots Fusiliers exercising in the Park,

p. 64. (o) Ornamental heading :

'

Thursday.'

(fc) In the pit at the opera.

p. 65. (a) Ornamental heading :

'

Sunday.'

(fi) Trooping the Colour on the Queen's Birthday: the Prince Consort
riding up between Lord Hill and the Duke of Wellington.

p. 66. (a) The Duke alighting from his pony-chaise.

(6) The Guards marching pant the Prince and staff.

p. 67. The crowd cheering the Prince,

p. 68. (a) R. D. and his brother looking at the ' Tournament '
in Fore' window.

(6) Ornamental ktter M.

p. 69. (o) Ornamental heading :

'

Tuesday.'

(6) A concert; Liszt and Eliason playing a concerto of Beethoven.

p. 70. (a) Heads of Jews at the concert.

(fc) A Cavalier on horseback shooting a Roundhead.
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Page 71. Life Guards marching to a review on Jackson's Grounds.

p. 72. Lancers dismounted and standing at ease,

p. 73. Life Guards charging.

p. 74. The Prince and officers going up an embankment to inspect the railway,

p. 75. (a) Crowd cheering Prince Albert and staff.

(b) Ornamental heading :

'

Wednesday.'

p. 76. (a) A sportsman ; grotesque figure.

(b) A winning horse at the Hippodrome.

p. 77. (a) Ornamental heading: 'Friday.'

(6) A duet at the Opera House concert.

p. 78. (a) An elf asleep on his back.

(b) A media; val battle.

p. 79. The Quren driving to Ascot,

p. 80. (a) An officer of the Guards.

(b) A thimble-rig at Ascot.

p. 81. () A cavalier and lady, in an ornamental border.

(b) Two officers of the Blues,

p. 82. (a) The band of the Blues playing on horseback.

(b) A little man with an enormous forehead.

p. 83. (a) View of the Tower.

(fc) E. D. and his friends entering the Bloody Tower.

p. 84. The Horse Armoury at the Tower.

p. 85. A fat warder showing the thumbscrews to visitors.

p. 80. (a) Visitors reading inscriptions on the prison walls.

(b) Entering a dark cell.

p. 87. Grenadieis playing on Tower Green.

p. 88. (a) A young man sketching a suit of armour.

(6) A Grenadier.

(c) Warders playing with a cockatoo.

p. 89. (a) Ornamental letter F.

(b) Fusiliers skirmishing in the Gravel Pits in Hyde Park,

p. 90. A crowd cheering the Duke of Wellington, Lord Hill, and staff.

p. 91. The Duke reviewing the Guards,

p. 92. (a) R. D. meditating the design of an envelope to be lithographed.

(b) Lord Hill and the Duke meeting at u review.

p. 93. Groups in the National Gallery admiring Murillo's 'St. John,' Rubens'
'Brazen Serpent,' Tintoret's 'St. George,' etc.

p. 94. (a) Guards marching in Hyde Park.

(b) A little couple dancing.

p. 95. Henry Sliaw showing R. D. and his brothers the illustrations for his
' Dresses and Decorations of the Middle Ages.'

p. 96. (a) R. D. and friends looking at Hilton's picture
' Sir Calepine rescuing

Serena,' on its purchase by Academy students for the National

Gallery. The picture, like many of Hilton's works, has become a
wreck from the use of unstable pigments.

(6) R. D. reading the '

History of France.'

[pp. 97-100 are blank.]

p. 101. R. D. playing the fiddle at a window.
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Page 102. (a) The Doyle children on their balcony waiting for their father's return.

(6) The Doyle family at work.

p. 103. Henry Doyle gazing at an advertisement of a steeplechase.

p. 104. (a) A horse racing against time.

(b) Dwnrf portrait of Louis Napoleon.

p. 105. () Louis Napoleon invading the streets of Boulogne, crying
' Vive

1'Empereur.'

(fc) Louis Napolenn in the water hanging to a buoy.

p. 106. (a) R. D. on a sofa reading the history of France.

(ft) The cobbler mending R. D.'s shoes,

p. 107. () R. D. and brother arriving on Primrose Hill at sunset.

(6) Hiring a cab at night.

p. 108. (a) R. D. drinking tea.

(b) R. D. and his brothers at Clarke's, the bookseller in Finch Lane,

p. 109. (<t) Colonel Schultz saying good-bye on his departure for Ireland.

(b) R. D. and his brothers, Henry and Frank, selling out on a walk to

Willesduii witli Ruff, their dog.

p. 110. The three boys trying to catch a rabbit.

p. 111. (o) The three on a gate, disputing which is the way to London.

(t) The rabbit,

p. 112. () Ornamental heading: 'Monday.'

(5) The three brothers running home in the rain.

p. 113. (a) Ornamental letter T.

(6) R. D. painting at an easel.

(c) Richard I. pardoning John : a composition by R. D.

p. 114. (a) Dwarf poitiait of R. D.'s tutor.

(6) Incident in Batavia, recounted by Col. Sehutz. Natives placing
offerings of fruit on the cannons to propitiate them.

p. 115. () Dutch soldiers fighting for the fruit.

(fc) A police man talking to R. D.

p. 116. R. D. having his hair cut.

p. 117. (a) 'Encounter between Ruff the dog and four swans.

(b) R. D. painting : ornamental letter T.

p. 118. Prince Albert and friends shooting pheasants near Windsor.

p. 119. R. D. and his brother in Ackerman's shop.

p. 120. Murder of Edmund the Pious.

p. 121. Feeding the beir at the Zoological Gardens,

p. 122. The mnnkey-house.

p. 123, Feeding the lions.

p. 124. R. D. and others mounting the elephant,

p. 125. R. D. looking at the rhinoceros and gazelles.

p. 126. Two human animals in a cage painting the inside of it.

p. 127. (a) Dance of elves; ornamental heading: 'Thursday.'

(b) The band at the Promenade Concert, Princess's Theatre,

p. 128. Incident in Oxford Street ; a man selling
'
silver

'

rings for a penny,

p. 129. R. D. and his brother waiting at table. Very slight pencil sketch,

p. 130. (a) The two brothers falling on the dessert.

(b) R. D. waiting at a street corner with his dog.
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Page 131. (fi) R. D. in a cab, shouting to the driver to stop.

(It) R. D. and his brother Henry washing Ruff,

p. 132. (a) Guests at the Doylcs' singing and playing.

(b) Old King Cole and his fiddlers three.

p. 133. (a) Grotesque figures and ornamental heading: 'Sunday.'

(b) R. D. vainly trying to eutice Ruff into the Serpentine.

p. 131. () Ornamental letter N.

(It) Head of a lady.

(c) R. D. practising the violin.

p. 135. (a) Ornamental letter T.

(It) (c) R. D. and his brother Henry exhausted after fencing.

(rl) R. D. seated in a niche, with Ruff,

p. 136. () Imaginary suicide by drowning of R. D.

(b) Lord Hill and staff riding to the Horae Guards inspection at Worm-
wood Scrubbs.

p. 137. () Ornamental heading :

'

Friday.'

(b) Advertisement of a tournament performed by the young Doyles.

(c) Frank and Charles Doyle as Tanrred and Argante, mounted on their

elder brother's shoulders, proceeding to the tournament.

p. 138. Tancred and Argnnte tilting at each other.

p. 139. (o) Procession of grotesque little men.

(b) Tancred and Argante furiously attacking each other on foot.

p. 140. (<i) The procession of little men continued as a border round the page;
at the side they are mounting a ladder.

(b) The Queen of Beauty crowning the victor in the tournament,

p. 144. (a) R. D. sketching on a bank, and ornamental letter S.

(b) A street preacher haranguing four small boys in Holborn.

p. 145. (a) R. D. falling through the seat of liis chair.

(ill) Boys with a Guy on a donkey,

p, 146. (a) R. D. and brother going up the steps of the British Institution.

(I) A gentleman addressing a public meeting.

p. 147. The outgoing Lord Mayor leaving the Mansion House to go to the Guild-
hall for the last time.

p. 148. (a) A Grenadier with a big bead, on a little horse.

(b) The British troops .storming Acre,

p. 149. R. D. in bed haunted by (roops of little figures for his designed procession.

p. 150. (a) R. D. making a figure out of his clothes and a chair in order to be
reminded in the morning of the ideas he had had over night.

(I) Life Guards changing quarters, with their belongings on a waggon,

p. 151. (n) li. D. drawing a portrait of his brother Charles.

(b) Scene from ' Bombastes Furioso.'

p. 152. A grand concert at the Opera House.

p. 153. (a) The Queen talking to Prince Albert, who is about to paint on an
enormous canvas.

(It) The Doyle family hard at work on their Christmas pictures ; R. D.

p*ainting the strips of his procession, spread upon the floor.

p. 154. (a) Lord Cardigan shooting Captain Harvey Tuckett in a duel.

(6) The same duel ; the doctor tending the wounded, and a countryman
arresting Lord Cardigan.
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Page 155. A party of Hussars riding,

p. 156. Hussars charging at a review,

p. 157. (a> Elves nailing a letter F. to a wall.

(b) B. D. letting his brother over the wall of Kensington Gardens.

p. 158. (a) R. D. and his two brothers, shut into the Gardens after dusk, running
down an avenue by moonlight.

(6) R. D. and brother looking at the new prints in Delaporte's window in

tlie Burlington Avenue.

p. 159. (a) Ornamental heading :

'

Monday.'

(6) R. D. and two brothers working hard at a table,

p. 160. (a) Elves attacking a plum pudding ; ornamental letter T.

(b) Fancy portrait of the Month of December.

p. 161. A meeting at Exeter Hall. Pencil sketch, only partly finished in pen
and ink.

Purchased November, 1885.

DRUMMOND, Samuel, A.R.A. (b. 1765, d. 1844). Painter; bom in

London ;
went to sea as a boy ; began by drawing portraits in

crayons ;
from 1790 exhibited portraits in oils and historical subjects,

especially naval incidents; also some landscapes; elected A.R.A.
1808.

1. MOTHER AND CHILD. Half length, full face, of a mother holding a child in her
arms. Signed S. Drummond.
White chalk sketch on brown-gray paper, with black chalk on the faces;

roy., 10J X 9| in.

2. MOTHER AND CHILD. A mother seated on the ground 1.. suckling a child on her

lap. Signed S. Drummond.
Black and white chalk sketch on brown-gray paper; roy., 12| x 11J in.

3. STUDY OF A SOI.PIER. Three-quarter length, full face, of an English private
foot-soldier in marching uniform. Signed S. Drummnnd.

Bluck, white and red chalk on drab paper ; roy., 14
jj X 9 in.

4. STUDY OF A SOLDIER. Three-quaiter length in r. profile of the snme soldier,

showing knapsack, etc. With three separate studies of the helmet. Signed
S. Drummond.

Black aud white chalk on drab paper; roy., 14 x 10J in.

5. STUDY OF A SOLDIER. Whole length sketch in r. profile of the same soldier

advancing, musket in hand.
Black chalk on drab paper; roy., 14 J x 9J in.

All purchased July, 1876.

DU BOIS, Simon (d. 1708). Painter; born at Antwerp or Rotterdam

(it is not certain which) : visited Italy with his brother Edward ;

painted horses and cattle in the style of Wouverman and other
artists of the day; came to England 1685, and worked in London,
painting a number of portraits.

1. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) STUDY FOR A HEAD OP THE VIRGIN. She sinks sideways, with half-closed

eyes, and hands raised before her breast.

Brush drawing in bistre and white on brown prepared paper ; S J x 4J in.
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(6) FIGURE STCDIES FOR A PICTURE. A man, scantily draped, with a long staff

in his hand; a girl with a pitcher, another with a basket on her back, and a
third advancing with a spear ; below, part of a man's figure.

Bistre aud white on brown prepared paper ; 4g x 5| in.

Purchased August, 1874.

DU GUERNIER, Louis (b. 1677, d. 1716). Engraver and designer;
born in Paris; pupil of Louis de Chatillon

;
came to England 1708,

and became one of the directors of the Great Queen Street Academy ;

engraved portraits, and designed and etched small historical subjects
for books.

1. PORTRAIT OF A GENTLEMAN. Head of a gentleman in a flowing wig; nearly
full face, turned a little r. In au oval. Signed Lud. du Guernier.
Red chalk; roy., 5J x 3J in

Probably after a picture (by Kueller ?).

Purchased June, 1881.

DU MAURIER, George Louis Palmella Busson (b. 1834, d. 1896).
Caricaturist, book illustrator, and painter ;

born in Paris
; studied

chemistry in London, but soon abandoned this for art
; pupil of

Gleyre in Paris and Van Lerius in Antwerp ; returned to London
1858, and from 1860 to his death worked on the staff of '

Punch,' to
which he contributed a numerous series of drawings, illustrating with

graceful and vivacious satire the society of the period ;
illustrated a

number of books, including his own novels, which were the success

of his later life
; painted also in water colours.

1. DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW. Two little girls telling their mother, who sits r.,

where they have been with their uncle, who is in an arm-chair 1. Maud (with
much sympathy in her voice) :

'

Only fancy, mamma, Uncle Jack took us to a
picture gallery in Bond Street, anil there we saw a picture of a lot of early
Christians, poor dearsl who'd been thrown to a lot of lions and tigers, who
were devouring them.' Ethel (with still more sympathy) : 'Yes; and mamma
dear, there was one poor tiger that hadn't got a Christian!

'

Signed Du Maurier.
Pen and ink; roy., 5J X 8J in. 1

Engraved on wood in 'Punch,' Vol. LXVIII., p. 143 (1875).

2. NOT SUCH A FOOL AS HE LOOKS. Parson (seated 1.) to boy who stands before
him :

' Setter fed than taught, I fancy, boy '!

'

Boy :

'
lies I be, 'cos I feeds

myself and you teaches me.' Inscribed on the margin with the above dialogue.
Pen and ink ; roy., 4J x 4J in.

Engraved on wood in '

Punch,' Vol. LXXII
, p. 205 (1877).

3. IN THE METROPOLITAN RAILWAY. Two ladies, seated opposite each other in a
first-class carriage. 'I beg your pardon, but I think I hud the pleasure of

meeting you in Rome last year?' 'No, I've never been nearer to Rome than
St. Alban's.' '

St. Alban's where is that?' ' Holborn.'
Pen and ink ; roy., 4J x 6| in.

Engraved ou wood in '

Punch,' Vol. LXXIV., p. 6 (1878).

4. NOT TO BE BEATEN. Three little girls with their dolls sitting on o lounge and
talking. Inscribed on the margin :

'

My papa's house has got a conservatory !

'

'My papa's houfe has got a billiard-ruom ! !' 'My papa's house has got a
mortgage ! ! !

'

Signed Du Maurier.
Pen and ink

; roy., 4J x 7 in.

Engraved on wood in 'Punch,'Vol. LXXIV., p. 18G (1878), with a different
titln and legend : Dolly taking her degrees (of comparison) :

'

My doll's wood.'
' My doll's composition."

'

My doll's wax !
'

1 The measurements of the drawings by Du Maurier exclude the margin.
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5. A VENIAL IMPOSTURE. A number of skaters on a pond in front of a house,
with sloping lawns ; in the foreground u major supported by two fair ladies.

Inscribed on the margin : Sketch of a certain bold major just home from India
on sick leave, taking (as he declares) his first lesson in the art of skating. (We
recollect the B. M. in days gone by. He was the champion of at least three

different skating clubs.)

Signed Du Maurier.
Pen and ink ; roy., 7 X 8J in.

Engraved on wood in '

Punch,' Vol. LXXVI., p. 2 (1879).

6. A POWERFUL QUARTET. Two fishwives meeting, each crying her wares at the

top of her voice, while two great open-mouthed fish in the baskets on their

heads repeat the effect. Signed Du Maurier ; inscribed a quartet.
Pen and ink

; roy., 7J X 4J in.

Engraved on wood in '

Punch,' Vol. LXXXI., p. 134 (1881).

7. MODERN ATHLETICS. Two girls on a tandem tricycle, with two young men on

high bicycles riding beside them. Inscribed on the margin Modern Athletics,
a Diplotribicyclical Quartet. (How this drawing would hace astonished our
readers twenty years ago /)
Pen and ink; roy., 6 x 9 in.

Engraved on wood in '

Punch,' Vol. LXXXII., p. 270 (1882).

8. STANDING ON CEREMONY. A little girl walking with her aunt, on a country
road; a gentleman disappearing round the corner. Inscribed on the margin
Standing on Ceremony

' That was a funny story Mr. Dixon told, Aunt Jessie,
the one that made you laugh so much, you know.' ' Yes ! Why didn't you laugh,
Ida ?

' '

Oh, I don't know him well enough 1
' With a pencil study for Ida

at the 1.

Pen and ink ; roy., 5f x 6| in.

Engraved on wood iu '

Punch,' Vol. LXXXIV., p. 129 (1883).

9. IT is ALWAYS WEIL TO BE WELL INFORMED. A ball-room with four couples
dancing a quadrille ; the lady in the foreground asks her partner :

' Who's my
sister's partner, vis-a-vis, toith the star and riband ?' HE: 'Oh, he aw he's

Sir Somebody Something, who went somewhere or othaw to look after some scientific

fellaw who was murdered, or something, by some one ....!' Inscribed on the

margin as above and signed Du Maurier.
Pen and ink ; roy., 6j x 10J in.

Engraved on wood in 'Punch,' Vol. LXXXVII., p. 6 (1884).

10. BANG !
-"- BANG! A sportsman on a moor, who has just fired, exclaiming,

' Confound the dog, putting up the birds like that !
' and corrected by an old

gamekeeper, who says,
'

Quay, but it was na the dog that missed them, whataycer.'
Signed Du Maurier, inscribed as above on the margin and dated Drumnadrochit.

Aug. 1885. G. Du Maurier.
Pen and ink ; roy., 4J x 7| in.

Engraved on wood iu
'

Punch,' Vol. LXXXIX., p. 126 (1885).

11. UNDER CONTROL. In Kensington Gardens. A little girl leading a bonrhound
and a footman holding a Maltese terrier by a string. Signed Du Maurier, and
inscribed with title on the margin.
Pen and ink ; roy., 4J x 7| in.

Engraved on wood in
'

Punch,' Vol. xc., p. 30 (1886).

12. WINDOW STUDIES ; A HARMONY IN LONDON SMUT. A coal-cart passing along
the street, and a chimney-sweep on the pavement, dimly seen through a grimy
fog. Signed Du Maurier, and inscribed on the margin G. du Mauritr,
19 Porchester Terrace, Jan. '89.

Pen and ink ; roy., 5 x 7| in.

Engraved on wood in '

Punch,' Vol. xovi., p. 78 (1889).

13. HAPPY THOUGHT. An artist sitting gloomily before his fire, caressed by his wife,
who bends over him. Inscribed Angelina :

' You seem, depressed, darling. Save
you had a pleasant dinner ?

' Edwin :
'

Oft, pretty well ; Basse was in the chair,
of course. He praised everybody's mark this year, except mine.' Angelina : 'Oh!

VOL. n.
'

I
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I'm so glad. At last he is beginning to look upon you as his rival and his only
one! '

G. du Maurier, 19 Porchester Terrace, Ap. '89.

Pen and ink ; roy., 4J x 6J in.

Engraved on wood in '

Punch,' Vol. xcvi., p. 222 (1889).

14. EASY FOR THE JUDGES. A little boy in a garden talking to his daehshound,
which sit.-) up before him. Signed Du Miiurier. Inscribed Geoffrey (to rejected
candidate, for honours at the dogshow): 'Never mind, Smut, we'll have a dogshow
that shall be all cats except yon, and then you'll have it all your otcn way !

'

G. du Maurier, Hampstead, Sep. '90.

Pen and ink; roy., 5J x 3^ in.

Engraved on wood in '

Punch,' Vol. xcix., p. 219 (1890).

15. A NASTY ONE. A young man in a drawing-room leaning against the mantel-

piece and talking to a ludy and her three daughters seated or standing round.
Inscribed Prigson:

'

Oh, as for Brown, he's the most dogmatic and conceited little

prig in all England but his sistah's quite the only girl I ever met who's worth

looking at and listening to at the same time,.' Mrs. Quiverful: 'Dear me! you
miglit have the decency to make the usual exceptions in favour of the present
company!' Maud: 'Yes in both instances, I think !' G. Du Maurier, Hamp-
stead. Nov., '90.

Pen and ink; ioy., fj x 8J in.

Engraved on wood in 'Punch,' Vol. c., p. G (1891), with title 'Prig-sticking.'

16. HONEYMOONING IN ITALY. An American bride and bridegroom standing among
the ruins of the Roman Forum. Inscribed Fair American Bride: '

Oh, John!
To think that perhaps Virginins stabbed his daughter on this very spot, and that

ju*t over there Tullia drove over her poor father's dead body !
' John :

' Ah very
sad! but say, Matilda! I guess we'd better let bygones be bygones and let's go
and have a look at the new post-ojjice !' G. du Maurier, Hampstead, June, '91.

Pen and ink; roy., 4g x 7J in.

Engraved on wood in 'Punch,' Vol. C., p. 282 (1891).

17. Two ON A TowEii. A lady and gentleman on the top of a tower, in windy
weather. Signed Du Maurier and inscribed Jones (a rising young British

architect):
'

Yes, it's a charming old castle you've bought, Mrs. I'rynne, and I
heartily congratulate you on being its possessor.' Fair Californian widow (just

Pen and ink ; roy., 10J x 7 in.

Reproduced in 'Harper's Magazine,' January, 1894.

18. RES ANGCSTA DOMI : IN A CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL. A nurse sitting by a sick
child. Signed Du Maurier, and inscribed on margin G. Du Maurier, June, '94,

Hampstead.
Pen and ink ; roy., 5 x 10 in.

Reproduceil in 'Punch,' Vol. cvn., p. 102 (1894), with the legend : 'My pore
yabliit's dead !

' ' How sad !

' ' Dadda killed my pore yabbit in back kitchen !

'

' Oh dear !

'

'I had tillers wiv my pore yabbit !

'

19. THINGS ONE WOULD BATHER HAVE EXPRESSED DIFFERENTLY. Guests going down
to dinner, the last couple, in the foreground, talking of the couple in front.

Signed Du Maurier and inscribed on the margin G. Du Maurier, Hampstead
March, '95.

Pen and ink ; roy., 8| x 15 in.

Reproduced in '

Punch,' Vol. ovni., p. 162 (1895), much reduced, with the
legend She : I am surprised to see your wife in such a very low gown this cold
evening, Baron ! I heard she was delicate. He : Ach, no. She voa. But
now, sank Heaven, she is quite indelicate again !

20. TOTJT EST PERDU FOR8 L'noNNETJR. A lady and her husband in a drawing-room,
hearing from their houi-ekeeper the description of a fire at their country house
Pen and ink; roy., Kf x 11 J in.

Reproduced in
'

Punch,' Vol. ex., p. 30 (1896), with the legend : 'Yes, my lady,
every single picture burnt to ashes ! But I've one thing to tell you that will

pleasi! you I managed to save all last year's jams."
All purchased from the artist's widow, 1898.
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DUNCAN, Edward (b. 1804, d. 1882). Landscape painter, etcher, and

lithographer ;
born in London

;
studied aquatint engraving under

R. Haveil; from 1830 exhibited largely at the Old and New Water
Colour Societies, of both of which he was a member, chiefly sea pieces
and coast scenes.

1. FISHERMAN COMING HOME. An old bald fisherman, seen from behind, bare-

legged and carrying his sea-boots in his hand, with basket and nets on his
shoulder.

Water colours; roy., llf x 7 in.

2. FISHERMAN WITH HIS NET. A fisherman in a red cap and slurt seated holding
the net on his knee ; a rope and pulley r. Signed E. Duncan.

Water colours ; roy., 9J x 8| in.

3. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(<0 STUDY OF A FISHERMAN. In oilskin hat and sea-boots, standing in r.

profile.
Water colours and pencil ; 6} X 4 in.

(b) FISHER-BOY. Standing with hands in pockets and looking 1. Signed and
dated E. Duncan, 1819.
Water colours ; 9J x 4J in.

(c) FISHER-BOY. Standing, full face. Signed E. D.
Water colours ; 6J x 41 in.

4. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) FISHERMAN WITH OAR. In a red cap, standing, leaning on an oar and
looking 1.

Water colours ; 5J x 3| in.

(b) FISHERMAN SMOKING. In blue jersey, standing, turned to the r., looking
full, clay pipe in mouth.

Water colours ; 8| x 4 in.

(c) FISHERMAN AND CHILD. Fisherman in oilskins, seen from behind, tossing
his child in his arms.
Water colours and pencil ; 8J x 4J in.

All purchased March, 1893.
I

DUNSTALL, John (worked about 1644-1676). Engraver ; worked in

London, at Blackfriars
; taught drawing and published some drawing

books
; engraved portraits and views of houses.

1. FRONT OP BETHLEHEM HOSPITAL. View of the front of the second Bethlehem
Hospital in Moorfields ; the central part and the gate, built of stone ; the wings
of brick; probably made on the completion of the building in 1676. Signed
John Dunetall ddineavit.
Water colours and pen on parchment; 5J x 6J in.

Purchased October, 1870.

Bethlehem Hospital, founded 1246 as a priory, was originally in Bishopsgate
Without, on the site of Liverpool Street. In 1675-76 a new building, here

represented, was built in Moorfields. Eobert Hooke was the architect. This
in its turn was pulled down, 1814, and the hospital removed to St. George's
Fields, Lambeth.

DYCE, William, R.A. (b. 1806, d. 1864). Painter
;
born at Aberdeen,

where he took his degree at the University ;
studied in London

; 1825
and 1827 at Rome, where he began painting religious subjects in the

style of the German Pre-Raphaelites ; returned to Scotland 1828,
i 2
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studied science and painted a number of portraits, besides subject

pictures ; produced 1840 a report on schools of design on the Con-

tinent
;
director of the school of design at Somerset House 1840-43 ;

elected A.R.A. 1844, R.A. 1848
;
one of the six artists selected for

the frescoes of the new House of Lords ; completed his fresco there

1846
;
was commissioned 1848 to paint decorations for the Queen's

robing-room in the House of Lords, but never finished the work.

Dyce had a considerable influence on decorative art in England.

1. STUDIES FOR A PICTURE or CHRIST'S AGONY is THE GARDEN. Christ kneeling
and looking tip 1. with lifted hands; below, two studies of Apostles sleeping.

Pencil on blue prepared paper, heightened with white ; roy., 11 x 8f in.

2 Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) STUDY OF A LADY. Whole length of a lady seated in r. profile.
Silver point on lilac prepared paper ; 5J x 4| in.

(i) FIGURE STUDY. A woman in a long loose robe kneeling on the r. knee and

bending low towards the 1. with face averted. Signed with monogram and
dated 1845.

Silver point on grey prepared paper ; 4| X 6J in.

3. STUDY OF A LION'S HEAD. Head of a lion, looking 1.

Pencil on grey paper, heightened with white ; roy., 6J X 7| in.

All purchased July, 1889.

EARLE, Augustus (worked about 1806-1838). Painter; son of an
American artist, Ralph Earle, who left his wife and children in

London ; studied at the Royal Academy, but soon started a wander-

ing life, rambling in every continent
;
was shipwrecked on Tristan

d'Acunha, and after visiting New Zealand settled at Madras for a
time

; returned home, and again went in the '

Beagle
'

to South
America

; painted historical and marine subjects.

1. SLAVE MARKET AT Ero. A number of buyers examining negro slaves and
biirgaining with the owners in front of a building with a balcony, on which are
two ladies ; within the building are more slaves ; r., two negroes carrying a

boy in a hammock, and further off two sentries before a building.
Water colours over Indian ink ; roy., 7J X 10J in.

Engraved in aquatint by E. Finden, as frontispiece to the ' Journal in Brazil
'

by Maria Graham (Lady Callcott), 1824.

Bequeathed by Sir A. W. Callcott, April, 1845.

EDRIDGE, Henry, A.R.A. (b. 1769, d. 1821). Painter, chiefly of
miniatures

; born in London
; apprenticed to W. Pether, the engraver ;

studied at the Royal Academy ; drew and painted small portraits
with great skill and success ; also water colour landscapes in the style
of his friend Hearne

; sketched in France 1817 and 1819 : elected

A.R.A. 1820.

[1-32.] Portraits.

1. WILLIAM WOOLLETT THE ENGRAVER : AFTER GILBERT STUART. Half-length, in
Bilk cap and loose gown, three-quarter face, turned 1., eyes full. In an oval.

Pencil, the head and background in water colours; highly finished; roy.,

4J x 31 in.

Copied from the portrait by Gilbert Stuart, now in the National Portrait

Gallery.
For Woollett's biography, see in this catalogue under his name.
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2. JOSEPH NOLLEKENS, K.A. Head and shoulders, three-quarter face, looking r.

Pencil, the face touched with colour
; roy., 9 X 6J in.

Joseph Nollekens, b. 1737, son of a portrait painter, studied sculpture under

Scheemakers, and became the most popular sculptor of his day ; elected A.R.A.

1771, R.A. 1772 ; best known by his portrait busts ; an eccentric character of

miserly habits ; d. 1823.

3. CHARLES BORNEY, D.D. Half-length, seated in an armchair, three-quarter
face, turned r., eyes full, 1. hand on book. Inscribed iiev. Dr. Barney.

Pencil, the face coloured ; roy., 12| x 10 in.

Charles Burney, son of the musician, b. 1757 at Lynn, was educated at

the Charterhouse and Caius College, Cambridge ; became a schoolmaster, and
late in life took orders; famous in his day as a classical scholar; formed a fine

library, which was bought by the nation at his death in 1817.

4. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) THOMAS GIRTIN. Seated towards the r., sketching in a field. Inscribed

below, Girtin. and (in another han 1) ITenrne.

Pencil, slightly touched with Indian ink ; 4>j x 2J in.

See under Girtin for his biography.

(6) THOMAS HEARNE. Seated, sketching in a field, three-quarter face, turned 1.

Inscribed From Mr. Henrne. Dane at liushey Mill, June 23nl, 1801 (?).

Pencil, slightly touched with Indian ink; 4J x 4g in.

Nos. 1-4 were purchased August, 1815.

5. THOMAS HEARNE. Three-quarter length, seated towards the 1. in a chair beside

a table, the face nearly full, the eyes full ; looking up from a book on landscape,
which is in his hands.

Indian ink and pencil ; roy., 7 x 5| in.

For Hearne's biography Bee under his name.

Purchased April, 18G7.

6. FRANCESCO BARTOLOZZI, R.A. Three-quarter length, seated towards the 1.,

three-quarter face, looking 1., snuff-box in hands. Inscribed Surtulozzi.

Pencil
;
the face touched with colour

; roy., 9| x 7jj in.

Purchased April, 1807.

7. THE SAME. Head, in three-quarter face, turned r., eyes full. The engraver
appears older than in the preceding portrait.

Penpil, touched with sepia ; roy., 9| x 7| in.

Purchased August, 1845.

See in this catalogue under Bartolozzi.

8. A GENTLEMAN, UNKNOWN. Whole length of a young man standing in a landscape,
bareheaded, r. hand on cane

; three-quarter-face, turned r., eyes full ; a tree-
trunk 1., fields and hills in the background. Signed and dated Etlridge, 1797.

Pencil and Indian ink, slight colour on the face ; roy., 10| x 7 in.

Purchased July, 1850.

9. A GENTLEMAN, TNKNOWN. Half-length, standing before a table, almost full

face, looking slightly r., a book held in r. hand.

Pencil, the face stippled in colour ; roy., 9J x 7$ in.

Purchased July, 1859.

10. WILLIAM SMITH. Three-quarter length, seated towards the 1. on a grassy bank,
Bketch-book on knee, three-quarter face, eyes full.

Pencil, with sepia stipple on face and hair ; roy., 6J x 5J in.

Possibly William Smith, a mezzotint-engraver, who produced work between
1770 and 1776, but more probably a later artist.

11. THOMAB CHEESMAN. Three-quarter length, sitting by a table, chalk in hand, the
face in three-quarters, turned 1., eyes full.

Pencil, with sepia stipple on the face ; roy., 6J X 5 in.

See in this catalogue under Cheesman.
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12. THOMAS STOTHABD, R.A. Three-quarter length, seated towards the 1. before his

easel, palette and brushes in hand ; three-quarter face, eyes full.

Pencil, with Indian ink on face and hair ; roy., 6| X 5J in.

Engraved in stipple by R. T. Stothard.

See in this catalogue under Stothard.

13. JAMES HEATH, A.E. Three-quarter length, seated on a chair, body directed 1.,

face full.

Pencil, with slight tint on face and hands ; roy., 6j X 5| in.

James Heath, b. 1757, was trained as an engraver from boyhood, and won

great reputation by his book illustrations, especially those after Stothard ;

engraved also some large historical pictures ; died 1834.

14. WILLIAM BYRNE. Three-quarter length, seated at a table, turning over a pile of

prints ;
face nearly full.

Pencil, the head touched with Indian ink ; roy., 6 J X 5} in.

William Byrne, landscape engraver, born in London, 1743, studied his art in

London and" in Puris ; became distinguished for his excellent plates after

Hearne, Farington, and others; he was latterly helped by his children (see

under Letitia Byrne); died 1805.

15. EDWAUD FRANCIS BIRNEY. Three-quarter length, seated towards the r., portfolio

on knee ; three-quarter face, eyes hill.

Pencil, touched with Indian ink in parts; roy., 6f X 5J in.

See in this catalogue under E. F. Burney.

16. OZIAS HUMPHRY, R.A. Head and shoulders, three-quarter face, looking 1.

Inscribed sketch of Ozias Humphry, It. A., made about the year 1802, when at

the age of 01 very like the original.

Pencil, touched with sepia on the face; roy., 8J X GJ in.

See under Humphry in this catalogue.

17. BENJAMIN T. POUNCY. Three-quarter length, seated towards the front, by a

table r., holding a print; three-qunrter face, looking 1.

Pencil and Iniliun ink; roy., 5f X 5J in.

Benjamin Thomas Pounny. engraver, was pupil of W. Woollett, and worked
for runny years at Lambeth Palace as assistant of Dr. Ducarel, the librarian;

besides antiquarian facsimiles he produced later some fine plates after Wilson
and Hearne ; died 1799.

18. RICHARD CORBOULD. Three-quarter length, seated at a table 1., on which are

painting materials and a drawing ; three-quarter face, looking 1.

Pencil, touched with sep'a and Indian ink ; roy., 6 X 4J in.

See under R. (Jorbould in tide catalogue.

Nos. 10-18 were purchased April, 1807.

19. JAMES TRAILL. Three-quarter length, seated towards the 1., paper in hand,
face in three-quarters, turned 1., eyes full. Signed and dated Edridge, 1794.

Pencil, touched with Indian ink ; roy., Cg x 4J in.

Engraved in stipple (a private plate) by an anonymous engraver.

20. ALEXANDER WEDDERBURN, BARON LoWJHBOBOUOH. Three-quarter length, seated

towards the 1., in Lord Chancellor's robes and wig, three-quarter face, eyea
full. Signed and dated Kdriilge, 1795.

Pencil, touched with Indian ink ; roy., 6| X 4| in.

Alexander Wedderburn, b. 1733, was educated at Edinburgh, and became an

Advocate there ; entered the Inner Temple 1757 ; entered Parliament 1761 ;

was successively Solicitor-General, Attorney-General, and Lord Chancellor;
created Baron Loughborough 17HO, 1st Earl of Kosslyn 1801 ; died 1805.

21. A GENTLEMAN, UNKNOWN. Three-quarter length, seated towards the 1., with 1.

arm resting on table r. ; face in three-quarters looking 1. Signed and dated

Edridge, 1795.

Pencil, touched with Indian ink; roy., 6| X 4| in.

22. CAROLINE, LADY CAWDOB. Whole length, standing in fur-trimmed bonnet and

coat, directed 1., r. hand resting on the low wall of a garden terrace; the face

in three-quarters, eyes full.

Black chalk ; roy., 13 X 9J in.

Drawn 1804, and engraved in stipple by L. Schiavonetti, 1806. Caroline

Howard, wife of John Campbell, 1st Baron Cawdor, was born 1777, died 1848.

Nos. 19-22 were purchased November, 1870.
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23. DR. MALTBY, AFTERWARDS BISHOP OF DURHAM. Half-length, seated, in thrte-

quarter face, turned 1., eyes nearly full.

Water-colours, stipple, and Indian ink over pencil ; roy., 9J X 7J in.

Engraved in stipple by R. Cooper.
Edward Maltby, born at Norwich, 1770, and educated there and at Winchester,

gained great distinction as a classical scholar at Cambridge ; became Bishop
of Chicuester 1831, and Bishop of Durham 1838; published several classics,

and religious works; resigned 1856, aud died 1859.

Purchased July, 1885. From the W. Russell Collection.

24. JOSEPH FARINGTON, R.A. Head and shoulders, three-quarter face, turned 1.,

eyes full.

Pencil and water-colour stipple ; roy., 7J X 6 in.

Joseph Fariugton, born in Lancashire, 1747, was a pupil of Richard Wilson ;

painted landscape, mainly topographical, of Thames aud English lake scenery ;

elected A.R.A. 1783, R.A. 1785; died 1821.

25. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) ROBERT SOUTHEY. Head and shoulders, nearly in profile, looking r.

Pencil aud water-colour stipple; 5J x 4 in.

(fc) ROBERT SOCTHEY (?). Head and shoulders, nearly full face.

Pencil and Indian ink stipple ; 7 x 5| in

The identity of the sitter in the latter of these two portraits is not quite
certain; but it is probably a pori rait drawn at a later period ihau (<i) of Snuthey
(born 1774, appointed Poet Laureate 1813, died 184U). A portrait of Somhey
by Edridge was engraved by Blood for the ;

European Magazine,' but dittVrs

from both of those described.

26. EARL SPENCER. Whole length, standing by a table, r. hand resting on a book;

three-quarter face, turned 1., eyes full. The head ouly finished, the figure
outlined in pencil.

Pencil and sepia stipple ; roy., 12J X 8J in.

Geovge John, second Earl Spencer, horn 1758, succeeded to the earldom 1783;
was ambassador to Vienna 1794, and First Lord of the Admiralty 1794-1801 ;

Home Secretary 1806-7 ; died 1834. Best known as a bo^k-eol lector, aud owner
of the famous Althorp Library.

27. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) WILLIAM WINDHAM, M.P. Slight sketch of head only, in three-quarter

face, looking r

Pencil; 4 x 2J.

(6) WILLIAM WINDHAM, M.P. Three-quarter length, seated towards the r., in

an nrmchair ; three-quarter face, looking r.

Pencil, with sepia stipple on face; 7J X 5J in.

William Windham, born 1750, M.P. for Xorwich 1783; Secretary of State for

War 1797-1801, and again 1806-7; died 1810.

28. CHARLES JAMES Fox, M P. Half-length, seated towards the 1., turning over

the pages of a folio; three-quarter face, wearing spectacles. Inscribed Chat.

James Fox St. Ann's Hill.

Pencil sketch ; roy., 8J x 6g in.

Drawn during the last years of the statesman's life, when he rarely appeared
in Parliament, and spent most of his time in gardening or reading his favourite

poets at St. Ann's Hill in Surrey.

29. WILLIAM PITT, M.P. Whole length, seated in an armchair, directed 1., the
face in three-quarters, eyes full.

Pencil ; roy., 12J x 9 in.

30. LADY CAMPBELL AND Miss MoLsoD. Lady Campbell seated 1., directed r., the

face nearly full ; Miss McLeod standing, with her arm on Lady Campbell's
chair, the face in three-quarters, looking down 1. The heads only tini-hed,

the rest very slightly indicated in pencil. Inscribed Lady Campbell and Miss
McLeod.

Pencil and water colours ; roy., 18jj x lOj in.
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31. FAMILY GROUP, PERSONS UNKNOWN. A gentleman seated, looking 1., with a

young child on his lap and another standing before his knee ; at the 1. his wife
stands hushing a baby in her arms. Unfinished ; the standing child indicated

only.

Pencil, with Indian-ink stipple on two of the heads ; roy., 12| x 9g in.

32. FRANK BARBER, DR. JOHNSON'S BLACK SERVANT ; AFTER SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS.
Head and shoulders of a negro, three-quarter face, looking 1.

Water colours; highly finished
; roy., 7f X 5j in.

A memorandum, pasted on the back of the mount, runs: From the original
picture of a Blnclft head, by Sir Joshua Reynolds, in the possession of Sir George
Beaumont, by Henry JEdridge, April, 1808. The picture is still in the Beaumont
Collection, and was engraved by Alexander Scott, 1878.

Nos. 24-32 were purchased May, 1891, from the Maude Collection.

33. PORTRAIT OF G. A. P. BRIDGETOWER. Half length, in an oval, three-qunrter
face, looking r., violin in 1. hand. Inscribed on border outside oval, G. Fossey,
1837, probably an owner's name.

Pencil, the face in water colours; roy., 8| X 7| in.

George Augustus Polgreen Bridgelower, mulatto violinist, was born in

Poland, 1779 ; was in London witli his father before 1790, when he made his
first appearance at a concert, and soon became celebrated: went, 1802, to
Dresden and to Vienna, where Beethoven wrote for him the Kreutzer Sonata;
returned to England, nd took a musical degree at Cambridge, 1811, after which
he disappeared. He is supposed to have died about 1840.

Purchased July, 1870.

[34-50.] Landscapes.

84. SINGERS' FARM, NEAR BUSHEY, HERTS. A farmhouse of timber and plaster, with
tiled roof ; a woman going up to the door with a bundle of faggots, and a man
sitting near playing with a dog, and two children beside him ; sheds and out-
houses 1. among trees, rough grass in the foreground, and a path coming from
the house to the edge of a pond r. Drawn October 17th, 1811, according to an
inscription on the mount.

Water colours; roy., 12| X 18| in.

Purchased August, 1845.

35. LA TOUR DE LA GROSSE HORLOGE, EVRECX. View from the square looking
down a street, on the r. side of which, at a corner, rises the clock tower; groups
of peasants marketing in the street and in the foreground. Inscribed La Tour
de la Grosse Jlorloge, Evreux. Aug. 4, 1819.

Pencil ; roy., 10J x llf in.

3C. L'ABBAYE DBS DAMES DE LA TRINITE, CAEN. View in the enclosure of the
Abbey, the south side and transept of which are seen 1. ; part of another
building r., and a man and woman talking under it; other figures in the
enclosure, which is bounded at the back by a row of houses. Inscribed L'Abbaye
des Dames de la TriniU, Caen. July 23, 1819.

Pencil ; roy., 15J x 10J in.

37. CASTLE OF FALAISE. The ruins of the castle crown a rocky wooded height
at the r. ; at the end of the valley 1. appears the town among trees ; in the fore-

ground a stream. Inscribed Falaite Chateau de GuiUaume from the route de
Bretagne. July-July [sic].

Pencil; 17J x 18J in.

38. BAYEUX. View of the cathedral from the north, over the houses of the town; in
the foreground part of a garden with wall and gateway 1., and trees behind.
Inscribed Bayeux, from the garden of I'AbM Delaunay Dufondray, rue St
Florelle. July 25, 1819.

Pencil ; roy., 10f x 17 in.

39. SAMER, PAS DE CALAIS. The remains of the abbey surrounded by houses ; 1.

a street, seen in perspective, coming into the foreground; a horse standing
before one of the houses. Inscribed Samer, Oct. 27, 1817.

Pencil ; roy., 1\ x lOg in.

Nos. 35-39 were purchased at the Charles Eussell sale, July, 1856.
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40. CONVENT OF ST. BARBE, DIEPPEDALLE, NEAR P.OUEN. View looking down the

Seine, with houses and the convent (now a boarding house) on the bank r.,

which slopes up in a steep hill. Boats on the river and figures on the shore in

the foreground. Inscribed Convent of St. Barbe, Dieppedalle, July 13, 1819.

Pencil ; roy., 9J x 14J in.

Purchased October, 1870.

41. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) A BOAT LYING ON A BEACH.
Water colours ; 2f x 5f in.

(I) SEA SHORE STUDIES. A block and tackle with a pail ; and a winch for

hauling boats up a beach.

Pencil and water colours on drab paper ; 9| X 7 in.

42. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

fa) A SMACK. The hull of a fishing smack, with a dinghy near; and a study
of a moveable landing stage.

Pencil and water colours ; 3J x 8 in.

(fc) A BOAT. A boat seen from the bows, lying in the sand.

Water colours and pencil on grey paper ; 6J X 9 in.

43. VIEW FROM RICHMOND HILL. View from the hill, with the Thames flowing
from the distance, and the bridge towards the r.

Peucil and Indian-ink sketch ; roy., 3| X 8 in.

Nos. 41-43 were presented by John Henderson, Esq., January, 1863.

44. STREET IN WARWICK. A street going down from the foreground to an nrchway,
above which appears a church tower ; 1., an ivy-grown wall ; r., houses on a
raised pavement, and a row of cut trees in front of them ; figures on the road
and before the houses.

Black chalk and slight wash on grey paper ; roy., 10J x 14f in.

45. ETJINS OF GRACE-DIEU PRIORY, LEICESTERSHIRE. A ruined tower and walls in

the corner of a field, in which are cattle ; at the 1
,
a bam. Inscribed Grace-Diet*

near Coleorton, Sep., 1814.

Black chalk on grey paper, heightened with white ; roy., lOg x 14 J in.

46. VIEW ON THE EXE. View from a sandy beach, with a ruined windmill 1. and
fishing-boats at the water's edge, looking across the estuary to the low hills on
the othe'r side. Inscribed from Exmouth looking up the Exe, Aug. 13, 1818.
Powderham Castle.

Pencil ; roy., 8J x 17J in.

NOB. 44-46 were purchased October, 1870.

47. THE OLD QUEEN'S HEAD, LOWER STREET, ISLINGTON. The old inn with its

projecting windows, seen from across the street, trees 1., and an outhouse in a

garde n behind the wall r.

Indian ink and pencil on buff paper; roy., 11 J x 15J in.

Purchased July, 1874.

48. A BARN ON THE COAST. An old barn 1., with a path leading through a gate
across the foreground, near the edge of a cliff, beyond which appears the sea,
and distant headlands r. and 1.

Pencil on buff paper; roy., 5| x 11 J in.

Purchased December, 1874.

49. FLOODS AT ETON, FROM WINDSOR CASTLE. A wide view of flooded country, the
trees rising in the midst of water; in the foreground 1. a bastion, part of the
outer wall of Windsor Castle; and a flight of steps leading down the hill,

beyond the trees of which appear the roofs of Eton.
Pencil and Indian ink on grey paper, heightened with white ; imp

13J x 21J in.

Purchased August, 1845.
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50. GREAT BOOKHAM CHURCH, SURREY. View from tlie W. of the wooden-spin d
ivy-grown church, standing among trees, with the churchyard in front of it ; a

cottage 1.
; in the foreground a road, along which a man drives two cows from the

r., and a wall bounding the churchyard ; two women's figures near the church.
Water colours ; imp., 13 X 19} in.

51. ALDENHAM CHURCH, HERTFORDSHIRE. View from the S.E. of the church, with
the tower at the further end ; in the foreground the churchyard, bounded at the
1. by u wall and trees ; a woman and child bringing flowers to one of the graves.
Water colours ; imp., 12J x 18| in.

Nos. 50-51 were purchased February, 1872.

52. MINIATURE PORTRAIT OF SIB SAMUEL BENTHAM. Head and shoulders, nearly
full face, looking a little r.

Water colours on ivory, highly finished; 2 x 1| in.

Sir Samuel Bentham, naval architect, b. 1757, was trained at Woolwich and
Chathiim ; in Russia 1780-1791 ; began shipbuilding at Kritchev 1784, and
was given a mililary command; defeated the Turks in the Liman 1788 through
skilful innovations in gunnery; returned to England 1791 and helped his
brother Jeremy with the Panopticon prison scheme ; from 1795-1814 worked
for the Admiralty and brought about most of the reforms and improvements in
the navy then achieved; in France 1815-1827 ; died in England, 1831.

Purchased 1897.

53. SKETCH-BOOK, containing 47 pencil sketches (one in pen and Indian-ink wash);
including five from pictures in the Louvre (Rubens, Rembrandt, Vaudyck,
Titian), one from Houdon's statue of Voltaire, one of the Bishop of Montpellier
preaching, and studies of landscape, streets, costumes, carts, boats, &c., made
in France (Paris, Rouen, Boulogne) and in Devonshire (Sidmouth, Dawlish).
Dated from 12 July to 28 October, 1817 ; ff. 44 ; 4| x 7| in.

54. SKETCH-BOOK, containing 48 pencil studies of landscape and figures, made in
Franco (Paris, Rouen, Canteleu, Dieppedalle, the Seine), and a sketch of

knights in armour in a landscape.
Dated from 11 June to 10 July, 1819; ff. 42 ; 5J x 8J in.

55. SKETCH-BOOK, containing 51 pencil sketches of landscape and figures, made in
France (Calais, Marquise, Boulogne, Samer, Montreuil, Nampont, Abbeville,
Blangy, Neufehatel, St. Ouen, Mantes, Meulan, St. Germain, Beauvais,
Clermont, Poix, Lachot, Airaine, Viuecnnes).
Dated 24 September to 26 October, 1819; ff. 44

; 5g X 9g in.

NOB. 53-55 were purchased January, 1872.

EDWARDS, Edward, A.R.A. (b. 1738, d. 1806). Painter and etcher;
born in London

; studied at St. Martin's Lane Academy ; exhibited
historical pictures, portraits and landscapes from 1771 at the Royal
Academy, where he was made Professor of Perspective, 1788, and
elected A.R.A. 1773; published 1808 'Anecdotes of Painters,' in
continuation of Walpole.

1. PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST. Head in three-quarter face, looking over the r.

shoulder ; eyes full.

Black and red chalk, touched with Indian ink
; roy., 7J x 5| in.

A portrait of Edwards by himself was engraved by A. Cardon, and published
1808 ; the pose of the head is the same as in this drawing, but the face is older,
and the wig different.

Purchased April, 1867.

2. NEAR NORTH DEAN, CASTLE EDEN, DURHAM. A steep sandy bank with trees
above, descending to a shallow stream or pool 1. ; in the foreground a man is

binding faggots and another standing by him, and near them a birch tree ;

bushes and trees above the water r. Signed and dated E. E. 1788.
Pen, lightly tinted in water colours ; roy., 8} x 12jj in.

Purchased July, 1878.
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3. COWES CHURCH, ISLE OF WIGHT. View of the 8. side of the wooden-towered

church, with trees about the western end of it ; in the foreground a field and a

hedge, over which r. appears the Solent and shore beyond.

Pen, tinted with water colours
; roy., 7 X 9 in.

Purchased September, 1886.

EDWARDS, George (b. 1694, d. 1773). Naturalist and draughtsman;
born at Stratford, Essex; travelled 1718-20 in Holland, Norway,
and France

; on his return made coloured drawings of animals
;

appointed Librarian of the Royal College of Physicians 1733
;
elected

F.R.S. 1750 and F.S.A. 1752; best known by his 'History of

Uncommon Birds,' published between 1743 and 1764. The original

drawings for this and for '

Gleanings of Natural History
'

are

inserted in copies of the works, now in the library of the Museum.

1. BULLFINCHES. A cock bullfinch on a branch growing from a tree-stump ; his

mate and a golden-created wren on other sprays of the same true.

Water colours and body colours, highly finished, on vellum ; roy., 11 1 X 9J in.

Purchased November, 1881.

EDWARDS, Sydenham Teak (b. 1768, d. 1819). Draughtsman of

natural history subjects ;
born at Abergavenny ; found an early

patron in William Curtis, founder of the ' Botanical Magazine,' for

which, from 1798 to 1814, he made nearly all the drawings ; pub-
lished 'Cynographia Britannica,' coloured engravings of dogs, 1800-5,
and contributed drawings to various botanical publications.

1. DECOY FOR WATER-FOWL. A pond with arched nets at tlie four corners; a man
and dog in the foreground. Signed and dated Syd. Edwards 1796.

Body colours on vellum ; roy., 7 x 10f in.

2. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) WHITE-FRONTED OB LAUGHING GOOSE. Two geese by the sea-shore, one

flapping its wings. Signed Syd. Edwards.
Water colours on vellum ; 3| x 5f in.

(6) TAME'GoosE. Two geese by the sea-shore ; one standing in the water about

to pick up something in its beak. Signed Syd. Edwards.
Water colours on vellum ; 3| x 5J in.

3. Two oil one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) BRENT GOOSE. A pair by the side of a stream. Signed Syd. Edwards.
Water colours on vellum ; 3J x 6 in.

(6) COMMON WILD DUCK. A duck and drake on a little grassy island. Signed
Syd. Edwards.
Water colours on vellum ; 3f x 5J in.

4. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DUCK. A drake and two ducks, one white. Signed and dated Syd. Edwards,
1795.
Water colours on vellum ; 3J x 5J in.

(6) DOCK. Drake and duck. Signed and dated Syd. Edwards, 1795.

Water colours on vellum ; 3| x 5 J in.

5. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DUN BIRD. A pair, near water ; bulrushes r. Signed Syd. Edwards.
Water colours on vellum ; 3| x 5J in.

(b) SCOTER OB BLACK DIVER. A pair by a stream, one in the water. Signed
Syd. Edwards.
Water colours on vellum ; 3| x 5| in.
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6. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) EIDER DUCK. A pair. Signed and dated Syd. Edwards, 1795.
Water colours on vellum ; 3J X 5 J in.

(6) PIN-TAILED DUCK. The duck in the water, the drake on land.
Water colours on vellum ; 3| X 5J in.

7. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) GODWALL. A pair on a little islnnd. Signed Syd. Edwards.
Water colours on vellum ; 3J x 5| in.

(fc) GEESE. Goose and gander. Signed and dated Syd. Edwards, 1795.
Water colours on vellum ; 3J x 5J in.

8. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

() SWANS. A pair swimming side liy side. Signed Syd. Edwards.
Water colours on vellum ; 3 x 5| in.

(!>) VELVET DUCK. A pair on a bank by the water. Signed and dated

Syd. Edwards, 1795.

Water colours on vellum ; 3| x 5|- in.

9. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) LONG-TAILED DDCK. Signed and dated Syd. Edwards, 1795.

Water colours on vellum ; 3f x 4J in.

(1) BLUE-WINGED SHOVELLER DUCK. A pair. Signed and dated Syd. Edwards,
1793.

Water colours on vellum ; 3& x 5J in.

10. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(fi) SCAUP DUCK. A pair. Signed and dated Syd. Edwards, 1795.
Water colours on vellum ; 3f x 6 in.

(fc) GREY-LEG GOOSE (THE FEN GOOSE OP LISTER). A pair. Signed and
dated Syd. Edwards, 1795.

Wr
ater colours on vellum ; 3f x 5J in.

11. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) GARGANEY. A pair. Signed and dated Syd. Edwards, 1795.
Water colours on vellum ; 3J x 6 in.

(I) SHELDRAKE. A pair on the shores of a rocky cove. Signed Syd. Edwardt.
Water colours on vellum ; 3| X 5J in.

12. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) WIDGEON. The male on shore, the female in the water ; rushes r. Signed
and dated Syd. Edwards, 1795.

Water colours on vellum ; 3J x 5J in.

(6) TAME SWAN. One on shore, one on the water. Signed Syd. Edwardi.
Water colours on vellum ; 3j x 5J in.

13. Two on one mount, viz. :

(a) TEAL. A pair. Signed and dated Syd. Edwards, 1795.
Water colours on vellum ; 3f X 5J in.

(i) GOLDEN-EYE. A pair. Signed and dated S. Edwards, 1793.
Water colours on vellum ; 3f x 5 J in.

All purchased at the Benoni White sale, August, 1879.

ELFORD, Sir William (b. 1749, d. 1837). Banker, politician, and
amateur artist ;

born in Devonshire
; partner in a banking firm at

Plymouth, and M.P. for that town 1796-1806
;
exhibited pictures at

the Royal Academy 1774-1837 ; elected F.R.S. and F.L.S. 1790, and
created a baronet 1800.

1. RUINS OF A CHURCH. Part of the interior of a ruined Gothic church, the floor

heaped up with sloping masses of earth, and overgrown with bushes ; a woman
and child near the foreground ; trees appear through the windows.

Sepia and Indian ink, slighty tinted ; roy., 14| x 10J ins.
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2. RUINS IN A LANDSCAPE. An ecclesiastical ruin covered with foliage at the r.,

with a small building adjoining it 1. ; mountains behind. (Unfinished.)

Sepia and Indian ink ; roy., 12J x 17J ins.

Both bequeathed by Richard Payne-Knight, Esq., 1821.

ELIZABETH, Princess of England and Landgravine of Hesse-

Homburg (b. 1770, d. 1840). Painter; daughter of George III.
;

designed the ' Birth and Triumph of Cupid,' a series of pictures

engraved by P. W. Tomkins, and other slight works of the same
nature

; married 1818 the Landgrave of Hesse-llomburg, after whose

death, 1829, she lived at Hanover.

1. THE WOOD-GIRL. A girl carrying a bundle of faggots on her head through a
wood in winter.

Water-colour sketch ; roy., 4f X 2J in.

Engraved in stipple by P. \V. Tomkins. The engraving is mounted with the

drawing.

Purchased at the Percy sale, May, 1890.

ELLIS, William (b. 1747, d. 1810). Engraver and draughtsman; born
in London

; pupil of Woollett, whose style he followed, and on some
of whose plates he worked ; engraved also topographical views, which
he drew himself.

1. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) CLAPHAM. View looking across a pond to the village and church, which
rises above an avenue

;
trees in the foreground and two boys fishing on the

bhore accompanied by their parents.
Indian-ink wasli and pen, partially tinted; 5 X 7f in.

Engraved by the artist.

(6) ENFIELD CHURCH. View from the S.E., in the churchyard ; a house 1. nnd
a farm in the distance r.

Indian-ink wash and pen, slightly tinted ; 5J x 7f in.

Engraved by the artist.

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy sale.

ELWOOD, J. (worked about 1790-1800). Caricaturist; biography un-
known.

1. A CROWD OUTSIDE A PRINT-SHOP. A print-shop at the corner of a street which
curves away at the r. ; at the window, which is full of prints, a staring and
jostling crowd of ladies and gentlemen mingled with tradesmen and errand
boys ;

a woman with a wheelbarrow advances into the throng from the 1., and a
sedan chair approaches down the street r.

Signed and dated J. Elwnod, invt. opus (?) 1798 (?).

Water colours and Indian ink, with pen outlines ; imp., 14| x 20J in.

2. A WINDY DAT. At the juncture of a street which runs from the 1., with one
which curves away to the r., a number of people variously embarrassed by a
strong wind blowing from the 1. In the r. foreground a butcher-boy has fallen
on the pavement, and a woman clings to the railings, by which is a gentleman
with a lady on his arm; behind, a coach just emerging from a side street;
ladies and gentlemen cross the street, getting in one another's way ; a horseman
arrives from the 1.

Water colours and Indian ink, with pen outlines
; imp., 14f x 21 in.

Both purchased May, 1878.
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EMES, John (worked about 1785-1805). Engraver and water-colour

painter ;
best known by his engraving of Jeffery's picture of ' The

Destruction of the Spanish Batteries before Gibraltar (1789),' and by
his water-colour views of the Lake District ;

exhibited at the Royal

Academy 1790-1791.

1. VIEW OF WINDERMERE (?). View over bushes of part of the lake, surrounded by
trees, among which on the opposite shore a tosver appears.

Water colours and Indian ink, with pen outlines ; roy., 12J X 8 J in.

Purchased October, 1807.

2. STOCK GHYLL FORCE, AMBLESIDE. View from below of the waterfall pouring
down the wooded rocks in two streams.

Water colours and Indian ink, with pen outlines ; imp., 18J X 14J in.

3. SKELWITH FORCE. View below the fulls from the opposite side of the stream

into which the river Brathay pours itself in a succession of cascades ; woods r.

and 1., and an old building at the top of the falls r.

Water colours and Indian ink, with pen outlines; imp., 1SJ X 14J in.

Nos. 2 and 3 were purchased April, 18G7.

4. MKETING OF THE SOCIETY OF ROYAL BRITISH ABCHBBS IN GWERSYLLT PARK,
DENBIGHSHIRE (WITH KIGVUES BY ROBERT HMIRK.E). A park with clumps of

trees scattered over broad lawns, and groups of arohors shooting at four targets,

two r. and two 1. lu the foreground r an old oak on a knoll, on which groups
of men, women, and children stand or sit watching the sport; others on chairs

and benches. At the 1. a lady is about to shoot, a clergyman scoring, paper in

hand ; other competitors trying their bows.

Water colours and Indian ink, with pen outlines; imp., IGf X 23g in.

Engraved in aquatint by C. Apostool.

Purchased March, 18G7.

ETTY, William, R.A. (b. 1787, d. 1849). Painter; born at York;
apprenticed to a printer at Hull

;
went to London 1805, and studied

at the Royal Academy, attending the life school there during the

whole of his career
;
visited Italy 1816 and 1822-24

;
elected A.R.A.

1824
;
R.A. 1828

; painted historical and allegorical pictures, rich in

colour, and devoted himself especially to rendering the beauty of the

female form ; an artist of great powers, marred by faulty taste.

Attributed to William Etty.

]. NIDE STUDY. A nude woman reclining on drapery, her head towards the 1.;

she lifts a veil with her 1. hand, and looks downward towards the 1. ; r., trees

and sky seen between pillars, 1., a curtain.

Chalks and stump; roy., 11| X 18| in.

Acquired by exchange from Messrs. Colnaghi and Co., December, 1895.

EVANS, Richard (b. 1784, d. 1871). Portrait-painter and copyist;

pupil and assistant of Sir Thomas Lawrence, of whose works he made

replicas ;
worked many years in Rome

;
exhibited at the Royal

Academy 1816-1859.

1. PORTRAIT OF JOSEPH FARINGTON, R.A., AFTER LAWRENCE. Half length, seated

towards the 1., the face in three-quarters looking 1. Signed and dated R, Eoan,
1809.

Indian ink, highly finished ; roy., lOg x 8 in.

The stipple engraving by H. Meyer after this portrait is mounted opposite
the drawing.
Purchased October, 1895.
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EVANS, William, known as Evans of Bristol (b. 1809, d. 1858).
Painter

; born probably at Bristol
;
worked in North Wales, near

Bettws-y-Coecl, till 1850, painting mountain scenery and snow effects ;

visited Italy 1852, and from that date exhibited Italian subjects ;

elected Associate of the Old Water Colour Society 1845
; called " of

Bristol
"
to distinguish him from his namesake " of Eton."

1. O.v THE COAST; EVENING. Dark water in the foreground, from which the ground
slopes to a sort of jolty r., with a group of buildings on it and a few masts
behind it rising against the twilight sky ; ;it the 1. a stretch of sand and the
sails of two fishing bouts in the distance, by the hidden sea, with figures moving
about them ; other figures near the buildings.
Water colours ; roy., 7 X lOg in.

Purchased January, 1872.

2. ACTDMN LANDSCAPE, NORTH WALES. View looking up a desolate valley, down
which comes a dark, shallow stream, to a Bnow-covured mountain and heavy
rain-clouds driving over it

; at the r. a woman riding a packhorse and another
woman walking brside her.

Water colours
; ruy., 8J x 13J in.

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy sale.

FABER, John, the Elder (b. about 1CGO, d. 1721). Draughtsman and
mezzotint engraver ;

born at the Hague, settled in England about

1698, or (according to the ordinary account) 1087
;

noted for his

small portraits drawn with a pen on vellum
; practised also mezzotint

engraving, but in this was eclipsed by his son.

1. PORTRAIT OF Mm\ ius VAN CCILLEMBORGH. Half-length, in min'ster's gown and
bands, nearly full-face, turned a little r., eyes full. In an oval, with border,
inscribed JEmiUus van Cuillemborgh Gebrus olim Batoburgi per 4, Herisdae per 14,
et nunc per 9 Annos Lomlini in Ant/lia Belgicus Sancti Eoangel : Minis''.

Signi d and dated /. Faber delineavit 1703.
Pen and ink on vellum ; oval

; roy., 5J x 4J in.

Bequeathed by the Kev. C. M. Cracherode, 1799.

2. PORTRAIT OF SIMON EPISCOPICS. Half-length, in three-quarter face, directed 1.,

eyes full. Enclosed in a round border, inscribed Mr. Simon Epiicopiui, Theologies
Professor, Miidit suae LX.,A D' 1643. Signed and dated J. Faber Londini
fecit 1698. Below the border, verses in Dutch :

flier Siefge afgebeeJd de Tiilclc ran Goodes woort
Die 't Hemels Vaderlant aanwees, door Leer, en leven
Wiens Wy'ne pen getuyght (al hebt g' Hem noit geehoort
Wat Goddelyk verstant, Hem teas van Godt gegevenDm heeft hy d' aard betreen : tot eer van Syne Stam :

Tot Beiyl van Goods gemeent : tot Roem van Amsterdam.

J. Faber scripsit : C. P. WMenoom Comp.

Pen and ink on vellum ; roy., 7 x 4 in.

Engraved.

Purchased October, 1872.

3. PORTRAIT OP QCEEN ANNE. Head and shoulders, nearly full face, turned a
little 1., eyes full ; wearing crown, and with necklace of pearls.
Pen and ink on vellum ; oval ; roy., 4 x 3| in.

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy sale.
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FAHEY, James (b. 1804, d. 1885). Water-colour painter; born at

Paddington ; pupil of Swaine
;
worked in Munich and Paris, after-

wards in London
; secretary of the Institute of Painters in Water-

Colours ; drawing-master at Merchant Taylors' School, 1856-1883.

1. NORTH FRONT OF OLD HUNOERFOHD MARKET. With groups of figures in the street

at the r. and in the foreground.
Water colours

; 12| X 17J in.

In portfolio xvu. (No. 39) of the Grace Collection of London Views, purchased
November, 1880.

FAITHORNE, William, the Elder (b. 1616, d. 1691). Engraver and

portrait painter ; born in London
; pupil of William Peake, John

Payne, and Sir Robert Peake
; fought with the Royalists, and was

taken prisoner ; exiled on his release, and worked in Paris under
Nanteuil

;
settled in England 1650, selling and engraving prints

and drawing portraits in crayons. The earliest highly skilled English
master of engraving.

1. PORTRAIT OF SIR EDMUND KING, SURGEON. Bust on a pedestal, three-quarter
face, directed )., the eyes looking a little r.

Crayons and water colours ; roy., 7J X 5| in.

Sir Edmund King, b. 102'.), practised as a surgeon in London
;
he was a skilful

dissector, kept a museum, and published several papers on his experiments and
observations; was physician to Charles II. and a friend of Sir Hans Sloane, who
possessed this portrait. Died 1709.

2. JOHN RAY, F.R.S. Half-length, in an oval, three-quarter face, turned 1., eyes
full ; with long, grey hair.

Crayons ; roy., 9J x 7J in.

Engraved by VV. KIder and by G. Vertue.
John Ray, one of the greatest of English naturalists, b. 1627, at Black

Notley, Essex, was educated at Cambridge ; published Ids first work on the

plants of the Cambridge district, 16(!0 ; made a succession of tours with Francis

Willonghby, collecting observations on natural history ; on the Continent 1663-
1000; published

' Mcthodus Plantarum Nova" 1682, 'Historia Plantarum '

1680-1704, and oilier works on botany, very important for their improvements in
classification ; and left at his death, 1705, a work on insects, of equal or greater
value.

Nos. 1 and 2 were bequeathed by Sir Hans Sloane, Bart., 1753.

3. SIR ORLANIIO BRIDGEMAN, BART. Half-length, the face in three-quarters look-

ing 1
,
in robes of Lord Keeper, kull-cap on head, great seal r.

Indian ink, highly finished, on vellum; roy., 6 x 4f in.

Engr.ived by Fnithorne.

Sir Orlando Bridgeman, b. about 1606, educated at Cambridge, was called to
the b.ir 1032, and got great reputation as a lawyer; M.P. for Wigan 1610; a
prominent R pyalist, but submitted lo Cromwell; was made a baronet at the
Restoration; Lord Chief Justice 1660-1667, Lord Keeper of the Great Seal
1667-1672. Died 1674. Conspicuous for moderation of temper, declining in
old age into impotence of judgment.

Attributed to Faithorne.

Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) THE EXECUTION OF CHARLES I. View from below the scaffold before White-
hall, the king standing between two groups of men and speaking to the

people below, while a cherub bears him a crown and palm from heaven.
Pen and ink and indigo wash

;
3 X 1 J iu.

(b) ENTRY OF CHARLES II. INTO LONDON (?). Charles II. riding at the head of a
troop with banners.
Pen and ink and indigo wash ; 3 x 1 J in.

Purchased October, 1887.
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FALCONET, Pierre Etienne (b. 1741, d. 1791). Portrait painter ;

son of a sculptor; came to London about 1766 to study under

Reynolds ; exhibited chiefly portraits ;
best known by his pencil por-

traits of artists, engraved by Pariset
; returned to France after 1773.

1. PORTRAIT OF PAUL SANDBT. Head in I. profile on a circular medallion

suspended by a ribbon with a tablet inscribed P. Sanbu [sic] below. Signed
and dated P. F. del. 1768.

Pencil, witli slight tint on cheek and coat-collar; roy., 7 x 4J in.

Engraved by B. Reading. For Sandby see under his name.

Purchased August, 1868.

2. SIB WILLIAM CHAMBERS. Head in 1. profile on a circular medallion, with
ribbon and tablet, like the preceding drawing ; on the tablet Sir W. Cluimbers.

Signed and dated P. F. del. 1768.

Pencil, witli very slight tint on cheek ; roy., 6J X 5 in.

Engraved by D. P. Pariset. For Chambers see under his name.

Purchased June, 1881.

3. PETEK THE WILD MAN. Sitting on a bank with twigs in his hand.
Black and white chalk on drab paper ; imp., 20j X l(i in.

Engraved in mezzotint by Valentine Green. Peter was discovered in a
hollow tree by George I. when hunting near Herrenhausen and brought to

England 1725 ; he could never be taught to speak, but lived till 1785.

Purchased March, 1851.

FANSHAWE, Catherine Maria (b. 1765, d. 1834). Amateur etcher
and poetess ;

made a few etchings, which are in the Museum
;
best

known as the writer of ' Lines on the letter H,' once ascribed to Byron.

1. MART QUEEN OF SCOTS ; FROM A MEDALLION. Head in 1. profile, in an oval.

Indian ink and indigo; 4| X 4 in. (with margin).

2. MART QUEEN OF SCOTS ; FROM A PICTURE. Half length, three-quarter face,
turned r.. eyes Cull.

Pencil and indian-iuk sketch ; 3J x 2| in.

3. MART QUEEN OF SCOTS ; FROM A PORTRAIT AT DALMAHOT. Half-length, three-

quarter face turned I., eyes full. The features of the face and dress distinguished
by letters corresponding to a description written below.

Slight pen sketch ; 3 x 2J in.

All inserted in an album of Miss Fanshawe's etchings purchased at the
Dawson Turner sale, March, 1853.

FARINGTON, Joseph, R.A. (b. 1747, d. 1821). Landscape painter;
born at Leigh, Lancashire ; pupil of Richard Wilson

; elected A.R.A.
1783, R.A. 1785; painted landscape, mainly of a topographical
character ;

two sets of his views in the Lake District were engraved,
and he published also a number of other views in England.

1. TOWN HALL AT KINO'S LTNN. View down a street which winds away from the
foreground to the r. ;

on the r. side, the end of a church, and next to that the
front of the Town Hall ; figures si ated or standing along the pavement r., and a
man with a horse 1. Inscribed Town Hall at King's Lynn, Jos. Farington, 1787.
Pen and sepia with Indian ink wash ; roy., 11J x 12J in.

Purchased October, 1881.

2. LANDSCAPE WITH HORSEMAN. A horseman stopping at the top of a slope in a
road, on the 1. bank of which giows an isolated beech-tree; beyond are fields

and woods with a house appearing among them. Signed Jos. Farinrflnn.
Pen and sepia, washed with sepia and Indian ink

; imp., 18 x l(ij in.
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FARNBOROUGH, Amelia (Long) Lady (b. 1762, d. 1837). Amateur

artist; daughter of Sir Abraham Hume
;
married 1793 to Charles

Long, afterwards 1st Baron Farnborough ;
well known in her day as

a skilful horticulturist ;
died at Bromley Hill, Kent, the grounds of

which she had chief share in laying out.

1. IN THK GROUNDS AT BROMLEY HILL. Trees, with broom and fern and bluebells

on a grasy bank. Signed rind dated Bromley Hill. Amelia Long, 1805.

Pencil ; roy., 9J X 15j| in.

Bequeathed by Richard Payue-Kniglit, Esq., 1824.

FERG, Franz de Paula (b. 1689, d. 1740). Painter and etcher; born

in Vienna, pupil of his father, Fancraz Ferg, Joseph Orient and

others ;
worked at Bamberg and Dresden, winning wide reputation

for small landscapes with figures, and peasant scenes ; settled finally

in London, where he was employed as painter in the Chelsea China

manufactory ;
died in poverty.

1. THE WELL. A well in the 1. foreground under a tree
;
at a little distance a low,

half-ruined house.

Indian-ink wash and pencil ; 4J x 8 in.

Bequeathed by Richard Payne-Knight, Esq., 1824.

2. A VILLAGE FAIR. A company of various sorts and conditions picnicking,

truflicliing, and looking on in an open space before a village : tents mid
tumbrels in the background.

Pen, water colour, and chalk on greenish paper ; antiq., 14J x 30J in.

Purchased June, 1897.

FIELD, J. (worked about 1806-1846). Profilist
; worked in London.

1. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) PROFILE OF WILLIAM PITT ; AFTER THE BVST OF NOLLEKENS. Silhouette
in 1. profile ; the throat bare. Signed Field.

Sepia, with pen shading ; oval ; 3J x 2J ill.

(b) PROFILE OF WILLIAM PITT, ALTERED BY LADY HESTER STANHOPE. Profile

bust, with caat and stock, scratched and altered with a penknife.

Sepia, with pen shading ; oval ; 3J x 2 J in.

Presented by the artist, April, 1846, with the following explanatory
note :

In the year 1806 I was acquainted and always well received by that
eminent sculptor Jos

h
. Nollekens, who gave me free liberty to take the profile

outlines from any of his busts nf celebrated characters. He took the Gust
from the Face at the late William Pitt and also of Charles James Fox; that
of Mr. P. required his utmost study and attention before it was permitted
(by a Committee of Taste) to come before this World, the iigonies of Death
were to strongly developed in the expression. Two busts were made, the
first broken up and the second upprovol of. He told me at that time he
had an order in the House to ixecute 80 in Murhle at 100 guineas apiece.
I took a Profile ami reduced it from life-size and submitted it to Lady Hester
Stanhope, then living at 2, Montague Square, Cumberland Place. I was
k.ndly received by her, and upon stating the purport of my Visit to her she
said how sorry she was that I had not applied to her that I should have
taken Mr. Pitt's profile. She further said she did not approve of any of the
likenesses done of him, the one enclosed from Mr. Nollekens' bust she
received from me, and placing it on the Table before her, trok up ht-r penknife
and in a few seconds returned it to me in its present scratched state, saying
at the same time,

'

There, that is more like what he was, but don't show it

to anyone." Just at that time Mr. Canning came in on a visit to her, and
seated himself on a square Ottoman. I made my obedience and retired. The
Piofile is precisely in the same state I received it from her hand, which I

have ever since preserved. J. Field, Profilist, 2, Strand.
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FIELDING, Anthony Vandyke Copley (b. 1787, d. 1855). Painter;
second son and pupil of Nathan Theodore Fielding ;

assisted also by
John Varley ; painted a few oil pictures, but is best known by his

very numerous water colours of British mountain scenery, stormy
seas and, in especial, effects of light and mist on the Sussex Downs,
in the neighbourhood of which he passed much of the last few years
of his life

;
elected Associate of the Old Water Colour Society, 1810,

Member 1812, and was President from 1831 till his death. Admirable
at his best, Fielding weakened his style by facile repetition, the result

of his extreme popularity as a drawing master.

1. BUCKINGHAM HOUSE; FROM A SKETCH BY J. BURNET. A view of the house
from St. James's Park, with the pond in the foreground frozen over, aud men
and boys skating and sliding; at the 1., under some trees, a tent and a fire on
the ice in front of it ; furthYr away, Queen Charlotte's carriage, escorted by
horse-guards, approaches the house from the r.

Water colours, with pen outlines; roy., 7| X 11 J in.

Burnet's sketch, from whi.-h tliis was done, was engraved by himself for The
Beauties of England aud Wales, 1810, and the print is mounted with the

drawing; the royal carriage and many of the figures have been added by
Fielding. Buckingham House was built in 1705 for the Duke of Buckingham ;

purchased by George III. 1702; settled on Queen Charlotte 1775, and pulled
down 1825, when Buckingham Palace was built for George IV. on its site.

Purchased at the Dawsou Turner sale, May, 1859.

2. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DUNGLAS CASTLE, ON THE CLYDE. View looking up the river; the Castle
ruins on the sliore r. at a little distance ; low hills on the other side ; boats
on the water. Inscribed Dunglass Castle, on the Clyde.

Pencil; 3J x 5J in.

(6) BEN Lui, PROM NEAR CLADICH, LOCH AWE. Ben Lui and neighbouring
peaks seen in the distance over bare hills with a wooded glen winding through
them at the 1. and a stream pouring down it; in the foreground a hill-side
and trees. Inscribed View from near Clady on Loch Awe. Ben Lay in the

distance. Aug. 22-23.
Pencil ; 4J x 8J in.

Purchased May, 1885.

3. WESTMINSTER BRIDGE AND THE ABBKY, FROM TUB RIVER. A view looking
westward up the Thames on a hazy day ; bouts in the foreground. Signed and
dated C. V. Fielding, 1811.
Water colours

; 7 x 9| in.

In portfolio VI. of the Grace Collection of London Views, purchased
November, 1880.

FIELDING, Newton Smith (b. 1799, d. 1856). Painter and litho-

grapher ; youngest brother of Copley Fielding ;
born at Huntingdon ;

exhibited at the Water Colour Society ;
worked in Paris during the

latter part of his life, and died there. Best known for his paintings
and lithographs of animals

; published several books on art.

1. SPANIEL DRINKING. A spaniel lapping at a pool under high reeds and grasses.
Signed and dated Newton Fielding, 1834.
Water colours ; roy., 5 x 7g in.

Purchased May, 1876.
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2. Doo AND GAME. A dog guarding some dead birds and a game hag, near a high
bank with foxgloves at the bottom ; at the r. a path receding under thick trees.

Signed and dated Newttm Fielding, 1831.

Water colours ; roy., 5 x 7f in.

Purchased October, 1877.

3. DI:CKS IN A LANDSCAPE. Ducks by the shore of a stream above a weir ; woods
behind and a cottage at the top of a field r., against yellow evening light.
Water colours ; roy., 5J x 8 in.

Purchased April, 1888.

FIELDING, Thales (b. 1793, d. 1837). Painter; third son of Nathan
Theodore Fielding, and brother of the two artists preceding ;

best

known by his water colour landscapes and cattle pieces ;
elected

Associate of the Water Colour Society 1829
;
worked chiefly in

London.

1. OLD BREAKWATER, PLYMOUTH. The sra-shore, with two men busy about a boat
drawn up near a breakwater, .among the shattered piles of which the waves are

breaking; a fw sails on the sea, distant coast 1., and a storm blowing up from
the r. At the 1. lower corner is the number 26.

Water colours; roy., 7 X 11 in.

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy sale.

FIELDING, Theodore Henry Adolphus (b. 1781, d. 1851). Painter
and engraver ;

eldest brother of the three preceding artists
; painted

in water colours, but was more active as an engraver in stipple and

aquatint, and published a number of sets of aquatint plates, and also

several books on the practice of art
; lived at Croydon.

1 WINDSOR CASTLE, FROM THE THAMES. The river, with a clump of trees on a
jutting part of the near bank 1. ; beyond, the woods of the further shore and the
castle buildings above against a pale evening sky; a brown-sailed boat on the
river r. Signed T. H. F.

Water colours ; roy., 4 X GJ in.

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy Bale.

FINCH, Francis Oliver (b. 1802, d. 1862). Painter, chiefly in water
colours

;
born in London ; pupil of John Varley ; after a tour in

Scotland, settled in London ; elected Associate of the Water Colour

Society 1822, Member 1827
;
formed one of the group of painters

influenced by Blake, with Calvert and S. Palmer, painting chiefly

pastoral compositions akin to George Barrett in style, but less con-

ventionally classical.

1. LANDSCAPE WITH RIVER AND WINDMILL. A river flowing through meadows into
the foreground and retlecting a calm evening sky, against which rises a wind-
mill in the near distance ; at the 1. a boat moored by the bank ; at the r. a row
ot pollard willows and two girls under them talking to a man who sits on a
felled tree.

Water colours; roy , 10J x 14g in.

2. ST. CATHERINE'S HILL AND CHAPEL, GUILDPORD. View from below of the
rounded hill, crowned by the Chai>el, with the river fl wing under it and out
into the r. foreground ; two figures on the river bank, and others in a hayfiYld
1., beyond which are a group of shaily elms ; a boat upon the stream.
Water colours ; roy., 8J x 12J in.

Nos. 1 and 2 were purchased from the ai list's widow, June, 1865.
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3. LANDSCAPE WITH WATERFALL. A rocky stream between two groups of beech-
trees, framing a view of mountains seen over a wooded valley ; at the r. a
waterfall feeding the stream, in the foreground two fuuialo figures seatid among
the rocks.

Water colours ; roy., 10J x 13J in.

Presented by the artist's widow, June, 1865.

4. A WOODLAND STREAM. The rocky banks of a stream which flnws into the 1.

foreground from under a one-arched bridge; trees on either side overhanging
the water, and woods and distant mountains beyond ; a figure in white crossing
the bridge, and another figure seated in shadow in the foreground r. Signed
F. O. Findi.
Water colours; roy. (rounded at the corners), 7| X 10J in.

Presented by the artist's widow, February, 18C6.

5. ROMANTIC LANDSCAPE. A ruined lower on a rocky height stnn-ling against a

sky of storm and lightning ; at the 1., valley and mountain ; blasted tried in
the foreground.

Indian-ink and black chalk sketch, heightened with white ; roy., 8| X 1 l|f in.

6. A ROCKY GLEN. Masses of rock in the foreground, with a moor beyond, and the
sun breaking through clouds over a distant mountain peak.

Sepia ; roy., 5 J X 8J in.

Nos. 5 and 6 were purchased May, 1890, at the Percy sale.

7. THE TEHRACE BY THE LAKE. A garden terrace, with high beeches r. and I.,

looking on a hike bordered by distant mountains
;
two Indies leading on a seat

in the foreground 1., and two others advaLcing at a little distance along a raioed

patli r.

Water colours : roy , 9J x 12f in.

Purchased April, 1891.

FINDLAY, J. (worked about 1826-1856). Topographical draughtsman ;

worked in London.

Drawings in the Grace Collection of London Views, purchased November, 1880.

1. VIEW OF OLD HOUSES BEING PULLED DOWN TO FOHM VICTORIA STREET,
LOOKING TOWARDS Piiiuco. Inscribed Victoria Street, Westminster, March, 1851.

Water colours ; 8f x 8 J in.

2. VlEW OF THE SAME STREET, LOOKING TOWARDS THE ABBEY, 1851. Inscribed
Victoria Street, Westminster.
Water colours ; 8J x 9f in.

Nos. 1 and 2 in Portfolio xrv., Nos. 53 and 54.

3. OLD ENTRANCE TO THE CROWN AND ANCHOR TAVERN, ON THE SOLTH SIDE OF
THE STRAND. Signed and dated /. Findlay, May, 1851.
Water colours

; 7| X 5J in.

4. THE COCK AND MAGPIE, DRURY LANE, 1850. For another drawing of this inn
see drawings by Archer, Portfolio x., No. (23).
Water colours ; 10J x 7 J in.

5. OLD HOUSES IN MILFORD LANE, STRAND, 1827. Now pulled down.
Water colours ; 8 x 6 in.

Nos. 3, 4 and 5 are in Portfolio xvn., Nos. 148, 157 and 188.

6. GUILD'S BANKING HOUSE, FLEET STREET, NEXT TEMPLE BAR, 1855.
Water colours

; 9J x 7| in.

7. THE SOUTH FRONT OF TEMPLE CHUBCH AND THE ENTRANCE TO No. 4. 1855.

Water colours ; 7J x 4J in.
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8. MIDDLE TEMPLE HALL, NOUTH FRONT, 1846. As altered by Hakewell and
Savage in 1831.

Water colours ; 9J x 5J in.

9. MIDDLE TEMPLE LANE FROM FLEET STKEET, 1855.
Water colours ; 8J X 4 J in.

10. THE ENTRANCE TO THE TEMPLE FROM TEMPLE LANE, WHITEFRIABS, 1855.
Water colours ; 9 x 5J in.

11. THE ENTRANCE TO DK. JOHNSON'S HOUSE IN INNER TEMPLE LANE, 1855.
Water colours ; 8f x 5J in.

12. THE ARCH COURT ENTRANCE TO TEMPLE GARDENS, 1855.
Water colours ; 7| x 3 J in.

Nos. 6-12 are in Portfolio xix., Nos. 27, 70, 83, 85, 86, 90 and 93.

13. ST. MICHAEL'S PATERNOSTER ROYAL, 1856.
Water colours ; 8| x G in.

14. AN OLD HOUSE, No. 35, MARK LANE.
Water colours ; 6J X 4 in.

Nos. 13 and 14 are in Portfolio xx., Nos. 41* and 110.

15. AN OLD HOUSE AT THE COBNEU OF FRIDAY STREET, CHEAPSIDE, WITH THE SUN
OF THE SWAN, 1855.

Water colours
; 9J X 5J in.

In Portfolio xxi., No. 40.

1G. AN OLD INN, THE CORNER OF FENCHURCH STREET.
Water colours ; 8J x 4J in.

17. AN OLD HOUSE, No. 91, LEADENHALL STREET, 1855.
Water colours ; it x 5 in.

18. THE FRONT or AN OLD HOUSE, No. 35, MARK LANE.
Water colours

; 7f x 5g in.

19. ALDGATE WATCH HOUSE, ADJOINING ST. KATHERINE CREE, ON THE NORTH
SIDK OF LEADENHALL STREET, 1855.
Water colours ; 9J x GJ in.

20. OLD HOUSE ON THE WEST SIDE OF ST. MARY AXE AND LEADENHALL STREET.
Supposed to be Stowe's house.
Water colours ; 9 x 5J in.

Nos. 16-20 are in Portfolio xxin., Nos. 32, 65, 68**, 75 and 84.

21. THE OLD ENTRANCE TO CRIPPLEGATE CHURCH AND THE OLD HOUSES IN FORE
STREET, 1855. Signed /. Fiudlay.

Water colours
;
12 x 7J in.

In Portfolio xxv., No. 121.

22. OLD HOUSE IN WHICH MILTON ONCE LIVED ON THE NORTH SIDE OF ST.
BARTHOLOMEW'S CHURCHYARD.
Water colours

; 9J X Of in.

23. ENTRANCE TO SMITHFIELD FROM CLOTH FAIR, 1852.
Water colours ; 8j x 5J in.

24. ENTRANCE TO BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE FROM CLOTH FAIR, 1852.
Water colours

; 8j x 5.J in.

25. THE OLD FRENCH HORN PUBLIC HOUSE IN DOKE STREET. Built 1599.
Water colours ; 7f x 4J in.

26. OLD HOUSE ADJOINING THE NORTH SIDE OF THE FRENCH HORN.
Water colours; 7g x 4f in.

Nos. 21-26 are in Portfolio xxvi., NOB. 60, 103, 106, 113, 114.
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27. OLD HOUSES IN FETTER LANE, Nos. 98 AND 99 ; 1857.

Water colours ; 9J X GJ in.

lu Portfolio xxvii., No. 113.

28. LAST VIEW OF THE FRONT SCREEN OF THE OLD BRITISH MUSEUM, 1850.

Water cilours; 4J X 7 in.

In Portfolio xxviii., No. 88.

29. THE QUEEN'S HEAD AND ARTICHOKE INN, MAHYLEBONE PAUK. Now pulled
down. Drawn apparently at'ttr an earlier priut or sketch.

Water colours
; 5| X j in.

In Portfolio xxx., No. 104.

30. THE OLD INN CALLED JOMN O'GROTE, IN THE BOROUGH ROAD, 18K).

Water colours ; 3 x 4 in.

31. OLD HOUSES IN QUEEN ANNE COURT, 1839.

Water colours ; 5 x 7J in.

Nos. 30 and 31 arc in I'orlfolio xxxiv., Nos. 161 and 184.

32. A TABLET, INSERTED IN THE WALL OF NEW BETHLEHEM. With anus of

Soutliwark, 1716, 1., and a Dog with Artichoke, r.

Water colours ; 3J X 3J in.

33. THE OLD HALFWAY HOUSE INN, CORNER OF WEBBER STREET. Pulled down 1824.

Water colours ; 4J x 7J in.

34. OLD HOUSES AT KENNINOTON GHEEN, NEXT THE NEW VESTRY HALL, 1 55.

Water colours ; 5f x 7J in.

35. END VIEW OF THE SAME HOUSES, 1855.

Water colours
;
5 J x 7J in.

36. ST. GEORGE'S ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, NEWINGTON, 1851.

Water colours ; 6J x 8J in.

37. GREEK GATE PUBLIC HOUSE IN GRAY'S WALK, LAMBETH, 1848.

Sepia ; 4f x 5j in.

38. VIEW OF THE BISHOP OF HEREFORD'S HOUSE IN HIGH STREET, LAMUETH, 1851.

Now a drain pipe manufactory.
Water colours ; 6| x 8| in.

39. OLD Horss IN HIGH STREET, LAMBETH, 1852.

Water colours ; 6J X 7 in.

40. THE NAG'S HEAD PUBLIC HOUSE, FORE STREET, LAMBETH, BY THE THAMES, 18"1.

Showing the Penitentiary opposite.
Water colours ; tig X 8f in.

41. ENTRANCE TO VAUXHALL GARDENS, FROM THE NEWINGTON ROAD.
Water colour monochrome ; 4J x 6JJ in.

Nos. 32-41 are in Portfolio xxxv., Nos. 32, 33, 59, 61, 81, 123, 125 and 128.

FISCHER, John George Paul (b. 1786, d. 1875). Painter; born at

Hanover
; pupil of J. H. Ramberg ;

settled in England 1810, and
was patronised by royalty ;

exhibited at the Royal Academy 1817

1852, chiefly miniature portraits and landscapes in water colours
;

worked in London and at Cheltenham.

1. QUEEN CHARLOTTE'S GARDEN, BUCKINGHAM HOUSE, 1810. A garden laid out in

brilliant beds of flowers round a fountain 1., with a wall along the r., shaded

by trees extending to a low building, over which appears pert of the house and
clock tower ; an iron gate in the wall near the foreground.
Water colours, highly finished; roy., 7x9 in.

Purchased January, 1877.
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2. A LADY FEEDING A BIRD. A lady seated towards the 1. feeding a bird in a cage
which stands on a table, from a plate in her other hand.

Pen, partly tinted and stippled with water colours
; roy., 8J x 7| in.

3. HERMITAGE COTTAGE, BATH ROAD, CHELTENHAM. View looking np the road ;

the thatched cottage, half hidden by trees and shrubs, behind palings 1.; a l>oy
and two email children standing by a horse near the palings, and a man mend-
ing the road with a horse and cart behind him a little further off. Inscribed in

pencil Cottage of Ferryman, and in ink Hermitage Cottage, Hath Road, Chelten-

ham, Sept. Iti, 1835, Paul Fischer.

Pen and water colour tint ; roy., 7J X 8 in.

4. SCENE AT A CHURCH PORCH. Groups of women and children waiting in the
Gothic porch of a church, the interior of which, crowded with people, is partly
Been tlirough the open door : outside the porch 1. a boy with a dog, and r. a
woman and child and a man with a long staff.

Pen, partly shaded with Indian ink
; roy., 7| X 8J in.

5.
' THE SEVEN AGES.' The outside of a cottage, wilh a family group in front of
it ; a young man looking on st his wife and young child feeding pigeons : next
to them r. a girl mending the dress of a child standing by her

; the grandmother
teaching a boy his letters

;
find more to the r

,
under a tree, an elder boy with a

rake, standing on a tub
;
inside the door of the cottage the grandfather nursing

a baby ; and a girl looking out of a window. Inseiibed Cheltenham, Sept. the

5th, 1837. Paul Fischer. The seven ages : Shakespeare ? No!
Pen and Indian ink wash

; roy., 7J X 8J in.

6. THE FIELD PREACHER. A preacher kneeling with one knee on a chair and
preaching, book in hand, surrounded by a little crowd

;
women seated on chairs

with children | round them, men sitting on the grass, one with a dog; and two
workmen standing 1. Dated and signed Sept. the 7th, 1837. Paul Fischer,
Cheltenham, and inscribed I say, says I, with Jube ! I knows that my . . . (the
rest obliterated), and with another inscription in Hebrew.
Pen and ink

; roy., 7J X 9 in.

7.
' BONA-FIDE MARRIED !

' A mother seated in a chair exclaiming joyfully as her

daughter shows her wedding ring on her finger. Inscribed Bona-fida [sic]
married !'.'. Dated and i-igned Cheltenham, Sept. the Sth, 35. Paul Fischer.
Pen and ink

; roy., 7f x 9 in.

8. THE ERRAND BOY. An errand boy sitting on a paling under a tree at the corner
of a road

; a dog guarding his basket on the pavement below
;
at the r. a little

girl carrying a jug. Dated and signed Cheltenham, August 19th, 27. Paul
Fifcher.

Peu and ink
; roy., 9 x 7J in.

9. 'A DEVILISH SUBJECT FOR A DEVILIS-H PICTURE.' Demons tormenting human
beings; at ihe top a woman writhing in the clutches of horned imps; at the 1.

a miser hurried along by a demon
;
below a man stretched out on his face and

about to be beheaded ; at the r. a devil with two fat monks in a bag, and lieneith,
a judge imploring mercy of a hog-faced monster. Inscribed A divlish subject
for a divlish picture : if designed by M'Clise and coloured up by Turner, would
be much admired in the Academy Exhibition but mould be liilid out if sent liy
its humble maker. Paul Fischer (the nume afterwards crossed out). N.M.
The Diveh collected from the panels in a church of cours not in England !

Pen and madder brown
; roy., 12J x 9i in.

10. Two on one mount
; roy., viz. :

(a) PORTRAIT OF MRS. W. H. HUNT. Half length, in three-quarter fuce looking
r., the hair falling in ringlets.

Pencil
; 3g x 2J in.

(b) WILLIAM HENRY HUNT. Head and shoulders, the face in three-quarters
turned r., eyes full

; with slight smile.
Pencil ; 3| X 2} in.

For biography of W. H. Hunt, see in this catalogue under his name
Nos. 2-10 were purchased May, 1886.
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FISHER, Jonathan (d. 1812). Landscape painter; born in Dublin

published 1792 'A Picturesque Tour of Killarney,' with aquatint

engravings after his drawings, and other works on Irish scenery.

1. BUSTIC BUILDINGS IN A LANDSCAPE. A man with cattle on a road coining into

the 1. foreground past some thatched buildings among trees.

Water colour tint and pen ; roy., 3J x 5g in.

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy sale.

FISHER, Thomas (b. 1782, d. 1836). Amateur draughtsman and
etcher

;
made numerous drawings, chiefly antiquarian.

1. FINSBURY SQUARE, LONDON. View down one side of the square, with a girl
milking a cow in the 1. foreground.
Water colours and Indian ink ; 2| X 4f in.

Inserted in Vol. VIII. of the interleaved copy of Pennant's 'London,' be-

queathed by J. C. Crowle, Esq., 1811.

FLAXMAN, John, R.A. (b. 1755, d. 1826). Sculptor and draughtsman ;

born at York, but bred in London
; gained the Society of Arts prize

at twelve, and again at fifteen
; began to study and to exhibit at the

Royal Academy in 1770; designed for the Wedgwoods from 1775;
occupied in this work and in designing monuments till 1787

; 1787-
1794 in Rome, where he made the famous drawings to Homer,
Dante, and jEschylus ;

from 1794 till death worked in London, pro-
ducing a great number of monuments

; published designs, the best
that he did in this class, for Hesiod (1817), engraved by his friend
Blake ; and in 1818 designed the ' Shield of Achilles.'

The following drawings are arranged in groups, according to subject, beginning with
those for the great series of designs for classics.

[1-12.] The Iliad. 1793.

1. Two SUBJECTS: (a)BitisEis TAKEN FROM ACHILLES (' Iliad,' I., 345). Patroclus

handing Briseis to the charge of Eurybates, who leads her away to the r.,

Achilles standing with head averted 1.

(6) THETIS CALLING BRIAEETJS ('Iliad,' I., 401). Thetis, 1., invokes Briareus,
whose head and hands alone appear, while Zeus sits above and the other
gods fly. Inscribed Ihetit calling Briareus.
Pen and pencil; roy., 10 X 7| in.

Both engraved by Piroli, with modifications.

Purchased May, 1888.

2. HEBE POURING NECTAB FOR THE GODS (' Iliad,' IV., 8). Zeus in the centre,
holding out his cup for Hebe to rill ; the other gods and goddesses sitting on
either side; the Genius of Olympus beneath. Slight study (with a faint

"
sketch for the Judgment of Paris, above).
Pen and pencil ; roy., 10J x 7| in.

Engraved by Piroli, with additions and modifications.

3. THE SAME SVBJECT. Slight study. With a sketch below of Zeus chasing the
other gods, and seeking Sleep to punish him (' Iliad,' XIV., 256). See below,
No. 11 (a).
Pen and pencil ; roy., 12 x 7f in.

Nos. 2 and 3 were purchased March, 1862, at the Flaxman sale.
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4. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) THREE SUBJECTS. Ulysses and Diomcde returning with the horses of Rhesus
and the spoils of Dolon and greeted by Nestor ('Iliad,' X., 540); Iris

leading the Winds to the tomb of Patroclus ( Iliad,' XXIII., 212) ; Achilles

seeking to embrace the ghost of Patroclus (' Iliad," XXIII., 99).
Pen over pencil; 10J x 7f in.

The first of these subjects engraved by Piroli.

(/)) THREE SUBJECTS. Two versions of the return of Ulysses and Diomedo; two

slight sketches for Andromache fainting on the wail (' Iliad,' XXII., 474);
and a slight sketch of Achilles and the ghost of Patioclus.
Pen over pencil, or pencil ; 10J x 7|j iu.

The second subject engraved by Piroli.

5. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) THETIS UIDDING THE NEREIDS SEEK THEIR FATHER UNDER THE SPA
(' Iliad,' XVIII., 140). They tly downwards towards the 1., Thetis floating
above them r. With a study above for the same subject.
Pen and pencil ; 10J x 7J iu.

Engravid by Piroli.

(b) THREE SUBJECTS. Hera sending the Sun under the Ocean ('Iliad,' XVIII.,
239). Thetis rising with the Nereids from her father's home at the cry of
Achilles (' Iliad,' XVIII., 35); Apoll-i, Ares, Xanthus, Aphrodite and Leto

coming down to aid the Trojans (' Iliad,' XX., 37); with a slight pencil
sketch for the last subject.

Pen over pencil; 10J x 7 in.

The first and third subjects engraved by Piroli.

Nos. 4 and 5 were purchased May, 1888.

6. EUKYNOME AND THETIS RECEIVING THE INFANT HEPH.ESTUS (' Iliad,' XVIII , 398).
The two kneeling to cherish the child, while Oceanus looks on. Finished

design, signed in the margin J. Flaxman, fe., and inscribed Eurynome, Vulcan,
Thetis, Ocean. She and Eurynome my griefs redrest,

And soft receii'd me on their silver breast.

Pope's n : B : 18 : 1 : 465.

Pen over pencil ; roy., 8 x 1 J in.

Engraved by Piroli.

Purchased July, 1846.

7. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) Two SUBJECTS. Aphrodite and Apollo keeping fresh the body of Hector
('Iliad,' XXIII., 185); in two versions, the first without Apollo, who in the
second is seen with his chaiiot in the sun's circle. The Winds blowing on
the pyre of Patroclus ('Iliad,' XXIIL, 210). Inscribed Homer's Iliad,
First noughts.
Pen sketches; lOf X 7| in.

The latter subject engraved by Piroli.

(fe) Two SUBJECTS. Hector and the Trojans disputing with Ajax and Menelaus
for the body of Patroclus ('Iliad,' XVII., 276); Aphrodile and Apollo
keeping fresh Hector's body, both floating over him (a different treatment
from the two sketches just described) : with faint and very slight pencil
sketches for otlier subjects, Achilles aud Scamander (?), Achilles dragging
Hector behind his chariot, etc.

Pen over pencil sketches ; 10J x 7J in.

The first subject engraved by Piroli.

8. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) Two SUBJECTS. Iris bidding the Winds go down to the pyre of Patroclus

('Iliad,' XXIII., 201); the Trojans Kmenting over Hector's body (' Iliad,'

XXIV., 322) ; Andromache clasps his head, and Helen and Hecuba stand by.
With a blight pencil sketch of Iris dismissing the Wiuda.
Pen over pencil sketches; 10$ x 7$ in.
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(b) Two SUBJECTS. Trojans lamenting over Hector, a different design from that

just described ; women kneeling by the bier, and others standing r. at the

foot. The Hours unloosing the horses of Hera and Athene (' Iliad,' VIII., 433).
Pen over pencil sketches ; 10JJ x 7J in.

The second subject engraved by Piroli.

9. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) THE WINDS KINDLING THE PYRE OP PATROCLUS (' Iliad,' XXIII., 216).

They blow from above on the pyre. With a study above for the return of

Ulysses and Diomede, described above, No. 4 (a).
Pen over pencil sketch; 10J X 7J in.

Engraved by Piroli.

(6) IRIS COMING TO BID PRIAM RANSOM HECTOR. Iris coming from the r. and

standing atwive Priam, who sits with bowed head surrounded by his sons

(' Iliad.' XXIV , 169). Above, a study for the same subject with slight
modifications; below, a very slight pencil sketch for Achilles embracing the

ghost of Patroclus.

Pen over pencil sketch
; 10| x 7g in.

Engraved by Piroli.

10. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) Two SUBJECTS. Andromache fainting on the wall in the arms of her
women at beholding the body of Hector dragged by the chariot of Achilles

('Iliad,' XXII., 466), and Scamander, choked with dead, attacking Achilles

('Iliad,' XXI., 3'25); wiiii slight pencil ttudu-s for the former subject, and
for the fight over Patroclus' body, described No. 7 (d).

Pen over pencil sketches ; lOjj X 7 J in.

Both engraved by Piroli.

(6) ANDROMACHE FAINTING ON THE WALL. With rough pencil and pen sketch
for Zeus scattering the gods (' Iliad,' XIV., 256).
Pen over pencil sketch ; 10| x 7f in.

11. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) Two SUBJECTS. Strife, with Terror and Fear on each side of her, urging on
the Greeks ; Zeus scattering the gods and pursuing Sleep, who takes refuge
with Night (' Iliad,' XIV., 256).
Pen over pencil sketches ; lOf x 7J in.

The latter subject engraved by Piroli from a greatly altered design.

(6) Two SUBJECTS. Achilles dragging Hector behind his chariot (' Iliad,'

XXIV., 1ft), Apollo flouting behind to protect the body from harm.
Hector's brothers kneeling round his ashes and gathering his bones

('Iliad,' XXIV., 793). With a slight pencil sketch for Scaiuimder and
Achilles.

Pen over pencil sketch ; 10JJ x 7f in.

The first subject engraved by Piroli.

12. THE JUDGMENT OP PARIS ('Iliad,' XXIV., 30). Paris stands 1., the three

goddesses r., Discord floating over their heads. Above, a sketch of the same
subject without the figure of Discord (this figure is absent in the engraving,
and Hermes is introduced behind Paris). Below, sketeli of Hector placed on
his funeral pile by Priam and his sons (' Iliad,' XXIV., 787).
Pen over pencil sketch ; roy., lOf X 7| in.

Both subjects engraved by Piroli.

[13-14.] The Odyssey.

13. HERMES VISITING CALYPSO (' Odyssey,' V., 85). Calypso, rising from her seat r.,

questions the god, who arrives from the I. With small slight studies for the

figure of Calypso.
Pencil, partly gone over with a pen ; roy., 8J x 10J in.

Engraved by Neagle.
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14. THE CYCLOPS DRINKING WINE. He is seen sitting in his cave facing to the

front and holding the bowl to hU lips. Ulysses pours the wine r., his comrades
stand behind the shot p 1.

Pun over pencil ; roy. (with margin), 9| x 12 J in.

A different design from that of the same subject, engraved by Parker.

Nos. 7-14 were purchased May, 1888.

15. Two on one mount, r>y., viz. :

(a) ILLUSTRATION TO DANTE, PARADISE, CANTO III. Dante and Beatrice

standing amid a world of stars and looking on that of the Empress Costauza,
who appears in tlie midat of its light, kneeling.
Pen ; 5J X 7$ in.

The figures of Dante and Beatrice were used by Flaxman for an illustra-

tion to Canto V., engraved by Piroli.

(fc) ILLUSTRATION to DANTE, PARADISE, CANTO XXXI. Mary the Qurcn of

Heaven enthroned, and encircled by adoring forms moving among the rays
proceeding from her glory.
Pen ; 5J X 7 in.

Engraved by Piroli for Compositions from Dante, 1793.

Purchased May, 1885, at the Cheney sale.

[16-23.] Composilions from ./Eachylus.

16. THE PRAYER OF THE DAUGHTERS OF DANAUS (Suppliants, 1). The daughters
of Danaus gathering prostrate round the fronting statue of Zeus

;
the statues

of Hera and Athene on either side of it. Inscribed Supplicants.
Pen over pencil; roy., 8jj X 12J in.

This design was discarded for one engraved by Piroli, in which the statues
are seen nearly in profile.

17. ARTEJJIS (Suppliants, 144). The goddess stepping from her radiant crescent,

holding a scarf above her head.
Pen over pencil ; roy., 9$ x 12| in.

18. CASSANDRA (Agamemnon, 1269). Cassandra casting down her wreath and
staff, the insignia of a prophet, while Ihe chorus 1. look on in terror.

'

Lo,
Appollo himself disrobes me of my prophetess' attire.' Slight pencil studies at
the r.

Pen over pencil ; roy., 8J x 12 j in.

19. CASSANDRA PROPHESYING THE DEATH OF AGAMEMNON AND HERSELF (Agamem-
non, 1072, etc.). She stands with a gesture of horror looking to the r. ; in the

background r. two of the chorus slightly indicated.

Pen over pencil ; roy., 8| x 12j in.

20. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) SHEET OF STUDIES CHIEFLY FOR PHOMETHUS. Promethus chained to the
rock with the daughters of Oceanus at his feet (Prom' tlius, 1080: three

studies, two of them slight) ; the Titan Atlas groaning under earth

(Promethus, 425); Clytemnestra standing over the corpse of Agamemnon
and the chorus bewailing him (Agamemnon, 1513).

Pencil, or pen over pencil ; lOf x 7f in.

The firot and last subjects engraved by Piroli.

(6) THE DAWN (Persians, 386). The Dawn in her chariot with white horses

advancing over the earth. And another subject ; a fallen Titan (?).

Pen over pencil ; 10JJ x 7| in

The first subject engraved by Piroli.

21. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) Two SUBJECTS FROM THE PERS.S. Xerxes falling from his chariot

(Persians, 197), while Daiius bends over him in pity. The Persians slaiu

by the Greeks, who hurl rocks and darts from above r. (Persians, 460).
Pen over pencil sketches ; 10J x 7J in.

Both subjects engraved by Piroli.
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(6) PERSIANS SLAIN BY THE GREEKS (Persians, 460). A different design from
that engraved and just described ; the Greeks are nearer, and hurl st<>ne8

from the 1. Wi!h several rough studies of Cassandra prophesying.
Pen and pencil ; 10| x 7J in.

22. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) Two SUBJECTS. Orestes about to kill Clytocmnestra, who pleads for her

life; Pylades 1., and the body of jE^inthus r. lOl.oephorce, 89(i). With a

slight pencil study for the same subject. Below, Clytsemnestra blaying
Agamemnon.
Pen over pencil sketches ; 10J x 7J in.

(6) THE SHADE OF CLYT.EMNESTBA AWAKING THE FURIES (Eumenidrs, 99). She
stands surrounded by their sleeping forms. Above, a slight pencil sketch of

the same subject ; below, rough pencil studies for another subject.
I'en over pencil sketch ; 10JJ x 7J in.

23. THREE SUBJECTS. Agamemnon arriving borne in his chariot, greeted by the
elders who stand 1. (Agamemnon, 782 ; a different design from that engraved).
The poet playing on the lyre and singing to Victory, who approaches in h<r
chariot (Agamemnon, 121 ; a different design from that engraved). Sleep
bearing away ou his wings the phantasm of Helen from Menclaus (Agamemnon,
420).
Pen over pi ncil sketches; 1' J x 7| in.

The last subject engraved by Piroli.

[21-26.] Illustrations to Sophocles. Not engraved.

24. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) CEDIPUS THE KINO. The plague-stricken Thebans lying about an altar.

Below, CEdipus in anger sending away Tiresias, who leans upon a boy's
shoulder (CEdipus Rex, 445).
Pen over pencil ; 8J x 6| in.

(t) CEDIPUS THE KINO. The plague-stricken Thebans. Below, CEdipus striking
Laius from his chariot with 11 staff (CEdipus Rex, 810).
Pen over pencil ; 7$ x (ij in.

25. Two on one mount, roy., viz :

(a) HERACLES. H< raeles killing a man, to whom a woman clings.
Pen; 3 x 5J iu.

(5) Two SUBJECTS. CEdipus embracing his children, led away by Creon (CEdipus
Rex, 1521); and Orestes and Electra.

Pen over pencil ; 8J x 5i| in.

Nos. 24 and 25 were purchased March, 1862.

26. Three on one mount, roy.. viz. :

(a) CEoirus AND HIS DAUGHTERS. CEdipus embracing Antigone and Isomene

(CEdipus Coloneus, 1110).
Pen and Indian-ink wash ; 5| x 4| in.

(6) ANTIGONE CARRIED OFF BY CREON. Creon and one of his guards tearing

Antigone from the embrace of her father (CEdipus Coloneus, 844).
Pen and Indian ink wush ; 3| x 6J in.

Lithographed by Muria Dennian.

(c) THE MADNESS OF AJAX. Ajax fulling with his sword on the sheep ; Athene

urging him on 1. (Aj <x, 55).
Pen and Indian-ink wash.

Purchased May, 1*83.

[27-47.] Compositions from the Works and Days and Theogony of Hesiod.

Engraved by William Blake, 1817.
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27. HESIOD ADMONISHING PERSES
(^
Works and Days, 250). Hesiod sits 1., his brother r.,

an oak bough between them ;
on a tablet above them, the title Hesiod's Worki

and Days.
Below, a revised sketch for the same subject, with a wreath and scales

suspended between the two fig'ires.

Pen sketches ; roy., 8J X 7J in.

Engraved from a more complete detign, Plate 2.

Purchased March, 1862.

28. PANDORA SHOWN TO THE GODS (Theogony, 588). Hephaestus r., bringing
Pandora to the gods, who sit enthroned above, Poseidon below reclining by the

chariot of the Dawn.
Pen over pencil ; 7| X 10j} in.

Engraved, pi. 5.

Purchased May, 1888.

29. GOOD DEMONS (Works and Days, 108). 'Earth-wandering spirits' protecting
mankind ; one at the 1. keeps a wolf from a sleeping man, another r. caresses

the cheek of his sleeping wife; three others float past behind.

Pen over pencil sketch ; roy., 8 x 7J in.

Engraved, pi. 10.

30. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) Ob. THE BRAZEN AGE (Works and Days, 13C). A combat between warriors

plunging spears into eacli other ; wild beasts r. With pencil studies for the

same subject in the margin.
Pen over pencil ; 7J x 9 in.

Engraved, pi. 12.

Rev. THE GOLDEN AGE (Works find Days, 99). Slight study for the composi-
tion of a man and wife with their child ; and small rough sketch of another

subject.
Pencil.

Engraved, pi. 9

(ft) THE IRON ARE (Works and Days, 173). The sacking of a city ; at the 1. a

man slaying another, already Mien : at the r., a man carrying off two

children; Furies goading them on with torches and serpents. Inscribed

Iron Age..
Pen over pencil ; 4J x 9J in.

Engraved, pi. 14.

31. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) THE GOOD RACE (Works and Days. 210). Men and women sitting with

young children under a vine, one of the men playing on the pipes r. ;

benignHnt spirits passing above.

Pen ; 4J x 7j| in.

Engraved, pi. 17.

Qi) THE EVIL RACE (Works and Days, 203). Mortals thrusting Justice from

their doors ; she ascends floating through the air, r. Below, Pestilence

(Works, 226) ; a family dying together, the furies of disease flying over

them.
Pen over pencil ; 8 x ~l\ in.

Engraved, pi. 13 and 16.

32. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) SETTING OF THE PLEIADES (Works and Days, 334). The Pleiades sinking
below the west, and the ploughman beginning to plough.
Pen over pencil sketch ; 6 x 6 in.

Engraved, pi. 19.

(V) RISING OP THE PLEIADES (Works and Days, 353). The Pleiades arising, and

the reapers reaping in the field. With a rough sketch of the preceding

subject.
Pen over pencil sketches; 9J x G in.

Engraved, pi. 18.
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33. Ob. THE HAPPY MAN (Works and Days, 772). He leans u|>on his plough before

the altar, his team of heifers beside him ; the gods above showing forth

happy auguries.
With two slight pencil studios for the same subject.
Pen sketch ; 9 X 7J in.

Engraved, pi. 20.

Rev. THE BRAZEN AGE. The subject already described, No. 31 () Ob. With
two pencil studies for the same subject.

Pen.

34. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) TITLE TO THE THEOGONY: HESIOD ON HELICON (Thcogony, 22). Hesiod

reclining 1. beside his sheep, a Muse seated above him.
Pen sketch.

Engraved, pi. 21.

(6) HESIOD AND THE MUSES. Hesiod sits r., presented with a laurel bough by
one of the Muses ; the eight others standing by.
Pen over pencil sketch

; G X 8 J in.

Engraved, pi. 22.

Nos. 29-34 were purchased March, 1862, at the Fhixman sale.

35. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(n) PANDORA ATTIKED (Works and Days, (53). She stands half draped; a

goddess r. putting a veil over her head ; the three Graces 1., one of them
kneeling.
Pen and pencil ; 6 X 6J in.

Different from the design engraved, pi. 4.

(6) HESIOD AND THE MUSES (Tlieogony, 30). Hesiod presented with a laurel by
one of the Muses

; three others standing by. (Different from the design
engraved )

Pen over pencil ; 6| x 10J in.

Purchased May, 1888.

36. ZEUS AND THE MUSES (Thcogony, 36). The Muses seated on the ground with
their instruments ; Zeus enthroned r.

With, a rougli sketch belnw of a different composition for the same subject.
Pen over pencil sketch ; 7 X 8J in.

Engraved, pi. 23.

37. Two subjects on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) APHRODITE RISING PROM THE FOAM. Study for the subject described below,
No. 38. With slight studies for the s;ime sulyect.

Pencil sketch ; 8 J x 7J in.

Engraved, pi. 26.

(6) Ob. THE BIRTH OP LOVE ('Theogony,' 116). Love rising above the prone
forms of Erebus, Night, and Chaos. With a number of .small rough studies
for ' The Brazen Age.' and other subjects.
Pen sketch ; 7} X 9 iu.

Engraved, pi. 24.

Rev. UNKNOWN SUBJECT. Three naked figures of men kneeling or sitting
and hohling short swords.

Pencil sketch.

3*. APHRODITE BORNE TO CYTIIERA. She reclines on the wave, attended by two

dolphins, and two Loves holding a scarf above her; below, Aphrodite rising from
the foam. She rises on one knee from the waves, two Tritons and two Loves

attending her.

Pen over pencil ; 9 x 7J in.

Engraved, pi. 25.
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39. Ob. APHRODITE RECEIVED AMONG THE GODS (' Theogony,' 203). Zeus and Hera

1., giving the infant Love into Ihe hands of Aphrodite; the three Graces

standing r. With rough pencil studies for the battle of Gods and Titans below.

Pen over pencil sketch ; roy., 9 X 7J in.

Engraved, pi. 7.

Rev. UNKNOWN SUBJECT. Zeus enthroned, and two figures protesting before

him. Perhaps Justice and Modesty returning to Heaven (' Works and Days,

182).

Slight pencil sketch.

40. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) Ob. APHRODITE EECEIVED AMONG THE GODS. With slight pencil study for

the same subject above.

Pen over pencil sketch; 7J X 9 in.

Rev. ZEUS HURLING THUNDERBOLTS.

Slight pencil sketch.

(&) IRIS BRINGING THE OATH OF STYX (' Theogony,' 784). Iris filling a cruse

with the water from the stream of Styx, beside which is a seated group of

gazing deities. With slight sketches for the Pleiades.

Pen and pencil sketches; 9 X 6J in.

41. SEA DIVINITIES (' Theogony,' 240). Nereus and Doris surrounded by their

children, the NVrcids, moving over the waves, towards the 1. Below, the Gods
and Titans (' Theogony,' 38G).
Pen over pencil ; roy., 9 X 7J in.

42. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) 06. SEA DIVINITIES. A different design from that just drscribed. The
divinities are seen as if advancing, as in the engraving.
Pen and pencil ; 9f X 7J in.

Engraved, pi. 28.

Bev. GODS AND TITANS.

Slight peneil studies.

(!>) 06. SEA DIVINITIES. Rough sketch.

Pen and pencil ; 7J X 9J in.

Rev. CHRONOS DEVOURING HIS CHILDREN (' Theogony,' 459). He holds one in

the 1. hand and seizes with the r. hand another from lihea's arms. With
several pencil studies for the same subject.
Pen over pencil sketch.

Engrav. d, pi. 31.

43. ASTR^EUS AND Eos (' Thengony,' 370). They stand embraced, attended by their

children, the Winds. With a slight pencil study for the same subject above,

in which they are seated instead of standing.
Pen over pencil sketch; roy., 8| X 7 in.

Engraved, pi. 30.

44. Two SUBJECTS. Rnea delivering the infant Zeus to Earth and Heaven

(' Theogony,' 477); and Zeus delivering the brethren of his father ('Theo-

gony,' 501). With pencil studies of heads.

Pen over pencil sketches ; roy., 8| x 7 in.

The latter subject engraved, pi. 33.

45. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) GODS AND TITANS (' Theogony,' 850). Zeus hurling thunderbolts, and the

other gods with spears and ar'r.ws overthrowing the Titans.

Pen over pencil ; 5J x 5| in.

Engraved, pi. 34.

(6) GIANTS AND TITANS ('Theogony,' 710). The giants crushing the Titans

with stones ; and a study for the gods and Titans.

Pen over pencil ; 5J X 9 in.

Engraved, pi. 35.
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46. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) GIANTS AND TITANS. Rough sketch of the subject just described. (The
paper half covered with brush marks in sepia.)
Pen over pencil; 9J X "H in.

On the reverse, a list in Flaxman's handwriting of subjects for illustra-

tions to Hesiod.

(t) GIANTS AND TITANS. A sheet of studies for this subject ; all but the central

one, small and rough.
Pen and pencil ; 8J X 7J in.

47. THE GODS OP THE LOWER WORLD ('Theogony,' 768). Pluto and Persephone
enthroned ; Cerberus and the Furies 1., Death and the Harpies r. With
sketches below of the Brazen Age.
Pen over pencil ; roy., 8 x 1\ in.

[48-57.]
' The Pilgrim's Progress.' Not engraved. Other drawings for this set are at

Univertdty Colluge, London.

48. Two on one mouut, roy., viz. :

(a) CHRISTIAN AT THE HOUSE BEAUTIFUL (Part I.). Christian received at the

door by Discretion and her sisters. (The figure of Christian finished, the

rest only indicated.)

Pencil, partly finished with pen ; 4| x 6 in.

(/>) CHRISTIAN AT THE CROSS (Part I.). Christian, eased of his burden at sight
of the cross, met by the three Shining Ones who stand before it.

Pen and ink ; 6| x 7J in.

49. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) CHRISTIAN TRYING TO WAKE THE SLEEPERS (Part I.). Christian stooping
down 1. to wake Simple, Sloth, and Presumption, who are fast asleep.
Pen and ink ; 4 x 7J in.

(6) A PILGRIM WORRIED BY THE DOG (Part II.). The Dog seizing a pilgiim,
who is rescued by an angel.

' He lias broken out and worried some that

I loved." Below, the Death of Giant Despair. The Giant falls over,

pierced by the spears of Christiana's sons 1., while Great-Heart r. prepares to

strike off his head. Inscribed Despair's Death.

Pen over pencil ; Sf x 6J in.

Nos. 36-49 purchased March, 1862, at the Flaxman sale.

50. CHRISTIAN AND HOPEFUL IN GIANT DESPAIR'S DUNGEON (Part I.). Christian and

Hopeful sitting 1. against the wall ; the Giant departing by the door. Inscribed

on the lower margin At this they trembled greatly and I think that Christian fell
into a swoon. Pilgrim's Progress. Signed and dated /. Flaxman f. June, 1792.

Pen and ink ; roy., 7J x i) in.

Purchased May, 1885.

51. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) CHRISTIANA AND HER CHILDREN GOING TO WASH AT THE INTERPRETER'S HOUSE
(Part II.). They step from the threshold r. into the water. With a sketch
of the party moving along the road, and slight pencil sketches of Mercy
fainting at the Gate, etc. Inscribed Then they went in and washed, Yea and
the boys and all.

Pen over pencil ; 8g X 6J in.

(6) THE NEIGHBOURS EXPOSTULATING WITH CHRISTIANA (Part II.). They stand
in a group about her. (With pencil study for one of the figures.)
Pen over pencil ; 6 x 6J in.

Purchased March, 1862, at the Flaxman sale.

52. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) THE PILGRIMS PUTTING ON NEW RAIMENT AT THE INTERPRETER'S HOUSE
(Part II.). They stand together in a group, arraying themselves.

Pen and ink
; 4$ x 2J in.

OL n. L
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(!>) THE SAME SUBJECT. Inscribed So he commanded them to put it on ; it was

fine Linnen, white and clean.

Pen and ink; 4J x 2J in.

(c) THE PILGRIMS GOING TO WASH. The same composition as that described,
No. 52 (a). With two slight sketches of a different treatment ; two figures

kneeling by the water.

Pencil, partly gone over with pen ; 4| x 6J in.

Purchased May, 1888.

53. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) GIANT GRIM (Part II.). Giant Grim coming out of a cave; Great-Heart
and the pilgrims r. Inscribed Grim the Giant. Below, Old Honest blessing
the boys. Inscribed Old Honest's Blessing.
Pen and ink ; 7J X 5f in.

(6) THE PILGRIMS AT THE SLOUGH OP DESPOND (Part II.). Christiana and the
children shrinking from the Slough, Mercy going forward. Inscribed Hut,
said Mercy, come let us venture, only let us be wary. Below, the Keeper of the
Wicket Gate calling a trumpeter to blow for joy at the coming of the

pilgrims ; the trumpeter appears above the wall. Inscribed he called to a

Trumpeter.
Pen and ink ; 8J x 5f in.

Purchased March, 1862, at the Flaxman sale.

54. MERCY FAINTING AT THE WICKET GATE (Part II.). Goodwill opening the Gate
and seeing Mercy lying in a swoon outside. Inscribed So he opened the Gate
and looked out, but Mercy was fallen down without in a sicoon Pilgrim's
Progress. Signed and dated J. Flaxman /. June 1792.

Pen and ink ; roy., 8 x 9J in.

Purchased July, 1846.

55. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) MR. GREAT-HEABT FELLED BY GIANT MAUL (Part II.). Great-Heart fallen

on one 'tnee.

Pen and ink sketch ; 2f x 4 in.

A .IJiilar design is at University College, together with another of a
ki. ;ht opening a tomb or secret chamber, from which it appears more

pro able that this drawing illustrates not 'The Pilgrim's Progress,' but Borne

pla^or novel, perhaps Jephson's
' Count of Narbonne.'

(Tj STUDY OF THE DOG. For the next subject.
Pencil sketch ; 2J x 5g in.

'((c) A PILGRIM WORRIED BY THE DOG (Part II.). Sketch for the subject already
described, No. 50 (b). Inscribed He has broken out and worried some that I

t loved ; but I take all at present patiently. I also give my Pilgrim timely help.
Pen and ink sketch ;

4 x 6 in.

Purchased May, 1888.

56. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) THE RELIEVER PURSUING THE ILL-FAVOURED ONES (Part II.). He vainly
grasps at them, as tliey leap over the wall 1.

Pencil sketch ; 4 x 4J in.

(6) 06. THE SAME SUBJECT. Inscribed Be also attempted to take them, but they
did make their escape over the wall.

Pen and ink sketch ; 4J x 5f in.

Itev. THE DEATH OF GIANT DESPAIR. Rough pencil sketch for the subject
described above, No. 50 (b).
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57. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) UNKNOWN SUBJECT. An old man in grief embraced by his children.

Slight pencil sketch ; 3f x 5J in.

(6) MERCY AND THE LION (Part II.). Great-Heart preceding the pilgrims;

Mercy turning back is dismayed at the sight of a lion.

Pen and ink sketch ; 4J x 5 J in.

(c) THE DEATH OP GIANT MAUL. Great-Heart lifting his sword to cut off the

giant's head ; the women and children trembling 1.

Pen and pencil sketch ; 3J x 5 J in.

Nos. 56 and 57 were purchased March, 1862, at the Flaxman sale.

[58-65.] Drawings made in 1818 for the Shield of Achilles, executed by the

goldsmiths Eundell and Bridge. The complete design is in the possession of

Lord Northwick. A set of engravings by Freebairn, from sections of the shield,

was published 1846.

58. SKETCH DESIGN FOB THE SHIELD. The shield, with palm branch and banner
crossed behind it and laurel wreatli above ; the centre only filled in with a

sketch of the chariot of the sun.

Pen and sepia wash ; roy., 6J x 7J in.

59. ACHILLES SEATED. Achilles seated in a chair, grasping his spear in 1. hand.

Probably a rejected design for the centre of the shield.

Pen and sepia ; roy., 7| x 7 in.

Nos. 58 and 59 were presented by Henry Vaughan, Esq., April, 1894.

60. THE MARRIAGE PROCESSION (' Iliad,' XVIIL, 491-496). The procession issues

from a door at the 1., where women stand gazing; preceding the bride and

bridegroom are musicians and boys bearing torches, and in front, a circle of

young men dancing. Above, on a high bank, young women and men drinking
wine.

Pen, with slight sepia wash ; roy., 7J X 14 in.

61. THE BATTLE (' Iliad,' XVIIL, 516). The men of the city, led by Pallas and

Ares, attacking from the r. the besiegers, whose slaughtered cattle and
herdsmen are seen r. in the background ; beneath the floating forms of Pallas

and Ares are Strife and Havoc, and Fate dragging a dead man by the hair.

Above, 1., ,rise the city walls, and women watching the battle.

Pen, with slight sepia wash ; roy., 6J X 15J in.

Nos. 60 and 61 were purchased March, 1862, at the Flaxman sale.

62. THE SAME SUBJECT. Sketch of the same composition in pencil; the central

group, with the fighting deities, alone finished with the pen.
Pen and pencil; roy., 8J x Hf in.

63. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) THE SAME SUBJECT. Sketch for the left-hand part of the composition.
Pen over pencil ; 5J x 9| in.

(6) THE SAME SUBJECT. Sketch for the whole composition.
Pen over pencil, with slight sepia wash ; 6J x 9f in.

64. THE VINTAGERS. Young men and maidens approaching with baskets of grapes
on their heads, preceded by a boy pluying a lyre under a vine which grows r.

At the 1., two heralds dressing a slain ox.

Pen over pencil with slight sepia wash ; roy., 7J x 11J in.

65. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DANCERS AND TUMBLERS ('Iliad,' XVIIL, 605). Young men and women
holding hands and dancing ; two men tumbling before them.
Pen sketch ; 4j| x 6J in.

L 2
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(b) PLOUGHMAN AND KEAPERS. At the I., two men ploughing with oxen, and a

man with a cup of wine wailing at the end of the furrow ; at the r., a man
reaping corn, boys binding the sheaves, and the King standing and

looking on.

Pen sketch ; 3| x 9 in.

Nos. 62-65 were presented by Henry Vaughan, Esq., April, 1894.

[60-93.] Designs for Wedgwood ware, monuments, etc.

66. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOR WEDGWOOD AVARE ;
MEDALLIONS OF CUPID AND PSYCHE. A

group of four medallions, in three of which Cupid is playing with the

butterfly, while on the uppermost Psyche, in human shape, is embraced by
him ; all attached to a tablet, ornamented with roses, Cupid's bow and

Psyche's lamp.
Pen and ink, with slight Indian-ink shading ; 7f x 5g in.

(I) DESIGN FOR WEDGWOOD WARE ; MEDALLIONS OF JUPITER AND ATTRIBUTES.
Four medallions ; a head of Jupiter with a garland of oak leaves about the
medallion ; profile of Jupiter, with eagle's head and thunderbolts on separate
medallions at either side ; and below, a bust of Jupiter grasping the

lightning.
Pen and Indian-ink wash ; 7J x 5f in.

These designs belong to the earliest period of Flaxman's activity

(1775-1785).

Purchased July, 1886.

G7. DESIGN FOR THE MONUMENT TO WILLIAM COLLINS IN CHICHESTER CATHEDRAL.
The poet in profile seated and reading in the Bible, on a medallion let into a
tablet; with a frieze below supported on corbels, representing the Passions,
in illustration of Collins' Ode; Revenge blowing the war-denouncing trumpet
at the 1., surrounded by Fear, Anger and Despair ; Music in the centre ; Joy,
Hope, Pity, and their companions at the r.

Marked above A and priced 225.

Beneath, two alternative designs on a much smaller scale ; at the 1., one
similar to the central design, but with the frieze reduced in size, marked B
and priced 190. At the r., one with the medallion alone and no frieze,
marked C and priced 90. At the 1. side of the drawing a section of the
monument marked D, and along the r. side of the drawing, a scale in feet
Pen and Indian-ink wash ; 14J x 9| in.

68. DESIGN FOR THE SAME MONUMENT. Design for the frieze just described ; the
same composition more elaborately finished on a much larger i-cale. Marked
E. Above, a small sketch design for the monument, in which the frieze is the

principal feature, marked F and priced 225.
Pen and Indian-ink wash, very slightly tinted ; 9J X 14J in.

69. Ob. DESIGN FOR THE SAME MONUMENT. A frieze representing the Passions, but

illustrating an earlier passage of Collins' Ode, 'But thou, O Hope, witli eyes
so fair,' etc. Hope, Joy, and Love at the r., Despair, etc, flying 1. Marked
JVo. 1. Below, a sketcli design for the whole monument with the other frieze,
described No. 67, surmounting an inscription. Marked No. 2. Inscribed And
Hope, enchanted, smifd and wav'd her golden hair, Revenge, Anger, Fear,
Despair etc., retiring on one side ; on the other Joy and Mirth led on by Low,
heads of Exercise, Sport, etc., amongst the trees.

No. 2 would be the design for the Monument in which the las releifs [sic] No. 1

or No. 4 might be introduced. No. 2 with the bas-relief No. 1 might be executed with
the figures about 2 feet high, low relief, the length of the wlwl'e about 5 feet and
the whole lieigth [i-ic] about 4 feet 6 inches, for about 70 but the bas-releif being
the principal object of the Monument would nnt be sufficiently large and distinct
to produce a good effect ; on the contrary the figures in No. 6 forming only a kind

offrameieorli to the inscription could not fail I thinlf of exciting the spectator's
attention to observe and decypher the former whilst he read the latter.
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This drawing and note are on half of the outside sheet of a letter to William
Hayley, whose son was a pupil of Flaxmun. The other half contains the latter

part of the letter, transcribed below.
Pen and Indian-ink wash; roy., 15 J x lOf in

Bert. DESIGN FOR THE SAME MONUMENT. A relief with Music and Painting placing
a garland on the altar of Pity. Marked No. !i and inscribed at the side Music
and Painting decorating the altar of pity in high relief extreme dimensions of
the square 4 feet. Price from 60-65.
Below begins the letter to Hayley, continued on the other side. It runs as

follows :

Borne, July 4, 1792.

Dear Sir, I thus trouble you with your own thoughts for the Honored Bard.
I am solicitous that my work may not degrade his memory and I disclaim profit
on the present occasion, my first desire is to act with such caution respecting you,
that you may not incur any additional expence in carriage'] or custom house-duty,

I for which reason I have confined the price of those designs which 1 think likely that
the subscribers will choose between 60 and 70, the overplus I leave for the extra

expences, among which I reckon the cutting the inscription, which it would be

impossible for me to have done here by an Italian, without the hazard of some
enormous blunder which might ruin the work. To get the inscription cut, I
advise the fallowing method: let some friend of yours in London enquire ofM r

. Bacon or M r
. Banks where M r

. Chappie lives whocuts inscriptions fur all the

best Sculptors in and about London. lie or his son will come down to Chichetter,
do that business and set up the Monument at a reasonable expence ; they are men
of the worthiest character and of great ability in their ivay : in the designs I hacc
sent I have done- my best and I may say I have givtn them thrice the consideration
which I ever gave to a similar icork ; it will octur to you and other Gentlemen of
the Committee, that any of these designs would derive great advantage from being
executed on a more extensive scale, but you may rest assured of my utmost
endeavours for the price fixed.
[The rest of the letter is concerned with the commission given Flaxman by

Romney to form a collection of casts from the antique.]
The designs sent with this letter were rejected in favour of the medallion

containing the figure of Collins, described No. 67, with two figures embracing
on a pediment above, but without the frieze of the Passions. The monument
was engraved on wood in the ' Art Journal,' 1868, p. 146.

Nos. 67-q9 were purchased May, 1885.

70. CLOTHE THE NAKED; ONE OF THE ACTS OP MERCY. A figure distributing
clothing to naked people ; a man crouching 1., and a woman with two children
and an old man r.

Pen with Indian-ink and sepia wash; roy., 10| x 11 J in.

Engraved in facsimile by F. C. Lewis. A quite different design for the
same subject is at University College.

Purchased at the Russell sale, May, 1885.

71. DELIVER THE CAPTIVES; ONE OF THE ACTS OF MERCY. A group of captives in
chains ; a young man crouching r., an old num in the centre, a woman lying 1.,

with her head on the old man's lap, and a child embracing her knee. Signed
J. Flaxman d., and inscribed Deliver the captives.
Pen with Indian-ink and sepia wash ; roy., 5j x 13 in.

Engraved in facsimile by F. C. Lewis.

72. INSTRUCT THE IGNORANT; ONE OF THE ACTS OF MERCY. An old man seated
witli a book on his knee, expounding it to a young man and woman seated on
each side of him.
Pen and indigo ; roy., 8J x 12| in.

Engraved from a sepia version of the same design by F. C. Lewis.
The last three drawings form part of the series of Acts of Mercy, sculptured

in relief for a memorial to E. Balmc.

Nos. 70-72 were purchased May, 1888.
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73. DESIGN FOR MONUMENT TO A SCHOOLMASTER. A mural monument with a bas-

relief, representing a teacher sitting by a bust of Aristotle and expounding ft

book to his boys ; the relief resting on a pedestal with a tripod on each side,

and surmounted by a pediment having a lyre in the centre, and masks of

Antigone and Electra at the corners. On the wall 1., a medallion portrait,

at the r., a medallion with the heads of a youth and a philosopher.
Pen and Indiun-ink wash ; roy., 11$ X 8g in.

74. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOR A MONUMENT. A mural tablet, left vacant for an inscription,
with Science, a female figure, at the 1. side, and Genius, a male figure, at

the r., both in profile.

Pen, with slight Indian-ink wash ; 8i x 6J in.

(6) DESIGN FOB A MONUMENT. Mural monument ; Charity, holding two children

in her arms and with another beside her, standing in the centre ; Faith seated

1., anil Hope r. ; all supported by a cornice above a tablet.

Pen, with slight Indian-ink wash ; 9| x 6| in.

75. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOR A MONUMENT. A pediment, with a mourning woman, her head
bowed on her knees, in the centre ; a tablet below.
Pen and slight sepia wash ; 9J X 6J in.

(6)
' THY WILL BE DONE.' Design for the central part of the Baring monument
at Micheldever, Hants. A woman seated to the 1. and looking up, clothed

in a long robe, her hands clasped on her lap.
Pen and sepia wash

; 9} X 6f in.

Engraved in stipple by W. Bond.
The central part of the monument engraved on wood in the ' Art Journal,"

1868, p. 243.

76. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOB MONUMENT TO SIB ISAAC POCOCK AT COOKHAM. Sir Isaac
Pocock dying in the arms of his niece in a punt on the Thames at

Maidenhead.
Pencil with slight sepia wash ; 3| x 5| in.

(6) BRITANNIA POINTING OUT THE GLORIES OF THE NAVY; DESIGN FOB PART
OF A MONUMENT TO NELSON. Britannia, wearing a mural crown, pointing
with her hand 1. ; two boys standing beside her, one of them leaning on
a shield. In relief, with helmet and banners above.
Pen with Blight Indiun-ink wash; 9f x 7J in.

77. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) MOURNING FIGURE, FOB A MONUMENT. A woman standing in an attitude of

grief, her head bowed on her clasped hands : a relief.

Pen and sepia wash; 4J x 1| in.

(6) FAITH; FOB A MONUMENT. A woman seated to the r., looking up from a
book ; relief in a niche, enclosed by a Gothic arch.
Pen and sepia wash ; 10J x 7 in.

Nos. 73-77 were purchased July, 1860.

78. FAITH ; FOR A MONUMENT. A figure almost identical with the last described,
under a Gothic canopy.
Pen and sepia wash ; roy., lOf x 7 in.

Probably for the same monument as No. 78 (6) ; but Flaxman often very
nearly repeated his designs in separate monuments. The figure on this

drawing is almost precisely similar to that of Resignation, described above,
No. 76 (6).

Purchased July, 1860.
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79. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOB A MONUMENT. A woman seated to the 1., on the step of a high
door surmounted by a pediment and an urn.

Pencil, the figure in pen and sepia ; 10 x 7J in.

(6) DESIGN FOR A MONUMENT AT MAIDENHEAD, BEKKS. Three reliefs : Hope,
a woman holding a cross, in the centre ; Charity L, with children ; Faith r.,

two angels holding the Bible between them.
Pen and slight sepia wash ; 5f x 8J in.

80. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOR MONUMENT TO SIR WILLIAM JONES (?) He lies dying in bed,

clasping the hand of an Indian Rajah, who is attended by two servants ;

four boys in a group at the foot of the bed, a chaplain at the head. A
relief.

Pen with slight Indian-ink wash ; 4J x 5 in.

(6) CHABITY; DESIGN FOR PART OF THE YARBOROUGH MONUMENT IN CAMPSALL
CHURCH, YORKSHIRE. A relief : two women 1., giving alms to a group of

poor persons, an old man, a mother and child, a lame youth, a boy and an-
other woman.
Pen with slight Indian-ink wash ; 8| x 7 in.

This design differs from the actual monument (engraved in the ' Art

Journal,' 1868, p. 3), the composition being reversed and the figures
modified.

81. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOR MONUMENT. A father 1., placing his dead child at tlie feet

of a statue of Religion, who holds the Bible in the 1. hand, a cross and lily in

the other.

Pencil and slight sepia wash ; 10J x 7i in.

Qi) LIBERTY FREEING A SLAVE ; DESIGN FOR MONUMENT. Liberty, seated on a

bank, placing the cap of freedom on the head of a slave who kneels 1.,

with hands clasped in gratitude, the broken manacles at his feet. Relief

in a pediment.
Pen and Indian-ink wash ; 6| x 9J in.

82. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DETAILS OF GOTHIC CANOPIES. Two studies for a Gothic canopy, with an

angel at each corner.

Pen sketches
; 7J x 4 in.

(6) DESIGN FOR A GOTHIC MONUMENT. Group of a young man dead bewailed by
his family ; two girls embracing the body, the parents kneeling r., a boy
standing 1., under one of two Gothic canopies at each end of the recess

containing the monuments, over which is inscribed, The Lord giveth and
the Lord taketh away, and blessed be the name of the Lord.
Pen and sepia wash ; 7 X 10 in.

83. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOR THE LOWER PAST OF A MONUMENT. The lower part of a bas-

relief ; Hope with her anchor seated r., Faith with the Biblo 1.

Pen and ink ; 2f x 3J in.

(b) DESIGN FOR MONUMENT TO SIB WILLIAM JONES. Sir William Jones seated 1.,

and making notes for his digest of Hindu and Mohammedan law from the

dictation of a native doctor seated reading opposite, with four colleagues
behind him. A sketch for the monument to Sir William Jones in University

College, Oxford. In the sculptured design three natives only appear, and a

palm-tree is introduced at the 1.

Pen and ink ; 2J x 4f in.

The monument engraved on wood in the ' Art Journal,' 1868, p. 2.
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(c) DESIGN FOB A MONUMENT. A widow leaning in grief on the tomb of her
husband, four children at her knee. With slight pencil studies for the same
subject.
Pen and ink ; 9J x 5J in.

Nos. 79-83 were purchased May, 1888.

84. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) A DEATH-BED
; DESIGN FOB A MONUMENT. A death-bed, with three women

standing at the head, one of them supporting the (lying figure, and a group
of women and children kneeling and weeping at the foot.

Pen and ink ; 2| X 5 in.

A cast of the monument is at University College, London.

Purchased March, 1862, at the Flaxman sale.

(fc) SKETCH FOB THE MONUMENT TO HOWE IN ST. PAUL'S CATHEDBAL The
Admiral, attended by Britannia, standing and looking to the front beside a
memorial stone on which a female figure, guided by Fame, who stands over
her, inscribes the 1st of June, the day of Howe's famous victory off Ushant,
1794.

Pen over pencil ; 4 J x 6f in.

85. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) TIGHT THE GOOD FIGHT.' The Christian raising his sword to strike the
Powers of Evil, who struggle to drag him downward ; a Genius from above
rushes down to defend him from their attacks. Two studies (with slight
pencil sketches for the same subject, and for another subject). Inscribed
Fight the good fight.
Pen over pencil ; 8J x 10J in.

(ft) THE SAME SUBJECT. Three studies ; apparently three different treatments
of the same subject. In the principal one, the hero tramples two forms and
raises his hand to slay them ; in another, he grasps them, one with each
arm ; the third represants a form floating from above and binding a demon's
hands behind his back.
Pen over pencil ; 9 x llf in.

86. Two on ono mount, roy., viz. :

(a)
' To EAISE UP THEM THAT FALL.' Two angels raising a man who has
fallen on his back. Inscribed To raise up them that fall, and signed and
dated 3. F. 1806.
Pen over pencil and sepia wash ; 5| x 5J in.

(6) ANGELS FALLING FBOM HEAVEN. A group of rebel angels falling headlong :

two studies : and a study for another subject. With several slight pencil
sketches, nearly obliterated.

Pen over pencil, one study with sepia wash; 11| x 9J in.

87. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) Two WOMEN CLASPING EACH OTHEB OVEK A SEPULCHRAL UEN.
Pen and Indian-ink wash ; 3 x 2 in.

(6) DESIGN FOB A MONUMENT. Two women seated, keeping watch 1., at the
head of a dead figure lying in bed. Inscribed A. C.
Pen and Indiun-ink wash ; 4 x 7f in.

(c) SPIRITS BEOEIVED IN HEAVEN ; DESIGN FOB A BELIEF. Two forms floating
upwards towards a double circle of angels.
Pen and Indian-ink wash ; 5 x 7J in.

88. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a, A FIGURE CABRIED UPWARD BY ANGELS. Two rough studies for the next
subject.

Pencil, and pen over pencil ; GJ x 6 in.
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(6) ANGELS RECEIVING A SOUL. A figure r., with arms extended, welcomed
from above ; at the 1., a seated figure witli hands raised towards an angel

looking- down from above. The whole design forms a kind of frame, pro-

bably intended for a relief enclosing an inscription.
Pen and ink ; 6J x 7 in.

Nos. 8-1 (ft)-88 were purchased May, 1888.

89. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOR A MONVMENT. A relief, with a figure reclining and looking up
towards a ray of light.

Inscribed in pencil Something like this.

Pen and ink ; 2J x 3J in.

(b) THE ADORATION OF THE MAGI
;
AND ANOTHER SUBJECT. The three Magi

bowing down before the child, seated 1. on his mother's lap. Above, an angel

appearing to a man sleeping on the ground.
Pen and Indian-ink wash ; 7f X 6 in.

Casts from reliefs of both these subjects are at University College, London.

90. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOR MONUMENT. An angel carrying a mother and her child up to

heaven ; for a bas-relief.

Sepia wash and pen ; 5} X i in.

This motive was a favourite one of Flaxman's ; he made it the subject of

several memorial reliefs, the best known being that erected to Mrs. Knight
at Milton Church, near Cambridge.

(6) MOTHER AND CHILDREN. A mother seated and bending r., to kiss her baby held
in the arms of one of its sisters ; an elder sister sits 1., close by her mother,
over whose shoulders looks another child, while a fifth kneels at her leet.

Sepia wash and pen ; 6| x 4f in.

One of many studies made from Mrs. Tuke and her children.

Nos. 89 and 90 were purchased March, 18G2, at the Flaxman sale.

91. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOR PILASTER OF A CHIMNEY-PIECE. A pilaster for a chimney-piece,
with a canephora standing on a candelabrum.
Pen and ink; 5| x If in.

(6) DESIGN FOR A CANDLESTICK. A candlestick with a Cupid embracing the

stem, an arrow in his hand. Inscribed, Cupid pointing his dart at Psyche,
and below, Psyche companion. Drawn to seale.

Pen and Indiau-ink wash ; 7f x 5f in.

92. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) MINERVA AND CCPID. Minerva armed, leaning on her spear and looking
down r., on Cupid.
Pen over pencil ; 4 x 2f in.

(b) A TROPHY. A shield (probably
' the shield of Achilles '), helmet, spears,

and standards hung above an altar of Victory.
Pen and ink with sepia wash ; 6 x 5 in.

Nos. 91-92 were purchased May, 1888.

93. DESIGN FOR A CIRCULAR PLATEAU, IN THE POSSESSION OF H.M. THE QUEEN. In
the centre, a circle enclosing a design of Venus enthroned on a shell supported
by two Tritons, while two Cupids float above, one offering her a mirror ; between
this and a border of scallop-shell and other ornament, Nereus and Doris in

their chariot, followed and preceded by Tritons and Nereids riding on sea
monsters.

Sepia wash with pen outlines, highly finished; atl., circle, 19 in. diam.

Presented by Henry Vaughan, Esq., April, 1891.
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[94-102.] Miscellaneous Compositions.

94. ENOCH RAISED TO HEAVEN. Enoch looking up with hands clasped, uplifted by
three naked angelic forms. Inscribed, Anil Enoch walked with God and lie was
not for God tank him. Gen. ch. 5, ver. 24. Signed and dated J. Flaxman,
May, 1792.

Pen and Indian-iuk wash ; roy., 10 X 9 in.

Purchased July, 1846.

95. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) UNKNOWN SUBJECT. A group of naked forms apparently supporting some
weight. Inscribed 1265 A. C.

Pen and Indian-ink wash : 5J x 6| in.

(fc) MICHAEL SEIZING THE REBEL ANGELS. Michael in mid-heaven bearing down
two rebel angels, one of whom he seizes by the hand and hair. Inscribed

Michael eizing the Rebel Angels.
Pen and sepia wash ; 6J X 9f in.

96. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) UNKNOWN SUBJECT, PERHAPS AN ILLUSTRATION TO DANTE. Three female

figures floating above a group of naked forms in torment.

Pen over pencil on blue prepared paper ; 5 J X 7J in.

(6) UNKNOWN SUBJECT. An angel standing with hands clasped in a circle of

other angels. Slight sketch. Above, a woman seated and embracing her
son ; an armed man beside her. Also a slight sketch.

Pencil on blue prepared paper ; 7$ x 7 in.

97. Four on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) ILLUSTRATION TO ' THE HAPPY SHU-WRECK.' Two women mourning over
a dead body.
Pen over pencil ; 2| x 6J in.

(6) ILLUSTRATION TO ' THE HAPPY SHIPWRECK." Two women kneeling, one
with head bowed, the other in an attitude of horror, looking 1. Two studies
of the same group. Inscribed Happy Shipwreck.
Pen and Indian-ink wash ; 3J x tij in.

(c) ILLUSTRATION TO 'THE HAPPY SHIPWHECK.' Four figures in attitudes of

despair : a man and woman raising their clasped hands, and two women
crouching witli heads bowed.
Pen and Indian-ink wash ; 2J x 5f in.

(d) ILLUSTRATION TO ' THE HAPPY SHIPWRECK.' Two shrouded ghostly figures
above a dead man 1., and two women in the same attitude pointing with one
hand to the shrouded figures and with the other to a group at the 1., already
described (6).

Pen and Indian-ink wash
; 3J x 7J in.

98. Five on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) ILLUSTRATION TO ' THE HAPPY SHIPWRECK.' A man raising up a woman
from her knees.

Pen and Indian-ink wash ; 3J x 6 in.

(b) ILLUSTRATION TO ' THE HAPPY SHIPWRECK.' A man embraced by a woman
and by a child.

Pen and Indian-ink wash ; 2 J x 5J in.

(c) ILLUSTRATION TO 'THE HAPPY SHIPWRECK.' A man and woman lifting a
dead body.
Pen and Indian ink.

(<J) ILLUSTRATION TO ' THE HAPPY SHIPWRECK." Three women, two of them

embracing and looking away : at the r., an unfinished group of a man
kissing and supporting a woman, whose hand is held by another man.
Pen and Indian-ink wash ; :! x 5J in.
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(e) ILLUSTBATION TO ' THE HAPPY SHIPWRECK.' A man rejecting the embraces
of his wife and child; and three women bending over a fainting woman
Pen and Indian-ink wash ; 3f x 6J in.

99. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) Two MEN WRESTLING.
Pencil sketch

; 2f x 2 1 in.

(6) LAPITH.E FIQHTINO WITH A CENTAUB.

Rough pencil sketch ; 4 x 1\ in.

(e) A REBEL ANGEL REPULSED BY MICHAEL'S HOSTS.
Pencil ; 4J x 9J in.

Nos. 95-99 were purchased May, 1888.

100. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) UNKNOWN SUBJECT. A man in a cloak with arms folded, standing near a

group of a man and wife surrounded by their children.

Pen and ink
; 3JJ x 4f in.

(6) UNKNOWN SUBJECT. Six figures standing together, all with averted faces

except one in a nun's dress, who looks back and lifts her hand.
Pen over pencil ; 5 x 4{j in.

Purchased March, 1862, at the Flaxman sale.

101. ADMETUS RESCUING ALCESTIS FROM THE GRAVE. Admetus at the 1. supports the
form of Alcestis with his arm, while Death, a shrouded figure, seeks to drag her
back into the tomb r.

Indian-ink wash and pen ; atl., 18f x 25J in.

102. OBERON AND TITANIA. Oberon and Titania accompanied by five of their train,

hastening through the air from the r., preceded by Puck, who leaps over a toad-

stool, and by an elf who wears a huntsman's horn.

Indian-ink wash and pen ; atl., 12J x 28J ins.

NOB. 101 and 102 were purchased May, 1888.

[103-115.] Miscellaneous studies, chiefly of figures from life.

103. SHEET OF STUDIES OF TYPICAL ATTITUDES. Two girls dancing together; in-

scribed Youthful Gaiety. A woman embraced by another, but looking away ;

inscribed Divided Attention. A mother holding a child, and three boys, looking
over a wall ; inscribed Attention. A woman with two babes in her arms, and
another leading a child ; inscribed Maternal Cure. A woman leaning with
bowed head on a tomb, against which another woman stands

; inscribed
Concern. With other slight pencil sketches of similar subjects.
Pen over pencil ; roy., 9J x 15 in.

104. Five on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) A DANCE OF THREE GIRLS. Three girls embraced, moving away, the one
in the centre looking over her shoulder.

Pen and Indian-ink wash ; 4jj x 4f in.

(I) A MAN ON HORSEBACK. A man in an Italian cloak riding to the r.

Pen and Indian-ink wash ; 3 x 4 in.

(c) CUPID ASLEEP. A figure of Cupid silting asleep on a pedestal, with hia

head on his knees.

Pen and Indian-ink wash ; 2J x 3 in.

(<J) MOTHERS AND CHILDREN. A mother carrying two babies in her arms, and
another looking out of her window, by which her two young girls are

playing, one holding the other by the arms.
Pen and Indian-ink wash ; 3jj x 4J in.

(e) ANGELS SUCCOURING A WOMAN. A poor woman sinking on the ground
succoured by angels, who descend with outstretched arms.
Pen and Indian-ink wash; 6J x 1\ in.
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105. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) MOTHER AND CHILDREN. A mother seated holding a young child on her lap,
while an elder child, standing 1., beside her, embraces it.

Pen and ink ; 5J x 4 in.

(&) MOTHER AND CHILDREN. A mother seated in r. profile; a young girl
standing at her knee holds her liauds, and an elder daughter sits beside
her on the ground.
Pen and ink ; 5J x 4J in.

106. Four on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) MOTHER AND SON. A boy sitting on a step and leaning against the knee
of his mother, seated above him.
Pen and iuk

; 3$ X 3| in.

(b) A GROUP, WALKING. A girl between two youths, holding their arms and
walking r.

Pen and ink
; 3J x 3| in.

(c) A GROUP, STANDING. A girl standing with one hand against a pillar, two
young men standing opposite each other before her.
Pen and ink ; 3f x 3J in.

(d) GROUP AT A DOORWAY. Two girls sitting on a doorstop, and a man stepping
past them to go in.

Pen over pencil, and Indian-ink wash; 5J x 4J in.

107. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) A YOUNG MAN IN A TUNIC. Standing with hands behind him, and looking
up to the 1.

Pen and Indian-ink wash ; 4f x 2J in.

(I) A GIRL AT A DOORWAY. A girl standing in a doorway, leaning with her
elbow against the doorpost and witli hand at her chin.
Pen and Indian-ink wasli ; 6 x 3J in.

(c) PUTTING ON THE VEIL. A mother holding up a veil for her young daughter,who stands before her, to put on. At the r., a female figure, half seen.
Pen and Indian-ink wash ; 5J x 4J in.

108. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) A WOMAN LIFTING HER ARMS ABOVE HER HEAD.
Pen over pencil ; 6f x 3J in.

(6) SHEET or STUDIKS. A nude woman standing and combing her hair. With
pencil study of the same figure; two pencil studies of Cupids embracing ;

and three pencil studies of a group of women standing together ; all slight.
Pen and ink; 7f x 11 J in.

109. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) APOLLO. Apollo standing with one hand on his breast; a glory round
his head.

Pencil; 6J x 3 in.

(6) A YOUNG MAN CARRYING ANOTHER. A young man with another on his
shoulders ; seen in front.

Pen and slight Indian-ink wash ; 7 X 2J in.

(c) A GIRL AT HER MIRROR. A girl standing before a mirror at the 1. and
helped to attire herself by her sister, who stands behind her.
Pen over pencil and slight Indian-ink wash ; 6J x 4J in.

110. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) SHEET OF STUDIES. A mother sitting with one child on her lap and another
by her knee ; a woman embracing a girl who kneels before her.
Pen over pencil sketches ; 6J X 7J in.
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(6) SHEET OF STUDIES. Five studies of a mother holding her child to be kissed

by its elder brother ; two studies of two girls sitting on a bank with a child

between them ; and three studies of a man grasping another by the hands.

Pencil, or pen over pencil ; 7J X 7J in.

111. Six on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) STUDY or A GIKL. Standing and looking r.

Pen and ink ; 5J x 2J in.

(6) FAMILY GROUP. A mother and child, and two girls, seated in a group.
Pen and ink ; 2 x 2i in.

(c) STUDY OF A MAN'S HEAD. A man's head in 1. profile.

Pen and ink ; 2J x 2j in.

(d) STUDY OF FIGURES. A recumbent figure on a high bench, and a figure

sitting below it at the further end.

Pen and ink ; 2j x 4J in.

(e) ANGEL AND DEAD WABBIOBS. An angel floating, spreading his hands over
two dead warriors.

Pen and ink ; 2f x 4J in.

(/) SCENE IN A STREET. A man taking a bundle on to his shoulder?, helped
from above by another man ; at the r., two girls standing, and two children

sitting on the ground frightened by the barking of a dog.
Pen and ink ; 3J X 4J in.

112. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) MOTHER AND CHILD. A mother with one hand at her face, and the other

embracing her boy, who stands on a sort of pedestal beside her.

Pen and slight Indian-ink wash ; 4f x 1 & in.

(6) HEAD OF AN OLD MAN. A man with long hair and beard, in r. profile.
Pen and Indian-ink wash ; 2J x 2| in.

(c) MOTHER AND CHILD ; TWO STUDIES. A mother kissing the naked child on
her lap ; in one study, she faces to the front, and the child cluspg her neck ;

in the other she bends over him, seated to the 1.

Pen and slight Indian ink wash ; 6 X 8J in.

113. Five on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) FIGURE STUDY. Slight sketch of a man seated to the 1.

Pencil ; 2J x 1$ in.

(6) FIGURE STUDIES. Very slight sketches of a man standing, and of a girl
with a child by her side.

Pencil ; 3f x 3 in.

(c) SLIGHT STUDY. A group very indistinctly outlined.

Pencil ; 3J x 2 in.

(<J) SKETCH FOR A DESIGN. A winged figure at the 1., a figure ascending, and
two others above. Slight sketch.

Pencil ; 3J x 2J in.

(e) Miss LAVINIA BANES TLAYING THE HARP. Seen from behind, seated, her
head turned 1. Inscribed Lavinia Banks.

Pencil ; 4j[ x 2J in.

Probably a daughter of Flaxman's friind, Thomas Banks, the sculptor.

114. Eight on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) A GIRL SEATED ON THE GROUND. Facing the front, her knees against her
breast.

Pen and Indian ink
; Ig x 1J in.
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(fc) FAMILY GROUP. A mother embraced by her children.

Slight pencil sketch ; 2 X 2 in.

(c) WOMAN SEATED. A woman seated to the r., bending over some work.

Slight pencil sketch; 2J x If in.

(d) A GIRL READING. Head of a girl looking into a large book or album.
Inscribed from Nature.

Slight pencil sketch ; 2 X 2 in.

(e) IN CHICIIESTER CATHEDRAL. A lady seated sketching on the end of the
tomb of a knight. Inscrilwd Chichezter, M. Grey (?).

Pen and Indian-ink wash ; 2g X 3 in.

(/) A GIRL STANDING. Leaning against a table and looking r.

Slight pencil sketch ; 3jj X 1J in.

(j) A GROUP A man reclining with his head on the knee of a man sitting r.,

nnd his foot on the thigh of another sitting 1.

Pen over pencil sketch ; 2 x 2J in.

(70 FOUR HEADS OF WOMEN PRAYING.
Pen and Indian-ink wash; 1| X 2| in.

Nos. 101-115 were purchased May, 1888.

115. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) SHEET OF STUDIES FROM LIFE. Two young women at a window, one of them
holding down a baby to be kissed by a boy who stands in front ; a girl

taking one of two babies from the arms of their young mother; a girl

holding a child on a sort of pedestal, with another girl beside her ; a cooper's

boy working at the hoop of a barrel, sitting inside it, while another boy
leans on the barrel, and two children sit on the ground in front.

Pen and ink ; GJ x 5 in.

Purchased March, 1862, at the Flaxman sale.

(!>) STUDY OF TWO BOYS. Two naked boys, one behind the other, the one in

front seated ; both with r. hand extended.
Pen and ink ; 6 x 5| in.

[116-118.] Portrait studies.

116. MRS. MATHEW. Half length, seated, in r. profile, the face resting on I. hand,
the r. hand holding a book on her lap.

Pencil ; roy., 9f x 8J in.

Mrx. Mathew, wife of the Eev. Henry Mathew, incumbent of Percy Chapel,
Charlotte Street, was an early friend and patroness of Flaxman, and the
centre of a social circle which included Blake and other artists; an accom-

plished woman, and a pleasant hostess at her house in Kathbone Place. This

portrait dates probably from 1773-75, when Flaxman was 18 or 20.

NOB. 115 (6) and 116 were purchased May, 1888.

117. THOMAS STOTHARD, R.A. Head in 1. profile. Inscribed Thomas Stothard, R.A.
Black chalk ; roy., 6| X 5f in.

For Stothard's biography see below in this catalogue, under his name.

Purchased July, 1878.

118. PORTRAIT OF A BOY. Head in full face, with long hair, of a boy much re-

sembling the artist himself in youth.
Pen and ink

; roy, 4J x 4 in.

[119-122 (a).] Studies after Sculpture and Painting.

119. BAS-RELIEF ON THE FA9ADE OF THE CATHEDRAL OF ORVIETO. A crowd of sinners
tormented by demons, who tear their limbs and faces. At the 1., a winged
angel driving a man to punishment. Against the angel Flaxman has wr.'tten

this figure 22 in. high greatest relief 3 in. 6ft. long.
Pencil ; roy., 9J x 19| in.
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120. BAS-RELIEF ON THE FAJADE OF THE CATHEDRAL OF ORVIETO. The resurrection
of the dead, who are pushing open the lids of their tombs. At the 1., two men
rising from the sea.

Pencil ; 8J x 14g in.

Noa. 119-120 were presented by Sidney Colvin, Esq., February, 1884.

121. CUPIDS ; AFTER PARMIGIAMNO. Two Cupids carrying another on their crossed
hands ; another sitting 1. on the ground.
Pen and Indian-ink wash ; 8jJ x 6J in.

Bequeathed by the Eev. C. M. Cracherode, 1799.

122. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) STUDIES PROM MEDI.IVAI, SCULPTURE. Five studies of apostles and one of

angels.
Pen and ink ; 8J x 4 J in.

(6) ITALIAN PEASANT WOMEN. A woman carrying a pitcher, and three others,

faintly outlined, moving away.
Pencil ; 8J x 9f in.

The last drawing has been attributed to Flaxman, but is more probably
by Maria Denman.

Purchased May, 1888.

123. STUDY FOR A STATUE OP PITT. Pitt standing on a pedestal, as if speaking,
beside a sort of altar inscribed King, Lords, Commons.
Pen over pencil, with slight sepia wash ; 9 J x 6 in.

Inserted in Vol. I. of the interleaved Academy Catalogues, presented by
J. H. Anderdon, Esq., November, 1867; bought by him at the Flaxman sale.

FLEYT, (worked about 1706). Draughtsman ; biography unknown,
but presumably a Dutch artist working in England.

1. A GROUP OF SAILORS. A bargeman, a pilot, and two sailors carrying kegs.
Inscribed teykening van Metier n. n. Fleyt. eygenjiandig tot London 1706 (N.B.
van Weder Zyde) geteekrnt [i.e. Original drawing by master Fleyt, drawn at

London, 1706].
Pen and Indian-ink wash ; roy., 6J x 8 in.

Purchased August, 1836, with the Sheepshanks Collection.

FORBES, Alexander (worked about 1690). Topographical draughtsman;
biography unknown.

1. PLAN OF CHESTER, 1691. Signed Forbes.

Pen and ink, tinted in water colours ; 9 x 8| in.

2. PLAN OP NANTWICH, 1691.
Pen and ink, tinted with water colours ; 6J x 8J in.

3. PLAN OF NEWCASTLE-UNDER-LYME, 1691. Signed and dated A. F. 1691.
Pen and ink, tinted in water colours ; 7f X 6J in.

4. PLAN OF COVENTRY, 1691, UNFINISHED. Inscribed An Imperfect Ground Plvtt

of the City of Coventre, began by Mr
. Alexander Forbes. A.D. 1691.

Pen and ink ; 9J x 13J in.

5. A PROSPECT OF SAINT MICHAEL'S CHURCH IN COVENTRY, FROM THE NORTH.
Signed and dated Dor>e by Alexander Forbes Anno Dom: 1691 ; below, a scale
of yards and statement of measurements. A verse of eulogy inscribed on a
second tablet.

Pen and ink; 16J x 16| in.
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6. PLAN or GALLOWAY, IRELAND, 1690. Inscribed A Ground Plot of Galloway in

Ireland taken by Mr
. Alexander Forbes A.D. 1690.

Pen and ink ; 7g X 7 iu.

All 'in a collection of British Topography.

FORD, W. (worked about 1850). Draughtsman ; biography unknown.

1. A WAYSIDE HALT. A saddled donkey feeding by the roadside, and a boy lying
on the grass beside him ; 1. a group of horses, and r. a single horse ; trees and
hill beyond. Signed W. Ford.
Black chalk on grey paper ; 5$ x 8J in.

Purchased June, 1869.

FORRESTER, Alfred Henry ('Alfred Crowquill') (b. 1804, d. 1872).
Book-illustrator and caricaturist

;
born in London, and self-trained ;

drew illustrations for books by his brother,
' Alfred Crowquill

'

being first used by both as a joint pseudonym ;
contributed to Punch

and The Illustrated London News; illustrated a number of his own
writings, chiefly children's books.

Other sketches by Forrester are catalogued under Cruikshank.

1. Five on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) THE BILL AT SIGHT. A waiter presenting a bill to an old gentleman.
Inscribed The Bill at sight.

Pencil ; 3J x 3 in.

(6) TIM TEOTT AND BIDDY LOWE. A little old man proposing to a tall lady.
Pencil ; 3J X 3 in.

Etched by the artist for
' Absurdities in Prose and Verse

'

(by himself),
1827, p. 1.

(c) ANNE PAGE AND SLENDER. Slender declaring his love to Miss Page in

Windsor Forest.

Indian ink ; 5J X 4J iu.

(d) STL-DYING FROM NATURE. An artist at an easel painting a woman who
stands before him.

Pencil ; 2f X 3J in.

Etched by the artists for '

Absurdities," p. 66.

(e) AFEIOUS VON KIPPEL AND THE DWARF. A tall and lean youth starting to

race with a dwarf.

Pencil ; 2f x 3| in.

2. Four on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) KRUMMEL'S DREAM. A half human monster carrying off a man from a
wounded dragon, in a sea-cave. Inscribed Krvmrnel's dream.
Pen and ink ; 4J x 4f in.

(b) KKUMMEL'S DHEAM. The same scene, with the dragon rising up on its tail

to attack the two.

Pen and ink ; 4J x 4f in.

(c) ILLUSTRATION TO A EOMANOE. A young man in a cloak meeting a foot officer

in the field.

Pen and ink ; 5J x 4 J in.

(d) ILLUSTRATION TO A ROMANCE. A lanky youth in a wood reading a letter

given him by a dwarf, who stands by.
Pen and ink ; 5J X 4f in.
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8. Five on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) ILLUSTRATION TO A ROMANCE. A man rising from liis chair in his study to

expostulate with the same youth as that in the drawing last described.

Pen and ink ; 2g x 4J in.

(5) MERRY THOUGHTS. A man and woman pulling an immense '

merry
thought

'

; an old gentleman behind pulling one by himself.

Pencil ; 3| X 3| in.

(c) A DWARF HUNG IN A CAGE.
Pen and ink ; 3g x 4 in.

(d) ILLUSTRATION TO A BOOK. A man standing up to his waist in water

addressing a fat man in a boat.

Pencil ; 3g x 3JJ in.

(e) 06. ILLUSTRATION TO A BOOK. A man smoking a pipe and leaning against
a tree, while the devil raises his heud from the blossom of a huge flower to

address him.
Pen and ink ; 7J x 5J in.

Sev. A PORTRAIT. T.Q.L., in profile, of a man with a broad face and
spectacles, wearing a hat.

4. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(o) ILLUSTRATION TO A STORY. A little man peeping into a cave and startled

at seeing a giant negro leading a strange beast by a cord.

Pen and ink; 4f x 4J in.

(t) ILLUSTRATION TO A STORY. A man dancing in triumph and jeering at some
elves who play on the grass and on a tree trunk.
Pen and ink, tinted with water colours ; 4| x 4J in.

(c) ILLUSTRATION TO A STORY. The same subject as No. 3 (e) (06.), differently
treated : the man smoking and advancing ]., the devil r.

Pen and ink, tinted ; 4j x 4J in.

5. Four on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) ILLUSTRATION TO FAUST. Mephistopheles appearing in a cloud of vapour ;

Faust, standing 1. in astonishment.
Indian ink

;
2 x 2J in.

(b) ILLUSTRATION TO A STORY. A man in seventeenth century dress being
presented to a lady by a man in the costume of a fool.

Sepia ; 4J x 3f in.

(e) ILLUSTRATION TO THE SAME STORY. A cavalier talking to a lady who is

seated by a window.

Sepia ; 4 x 2J in.

(d) MULTIPLICATION. A gentleman at midnight struggling with a party of
watchmen. Inscribed Multiplication.

Indian-ink wash and pen, slightly tinted ; 5J x 4J in.

6. Six on one mount, roy., viz. :

(o) A GIRL WITH A BASKET of FLOWERS.

Slight pencil sketch ; 4 x 3J in.

(6)
' COMIC OFFERING.' A rustic with his hat on a hayfork declaring his love
to a milkmaid sitting on a stool.

Inscribed Comic Offering.
Pen and ink ; 4 x 3| in.

(c) THE SERENADER SURPRISED. A serenader, who has dropped his lute,
threatened by a man who appears at the r.

Sepia wash and pencil ; 4| x 3| in.

VOL. n. ji
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(d)
' MY FATHER'S SPIRIT.' A small boy sipping his father's grog ; the father

asleep in his chair. Inscribed My Father's Spirit Hamlet.
Pencil ; 4| X 3J in.

(e) A BEGGAR HOLDING A PAPER LAMP.
Indian ink ; 4J X 3J in.

(/) ILLUSTRATION TO A STORY. A sailor with a woman on each knee ; at the r.

a girl going away crying.

Sepia wash and pen ; 4 X 5J in.

7. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(n) I POINT THE ROAD, BUT GO NOT MYSELF. A countryman and his little girl

staring at a sign-post, pointing one way to Workhouse, and the other to

Church, hung with a surplice aud crowned by a mitre. Inscribed I point the

Road but go not Myself.
Pencil ; 6 x 3 in.

(6) ILLUSTRATION TO A STORY. A king seated at table with bis queen, pointing
out a dish to a guest seated opposite ; a fat beefeater stands before him.

Pencil and indigo wash ; 2 J X 3J in.

(c) THE SON'S RETURN. A woman greeting her son and feeling the beard on
his chin.

Sepia wash and pen ; 6 x 4f in.

8. Five on one mount, roy., viz. :

(f) STUDY or A MAN. A little man in a hat standing, turned 1. Signed A. C.
Pencil ; 4f x 3 in.

(I) Two LITTLE BLACKGUARDS. A little Sultan on his throne, talking to his
black lieutenant. Inscribed Two little Blackguards.
Pen and ink; 4J x 2J in.

(c) Two HEADS. A man with bristling hair and beard, and an old beggar in

profile. Signed A. C.

Pencil ; 3J x 5J in.

(d)
' You LITTLE ROGCE, I SEE You.' A man in top boots and long overcoat

looking up and smiling. Inscribed You little Hague, I see You.
Pencil ; 5J x 3J in.

(e) STUDY OF A MAN. A man, fashionably dressed, standing hat in hand and
smiling.

Pencil
; 5J x 3g in.

9. Four on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) PORTRAIT SKETCH. A stout man in a broad-brimmed hat and spectacles
standing and smoking a long pipe.
Pen ;md sepia wash ; 5g x 4J in.

(fc) CARICATURE. Two couples passing each other on a road ; the man at the r.

jeering at the other man, who threatens him, but is held back by the woman
on his arm.

Pencil ; 5 X 7| in.

(c) A SPORTSMAN. A man in sporting costume standing in profile turned I., with
one hand under his coat-tail.

Pen over pencil ; 5j x 3J in.

(d) A MAN WITH A PORTFOLIO UNDER HIS ARM. Standing in profile, looking 1.

Pen over pencil ; 5$ x 3 in.

10. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

LLCSTRATION TO A STORY,
raws his sword.
Pen and ink ; 4f x 2j in.

(a) ILLUSTRATION TO A STORY. A tall man speaking to a short, fat one, who
draws his sword.
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(6) ILLUSTRATION TO A STORY. A grotesque stout lady addressing a grotesque
cavalier. Signed Alfred Crowquillfct.
Pen and ink ; 5J x 4f in.

(c) EIVAL COSTUMES. A lady and gentleman in eighteenth century dress

meeting a lady and gentleman in early nineteenth century dress; each

couple smiles with amusement at the other.

Pen and ink ; 6J x 8J in.

11. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) A TURKISH PEASANT. Standing in 1. profile, with folded arms.
Water-colour sketch ; 5J x 3J in.

(6) A TURKISH OFFICER standing on a bastion, in turban and gorgeous costume,
holding a banner ; dome and minarets behind.
Water colours ; 5f x 3J in.

12. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) AN ARGUMENT. Two villagers, one sitting on a trough, the other standing
by it r., holding an argument.
Sepia and pencil ; 5f x 4J in.

(6) A DISAGREEMENT. A lady and gentleman walking ou the sands; the lady
expostulating and the gentleman protesting.

Water-colour sketch ; 7;j x 9J ia.

13. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) MAKING LOVE. An old gentleman holding the hand of a young woman
and dropping a purse into it.

Water colours and pencil ; 6| x 7| in.

(6) Ob. A RENCOUNTER. A little man in great agitation at meeting an enormous
woman, whose back only is visible.

Sepia ; 7 x 8J in.

Rev. A QUARREL. A stout lady looking after a gentleman who goes off with
his hands thrust in his pockets.

Sepia.

14. Four on one mount, roy., viz. :

(<i) CROSSING THE LINE. Ceremonies on board ship at crossing the line ; sailors

putting a greenhoru in a tub of lather. Above, two sailors seizing a man.
Pen and sepia wash ; 6| x 5 in.

(V) JULY, ST. SWITHIN'S MONTH. A cook at a table pouring out tea with one
hand and taking sugar with the other. Inscribed July, St. Sioithiti's Month.
It never rains but it pours.
Pen sketch ; 4$ x 4J in.

(c) JANUARY, TWELFTH NIGHT. An old lady in a turban introducing a young
lady to a gentleman; half-length figures. Inscribed January, twelfth night.

Introducing the Cake.

Pen sketch ; 4| x 4J in.

(<J) A WOUNDED WARRIOR. A soldier in sixteenth century dress sitting on a
bank, leaning on his spear, shield and morion beside him. Probably from
a print.
Pen and ink ; 6| x 4f in.

15. FASHIONS IN TOBACCO. Four men standing in a row: a Frenchman taking
snuff; a sailor tapping his box of 'pigtail'; a drover in cape 1 overcoat smoking
a long clay pipe ; and a dandy with a cigar. Inscribed on the margin below
Tabac Exquis ; vide Palais Royal Pigtail ; vide Wapping Beturne ; vide

Smilhfteld Meal Savannah; vide St. Jamee'e. Signed Crowquill Eqr
. del.

Pen and ink ; roy., 9J x 12f in.

V 2
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16. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a)
' MY SWEETHEART.' A boy and girl embracing ; three-quarter length.
Inscribed in margin below My Sweetheart.

Sepia ; 5J x 4J in.

(?>) A CONNOISSEUR. A connoisseur examining a portfolio with delight.

Sepia ; 7J X 6 in.

17. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) A PEASANT PRATING BEFORE A CRUCIFIX. Half-length figure. Probably
after an etching.
Pen and Indian-ink wash ; 4J x 3J in.

(!;) THE SAILOR'S RETURN. An old sailor sitting on a bank, hat in hand,

meditating.
Indian ink, sepia and white ; 6j| x 4J in.

18. Eight on one mount, roy., viz. :

(0) AN OLD MAN'S HEAD. Bald and bearded, in 1. profile.

Pen sketch; 2J x If in.

(1) A PHIEST'S HEAD. In 1. profile, wearing hat.

Pen sketch ; 2 J x 2J in.

(c) A SITUATION AS PLAIN COOK. A butler with an exceedingly plain cook on
his arm. Inscribed [Situ](ion as plain cook.

Pen sketch ; 3| x 2J in.

(rf) STUDY OF A HEAD. In three-quarter face, looking 1., wearing hat.

Pencil sketch ; 2f x If in.

(e) STUDY OF A HEAD. Head and shoulders of a bald man wearing a cap on
the side of his head ; three-quarter face, turned 1.

Pencil ; 4J x 3| in.

(/) STUDY OF A HEAD. In profile, turned 1.

Pencil sketch ; 2f x 1| in.

(3) SCENE FROM PAUL PRY. Paul Pry showing a judge's wig of enormous size

to a countryman, who stares with astonishment. Signed A. Crowquill.
Pencil

;
3 X 4J in.

(7j) ILLUSTRATION TO A PLAY OR STORY. A lady and gentleman stopped by a
watchman with a lantern.

Pen and ink ; 3 x 4 in.

19. Seven on one mount, roy., viz. :

() BACK VIEW OF A FIGURE IN AN EASY CHAIR.

Slight pencil sketch ; 3J x 2J in.

(fc) VARYING TYPES OF PROFILES.

Pen sketch ; 2| x 4 in.

(c) PORTRAIT SKETCH. A man's head nearly in profile, turned 1.

Pen sketch ; 3j X 2J in.

(d) 05. Two HEADS. An old woman wearing spectacles in 1. profile ; and a
man with his mouth open.
Pen and Indian-ink wash ; 5f x 6J in.

Bev. A HEAD. A man in r. profile, wearing a large hat.

(e) PORTRAIT SKETCH. Head of a man in full face.

Pen sketch ; 4| x If in.

(/) Ob. Two STUDIES. A man's head, with thick lips, in 1. profile ; and a shed
with trees.

IVn and ink ; 4 x 2| in.
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Ben. A MAN SEATED AT A TABLE.

Slight pen sketch.

(g) A YOUNG MAN IN FANCY DRESS. la 1. profile.
Pen and ink ;

4 J x 2f in.

20. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) Ob. LAKE AND BRIDGE. View across a lake of hills rising above a bridge.
Indian ink ; 5J x 5J in.

Rev. A GLASS OF WINE. A man by a table, on which he has placed his

bundle, drinking a glass of wine.

Pencil.

(6) LANDSCAPE STUDY. The wooded banks of a river ; a half-withered tree in

the foreground.

Sepia ; 6J x 7f in.

(c) 06. A CASTLE. Towers of a ruined castle, with sheds built against them,
and a flagstaff behind.

Indian ink ; 4f x 6| in.

Rev. MODEST MERIT. A needy person standing hat in hand. Signed A. C.,
and inscribed Modest Merit.

All purchased October, 1879.

FORSTER, Thomas (worked about 1695-1712). Miniature draughts-
man

; well-known in his time for his beautiful miniature portraits in

pencil on vellum, some of which were engraved as frontispieces for

books by Van der Gucht and others. The circumstances of his life

are not known.

1. PORTRAIT OP MARGARET HARCOORT. Half-length of a young lady in three-

quarter face turned !., the eyes full. Signed and dated Tho. jfurster delin. 1702,
and inscribed Marg. Harcourt.

Pencil qn vellum, highly finished ; oval ; roy., 4J x 3| in.

Purchased August, 1861.

2. PORTRAIT OF GEORGE ST. Lo. Head and bust of a gentleman nearly in full

face, turned a little 1., eyes full ; wearing a morning gown. Signed and dated
T. Forster ddine. 1701, and inscribed Geo. St. Lo, Esq., Commissioner at Her
Majesty's Navy ; with the arms of the sitter above.

Pencil on vellum, highly finished ; oval; roy., 7 X 5J in.

George St. Lo, the dute of whose birth is nut known, was appointed lieutenant
of the Phoenix, 1677-8; captain ot the Dartmouth, 1682; wounded and captured
by the French at Brest; commissioner of the Navy, 1693-1712; died 1718.

He published in 1693 a pamphlet,
'

England's Safety.'

Purchased May, 18fO, at the Percy sale.

POSTER, John (b. about 1787, d. 1846). Architect ; born at Liverpool ;

pupil of Wyatt ; accompanied C. R. Cockerell to Greece, and with

him discovered the Phigaleian marbles
;
was architect to the Corpora-

tion of Liverpool, and designed many public buildings in that city.

1. VIEW OF THE TEMPLE OF APOLLO AT PHIGALEIA, FROM THE N.W. View from
a hillside, dotted with trees, towards mountains and the distant sea ; the temple
at a little distance in a hollow 1. ; a shepherd in the foreground.
Water colours ; 8 x 10 in.
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2. VIEW OF THE SAME TEMPLE, FROM THE N.E. A near view of the temple, with
scattered blocks of masonry lying about it, and a few peasants seated nmong
them and in the foreground. A view taken after the excavations had been
made.
Water colours

; 8 X 10 in.

Both engraved by W. H. Bennett for Ancient Marbles in the British

Museum,' Part IV.
Inserted in an album witli the drawings from the temple by Henry Corbould,

described under his name.

FOSTER, William
(

d. 1812). Painter; worked in London;
exhibited, chiefly portraits, at the Royal Academy and elsewhere,
1772-1812.

1. A REST ON THE ROAD. An old woman seated on a bank in the 1. foreground, by
a tree trunk, a little girl leaning and looking over her shoulder, a boy standing
with one knee on (he bank, his back turned : at the r., a roiid winding away
into deep woods, with a cottage r. Signed W. Foster.

Water colours; roy., 13 x 17 in.

Purchased May, 1881.

2. PORTRAIT OF JOHN PROCTOR ANDERDON, ESQ. Half-length in full face. Signed
and dated W. Foster, 1811. Inscribed on the back by J. H. Anderdon,
Portrait of John Proctor Anderdon done by a young artist of much prumiie,
who died in the following year, 1812.
Water colours over pencil ; 8| X 5J in.

John Proctor Anderdon, b. ITtiO, collector of works of art, had a small but
choice gallery of pictures at Farley Hall, Berkshire ; Fellow of the Royal
Society ;

died at Ramsgate, 18-10.

Inserted in Vol. n. of 'Collectanea Biographica,' bequeathed by J. H.
Anderdon, Esq.

FOX, Charles (b. 1749, d. 1809). Landscape and portrait painter; bom
at Falmouth

;
started as a bookseller

; travelled on foot in Norway,
Sweden, and Russia, making sketches from which he painted
pictures ; studied also Oriental languages and published a volume
from the Persian ; his later life was entirely given to poetry.

1. PARK SCENE. A pool in the foreground crossed by a fence, with a gate 1., and
path leading among groups of trees ; beyond, glades and wood.

Pencil on drab paper, heightened with white ; lOf X 14J in.

Purchased June, 1871.

FRADELLE, Henry Joseph (b. 1778, d. 1865). Painter; born at

Lille; studied in Paris; settled 1816 in London; exhibited at the

Royal Academy and British Institution, 1817-1854, chiefly historical

pictures.

1. LEICESTER'S VISIT TO AMY ROBSART AT CCMNOR PLACE. Leicester sits facing
towards the front ; Amy Robsart kneels beside him, asking him the meaning of
the orders he wears; in an antechamber r., a lady and gentleman talking.
Signed and dated J. H. Fradelle, 1826.
Black chalk, on drab paper, heightened with white; 9J x 14 J in.

Engraved by Charles Turner.

Purchased October, 1877.
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FRANCIA, Francis Louis Thomas (b. 1772, d. 1839). Water-colour

painter ;
born in Calais, but came early in life to London

; belonged
to Girtin's Sketching Society ;

exhibited at the Royal Academy,
1795-1821; member and secretary of the Water-Colour Society;
worked in Calais from 1817 till his death ; there taught Bonington,
with whom his later style has much in common

;
his earlier manner

was nearer Girtin's.

1. ON THE BAY OF NAPLES. Buildings on a rocky shore 1., a boat by the shore
and a few figures on the beach ; r , Vesuvius rising across the bay.

Indian ink on grey paper, heightened with white ; roy., 6J X 9| in.

2. BOATS ON THE THAMES. Two fishing boats passing down stream ; a church and
a windmill on the shore beyond.
Indian ink on grey paper, heightened with white; roy., 7| X 11 in.

Nos. 1-2 were presented by John Henderson, Esq., Jan., 1863.

3. FORT BOUGE, CALAIS. A strip of sand r., and the sea rolling in from the 1.

between long breakwaters, near one of which is an anchored sloop aground ;

the little fort rising from the water 1., and. a number of vessels in the offing.

Signed L. Francia.
Water colours ; roy., 7| x 10J in.

Purchased June, 1871.

4. Five on one mount, roy., viz :

(a) BOATS AND SHIPPING. A flat shore with boats drawn up, and a group of

ships behind at the r.

Pencil and light sepia wash ; 4 X Gf in.

(&) AT CALAIS. View of Fort Rouge 1., seen from the shore ; a breakwater r.

Dated 16 Jan., 1821.

Pencil ; 2J x 3f in.

(c) Ob. FISHING BOATS AT SEA.
Pencil ; 2J x 3J in.

Rev. BOATS AT CALAIS PIER.
Pencil.

(d) Ob. BRIG AND LUGGER.
Pencil and light sepia wash ; "l\ x 3J in.

Bee. FISHING BOATS AT SEA.
Pencil and light sepia wash.

(e) BOATS AT ANCHOR.
Inscribed at Calais.

Pencil and light Indian-ink wash ; 4J x GJ in.

5. Three on one mount, viz. :

(a) CALAIS SANPS. Wide sands with a stranded boat on the horizon, and a cart
crossing them. Inscribed Calais.

Pencil and light Indian-ink wash ; 2 J x 7J in.

(5) ON THE BANKS OF THE SCHELDT. Wide flat shores with two stranded vessels,
and two figures near tlie foreground. Inscribed Escant.

Pencil and light Indian-ink wash ; 2{j x 7J in.

(e) The THAMES AT TILBCRT. The river on a rough day, with a man-of-war
and other vessels, and Tilbury Fort r. Inscribed Tamise.

Pencil ; 3 x 8 in.
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6. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) AT CALAIS. The beach with boats 1. and pier r. Inscribed Calais.
Pencil and light Indian-ink wash ; 1 x 7J in.

(6) VIEW ON A RIVER, PROBABLY THE SCHELDT. Boats on a broad river, a flat

Dank and windmills r.

Indian ink on drab paper heightened with white ; 2J x 8 in.

Nos. 4-6 were purchased October, 1877.

7. TRANSPORTS RETURNING PROM SPAIN, FEBRUARY, 1809, BEATING INTO ST. HELENS
EOADS. A ruffled soa witli a dark rain cloud coming up from the 1., and the

transports tacking to the r. ; nearer, a fishing smack sailing 1., and in the fore-

ground a boat lying to and lifted on a great wave. Signed on the stern of this
boat L. Francia.

Water colours ; roy., II J x 15j in.

Purchased, May, 1890, at the Percy sale. Formerly in Samuel Redgrave's
collection, and described by Richard Redgrave in a letter to Dr. Percy as one of
Francia's finest works.

FRANKLIN, J. (worked about 1830-1868). Painter
; worked in London

;

painted historical subjects and landscapes ; exhibited at the Royal
Academy and elsewhere between 1830 and 1868.

1. MARKET-PI,ACE, DOUAI. A mnrket-place surrounded by high gabled houses,
the foreground filled witli peasants buying and selling at booths, and a man
with a team of horses in the centre ; beyond, in the middle of the place, a
fountain under a lofty monument in the form of au arch. Signed and dated
Franklin, 1X34.

Pencil, with water colours on green-grey paper, heightened with white ; roy.,
10 x 14 in.

Purchased at the Percy sale, May, 1890.

FRANKS, Captain Frederick, R.N. (d. 1844). Amateur painter ;

father of Sir Augustus Wollaston Franks.

1. THE TEMPLE OF VESTA, ROME.
Water colours ; 10J x 14 in.

2. VIEW IN THE CAMPAGNA, ROME.
Water colours ; 7 J x 10| in.

3. S. TRINIT\ DE' MONTI, HOME.

Sepia and water colours ; 10J x 14J in.

4. PORTA SAN PAOLO, ROME, FROM OUTSIDE, WITH THE PYRAMID OF CESTIUS.
Water colours ; 10J x 14 in.

5. SAN GIOVANNI DEI FIORENTINI, ROME, PROM THE FERRY. Dated 1842.

Water colours ; 10J x 14J in.

6. ST. PETER'S AND CASTLE OF ST. ANGELO, FROM THE TIBER.
Water colour ; tOJ x 14 in.

7. PONTE SAN BARTOLOMEO, ROME, PROM PONTE SISTO. Dated 1843.

Water colours ; 10J x 14J in.

8. CLOACA MAXIMA, ROME.
Water colours ; 6 x 9J- in.
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9. VIEW or ST. PETER'S AND ROME, FROM WITHOUT THE WALLS.
Water colours ; 10J x 14| in.

10. VILLA AND PINE TREES NEAR ROME.

Sepia and pencil on grey paper, heightened with white ; 10J X 14J in.

11. CASTEL Uovo, NAPLES, AND VESUVIUS FROM THE SEA.

Water colours ; 10J x 11 in.

12. THE BAY OF NAPLES, WITH THE ISLAND OF NISIDA.

Water colours ; 7 X lOf in.

13. L" IMMACOLATELLA, NAPLES, AND VESUVIUS IN THE DISTANCE.

Sepia and water colours; 7| x lOf in.

14. BOATS AT NAPLES.
Water colours and body colours ; 7 x 10J in.

15. LAGO D' AONANO AND SOLFATARA.

Sepia and water colours ; 7J x 10J in.

16. CHIAGA AND BAY OF NAPLES.
Water colours ; 10J x 14 in.

17. CASTEL Uovo, NAPLES.
Water colours; 7 x 10J in.

18. ENTRANCE TO THE BLUE CAVE, CAPRI.
Water colours ; 7| x 10| in.

19. THE TEMPLES AT P..ESTUM. Signed F. F.

Water colours ; 10J x 14J in.

20. NAPLES FROM THE VOMERO.
Water colours ; 10J x 14J in.

21. BOATS NEAR NAPLES.
Water colours on grey paper heightened with white ; 7 x 10| in.

22. STREET IN NAPLES LOOKING TOWARDS THE SEA.
Water colours and body colours

;
10 x 7J in.

These sketches, placed in a portfolio of Italian topography, were presented
to the Museum February, 1877, and transferred from tho Map Room Sep-
tember, 1880.

FREEMAN, Samuel (b. 1773, d. 1857). Engraver and draughtsman ;

worked chiefly in stipple ; best known by his portraits ; engraved a
number of illustrations to Fisher's ' National Portrait Gallery,'
Jones's ' National Gallery,' and other works.

1. LETITIA ELIZABETH LANDON : AFTER J. WRIGHT. Half length in full face,

smiling, in low gn en velvet dress. A vignette.
Water colour stipple ; roy., 7f x 6J in.

Engraved in stipple by the artist.

Letitia Elizabeth Landon, famous in her day as " L. E. L.," was born in

Chelsea, 1802 ; began early to write verse and reviews for the Literary Gazette;

published several very popular volumes of poems from 1821 onwards ; married,
1838, George Maclean, governor of Cape Coast Castle, where she died the same

year, from taking poison.

Presented by J. Deffett Francis, Esq., October, 1866.
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FROST, George (b. 1754, d. 1821), Landscape painter; born in Suffolk ;

worked at Ipswich and in the neighbourhood ;
an admirer and

imitator of Gainsborough.

1. CROSSING A STREAM. Two men on horses, and a cow, crossing a stream which
comes into the foreground ; beyond, a road passing by trees 1. and over a
wooden bridge ; a birch-tree in the r. foreground, and a spire in the distance.

After, or in the manner of, Gainsborough's earlier pencil drawings.
Pencil ; roy., 7J X 5J in.

2. A SUFFOLK LANDSCAPE. View from a hill over undulating country, the hollow
filled with woods ; a tower on a round hill 1., another rising among distant trees

to the r.
; a clump of trees in the r. foreground, and sheep on the slopes below.

Pencil ; roy., CJ x 7J in.

Both purchased July, 1878.

FROST, William Edward, R.A. (b. 1810, d. 1877). Painter, etcher and

lithographer ;
born at Wandsworth

;
studied at the Royal Academy ;

produced a great number of portraits, 1829-1843
;
obtained a prize

in 1843 at the Westminster Hall competition for his "
Una," and

thenceforth devoted himself to subject-pictures, chiefly sylvan, idyllic,
or bacchanalian

; elected A.R.A. 1846
; R.A. 1870.

1. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) PROSERPINE : STUDY FOR A PICTDRE. Proserpine naked, kneeling with one
knee on the grass, gathering a tall flower with one hand and putting a
blossom in her hair with the other. A dark wood near behind her.
Water colours, with pen outlines : 4J x 2f in.

(6) A PAINTER AT WORK. A young man in mediseval costume seated painting
at a great canvas

; an older man and a girl leaning on his chair behind
him r. Signed W. E F., and with R.A. in the opposite corner.
Water colours, with pen outlines ; 4J x 4J in.

Purchased October, 1879.

Una sitting on a bank under trees surrounded by nymphs, who gaze
her in wonder. An illustration to Spenser's 'Faerie Queene,' Book I.,

2. UNA.

upon
Canto VI., 18.

' The wooddy nymphes, faire Hamadryades,
Her to behold do thether run apace;
And all the troupe of light-foot Naides
Flock all about to see her lovely face :

But when they vewed have her heavenly grace,
They envy her in their malitious mind,
And fly away, for feare of fowle disgrace :

But all the Satyres scorue their woody kind,
And henceforth nothing faire, but her, on earth they find.'

Water colours and pen ; roy., 7J x 10 in.

Study for the oil picture, exhibited at the Eoyal Academy 1847, and
purchased by H.M. the Queen.

Purchased October, 1881.

3. STUDY OF A GIRL. A girl in a low bodice and skirt, seen almost to the feet,
seated looking r. over her 1. shoulder ; one arm raised over her head, the other
by her side.

Water colours and pen, on buff paper heightened with white; roy.,
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4. A NYMPH. A naked nymph, seated on drapery which falls over one knee, on a

grassy bank, looking down to the 1., with r. arm raised.

Water colours and body colours ; arched at the top ; roy., 6| x 4g in.

5. Ob. ITALIAN PEASANT AND CART. An Italian peasant in green waistcoat and
crimson trousers, seated on a cart drawn by a white horse ; house and trees

behind.
Water colours on grey paper heightened with white ; roy., 10J x Hf in.

Bev. STUDY FOR A PICTURE, ETC. Study for a composition of an Italian peasant
family : a young mother reclining under a tree 1. and caressing with one hand
her child who sits on the knee of its grandmother. With five studies of heads,
male and female, and a study of a girl in page's dress.

Body colours and pen, on grey paper, heightened with white.

G. MOTHER AND CHILD ; UNFINISHED STUDY. A nude woman seated towards the

r., her child standing r. with hands crossed on her shoulder. The upper part
of the figure only finished.

Water colours and pen, over pencil ; roy., 5 x 2 in.

7. PORTRAIT OF A GIRL. A young girl, with face framed in thick hair ; half-length,
in full face, the eyes looking r.

Water colours
; roy., 6J x 4| in.

8. ON THE GOODWIN SANDS. A strip of sand, with a few figures on it, and a boat

by the sea r., looking towards Deal and the South Foreland 1. Signed
W. E. Frost, A.R.A.
Water colours on grey paper, heightened with white ; roy., 3J x Gj in.

Nos. 3-8 were purchased, December, 1889.

FULLER, Isaac (b. 1606, d. 1672). Painter and etcher; studied in

France under Francois Perrier
;
worked at Oxford, painting altar-

pieces for Magdalen and Wadham Colleges, and in London, painting
decorations for houses and inns ; had considerable vogue as a portrait

painter, and etched a number of plates. His own portrait, drawn by
Vertue, is in the department.

1. MYTHOLOGICAL SUBJECT; PROBABLY A DESIGN FOR A CEILING. A nude male

figure, seen from behind, attempting with one arm to drag a woman from
where she is seated above him, and with the other warding off a blow with
which she threatens him.
Pen and ink ; roy., 9J x 4J in.

2. HERCULES THE ARCHER. Hercules, clothed only in his lion skin, standing near
a tree stump, and drawing his bow towards the r. There appears to be a half
obliterated date 16. ... at the bottom of the drawing.
Pen and ink ; 4JJ x 3JJ in.

Both purchased, August, 1874.

FUSELI, Henry, R.A. (b. 1741, d. 1825). Painter and author; son of

J. C. Fuessli ; born and educated at Zurich
;
came to England 1763,

and lived by literary work till 1767, when on Reynolds' advice he

began to paint ; spent eight years studying at Rome
; contributed

pictures to Boydell's Shakespeare Gallery ;
elected A.R.A. 1788,

R.A. 1790, and Professor of Painting 1799
; painted a series of

pictures for a Milton Gallery, less successful than the violent and
fantastic subjects of his own invention.

1. ILLUSTRATION TO ' TIMON AT ATHENS,' ACT iv., SCENE in. Alcibiades 1., with

Phrynia and Timandra clinging to him, addressing Timon who sits within his
cave in the background.
Pen and Indian-ink wash ; roy., 8| X 12| in.
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2. ILLUSTRATION TO '

MACBETH,' ACT iv., SCENE i. The three witches r., surround-
ing Macbeth, who looks down on the apparition of an armed head riiug 1.

Pen and Indian-ink wash ; roy., 9g X 15J in.

A picture of this subject was painted by Fuseli for the Shakespeare Gallery.

3. FORTUNE. A female figure floating with globe between her feet, a wand in one
hand, and a cup and balls in the other.
Pen and ink sketch

; roy., 9J X 7| in.

AND DEATH. Death, a skeleton, seizing Sin in his embrace and pressing
mouth with a lipless kiss ; an illustration to the lines iu ' Paradise Lost,'

4. SIN AND DEATH.
her :

book II.
' Me overtook, his mother, all dismayed
And in embraces forcible and foul,' etc.

Pencil ; roy., 5J x 8J in.

5. STUDY OF A YOUTH, PERHAPS AFTER VANDYCK. A youth in Vandyck costume,
standing with one foot on a step, looking over his shoulder.
Pen and ink sketch ; roy., 8 x 3 in.

Nos 1-5 were purchased November, 1862.

6. EZZELIN BRACCIAFERRO MUSING OVER MEDUNA, SLAIN BY HIM FOR DISLOYALTY
DURING HIS ABSENCE IN THE HOLY LAND. The warrior sits with head on hand
at a titble contemplating the body of his wife lying before him ; on the table, 1.,

a crucifix and hour-glass ; a mirror behind. Dated Zurich, Feb., '79.

Red chalk and pen with sepia wash ; roy., 18J X 15J in.

Study for a picture exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1780, engraved in
mezzotint by J. R. Smith and in line by Holloway. The subject is of Fuseli's
own invention.

Purchased March, 1892.

7. THE NIGHT MARE. A woman lying asleep on a bed with her head hanging
down, and one hand clutching her dishevelled hair, while a goblin squats and
grins upon her breast.

Black chalk on brown paper heightened with white ; atl., 19 x 25JJ in.

A favourite bubject with Fuseli, who made several pictures of it, engraved in
line by W. Raddon, and in stipple by T. Burne, and frequently caricatured.

Presented by Miss Julia Carrick-Moore, March, 1885.

8. THE DEATH OF BRUTUS; ILLUSTRATION TO JULIUS CAESAR, ACT v., SCENE v.

Bruins runs upon the sword which Strato, averting his head, holds before him.
Clitus and Dardauius stand behind, one looking on iu hurror, the other averting
his face.

Black chalk ; ant., 22 X 26J in.

9. THE CAPTIVE. A naked man seated leaning backwards and chained by the
foot; at the 1. sin old woman crouching. Between the le^s of the man is a
study on a much smaller scale of a nude male figure in profile.

Black chalk ; ant., 21 x 25J in.

Nos. 8 and 9 were purchased May, 1856.

10. THE NIGHT HAG. She flies with level wings across a night sky from r. to 1.,

grasping her hair with both hands and crying out. An illustration to ' Paradise

Lost,' book II.
' The night hag, when called

In secret, riding through the air she comes
Lured by the smell of infant blood.'

Water colours with pen outlines; ant
,
20 x 30| in.

Fuseli painted a picture of this subject for the Milton Gallery.

11. PROMETHEUS RESCUED BY HERACLES. Prometheus prostrate, r., upon a rock with
the eagle above him interrupted in his meal by the appearance of Heracles on
the opposite crag, across a chasm. Inscribed '0^711 AIDS Kvuv.

Indian ink and sepia wash with pen outlines ; ant., 22| x 26J in.
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12. Album containing 96 compositions and studies made by Fuseli in Rome.
Inscribed on first page, Daniel J. Moore, Purchased at Mr. Windus' sale.

The subjects include 14 compositions from Shakespeare ('Hamlut,' 'Macbeth,'
'

Merry Wives of Windsor,'
'

Lear,'
'

Henry VI
,'

'

King John,'
' Richard III.,'

' Coriolanus '), and a set of decorative designs for four plays ('The Tempest,'
'Macbeth,' 'Lear,' 'Twelfth Night'), containing several subjects from the

respective plays ; 2 from Milton (' Paradise Lost ') ; 4 from Dante (' Inferno ') ;

2 from Sophocles ( 'CEilipus Tyrannus,'
'

CEdipus Coloneus'); 2 from
Homer ('Iliad,' and '

Odyssey'); 3 from classical mythology ('Perseus
and Andromeda,' '

Bcllerophon,'
' Dfedalus and Icarus'); 2 from the Bible

(' Stoning of Stephen.' and ' Conversion of Saul ') ; 25 from sources not traced :

3 copies from figures by Michael Angelo on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel ;

1 from Edelinck's print after Leonardo's Battle of the Standard; from the

Antique; a caricature (smoking a modern picture into an 'Old Master'); two
slight sketches for portrails, and a number of figure studies. Three of the

drawings are dated, 1777 da Fuzely, Roma ; One has the date Jloma, Jul., '74.

75 ff. Pen and ink ; pen and monochrome wash ; or pencil.

Nos. 10-12 were presented by Miss Julia Carrick Moore, March, 1885.

Attributed to Fuseli.

STUDIES FOB A PICTURE. The figure of a woman crouching towards the 1., and
looking over her shoulder

; at the r. two figures embracing, perhaps Paolo and
Franceses.

Pencil and black chalk ; roy., 8J X 8J in.

This drawing has been attributed to Fuseli and to Cosway; probably it

belongs to neither, but to some artist whom it would be difficult to name with

certainty.

Acquired July, 1835.

GAINSBOROUGH, Thomas, R.A. (b. 1727, d. 1788). Painter
; born at

Sudbury, Suffolk
; began very early to sketch and paint ;

at fourteen
went to London, where he studied under Gravelot

[17.1'.],
with Charles

Grignion, who taught him etching, for fellow-pupil, and afterwards
for three years under Hayman ;

worked at Ipswich, 1745-60, to
which period belong his careful earlier landscapes; at Bath, 1760-74,
sending portraits and landscapes to the Society of Artists and to the

Royal Academy, of which he was a member from its foundation in

1768
;
in London, from 1774 till his death

;
the rival of Reynolds in

portraiture, and the founder of the English School of Landscape.

[1-11.] Portrait and figure studies.

1. THE Music PARTY. Two ladies and two gentlemen grouped 1. at a harpsichord
by candle-light ; one of the ladies plays the harpsichord, the other stands
behind singing; on the ne^ir fide, one of the men, noticeably shorter than the

standing lady, plays the violin ; on the further side, the other leans with one
Land on the harpsichord, and turns over for the lady.
Red chalk sketch, cut at the corners; roy., 9J x 12J in.

Possibly Gainsborough and his two daughters with a musical friend, who
has been identified as George Frederick Abel ; but Abel was a tall, portly
person, and his instrument was the viol di gamba. This is probably Felice

Giardini, the violinist, b. 1716, who played with immense success in England
from 1744, till he took over the management of the opera, which ruined him.
He afterwards went to Moscow, and died there 1796. In 1774 he bought a piano
for Gainsborough, tin n at Bath, who puinted a half-length portrait of him
engraved by C. Tomkins. This drawing belongs doubtless to the Bath period
of the painter's career.

Purchased July, 1889.
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2. STUDY FOR PORTRAIT OP A LADY PLAYING THE HARP. Whole-length figure of
a lady seated towards the 1., playing the harp.

Black chalk sketch on rough drab paper, heightened with white ;

roy., J4f x lOf in.

Reproduced in W. Armstrong's 'Gainsborough,' 1898, p. 180, and there con-
jectured to be a first idea for the portrait of Lady Clarges. See below, No. 7.

Purchased October, 1890.

3. STUDY FOR PORTRAIT OF A LADY WITH A GUITAR. Whole length figure of a
lady seated on a sofa, turned somewhat r., the head resting on the 1. hand and
looking 1., the face in three-quarters; a guitar on the lap held by the r. hand ;

in the foreground 1., a dog ; behind, a curtain, and 1. a window looking on a
park.

Pencil sketch, slightly washed in parts with water colours ; cut at the corners ;

roy., 13| x 10J in.

Probably a study for the portrait of the artist's daughter, Mrs. Fischer.

Purchased June, 1894.

4. STUDY FOR PORTRAIT OF A LADY. Whole length figure of a lady standing
towards the r., her faee looking full, and her hands clasped before her holding
a fan. Part of a stone balustrade and trees behind.

Pencil sketch ; cut at the corners ; roy., 14J x 8f in.

5. STUDY FOR PORTRAIT OF A LADY. Whole length figure of a lady seated, partly
towards the 1., the face nearly full ; hands clasped on lap.

Pencil sketch ; cut at the corners ; roy., 14 x 8J in.

6. STUDY FOR PORTRAIT OF A LADY. Half length figure of a lady with high
coift'ure and cap seated towards the r., her arms crossed and leaning on a table
before her; the face in three-quarters, eyes full.

Black chalk on stone-grey paper, heightened with white ; cut at the corners ;

roy., 12J x 9* in.

7. STUDY FOR THE PORTRAIT OF LADY CLARGES. Three-quarter length, seated to
the 1., playing the harp, the face in three-quarters, looking 1., with high coiffure.
Behind the harp is seen a dog, whicli does not appear in the picture. The
1. arm has been first drawn with the hand lower down, and then altered to its
final position.

Black chalk on i-tone-grey paper, heightened with white ; roy., 12J x 10J in.

Reproduced in W. Armstrong's
'

Gainsborough,' p. 17t>.

The picture, from which the dog was omitted, was sold at the Price sale, 1895,
and at the Ruston sale, 1898, and belongs to Sir Charles Tennant, Bart. It ig

reproduced in the Price collection catalogue, and in Mrs. Bell's ' Gains-
borough

'

(1897), p. 108.

Miss Shrine married Sir Thomas Clarges, Bart., who died 1783. Gainsborough
also painted their daughter.

Nos. 4-7 were purchased July, 1895.

8. STUDY FOR PORTRAIT or A LADY. Whole length, standing towards the 1., the
face in profile looking 1.

; broad sun-hat on head, a rose in r. hand, 1. hand on
hip ; a garden walk suggested in the foreground.
Black chalk and stump on grey paper, heightened with white ; imp.,

18| x 13 in.

Reproduced in the '

Portfolio,' September, 1894, p. 42, and in Armstrong's
'Gainsborough,' p. 184.

Purchased July, 1855.

9. STUDY FOB PORTRAIT or THE DUCHESS OF DEVONSHIRE. Whole length, standing
towards the 1. in a landscape, with background of trees ; in large hat over long
curls, the face turned nearly full, arms fo'ded.

Black chalk and stump on grey paper, heightened with white ; imp.,
19 x 12J in.

Lithographed by R. J. Lane, and reproduced in Armstrong's
'

Gainsborough,'
p. 168.
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Georgiana, daughter of Earl Spencer, born 1757, married the fifth Duke of

Devonshire at seventeen, and became the acknowledged queen of society ;
she

brought in a simple style of dress ; was an eager partisan of Fox and the Whigs ;

wrote poems, one of which inspired Coleridge with an ode; delighted in wit

and talent, and revered Dr. Johnson. She ' effaced all without being a beauty."
Died 1806. Gainsborough painted more than one portrait of the Duchess.

The present study was made for a now lost picture. Another study, with

the figure facing the other way, is in Mr. Salting's collection.

Purchased April, 1897. Formerly in the collection of the Earl of Warwick.

10. THE SKETCHER. A young man seated on a bank beneath a tree, facing r., a

sketch-book on his knees, holding a round mirror in 1. hand.
Pencil sketch ; roy., 7J x 5J in.

Reproduced in the '

Portfolio,' September, 1894, p. 49.

Bequeathed by Eichard Payne-Knight, Esq., 1824.

11. THE BOY IN THE CART. A boy lying in a cart which is moving away, his back

against the bide and one foot hanging out behind ; a clump of trees overhanging
the road 1. ; in the distance r., a church spire.
Pen and sepia and Indian-ink wash ; roy., 7 x 8| in.

Purchased May, 1896.

[12-30.] Landscapes.

12. COAST SCENE WITS CATTLE. Two oxen, one lying down, one standing, on a flat

meadow, with a tree r. ; :it a little distance the sea with fishing boats in a bay,
beyond which cliffs ;ire visible to the r., under a bank of cloud.

Oil colours varnished, on paper ; roy., 8j x 12J in.

13. LANDSCAPE WITH TRAVELLEHS. A road from 1. to r., with two figures on donkeys
or mules coming towards the r., past a cottage among bushes 1. ; at the r., a
woman sitting under a withered tree.

Monochrome sketch in oils on paper, varnished ; roy., 8f x 12| in.

14. CATTLE AT A POOL. Three cattle on the margin of a rushy pool, two standing,
the third lying on a sloping bank, crowned by a willow stump, at the r., in the
distance 1., a plain, and remote hills.

Oil sketch on paper, varnished ; roy., 7J x 9J in.

15. ROAD NEAR BATH. A road curving 1. down a slope into the foreground, where
a pond at the r. lies beneath a grass bank and a willow ; further up the road
at the 1., trees and cottage.
Monochrome sketch slightly tinted with water colours; roy., 2J x 3J in.

This little drawing is inscribed on the back Mr. Gainitborouyh ; and Mr.
Cracherode has added underneath, Given me by Mr. Sand. Collins, miniature

painter, who had it of Mr. Gainsborough. Samuel Collins was working in Bath
during the first year of Gainsborough's residence there, but removed to

Dublin, 1763.

NOB. 12-15 were bequeathed by the Rev. C. M. Cracherode, 1799.

16. ROCKS AND TREES. A high mound with a rocky face on the further side of the

road, with trees on either side of it. Inscribed" Gainsborough.
Pen and sepia, Indian ink and indigo wash ; roy., 8 J x 13 in.

Bequeathed by R. Payne-Knight, Esq., 1824.

17. A WOODLAND VALLEY. Two men on horseback, with a led horse behind and a

dog, coming along a hollow to the 1., between a high bank 1. and a slope r., with

feeding sheep under groups of trees. Signed T. G. on the margin, outside a
border stamped in gold.

Charcoal and bistre wash ; roy., 9J x 12J in.
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18. A POOL AMONG THE HILLS. A pool in the foreground lying among grassy slopes,
crowned 1. by a clump of trees, and with cattle by a willow stump r. ; in the
distance a high hill rising beyond thick woods. Signed T. G. on the margin,
outside a border stamped in gold.

Charcoal and bistre was.h ; roy., 9J x 12J in.

The black outlines in these two drawings, as also in No. 19, were certainly
produced by transference and not by direct touches. Probably, therefore, more
than oue copy of the design was produced at a time. The gilt border and
signature on these two examples suggest that Gainsborough prepared them as

presents for friends.

Nos. 17 and 18 were purchased August, 1859.

19. TRAVELLERS ON THE ROAD. Three women on horses, and a pack-horse, followed

by a dog, coining into the foreground along a road past a bank and trees r.

Charcoal and bistre wash ; roy., 7f X lOf in.

Purchased March, 1868.

20. THE WOODCUTTER. A woodcutter leaning on a staff and talking to a woman
who is seated on a heap of faggots towards the r., in a lane which comes winding
past a cottage 1. ; trees and bushes on a bank behind the figures, and at the
r. and 1.

Pencil and Indian ink, and slight water-colour wash ; roy., 8 x 9f in.

Purchased May, 1885, at the Cheney sale.

21. THE SKETCH. A lady seated sketching 1. on the bank of a stream which flows

into the r. foreground; beyond her, at the foot of a tree, a man seated and
pointing out something in the meadows beyond the stream ; at the r., on the
other side of the stream, a birch tree.

Pencil ; roy., 7J X 6 in.

22. PEASANTS IN A WOOD. Two peasants leaning on a stack of logs r., and a girl

sitting on the ground in front of them, by a young tree ; a thicket and trees

enclosing the glade, and a second stock of logs at the 1.

Pencil ; roy., 7J X Gf in.

Nos. 21-22 are examples of Gainsborough's early and somewhat formal land-

scapes with figures.

Both purchased March, 1868.

23. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) WILLOWS. A row of willows in full leaf near a gate ; a withered stump at

ther.
Pencil ; 6 x 7J in.

(i) POOL AND TBEES. A pool enclosed by palings, beyond which are trees upon
a bank.

Peucil ; 5 J x 7| in.

24. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) A LANE. A man moving away down a lane bordered by pollard trees at

thel.

Pencil
; 6 X 7J in.

(6) A POND. A pond bordered by thick woods, with a fence in the 1. fore-

ground.
Pencil ; 5J X 7f in.

25. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) A BEND IN A EOAD. A road coming past a single elm into the foreground,
with felled trees by the bank 1. ; woods in the distance r.

Pencil ; cut at the corners ; 6 X 7J in.
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(6) A WAYSIDE COTTAGE. A cottage at a little distance, with a road coming
beside it into the foreground, under uu oak tree 1. on a bank, beyond which
are woods.

Pencil ; 5J x 7f in.

2G. Two on one mount, roy., v'z. :

(a) STUDY OF A BEECH THEE. Tlie branching stem of a beech, with the light
glancing on its foliage and smooth hark.

Pencil
; G^ x oj in.

(fc) A LANE IN A WOOD. A lane through a wood, with a figure moving away
1.. and another driving two cows to the r.

Pencil, heightened with white (now go:ie black) ; 7J x GJ in.

27. Seven on one mount, roy., viz :

() TWILIGHT LANDSCAPE. Two figures on horseback coming alung a road ;

a tree r.

Bluck- chalk on grey paper, heightened with white (now gone black) ;

2 x 2j> in.

Qi) SHEPHERD AXD FLOCK. A shepherd with his flock on a moonlit plain.
Black chalk on blueish paper, heightened with white; '2$ x 3 in.

(c) A POOL. A figure standing by the side of a pool.
Black chalk on blueish paper, heightened with white; 2J x 3| in.

(d) A WATERING-PLACE. Cattle descending a woody slope from the I. toward
a rivei- or pond.
Black chalk on blueish paper, heightened with white ; 2 x 3J iu.

(e) A BANK AND TREES. A high bank of broken ground, with trees and
bushes.
Black chalk on blueish paper, heightened with white ; 2} x 3J in.

(/) THE MARKET WAGGON. A cart with several figures in it, moving away
towards a house r. ; a tree 1.

Black chalk on blueish paper, heightened with white; 2| x 3J in.

(3) TRAVELLERS. Two figures on horseback, followed by one on foot, moving r.,

along a moonlit road.

These small sketches are probably some of those made for tlie series of
sm:!!l landscapes on glass, painted in imitation of De Loutherhourg's
'

Eidophusikou.'

Nos. 23-27 were bequeathed by R. Payne Knight, Esq., 1821.

28. TREES AND RIVER. A river flowing into the foreground, with trees on either
side ; a church tower in the distance.

Pencil sketch ; roy., 7 x 8| in.

Presented by J. Deffett Francis, Esq., April, 1878.

29. A ROADSIDE INN. A half-ruinous looking old inn at a little distance 1.; two
saddled horses standing on a road r., and a man talking to a woman and child
between them and the inn.

Oil colours on paper, varnished ; 8J x llf in.

30. LANDSCAPE STUDY. A yery slight sketch of a distant tower seen between
trees r. and a hill 1

Pencil ; 2| x 4J in.

Nos. 29 and 30 inserted in the interleaved copy of Edwards' ' Anecdotes
of Painters,' presented by J. H. Anderdon, Esq., November, 18U7.

31. ALBUM containing landscape sketches, all, except the last, in pencil.

(1) (a) A ROAD, with a cottage hidden in trees.

(li) A HKDGEROW.
VOL. II.
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(2) (a) A COTTAGE AND FIR TREES.

(6) A VILLAGE STREET UNDER A HILL.

(3) (a) A FOOT-BRIDGE crossing a stream in a wooded meadow ; with a figure in

the foreground.

(I) A RIVER-SIDE, with a leaning tree.

(4) (a) A CLUMP OF TREES on a park slope.

(6) RUINS AMONG TREES on a gentle hill.

(5) (a) STUDY OF A TREE.

(//) A LEAFY HEDGEROW.

(U) (a) A ROAD winding among trees.

(b) A MOSSY BANK with a tree above.

(7) (a) TREES IN A DINGLE.

(b) A COPSE AND STILE with hill slopes beyond.

(8) (a) A LADY'S HEAD in r. profile.

(b) A YOUNG COUNTRY GIRL seated with a basket on her arm.

(0) (a) TREES ON A BANK, round which comes a road.

(6) AN UPLAND ROAD and scattered trees.

(10) (a) A HIGH, WOODED HILL with a town on a nearer height and a waggon
descending a valley 1.

(b) A QUARRY overhung with bushes, and a path climbing the hill 1.

(11) (a) A EOUGH SLOPE crowned with thicket,

(i) A MOSSY BANK with bushes above.

(12) (a) A FARMYARD AND POND.

(6) FARM BUILDIKGS WITH A MAN BIDING.

(13) (a) A BRIDGE over a river among meadowB.

(6) A BRIDGE OVER A STREAM.

(14) (a) RUINS ON A HILL seen from a valley with trees r.

(b) Br.oKES GROUND AND BUSHES.

(15) (a) STUDY FOR A FOREGROUND ; a bank with weeds and thistle,

(fc) A WOODY LANDSCAPE.

(16) (a) TOWERS OP A CHUKOH AND CASTLE rising beyond woods.

(V) STI-DY OF AN ELM AND OTHER TREES.

(17) (a) A STREAM IN A VALLEY, with a house among trees.

(V) AN OLD THEE BY THE WAYSIDE, with a figure resting by it.

(18) (a) BROKEN GROUND and a cottage with trees.

(6) A GATE ACROSS a road and a church tower in a woody hollow.

(19) (a) CATTLE WATERING at a pool among trees.

(Z>) A THATCHED BARN with trees.

(20) (a) STCDY OP AN EVERGREEN TREE.

(6) STUDY OF AN ASH.
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(21) (a) A WILLOW-BORDERED STREAM with two foot-l>ridges.

(b) SLOPING FIELDS, with a hedgerow in a hollow.

(22) (a) A MAID MILKING Cows BY A HEDGE.

(6) A WILLOW AND BEPCII ABOVE A STILE.

(23) (a) A STUDY OF A RAM.

(fe) STUDY OF A Cow.

(24) (a) A DONKEY'S HEAD.

(i) A SEPULCHRAL URN.

(e) A MAN ON A PONY with a basket.

Nos. (l)-(24) (fc) were bequeathed by Richard Payne-Knight, Esq., 1824.

(25) LANDSCAPE WITH FIGURES. A meadow, with a group towards tho 1. sitting

uncli r an old tree at the edge of a copse; cattle r.

Indian ink and charcoal on grey paper heightened with white. (Much
spotted).

Nos. (24) (e) and (25) were bequeathed by the Rev. C. M. Cracheroile, 1799.

Drawings in imitation of Gainsborough.

PORTRAIT OF A BOY. Whole length figure of a boy standing, full face, r. hand
on a sword, 1. hand holding hat.

Pen sketch, washed with water colours ; roy., 5 j X 3J in.

A reminiscence of Gainsborough's 'Bine Boy,' drawn in a manner closely

resembling that of Sir William Bet chey, and very possibly by him.

Presented by J. Deffett Francis, E ; q., March, 1879.

LANDSCAPE WITH A CHURCH. A hollow road winding from the foreground to

the r., with high tree-crowned banks r. and ]., between which is a view of a
church with square tower aud hills in the distance ; at the bend of the road,
two figures and a cow.

Black chalk on grey paper, heightened with white; roy., lOjj x 144 in.

An imitation of Gainsborough's landscapes, perhaps by Sir George Boiuinont.

Presented by J. Deffett Francis, Esq., December, 1874.

GANDON, James, the younger (b. about 1773). Draughtsman; born in

London
;
son of James Gandon, the architect, who worked chiefly in

Ireland.

1. KIRKSTALL ABBEY. View of the ruined abbey from a short distance outside the

West front ; the fa5ade rising in sunshine against a sky of thunder-clouds and
rain ; in the foreground a peasant standing, near two oxen, directing a lady and

gentleman who are moving towards the ruin.

Indian ink and water-colour tint; roy., 14 x 13 in.

Purchased November, 1885.

GANDY, John Peter, afterwards DEERING, R.A. (b. 1787, d. 1850).
Architect

;
brother of Joseph and Michael Gandy ;

studied at the

Royal Academy ;
worked for the Dilettanti Society in Greece,

1811-13; published with Sir W. Gell '

Pompeiana,' a standard
work on Pompeii ; designed Exeter Hall and other buildings ;

v 2
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elected A.R.A. 1826
;
R.A. 1838

;
took the name of Deering 1827,

owing to the bequest of an estate, to which he devoted most of
his later life.

[1-13.] Drawings from tha reliefs of the temple of Apollo at Phigaleia, now in the
British Museum. The drawings were made at Zante, where the marbles were
sold

; and as all tile fragments had not been finally put together, the reliefs as
here given are sometimes less complete than in the drawings by Henry Corbould
from the same reliefs, which are described in this catalogue under H. Corbould,
No. 5, and were engraved in

' Ancient Marl les in the British Museum,' Part IV.
The Museum catalogue numbers of the reliefs are added to identify each subject.

1. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(n) Ob. COMBAT BETWEEN LAPITHS AND CENTAURS. Catalogue No. 521. Signed
P. Gandy.

Pencil; 5J x 9f in.

Ilev. GREEK ANTHEMIOX ORNAMENT.
Pencil.

(l>) COMBAT OF GREEKS AND AMAZONS. Catalogue No. 520. Signed P. Gandy.
Pencil

; 5J x 9f in.

2. A CENTAUR ATTACKING A WOMAN AND CHILD, AND A CENTAUR OVEKI'OWERINO A
LAPITH. At the 1. a f. male figure, really belonging to the r. portion of the
relief des"ribed below No. 5 (n) (Ob.). Catalogue No. 522. Signed P. Gandy.

Pencil ; roy., 5J x 13J in.

3. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) APOLLO AND ARTEMIS IN A CHARIOT DRAWN BY STAGS. Catalogue No. 523.

Signed P. Gundy.
Pencil ; 5 J x 9 in.

(6) COMBAT BETWEEN CENTAURS AND LAPITHS. Catalogue No. 52G. Signed
P. Gandy.

Pencil ; 5J x 9f in.

4. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) A COMBAT BETWEEN CsNTAUKS AND LAriTHS. Catalogue No. 529. Signed
P. Gandij, and inscribed under the chief figure Theseus.

Pencil
; 5J x SJj in.

(6) THESEUS RESCUING TWO WOMEN FROM A CENTAUR. Catalogue No. 524.

Signed P. Gandy.
Pencil ; 5J x 9| in.

5. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

() Ob. COMBAT BETWEEN CENTAURS AND LAPITHS. Catalogue No. 530. Signed
P. Gandy.

Pencil ; 5 x 9f in.

Rev. VIEW OF CORINTH. The remains of a temple, surrounded by modern
houses, and the heights of Aero-Corinth behind.

Pencil.

(t) Oli. COMBAT BETWEEN CENTAURS AND LAPITHS. Catalogue No. 525. Signed
P. Gandy.

Pencil ; 5 x 9g in.

Eev. VIEW OF ELEUSIS. Hou-es and tower I., hill r., continued above in the

range of Mt. Kerata; Cf. a similar view in '
Gell's Antiquities of Attica,'

Plate V. Cell was Candy's companion.

C. Two on one mount, roy., viz. .

(n) COMBAT BETWEEN CENTAURS AND LAPITHS. Catalogue No. 527. Signed
P. Gandy.

Pencil ; 5| X 9J in.
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(6) COMBAT BETWEEN CENTAURS AND LAPITHS. Catalogue No. 528. Signed
P. Gandy.

Pencil ; 5J x 9 in.

7. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) Ob. COMBAT BETWEEN GREEKS AND AMAZONS. Catalogue No. 532. Signed
P. Gandy.

Pencil ; 5 J x 9f in.

Rev. VIEW OF CORINTH. Almost the same view as No. 5 (a) (-Rep.).

Pencil.

(6) VARIOUS FRAGMENTS FROM THE RELIEFS. A torso, a head and body of a

Greek, a leg, a foot, etc. Catalogue Nog. 510, 512, 513, 519, 543, 544. With
a plan inscribed Plan of Bourn in which the Marbles are arranged at Zante.

Pencil
;
5 X 9| in.

8. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) COMBAT BETWEEN G KEEKS AND AMAZONS. Catalogue No. 539. Signed
I'. Gandy.

Pencil ; 5J x 9J in.

(6) COMIIAT BETWEEN GitEEKS AND AMAZONS. Catalogue No. 533. Signed
P. Gandy.

Pencil; 5J X 9J in.

0. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) COMBAT BETWEEN GREEKS AND AMAZONS. Catalogue No. 536. Signed
1'. Gan'ly.

Pencil; 5J x 9| in.

(6) COMBAT BETWEEN GREEKS AND AMAZONS. Catalogue No. 540. Signed
P. Gandy.
Pencil ; 5J x 9f in.

10. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) Ob. COMBAT BETWEEN GREEKS AND AMAZOXS. Catalogue No. 538. Signed
P. Gandy.

Pertcil ; 5J X 9f in.

Rev. VIEW OF CORINTH. View from a point more distant than that from
which No. 7 (a) {Ren.) is tuke.i, and more to the r.

Pencil.

(6) COMBAT BETWEEN GREEKS AND AMAZONS. Catalogue No. 534. Signed
P. Gandy.

Pencil ; 5J x 9J in.

11. Two on one mount, roy., viz:

(a) COMBAT JIETWEEN GREEKS AND AMAZONS. Catalogue No. 537. Signed
John P. Gandy.

Pencil, 5J x 9J in.

(fc) COMBAT BETWEEN GREEKS AND AMAZONS. Catalogue No. 531. Signed
P. Gandy.

Pencil, 5| x 9J in.

12. COMBAT BETWEEN GREEKS AND AMAZONS. Catalogue No. 541. Signed
P. Gandy.

Pencil ; roy., 5J x 14 in.

13. Two on one mount, roy., viz :

(a) COMBAT BETWEEN GREEKS AND AMAZONS. Catalogue No. 542. Signed
P. Gandy.

Pencil, 5J x OJ iu.
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(6) COMBAT BETWEEN GREEKS AND AMAZONS. Catalogue No. 535. Signed
P. Gnndy.

Pencil, 5 X Of in.

All presented by the Dilettanti Society, March, 1885.

GANTZ, John (worked about 1810-1820). Water-colour painter; known
by his views in India, though it is doubtful if he ever worked there,
and may only have made the views from sketches by other hands.

1. HILL FORT or GUTTI, MADRAS PRESIDENCY; THOMAS MUNRO RECEIVING
INHABITANTS. Under a tent in the foreground Munro stands, with two

English officers, surrounded hy Indian chiefs, and receives one of the natives
who prostrates himself outside the tent; at the 1., servants holding horses near
a banyan tree; at the r,an clephuut near a cluster of palms, with fortified

hills closing the view. Signed Juhn Ganlz, delt.

Pen, with Indian ink and sepia wash ; roy., 7$ X 10J in.

Sir Thomas Muuro, b. 1701, went to India us a servant of the E;ist India

Company, worked chiefly in Madras ; was in England 1807-1814, when he
returned to Madras on :i special commission for revising the judicial system
rind pnlice department. Probably the scene here represented occurred during
the carrying out of the reforms by which the powers of native local officials

were much extended, imd the drawing may be dated about 1815. Munro was
afterwards governor of Madras.

Purchased October, 1872.

2. TKMFLK NEAR MAHABAI.IPOORAM, INDIA. A temple, through the roof and wall
of which a tree has grown, rising near the foreground, beyond a bank that

slopes from the r. ; around and beyond the temple a plain, covered with bushes
and palms, stretching under a cloudy sky to distant hills.

Water colours and Indian ink; imp., 13^ X 17J in.

3. THE MUNTAPOM, NEAR MABABALIPOORAM. A half-ruined building with bushes

growing on its walls, partly seen in shadow at the 1. ; a little further off, and
more to the r., a pagoda supported on four tall pillars; two native women, with

pitchers, approaching from a gate in the wall beyond, over which appears thick

jungle.
Water colours and Indian ink; imp., 13J x 17J in.

Xos. 2 and 3 were purchased July, 18"8.

4. TEMPLE AT MAHABALIPOORAM. A rocky valley, filled with thick woods; at
the r. a sheer face of rock casting a shadow over the foreground, where two
natives stand talking among scattered boulders and bushes ; beyond the dense
woods in the hollow rise sheer cliffs in sunshine with a ruined temple at the

edge of them.
Water colours and Indian ink ; imp., 13J X 17 J in.

Purchased June, 1879.

GARDINER, William Nelson (b. 1766, d. 1814). Engraver, painter
and bookseller

;
born at Dublin, worked in London as portrait

painter, scene painter, and with more success as an engraver in

Bartolozzi's manner
; afterwards became a bookseller

;
committed

suicide.

1. PORTRAIT OF ROBERT SHIRLEY; AFTER VANDYCK. Whole length in Persian

dress, standing before a curtain ; the face full.

Water colours and body colours, highly finished; roy., 13J x 9JJ in.

2. PORTRAIT OF TERESIA SHIRLEY; AFTER VJINDYCK. Whole length, seated
towards the 1. on cushions in Persian dress ; the face in three-quarters, eyes
full ;

a landscape with buildiugs behind r., curtain 1.

Water colours and body colours, highly finished ; roy., 12 x 9J in.
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Robert Shirley, called Sir Robert Shirley, b. about 1581, entered the service

of the Shah of Persia 1S99; married Teresia, a Circassian of noble birth, with

whom he twice visited Italy, Spain, nn'l England as Persian envoy; died 1628

in Persin. Vandyck painted him and hia wife at Rome, 1622. The pictures
are at Petworth.

Nos. 1 and 2 were purchased April, 1860.

3. VIEW OF ST. PAUL'S FROM SOUTHWARK. View of St. Paul's across the river

from a road leading to the river bank; at Hie I. a coach stopping under a row
of willows by some sheds ; at the r. a row of houses, witli a man and woman

walking past them : in the centre, at the end of the road, a toll hoiue and gate,
and a chaise going down to the river

Boily colours; oval ; roy., 6g X 7g i.

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy s ile.

GASCAR, Henri (b. 1635, d. 1701). Portrait painter; born at Paris,

came to England about 1674, was patronized by the Duchess of

Portsmouth and for a few years enjoyed immense vogue ;
returned

to Paris 1680, and died at Rome. Some of the earliest mezzotints

are after his portraits.

1. CUPID HOLDING A DOVE. Half length figure of Cupid holding in his hands a

dove which tries to escnpi'. A dark background of trues.

Oils on paper; roy., 4g x 3J in.

Purchased June, 1881.

GAYWOOD, Richard (worked about 1650-1680). Etcher, engraver and

draughtsman ; pupil of Hollar, in whose style he worked
; produced

many portraits and frontispieces to books ; engraved a number of

plates of birds and animals after his friend Francis Barlow.

1. PORTRAIT OF JOHN BROWNE, MAKER OF MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS. Whole

length figure of Browne, standing with his hat on in an archway, ornamented
above by garlands ; he holds a compass in one hand and square in the other;

pri.-ms on (he ground and on a table by him.
Indian ink ; roy., 4 x 2j in.

Etcheil by the artist. The etching is mounted with the drawing.

2. DESIGN FOR THE FRONTISPIECE OF A BOOK. A panel, left blank for the title,

sunounded by compartments, two on each side, and one below ;
at the top a globe

in a niche ornamented with garlands: at the 1., Asia and America, at the r,

Europe and Africii, eacli in a compartment, and repiesented by female figures,
attended by animals, typical of the four continents, the elephant, camel, horse,
and lion ; below, a rhinoceros and elephant in a landscape with a palm tree.

Indian ink; roy., 9| x 5| in.

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy sale.

GEDDES, Andrew, A.R.A. (b. 1783, d. 1844). Painter and etcher;
born and educated in Edinburgh, came to London 1806, and studied

at the Royal Academy ; worked at Edinburgh for a few years from

1810, but finally settled in London
;
elected A.R.A. 1832 ; painted

subject pictures and excellent portraits, but is better known by his

tine etchings and dry points.

1. PORTRAIT OF PIETEB DE LAEB: AFTER THAT ARTIST. Head and shoulders, in

full face Inscribed P. de Laer. From the picture in the Florentine Gallery,
and si.-ned with monogram.
Black and red chalks, iind stump, on drab paper, heightened with white ;

roy., 1 Of x 71 in.

Purchased August, 1836, with the Sheepshanks Collection.
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2. MOUNTAIN LANDSCAPE. View from a hill, sloping from the r. to 11 copse 1., of a

group of mountains, with lakes at their feet, the nearest and lowest crownrd by
a castle tower.

Water colours over Indian ink ; roy., 5 x 9 in.

Purchased June, 1869.

GEIKIE, Walter (b. 1795, d. 1837). Painter, draughtsman and etcher;
born in Edinburgh ;

deaf and dumb almost from his birth
; pupil of

Patrick Gibson, exhibited at the Royal Scottish Academy from 1827,
chiefly landscape with figures, but is best known by his spirited and
humorous sketches and etchings of daily life in the Lowlands
elected A.R.S.A. 1831, R.S.A. 1834.

1. Two on rne mount, roy., viz. :

() A VIILAGE FIRHT. A free fight on a village green, one party filling with
sticks imd brooms on the other party, most of whom are fleeing r. ; behind 1.

:i row of cottages from which children are issuing excitedly ; r. the village
church. Signed Wr. Geikie, and inscribe 1 on lower murgin Fiijht i'

l

pMes
to the play.'
Pm and Indian-ink wash ; 4J x 7J in.

(?/) FAIR-DAY MORNING. A road crowded with travellers moving away, sime in

carriages, some on horseback, others on foot ; in the foreground a man
riding past a pond r., behind which is a cottigc; at the 1. a couple in a
chaise, followed by a cripple and his wife; tries and hills beyond. Signed
Wr. Geikie, and inscribed Fair-day Morning.
Indian-ink wash and pen; 5J X 7jj in.

2. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) A VISIT. A stout little man standing 1. at the donr of his thatched co'tage
and talking to two men, one with a plaid over his shoulder. Signed
W. Geikie.

Indian-ink wash and pen ,
4 x 3J in.

(b) KIVAL AKTISTS. Three artists in a fit of laughter at a window, one of them
holding palette and brushes, and pointing out to the other two a poor
painter opposite working at a picture, surrounded by his wife and children.
Signed W. Geikie.

Indian-ink wash and pen ; 6f x 5J in.

3. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) MENDING A SHOE. An old man sitting on a bench outside a house, mending
one of his shoes with a hammer.

Indian ink wash and pen ; 3J X 2J in.

(I) HEADING THE PAPER. An old man with spectacles in an armchair reading
the paper by a small window. Signed W. Geikie.

Indian-ink wath and pin ; 3J x 2J in.

(e) THE FIDDLER. Two boys with hoops, listening to a fiddler, behind whom 1.

a woman lifts her stick to beat a dog fur howling at the fiddle. Signed
W. Geikie.

Indian-ink wash and pin ; 4 x 6 in.

4. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) SCENE is EDINBPBGH. View down a street with a fountain round which
groups are gathered toward the r. ; a squad of militia coming down the
street, and a group of old gentlemen talking on the pavement 1. Signed
W. Geikie.

In lian-ink wash imd pen; 5} x 6 in.
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(b) THE WIFE OF ACCHTERMUCHTY. Interior of a one-roomed cottage, with cow,
calf, and pig in tlie background, and chickens about the flour; on the r. a
bed with two naked children looking at a pot on the fire which has boiled

over and scalded a third child and a dog ; at the 1. the husband cries out

through the door to his wife, who is driving a plough in the field. Signed
W. GeiTcie.

Indian-ink wash and pen ; 5f X 7f in.

5. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(<i) THE TWA COIMEKS. Two old women gossiping together at the fireside.

Inscribed Tlie tu-a Cummers, and signed W. Geikie.

Indian-ink wash and pen ; 3J X 3J in.

(6) ST. FRANCIS AND DUNBAR. St. Francis appearing to DuuVuir, the Scottish

poet, as he lies in bed, and offering him the friar's hubit, which he refuses.

An illustration to Uunbar's ' Visitation of St. Francis.' The poet belonged
in his youth to the friars, but lelt them.

Indian-ink wash and pen ; 3| X 4 in.

(c) THE SUITER. A father and mother anil five children in a garret gathered
round a small basin of porridge on a stool. Signed IK. Geikie.

Indian-ink wash and pen ; 3J X 3J in.

All purchased June, 1857.

GELL, Sil William (b. 1777, d. 1836). Classical archaeologist ;
born in

Derbyshire and educated at Cambridge ;
studied at the Koyal

Academy; visited the Troad 1801, and published, 1804, 'The
Topography of Troy,' a volume followed by others on Ithaca, Greece,
and the Morea; sent out to Greece and the Levant, 1811, by the
Dilettanti Society ;

in Italy from 1820 till his death, publishing
works on Pompeii and on the topography of Rome during this period.

The following large collection of topographical drawings was left by Gell to his
friend the Hon. Keppel Craven, who bequeathed tl.em to the Museum. The
views are inscribed in nearly all cases with memoranda indicating Ian Imarks
and ancient sites. G<ll's spelling of modern names, though intentionally not

always consistent, has been retained.

]. SKETCH-BOOK, containing views in Peloponnesus. 9J x 13 in.

(1) NAVARINO: MODERN ENTRY OF THE PORT.
Indian ink and water colours.

(2) (a) ENTRY OF THE PORT OF NAVARIXO.
Water colours.

(b) FIRST SIGHT OF ARCADIA FROM THE SOUTH.
Pen and ink.

(3) () NAVARINO VECCHIO AND SPHACTERIA.
Pencil and pen.

(b) SITE OF PHIGALEIA.
Pencil.

(4) NEOKASTRO, FROM THE SEA.
Water colours.

(5) (a) (6) SPHACTERIA AND THE COAST FROM OLD NAVARINO TO THE SAPIENZA
ISLES. Panoramic view, in two sections.

Pencil

(6) GLEN OF THE NEDA, PABTITZA (NEAR THE ANCIENT PHIGALEIA), ARCADIA.
Pen and ink.

(7) FIRST VIEW OF THE TEMPLE OF APOLLO AT PHIGALEIA.
Pen and monochrome wash.

(8) GATE OF PHIGALEIA.
Pen and pencil.
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(9) (a) STYMPHALUS.
Pen and ink.

(b) RUINS OP MANTINEIA.
Pen ami water colours.

(10) PLAIN or ORCHOMENOS. From Lebidi.

Pencil.

(11) PLAIN OF PHENEOS.
Pencil.

(12) PLAIN OF OKCHOMENOS. From the north.

Pen and pencil.

(13) STYMPHALUS.
Pencil.

(14) STYMPHALUS ; another view.
Pen and pencil.

(15) LAKE OF STYMPHALUS or Zaracca.
Pen and pencil.

[(16)-(19).] Drawings for plates to Gell's '

Itinerary of Greece.'

(16) SECTION AND PLAN OF THE TREASURY OF ATKECS AT MYCES.S. For plato iv.

Pen and Indian-ink wash.

(17) DRAWINGS OF REMAINS AT LARISSA AND MYCEN/B. For plate vn.
Pen and ink; or pen and Indian-ink wash.

(18) GATE OF THE LIONS, MYCEN.E. For plate x.

Pen and Indian-ink wash.

(19) PLAN OF TIBYNS. For plate xv.

Pen and Indian-ink wash.

(20) THE PLAIN OF TROY. For the ' Devonshire Virgil.'
Pen and pencil.

2. SKETCH-BOOK, containing views in Peloponnesus, Attica, Boeotia, Thessaly. 9J x 14 J in.

(1) THEATRE, MEGALOPOLIS.
Pen and ink.

(2) THEATRE, MEGALOPOLIS.
Pen and ink.

(3) MOUNTAINS NEAK MEGALOPOLIS, with the junction of the Alpheus and Hellisson.

Pen and ink.

(4) PLAIN OF MESSENIA FROM A HILL NEAE SCALA.
Pen ami sepia wash.

(5) PLAIN NORTH OF SCALA, FROM A HILL 700 YARDS DISTANT FROM THE TOWN.
Pen and ink.

(6) GULF OF CORONE FKOM CALAMATA.
Pen and sepia wash.

(7) KIOSK AT ECHINOS.
Pen and water-colour wash.

(8) (a) VIEW FROM THE GALLERY OF THE BEY'S CASTLE AT KITRIES.

Pen and ink.

(fc) VIEW OF KITRIES.

Pen and water-colour wash.

(9) KITRIES ; another view.

Pen and ink.

(10) ITHOMB FROM SCALA.
Pen and ink.

(11) VIEW FROM LONTARI OF THE PLAIN OF MEGALOPOLIS.

Pen and Indian-ink wash.

(12) MISTBA.
Pen and ink.
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(13) MACRINITZA, POBTABIA AND MT. PELION.

Pen and some sepia wash.

(14) VIEW FROM SPARTA, WITH MISTRA AND THE TAYGETUS RANGE.
Pen and some sepia wash.

(15) A RUIN AT SPARTA.
Pen and ludian-ink wash.

(10) VIEW FROM AGIA KURIAKI, BETWEEN AMYCL2E AND SPARTA, SHOWING THE
COURSE OF THE EUKOTAS.
Pen and Indian-ink wash.

(17) TEMPLE IN SPARTA, FROM THE WEST.
Pen and Indian-ink wash.

(18) THEATRE OF SPARTA, from the west.

Pen and iuk, partly tinted.

(19) SPARTA AND TAYGETUS.
Pen with some water-colour wash.

(20) THE EUROTAS VALLEY WITH THE SITE OK SPARTA.
Pen and Indian-ink wash.

(21) PHYL, ATTICA.
Pen and some sepia wash.

(22) PHYL^: AS SEEN ON THE ROAD FROM THEUES.
Water colours.

(23) PHYL.S WITH THE SEA IN THE DISTANCE.
Pen and Indian-ink wash.

(24) PASS OF KAKO SHALESI, with Parnassus in the distance.

Pen and Indian-ink wash.

(25) PANORAMA OF THEBES AND NEIGHBOURHOOD, with Cithaeron at the 1.

Pen and ink.

(26) THEBES.
Pen and Indian-ink wash.

(27) CADM^A.
Pen and Indian-ink wash.

(28) LAKE LICHARIS.
Pen and Indian-ink wash.

(29) LAKE COPAIS FROM KABDIZZA.
Pen and sonic Indian-ink wash.

(30) LAKE COPAIS, from a point higher than that of the preceding view.

Pen partly washed with Indian Ink.

(31) PLAIN OF TALANTA, with Eubcea seen across the channel at the 1.

Pen and ink.

(32) FROM MOLO.
Pen and ink.

(33) THERMOPYL^I from the fort.

Pen partly washed with Indian ink

(34) THERMOPYLAE from a hill near llolo.

Pen and ink.

(35) THERMOPYL.E from a hill above the Khan.
Pen and ink.

(36) THE PASS OF THERMOPTL^ looking north.

Pen partly washed with Indian ink.

(37) PHERSALA (PHARSALIA).
Pen and iuk.

(38) VIEW FROM ZEITCN, with Mt. Katavothra.

Pen and ink.
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(39) VIEW NEAR ECIIINOS, looking south-west across the Gulf of Lamia.
Pen and ink.

(40) () VIEW FROM RACHES.
Pen and ink.

(7i) LAKE TAUKLI.
Pen and ink.

(41) VIEW FROM LAIUSSA, looking south.

Pen and Indian-ink wash.

(42) THE GULF OF VOLO.
Pen and Indian-ink wash.

(4H) VOLO, looking towards Mt. Pclion.

Pen and ink.

(44) GULF OF VOLO, from lolcos.

Pen, partly washed wilh Indian ink.

(45) VELESTINO.

Pen, partly washed with Indi.m ink.

(4(3) OLYMPUS cind the entrance of the Vale of Tempo.
Pen and ink.

(47) PLAIN BETWEEN TEJIPB AND THE SEA.

Pen, partly washed with Indian ink.

(48) ENTRANCE INTO THE DEFILE OF TEHPE, from the banks of the Pencils.

Pencil.

(40) TEMPE.
Pen and ink.

(50) TEMPE; another view.

Pen and ink.

(51) VIEW IN OSSA, NEAR TEHPE.
Pen and ink.

(52) TEMPE ; another view.

Pen and ink.

(53) Cli;ERONEA.

Pen and ink.

(51) TESITE.
Pen and Indian-ink wash.

(55) KLATF.A AND DAVLIS, from ruined temple at Krunea.
Pen and water-colour wash.

(56) BABA AND THE VALLEY of THE PENEUS.
Pen and ink.

(57) CH^ERONEA.
Pen and ink.

(58) THAUMACO IN THESSALY.
Pen partly washed with Indian ink.

(59) VELIZZA.
Pen partly washed with Indian ink.

(GO) PLAIN OF DRYOPIA, looking towards the Parnassus range.
Pen and ink.

(61) PASS TO SALONA (Amphissa) between Parnassus and Pmdus.
Pen and ink.

(62) TOWER AT VELIZZA.
Indian ink and pencil.

(63) MARIOLATES.
Pen and ink.

(64) VELIZZA.
Pen and ink.
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(G5) LEDON.
Pen and ink.

3. SKETCH-BOOK containing views in Arcadia, Elis, Delphi, etc. 9 x 18 in.

(1) VIEW FROM GOBTYS, of the ravines of the river Gortys.
Pen and ink.

(2) SCIIISTE. A long view of Mt. Parnassus and lit. Cirpliis, with a glimpse of

Lake Copais through the defile between them.
Pen and ink.

(3) THE CORYCIAN CAVE.
Indian ink, sepia and pen.

(4) NEAR KARITENA, with a view of Gortys.

Sepia wash and pen.

(5) CRISSA ; view near Delphi.
Pen and ink.

(C) BASS* ; and the temple of Phigaleia.
Pen and ink.

(7) VIEW NEAR DFLPUI: mountains seen from a valley.
Pen and ink.

(8) GATE OF GORTYS.
Pen and ink.

(9) DELPHI FROM THE GAP.
Pen and pencil.

(10) 'OUTLINE OF KARITENA IN DODWELL'S CAMERA OBSCCRA."
Pen and pencil.
Edward Dodwtll was Gell's companion.

(11) VIEW OF THE GULF OF PATRAS FROM PALAIO ACHATA, with the site of an
ancient city at the r.

Pen and ink.

(12) TEICHOS; view looking W. townrds the sea and Cephalonia.
Pen and ink partly washed with indigo.

(13) (a) VIEW FROM NEAR THE SITE OF ELIS, looking W. towards Gastouni and the sea.

Pen and water colours.

(6) PYROO, with the c.mst of Elis and Zante seen across the sea at the r.

Pen and water colours.

(14) VALLEY OF THE ALPHEUS FROM PHLOKA.
Pen and ink.

(15) KARITENA, with leaning Minaret.
Pen and iuk and sepia wash.

(16) OLYMPIA, looking N.
Pen and ink.

(17) OLYJIPIA, wilh the Alpheus in the distance.

Pen and ink.

(18) THE BANKS OF THE ALPHECS, which curves away r. This view continues the
last but one, No. (10), at the r.

Pen and water-colour wash.

(19) VIEW OF THE GCLF OF ARCADIA, locking N. to Mt. Olonos with Arcadia, the
modern Kyparisaia, at the r.

Pen, pencil and sepia wash.

(20) PANORAMA OF OLYMPIA.
Pen and ink, partly washed with sepia.

(21) COURSE OF THE ALPHEUS, from Palaio Phanaro, looking W.
Pen and ink.

(22) VALE OF ALPHECS, from Palaio Phanaro, looking E.
Pen and ink.
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(23) PANORAMA OP THE RUINS OF LEPHEUM, Strobitzi, looking S.W.

Sepia and indigo wash, pen and pencil.

(24) FROM KONSTANTIXO (Stenyclarus), with Mount Ithome towards the r.

Sepia and pencil.

(25) PANORAMIC VIEW FROM THE SOUTHERN TOP or ITHOME, continued at r. in No. (27).
Pen and ink, sepia and pencil.

(2C) VIEW FKOM ITHOME. looking S.E. over the Pamisns valley to the Taygetus;
the southern top of Ithoine at the r.

Pen and ink and sepia wash.

(27) VIEW FROM ITHOME southward, with the Gulf of Measenia in the distance.

Completion of the panorama No. (25).

Sepia and Indian-ink wash and pen.

(28) KARITENA and the junction of the Gorlys and Alpheus.
Pen and pencil purtly washed with sepia.

(29) GATE OF ITHOME.
Pen and ink.

(30) GATE OF ITHOME
;
another view.

Pen and ink, partly washed with sepia.

(31) VIEW FROM MEGALOPOLIS, looking S.

Pen and ink.

(32) BRIDGE OVER THE ALPHEUS AT KARITENA.
Pen and ink, partly washed with sepia.

(33) PANORAMIC VIEW OF THE PLAIN OF MEGALOPOLIS, from a hill ahove Shalesi.

Completed at r. in No. (35).
Pen and ink, purtly washed with sepin.

(34) GALATA.
Pen and ink, partly washed with sepia.

(35) THE PLAIN OF MEGALOPOLIS. Completion of the view No. (33).
Pen and ink, partly washed with sepia.

(36) PANORAMIC VIEW FROM THE CASTLE OF KARITENA, looking S. Completed
No. (38).

Sepia.

(37) BRANCH OF THE ALPHEUS, flowing down a woody valley.
Pen and ink.

(38) FROM ABOVE KARITENA. Completion of No. (30).

Sepia.

(39) FROM THE PEAK OF MAUREAS, wide view, with Kiiritena to the r. and the

Plain of Megalopolis 1.

Pen and ink, partly washed with sepia.

(40) PANORAMIC VIEW OF TUE NOMIAN MOUNTAINS, looking W. to the distant sen, r.

Pen and ink.

(41) PANORAMIC VIEW OF THE PLAIN OF MEGALOPOLIS, looking E. from the top of

Mt. Lycsous.
Pen and ink, partly washed with sepia and Indian ink.

(42) PANORAMIC VIEW OF THE NOMIAN MOUNTAINS, near Dragomano, with the plain
of Megalopolis at the r.

Pen and ink, partly washed with sepia.

(43) THE VALE OF HEIUEA, from Elenico, near Kakoreos.

Sepia and pen.

(44) KALYBIA, from Agiani.
Pen and ink, washed with sepia.

(45) VIEW FROM HER.SA.

PCD, pencil and eepia wash.

(46) JUNCTION OF THE LAI ON AND ALPHETJS, from nenr Peri.

Pen and ink, partly washed with sepia.
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(47) VIEW FROM ZCLATICO, looking W.
Pen and ink and sepia wash.

(48) BRIDGE OF SPATHARI.
Pen and ink.

(49) VIEW NEAR TSUKA.
Pen and ink and water colours.

(50) PANORAMIC VIEW OF VANINA.

Pen, ink and sepia wash.

(51) JUNCTION OF THE LADON AND ARSE.

Sepia.

(52) PSOPHIS and the valley of the Erymanthus.
Pen, ink and sepia wash.

(53) VALLEY OF PSOPHIS.

Pen and ink, partly washed with sepia.

(54) VALE OF THE LADON, from Stretzova.

Indian ink and pen.

(55) VIEW NEAR GLANIZZA.
Pen and ink and sepia wash.

(56) PANORAMIC VIEW OF VITINA, looking N.
Pen and ink and sepia wash.

4. SKETCH-BOOK, containing views in Eleusis, Athens, Corinth, and Bosotia. 9 x 1SJ in.

(1) ROCK OF VKNCS AT DAPHNE.
Pen and ink.

(2) CORINTH, FROM THE W., WITH LECHAECM AND THE GULF OF CORINTH L.

Pen and sepia.

(3) VIEW NEAR KAKI SCALA, looking across the sea to Salamis and Megara.
Pen and ink.

(4) REMAINS OF THE PROPTL^UM AND TEMPLE OF TRIPTOLEMUS AT ELEUSIS.
Pen and ink with a little water colour.

(5) (a) FKOM BRIDGE OF CEPHISUS, (6) FROM THE CORYCIAN CAVE.

Rough pencil sketches.

(G) PANORASIJC VIEW OF ELEUSIS, from the E., with Cithceron towards the r., and
Salamis across the water 1.

Pen and ink.

(7) ROCK AT ELEUSIS, with the Temple of Triptolemus and Cave of the Mysteries.
Pen and ink.

(8) ELECSIS FROM THE ROAD TO ATHENS.
Pen and ink.

(9) VIEW FROM THE TOP OF A HILL, to the right of the Temple of Venus at

Daphne ; Eleusis in the distance at the 1.

Pen and ink.

(10) PANORAMIC VIEW FROM ABOVE ELEUSIS, looking S. to Salamis, with the
Thrian Plain to the 1.

Pen and ink.

(11) VIEW OF THE COAST FROM NEAR ELECSIS, looking W. towards Nissea and Corinth.
Pen and ink.

(12) MEGARA FROM THE PASS TO KONDURA, looking towards Nissea and the sea.

Pen and ink.

(13) MEGARA.
Pencil and water colours.

(14) THE Gt'LF OF ^GINA, from Geranion.
Pen and ink and indigo wash.

(15) VIEW FROM DERVENI, with the Gulf of JKginn r. and the Gulf of Corinth 1.

Pen and ink.
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(16) TEMPLE AT CORINTH.

Sepia and pencil.

(17) ISTHMUS OF CORINTH FROM THE E.

Pen nnd ink and water colours.

(18) ISTRMTEA PROM THE W.
Water colours and pen.

(19) VIEW OP THE KAKI SCALA FROM KINETA. The Scironian rocks 1., Salamis
across the sea r.

Pen ami ink.

(20) SALAMIS FROM MEOARA.
P. n and ink.

(21) PANORAMA OF CORINTH FISOM THE S.W., with the gulf 1. and the Acropolis r.

Pen and ink, sepia, and indigo wash.

(22) () VIEW NEAR NEMEA, LOOKING TOWARDS SICYON.
Pen and ink.

(6) HEAD OF THE GULF OF CORINTH.
Pm and slight indigo wash.

(23) VIEW OF THEBES AND THE PLAIN TO THE NORTH OF THE TOWN.
Pen and ink.

(24) AGIOS BLASIOS (PANOP.EA) AND PARNASSUS.
Pen and ink.

(25) THEHES FROM THE N.
Pen and ink.

(20) THEBES : VIEW FROM A WINDOW.
Pen and ink.

(27) (u) FROM PLAT.SEA, LOOKING N.W.
Pen nnd ink.

(/<) VIEW TOWARD PARNES FROM PLAT.SA.
Pen and ink.

(28) HELICON FROM THE PLAIN OF CACOSIA (THISRE).
Pen and ink.

(29) THISBE, LOOKING S.W.
Water colours and pen.

(SO) THESPIJ!, LOOKING S.

Pen and ink.

(31) CONTINUATION OF THE LAST VIEW AT THE R.

Pen and ink.

(32) PANOP^EA, LOOKING N.E., witli the Cepissus in the distance flowing inlo 1 ake

Copais at the r.

Pen and pencil.

(33) (a) PORTION OF THE VIEW OF HELICON (No. 37); Qi) VIEW FROM THURIUM,
WITH HELICON AT THE n.

Pen and pencil.

(34) VIEW ON THE EOAD FROM LIVADIA TO DELPHI, with Helicon at the 1.,

Parnassus in the central distance and (Eta at the r.

Pen and ink.

(35) FROM HYAMPOLIS, LOOKING E. Helicon in the r. dist.mce.

Pen and ink.

(36) DAULIS, looking down the Cephissus Valley to Lake Copais.
Pen and ink.

(67) HELICON FROM THE TRIODA. Completed at the 1. by No. (33) (a).
Pen and ink.

(38) AGIO I.OUKA.

Pen nnd ink.
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(39) VIEW FBOM PETBA, of Lake Copais.
Pen and ink.

(40) CONTINUATION AT THE B. OF THE LAST VlEW.
Pen and ink.

5. SKETCH-BOOK, containing views in JEgina, Salamis, and Attica. 9J x 22J in.

(1) TEMPLE OF ZEUS AT jEoiNA.
Pen and ink.

(2) THE COAST OF ATTICA, FBOM ^EGINA.
Pen and ink.

(3) NEAB VIEW OF THE TEMPLE OF ZEUS AT
Pen and ink.

(4) VIEW ON THE NORTH COAST OF
Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash.

(5) TEMPLE OF ZEUS AT JEcix\. A near view.
Pen and ink.

(6) TEMPLE OF APHRODITE IN .^GINA. View looking over the sea to Angiutri,
Methana and Epidaurus.
Pen and ink.

(7) .35GINA ; VIEW OF THE CITADEL AND POKT, with the Temple of Aphrodite r.

Pen and ink and Indian- ink wash.

(8) THE OLD PORT OF -52QINA.

Pen and ink.

(9) (a) THE ILISSUS, NEAR ASOMATOS ; (I) VIEW ON THE ILISSUS, NEAR ASOMATOS.
Pen and ink.

(10) VIEW FROM THE COAST OF SALAMIS, looking towards Mcgara and Corinth.
Pen and ink.

(11) VlEW FROM THE SEA NEAR SALAMIS.
Pen and ink.

(12) TEMPLE OF APHRODITE NEAR DAPHNE.
Pen and ink.

(13) VIEW FEOM TUMULUS ON CAPE ANCHIALE.
Pen and ink.

(14) COLONUS.
,

Pen and ink.

(15) VIEW OF THE ACROPOLIS OP ATHENS, from the tumulus of Autiopo.
Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash.

(16) VIEW FBOM A MONUMENT NEAR ATHENS, looking towards the city.
Pen and ink.

(17) VlEW FBOM THE NORTH ROCK OF THE ACROPOLIS.
Pen and ink.

(18) VIEW FROM THE MYSTIC GAP, with the sea r.

Pen and ink.

(19) DAPHNE, FBOM A HILL CALLED POIKILB.
Pen and Indian-ink wash.

(20) VIEW NEAB DAPHNE, LOOKING W.
Water colours and pen.

(21) THE PORT OF PHALERUM.
Pen and ink.

(22) ATHENS FROM COLONUS.
Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash.

(23) ATHENS FROM THE LOWER PART OF THE TOWN.
Pen and ink.

(24) ATHENS FROM THE MONUMENT OF PHILOPAPPUS.
Water colours.

VOL. II. O
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(25) (a) VIEW NEAR CEPHISIA, FROM THE FOOT OF PENTELICUS.

(6) SOURCE OF THE CEPHISUS, AND PENTELICUS.
Pen and ink.

(26) GROTTO OF PAN AT VARI.
Pen and ink.

(27) VIEW ABOVE PORT BAPHTI, looking seaward.
Pen and ink.

(28) THORICIUM.
Pen and ink.

(29) PLAIN OF THORICIUM.
Pen and ink.

(30) THEATRE, THORICIUM.
Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash.

(31) SUNU-M, looking W.
Pen and ink.

(32) SUNIUSI, looking S.

Pen and ink.

(33) SUNIVM.
Pen and ink.

(34) SUNIUM, from the sea.

Pen and ink.

(35) TEMPLE OP ATHENE AT SUNIUM.
Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash.

(36) THE SAME TEMPLE, a nearer view.
Indian-ink wash and pen.

(37) CAVE OF ARCHIUABIUS AT VARI.

Sepia and Indian ink.

(38) PLAN AND SECTION OF CAVE OF ARCHIDAMVS.
Pen and ink.

(39) LIHNE.
Pencil.

(40) () A CASTLE AND MOUNTAIN BEHIND. Inscribed Gropius' idea. See below
No. 8 (44).

(fc) AT MENIDI. Dated 31 x. 1810.

Slight pencil sketches.

(41) PART OF ATHENS and hills around.

Pencil.

(42) LIMNE, NEGROPONT.
Pencil sketch.

(43) (a) (6) FROM ZEA (CEOS), a panoramic view in two sections.

Pen and ink.

6. SKETCH-BOOK, containing views in Peloponnesus and the Ionian Islands.

(1) LYCOURIA IN ARCADIA.
Pen and ink.

(2) THE FOUNT OF LADON.
Pen and ink.

(3) CISTERNS ABOVE MESALONGHI.
Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash.

(4) KLITOR.

Sepia.

(5) KALABBITA.
Pen and iuk.
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(6) MEGASPELIA, with the monastery built under a high precipice, 1.

Pen and ink and sepia wash.

(7) FROM ZOUGARAKI, NEAR MESALONGIII, with Roman ruins in the foreground,
and the coast of the Morea seen across the Gulf of Patras.

Pen and ink.

(8) MONASTERY OP MEGASPELIA, a nearer view than No. (G) and from the opposite
side.

Pen and ink and sepia wash.

(9) OXOJE, ITHACA, AND AFFALIS BAT.
Monochrome wash and pencil.

(10) PlIOCIS FROM Bt'RA IN THE MOREA.
Monochrome wash and pen.

(11) BCRA.

Sepia wash and pen.

(12) CAVE OF HERACLES, BURA.
Water colours.

(13) BASILADI ISLAND, NEAR MESALONGHI.

Slight pen and pencil sketch.

(14) VIEW FROM BURA, across the Gulf of Corinth.
Pen and ink and indigo wash.

(15) KHAN OF ACRATA. A view across the Gulf of Corinth.
Pen and ink and indigo wash.

(1C) (a) (6) (e) PANORAMIC VIEW FROM BASILADI ISLE, in throe Sections.

Pencil.

(17) (a) MESALONGHI, looking S.W. to Zante and Cephallonia.
Pen and pencil.

(1) PARNASSUS AND HELICON, seen across the sea.

Pen and ink.

(18) HEAD OF THE GULF OF CORINTH, from near Sicyon.
Pen and pencil and indigo wash.

(19) TlTANOS, LOOKING TOWARDS CORINTH, Alopckl at the 1.

Indian ink and indigo wash.

(20) VIEW FROM AHOVE ALOPEKi towards Corinth.
Indian ink and indigo wash.

(21) ZAKOULA, and view across the Gulf to Parnassus.
Pen and ink and indigo wash,

(22) VIEW OF THE ISTHMUS FROM THE ACROCORINTH.
Water colours and pen.

(23) WIDE VIEW OF SICYON, looking towards the Isthmus.
Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash.

(24) CORINTH AND THE ISTHMUS.
Pencil sketch.

(25) NOURI BEY'S PALACE, CORINTH.
Pencil and sepia wash.

(26) KHAN OP LAMPIRI on the Gulf of Corinth.
Pen and ink and indigo wash.

(27) VILLAGE" NEAR PATRAS.
Pencil bketch.

(28) VIEW FROM PATRAS, LOOKING W.
Pen and ink.

(29) THE BAY OF CALYDON.
Pen and indigo.

(30) (ENIAD^E, looking seaward to the Islands.

Pen and ink and indigo wash.

o 2
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(31) COMPLETION OF TIIE PRECEDING VIEW AT THE R.

Pen and ink and indigo wash.

(32) HABBOUB AND TOWN OP VATHY, ITHACA.
Pencil and indigo wash.

Engraved in aquatint by P. W. Tomkins and J. H. Wright for Gell's '

Ithaca,'

1807.

(33) ROCK CALLED HOMER'S SCHOOL, ITHACA.
Pencil and sepia wash.

Engraved in aquatint by Tomkins and Wright for Gell's
'
Ithaca.'

(34) COMPLETION OF THE VIEW No. (32) AT THE R.

Pencil and indigo wash.

(35) GENERAL VIEW FROM THE SUMMIT OF AITO, ITHACA.
Peri and ink.

(36) COMPLETION OF THE PRECEDING VIEW AT THE R.

Pencil.

The whole view, with foreground added, etched by Tomkins and Wright
for Gell's ' Ithaca,'

(37) VIEW FROM THE MONASTERY OF KATHARA, ITHACA.
Indian ink and iudigo wash and pen.
Etched by Tomkins and Wright for Gell's '

Ithaca.'

(38) PORT FBICHIKS, ITHACA.
Pencil.

Engraved in aquatint by Tomkins and Wright for Gell's '
Ithaca.'

(39) VIEW FROM THE MILL OF MAURONA.
Pencil, Indian ink and indigo wash.

Etched, with foreground added, by Tomkins and Wright for Gell's ' Ithaca."

(40) VIEW OF A TOWN ON A HILL.
Pencil.

(41) COAST VIEW FROM INLAND.
Pencil.

(42) (a) (6) (c) VIEW OF THE NORTH COAST OF THE GULF OF CORINTH.
Pen and pencil sketch.

(43) VIEW FROM THE CASTLE OF NACPACTOS (EPACTO OR LEPANTO).
Water colours and pen.

(44) VIEW OF LEPANTO, from a height to the E.

Pen and ink and indigo wash.

(45) VIEW OF ZANTE AND THE COAST OF MOREA, from the sea.

Pen and ink.

(46) (a) SKETCH ON A COAST.

(6) A VILLAGE.
Pencil.

(47) VIEW FROM THE GALLERY OF A HOUSE AT LEPANTO.
Pen and ink and brush.

(48) HOUSE AT LEPANTO.
Water colours, pen and pencil.

(49) LEPANTO, FROM THE SEA.
Pen and ink.

(50) LEPANTO AND THE ENTRY INTO THE GULF, from the opposite coast.

Pen and pencil and iudigo wash.

(51) VIEW FROM BETWEEN PATRAS AND OLONUS, LOOKING W.
Indian ink and water colours.

(52) THE COAST OF ELIS FROM THE SEA.

Water colours.

(53) THE STRAITS OF GIBRALTAR FROM THE ATLANTIC.
Pen and ink.
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(54) THE STBAITS OP GIBRALTAR.
Pen and Indian-ink wash.

(55) BETWEEN KORAX AND VATHT, ITHACA.
Indian ink and indigo.

Engraved in aquatint, Tomkins, Wright and Black, for Cell's ' Ithaca.'

7. SKETCH-BOOK, containing views in Attica, Bceotia, and the Peloponnesus.
The drawings in this book are nearly all pasted into it on guards ; many

are on two, three or more sheets joined together and afterwards folded. 9J x
18J in.

(1) BARIPOMPI, looking towards Athens.
Pen and ink.

(2) ATHENS, FROM PATISSA.
Pen and ink.

(3) ATHENS, PROM NEAR THE TUMULUS OP ANTIOPE.

Sepia and pen.

(4) GENERAL VIEW OF ATHENS AND NEIGHBOURHOOD.
Pen and ink.

(5) ATHENS, FROM THE GATE BOBONISTEA.
Pen and pencil.

(6) PANORAMA OP ATHENS AND NEIGHBOURHOOD, PROM THE Toi' OF ANCIIESJIVS.

Pen and ink.

(7) THE ACROPOLIS OP ATHENS, FROM THE PNYX.
Pen and ink.

(8) PANORAMA FROM MOUNT HYMETTUS, with Athens at the r.

Pen and ink and water-colour wash.

(9) ATHENS, PROM AN OLIVE GROVE TO THE W. OP THE TOWN.
Sepia and pencil.

(10) ATHENS AND SURROUNDINGS PROM TIIE OROS MNEMATOS.
Pen and ink.

(11) CONTINUATION OF THE SAME VIEW AT THE R.

Pen and ink sketch.

(12) PANORAMA FROM THE CITADEL OF PHALERUM.

Wate,r colours and pen.

(13) PANORAMA OP ATHENS AND SURROUNDING COUNTRY FROM THE PNYX. In six

joined sheets, the view embracing the whole horizon.

Water colours and pen.

(14) SALAMIS FROM THE TOP OF CORYDALLUS.
Pen and ink and indigo wash.

(15) ClTH,RON AND PLAT.SA.
Pen and ink.

(16) PANORAMA OF PLAT.EA, LOOKING N.
Pen and ink.

(17) VIEW NEAR PARAPUNGIA (LEUCTBA), with Helicon at the 1.

Pen and ink.

(18) PORT OF CACOSIA (TUISBE).
Pen and ink.

(19) VIEW PROM DERVENI ON THE ISTHMUS OP CORINTH, LOOKING N..
Pen and ink.

(20) VIEW PROM BEHIND LivADiA near Helicon, looking N.
Pen and ink.

(21) (a) (5) (c) PANORAMA OF KONDOURA, continuous view in three sections.

Pen and ink.

(22) VIEW NEAR CHJERONEA PROM AGIANI.
Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash.
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(23) HYAMPOLIS.
Pen and ink.

(24) ARACOBA, near Parnassus.
Pen and Indiau-ink wash.

(25) SCHISTE.

Pen and ink.

(20) VIEW FROM THE TOWER NEAR MEGALO MULCBE.
Indian ink and water colours.

(27) VIEW FROM ORCHOMENUS, looking S.E.

Pen and ink.

(28) FROM ORCHOMENUS, another view.
Pen and Indian-ink wash.

(29) PANORAMA OF MAMMOURRA.
Pen and pencil.

(30) VALE NORTH OF HELICON.
Pen and ink.

(31) LAKE COPAIS AND PASS OF SPHINX.
Indian ink and pen.

(32) VIEW FROM PiiiLOi'Arpus. Evening effect; a shepherd in the foreground r.,

and a group of women 1.

Water colours.

(33) SCALA DI SALONA.
Pencil arid indigo wash.

(34) PANORAMA OF MEGALOPOLIS.

(35) THE SAME CONTINUED AT THE R.

(36) THE SAME COMPLETED AT THE R.

Pen and pencil, partially tinted.

SKETCH-BOOK, containing views iu Athens and Attica. 15J x 9 in.

(1) TIIE ACKOPOLIS.
Water colours.

(2) Two HORSEMEN, FROM THE FRIEZE OF THE PARTHENON.
Sepia wash and pen.

(3) YOUNG MEN RIDING, FROM THE FHIEZE OF THE PARTHENON.
Sepia wash and pen.

(4) THE PARTHENON, from a model.
Peucil.

(5) THE PARTHENON. Inscribed, Talten with a telescope and, a Camera Lucida
from PlMopappus.

Pencil.

(6) THE PARTHENON, from a model, showing construction.
Pencil.

(7) THE PARTHENON, from Fauvel's model.
Pencil.

(8) EASTERN PEDIMENT OF THE PARTHENON, 'from the Marquis do Nointel's

drawing in the King's Library, Paris."

Pen and bistre.

(9) THE PARTHENON, from Fauvel's model.
Pencil.

(10) GYPTO KASTRO, on the road from Thebes to Eleusis.
Pen and ink.

(11) CATHEDRAL, ATHENS.
Pencil.

(12) GYITO KASTRO and Cithseron.
Pen and ink.
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(13) VAIVODES HOUSE, Athens.
Pencil.

(14) VIEW OF ATHENS.

Slight pencil sketch.

(15) PENTELICUS AND MONASTERY AT ITS FOOT.
Indian ink.

(1C) EUBIPOS (CHALCIS) from across the strait.

Indian-ink wash and pen.

(17) IMAGE OP ATHENE at the church of Angelokipoj, near Athens.
Pen and ink.

(18) STATUE OF ATHENE POLIAS in the wall of the Acropolis.
Pen and ink.

(19) EURIPOS (CHALCIS) from Attica.

Monochrome wash and pen.

(20) WESTERN PEDIMENT OF THE PARTHENON.
Pen and bistre.

(21) CAVE OF TROPHONIUS.

Sepia wash and pen.

(22) PLAN OF THE CAVE.
Pen and ink.

(23) RUINS OF AN AGORA NEAR PIIALERUM.
Pen and ink.

(24) QUARRIES OF PENTELICUS.
Indian-ink wash and pen.

(25) FALLS OF THE ILISSUS AT ENNEACRUNUS. Sketch by Baron llallcr.

Pen and ink.

(20) VIEW FROM PENTELICUS, looking towards Athens.

Monochrome wash and pen.

(27) ATHENS FROM AGRA.
Pun and pencil.

(28) TUMULUS OF MARATHON.
Indian-ink wash and pen.

(29) THREE SKETCHES OF BUILDINGS IN ATHENS, and a pencil sketch of Lycabcttus.
Pen and ink.

(30) THE PLAIN OF MARATHON.
Indian-ink wash and pen.

(31) TEMPLE OF ZEUS, Athens.

Slight pencil sketch.

(32) LlVADIA.

Sepia wash and pen.

(33) ACROPOLIS OF ATHENS.
Pencil and Indian-ink wash.

(34) CAVE OF TROPHONIUS from inside.

Water colours and pen.

(35) HOUSE OF MADAME MASSON'S ROOM AT ATHENS. Inscribed La, Cliambre de

Mad. Masson Atlienei le 27 Mai, 1811.

Pencil, partly tinted with water colours.

(36) BACK OF LIVADIA.
Indian ink.

(37) ACROPOLIS OF ATHENS.
Pencil.

(38) SLAB FROM THE FRIEZE OF THE PARTHENON, figure on the pediment, etc.

Pen and ink.
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(39) 01. VIEW FROM THE AREOPAGUS.
Bistre and indigo wash and pen.

Rev. GROUND PLAN OF THE PARTHENON.
Pencil.

(40) SLIGHT SKETCH OF THE ACROPOLIS.
Pencil.

(41) ENNEACRUNUS. Inscribed This is the real colour of the rocl;e.

Water colours.

(42) GKOUP OF ELEUSINIANS AT A WELL. Four women, one bringing a mule to

drink. Inscribed fills Albanoise ct Eleusine.

Water colours.

(43) STADIUM AT ATHENS.
Pen and slight Indian-ink wash.

(44) COURT OF MADAME MASSON'S HOUSE. Sketc-h by Gropius, an Austrian

archaeologist and English Consul at Athens, and probably author of several
of the drawings in the Gell collection.

Pencil.

(45) THE THESEUM.
Pencil sketch.

(46) CENTRE OF PEDIMENT, PROPYL.EUM, ELEUSIS.
Pencil.

(47) ADRIAN'S GATE.

Pencil, partly tinted with sepia.

(48) Ob. AGIOS ZACCHARIAS, ELEUSIS.
Pencil.

Rev. PLAN OF GTPTO KASTBO, after Haller.

Pen and pencil.

(49) FOUNTAIN, with peasants drawing water.
Pencil.

(50) FRAGMENT OF THE FRIEZE OF THE PARTHENON ; procession of women.
Pen and burnt sienna.

(51) ELEUSIS from the sea.

Slight pencil sketch.

(52) BACK OF THE MONUMENT OF PHILOPAPPUS.
Pencil and slight sepia wash.

(53) SCULPTURE ON THE MONUMENT OF PuiLOPApprs. Inscribed Camera Obscura.
Pencil and sepia.

(54) MONUMENT OF PHILOPAPPUS.
Water colours and pen.

(55) THE THESEUM.
Pencil sketch.

(56) EAST VIEW OF THE ACROPOLIS, from the convent. Inscribed Coloured on the

spot.
Water colours.

(57) ADRIAN'S GATE FROM THE CAPUCHINS' CONVENT. Inscribed Taken with a
Camera Obscura.

Slight pencil sketch.

(58) THEATRE HERODES.

Pencil, Indian ink, and sepia wash.

(59) ACEOPOLIS: EAST END.
Pencil and sepia.

(60) VIEW OF ATHENS PROM THE TEMPLE OF VICTORY, ABOVE THE STADIUM.
Pen and ink.

(61) THE ACBOIOLTS FROM THE PRISONS OB SEPULCHRES.
Indian ink and pencil.
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(62) THE ACROPOLIS FROM THE PNTX. Greeks in the foreground.
Water colours.

(63) THE ACROPOLIS FROM THE THEATRE.
Pen and ink.

(64) TEMPLE OF ZEUS.
Water colours.

(65) THE THESEUM.
Indian ink and burnt sienna.

(66) THE THESEUM, from the opposite end.
Pencil and Indian-ink wash.

(67) Ob. STATUE AT ANGELOKIPOS.
Peu and ink.

Rev. THESEUM, taken with camera lucida and telescope.
Slight pencil sketch.

(68) VlEW INSIDE THE PARTHENON.
Sepia.

(69) 06. VIEW OF MOUNT ST. ELIAS, perhaps the mountain of that name at Daphne,
near Eleusis.

Pencil.

Sev. THE COAST OF ATTICA from the sea.

Pencil.

(70) COLOSSAL FALLEN STATUE OF APOLLO, on a mount in Nasos.
Pen and ink.

(71) FRONT OF THE PARTHENON.
Indian-ink wash and pen.

(72) AN OLD VIEW or THE ACROPOLIS. Inscribed From an old drawing at Mr.
Fauvel's taken in the time of Nointel. Fauvel was a French archaeologist and
draughtsman.
Pen and ink.

(73) PORTICO OF THESEUM.
Indian ink.

(74) INTERIOR OF THESEUM.
Indian ink and water colours.

(75) STADIUM AT ATHENS.
Pencil.

(76) FALLS OF THE ILISSUS. Sketch by Gropius.
Pencil.

(77) CAVE OF PROCRUSTES, ELEUSIS.
Indian ink and pencil.

(78) BROKEN COLUMN AT THE ENTRY OF THE PIRAEUS.
Pencil.

(79) MAP OF LITADIA.
Indian ink and pen.

9. SKETCH-BOOK, containing views in Peloponnesus, Phocis, and Bcootia. 17f x 10J in.

(1) VIEW FROM MISTRA. Inscribed on the back Vue Sur Vemplacement de Sparte avec
leg montagnes de la Laconie, prise a Mistra en Automne 1803.
Pen and ink.

(2) PATRAS AND THE ENTRANCE OF THE GDLF OF CORINTH, looking W. Panorama
in four joined sheets.

Pen, pencil, and slight Indian-ink wash.

(3) CORINTH.
Pencil.

(4) TEMPLE AT CORINTH.

Sepia and pencil.
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(5) COKINTH. A wide view on three joined sheets.
Pen and pencil.

(G) THEBES. A wide view on three joined sheets.

Pen and ink.

(7) THEBES. A wide view from a nearer point, on three joined sheets.

Pen and ink.

(8) OHCHOMENUS.
Indian ink and pencil sketch.

(9) LIVADIA. A near view.
Pen and ink.

(10) LIVADIA. Panorama on three joined sheets.

Pen and ink.

(11) GRANITZA. Panorama on three joined sheets.

Pen and ink.

(12) CITADEL OF LIVADIA.
Pen and ink.

(13) PANOI-EA. A wide view.
Pen and ink.

(14) PANOPEA.
Pen over pencil.

(15) CH.ERONEA AND PANOPEA from the banks of the Ccphissus. Panorama on three

joined sheets.

Pen over pencil.

(16) DELPHI. Panorama on five joined sheets.

Pen and ink.

(17) VIEW PKOM THE CORTCIAN CAVE, PAKNAssus, looking over the Gulf of Crissa.
Panorama on three joined sheets.

Indian ink and indigo wash and pen.

(18) VIEW or THE PLAIN OF CRISSA.
Indian ink and pen.

(19) VIEW BETWEEN CRISSA AND SALONA.
Ptn over pencil, the sea washed with indigo.

(20) SALONA AND SURROUNDING COUNTRY. Panorama on four joined sheets.
Indian-ink wash and pencil, partly outlined with pen.

10. SKETCH-BOOK, containing views in Spain, Sicily, the Adria'tic, Ionian Islands, and
Cycladcs. 10J x 18| in.

(1) GIBRALTAR from the sea.

Pen and ink, partly washed witli Indian ink and yellow ochre.

(2) PANORAMA OF GIBRALTAR BAY.
Pen and ink, partly washed with Indian ink.

(3) GIBRALTAR from the sea.

Pen and ink.

(4) MT. COFANO FROM THE TOP OF Ml. EflYX, SlOILY.
Pen and ink.

(5) T.8APANI AND THE SEA from the top of Mt. Eryx.
Pen and ink and indigo wash.

(6) CATTARO, DALMATIA, with the ' Ladder '
or path to Montenegro at the 1.

Ptn and ink.

(7) THE TOWN OF CORFU.
Pen and ink.

(8) THE TOWN OF CORFU FROM A BOCK IN THE HARBOUR.
Water colours.

(9) VIEW ABOVE THE TOWN OF CORFU, looking towards the coast of the mainland.
Pen and ink.
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(10) BAT IN THE ISLAND OF CORFU.
Pen and ink.

(11) VIEW IN ZANTE, looking N.W. ; the town on a bay r.

Pen and ink.

(12) ZANTE, WITH A VIEW OP THE TOWN.
Pen and ink over pencil.

(13) ZANTE : THE TOWN AND COAST, looking S.

Pen and ink.

(14) ZANTE : THE TOWN FROM ABOVE.
Pen and pencil.

(15) ZANTE : THE TOWN FROM THE SEA.

Pencil, partly washed with water colours.

(16) ZANTE : VIEW NEAR THE COAST.

Pen, pencil and bistre.

(17) ZANTE : THE TOWN SEEN ACROSS A BAY FROM THE S.

Sepia and pen.

(18) VIEW IN ZEA (CEOS).
Pencil.

(19) VIEW IN SlPHANTO (SIPHNOS).

Sepia and pen.

(20) SERPHO (SERIPHOS), looking towards Siphnos.
Sepia and pen.

(21) (a) COAST VIEW OF ANDROS, TINOS, DELOS, AND MYCONI.
Peu sketch.

(fc) EAST COAST OF LACONIA, with Cape Malca and Cerigo (Cythora).
Slight pencil and Indian-ink sketch.

(a) COAST OF THE MOREA, with Held Poulo and the Karavi Islands.

Pen sketch.

(22) (a) ENTRANCE OF THE HELLESPONT.
Pen aud ink.

(6) SOUTHERN EXTREMITY OF EUBCEA from the sea to the E.
Pen and ink.

(23) PANORAMA OF DELOS FROM THE TOP OF MT. CYNTHUS.
Pen and ink.

(24) RUINS ON MT. CYNTHUS. Dated Octob. 1801, and inscribed Ruin on Mt. Cynthus
in Delos, commonly called the Town Gate, perhaps the Temple uf the Egyptian
Divinities.

Water-colour tint and pen.

(25) MARBLE THEATRE OF DELOS, AND MT. CYNTHUS. Dated Octob. 1801.
Pen and ink.

(26) NAUMACHIUM, DELOS.
Pen and ink

(27) 06. VIEW FROM THE BASE OF PARNES ; a composition.
Sepia and pencil.

Rev. VIEW IN NAXOS.
Pencil.

(28) Ob. COAST SCENE IN THE ARCHIPELAGO.

Sepia.

Rev. STUDIES OF GREEKS. A man and woman, &c.

Pencil.

(29) SKETCH AT NAUSA. Inscribed At Nausa, \ Jan. 1802.

Pencil.

(30) COAST OF NAXOS.
Pen over pencil.
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(31) COAST or AMOEQOS.
Pen over pencil.

(32) VIEW IN Scio (CHIOS).
Indian ink and pen.

(33) SOUTH VIEW OF THE TOWN OF MITYLENE.
Indian ink and pen.

(31) VIEW FROM MITYLENE, looking S.

Water colours.

(35) VIEW OF THE TOWN OF MITYLENE, from above.

Indian ink, sepia and pen.

(36) ANCIENT AQUEDUCT NEAK THE VILLAGE OF MORIA IN MITYLENE. Dated
Nov. 1801.

Indian ink and pen.

(37) VlEW FROM THE EAST OF PORT ZERO, MlTYLENB (LESBOS).
Indian ink, indigo and pen.

(38) VIEW OF THERHIA, POET JEBI, LESBOS.
Indian ink and pen.

(39) MULLIVA IN MITYLENE.
Indian ink, water-colour tint and pen.

(40) VASE IN CYPRUS.
Indian ink.

(41) VIEW IN Cos. Dated 12 Jan. 1803.

Sepia.

(42) VIEW IN RHODES. A composition.
Pen and pencil.

11. SKETCH-BOOK, containing views in Bocotia, Daulis, Corinth, &c. 15J x 10J in.

(1) THE CASTALIAN SPRING, DELPHI.
Pen and sepia wash.

(2) CAVE NEAR PLAT^EA ;

' Grotto of the Nymphs of Cithseron.'
Pencil sketch.

(3) PASS TO KONDOUHA.

Sepia on gray paper.

(4) SQUARE AT THEBES.
Pen and ink (figures in pencil).

(5) WELL AT THEBES.
Pen and ink.

(6) VIEW OF THEBES FROM THE S.E. Wide view on three joined sheets.

Pen and ink.

(7) VIEW or THEBES. On two joined sheets.
Pen and ink.

(8) PANORAMA FROM THE FOOT OF HELICON, LAKE COPAIS AT THE L. On four

joined sheets.

Pen and pencil.

(9) LIVADIA.
Pen and pencil.

(10) LIVADIA. View over the town from a wiudow.
Pen and pencil.

(11) LIVADIA. Another view.
Pen and pencil.

(12) LIVADIA. Cliff and castle from below.
Pen over pencil.

(13) PANORAMA FROM OBCHEMENCS. On six joined sheets.
Pen and pencil.
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(14) PANORAMA OF DAULIS.
Pen and ink.

(15) STREET IN COKINTH.
Pen and pencil.

(1C) CORINTH, PANORAMA.
Pencil sketch.

(17) VIEW AT CORINTH.

Pencil, partly washed with sepia.

(18) VIEW PROM THE TEMPLE AT CORTNTH.
Pen and ink, partly washed with sepia.

(19) MONASTERY OP ST. LUKE.
Pen and ink.

(20) THE SCIRONIAN ROCKS.
Pencil sketch.

(21) THE SCIRONIAN ROCKS.
Pen and pencil on gray paper.

(22) MEGARA. Panorama on four joined sheets.

Pen and pencil washed with water colours.

12. SKETCH-BOOK, containing views in Spain, chiefly at Granada. 9J x 18J in.

(1) A MOORISH FESTIVAL under the walls of the Alhambra.
An outline etching, painted over with water colours, body colours, and gold.

(2) SANTIGO DE COMPOSTELLA, the Cathedral and College. View made with a
camera lucicla.

Indian ink and pen.

(3) VILLA FRANCA DEL VIERZO, in the province of Leon. View made with a

camera lucida.

Indian ink and pen.

(4) BENAVENTE.
Indian ink.

(5) VIEW OP TOLEDO, from across the Tagus.
Indian ink, bistre and pen.

(6) ARAB BATHS AT GERONA.
Water colours and pen.

(7) VIEW OP GRANADA IN 1564, after a print or drawing by Georg Hoefnngel.
Pen and ink.

Different from either of the two views by Hoefnagel in Braun and

Hohenberg's
' Civitates Orbis Ten-arum.'

(8) TOWER OP COMARES FROM THE MIRADOR, ALHAMBRA.
Water colours and pen, unfinished.

(9) JAEN, ONCE THE CAPITAL OF A MOORISH KINGDOM.
Pen and ink.

(10) COURT OF THE CISTERNS, ALHAMBRA.
Indian ink and pen, partially tinted.

(11) SALA DE COMARES, ALHAMBRA.
Indian ink and pen, partially tinted.

(12) COURT OF THE LIONS, ALHAMBRA.
Indian ink and pen, partially tinted.

(13) SALA DE LAS Dos HERMANAS, ALHAMBRA.
Pen and ink partly washed with Indian ink, sepia and indigo.

(14) BATHS, ALHAMBRA.
Pen and pencil, washed with Indian ink.

(15) PAVILION, COURT OF THE LIONS, ALHAMBHA.
Indian ink and pen, tinted.
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(16) COURT OF THE LIONS.
Indian ink and pen, partially tinted.

(17) PLAZA DE BIVARAMBLA, GRANADA.
Pen and ink sketch, unfinished.

(18) SALA DE LOS ABENCERRAGES, ALHAMBBA.
Indian ink and pen, tinted.

(19) COURT OF THE CISTERNS, ALHAMBRA.
Indian ink, indigo and pen.

(20) GATE OF THE COURT OF LIONS, GRANADA.
Indian ink and pen, partially tinted.

(21) COURT OF THE LIONS.
Pencil tracing.

(22) COURT OF THE LIONS.
Indian ink and pen, tinted.

(23) MOORISH WINDOWS, VASE AND ORNAMENT FROM THE ALHAMBHA
Pen and ink.

(24) EXTERIOR VIEW FROM THE SALA DE COMABES.
Indian ink and pen.

(25) EXTERIOR VIEW FROM THE SALA DE COHARES, looking towards Jacn.
Indian ink and pen.

(2G) OUTSIDE OF THE COURT OF LIONS.
Pen and ink.

(27) ELEVATION OF THE COURT OF LIONS.
Pen and ink.

(28) UPPER GATE OF THE ALHAMBHA.
Pen and ink, unfinished.

(29) VIEW OF THE GENERALIFE FROM THE MIRADOR, ALHAMBRA.
Indian ink and pen.

(30) VIEW FBOM THE MlRADOR.
Indian ink, bistre and pen.

(31) INTERIOR OF THE MIRADOR DE LA REYNA.
Indian ink and pen.

(32) GARDEN OF THE LINDARAXA.
Water colours and pencil.

(33) BATH ROOM, ALHAMBRA.
Sepia, indigo and pen.

(34) FIRST COURT OF THE ALHAMBRA and Tower of Comares, elevation in section.
Pen and ink.

(35) GENERAL VIEW OF THE ALHAMBRA AND GRANADA, FROM ABOVE.
Indian ink anil pen.

(3G) MOLE AND HARBOUB AT MALAGA, with slight sketch of towers of the Alhambra.
Pen and ink.

(37) THE GENERALIFE (Summer Palace), Granada.
Indian ink and pen, unfinished.

(38) SALA DE LAS Dos HERMANAS.
Indian ink and pen, partly tinted.

(39) THE ALHAMBRA AND GENERALIFE, from Albaycin.
Indian ink and pen.

(40) PLAZA DE BIVARAMBLA, Granada.
Indian ink and pen, over pencil, unfinished.

(41) ALCAZAVA FROM ALHAMBRA.
Water colours and pencil.

(42) COPIES OF MOORISH PAINTINGS on the ceiling of the Sala de Justicia, Alhambra.
Water colours.
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(43) MALAGA.
Pen and ink sketch ; unfinished.

(44) COPT OP A SPANISH PAINTING, supposed battle of the Zegri and Abcncerraga ;

and an arabesque.
Water colours.

(45) COUKT OP THE ALCAZAR, SEVILLE.
Pen and ink, partly washed with sepia.

(46) MOORISH KING'S PALACE, SEVILLE.
Pen and ink.

(47) LOWER PLAN OP THE ALHAMBRA.
Pen and ink, tinted red.

(48) FORTRESS OP COCA. From a print or drawing.
Pen and ink.

(49) GROUND PLAN OP THE ALHAMBHA.
Pen and ink, tinted red.

(50) GROUND PLAN OP THE GENEUALIFE.
Pencil, tinted red and blue.

(51) COURT OP THE LIONS. A tracing.
Pencil.

(52) VARIOUS ARCHITECTURAL DECORATIONS IN THE ALHAMBRA.
Pen and ink.

(53) WINDOW OP LINDARAXA, and pencil tracings of capitals of pillars.
Pen and pencil.

(54) ARABESQUES AND INSCRIPTIONS, some traced.
Pen or pencil.

(55) ORNAMENTS AND INSCRIPTIONS ; and the fountain of the Court of Lions.
Pen or pencil tracing.

(56) GROUND PLAN OP THE AI.HAMBRA.
Pencil and water-colour tint.

(57) INTERIOR OP THE MOSQUE OP CORDOVA.
Indian ink and sepia.

(58) SWORD OF THE KINO OP GRANADA, and the hilt of the same sword drawn the
size of the original.
Pen and ink.

(59) TORRE DE ZIZZA; interior.

Water-colour sketch.

(60) VIEW OP A MOORISH BUILDING.

Pencil, partly coloured.

(61) LA FUENTE DEL PINO. By Muriel, a Spanish artist.

Body colours.

13. SKETCH-BOOK, containing views in Heligoland, Austria, the Adriatic Coast, and Greece.
9J X 12J in.

(1) HELIGOLAND, PROM THE SEA.
Water colours.

(2) HELIGOLAND, A NEAREB VIEW PROM AN OUTLYING ISLAND.
Water colours.

(3) VIEW OP THE ELBE AT AUSSIG, BOHEMIA.
Water colours.

(4) AUSSIG. Continuation of the last view.
Water colours.

(5) SCHRECKENSTEIN, AUSSIG.
Water colours.
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(6) AUSSIG.
Water colours.

(7) NEAR AUSSIG. Continuation of the last view.

Water colours.

(8) (a) ST. BUZERO, SABIONCELLO, DALMATIA.
Pen and monochrome wash.

(t) SABIONCELLO AND CURZOLA.
Water colours and pen.

(c) NEAR VIENNA. Village hills.

Pen and ink.

(9) SOHEMSTEIN, Austria.

Pen and ink.

(10) SOHEMSTEIN.
Pen and ink.

(11) THE SAME VIEW CONTINUED AT THE R.

Pen and ink.

(12) SCHOTWEIN.
Pen and ink.

(13) SCHOTWEIN (SOUTH).
Pen and ink partly washed with Indian ink.

(14) (a) RAGUSA FROM THE WEST.
Water colours.

(6) PERASTO, IN THE GULP OF CATTARO, DALMATIA.
Pen and ink.

(15) RABENSTEIN.
Pen and ink.

(16) (a) PEGGAU.
Water colours.

(fi) THE ACROCERAUNIAN MOUNTAINS AND CAPE LINGCETTA. Corfu in the r.

distance.

Water colours.

(17) THE CASTALIAN SPRING.
Pen and ink.

(18) PART OF VENICE AND THE LAGOON, looking south from the top of St. Mark's

Campanile.
Pen and ink.

(19) VENICE, LOOKING E. FROM THE CAMPANILE.
Pen and ink and slight partial tint.

(20) (a) (b) (c) ENTEANOE TO THE DALMATIAN ISLANDS from the N. Three views.
Water colours.

(d) ZARA.
Pen and ink.

(21) (a) PELESTRINA, NEAR VENICE, Chioggia in the distance r.

Water colours.

(6) PORTO DI MALAMOCCO AND PELESTRINA.
Water colours.

(c) PAGO AND PONTE DUKO ISLANDS, DALMATIA.
Water colours.

(d) ZURI, DALMATIA.
Water colours.

(e) PART OF LESINA.
Water colours.
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(22) (a) ZARA TOWN AND CHANNEL FROM THE N.
Water colours.

(6) ZARA. A near view.
Water colours,

(c) SANTA CROCE, Lesina.
Water colours.

(23) (a) TOWN AND HARBOUR OP LESINA, from the convent of St. Nicolo.
Water colours.

(i) LESINA, FROM THE GREEK CHURCH OF ST. VENERANDA.
Water colours.

(24) ST. ANDREA, NEAR BAQUSA, Dalmatia.
Water colours.

(25) VIEW IN THE BOOCHE DI CATTABO.
Pen and ink.

(26) (a) DCRAZZO, ALBANIA.
Water colours.

(6) IN THE BOCCHE DI CATTARO. No. (25) continued at the r.

Pen and ink.

(27) (a) ACROCERACNIAN MOUNTAINS FROM THE N.
Water colours.

(6) CORFU FROM THE E.
Pen and ink.

(c) THE BOOK OF ULYSSES, CORFU.
Pen and ink.

(28) (a) THE ROOK OF ULYSSES.
Water colours.

(6) FONTANONA, NEAR NERicus, Santa Maura.
Pen and ink.

(c) AT PAROA.
Pen and ink.

(d) APPEARANCE OF FOUNDATIONS ON THE LEUCADIAN PROMONTORY.
Pen and ink and partial tint.

(29) (a) TSLAND OF MICE' AT THE ENTRANCE OF THE OLD PORT OF CORCYRA.
Water colours.

(6) MOUNTAINS AT THE MOUTHS OF THE ACHERON AND COCYTUS.
Pen and ink partially tinted.

(30) (a) PABQA.
Pen and iuk slightly tinted.

(6) VIEW FROM PARQA.
Pen and iuk slightly tinted.

(c) MOUTHS OF THE ACHELOUS AND THE ECHINADES ISLANDS.
Pen aud iuk and iudigo wash.

(31) (a) BUINS OF NICOPOLIS IN SANTA MAURA, from the theatre.
Pen and ink.

(6) NICOPOLIS, LOOKING N.E.
Pen and ink.

(32) ITHACA, FROM THE CASTLE or ULYSSES.
Pen and ink.

(33) (a) ITHACA, AS IT APPEARS FROM THE ISLE or ABCUDI.
Pen and ink.

(6) SAMOS IN CEPHALONIA, FKOB THE FOBT or ULYSSW.
Pen and ink.

VOL. II. .
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(34) (a)
' SUMMIT OF THE BOCK ox WHICH STOOD THE CASTLE OP ULYSSES.'

Pen and ink.

(Z>) THE LEUCADIAN PROMONTORY.
Pen and ink.

(c) NORTHERN EXTREMITY OF ITHACA.
Pen and ink.

(35) (a) THE LEUCADIAN PROMONTORY, looking towards Ithaca and Cephalonia.
Water colours and pen.

(6) PATBAS.
Water colours and pen.

(36) (a) VATHY TOWN AND HARBOUR, ITHACA.
Pen and ink.

(ft) MOUNTAINS OF JETOLIA.
Pen and ink.

(37) (a) CASTLE OF MOREA.
Pen and ink.

(I) FOUNTAIN OF ARETHUSA.
Pen and ink.

(c) PORT AND ISLAND OF PABAPEGADA AND ROCK KORAX, ITHACA.
Pen and ink and indigo wash.

(38) () FOUNTAIN OF ARETHUSA AND ROCK KOBAX, ITHACA.
Pen and ink.

(fc) VlEW FROM THE FOUNTAIN OF ABETHUSA.
Pen and ink.

(39) (a) FOUNTAIN AT THE TEMPLE OP CERES, PATRAS.
Pen and ink.

(b) CHURCH OF ST. ANDREA, built on the ruins of the temple of Ceres, Fntras.

Pen and ink.

(c) THE MOUTH OF THE GULF OF CORINTH, from near Lepanto.
Pen and iuk.

(40) THE CASTALIAN SPRING.

Water colours and pen.

(41) SEPULCHRE UNDER THE SOUTH-WEST WALL OF DELPHI, PHOCIS.

Water colours and pen.

(42) DELPHI, FROM ST. ELIAS.
Pen and ink.

(43) DELPHI.
Pen and ink.

(44) DELPHI.
Pen and ink.

(45) VALLEY OF DELPHI.
Pen and ink.

(46) CAVE OF TROPHONIUS, LITADIA.
Pen and ink.

(47) CASTLE AND GATE OF TROPHONTCS, LIVADIA.
Pen and ink.

(48) LIVADIA.
Pen and ink.

(49) VIEW OF THEBES, from the E.
Pen and ink.

(50) HKLICON, LIBETHRIUS AND PARNASSUS, with traces of an ancient city.
Pen and ink tinted.

(51) SEPULCHRAL CAVERNS NEAR THE ILIBSUB, from outside.
Pen and ink partly tinted.
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(52) TEMPLE OF THESEUS, ATHENS, from the E.
Pen and ink.

(53) TEMPLE OP THESEUS, from the N.W.
Water colours.

(54) (a) FRIEZE OF THE TEMPLE OF ATHENE NIKE.
Pen and bistre wash.

(6) FRIEZE FROM THE TEMPLE OF THESEUS.
Pen and pencil.

(55) TEMPLE OF ERECTHEUS, ATHENS.
Water colours.

(56) MONUMENT OF PHILOPAPPCS.
Pen and ink.

(57) TEMPLE OF ZEUS, and the Acropolis.
Pencil and bistre.

(58) FRONT OF THE PROPYL.SUM.
Pen and bistre.

(59) PART OF THE PROPYL.EUM.
Pen and bistre.

(60) GREAT CYPRESS, NEAR PATRA.
Pen and pencil.

(61) WESTERN FRONTS OF THE TEMPLES OF ERECTHEUS, ATHENE POLIAS AND
PANDROSUS.
Pen and ink, bistre and Indian-ink wash.

(62) TEMPLE OF ATHENE POLIAS.
Pen and bistre wash.

(63) WESTERN FRONT OF THE PARTHENON.
Pen and ink and Indian-iuk wash.

(64) INSIDE OF THE PARTHENON.
Pen and ink.

(65) TKEATKE OF HERODES ATTICUP, on the Acropolis.
Pen and ink.

(66) THEATRE OF DIONYSUS, Acropolis.
Pen and ink.

(67) GROTTO OF PAN, Acropolis.
Pen and ink.

(68) HALL OF PAINTINGS AND PEDESTAL OF THE STATUE OF AGRIPPA, Acropolia.
Pen and ink.

(69) INNER PORTICO OF THE PROPYLJEUM.
Pen and bistre.

(70) PART OF THE PROPYL^UM and pedestal of the statue of Agrippa, Acropolis.
Pen and bistre.

(71) ISLE OF LEVANZO OFF TBAPANI, Sicily, from the S.W.
Pen and ink.

(72) BACKWARD FRONT OF THE PKOPYL.EUM.
Pen and bistre.

(73) PANDROSEUM AND TEMPLE OF ATHENE POLIAS.
Pen and bistre with bistre and Indian-iuk wash.

(74) ANCIENT TRIGLVPHS IN THE WALL, AND CAVE, WITH TRACES OF AN ANCIENT
PASSAGE, Acropolis.
Pen and ink.

(75) INSIDE OF THE PANDROSEUM.
Pen and ink.

(76) THE PARTHENON.
Pen and ink with bistre and Indian-ink wash.

p 2
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(77) SEPULCHRAL CAVERN NEAR THE ILISSUS, interior. For the exterior gee No. (51>
Pen and ink.

(78) INTERIOR OF THE PARTHENON.
Indian ink and bistre.

(79) EASTWARD VIKW FROM THE PEDIMENT OF THE PARTHENON.
Pen and ink and pen and indigo.

(80) WESTERN PART OF THE CITADEL, FROM THE PEDIMENT OF THE PARTHENON.
Pen and ink and pen and indigo.

(81) THE ACROPOLIS FROM THE EOAD TO THE PIR.EUS.
Pen and ink.

(82) THE ROAD TO PIRAEUS AND THE MONUMENT OF PHILOPAPPUB.
Pen and ink.

(83) VlEW TOWARDS PlR^CS, FROM THE TOP OF THE PlJYX.
Pen and ink.

(84) STADIUM AND BRIDGE OVER THE ILISSUS.

Pen and ink and pen and bistre.

(85) TEMPLE OF ZEUS OLYMPIUB.
Pen and bistre.

(86) THE SAME TEMPLE.
Water colours.

(87) PART OF THE SAME TEMPLE.
Bistre and Indian ink.

(88) HADRIAN'S GATE.

Sepia and indigo over pencil.

(89) STATUE OF DEMETER AT ELEUSIS.
Water colours.

(90) THE SAME STATUE.
Pencil.

(91) THE THESEUM.
Water colours and pen.

(92) TEMPLE OF ATHENE POLIAS.
Water colours.

(93) THE PARTHENON.
Indian ink.

(94) Dome PORTICO, ATHENS.
Indian ink and bistre.

(95) POIKILE OR PANTHEON.
Indian ink and bistre.

(96) TOWER OF THE WINDS, ATHENS.
Pen and ink.

(97) WESTERN FRONT OF THE ACROPOLIS.
Indian ink and bistre.

(98) THE CHOHAGIC MONUMENT OF LYSICRATES AND GATE OF THE CAPUCHINS' CONTENT.
Pen and ink and pen and bistre.

(99) ATHENS AND HTMETTUS from the Mystic Gap on the Sacred Way west of
the city.
Pen and ink.

(100) FORTIFICATIONS OK THE ACROPOLIS.
Pen and ink.

(101) VIEW FBOM THE N.W. ANGLE OF THE THESEUM.
Pen and ink.

(102) VIEW OF THE TOWN OF ARCADIA.
Pun and pencil and sepia wash.
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PACKET containing about seventy views, mostly rough pencil sketches, a few in

water colours, in Greece and Asia Minor. Nearly all of these appear to be by
Gropius, English Consul at Athens, but belong to Cell's Collection, and are

therefore retained with his drawings.

The whole of Gell's collection of topographical drawings were bequeathed
by the Hon. Keppel Craven, March, 1853.

GENDALL, John (b. 1790, d. 1865). Painter; born in Devonshire;
worked in London for Ackerman, the publisher ;

afterwards at

Exeter, painting landscapes, chiefly in oils.

1. A DEVON STREAM. A stream coming down a wooded hill and breaking over a

slope in a waterfall in the foreground ; a fisherman on tlie r. bank above the fall.

Indian-ink sketch on drab paper, heightened with white; cut at the top
corners ; roy., 8j| x 6i in.

Presented by J. Deftett Francis, Esq., March, 1882.

GENT, G. W. (worked about 1804-1822). Landscape painter; biography
unknown.

1. PART or HIGH STREET, OXFORD, AND MAGDALEN COLLEGE TOWER. View looking
down a street, towards the High Street, with the tower rising above the
houses r. ; trees 1., figures on the r. pavement, an unharnessed carriage and two
road-uienders in the foreground. Signed G. W. Gent and inscribed High S'.

Oxford with Magdalen Coll. Tower.

Pencil, partly tinted in Indian ink and water colours ; roy., 10 J x 9| in.

Purchased June, 1868.

GEORGE, Prince of Wales, afterwards George IV. (b. 1762, d. 1830).
King of England ;

while Prince of Wales was identified with the

Whig party, and opposed his father; became Regent 1811, and

King 1820
; distinguished among other things by his love of dress

and the extent of his wardrobe.

1. SKETCH FOR A COSTUME. A whole-length figure in a yellow Hussar uniform, one
hand resting on a jewelled sword, the other in a flowered blue sash.

Inscribed on the original mount Given to me August 1783 by J. Newnham.
A drawing made by the Prince i>f Wales as a 'pattern for a masquerade dress
in which he intended to have appeared on his Birthday. The Prince came of aga
in August 1783.

Water colours and Indian ink ; roy., 9| x 5| in.

Purchased May, 1857, at the Mclntosh sale.

GERBIER, Sir Balthasar (b. about 1591, d. 1667). Painter, architect,
and courtier

;
born at Middelburg, son of a French Protestant

;

learnt drawing and architecture in Gascony ; came to England 1618 ;

drew portraits and designed fortifications and mines for the Duke of

Buckingham ; political agent for Buckingham and afterwards for
Charles I.

; opened an Academy at Bethnal Green, 1649 ; in Holland
and America 1652 till 1661, when he returned to England and
worked chiefly as an architect.

1. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) PORTRAIT OF MAURICE, PRINCE OF ORANGE. Miniature portrait of the
Prince on horseback charging towards the r., with a battle in the back-
ground; in an oval inscribed on the border Maurice de Nassau, Prince
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d'Orange, etc., enclosed in a frame ornamented with garlands and military

trophies. Above on a scroll, Vive de Nassau Anno 1616. Below, under the
Prince's arms, a scroll with the verses :

Des plus preux qni de Man out conduit les cohortei

Nassau, Nassau, triomphe, invincible sans pair,
Ilfait a eon abort quitter tilles et portes
Et paroist en battaile ainssi qu'un grand esclair.

Signed S. Gerbier fecit.
Pen and ink highly finished ; 6J x 4J in.

Maurice, Prince of Orange, b. 1567, son of William the Silent, was
Stadtholder of the Netherlands, and continued his father's struggles
against Spain throughout his life with varjing success, but with a
military ability which made him one of the most famous generals of his
time. It was through him that Gtibitr catne to England in the year when
this drawing was made.

Purchased February, 1862.

(6) FREDERICK V., KINO OF BOHEMIA. T.Q.L., standing by a table on which
is his helmet ; the face in three-quarters, turned r., and eyes full. In an oval
enclosed by a frame of ornamental scroll work. Signed Gerbier fe.
Pen and ink, highly finished ; 6 X 5 in.

Frederick, b. 1596, succeeded his father 1610 as Elector Palatine; married,
1613, Elizabeth, daughter of James I.; chief of the Protestant union;
became King of Bohemia 1619, but was driven from his kingdom 1620
by the Emperor Ferdinand, and, after many wanderings, died 1632. Prince
Maurice of Orange was his uncle, Prince Rupert his son.

Purchased June, 1854.

2. DOOR AT HAMPSTEAD MARSHALL. A door with a window on either side.
Inscribed at the top in a later hand, The. dome of the Portico beturizt the ttair-
caees at Hamptid Marshal 1672.
Pen and Indian-ink wash ; roy., 8J x 12J in.

Hampstead Marshall was Lord Craven's house in Berkshire, for which Gerbier
supplied the designs in 1662.

Purchased June, 1881.

GIBBONS, Grinling (b. 1648, d. 1720). Wood-carver and statuary;
born at Rotterdam, of Dutch origin ;

worked at wood-carving in

London, and later at Deptford, where John Evelyn discovered him
1671 and became his patron; from this time onward produced an
immense quantity of work, much of it carried out by others under his

directions; carved decorations for numerous rioblemen's houses, and
for many of Wren's buildings, including the choir stalls in St. Paul's

;

distinguished also for his portrait medallions and for his sculptures
in marble and bronze; master-carver in wood to the crown from
Charles II. 's to George I.'s time.

1. STUDIES FOR THE STATOE OF JAMES II. AT WHITEHALL Two whole-length studies
for tl.e statue of James II. in Roman dress, holding a baton in the r. hand. The
first study shows the figure as in the statue, the second shows it in a different
attitude, with the 1. hand extended and the other holding the baton a little
bel ind. Signed G. G., but the signature appears doubtful.
Pen and sepia wash ; roy., 4| x 6J in.

The statue, in bronze, ws erected in the inner court behind the Banqueting
Hall of Whitehall Palace, December 31, lb'86. It was removed in 1897 to the
garden south of the Banqueting Hall, facing the street.

Purchased June, 188!'.
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GIBBS, James (b. 1682, d. 1754). Architect; born and educated at

Aberdeen
; studied architecture at Rome, under Foiitana ; returned

1709 and worked chiefly in London, where his principal work is

St. Martin's in the Fields, till his death ; best known by the
Radcliffe Library at Oxford

; designed also many monuments, and

published two books containing the drawings for his works
;
one of

the finest of English architects since Wren.

1. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOR A CHAIR. Side and back view of a carved armchair, the back
carved in imitation of a scallop shell.

Pen with Indian-ink wash ; 5J x 7 in.

(6) DESIGN FOR A LOOKING-GLASS FRAME. Design for carved frame and pedestal,
with scallop ornament, for an oval looking-glass. With alternative design
for the upper purt, without glass.
Pen with Indian-ink wash; 11 J x 8 in.

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy sale.

After Jamet Gibbs.

ST. MARTIN'S IN THE FIELDS. A near view of the church from the S.W. in

Trafalgar Square. A few figures in the portico and in the street. Inscribed
J. Gibbs, Arch'. MUCCXX.
Water colours and Indian ink; imp., 20J x 14 J in.

Purchased July, 1878.
The church was begun in 1722 nnd consecrated 1726.
This drawing was made about 1815-20, either from the church itself or

from one of Gibbs's debigns. There is a south-west view of the church in
Gibbs's Book of Architecture, but taken from a rather different angle.

GIBSON, John, R.A. (b. 1790, d. 1866). Sculptor; born near Conway ;

learnt carving in wood and later in marble at Liverpool ;
exhibited at

the Royal Academy, 1816-64
;
went to Rome 1817, and worked there

till his death, except for brief periods in England, where he made a
statue of the Queen, partly coloured

;
best known by his tinted statue

of Venus; elected A.R.A. 1833, R.A. 1838.

1. PSYCHE BORNE BY ZEPHYRS. Borne towards the 1., Psyche rests on the arms of
the young Zephyrs, with her hands upon their shoulders. Signed /. Gibson
invent., and inscribed in pencil above, Psyche carried by Zephijrus. With gliding
mutton thro' the yielding air To pleasure's blooming inle their lately charge they
bear. Mrs. Tighe's Pryche ; and below, 2 feet 8 inches long, 2 feet 5 inches broad.
It is meant to be like a picture to hang on the wall.
Pen and ink ; roy., 10 x 7J in.

A relief of this subject was exhibited by Gibson at the Royal Academy in

1816; another Psyche and Zephyrs was executtd 1821-22 for Sir George
Beaumont. Thia is probably a drawing for the earlier work.

Purchased October, 1858.

2. A BACCHANAL ; AFT EB AN ANTIQUE RELIEF. Bacchus leaning on the shoulder
of a Faun ; two women, one on either Bide, playing on cymbals and pipe ; a
faun holding a great vase 1. ; a little tatyr, a child and a panther among the
other figures.

Sepia wash, with pen outlines; roy., 7J-X 11 f in.

The original marble bas-relief is in the Naples Museum. There is an
engraving of it in Musoo Borbonico, III., pi. 40.

Purchased August, 1875.
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3. CHRIST BLESSING LITTLE CHILDREN : DESIGN FOB A RELIEF. Christ, seated at
the r., blesses a kneeling child, behind whom kneels its mother, with a biby in
her arms : from the 1. come a woman lending her boy, a man with a child on
his shoulder, and a third woman holding a baby and followed by a girl. Enclosed
in an outline border and signed on the margin, /. Gibson invt. Romas.

Pencil and red chalk outline, with sepia wash ; roy., 9j X 17f in.

Doubtless a design for the relief of this subject executed 1862 for Mr.
Sand bach ; Gibson's only attempt at a Scriptural subject.

Purchased May, 1885, at the Cheney sale.

4. MOTHER AND CHILD. A woman in diaphanous flowing robe, walking towards
the r., and kissing, with head thrown back, the boy she holds on her shoulder.

Signed, within a gold outline border, /. Gibson, Rome.
Pen outline and sepia wash ; roy., 6J x 4 in.

Purchased July, 1885.

5. PORTRAIT STUDY or JOHN* KEMBLE. Head in profile, looking 1. Signed John
Gibson.

Pencil; roy., 12J X 9 in.

6. STI DIES FOR A PORTRAIT OP JOHN KEMBLE. Three studies, one nearly in full

face, looking up, the others in profile, looking 1.

Pencil sketches ; roy., 14g x 9g in.

John Kemblw, born 1757, younger brother of Mrs. Siddons, was educated at

Douay, but took early to the stage, and noon won reputation in the provinces;
appeared first in London 1788, as Hamlet at Drury Lane, of which he WHS
manager till 1802 ; from 180.J to 1817 played at Covent Garden ; a stately
rather than impassioned actor, he excelled iu classical parts, especially
Coriolanus ; died 1823.

Nos. 5-6 were purchased May, 1894.

GIBSON, Patrick (b. about 1782, d. 1829). Landscape painter, etcher
and writer on art

; pupil of Alexander Nasmyth ;
worked in London

and Edinburgh, painting landscapes in oil and water colours ;

foundation member of the Scottish Academy, 1826.

1. ALBUM containing views in the Faroe Islands, all in water colours, some with
body colours added. These drawings were made by Gibson in 1812, when he
visited the islands in the company of Sir G. S. Mackenzie, who wrote the-

account of the islands for the '

Edinburgh Encyclopedia.' The album also
contains two engraved maps and descriptions in MS.

(1) ROCK CALLED LILLE DIMON, from the East. The island of Suderde in
the distance.

(2) THE ' WITCHES' FINGER ' ON THE CLIFFS OF VAAGOE.

(3) THORSHAVN, STROMOE, FROM THE S.W. Naalsoe island in the distance.

(4) THOHSHAVN FROM THE N.

(5) COMMANDANT'S HOUSE, THOHSHAVN.

(6) LANFOGED'S HOUSE, THORSHAVN. Water and boats in the foreground.

(7) WATER-MILL NEAK THORSHAVN.

(8) VIEW OF THE ISLANDS OF HESTOE, KOLTEB, VAAGOE, AND STROMOE, from
off Hestoefiord.

(9) RUINS OF THE CATHEDRAL OF KIRKEBOE, on the west coast of Stromoe.

(10) CATHEDRAL OF KIRKEBOE FROM THE E.

(11) PERPENDICULAR ROCKS AT THE FRONT OF NYPEN, STBOMOE, with two
caves at the foot of them.

(12; BASALTIC COLUMNS NEAR THB POINT or NYPES.
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(13) WATERFALL NEAR THE VILLAGE OP SKELLINQ.

(14) PRIEST'S HOUSE AT QUIVIQ.

(15) VILLAGE OF QUIVIG, STROMOE, AND THE MOUNTAINS OF VAAGOE. In the

foreground a funeral procession.

(16) VIEW OF QUIVIG AND SKELLINGFIELD, the highest peak in Faroe.

(17) INTERIOR OF SERVANTS' APARTMENT AT JENSEGERDE, the residence of

the priest of Vaagb'e.

(18) SORVAAGSFIORD, WITH THE PEAKED ROCK OF TiNDHOLM, and the island

of Mygenas.

(19) WATERFALL NEAR BOB, VAAGOE.

(20) ROCKS ON THE COAST OF STROMOE, between Westmanshavn and Saxen.

(21) PRECIPICES ON THE SAME COAST.

(22) VIEW OF STAKKEN, the most northerly point of Stromoe.

(23) VIEW FROM INSIDE A CAVE NEAR STAKKEN, with the rocks called the
' Giaut and his wife

'

in the distance. A boat in the foreground.

(24)
' THE GIANT AND HIS WIFE,' off Kodlen in OoteriJe, and the precipice above.

(25) VILLAGE OF EIDE IN OSTEBOE, with the peak of Slattertind in the

distance.

(2G) VIEW PROM THE TOP OF SLATTEBTiND over the Fundings fiord to Kalsoe,
Kunoe, and other islands.

Presented by Sir W. C. Trevelyan, June, 1876. Transferred from the Map
Room, September, 1880.

GIBSON, Richard (b. 1615, d. 1690). Miniature painter; a dwarf;
born in Cumberland

; pupil of Francis Clein
; page to Charles I.,

and patronised by Cromwell and Charles II.
; taught drawing to the

princesses Mary and Anne ; painted numerous good miniatures.

1. PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST. Head in three-quarter facelookingl., the hair in long
curls.

Black and red chalk on brownish paper, heightened with white; roy.,
9 x 7 in.

Purchased June, 1881.

GILFILLAN, John A. (worked about 1830-1840). Painter; began life

in the Navy, then devoted himself to art
;
was professor of painting

at Glasgow 1830-40; afterwards emigrated to New Zealand, where
he died.

1. CUCHULLIN HILLS, SKYE? So described, apparently in error. The view is over
low undulating hills, with groups of trees r., and a wooded cliff 1., to a lake
or estuary lying in the distance under the sunset, and hills beyond.
Water colours ; roy., 8 J x 13J in.

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy Bale.

GILL, Edmund Marriner (b. 1820, ). Landscape painter;
born in London ; son of E. W. Gill, painter ; exhibited at the Royal
Academy and other galleries from 1842 ; worked in London, Wales,
and the district of the Wye ; painted chiefly rapid streams and
waterfalls.
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1. KVINF.D ABBEY, LLEHARDEN CASTLE, PEMBROKESHIRE. A ruined archway, con-
necting ii tall round tower 1. with the rest of the building, half concealed by
trees

;
a boy and dog in the r. foreground ; at the 1. and through the arch,

clumps of treee. Signed an<l dated Edmund Gill piux. 18-43. Ruined Archway,
Lleharden Castle near Narberth.
Black chalk and water-colour wash on brownish paper ; roy., 12J x 10j} in.

2. XELLY AYRE Foss, WHEELDALE BEUK, GOATHLAND, YORKSHIRE. A stream coming
down a wooded valley from the r., foaming down a waterfall, and flowing out
into the foreground among rocks and boulders. Inscribed with the name of

locality, signed and dated E. dill, 1872.
Pin sketch partially washed with sepia and indigo on grey paper, heightened

with white
; roy., 10J x 14J in.

8. MILL ON THE MYNACH, S. WALES. A water-mill, backed by a mountain 1.; a road
irom the 1. coming past the mill over a light bridge into the foreground; the
stream flows under ilns bridge, fed by rivulets from high rocks r. Inscribed
Mill OH the river Mijnach, S. Wales. Signed and dated E. Gill, 1871.
Pen and Indian-ink wash on buff paper, heightened with white; roy.,

10J X 14J in.

4. LONG ISLAND, CORNWALL. View from the sea of an isolated pyramid of rock
towards the 1., with the clirt's of the coast behind it; at the r. a boat sailing.
Inscribed Li.ng Island, from the sea, coast of Cornwall. Signed and dated
E. Gill, Sept. 1880.

Pen sketch washed with water colours on grey paper, heightened with white :

roy., lOf x 14| in.

All purchased December, 1894.

GILLIES, Margaret (b. 1803, d. 1887). Painter; painted miniatures
and some oil portraits, but later in life devoted herself to water

colours, painting romantic and domestic subjects; exhibited 1832-1887,
chiefly at the Royal Academy and at the Old Water Colour Society, of
which she was elected an associate 1852.

1. PORTRAIT OF PICHAUD HENGTST HORNE. Head and shoulders in profile, looking r. ;

the head bald with white locks over the neck, and small white heard.
Brush drawing in madder brown, stippled ; oval; roy,7J x 5 in.

K. H. Home, who chungt d his second name from Henry to Hengist, was born
1803; served as mid.-hipman in the Mexican navy ngainst Spain, and had many
adventures in various paits of America; from 1828 began to publish quantities
of prose and verte in London, his best known woik being the epic Orion; in
Australia 1852-1 8K9, holding various appointments; afterwards worked in

England as an author till his death in 1884.

Purchased May, 1885.

GILLRAY, James (b. 1757, d. 1815). Caricaturist; apprenticed to a
letter engraver; studied at the Royal Academy; etched at first

social satires, but from 1780 till 1811, when his mind gave way,
published almost exclusively political caricatures of singular audacity
and savage power, directed at the Royal Family, Fox and Sheridan,
Napoleon, and other notabilities.

1. PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST. Head and bust in high-collared coat, the face in three-

quarters turned 1., eyes full. On the wall behind, tome of Gillray's caricatures.
Pencil ; oval ; roy , 5| x 4 in.

An etching from this poi trait is mounted opposite the drawing, which is

either a repitition or a copy from the miniatuie by the artist iu the National
Portrait Gallery, engraved in mezzotint by C. Turner and in stipple by
J. Brown.

Purchased June, 1897.
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2. LisrT -GENERAL SIR WILLIAM CONOREVE. H.L., in blue uniform, with red

facings and plumed hat ; the face in three-quarters looking 1. Inscribed

[Li?u]t. General Congreve, Artillery.
Wa'er colours and pen; roy., 8 x 5 in.

Sir William Conareve (d. 1814) was lieutenant-general, colonel-commandant
of the Royal Artillery, comptroller of the Royal Laboratory at Woolwich and

superintendent of military machines. He was made a baronet 1812. His
eldest sou was well known as the inventor of the Congreve rocket.

3. Six on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) PORTRAIT SKETCH OF JAMES PAULL. Head in profile looking r., wearing
hat. Inscribed J. Paull, teq. and with memoranda of feature and costume.

Pencil ;
8 J X 2f in.

James Paull, b. 1770, d. 1808, made a foitune as a trader in India;
returned to England 1804; was elected M.P. in the Whig interest for

Newtown, Isle of Wight, 1805, und contested Westminster 1806, when he
was defeated by Sheridan and Hood, and 1807, when he iiad still less

success; wounded in a duel with Burdett 18U7; died 1808 l>y suicide.

Gillray introduced him in prints of the Westminster election, and made a
caricature of the duel.

(6) PORTRAIT SKETCH OF A MAN UNKNOWN. Head in three-quarter face

looking 1., wearing hat.

Pencil ; 3| x 2 in.

(c) PORTRAIT SKETCHES OP MR. DOLBY (?) AND OF GENERAL LAKE. Head of a
man in profile looking r., with hat on back of his head. Inscribed Dulby [?]

Slack eyes und hair. And very slight sketch of a man in 1. profile.
Inscribed Luke.

Pencil
; 3| x 2J in.

Gerard 1st Viscount Lake, b. 1744, d. 1808, wns member for Aylosbury
1790-1802; won disiinction as a soldier in Flanders; put down the Irish

rebellion of 1798 and, as comm;mder-in-chief in India, broke the power of

the French and of the Mahruttas by a series of brilliant campaigns.

(d) PORTRAIT SKETCH OF A GENTLEMAN. Head in profile looking r., wearing
hat, of a man with a snub nose.

Pencil ; 3f X 2J in.

(e) PORTRAIT SKETCH OF LORD ESSEX. Head, nearly full face, looking a little

towards the r.

Pencil
; 3| x 2J in.

George Capel-Coningsby, 5th Earl of Essex, b. 1757, was M.P.

successively for Westminster, Lontwithiel, Oakhampton and Radnor;
succeeded to the earldom 1799; died 1S39.

(/) PORTRAIT SKETCH OF A GENTLEMAN. T.Q.L. of a young man slanding, in

profile looking 1., wearing hat.

Pen and ink ; 3| x 2| in.

4. Six on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) PORTRAIT SKETCH OF GENERAL LAKE. Caricature of the head in profile

looking 1. Inscribed Genl. Lake.
Pencil ; 3 x 2| in.

See above, No. 3 (c).

(6) PORTRAIT SKETCHES OF THE SPEAKER AND CHAPLAIN OF THE HOUSE OF
COMMONS. Head of the Speaker in his wig, three-quarter face looking 1.

Inscribed Speaker. And small head of the Chaplain in three-quarter face,

looking 1. Inscribed Chaplain of ye House, very tall and stout.

Pencil 3J x 2JJ in.

Charles Abbot, b. 1757; was called to the bar 1783; became M.P. for

Helston 179^; elected Speaker 1802, and occupied the oliair with great
distinction; retired as 1st Baron Colchester 181(5 and died 1829.

(c) HEAD OF AN OFFICER. Head of a man in r. profile, wearing a cocked hat.
Inscribed above G. B.

Pencil 3{ x 2J in.
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(d) HEAD OP A GENTLEMAN. Outline sketch of a head of a John Bull type in

profile looking r.

Pencil ; 3f x 2J in.

(e) HEAD OF AN OLD MAN. Head in profile looking r., wearing hat. Inscribed
White hair.

Pencil ; 3J x 2f in.

(/) PORTRAIT SKETCH OF LORD TEMPLE. Head in profile looking 1., wearing
hut. Inscribed Ld. Temple.

Pencil
; 3J x 2 in.

Richard Temple Nugent Brydges Chandos, b. 1776, known as Earl
Temple 1784-181H, was an active Member of Parliament and Paymaster-
general of the Forces in Lord Grenvillc's ministry, 1866-7; created 2nd
Marquis of Buckingham 1813 and 1st Duke 1822 ; well known as a collector
of prints. Died 1^39.

5. Nine on one mount, roy , viz. :

(a) PORTRAIT SKETCH OF A MAN UNKNOWN. Head in profile looking 1., wearing
a low-crowned hat. Inscribed above with a name, not legible, and below

gout in left ley.

Slight pen sketch ; 3J X If in.

(fc) FORTH MT SKETCH OF LORD MOIRA. Head and shoulders in profile looking
1., in uniform. Inscribed Ld. Ma., and with memoranda of costume.

Slight pen sketch; 3J x 1| in.

Fiancia Rawdon Hastings, 1st Marquis of Hastings, and 2nd Earl of

Moira, b. 1754, served with distinction in the American war; was created
Baron liawdon 173, and became Earl of Moira 1793 ; was prominent in

politics as a friend and supporter of the Prince of Wales ; Governor-general
of Bengal 1812-1821. Died 1826. He figures frequently in Gillray's works.

(c) SKETCH OF A SOLDIER. Rough sketch of a soldier, nearly whole length,
looking 1., a musket slung on his back. Inscribed Smiths (?).
Pen and ink

; 3J x 2g in.

(<J) HEAD OF AN OLD MAN. An old man's head in profile looking r., wearing
broad-brimmeil hat.

Slight pen sketch ; 3J X 2J in.

(e) Two OFFICERS' HEADS. Two heads in cocked hats.

Slight pen sketch ; 3J x 2J in.

(/) PORTRAIT SKETCH OF A GENTLEMAN UNKNOWN. Head of a man in profile
looking r., wearing hat.

Pencil; If X3J in.

(<j) A LIGHT DRAGOON. Study of the head and helmet, and part of the uniform
of a light dragoon. Inscribed yellow collar.

Pen sketch ; 3J x 2f in.

(ft) A NEGRESS. W.L. figure of a negress in full face.

Pen and ink ; 3f x 2J in.

(i) HEAD OF A GENTLEMAN. A head, nearly full face, looking a little 1., in a hat.
Pencil ; 3jj x 2 in.

NOB. 2-5 were presented by William Smith, Esq., September, 1851.

6. MR. G. BAKER, THE COLLECTOR. W.L. figure of Mr. Baker standing with one
hand in his breeches pocket, and holding a print of MorLmd's in the other.

Squared out for transfer, inscribed A collector of Etching just returned from
malting a Purchase, and with other variant titles, etc.

Pen and burnt sienna ; roy., 9J x 7J in.

This figure was inserted in the etching
' Connoisseurs Examining a Collec-

tion of George Norland's '

(Wright & Evans, No. 551). The other connoisseurs
are Captain Buillie, Mitchell, Cabel Whitet'ord, and Mortimer. Baker was a
well-known print collector, of St. Paul's Churchyard.

Purchased January, 1863.
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7. THE FABO TABLE. A crowd of men and women sitting and standing round an
oval table by lamplight, staking money on cards ; two croupiers r. and 1., oue

dealing the cards, the otiier gathering in the stakes.

Pen and sepia sketch, partly shadid with Indian ink; roy., 9 x 13J in.

A similar scene occurs in the etching,
' The Knave wins all : Modem

Hospitality
'

(Wright and Evans, No. 65).

8. Ob. THE FALL OF ICARUS. Earl Temple as Icnrus, with wings melting under the

warmth of the King's displeasure, tailing backwards on the sharp pointed stake

of public opinion ; his father, Buckingham, as Daidalus, is flying away ; the
sct.-ne is Whitehall, with the house of the Paymaster of the Forces (Temple) at

the 1., and bis servant handing stationery to a carter at the door. Inscribed
The tall of Icarus. Scene 'near Whitehall.

Pen and ink and burnt sienna sketch ; roy., 14 X 8J in.

Etched by Gillray (Wright and Evans, No. 334). The subject was supplied

by an amateur. For Temple see above, No. 4 (/). He was joint Paymaster of

the Forces in the Grenville Ministry, on the dissolution of which he was
accused of appropriating a great quantity of stationery.

Rev. SKETCH FOB A POLITICAL SATIRE. Bough and slight sketch of an
unknown subject.

Pencil and red chalk.

9. AN AMATEUR GOING A PICTURE-HUNTING ON A FROSTY MORNING. The
Marquis of Stafford passing down the street to the 1., where a catalogue hangs
on the porlico of Christie's. Inscribed with above title, repeated with variations.

Pen and ink ; roy., 9 x 8J in.

E'ched by Gillray, with the title
' Maecenas in pursuit of the Fine Arts '

(Wright and Evans, No. 560). The Marquis of Stafford (b. 1758, d. 1833) was
best known for his patronage of Art and for the great improvements he made
in Sutherland, from which county he received his ducal tit.e 1833.

10. 06. COLONEL GEORGE HANGER ON HORSEBACK. Colonel Hanger galloping on a

pony, towards the 1.

Pen and ink ; roy., 6J x 7J in.

George Hanger, born about 1751, served with the army in America, and
afterwards became well known as a boon companion of the Prince of Wales :

noted for his eccentric manners and riotous conduct. He was 4th Baron
Coleraine, but never assumed the title.

Rev. SKETCH FOR A CARICATURE. A fat man on a horse riding r., meeting
another (perhaps the Prince of Wales ?) driving in a phaeton.
Pen and ink.

Nos. 7-10 were purchased October, 1867.

11. HEAD OF A GENTLEMAN UNKNOWN. Head of an elderly gentleman in profile

looking r.

Pencil ; roy., 4f x 3J in.

Purchased August, 1868, with the Hawkins Collection.

In addition to these mounted drawings, there are in an album of sketches by
caricaturists and by amateurs, twenty sketches supplied by various amateurs to

Gillray for the following subjects, the numbers referring to the pages in the
album :

(5) THE FALL OF ICARUS. See No. 8 above.

(7) THE FALL OF ICABUS ; another sketch.

(15) THE HIGH GERMAN METHOD OF DESTROYING VERMIN AT RADSTADT
(Wright and Evans, No. 242).

(24) PALEMON AND LAVINIA.

(28) LOBD LONGBOW (MOIBA) DISCOVERING THE MISERIES OF IRELAND (Wrieht
and Evans, 182).

(29) GENTLE MANNERS WITH AFFECTIONS MILD (Wright and Evans, 465).

(30) How TO RIDE WITH ELEGANCE THROUGH THE STREETS (Wright and
Evans, 37U*>.
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(33) A MILITARY SKETCH OF A GILT STICK (Wright and Evans, 460).

(34) A MASTER OP CEREMONIES.

(35) A LYONESS (Wright and Evans, 507).

(36)
' ONLY LOOK AT THE GENERAL !

'

(37) DIANA RETURNED FROM THE CHASE (Wright and Evans, 515).

(77) and (81) TRUE REFORM OF PARLIAMENT (Wright and Evans, 357);
two sketches.

(86X91) PULPIT ELOQUENCE, MILITARY ELOQUENCE, etc.
; six sketches.

Purchased May, 1851.

GILPIN, Sawrey, R.A. (b. 1733, d. 1807). Animal painter and etcher
;

born at Carlisle
; pupil of Samuel Scott in London; worked for the

Duke of Cumberland; elected A.R.A. 1795, R.A. 1797; excelled in

painting of horses
; painted animals for landscapes by George Barrett

and figure subjects by Zoffany, and had complementary help from them.

1. 06. HORSES IN A FIELD. Six horses and a colt grouped near the foreground,
one lying down, the rest standing; trees r., and undulating downa in the
distance. Signed S. Gil-pin.
Water colours and pen ; roy., 8 J x 12f in.

Rev. STUDY FOB THE SAME SUBJECT, somewhat differently treated.
Pencil.

2. CATTLE IN A STREAM. Two cows standing in a shallow stream facing r. ;

cottages and trees on the high farther bank.
Water colours over pencil ; roy., 7J x 10^ in.

3. STUDY OF A BEAR. A bear on a mountain side advancing 1.

Water colours over pencil ; roy., 7 X 9J in.

Nos. 1-3 were purchased March, 1850.

4. STUDY OF CATTLE. A bull and a cow standing in a field; trees behind.
Signed S. Gilpin.
Water colours and pen ; roy., 6 x 8J in.

5. ONE OF THE DUKE OF CUMBERLAND'S ROAD HORSES. A horse standing, facing
)., tied up to a ring in the wall. Signed 8. Oilpin, and inscribed one of the
Dulie's Road Horses.

Indian ink and pen over pencil ; roy., 9g x 12J in.

C. A Cow ORAZINO. A cow in a meadow faring 1., grazing. Signed S. Oilpin.
Water colours and pen ; roy., 5J x 7j} in.

7. Two HORSES IN A FIELD. Two horses, one moving away at the 1., the other at
the r. pawing the ground and about to attack with his teeth. Signed Gilpin.

Pencil and black chalk ; roy., 10J x 14J in.

8. THE SHEPHERD. A shepherd seated r., his dog beside him, on a bank under a
tree, with his flock all about him in a field. Signed S. Gi[lpinJ.

Pencil ; roy., 9J x 12g in.

9. THE SLEEPING HOUNDS.
Pencil ; roy., 7| x 11J in.

10. AN INDIAN Cow. A cow with a hump on its shoulder, facing r. Signed
S. Gilpin.

Pencil ; roy., 8 X 12J in.

11. DONKEYS. Two donkeys standing together, one grazing.
Pencil ; roy., 5| x 7J in.

12. SHEEP. A group of sheep, one standing, the rest lying down. Signed 8. Oilpin.
Pencil ; roy., 1\ x Pi in.

13. HORSES. A group of six horses standing in a field.

Indian-ink wash and pen ; roy., 9J x 13J in.

Nos. 4-13 were purchased March, 1868.
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14. A MEET OF HUNTSMEN. Three huntsmen and hounds.
Pen over pencil ; roy., 6J X 7f in.

15. Two STAGS FIGHTING.
Indian-ink wash and pen over pencil ; roy., 5J x 8J in.

Nos. 14 and 15 were purchased August, 1871.

16. DEER IN A PARK. A stag and doe standing together 1. under a tree; other deer

beyond under trees.

Pencil ; 5J X 7J in.

17. A CAMEL. A camel facing 1., Araba and another camel near a pyramid 1.

Signed S. Gilpin.
Pencil ; roy., 7 x 8f in.

18. DEEB. A stag standing beside a doe lying down 1., another stag lying at a little

distance r.

Pencil ; roy., 6J x 9J in.

19. ANHROMACHE FEEDING HECTOR'S HORSES. Andromache followed by a maid,
standing at the 1., and feeding three horses from a platter.

1 nili, in ink and pencil, unfinished; roy., 7J X 11 J in.

Nos. 16-19 were purchased October, 1872.

20. GULLIVER ADDRESSING THE HOUYHNHNMS, SUPPOSING THEM TO BE CONJURORS :

STUDY FOR A PICTURE. The two horses standing together on a sea beach,

discussing the appearance of Gulliver, who has just lauded 1. and addresses

them with one hand on his breast.

Monochrome, lightly tinted it. parts; rov., 12| x l(ij in.

The picture was engraved in mezzotint by Vuleutiue Green.

Purchased May, 1885, at the Cheney sale.

21. STAGS FIGHTING. A park with two stags fighting in the foreground, in front of

a tree ; a number of deer looking on behind.

Pencil; imp., 13 X 19J in.

Purchased January, 1865.

22. PORTRAIT OF A MARE. A mare facing 1. Inscribed Tliis mare (38 yearn of
age) belonged to Mr. Hedges, of Windsor. She woe daughter to the Godolphin
Arabian. Drawn by S. Gilpin, 1765.

Pencil and pen and ink ; 6 x 8 J in.

Inserted in Vol. vi. of the interleaved Society of Artists Catalogues,
presented by J. H. Anderdon, Esq., November, 1867.

GILPIN, Rev. William (b. 1724, d. 1804). Writer and amateur painter ;

brother of Sawrey Gilpin ;
B.A. of Queen's College, Oxford

; kept a

well-known school at Cheam
;
from 1777 Vicar of Boldre, in the

New Forest ; held a prebend in Salisbury Cathedral ; published a

number of works on scenery and travel, illustrated by his own
drawings.
1. A COUNTRY LANE. A lane winding from the foreground into a wood psat a

high bank at the 1.

Indian ink and water-colour tint ; roy., 5| x 8| in.

2. LANDSCAPE COMPOSITION. A road over the top of a woody hill looking out on a

great tract bounded with mountains, and with a castle on a knoll in the middle
distance ; two travellers on a road about to descend on the further side.

Indian-ink wash and pen ; roy., 6 x 9| in.

8. LANDSCAPE COMPOSITION. Thick woods on hilly ground, with a ruin rising

among them at some distance ; in the foreground a man and boy under a tree.

Indian-ink wash and pen ; roy., 6f x 9f in.

4. A LAKE SCENE. A rocky foreground with two trees r., and three figures by
the edge of the lake, beyond a bay of which at the 1. mountains come down
steeply to the water. Perhaps an adaptation of the view from Friar's Crag
Derwentwater.

Indian-ink wash and pen on yellow paper ; oval ; roy., 9f x 13 in.

Nos. 1-4 were purchased August, 1871.
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5. SUNSET VIEW ON A EIVEB. View frnm a high bank, overlooking a river which
curves away abruptly to the 1. past a knoll with trees ; at the r., hilly country
bathed in sunset light, with a tower on a wooded height above the stream.

Indian ink on yellow puper ; roy., 10J in. x 13J in.

Purchased October, 1877.

GINGAL, (worked about 1794). Topographical draughtsman;
biography unknown.

1. VIEW or THE NORTH SIDE OF PORTMAN SQUARE.
Water colours, with pen outlines ; 5 x 8J in.

Lithographed.
In Portfolio xxix. (No. 97) of the Crace Collection of London Views, purcl'ased

November, 1880.

GIRTIN, Thomas (b. 1775, d. 1802). Water-colour painter; born in

London
; pupil of E. Dayes ; companion in boyhood of J. M. W.

Turner
;
worked in London and in various parts of England, Scotland,

and Wales, painting with especial sympathy and power the moors
and mountains of the north

;
exhibited at the Royal Academy 1794-

1801 ; visited Paris 1802, just before his death
;
he enlarged the

whole scope of water-colour art, lifting it out of the sphere of

topography, and influenced subsequent practice more than any other

artist of his time.

1. PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST. Nearly whole length, seated, fucing r., and painting
at an easel or raised board before him ; the face in profile. Signed 27io.

Girtin.

Pencil ; roy., 10J x 8J in.

Purchased June, 1889.

[2-55.] Water-colour drawings.

2. DENBIGH. View from a rocky height, with the remains of a castle 1., looking
over a broad level tract to a range of hills, beyond which, through a gap,
appear far-distant mountains under a cluudy sky.

Water colours
; roy., 6J x 10J in.

3. THE CARTER. A white horse in a cart eating fodder from the ground, with a
dark horse unharnessed in front of it r., and the carter holding up a long whip,
standing by the dark horse's head ; from the bare field of the foreground the

country spreads away, with woods and with a farm 1., to a wide blue distance.

Signed Girtin.

Water colours ; roy., 6| x 12J in.

4. HILLS AND STREAM. View across a river, which runs in a straight line across

the foreground, of a range of bare hills, the nearest standing out pale in a

passing gleam, the others, towards the 1., in deep blue shadow from the rolling
rain clouds above.

Water colours ; roy., 6 x 10J in.

5. CARNARVON CASTLE. View of the castle from across the sunny water of the
harbour ; the beach curving r., with two sloops at anchor near the castle, and
a few figures busy near ; at the 1., the harbour mouth and the sea.

Water colours; roy., 7J X lljj in.

Engraved in mezzotint by S. W. Reynolds.

6. BARNARD CASTLE, DURHAM. The ruined castle stands on a height 1. above the

river, which flows into the foreground from under a bridge in the near distance,
a wide shallow stream with scattered rocks.

Wuter colours ; roy., 8J x 18| in.

Engraved in aquatint by J. Hill.
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7. LANDSCAPE WITH HILL AND CLOUD. A meadow bordered by a stream flowing
under a dark wooded hill, behind which a scarped ridge rises against wild
clouds ; at the r. a bridge.

Water colours ; roy., 6 x 9J in.

Engraved in mezzotint by S. W. Eeynolds.

8. STAB CROSS, DEVONSHIRE. View of the little village om the shores of the Exe
at low tide ; in the sandy foreground a man following two horses

;
two boat?,

and at the r. a beached schooner by the water's edge. Signed Giriin.

Water colours ; roy., 6J x 9J in.

9. STONB CHUKCB, NEAB GBAVESEND. The smooth top of a hill, with pathway
leading up to the church among trees at the 1. ; a woman going up the path,
sheep and cattle beyond her ; at the r., level fields beneath the hill, and the
Thames flowing through them.
Water colours ; roy , 10 J x 14J in.

10. YORK MINSTER. S.E. view of the minster, clustered about by houses, from
a meadow across a river ; a bridge at some distance r., and a few cattle in tho

mnrshy foreground and in tlie fields on the further side of tlie stream.
Water colours ; roy., 8J x 11 J in.

Engraved in aquatint by J. Hill.

11. NEAR BEDDGKLEBT. A rocky stream flowing under a rude bridge into the fore-

ground among mountains dim with rain.

Water colours ; ruy., (if x 8} in.

Two views of ' Bethkellert
'

were exhibited by Girtin at the Royal Academy
in 1799. This drawing is doubtless of the same date.

12. MORPETII BRIDGE, NORTHUMBERLAND. View on the banks of the Wansbeck a
little below tlie bridge, partly hidden at the 1. by intervening cottages, in front

of which rises a birch t'ee; a few figures on the river bank 1.; oeyond the

bridge are woods which come down to the river at the r., and in the distance a
bare hill. Signed and dated Girtin, 1800.

Water colours ; roy., 9 x 12J in.

13. ETALL CASTLE, NOBTHDMBERLAND. A great prospect of undulating moorland,
with a two-peaked hill in the distance 1. ; in the foreground a stream which
curves into the r. foreground from the 1. past a slope, on the top of which stands
the castle tower, with a farm at the foot by the water. Signed Girtin.

Water colours; roy., 9J x I1J in.

Engraved in aquatint by J. Hill.

14. A FARMHOUSE, UNFINISHED. A farmhouse and outbuildings backed by trees,
unfinished and showing Girtin's direct method of colouring.
Water colours ; roy., 11J x 1GJ in.

15. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) AT GORDALE SCAB. A waterfall coming in a thin stream down a rock into

the foreground. Inscribed Gordale Scar.

Water colours ; 5f x 7j in.

(6) ABOVE BOLTON. View from a height looking down on the Wharfe, with a

steep scaur r. and dark hills rising in the distance beyond wooded fields.

Inscribed above Bolton. Sketch for a large drawing in the collection of
Mr. G. W. H. Girtin, the artist's grandson.
Water colours ; 5| x 8 in.

16. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) A RIVER-SIDE FARM. Farm buildings and an old tree, mirrored in a stream
in the foreground ; evening light.
Water colours over pencil ; 4 x 6| in.

(6) NEAB KNABESBOBODGH. A broad shallow stream and high bank, with a
wall built on the slope, and bushes above, beyond.
Water colours over pencil ; 4J x 6| in.

(c) TOTNES, DEVONSHIRE. View looking up the Dart to the town, with the
church tower rising above trees against a white cloud; two boats on tho
river.

Water colours ; 4J x GJ in.

Engraved by J. Walker, and published in Walker's Itinerant, 1799.
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17. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) IN A VILLAGE. A thatched barn r. with a horse and cart in front of it ; at

a short distance 1. a church witli slender spire.
Water colours over pencil ; 3J x 4J in.

(6) A FARMHOUSE. A farmhouse 1. with trees on either side of it and a path in

front, up which comes a woman.
Water colours over pencil ; 3J x 4J in.

18. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) A COTTAGE. A cottage with a sloping field before it and trees behind,

among which in the distance rises a church tower.

Water colours over pencil ; 3J x 4J in.

(6) FARM BUILDINGS. Thatched old buildings with a fence in front and two
men at the 1.

Water colours over pencil ; 3J x 4J in.

19. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(o) COPENHAGEN HOUSE. An evening view of the sloping fields of Islington
and groups of holiday makers going up a path to the white house and tea

gardens.
Water colours ; 3J x 4J in.

(6) LANDSCAPE WITH POND. A pond among level fields, with a row of stakes

across it, and a few trees bent by the wiud around; an evening light in

the sky.
Water colours ; 3j x 4 J in.

20. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) COTTAGES ON A HILL. Cottages 1. on a high bank, beneath which a path
comes down into the foreground.

Sepia and water colours over pencil ; 3J x 4J in.

(6) A SHED. A thatched low shed r. with pigs in front of it and a waggon 1. ;

a pond and stream in the foreground.
Water colours over pencil ; 3J x 4J in.

21. WATER-MILL AT CHARENTON. View from the bank of the Marne, with the river

1., and the mill built out from the bank into the stream, which turns the

undershot wheel; at the r. a cart approaching the miller's house which

adjoins the mill; a barge moored by the river bank. Signed and dated

Girtin, 1802.

Water colours ; roy., 7f x 12| in.

A pencil drawing of this subject is described below, No. 80. It was etched
on soft ground by the artist and afterwards aquatinted by F. C. Lewis for the
' Views of Paris.'

22. VIEW OF A CATHEDRAL. View of the west front of a cathedral, with cloister

wall r.

Water colours; roy., 9J x 12J in.

23. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) A FARM. A road leading across a field to a solitary farm, under a grey sky.
Water colours

; 4f x 6J in.

(6) A FARM AND POND. Farm buildings, with a pond in the foreground.
Water colours (unfinished) ; 6J x 9J in.

[24 and 25.] Sketches at sea and on the coast, probably on a voyage to Scotland
in a collier which Girtin made in the company of George Morland.

24. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) SKETCH AT SEA. Three vessels, brigs or schooners, two approaching, the

third tacking away towards the white-cliffed coast, seen in the distance r.,

over which a storm blows up.
Water colours over pencil : 4J x 7 in.
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(6) SKETCH ON A ROADSTEAD. Two brigs, a schooner and other smaller craft

on a calm sea, with the coast behind jutting out from the 1. in a

promontory, and a smaller point nearer in.

Water colours over pencil ; 4J x 7J in.

25. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) COAST SCENE. A tongue of land projecting from the 1. and a little island

behind it ; a ship and several fishing smacks on the calm sea.

Slight water-colour wash over pencil ; 4J x 7 in.

(6) SKETCH ON AN ESTUARY. The shores of an estuary, with a stranded sloop
1. and stakes r.

Slight water-colour wash over pencil ; 4J x 7 in.

Nos. 2-25 were presented by Chambers Hall, Esq., February, 1855.

26. THE ARSENAL, PARIS. The colonnaded front of the Arsenal, and other buildings

adjoining at the 1. ; figures and a carriage in the foreground.
Water colours and pen ; roy., 4 x 9 J in.

27. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) FLINT CASTLE. T'je coast of the Dee estuary stretching 1. to the distant

castle on its low headland ; some fishermen, with a horse, on the beach j

beyond, a group of fishing-boats.
Water colours; 3$ X UJ in.

(6) A VILLAGE STREET. View down a villnge street, which curves away to the

r., the church tower showing beyond the houses.

Water colours ; GJ x 10 J in.

Nos. 26 and 27 were presented by John Henderson, Esq., January, 1863.

28. KNAREfBOROrGH CASTLE, YORKSHIRE. A near view of the ruined keep on its

rocky height, rising against a dappled eky.
Water colours ; roy., 12| x 10j in.

No. 28 bequeathed by John Henderson, Esq., December, 1878.

29. DR. MONRO'S HOTJSE AT FETCHAM. View of the stone, two-gabled house-front

from the garden lawn, on whieh a man is rolling the grass ; trees at the sides

of the house and behind it. Signed Girtin.

Water colours; roy., 10} X lij in.

Dr. Monro, whose portrait by John Henderson is described below, had a country
house at Bushey as well as at Fetcham, and a town house in Adelphi Terrace,
where the young water-colour painters, Girtin, Turner, De Wint, Cotman, and

others, were welcomed and encouraged. There is a duplicate or copy of this

drawing in South Kensington Museum, formerly in Dr. Percy's collection.

Purchased August, 1890.

30. PORTRAIT STUDY OF A GIRL. Whole length portrait sketch of a young woman
seated, with her hands in her lap, the face full, looking a little r. Signed
on the old paper mount T. Girtin.

Pencil, partly washed with water colour ; roy., 6J x 3| in.

Purchased December, 1859.

[31-36.] Studies for Girtin's panorama of London. The panorama is said to have
been painted in 1797-8. It was taken, according to some accounts, from the top
of the Albion Mills, part of which was represented in it ; according to others,
from the top of Sir Ashton Lever's Museum, which had been sold by lottery, and
removed from Leicester House to the Rotunda, on the south side of Black riars

Bridge. In any case the locality is the same. The horizon was semicirctilar.

The panorama was exhibited at Spring Gardens, and after Girtin's death was
taken to Russia.

The following six studies, which embrace the whole horizon of the work, are

arranged according to Francia's rough print of the panorama, beginning at the
1. or wett. The print in mounted with the drawings.

Q 2
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31. WESTMINSTER AND LAMBETH. View over the roofs of Lambeth fo Westminster

Abbey, Hall, and bridge ; Lambeth Piilace and windmills further 1
,
and the

four pinnacles of St. John's Church between.
Water colours ; imp., 11 J x 20j in.

32. THE THAMES FROM WESTMINSTER TO SOMERSET HOUSE. View up the Thames
to Charing Cross; Somerset House and St. Mary-le-Strand r., the Shot Tower
and wharves on the Surrey side in the foreground 1.

Water colours; imp., 9J X 21 J in.

33. THE THAMES FROM THE TEMPLE TO BLACKFTUARS. View across the river to

Temple Gardens, with wharves and warehouses on either side.

Water colours ; imp., 8| X 19 in.

34. BLACKFHIARS BRIDGE AND ST. PAUL'S. View of St. Paul's across Blackfriars

bridge and the river.

Pen, pencil, and monochrome wash ; imp., 14 X 20J in.

This drawing is squared out for enlargement, and there is other evidence of

its having been used in painting the panorama, in spots of distemper dropped
on the paper.

35. THE THAMES FROM BLACKFRIARS TO LONDON BRIDGE. The city with its rows
of wharves, and its steeples showing white against the smoke and turbid sky ;

London Bridge at the r.

Water colours; imp., S| X 17J in.

3G. THE ALBION MILLS AFTER THE FIRE. The gutted shell of the Albion Mills,

with a street in the foreground, and a view over houses r. to the green
distant hills.

Water colours ; imp , 14} X 11J in.

The Albion Flour Mills were destroyed by fire, 1791. Pen drawings of this

view and of No. 31 are in Mr. George Girtin's collection.

37. GREAT HALL, CONWAT CASTLE. Interior of the moss-grown ruin, with roofless

arches over head and a round turret seen above and beyond.
Water colours ; imp., 14J X Hi in.

38. KIRKSTALL ABBEY, YORKS >IRE. View looking down on the Aire winding
through its moorland valley; the ruins of the abbey at the r. a litlle above tlie

river's bank, the roofs and smoke of Kirkstall village at its farthest bend ; in

the foreground a woman on a horse talking to another woman, other figures

near a farm r., and two on horseback going down from the farm to a harn by the

water's edge ; heavy clouds moving uway over the distant hills. Signed Girtin.

Water colours ; imp., 12| x 20| in.

39. NEAR BKDDGELERT. A valley and stream winding away from the level fore-

ground into the heart of the mountains; Snowdon rising 1. from lower spurs,
some in light, some in shadow, under heavy rolling clouds.

Water colours ; imp., 1 1 J x 17 in.

40. RICHMOND BRIDGE, YORKSHIRE. A near view of the bridge ; two broad arches

crossing the rocky stream of the Swale, which flows into the foreground, and

training a group of cottages and a water mill beyond; on the bank r., under
the bridge, two women washing clothes ; other figures further off, near the

cottages.
Water colours; imp., 12 x 20J in.

41 ABBEY OF LINDISFAKNE. Interior of the sunlit ruin, looking W. from the choir,

the arch connecting the central tower and the nave alone standing, a fragile
remnant against the sky ; the floor mounded up with earth, on the elope of

which are two donkeys; nearer, a peasant going to drive the donkeys with a

btick, and a cow coming down into the foreground.
Water colours ; imp., 20g x 15J in.

42. EOGLESTON ABBEY, DURH\M. The ruined abbey 1., standing in a golden ray of

sunset, on the top of grassy, partly wooded heights, seen from the opposite bank
of the river, which flows among rockp into the foreground; both shores thickly

grown with trees, and two figures on a spit running into the stream from the 1.

Signed Girtin.

Water colours ; imp., II J x 16 in.

Engraved by S. Middiman.
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43. OLD OUSE BRIDGE, YORK. View of the bridge from the river, with chapel nnd
houses built over its further arches r. ; in the foreground a barge, lowering ita

mast to pass beneath the bridge.
Water colours ; imp., 10 J x 15| in.

4-i. OrsE BRII QE, YORK. View looking across the river from one bank to the other,

with the bridge 1., and an open beach between the buildings at its further

end and the houses at tlie r. ; two washerwomen by the water in tlie foreground ,

nttd figures on the opposite bank, near which two boats are moored, and on the

bridge.
Wnter colours ; imp., 8 X 18 J in.

A much earlier drawing than the preceding, in a lighter and colder key of

colour, more akin to Turner's early works.

No. 44 was bequeathed by John Henderson, Esq., December, 1878.

45. KmKBY PRIORY, NEAR MxLHAM, YORKSHIRE. Two buildings, the remains of the

priory, forming an angle, with a broad farmyard in front and a cottage adjoin-

ing 1, ; a cow and two calves at the angle of the buildings, and two boys and
a woman carrying pitchers in the foreground; at the 1. a path going up
behind the cottage, past s>me trees, to a bare hill.

Water coloura; imp., 12J x 20f in.

4G. SAINT ANSE'S GATE, SALISBURY. The gate and buildings adjoining seen r. from

the street, whicli curvi'S away past the gate to the r., bordered 1. l>y old houses;
two carts in the road, and nearer, in the foreground, groups of country people
and three pack horses.

Water colours, unfinished (the figures partly coloured); imp., 13 X 20| in.

Said to be the last drawing made by Girtin, 1st November, 1802 ; he died on
the 9th.

47. VIEW PROM THE WINDOW OF THE OLD TOY INN, HAMPTON COURT. View across

the river to a row of old houses, lining the r. bank, with trees among them ; at the

1. a wooded islet.

Water colours ; imp., 10J x 16| in.

48. TURNER'S FARM, NEAR SAFFRON WALDEN, ESSEX. A thatched, irregular, two-

gabled house at the 1., with trees on either side of it, facing a road, which comes
into the foreground past a tree r. ; a man seated r. by tlie roadside ; two girls

by the house, and a cow further off.

Water colours ; imp., 12J x 16Jin,
This farm belonged to the Girtin family. Mr. G. Girtin has a similar drawing.

49. MANOR HOUSE, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE. A Tudor house with two wings, con-

nected by a gallery and arcade ; in the foreground two cows and a man with a
milk pail, a woman feeding chickens, and two pigs.
Water colours ; imp., 12| x 18 in.

50. CONWAY CASTLK. The castle seen from the sea, backed by dark hills and
distant mountains under a thowery sky. Signed Girtin.

Water-colour sketch, unfinished; imp., llf x 17J in.

51. DURHAM CATHEDRAL. The cathedral on its height nt the r. above trees, seen
from the river below ; beyond the cathedral 1., part of the castle, and lower
down a glimpse of the bridge ; two men in a punt in the foreground.
Water colours; imp., 18J x 16J in.

Reproduced by the Ait for Schools Association, 1894.

52. JEDBUROH ABBEY. A near view of the west front of the ruined abbey, with a
thatched building abutting on it 1., over which appears the central tower and
the perspective of the nave ; a man with a dog talking to a woman in the fore-

ground r., two women and a child further off; a man chopping wood and a
woman and a boy by the cottage 1. Signed Girtin.

Water colours ; imp., 18J x 15J in.

Nos. 31-52, with the exc -ption of No. 44, were presented by Chambers Hall,
Esq., February, 1855.
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53. RYE, SUSSEX. The town on its hill, dominated by the church, rising dark against
a fading snnset, seen from the flat meadows across the river.
Water colours ; imp., 8J x 18$ in.

54. INTERIOR op CANTERBURY CATHEDRAL. View looking up one of the aisles, with
the nave r. ; a few figures in the foreground.
Water colours; imp., 16 X 12| in.

Nos. 53 and 54 were bequeathed by John Henderson, Esq., December, 1878.

55. CAYJTE WATERFALL, NORTH WALES. A cascade pouring down a broken slope of
rock into a pool at the r., whence the water comes foaming among great stones
into the foreground ; trees and bushes, lightly sketched with the pen, scattered
about tlie slopes.

Water colours and reed pen, only partly coloured ; atl., 19| x 23J in.

What seems to be an elaborated copy of this drawing, by James Ward, R.A.,
is in the department. See under Ward.

50. BRIDGENORTH, SHROPSHIRE. A near view of the six-arched bridge with iis toll-

house built oyer one of the buttresses towards the r., and the town beyond rising
1. on a hill, the church tower prominent ngainst the growing dawn; the houses
are bathed in the blue shadows of twilight and the smoke floats above the roofs ;

a one-masted boat lies 1. below the bridge, moored to a ring in a buttress, and a
small boat close to the nearer bank, from which in the immediate foreground a
man brings buckets of water, followed by a dog; on the bridge are two figures,
and a woman ascends to it r. by steps from the shore. Signed and dated
Girtin, 1802.

Water colours ; ant., 24J x 37} in.

Etched by F. Short in the '

Portfolio,' 1888, vol. 19.
One of the most important and magnificent of Girtin's works. A pencil study

i catalogued below, No. t>o.

Presented by Chambers Hall, EDO,., June, 1849.

[57-83.] Monochrome and pencil studies.

57. ST. GEORGE'S Row, TYBURN. A row of hotises, with a fence in front of it, seen
from the raid, along which a waggon goes 1. J

two figures on the steps r. leading
to the Row.
Pen and bistre wash; roy., 4J x 7 in.

Girtin took a house in St. George's Row on his marriage in October, 1800.
The second house from the right was Paul Sandby's, from 1777 till his death iu

1809, and was much resorted to by artists.

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy sale.

58. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) A SHADY ROAD. A road shaded by trees, leading tip to a village ; a man
going up the road and two children near the cottages.

Sepia over pencil ; 4| x 3J in.

(6) OUTHOVSES. A wooden shed r.. another building further off, and a cart

upturned 1.

Sepia over pencil ; 4f x 3| in.

69. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(o) PARK SCENE. Trees in a park.
Sepia over pencil ; 3J x 4| in.

(6) THE WILLOW. A pollard willow, with a gable end behind, and a man in
the foreground walking 1.

Sepia over pencil ; :U x -1 J in.

(o) THE WINDMILL. A road at the top of a hill, with a windmill and barn at 1.

Sepia; 3$ x 4J in.
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60. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) THK STREAM. A stream with a email cottage near the further bank, woods
and hills behind, and two figures by the water.

In lian ink over pencil; 3J x 4J in.

(!>) A WATER MILL. A water mill seen at a little distance across the mill pond.
Indian ink over pencil ; 3i x 4J in.

61. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) A FOLDING BED. A bed in which Girtin slept when in Devonshire, turned

up on its hinges.
Pencil ; 5 x 4 in.

(i) BROUGH, WESTMORELAND. View over a valley filled with woods to a house
on a hill sloping to a plain r. ; a round castle rising on a wooded height in
a valley. Inscribed The house and cattle very in [word cut off], Brouyh
[the rest illegible].

Pencil ; roy., 5| X 8 in.

Nos. 58-61 were presented by Chambers Hall, Esq., February, 1855.

62. INN YARD, EDGWARE ROAD, PADDINGTON. The yard of an old inn, with palings
and bushes r., and a man with a pitchfork working 1. Signed and dated
T. Girtiu, 1801.

Pencil ; roy., 5J X 9 in.

63. JEDBURGH. View from a height looking down a main street to the hill ennntty
beyoiid ; the abbey in a hollow r. Signed and dated Jedborough, Scutd., T. Girtin
1796 x 11.

Pencil ; roy., 4J x 12J in.

Nos. 61 and 62 were purchased June, 1889.

64. HATFIELD HOUSE. View of the house at some distance over undulating sweeps
of park.

Pencil; imp., 12| x 21| in.

Presented by Chambers Hall, Esq., February, 1855.

65. BHIDGENORTH ; SKETCH FOR No. 56. The same composition as No. 5G, but with
a few slight differences ; the man is in the nearer boat instead of on the shore,
and the woman at the r. is ou the top of the steps. Inscribed by Girtin Bridge-
north, and by Chambers Hall Trace from Bridgenortk in Shropsh., by Girtin, for
the finished drawing in the British Museum. Presented to the Museum April,
1850, by C. H.

Pencil; imp., 9J x 21 f in.

[66-83.] Views in Paris. These, with others, were etched in outline on soft ground by
Girtin, who coloured a set of impressions (presumably the set which, having
been acquired by the Earl of Essei, and by him presented to the Duke of

Bedford, is now in the library at Woburn Abbey) ; and from them aquatint
plates were prepared and published, 1803, by Girtin's brother John. Both
the outline etchings and the aquatints are in the department. Two of the

subjects were painted by Girtin on a large scale as scenes for the Covent Garden
Theatre ; these were the Conciirgerie and the Rue Saint Denis.

66. VIEW OP THE CITY WITH THE LOCVKE, FROM THE PONT MARIE. View of the
Seiue from the Pont Marie, with the Louvre in the distance and the towers of
Notre Dame above the houses 1.

Pencil ; imp., 6} X 18 in.

Etched by Girtin ; aquatinted by F. C. Lewis.

67. PONT ST. MICHEL, FROM THE PONT NEW.
Pencil ; imp., 6| x 15J in.

Etched by Girtin ; aquatinted by J. B. Harraden.

68. THE SAME SUBJECT. A more elaborate drawing.
Pen and monochrome wash ; imp., 7 x 17J in.

No. 68 was bequeathed by John Henderson, Esq., December, 1878.
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69. GENERAL VIEW OF PARIS, FROM CHAILI.OT. Looking up the Seine, with the
dome of the Invalides r.

Pencil ; imp., 6| x 27} in.

Etched by Girtin; aquatinted by W. Picket!.

70. VIEW OF THE PONT NETJF AKD NOTRE DAMZ. View from the Seine bank, of the
Pont Neuf and Notre Dame beyond.

Pencil ; imp., G x 23J in.

Etched by Gii tin ; aquatinted by F. 0. Lewis.

71. VIEW OF THE PONT NEUF AND THE MINT. From the Seine bank, looking up the
river, without the cuirassiers and other figures introduced in the etching.

Pencil ; imp., 9 x 23J in.

Etched by Girtin ; aquatinted by F. C. Lewis.

72. THE PONT AU CHANGE, THKATRE DE LA CITK, AND CowciEitGinUK PRISON. View
looking down the Seine, with the Pout Neuf beyond the Pont an Change.

Pencil; imp., 9 x 18J in.

Etched by Girtin ; aquatinted by F. C. Lewis.

73. THE PONT DE LA TOURNELLE AND NOTRE DAME, FROM THE ARSENAL. Inscribed
with notes of colour. The etching includes more at the r. and less at the 1.

than this view.

Pencil; imp., 6| x 18f in.

Etched by Girtin ; aquatinted by F. C. Lewis.

74. THE PANTHEON, FROM THE ARSENAL, looking across the Seine. The etching in-
cludes considerably more at the r.

Pen and pencil ; imp., 6J x 11 J in.

Etched by Girtin ; aquatinted by F. C. Lewis.

75. THE LOUVRE AND BRIDGE OF THE TUILERIES, FROM THE PONT NETJP. The Pont
des Arts and Pont du Carrousel now intervene between these two bridge*.

Pencil ; imp., 6J x 17J in.

70. THE TUILERIES AND BRIDGE, FROM THE QUAI D'OBBAY.
Pencil ; imp., 6J x 17g in.

The last two views do not appear among the etchings.

77. THE PALACE AND VILLAGE OF CHOIST. From the opposite bank of the Seine.
Inscribed below View of the pallace and milage of Choiey from the banfa of the
Seine, and above The pallace now belongs to Mr. Uidier, by whom it has been
in part demolished, timber cut, etc. The palace has since eniirely disappeared.

Pencil
; imp., 5| x 18 in.

Etched by Girtin
; aquatinted by F. C. Lewis.

78. THE WATER WORKS AT MARLY. View looking down on the Seine, with St.
Germain en Laye in the distance.

Pencil ; imp., 5{j x 18J in.

Etched by Girtin ; aquatinted by J. B. Harraden.

79. VIEW FROM THE PALACE TERRACE AT ST. GERMAIN EN LATE, with the Aqueduct
of Marly in the distance. Inscribed View taken from pallace terrace at St.
Germain en Laye.
Pencil

; imp., 5J x 17J in.

Etched by Girtia
; aquatinted by J. C. Stadler.

80. ST. CLOUD AND MONT CALVAIHE, FROM THE PONT DE SEVE. Inscribed View of
St. Cloud and Mont Calvaire, taken from le pont de 8eve.

Pencil; imp., 5f x 18} in.

Etched by Girtin ; aquatinted by F. C. Lewis.

81. WATER MILL ABOVE THE BRIDGE AT CHARENTON. Inscribed View of the water
mitt above the bridge at Charenton.

Pencil; imp., 5| x lOf in.

Etched by Girtin ; aquatinted by F. C. Lewis.
A larger drawing of this subject, in water colours, has been described above,

No. 21,
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82. ON THE BANKS OF THE MAHNE, BELOW THE BRIDGE OF CHABENTON. Inscribed
View on the banks of the Marne, Mow the bridge of Charenton, near Para.
Pencil ; imp., 5J x 9J in.

Etched by Girtin ; aquatinted by F. C. Lewis.

83. BELIE VCE AND PORT DE SEYE, PROM ST. CLOUD. Inscribed View of Belkvue
and le jxmi de Seve, from the terrace near le pont de St. Cloud.

Pencil; imp., 5J x 18J in.

Nos. 66-83, with the exception of No. 68, were presented by Chambers Hall,
Esq., March, 1868.

[84-105.] Drawings after Hearne, Malton, Canaletto, Piranesi, and other masters. These
were made about 171)3 or earlier, for Mr. Henderson the elder, who lived near
Dr. Monro in Adelphi Terrace, and like him encouraged young artists to cnpy
from his collection. Both Girtin and Turner worked in Ids house, and each

copied there the drawings of the other's teacher, Girtin copying Mnlton, and
Turner Dayes. Girtin's earlier preference was for Canaletto and Firanesi ;

Turner was attracted more by Hearne. 'J he copies made by Turner are very
close ; Girtin, on the contrary, could not conceal his own individual style.

After George Norland.

84.
' DOGS HESITATING ABOUT THE Pn'CK.' Two dogs, one covering the pluck of a
hare with his forefeet, the other standing over him.
Water colours ; roy., 9| x 12f in.

After Richard Wilson, R.A.

85. IN THE VILLA ADBIANA. A house 1. built on the top of old brick arches ; two
figures r. by a stream, and trees beyond.
Water colours ; roy., 8 x 6| in.

After Thomas Hearne.

86. GATE OF ST. EDMUND'S BURY ABBEY, SUFFOLK, with trees 1. and a man leading
a horse in the foreground.
Water colours ; roy., 7| x 10 in.

87. MELROSE ABBEY, ROXBURGHSHIRE. The interior of the rnin.

Water colours ; roy., 18J x 7f in.

88. LANERCOST PRIORY, CUMBERLAND. Interior of the ruin, under the central tower.
Water colours ; roy., 10J x 7J in.

89 EIPON, YORKSHIRE. The Minster seen from across the river.

Water colours ; roy., 7| X 10 in.

After Canaletto.

90. VIEW ON THE GRAND CANAL, VENICE.
Water colours ; roy., 8 x 13| in.

91. THE GRAND CANAL, VENICE, LOOKING SEAWARD. View looking towards the
mouth of the canal and the Church of the Salute.
Water colours ; imp., 8} x 19} in.

92. VIEW ON THE GRAND CANAL, VENICE.
Water colours ; imp., 9f x 15J in.

93. THE EIALTO, VENICE.
Pen and bistre outline ; imp., 14 J x 20} in.

NOB. 84-93 were presented by John Henderson, Esq., December, 1878.
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After Piranesi.

94. CAROERI No. 2. One of the famous architectural dreams of Piranesi.
Indian ink and sepiu; roy., 17J X 12J in.

No. 94 was presented by John Henderson, Esq., January, 1863.

95. A BRIDGE IN ITALY. A stone bridge of many arches crossing a river which
flows through a town ; bouts and figures in the foreground.
Water colours, partly outlined with pen; imp., 6 x 19 J in.

After Tltomat Malton.

96. CORNHILL AND THE BANK IN 1795, with a group of figures and a few carts and
carriages.

Indian ink and water colours, unfinished; imp., 12| x 18J in.

97. ST. GEORGE'S, HANOVER SQUARE, from the S.W., with the square beyond.
Indian ink and water colours; imp , 14J x 13J in.

98. THE MANSION HOUSE, with the Lord Mayor's coach in the foreground.Wuter colours and Indian ink; imp., 14;J x 13J in.

Two aquatints of these subjects by Malton were published, that of the Mansion
House in 1783, that of St. George's in 1787. The prints are from the same
point of view as these drawings, but include more, and the figures are different.

99. THE OLD ROYAL EXCHANGE, with St. Paul's in the distance 1.

Water colours and Indian ink ; imp., 13$ x 19J in.

After J. M. W. Turner, B.A.

100. YORK CATHEDRAL. S.W. view of the Minster from a grassy slope slanting down
to the river 1. ; beyond the slope are trees, above which are the roofs of the town ;

a man resting near the foreground r., and a woman going down to the river ;

two men by a collage on the bank, and a boat with two figures on the water.
Water colours ; all., 18J x 16'f in.

After John Henderson, Senior.

101. DARTFORD, KENT. View looking down the main street towards the church, with
many figures.
Pen and ink outline

; imp., 16| x 21f in.

Botli Girtin and Turner made drawings after sketches by Mr. Henderson.
Some by Turner will be described under his name.

After other Artistt.

102. VIEW IN ROME. Part of a Roman arch or portico r. ; stairs going up between two

groups of buildings in the background.
Indian iuk and iudigo with pen outlines ; roy., 10| x 7J in.

103. REMAINS or THE TEMPLE OP CONCORD, EOME.
Pen and ink outline; imp., 18J x 21 J in.

Different from Piranesi's view of the same building.

104. A RUINED TEMPLB.

Probably after the same artist as the preceding drawing.
Pen and ink outline ; imp., 16 X 21f in.

105. THE SAME TEMPLE, from the other side.

Sepia wash over pencil, unfinished ; imp., 11J X 19J in.

Noa. 95-105 were presented by John Henderson, Esq., December, 1878.
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106. VIEW IN PARIS. View of a bridge, with Notre Dame aeen in the distance through
one of the arches.

Pen and monochrome wash, tinted in foreground ; imp., 14| x 20J in.

Presented by John Henderson, Esq., January, 18G3.

[107-108.] Drawings inserted in the interleaved copy of Pennant's '

London,' bequeathed
by J. C. Crowle, Esq., 1811.

107. LEATHER SELLERS' HALL, OVER THE CRYPT OP ST. HELEN'S MONASTERT. Interior

of the ruined hall, with the floor broken and showing the crypt below ; an artist

sketching in the crypt, and other figures above.
Water colours ; l'2f X 9J in.

In vol. vii., no. 212.

108. LEATHER SELLERS' HALL, EXTERIOR.
Pencil and sepia wash, partly outlined with pen ; 17 X 24 in.

In vol. xii., no. 183.

The old hall was one of the few Companies' halls that escaped the Great
Fire. It was taken down iu 1791).

GLOVER, John (b. 1767, d. 1849). Landscape painter; born in

Leicestershire; self taught; worked in London from 1814, being
elected that year an original member of the Water Colour Society ;

president of the society for 1815; painted in oils also; one of the
founders of the Society of British Artists, 1824; emigrated 1831 to

Australia and died in Tasmania.

1. A RUINED CASTLE. The towers of a ruined castle rising at a little distance on
a woody hill, towards which a road leads from the foreground past a cottage r. ;

a man and cart on the road, and high tree 1.

Water colours; roy., 11 J x 9| in.

Purchased May, 1885.

2. BBACKLIN FALL, NEAR CALLANDER. The torrent foaming down a precipice,
seen from the opposite crag, with hills beyond, under a sky of clouds and pale
passing gleams.
Water colours ; roy., 5J x 4f in.

Purchased May, 1885, at the Cheney sale.

8. EVENING ON THE EIVEH. A broad, smooth stream, with clumps of trees upon
the bank beyond, past which the evening light comes from the r., glancing on
their foliage and falling on a willow by the water in front of them, on a man
punting across to the foreground, and on two swans by the bank at the r. ; a
boat with a sail at the 1., and beyond it, fields and a distant house bathed in

light.
Water colours; roy., 8| x 15JJ in.

Purchased December, 1892.

4. Three on one monnt, roy., viz. :

(a) LANDSCAPE WITH CATTLE. Two shepherds by a bank and a tree-shaded

pool 1., sheep and cattle r., wooded country beyond.
Sepia ; 3 J x 5f in.

(t) THE RAINBOW. A rainbow arching a wooded landscape, with distant hills ;

two figures on a road r.

Sepia ; 3J x 5f in.

(o) ON A RIVER. View looking np a river, which flows out r. between woody
cliffs r., and bank with a group of trees 1.

Sepia ; 3J x 5| in.
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5. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) A WOODLAND PROSPECT. View over a wide, woody country j a man with a

di'g in the foreground.
Indian ink ; 3| x 5f in.

(b) SUNRISE OVER HILLS. Trees on a high mound ]., and other trees r.,

fraruina a view of the sun breaking over distant hills ; two men and some
cattle in the foreground.

Indian ink ; 3j x 5| in.

(c) WARWICK CASTLE. The castle, seen at some distance from the river; a
group of tall willows 1. ; a boat in the foreground r.

Indian ink ; 3J x 6| in.

Nos. 4 and 5 were purchased March, 1891.

6. THE FISHKRMAN. A stream coming into the foreground under high sandstone

banks, with a row of trees behind a cottage 1. on the further bunk ; in the fore-

ground, by the water, a fisherman with a net on his shoulder.
Water colours ; imp., 13J X 18J in.

7. VIEW OF A TOWN. The bank of a river, with trees r. and 1. enclosing the view
of a town beyond tbe river, dominated by the square tower of a great church.
Water colours; imp., 14J x 19J in.

Nos. 6 and 7 were purchased June, 1885.

GOODALL, Frederick, R.A. (b. 1822, ).

1. THE LADY AND THE SWAN. A lady walking by the side of a reedy pond and
a swan coming towards her on the water. Signed and dated F. O. 1854.

Pencil ; roy., 4J x 64 in.

Purchased January, 1872.

GORE, Charles (b. 1729, d. 1807). Draughtsman and antiquary; a

ship-builder, according to Goethe; made a tour in Sicily 1777, with

Payne Knight, whose diary of the tour was translated by Goethe
;

member of the Dilettanti Society 1781
;
from a few years after that

date resided in Florence.

1. TEMPLE OF CERES, SEQESTA. A near view of the temple from one end of it.

Water colours; roy., 6J X 10j} in.

2. THE LIPARI ISLANDS, FROM THE NORTH. The Lipari Isles; Stromboli overhung
with smoke 1

, Panaria and Salina r., and Lipari in the distance between ; a
vessel r. and two other craft in the distance. Inscribed L'hles de Stromboli
Panaria & Saline, prise du Cots' du Nord, douze miles de distance en voyant la
Strmnloletta. 1777.

Water colours ; roy., 6| x 17} in.

3. STROMBOLI, FROM THE NORTH. The volcano rises from the sea 1., a faint
cloud floating above the crater; Panaria and Salina at the r. inscribed
Stromloli du Cole" du Nord, quatre miles elaigne~. 1777 le 23 Avril.
Water colours; roy., 6jj x 17J in.

4. MOUNT ETNA, FROM THE CONVENT OF NICOLOSI : joint work with Thomas
Hearne. Bare rock-strewn slopes, up which two travellers on horseback and
three guides on foot make their way from the r. ; towards the 1., beyond a
succession of woody ridges, the topmost peak of Etna sends its wreath of smoke
into the clear sky.

Water colours; roy., 11 x 17| in.

5. SYRACUSE, FROM EPIPOL.E: joint work with Thomas Hearne. View from
near the edge of a rocky plateau to the level coast beyond, and Syracuse on its

projecting isthmus towards the 1. ; a woman guiding two travellers on a road
which leads from the 1. foreground to a chapel on the brink of the heights.
Water colours ; roy., 10| x 17| in.
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6. SYRACUSE FROM THE Bums OF OLYMFIEUM, WITH THE REMAINS or THE
TEMPLE OF JUPITER. Two broken columns standing at the r. near the reedy

shore, and Syracuse seen across the bay towards the r. Inscribed Syracuse.
Water colours; unfinished; roy., 9 X Hj in.

7. TEMPLE OF JUNO LUCINA, AaniGENTUM. A near view of the temple ruins, with

a row of olives r.

Water colours ; unfinished; roy., 9 x 16f in.

8. THE Two TEMPLES AT AGRIQENTUM. The Temple of Juno Lucina, near the

cactus-dotted foreground ; beyond, 1., the Temple of Concord, and r. the town of

Girgenti. Inscribed Temple of Juno Lucina.
Water colours ; roy., 7j| x 16J in.

9. TEMPLE OF CONCORD AT AORIGENTUM. View from below of the temple on its bare

hill shelving downward r. ; three Sicilians and tlieir goats on the grass before

the temple above the foreground rocks. Inscribed Temple of Concord, Girgenti.
Water colours ; roy., 9J x 17^ in.

10. RUINS OF THE TEMPI E OF JUPITER AT AouiGENTrM. Fragments of huge columns
with bushes growing about them ; a young man seated on a stone near the

foreground.
Monochrome sketch ; roy ,

9J X 17 J in.

11. RUINS OF THE TEMPLE OF .IUPITER AT AGRIGENTUM. Scattered and overthrown
Mocks of nia.-onry, with trees 1., and a young man seated in the sliadow of the
ruins.

Indian-ink wash and pen; roy., 10J x 17 in.

12. RUINS OF SELINUS. A grassy upland with a flock of goats, and at some distant-o

the scattered ruins of Seliaus; at the 1. the sea. Inscribed Lei Suines de
Selinui, 1777.

Water colours ; r<iy., 8f x 13| in.

18. RUINS OF SELINUS. A nearer view of the ruins ; two long-horned oxen lying in

the foreground, ft boy nuar them, and two figures at the 1. Inscribed Lei Ruines
de Sdinus, 1777.

Water colours ; roy., 8J x 14f in.

14. CAPITAL OF A PILLAR OF THE GREAT TEMPLE AT SELINUS. A capital broken off

and half embedded in the ground. Inscribed A Selinounte, 1777.
Water colours ; roy., 8| x 13J in.

15. RUINS OF SELINUS FROM THE SOUTH. View of the wide grassy plain, with exten-
sive groups of fallen ruins scattered about it ; two goatherds 1. on one of the
vast fragments in the foreground.
Water colours ; ant., 13J x 30J in.

16. RUINS OF SELINUS FROM THE AVEST. A mass of fallen and broken columui
strewn along the foreground, with a distant view of the modern town 1. ; r. the
sea and coast stretching away to Cape San Marco and distant mountains.
Water colours; ant., llf x 29J in.

17. PORTO VENERE, ITALY. View of the coast and the island of Palraaria, looking
S., with Porto Venere and the entrance to the Gulf of Spezzia at the 1. ; near the

foreground a fishing boat sailing towards the r. Inscribed 1'orto Venere, coming
out of the Gulf of Spezzia, Slato di Genoa, 1775.

Monochrome with slight tint in parts; roy., 9J x 17J in.

18. A MAN-OF-WAR IN THE DOWNS. A frigate in a rough sea coming towards the

1.; chalk cliffs and lighthouse r. ; other craft in the ufting; storm clouds blowing
up from the 1.

Indian ink partly tinted, with pen outlines; roy., 10J x 16J in.

19. A NAVAL REVIEW. A roadstead, probably Spithead, with a long line of distant

battleships at anchor firing a salute, while nearer a number of yachts and small
craft pass up and down the line.

Indian ink, tinted; roy., 6 x 1C} in.
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20. ARMED BOATS OFF THE ENGLISH COAST, 1794. A cutter and a lugger, both
armed with guns, making to sea towards the 1. ; cliffs in the background, with
another cutter near them ; and a rowing boat r. and 1. Sighed and dated
C. Gore, 1794.

Water colours; roy., 11 J x 17f in.

21. A FISHING SMACK. A brown-sailed smack sailing r., and another in the distance.

Signed and dated Charles Gore, 1794.

Water colours and pen ; roy., 5| x 6J in.

22. AN ARMED CUTTER IN A STORM. A cutter sailing away under a strong wind
from the 1. ; in the distance another boat dimly seen in a black rain storm.
Water colours and body colours (blackened in parts); roy., 7| x lOf in.

23. SHIPS IN A CALM. A calm sea, with a frigate anchored r. and two sloops 1., with

ships and boats going to and fro, and a cutter iu the distance. Signed and
dated C. Gore, 1794 (?).

Water colours ; roy., 8J x 12J in.

24. SHIPPING IN A BREEZE. A roughening sea with gathering clouds above and a
cutter sailing towards the r., a barque and two other cutters beyond at the r.

and a lugger 1.

Indian ink on drab paper heightened with white (now blackened); imp.,
11 X 21g in.

25. A LUGGER IN A BREEZE. A three-masted lugger sailing from the 1. with a

strong breeze ; a moving cloudy sky.
Water colours on drab paper heightened with white; roy., 11J x 21 J in.

26. VIEW OF BONN. View of Bonn from the Rhine, which flows into the foreground,
with a number of vessels sailing down stream. Inscribed Bonn sur le Ill/in.

Signed and dated Cs
. Gore, 1790.

Water colours and pen ; imp., 7| X 21 in.

27. ISOLA BELLA. View from the shores of a bay on tlie Lago Maggiore, looking
across to the villas and terraced gardens of Isola Bella, with Isola S;iperiore 1.,

Isola Madre and Pullanza r., all backed by the mountains, <n<'losing 1. a
luminous vista of the lake towards the N. ; in the foreground a boat, and other

boals about the Wands. Inscribed with names of places and notes in Italian;
dated 31 Luglio, 1795, and signed C. Gore.

Water colours ; ant., 12| x 36 in.

All bequeathed by R. Payne Kn'ght, Esq., 1824. For other drawings of the

same series executed for Payne Knight by T. Hearue, see under the works of

that artist.

GOULD, John, F.R.S. (b. 1804, d. 1881). Ornithologist and draughts-
man

;
born at Lyme Regis ;

taxidermist to the Zoological Society,
1827 ; published a long series of works on birds, 1832-1880, illus-

trated by himself. His collections of humming birds and Australian,

mammals are now in the British Museum.

1. 01>. QUAIL. Two quails with their young on the ground among grasses and blue
convolvulus. Inscribed Quail. J. Gould, 1863, and signed and dated a second

time J. Gould, F.R.8., March 11, 1864.

Pencil and water colours ; roy., 9| X 14J in.

Jiev. ROBINS. Two robins.

Pencil.

Purchased January, 1890.
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GOUPY, Joseph, (d. 1763). Water-colour painter and etcher; born in

France
; came young to England ;

was employed by Frederick, Prince
of Wales

; painted miniatures and landscapes and scenes for the

Opera ; celebrated also for his fan-painting ;
etched in the manner of

Salvator Rosa.

1. LANDSCAPE, WITH FIGURES. A tree 1. by the side of a stream, which comes
into the foreground betsveen high banks ;

on the r. bank a group of fishermen ;

on the opposite slopes slieep, and shepherds in the distance ; beyond, r., a scarped
white hill.

Body colours ; roy., 7J x 8f in.

Bequeathed by the Rev. C. M. Cracherode, 1799.

GRANT, Sir Francis, P.R.A. (b. 1803, d. 1878). Painter
;

born in

Edinburgh ; spent his fortune young, and then took to painting,

though untrained as an artist
;

first exhibited at the Royal Academy
1834, and in a few years became the fashionable portrait painter ;

elected A.R.A. 1842, R.A. 1851, P.R.A. 1866, when he was knighted.

1. PORTRAIT OP MUB. MOUNTJOY. Hrad and shoulders, directed 1., in riding hat,
with veil thrown back ; the face in three-quarters, and eyes looking towards
the r.

Black chalk with a little blue and red chalk ; roy., 9| x C| in.

Purchased August, 1875.

2. STUDY FOR AN EQUESTRIAN PORTRAIT OF COUNT D'ORSAY. The Count on
horseback ri<lin< towards the 1., the face not drawn in ; behind, other riders in

the Row and the Achilles statue.

Pencil ; roy., 8| x lOg in.

Grant painted, perhaps from this study, an oil sketch now in the Wallace
Collection, and engraved in S. Sidney's

' Book of the Horse,' p. 290. D'( iraay

(b. 1801, d. 1852) was for many years (1831-49) one of the leaders of fiishiou in,

London, and, with Lady Blesuingtun, formed the centre of a brilliant coterie.

3. STUDY OF A HORSE. A horse galloping towards the I.

Pencil ; roy., lOf x 17| in.

4. STUDY OF THE HINDQUARTERS OF A HORSE.
Black and white chalk on greenish-grey paper; roy., 16J x 12J in.

5. Ob. STUDY FOB AN EQUESTRIAN PORTRAIT OF LORD CHESTERFIELD. Riding
towards the 1.

Pencil, touched with red chalk ; imp., 15J x 18f in.

George Stanhope, 6th Earl of Chesterfield (b. 1805, d. 1866), was one of the
most noted dandies of the day.

Rev. A ROUGH SKETCH. Sketch of a couple driven in a carriage by four
horses with two postillions.

Nos. 2-5 were purchased January, 1865.

GRAVATT, W., Colonel (worked about 1790). Civil engineer, draughts-
man, and engraver ; F.R.S. ; engraved some views of Jamaica in

aquatint.

1. LUDLOW CASTLE, SHROPSHIRE. View of the castle, crowning a slope up which
runs a roud lined with trees, seen from across the river which flows bentath.
Water colours ; roy., 8} x 13J in.
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2. KINGSTON, JAMAICA. View from above of the town and harbour, with Fort
Charlotte beyond and the sea 1.

; ships and boats in the bay ; in the foreground
negroes with a cart ; two English horsemen r. and a man on a mule 1.

Body colours ; roy., 12J x 19J in.

A similar, but not identical, view was engraved in aquatint by Gravatt.

3. FORT EDWARD. A road by the shore, with harbour 1. in the foreground ; the
fort beyond the water, and paasRge out to sea 1. Signed W. G.
Water colours and pen; roy., 11| x 18{j in.

4. DORSETSHIRE HILL AND PART OF KINGSTON. View from the Leeward road on
Kingston Hill over country undulating to the sea, with Kingston on a bay at
the r. and Dorsetshiie Hill at the 1., beyond; rocky islands in the distance;
near the foreground a man and woman meeting a horseman.
Water colours and pen; imp., 12J X 19| in.

All purchased December, 1867.

GRAVELOT, Hubert Francois Bourguignon (b. 1699, d. 1773).
Designer, painter, and engraver ;

born at Paris
; came to London

about 1732 and remained till 1745 ; returned to France for a time,
then worked once more in London till 1755

; painted a few pictures,
but is best known as a draughtsman and designer of book illustrations,
in which field he acquired immense vogue and influence, both in
France and England ;

the teacher of Gainsborough, and important as

engrafting the grace of the Watteau tradition on the English style ;

after 1755 in Paris, where he died.

1. A LADY WITH A FAN. A lady in full skirted dress of the period, standing
facing to the front, and looking full, one hand on her breast, the other hanging
by lier side and holding a fan ; a pillar 1. Inscribed at the top G. (either as

signature or as indicating Grignion, who was to etch the drawing).
Pencil ; roy., 9| X 0| in.

Etched in reverse by Charles Grignion as No. 4 of a set of studies of men and
women, publish' d 1744.

Purchased July, 1883.

2. STUDY OF A GENTLEMAN, SEATED. A man wearing a hat, seated on a chair
directed r., the face full, and eyes looking downward 1.

Black chalk on drab p iper, heightened with white ; roy., 12J x 8| in.

Purchased October, 1853.

3. A SIMILAR STUDY. The same man seated, facing the front, but looking r.

Black chalk on drab paper, heightened with white ; ioy., 12J x 8J in.

Nos. 2 and 3 are studies for the same series as No. 1, but were not etched ; at
least they do not appear in the Museum set of the etchings. Many other
studies of like character, and apparently from the same models, were made by
Grignion, Gravelot's pupil. One of them is described below (see Grignion).

4. LADIES AND GENTLEMEN ON A TERRACE. A terrace with curved staircase at
the back, leading fr>m a house unseen ; a gentleman brings a lady down the
steps, on the lowest of which are two children and their nurse ; groups ere

standing about the terrace, and some of the men look over the balustrade, the

top of which appears in the foreground ; towards the 1. are two Orientals talking
to an Englishman.
Pen and Indian- ink wash over pencil; roy., 4J x 14J in.

5. Five on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) ILLUSTRATION TO RICHARDSON'S ' PAMELA.' Lady Davers expostulating in
a pasi-inn with Mr. B., who grasps her by the arm, and Pamela entreating
her on her knees.

Pen and sepia wash ; 5| x 3 in.

Engraved in reverse by the artist.
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(i) ILLUSTRATION TO ' PAMELA." Pamela refusing to pour out wine for Lady
Davers at her nephew's request.
Pen and sepia wash ; 5 X 3 in.

Engraved in reverse by the artist.

(o) ILLUSTRATION TO ' PAMELA.' Mr. B. handing
' Pamela '

into his coach.

Pen and sepia wash ; 5 X 3 in.

Engraved in reverse by the artist.

(d) ILLUSTRATION TO ' PAMELA.' Pamela's wedding witli Mr. B., Mre. Jewkes

attending her.

Pen and sepia wash ; 5J X 3 in.

Engraved in reverse by the artist.

() ILLUSTRATION TO 'PAMELA.' Pamela upsetting the table in her haste to

embrace her father.

Pen and sepia wash ; 5 J x 3 in.

Engraved in reverse by the artist.

Nos. 3-5 were purchased June, 1888.

6. Four on one mount, roy,, viz. :

(a) ILLUSTRATION TO 'PAMELA.' Pamela giving the papers to Mr. B. in the

garden.
Pun nnd sepia wash ; 5 X 3 in.

Engraved in reverse by the artist.

The engravings for ' Pamela ' are in the department, some of them being
proofs touched and corrected in pencil or sepia by the artist.

(&) ILLUSTRATION TO A NOVEL. An old woman chiding a young one, who weeps
and points to an empty chair. Perhaps Pamela and Mrs. Jervis; an
illustration to Richardson's novel.

Pen and Indian-ink wash ; 2| X 3| in.

(c) ILLUSTRATION TO APULEIUS" ' CUPID AND PSYCHE.' Psyche borne on a
litter to the mountain top, her father and mother following.
Pen and Indian-ink wash ; 2j x 3 in.

(d) ILLUSTRATION TO DBYDEN'S '

AURENO-ZEBE,' ACT IV., So. 1. Aureng-zebo
about to drink a cup of poison, but prevented by Morat ; Queen Nourmabal
r., upbrai ling Morat witli angry gesture.
Pen over pencil ; 5 X 3J in.

Engraved by G. Van der Gucht for Dryden's Dramalic Works, 1763,
Vol. iv., p. 75.

Purchased July, 1889.

[7-9]. Illustrations to Gay's Fables, Vol. n., London, 1738. Engraved by G. Scotin.

7. Four on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) FABLE IV.: THE ANT IN OFFICE. Ants in council in the foreground; a

girl feeding turkeys behind. Signed H. Gravelot inn. et delint.

Sepia wash and pen ; roy., GJ x 4J in.

Purchased November, 1865.

(!>) FABLE VI.: THE SQUIRE AND HIS CUB. The Squire advised by his

neighbour to tuin away his cur; a servant standing behind the Squire;
house and garden beyond. Signed H. Gravelot inv. et delin.

Sepia wash and pen ; 6f x 4| in.

(c) FABLE III. : THE BABOON AND THE POULTRY. The Goose deriding the

pride of the Baboon, now a prisoner; other poultry in the background.
Signed H. Gravelot inv. & delin.

Sepia wash and pen ; 6} x 4J in.

(d) FABLE II. : THE VULTURE, SPARROW, AND OTHER BIRDS. The vulture on
a tree, surrounded by his satellites, looking down on the contented sparrow.

Signed H. Gravelot inv. & delin.

Sepia wash aud pen ; OJ x 4J in.

VOL. n. B
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8. Four on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) FABLE VII. : THE COUNTRYMAN AND JUPITER. Jupiter on a cloud,

showing the countryman the miseries of the rich and powerful. Signed
H. Gravelot inn. et delin.

Indian-ink wash and pen ; 6| X 4} in.

(Z>) FABLE XV. : THE COOKMAID, THE TURNSPIT, AND THE Ox. The ox

reproving the dog, which the maid conies out to drive in to his work of

turning the spit. Signed H. Gravelot inv. et delin.

Indian-ink wash and pen ; 6J x 4f in.

(c) FABLE X. : THE DEGENERATE BEES. The honest bee dismissed from the
hive ; a gardener busy on a terrace in the background. Signed H. Gravelot
inv. et del.

Indian-ink wash and pen ; 6f X 4 in.

(d) FABLE V. : THE BEAR IN A BOAT. The bear stranded in the host, derided

by the beast* on the bank and the fishes in the water. Signed H. Qravelot
inv. & delin.

Indian-ink wash and pen ; GJ X 4| in.

Nos. 7 (b)-(d) an(l 8 were purchased November, 1890.

9. Fonr on one mount, roy., viz. :

(o) FABLE I.: THE DOG AND THE Fox. The fox shrinking in fear of the
farmer's wife, who approaches on horseback ; the dog remonstrating.
Signed H. Gravelot inv. & del.

Indian-ink wash and pen ; 6 X 4} in.

(6) FABLE VIII. : THE MAN, THE CAT, THE DOG, AND FLY. The man
upbraiding the fly on his plale; the cat and dog sit by the table, and a
servant stands behind it. Signed H. Gravdot ino. & delin.

Indian-ink wash and pen ; roy., 6J x 4| in.

(e) FABLE XI. : THE PACK HORSE AND THE CARRIER. The proud pack horse
in the stable admonished by the carrier. Signed R. Gravelot inv. & delin.

Indian-ink wash and pen ; roy., 6| X 4J in.

(d) FABLE XVI. : THE KAVENS, THE SEXTON, AND THE EARTHWORM. The
sexton and the two ravens in the churchyard referring their dispute to tho
earthworm. Signed II. Gravelot. inv. & del.

Indian-ink wash and pen ; roy., C| x 4| in.

Purchased November, 1865.

10. Two ou one mount, Toy., viz. :

(a) SCENE AT A THEATRE. The stage of a small theatre, with the orchestra
in the foreground and boxes beyond ; on the stage an actor in a fuol'0

costume, standing between Comedy and Tragedy ; a Cupid hovering above
the figures. Signed Hubert Gravelot inv. & delin.

Indian-ink wash and pen ; 5J x 3J in.

Engraved in reverse by G. Van der Gucht.

(Z>) ILLUSTRATION TO A BOOK. A lady fainting 1.,
in the arms of her three

waiting women, who are about to lay her on a bed, near which, r., a lady
sits weeping.
Engraved in reverse.

Purchased August, 1868.

11. ILLUSTRATION TO A NOVEL. Two prisoners in chains appealing on their knees
to a man standing r. : two ladies looking on in agitation at the 1., and a man
protesting with hands held out; in the background a ship partly seen between
the houses.

Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash ; roy., 5 x 3 in.

Purchased August, 1875.
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12. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOB HEADPIECE m A HISTORY OF ENGLAND. A bust of Queen
Anne on a pedestal, attended 1. by Justice and Truth, r. by Religion and
Fortitude.

Sepia wash and pen ; 3f x GJ in.

Engraved by C. Grignion.

(6) DESIGN FOB HEADPIECE IN A HISTORY OF ENGLAND. Britannia with spear
and shield, driving Tyranny nnd Ignorance from Justice and Plenty, who
sit enthroned 1., a Cupid holding above them a cap of Liberty on a spear ;

ships in the distance.

Sepia wash and pen ; 3j x 6J in.

Engraved by the artist.

13. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) THE DEATH OF DIDO. Dido lying on the pyre, with the sword in her

breast; Anna kneeling and weeping 1., two attendants on the olher side of

the pyre; Love flouting above Dido's head. The design enclosed in a

scallop-shnped frame, inscribed beneath Improbe Amor quid non mortalia

pectora cogis? Signed H. Grarelot inv. et delin.

Bistre wash and pen ; 3| X 4} in.

Engraved by W. H. Toms, whose print is mounted under the drawing.

(b) DESIGN FOR TITLEPAKE TO D'ANVILLE'S ATLAS. A river-god r., leaning
on his urn, and contemplating an inscription on a ruined monument, by
which a Tartar stands.

Pen and sepia wash ; 6 X 5JJ in.

J. B. Bourguignou d'Anville, the geographer, was Gravelot's brother.

14. Four on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOR A BOOK ORNAMENT. Trophies of Science, a globe, boo!:s, and
mathematical instruments.

Pen and bistre wash ; 3J X 8J in.

(6) DESIGN FOB TAILPIECE. A cartouche hung with garlands, and with a

weeping Cupid in the centre.

Pen and bistre wash ; 4J x 5f in.

(c) DESIGN FOR TAILPIECE. A cartouche, with a boy Gmius sitting among
crowns and helmets and holding Fame's trumpet, and writing in her book ;

behind, a relief representing a battle, surmounted by the arms of England.
Pen and bistre wash ; 4j| X 4 in.

(d) DESIGN FOB TAILPIECE. A cartouche with a Genius kneeling among
musical instruments, and holding a mask before his face ; behind, a garden
terrace.

Pen and bistre wash ; 4J x 5J in.

Nos. 12-14 were purchased July, 1889.

15. A PANEL OF ORNAMENT. A design for Eocaille ornament, enclosing a triangular
blank space in the middle ; at the top two Cupids playing, at the 1. a fox

among vine leaves, and at the r. a dog. Signed H. Gravelot, delin.

Pen and water-colour tint; roy., 9| x 14J in. (the lower corners cut off).

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy sale.

[16-19.] Designs for the ornamental frames to the Portrait Heads of Illustrious Persons,

engraved by Houbraken.

16. DESIGN FOR FRAME TO THE PORTRAIT OF SHAKESPEARE. Panel with musical

instruments, mask, etc., below the oval left for the ^portrait and inscribed

Shaketpeare. Signed H. Gravelot inv. et delin.

Sepia; roy., 14f x 9J in.

17. DESIGN FOR FRAME TO THE PORTRAIT OF MILTON. The serpent holding the

apple in its mouth, with a lyre and buyleaves beneath the oval left blank and
inscribed Milton. Signed H. Gravelot inv. et del.

Sepia with Iiidiau-mk outlines; roy., Hi x 8 in.
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18. DESIGN FOR FRAME TO THE PORTRAIT OP POPE. An ornamented oval frame
with the sun below breaking; through clouds above a picture of Apollo among
the Muses crowning poets. Signed Gravelot inv. etf

Indian-ink wash and pen ; roy., 13J X 85 in.

19. DESIGN FOB FRAME TO THE PORTRAIT OF SIR WM. TEMFLZ. A frame orna-

mented in the Kocaille style, with an eagle holding a laurel branch belew, and 1,

the Goddess of Plenty, r. the Three Graces. Signed F. H. Gravelot inv. et ilelin.

Indian ink ; roy., 14| X 9 in.

At the top a mollification of the design has been added on a separate Blip of

piper over the original drawing.
Nos. 1C-19 were bequeathed by the Rev. C. M. Cracherode, 1799.

20. DESIGN FOR FRAME OF TWO CHARTS IN PINE'S ' TAPESTRIES.' Between the
two spaces left blank for the charts of the engagement between the English
and Spanish fleets off tlie Isle of Wight, and of the Spaniards pursued np
Channel, a naval pillar, surmounted by a figure of Victory ; above, portraits
of Frobisher and Hawkins on two medallions, and two boy genii with naval

trophies on each side ; below, sailors bringing weapons from Spanish ships.

Sepia wash and pen ; imp., 14J X 23| in.

Engraved by J. Pine iu the '

Tapestry Hangings of the House of Lords,'

plate TIL, 1739.

Purchased August, 1871.

21. VIEW OF LONDON, FROM ONE TREE HILL, GREENWICH PARK, with groups of ladies

and gentlemen in the foreground.
Sepia with pen outlines ; 9| X 15 J in.

In Portfolio xxxvi. (No. 27) of the Grace Collection of London Views,
purchased November, 1880.

See also under Nathaniel Buck, vol. I., p. 151, for a drawing -with figures by
Gravelot.

GRAY, Samuel (worked about 1800-1830). Draughtsman; biography
unknown.

1. BARNES, SURREY. Part of the Tillage green ; a pond 1., bordered by the backs
of houses and gardens, and a windmill ; at the r., a girl stooping by a log and a
mun talking to her. Signed S. Gray inv. et del.

Indian ink and water-colour tint ; roy., 7J X lOjj in.

Presented by W. de Gray Birch, Esq., Mareh, 1879.

GREEN, Amos (b. 1735, d. 1807). Water-colour painter; brother of the

following, Benjamin Green; born at Halesowen, Shropshire; best
known for flower pieces; painted landscapes also in later life;
worked at Halesowen, Bergholt, Bath, and Burlington.
1. 06. MOUNTAIN LANDSCAPE. A man sitting on the bank of a stream, on the

further side of which are trees and a bugii-giown crag r., and in the 1. distance
a mountain peak.

Indian, ink and sepia ; roy., 8| x 10J in.

Eev. MOUNTAIN LANDSCAPE. Grassy slopes with trees, and steep cliffs beyond.
Indian ink and sepia.

2. VIEW ON A RIVER. A stream flowing into the foreground under overshadowing
trees; at a little distance, three men in a boat under a high bank.

Indian ink and sepia ; roy., 7 X 10| in.

Kos. 1 and 2 were purchased November, 1879.

3. SIDMOTJTH BAY, DEVONSHIRE. View from a road at the top of a hill, with trees
r. and 1., looking down to the town and bay, and the coast beyond from Exmouth
to Berry Head.
Water colours ; roy., 7J x lOf in.

Purchased October, ISbl.
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GREEN, Benjamin (b. about 1736, d. about 1800). Mezzotint engraver
and draughtsman. ; born at Halesowen

; drawing master at Christ's

Hospital ; drew and etched a number of plates of antiquities, and

engraved in mezzotint several animal subjects after Stubbs, besides
a few portraits.

1. CHRIST'S HOSPITAL. View, in an oval frame, of the court of the school, with
clock tower rising 1. above the buildings; boys flying kites and playing in

the courts.

Indian iuk and water-colour tint ; roy., 3J x 3 in.

Purchase.1 October, 1877.

2. CANONBURY TOWER, ISLINGTON. The tower and the remains of the manor house,
seen from across a pond or stream in the foreground ; on the further bank a man
talking to another, who sits on a low fence. See note on the drawing by J. W.
Archer, vol. i., p. 58., No. (30).

Indian ink, water-colour tint, and pen; roy., 10 X 14J in.

Purchased April, 1881.

3. HIGHBURY BARN, ISLINGTON. View of the once popular place of entertainment,
with a green in front of it r. and a man waiting with a donkey under trees on
the road 1.

Water colours ; roy., 10 x 14J in.

Purchased June, 1881.

4. KELLWOHTH, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE. A village street, with church spire at the
end of it ; a group of boys in the road r. Inscribed Kellworth, Northamptonshire,
Aug., 1795 (?).

Indian ink and water-colour tint; roy., 8g x 11} in.

5. A TURNPIKE GATE. The gate, with toll-house 1. and open road in the fore-

ground; a man just beyond the gate, and low hills in the distance.
Indian ink and water-colour tint ; roy., 9J x 12} in.

Nos. 4 and 5 were purchased November, 1881.

6. A LION SEIZING A STAG. A stag fallen and seized from behind by a lion, which
tears its body ; trees 1. and a background of crags.

Sepia and Indian ink, partly tinted ; atl., 17| x 21J in.

7. PHAETHON DRIVING THE CHARIOT OF THE SUN. Phacthon vainly trying to

guide the four horses which wliirl the fiery-axled chariot towards the r., while a
thunderbolt descends to strike him. Signed and dated B. Green Dd"., Apr

.,

1790.

Monochrome, tinted in parts ; atl., 17$ X 23| in.

Nos. 6 and 7 were purchased October, 1877.

GREEN, William (b. 1760, d. 1823). Water-colour painter and
engraver ; born at Manchester ; worked as an engraver in London,
then settled at Ambleside, painting views of the Lake country, from
which he afterwards engraved some sets of prints ; published a

guide to the Lake country 1822, with etchings by himself.

1. A WATERFALL. A stream falling over a rocky bank, with a tree r. into the
foreground.
Water colours and Indian ink ; roy., 9| x 12f in.

2. LANDSCAPE, WITH A PAUSING STORM. A field, with trees on a slope r. and a
view of a village in the distance, backed by a storm passing r. above an isolated
hill.

Water colours ; roy., 7 x 10J in.

Noa. 1 and 2 were presented by Sir W. C. Trevclyan, Bart., December, 1871.
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3. BORKODALE, CUMBERLAND. A one-arched bridge over the stream which com^B
down the valley; a drover and cattle crossing the bridge, and mountains

beyond.
Water colours ; roy., 5| x 7J in.

Purchased July, 1876.

4. GRASMERE VILLAGE, FROM THE SEAT OF THOMAS KINO. Grassy slopes, with
cattle and trees, stretching down to the church and scattered houses of the

village, beyond which rises Silverhowe ; at the 1. a glimpse of the lake.

Water colours and Indian ink; imp., 13f x 19f in.

Purchased May, 1876.

GREENALGH, James (worked about 1820). Draughtsman ; biography
unknown.

1-4. Four heads from Shakespeare, after Angelica Kaufmann, J. Opie, R. Smirke
and B. West.
Pen and ink vignettes ; (each) 12| x 9| in.

Bequeathed by Felix Slade, Esq., August, 1868.

GREENHILL, John (b. about 1644, d. 1676). Portrait painter; born
at Salisbury ; pupil of Lely, whom he nearly approached in style ;

Charles II., Locke, Shaftesbury, and Cowley were among his sitters ;

he lived freely and died too young to reach the full powers of

his art.

1. PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST. Head and bust, in three-quarter face, directed 1.,

eyes looking full ; long curls falling on eac-h side of the face. Signed J. G.

Black and red chalk on drab paper heightened with white; roy.. 9jj x 7Jin.
A piofile portrait of Greenhill by Lely is also in the department and is

described under Lely.

Purchased November, 1886.

GREENWOOD, John (b. 1727, d. 1792). Portrait painter and mezzo-
tint engraver ; born at Boston, Massachusetts

; pupil there of

Thomas Johnston
; worked in Surinam 1752-58, when he moved to

Amsterdam ;
from 1763 till his death worked in London ; painted

portraits and landscapes, and after coming to Amsterdam began to

produce a number of mezzotints
; later in life he was also an

auctioneer of works of art.

[1-4]. Portraits of Collectors frequenting sales.

1. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) PORTRAIT OF JOHN BLACKWOOD. Head and shoulders in full face.

Inscribed John Blackwood, Esq.
Pen over pencil sketch ; 5f x 5J in.

(V) PORTKAIT OF MB. SEEMAN. Head in three-quarter face, looking i.,

wearing hat.

Pencil sketch ; 3 x 2 J in.

(c) MR. PITT, A PRINT COLLECTOR. Head in profile looking 1., wearing hat.
Drawn in 1781.

Indian ink ; 3 x 2| in.
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2. Four on one mount, roy., viz. :

() JOHN HINCHLIFFE, BISHOP OP PETERBOROUGH. Head in profile looking L,

with one hand raised to the chin.

Pencil sketch ; 2 x 2| in.

John Hinchliffe, b. 1731, d. 1794, educated at Westminster and Trinity,

Cambridge, was successively head-master of Westminster, Master of Trinity,

and (1769) Bishop of Peterborough ; was a prominent speaker in the House

of Lords and a famous preacher in his day.

(6) J. G. HUQUIER, ENGRAVER. Head and shoulders in profile looking r.,

wearing hat. Inscribed Hnquier graveur de Paris.

Pencil ; 3| x 2| in.

Jacques Gabriel Huquier, b. 1725, d. 1792, was son and pupil of Gabriel

Huquier and best known by his prints after Boucher.

(e) GEORGE BARRET, B.A. Head in profile looking 1., wearing hat.

Pen over pencil sketch ; 2| x 3| in.

See in this catalogue, Vol. 11., under George Barret the Elder.

(d) JUSTICE GUTLLMAN. Head in profile looking 1., with spectacles, wearing hat

Pencil; 2J x 2J in.

3. Four on one mount, roy., vie. :

(a) ABRAHAM LANGPORD. Head in three-quarter face, nearly profile, looking 1.

Pencil sketch ; 2J x If in.

Abraham Langfon), b 1711, d. 1774, wrote for the stage, but was better

known as an auctioneer, one of the most prominent of his time, at the Piazza

in Covent Garden.

(&) M. DEMARTEAU. Head in three-quarter face, looking r., wearing hat.

Inscribed Demarteau.
Pen over pencil sketch ; 2J X 2f in.

Presumably Gilles Demarteau, b. 1722, d. 177G, the inventor of the chalk

manner of engraving ; his prints from drawings by Boucher and other artists

are well known.

(c) DB. FOBDYCE. Head in profile looking 1., wearing hat. Inscribed Dr.

Fordyce, Physician.
Indian ink anil pencil ; 2| X 2J in.

George Fordyce, b. 1736 at Aberdeen, settled in London 1759; was very
successful as a lecturer on medical science ; elected F.R.S. 1776 ; wrote

several works on medicine and chemistry ;
died 1802.

(<J) JOHN HINCHLIFFE, BISHOP OF PETERBOROUGH. Head in profile looking 1.,

wearing hat. Inscribed Bishop Peterboro.

Pen and ink ; 3J X 3J in.

See note on No. 2 (a).

4. Four on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) M. BASTIN, AUCTIONEER. Head in profile looking 1. Inscribed, Ihtxtin,

Auctioneer.

Pen over pencil sketch ; 4J x 3f in.

(6) THOMAS HOLLIS. Head in
profile looking r.

Pencil, touched with sepia ; 2J x 2J in.

Thomas Hollis, F.R.S., 'republican,' b. 1720, was well known for his

strong opposition to Tory principles, as an antiquarian, and as benefactor of

various colleges and public libraries ; lived a recluse life and died in a farm-

house in Dorset, 1774.

(c) W. EUSSEL, PRINT COLLECTOR. Head in profile looking L, wearing hat.

Drawn in 1781.

Indian ink ; 3 x '-';;
in.

(d) 06. M. QUINKHARD. Head, wearing hat, in three-quarter face, directed r.,

eyes full, smiling. Inscribed Jul. Quinkhard.
Black and red chalk sketch ; 5J x 4f in.

Rev. THE SAME PERSOK. Half length, nearly full face, wearing hat.

Black and red chalk sketch.

NOB. 1-4 were purchased July, 1866, at the Wellealey sale.
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5. PORTRAIT OP P. Louw. Half length in profile looking 1., writing at a desk,

long clay pipe in mouth.
Pencil and black chalk ; roy., 7 X 5J in.

Purchased May, 1879.

GRESSE, John Alexander (b. 1741, d. 1794). Painter; born in

London
; pupil of Scotin, the engraver, and of Cipriani ; painted

water-colour views and published a few etchings, but was chiefly

occupied as a fashionable drawing master, and was also a great
collector.

1. WATER WHEEL AND PUMPING WORKS. View on a river with high wnoded

banks, and a water-wheel 1. connecting with machinery and witli rods or pipes

suspended across the stream.
Indian-ink wash and pen, touched with a little red and green ; roy.,

7| X Hi in.

Purchased Maj, 1890, at the Percy sale.

GREVILLE, Hon. Charles Francis (b. 1749, d. 1809). Amateur

draughtsman and etcher
;
son of the Earl of Warwick

;
a well-known

collector ;
member of Parliament and of the Dilettanti Society ',

best remembered by his connection with Emma Lyon, afterward

the wife of his uncle, Sir W. Hamilton.

1. BURNING OF SHELDON'S MONTGOLFIER BALLOON w THE GAHDEM OF FOLEY
HOUSE.

Water-colour and pen sketch ; 8J x 14 J in.

In Portfolio xxix. (No. 54) of the Grace Collection of London Views,

purchased November, 1880.

GRIBELIN, Simon (b. 1661, d. 1773). Line engraver and designer;
born at Blois ;

learnt engraving in Paris
;
came to England about

1680
; engraved (with little feeling for the originals) Raphael's

cartoons and other pictures in the Royal collections, Rubens'
Whitehall ceiling, and several portraits.

1. DESIGN FOR FRONTISPIECE TO Du FRESNOY'S ART OP PAINTING. Tlie daughter
of Dibutades, guided by Cupid, drawing her lover's shadow on the wall, in an
oval hung witli drapery ; implements of painting on the pedestal below, which
is inscribed De Arte Graphica Liber. Signed 8. Gribelin.

Pen and ink over red chalk outline, with Indian-ink wash ; roy., 5J X 3| in.

Engraved by the artist for Dryden's translation of Du Fresnoy, second

edition, 1710. The first edition has a different frontispiece, engraved but not

designed by Gribelin.

Purchased August, 18G1.

[2-91 Designs for illustrations, engraved by the artist in Lord Shaftesbury's
'Characteristics,' 1714.

2. DESIGN FOB TITLE-PAGE or VOL. I.,
' ENTHUSIASTS AND PHILOSOPHERS.' At the

1., two nun panic-stricken by an earthquake, a prophet rnving, und the Sibyl in

her cave; at tlie r. a group of philosophers ; in the centre a magistrate on a

throne, and Justice with scales reclining below.

Pen and bistre, with Indian-ink wash; ioy., 7J x HJ in.
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3. DESIGN FOB TITLE-PAGE OF VOL. III., 'THE TRIUMPH OF BIGOTRY.' An allegorical

design, with Egypt (the mother-land of superstition) at the 1., presided over by
Religion, Fertility, and the Nile; in the centre, hoy-genii, representing various

sects, wounding each other; at the r. the Spirit of Rome sitting enthroned and

receiving the homage of successful warriors in her cause, and, behind, a king
looking on in grief.
Pen aud bistre, with Indian-ink wash ; roy., 7 x 14J in.

4. Three on a mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOR HEADPIECE. A cartouche with a pope's tiara on an altar; at the

1., an ape riding a horse ; at the r., a crow on a sheep's buck.
Pen and ink and Indinn-ink wash ; 2^ x 7 in.

Engraved on the same plate with No. 3 on the title-page of Vol. in.

(6) SKETCH DESIGN FOR TITLE-PAGE OF VOL. II., 'THE TRIUMPH OF MORAL
LIBERTY.' Moral Liberty in a chariot drawn by lions, with Death and
Fortune captives at the wheels, and the Passions in chains behind at the 1.,

moving towards her sister, Civil or Political Liberty, who sits r. guarded
by the Laws and Plenty. Above, a cartouche with a landscape and ships
at a coast where deer are feed ng ;

at the 1. a beehive, nt the r. an ant-hill.

Below, a globe with the motto, IK Tra.v\<av[sic] 'iv ; at the 1., a spider's
web; at the r., a bird feeding its young.
Pen aud ink with Indian-ink w;ish ; 7 x 7J in.

(c) PART OF DESIGN FOR HEADPIECE. Cartouche with crown and sceptre on
an altar ; at the r., implements of painting au,l design.

Indian ink and sepia ; 3 x 7f in.

Engraved on title page of Vol. I.

5. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOR HEAIIPIECE TO TREATISE I. In a central panel, two children

weeping in a prison (symbolic of Religion as taught), and delivered by the
armed goddess of Philosophy; at the r. and 1. two ovuls, with children

dancing and fearlessly examining the world through telescopes; above the
centre panel a veiled female head, drawn on a separate piece of paper and
substituted for a scallop-shell ornament.
Pen and ink with Indian-ink wash and white (now gone black) ;

3J x 8 in.

Engraved, Vol. I., p. 3.

(I) DFSIGN FOR HEADPIECE TO TREATISE II. In a central panel an Ethiopian
ridiculing the carnival masquerade in Paris ; 1., a man painting a figure of

Orpheus ; r., a man painting a warrior with his foot on a slain enemy.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash and white (now gone black) ;

4 x 7j in.

Engraved, Vol. I., p. 59.

(c) DBS ON FOR HEADPIECE TO TREATISE III. In the centre, a mirror with
the Sooratic dialogues (Nature's mirror) below, and heads of Socrates and
a disciple above; r. and 1., two boy-genii consulting hand-mirrors, and the
one pleased, the other dismayed.
Pen and ink with Indian-ink wash aud white (now gone black) :

3g x 8J in.

Engraved, Vol. I., p. 153.

6. Three on one monnt, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOR HEADPIECE TO TREATISE IV. A panel with two-faced statne
of Religion in the centre, smiling 1. on a figure of Justice in a peaceful
sunny Inndscape, and frowning r. on a figure of Discord with a yawning
dragon, a man slain by nn altnr, and a sun in eclipse ; the panel surrounded
with ornament, and birds and beasts symbolicnl of peace and lapine.
Pen and ink with L.dian-ink wash; -1J x 8J in.

Engravid, Vol. 11., p. 5.
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(5) DESIGN FOH HEADPIECE TO TREATISE V. A panel in three compartments,
divided by btatues of Athene :md Apollo; Philosophy standing in a temple
in the centre ; academics disputing ]., an alchemist at work r.

Pen and ink with Indian-ink wash and white (now gone black) ;

4 X 8J in.

Engraved, Vol. n., p. 181.

(c) DESIGN FOR HEADPIECE TO TREATISE VI. A panel in three compartments ;

in the centre, an oval with terminal bust of teeming Nature ; 1., a satyr

pointing to an altar of Pan surrounded by bird traps ; r., another satyr

pointing to a miscellaneous collection of hats and clothes, both symbolising
the art of the miscellaneous writer.

Pen and ink with Indian-ink wash and white (now gone black) ;

3f x 8J in.

Engraved, Vol. in., p. 1.

7. Five on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOR ORNAMENT. Weapons, trumpets, &c.

Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash
; Ijj x 2J in.

(6) DESIGN FOR ORNAMENT. A caduceus and lyre suspended in a scale.

Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash ; 1| X 2J in.

(c) DESIGN FOR HEADPIECE. A cartouche, with crown and sceptre on an altar ;

at the 1. a writer's materials, at the r. a painter's.
Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash ; 2J X 7J in.

Engraved above No. 2 on title-page to Vol. I.

(d) DESIGN FOR TAILPIECE. A cartouche, with owls flying from tumbling
towers, and the motto EN QUO ; r. and 1., instruments of punishment and
warfare.

Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash ; 2J x 7 in.

Engraved below No. 3 on title-page to Vol. in.

(e) DESIGN FOR TAILPIECE. A cartouche with a temple, and the motto
t'EL . TEM., surrounded by ornaments symbolic of peace and concord.
Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash; 2| X 7jj in.

Engraved below No. 2 on title-page to Vol. I.

8. Nine on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) ARMS OF THE EARL OF SHAFTESBURY. With the motto Love, Serve.

Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash ; 2J X 4f in.

Engraved, Vol. I., p. iii.

(6) DESIGN FOR TITLE-PAGE TO VOL. III. A small study for No. 3, described
above.

Ptn and ink over red chalk ; 1 x 3f in.

(c) DESIGN FOB TITLE-PAGE TO VOL. II. Small study for No. 4 (t) ; the central

design only.
Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash ; 1J x 3J in.

(d) DESIGN FOB HEADPIECE. Small study for No. 7 (c).
Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash; 1J x 3f in.

(e) DESIGN FOB TAILPIECE. Small study for the lower part of the design
described above, No. 4 (fr).

Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash ; 1 J X 3| in.

(/) DESIGN FOR HEADPIECE. Small study for No. 4 (a).
Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash ; 1 x 3f in.

(g) DESIGN FOB HEADPIECE. Small study for the upper part of the design
described above, No. 4 (b).
Pen and ink and Indiun-ink wash ; 1 x 3| in.

(A) DESIGN FOR TAILPIECE. Small study for No. 7 (d).
Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash ; 1 x 3| in.

(t) DESIGN FOB TAILPIECE. Small study for No 7 (e).
Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash ; 1 x 3f in.
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9. Six on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOB HEADPIECE TO TREATISE I. Small study for No. 5 (a).

Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash ; 2J x 4J in.

(b) DESIGN FOB HEADPIECE TO TBEATISE II. Small study for No. 5 (b).

Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash ; 2f X 4J in.

(c) DESIGN FOB HEADPIECE TO TBEATISE III. Small study for No. 5 (c).

Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash ; 2J x 4J in.

(di DESIGN FOB HEADPIECE TO TBEATISE IV. Small study for No. 6 (a).

Peu and ink and Indian-ink wash ; 2J x 4J in.

(e) DESIGN FOB HEADPIECE TO TBEATISE V. Small study for No. 6 (6).

Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash ; 2J X 4J in.

(/) DESIGN FOB HEADPIECE TO TREATISE VI. Small study for No. 6 (c).

Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash ; 2f x 4 in.

Nos. 2-9 were purchased February, 1880. Formerly in the Esdaile

Collection.

10. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) A FARM Hot SE. A farm house, with a pond in front and trees on either

side of the pond ;
in a border.

Black chalk and Indian-ink wash ;
5 x 7 in.

(6) LANDSCAPE WITH POOL. A pool shaded on each side bv trees, with open
country beyond; in a border. Inscribed Gribetin Da Rubens.

Bla< k chalk and Indian-ink wash; 4J x 7J in.

Purchasfd May, 1880, at the Yorke sale.

These two drawings have been attributed to Gribclin on the strength of the
in cription, but they do not recall Gribelin'g style, and are to closely in the
manner of J. B. C. Chatelain (see Vol. I., p. 207) as to make it probable that

they are his work.

GRIFFIER, Jan (b. 1645, d. 1718). Painter and etcher; born at

Amsterdam ; pupil of R. Roghman, influenced by Ruysdael,
Saftleven and the other Dutch landscapists ; came to England
about 1666, and was noted for riverside London views taken from
a yacht on which he lived

; painted also landscape compositions, and
made some etchings ;

after amassing wealth, sailed to Holland and
was shipwrecked, but remained there ten years ; returned to England
and died at Millbank.

1. LANDSCAPE WITH EIVEB. A meadow bordering a stream, with a broken willow
in the foreground r., and a fallen trunk lying along the bank ; on the further

shore, clumps of trees and a road winding up a hill to a village.
Black chalk on blueish grey paper ; imp., 15JJ x 22jj in.

Purchased July, 1878.

GRIFFITH, Moses (worked about 1769-1809). Draughtsman and

engraver; born in Carnarvonshire; employed by the antiquary
Pennant on his tours, from about 1769, to make drawings and

engravings ; employed also by Francis Grose.

1. KENILWORTH CHUBCH IN 1776. View of the west end of the church from the

churchyard ; houses beyond the churchyard 1. ; in the foreground r. an old

couple seated under a tree.

Indian ink tinted with water colours ; roy., 9J x 12J in.

Engraved by T. Cook, without the tree or figures, and published in the
Gentleman's Magazine, August, 1787, Vol. LVIL, p. t!57.

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy sale. Formerly in Samuel Ecdgravei'
collection.
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GRIGNION, Charles, the Elder (b. 1717, d. 1810). Engraver ;
born in

London, son of a Frenchman
; pupil, with Gainsborough, of Gravelot

in London, and of Le Bas in Paris ; worked under Gravelot, then
under Scotin, then (about 1738) on his own account; greatly
employed for book illustrations, till superseded in old age by the

younger generation of engravers ; died in poverty. (See note on the

portrait of Grignion by Uwins, described under Uwins' name.)

1. STUDY OF A GENTLEMAN, SEATED. A man, wearing a hat, seated on a chair,
direi-ted I., with r. hand held open before him as if conversing.
Black chalk and stump on blue-grey paper, heightened with white; roy.,

12 x 10 in.

Apparently a study made at the same time, and from the same sitter, as the

drawing by Gravelot (No. 1). This drawing was formerly ascribed to

Gainsborough, but comparison with the following authenticated drawing and
others in private hands shows it beyond doubt to belong to Griguion.

Presented by Chambers Hall, Esq., June, 1851.

2. POISTRAIT OF THOMAS GRIGNION. Whole length, standing directed to front,
head nearly in profile, looking r. ; wearing hat and sword ; 1. hand thrust in

waistcoat. Inscribed on the back, Thos. Grignion of Great Russell St., Covent

[Garden'}. Drawn In/ Chas. Grignion, Senr
, 1737, on Thomat' return from Paris,

Aijfd 24 years.
Black chalk and stump on blue-grey paper, heightened with white; roy.,

13J X 7J in.

Thomas Grignion was a well-known watchmaker in Corent Garden, brother
of Charles Grignion the elder, and father of Charles Grignion the younger.

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy sale.

3. PORTRAIT OF CAPTAIN RICHARD TYRRELL, R.N. Head and bust directed
somewhat to the r., face turned nearly full, eyes full, wearing uniform, and
with hot under 1. arm.

Pencil ; roy., S<J x 6| in.

Richard Tjrrell is remembered by a naval action in which, with the

Buckingham, of G5 guns, he fought the Fhriesant, of 74 guns, and two large
frigate s. He was made admiral, 1762 ; died at sea, 1766.

Purchased October, 1870.
If it were not for the dates, it would be more natural to attribute this

drawing to the younger Griguinn; if by him, it must have been done after

Tyrrell's dealh horn another portrait; if it is by the elder Grignion, his style
must have changed considerably from the early style of the two drawings
first described.

GRIGNION, Charles, the Younger (b. 1754, d. 1804). Painter; born
in Covent Garden

; nephew of the preceding artist
; pupil of Cipriani,

and one of the earliest students at the Royal Academy ; painted
portraits and a few mythological pieces ;

worked in London till 1782,
afterwards at Rome

; died at Leghorn.

1. PORTRAIT OF CAPTAIN GEORGE FARMER, R.N. Half-length, directed to front,

leaning with 1. arm on rock, and with r. hand holding sword across the body,
the face in three-quarters, looking r.

Black and white ehalk and stump on drab paper; roy., 15g X 12J in.

Engraved in mezzotint by John Murpliy. The picture was painted in 1778,
and is now in the possession of Mr. Henry Taylor, of Curzon Park, Chester.

George Farmor, b. 1732, terved with distinction in the navy, and crowned his

career, October, 1779, by dying in action after a memorable fight off Ushant with
a French frigate, in which his own ship blew up. His son was made baronet
in recognition of his services.
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GRIMM, Samuel Hieronymus (b. 1734, d. 1794). Water-colour

painter ; born at Burgdorf, near Berne
;
son of a miniature painter ;

came to England and worked here till his death
;
exhibited at the

Royal Academy from its foundation ; painted figure subjects of all

kinds, but is best known for his excellent topographical drawings, of

which he made many for Sir R. Kaye in Nottinghamshire and Derby-
shire, and for Sir W. Burrell in Sussex

;
these large collections are

now in the Department of Manuscripts in the British Museum.

1. OLD BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE, 17GS. View of the atone bridge, still uncompleted,
from a landing stage near the Temple, St. Paul's rising above the houses ut the

1. ; in the foreground, watermen handing two ladies and gentleman into a boat,
other boats putting off, a barge on the river r., and a woman and child with a
man on the etaira 1. Signed and dated S. H, Grimm fecit, 17G8.

Water colours and Indian ink ; roy., 10J x 16 in.

Purchased June, 1865.

2. LANDSCAPE COMPOSITION. A cowherd] piping to his wife and child, with a
shepherd listening under trees on the shores of a lake )., Ms cows standing
near in the water ; beyond the trees, cliffs ami a waterfall and a round temple.
Signed and dated, on a monument in the foreground, S. H. Grim fecit, 1768.
Water colours and Indian ink, with pen outlines ; roy., 7J X 9j iu.

Purchased March, 1867.

8. A PARK SCENE. A group of two ladies and a man seated on the grass, and
another man standing and pointing out a row of great elms, which recedes into

the distance 1.

Water colours and Indian ink, with pen outlines ; roy., 7J x lOg in.

Purchased March, 1868.

4. THE ENCHANTRESS' CAVE. View from within a cave, the enchantress stand-

ing at its mouth witli an armed knight, to whom she points out a crowd of
demons issuing from clefts in the rock above with weapons and furious gestures ;

the knight's horse, held by his page, r., outside, kicks wildly at the apparitions ;

beyond the cave's mouth, a stream, and on the further side groups of lovers on

lawns, under groves, or in boats, with Cupids hovering over them, and temples
rising on wooded slopes. Signed and dated S. II. Grimm fecit, 1765.

Indian ink, with sepia in foreground, and pen outlines ; roy., 9f x 15J in.

This drawing has been called Scene from Orlando Furioso," but does not
seem to correspond with any actual passage in Ariosto's poem, though similar
scenes occur iu the magical abodes of Logistilla and Melissa.

Purchased at the Percy sale, May, 1890.

5. HAYMAKERS IN A VILLAGE. A stream flowing out into the foreground, which
it divides ; liouses r. and 1., and between them a view of old buildings backed by
a church spire, and hilly, wooded country beyond ; haymakers loading a cart 1.,

while an old woman beats a lazy boy who lies on a bench by the house, frighten-
ing two pigs and two children who are near; ut the r., a haycart being driven
across a little bridge over a stream, followed by men and girls, at one of
whom a woman throws a pail of water ; other women at the doors of the houses
r., and a man smoking in his poruh. Signed and dated S. H. Grimm fecit,
1776.

Body colours ; imp., 13J X 19J in.

6. FRIAR BACON'S STUDY, OXFORD. The octagonal building associated by tradi-
tion with Koger Bacon, seen beyond a water-mill across the river, which flows
from the 1. foreground under Folly bridge r., a barge lowering sail to pass under
the bridge ; two men with a clothes-basket iu the r. foreground, two other
figures on the bridge.
Water colours and body colours ; imp., 13 X 20| in.

The building has now entirely disappeared.
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7. THE SOLDIER'S RETURN. In a village street, with the workhouse r., and an inn

with the sign of the Chequers 1., a one-legged soldier returned from tlie wars
encounters his wife with a new mate and two strange children, while his own
four boys and girls run rugged from the workhouse to greet him; a woman
looks from the inn door, and a man is seen smoking in the window ; and a

pair of stag's horns set on a post painted with the chequers, symbolizes the

situation.

Water colours and Indian ink with pen outlines ; imp., 14J x 20J in.

Nos. 5-7 were purchased October, 1862.

GRISET, Ernest (living artist). Draughtsman and book-illustrator
;

of

French extraction
;
came to London in the early sixties

; worked for

Dalziel Bros., illustrating a number of books with grotesque and
humorous sketches, 1866-89

;
much of his work appeared in 'Fun.'

1. THE NUBIAN LION. A lion lying on his side, the hpad towards the 1., with
half-shut eyes. Signed Ernest Griset, and inscribed, Nubian Lion.

Black chalk, partly washed with water colours ; ant., 17J x 30 in.

Purchased August, 1880.

Reproduced in chromo-lithography by the Art for Schools Association, 1894.

GRISONI, Giuseppe (b. 1692, d. 1769). Painter; son of a Florentine
artist and pupil of Tommaso Redi

; employed at Rome by J. Talman,
who brought him to England, 1715; worked in England, painting
portraits and illustrating books; returned to Rome 1728, and died

there 1769.

1. A POPE IN PONTIFICAL ROBES. A whole-length figure, standing under a green
curtain, with r. hand raised in blessing. Inscribed below, The Pope, roabed
in Ms Pimtificall vestments upon some grand Festival, as Christmai l>ay, with
his Tripple Crown and Mantle; these ornaments are according to y" forms and
modes of y

e
fourteenth and fivttecnth Cetiturys, they being now after an other

manner, and lets weighty and costly. The Tiara, Mantle and Pectoral (which are

exceeding rich) ivere copyedfrom y
e
originalls preserved at St. Peters at Rome.

Signed and dated, O. G. l'~lo
r

: delin : 1722.
Water colours and body colours, and gold; (with margin) 21 J x 15| in.

2. THE DUCAL CROWN OF VENICE. A side view. Marked A at the r. Inscribed,
The Ducal Horn or Crown belonging to y

e
present Doge of Venice of y

e house

of Comoro, 1717 ; it it used on most solemn days as in y
f

grand Hall of
Council, on Thanksgiving days wlien y" Doqe Hears Te Deum in St. Mark's Church
on Ascention day when he goeth in y

e Bucentoro towards y" Lido to espouse

LSea
&c. It is richly wove with gold on siluer tissue, and stifned with past

rd, the lining is white Satten ; it is kept in y
e
Doge's own Appartment. A it

the part wore in front.
Signed and dated, Joseph Grisoni delin. 1719.
Water colours, body colours, and gold; (witli margin) 14f x 11 in.

Both purchased April, 1893, in an album with similar drawings by other hands.

GROSE, Francis (b. about 1731, d. 1791). Antiquary and draughtsman;
born in Middlesex, son of a Swiss

; exhibited tinted drawings of
architecture at the Royal Academy, 1767-77 ; published

'

Antiquities
of England and Wales,' 1773-87,

'

Antiquities of Scotland,' 1789-91,
and other works, containing many illustrations by himself.

1. SOUTH-WEST ASPECT or DUDLEY PRIORY, WORCESTERSHIRE. View of the remains
of the Priory, with farm buildings adjoining, seen across a stream or pond.

Indian ink, tinted in water colours, anu with pen outlines ; roy., 9f x 16 in.

Engraved in '

Antiquities of England and Wales,' Vol. iv.

Purchased May, 1876.
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2. GWTDEB BRIDGE, WALES. A three-arched bridge over a stream, with houses
under a wooded hill on the further bank r., and two women and two men on
the near bank.

Indian ink, tinted In water colours, and with pen outlines; roy.. 5J x 8J in.

Purchased June, 1881.

3. CASTLE CORNET, GrERNSEY. The fort on its islet, seen from a wooded shore

across a strait ; in the distance r., the islands of Hurm and Bark, and 1., on the

horizon, Alderney ; a frigate at anchor near the castle.

Indian ink and water colours, with pen outlines ; imp., 9J X 19j| in.

Different from either of the two views engraved in '

Antiquities of England
and Wales, Supplement,' Vol. II.

Purchased May, 1876.

4. EAST ASPECT OP CASTLE RCSHIN, ISLE OP MAS. The castle and houses
around it seen from a bridge 1. over a stream, which runs along the foreground;
a woman and two men on the bridge.

Indian ink and water colours, with pen outlines ; imp., 11J X 19| in.

Engraved in 'Antiquities of Englmd and Wales,' Vol. iv. The engraving
bears the date 20th of May, 1795, and the name of S. Hooper as draughtsman.
Hooper, however, was only the publisher of the work.

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy sale.

5. SOUTH VIEW OF ELY PLACE, HOLBORN. Courtyard, colonnade, and south side

of the hall.

Indian ink, tinted with water colours; 10J X 18 in.

Engraved in '

Antiquities of England and Wales,' Vol. II.

6. EAST VIEW or ELY PLACE. With the chapel at the r.

Indian ink, unfinished ; llf X 19| in.

7. NORTH VIEW OF ELY PLACE. The chapel at the r.

Indian ink, unfinished ; 12jj X 19J in.

Engraved in 'Antiquities of England and Wales,' Vol. n. The print is

dated May 16, 1772. Ely Place was pulled down, all except the chapel
which still exists in 1775. Probably all these drawings were made in

1772. They were bought at Grose's sale in 1791, and are inserted in

Vol. Til. of tlie interleaved Pennant's '

Lundon,' bequeathed by J. C. Crowle,

Esq., 1811.

8. THE WHITE TOWER OF THE TOWER OP LONDON, NORTH-WEST FRONT, 1784.

Water colours and pen sketch ; 10J x 11J in.

In Portfolio xx. (No. 149) of the Crace Collection of London Views,
purchased November, 1880.

GUEST, Thomas Douglass (b. 1781). Painter, chiefly of portraits and
historical subjects; studied at the Royal Academy from 1801, and
won a Gold Medal 1805

;
exhibited there and at other galleries

between 1803-1839.

1. A VIEW FROM THE ROCKS AT TuNBRiDGE WELLS. Two men and a dog on a
mass of rocks r., looking out over the undulating hilly country. Signed and
dated, l>. Guest 1813, and inscribed with the above title on the lower

margin.
Indian ink, with pen outlines, slightly tinted ; roy., 8J x 12 J in.

Purchased July, 1878.
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GYFPORD, Edward (b. 1772, d. about 1834). Architectural draughts-
man

;
studied at the Royal Academy from 1789, and exhibited there

between 1791 and 1799.

1. INTERIOR OP ST. STEPHEN'S, WALBROOK, LOOKING W. With two figures near

tlie W. door beneath the organ.
Indian ink and water-colour tint ; roy., 6j X 5| in.

Purchased October, 1877.

2. INTERIOR OF ST. STEPHEN'S, WALBROOK, LOOKING E. With a man and a

woman standing before thu altuT-pieOA.
Indian ink and water-colour tint ; roy., GJ X 5 J in.

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy sale.

GYLES, Henry (b. about 1640, d. 1709). Glass painter; lived at York,
and worked there, also at Oxford and Cambridge ;

revived the art of

glass painting, which had died out in England ;
best known by his

east window in the chapel of University College, Oxford.

1. PORTRAIT or THE ARTIST. Head in three-quarter face, directed 1., eyes full,

with long curling hair; the luist lightly indicated. Inscribed, Ye
effigies of

Mr. Hen. Gyles the celebrated Glasse painter at Yorlce.

Coloured chalks on buff paper ; roy., 12| X 9 in.

Purchased February, 1852.

HAGHE, Louis (b. 1806, d. 1885). Water-colour painter and litho-

grapher ;
born at Tournay in Belgium ; pupil of his father, an

architect, and of De La Barriere
;
came to England as a youth and

worked here till death
; distinguished first by his lithographs of

foreign scenery, afterwards for his water colours, to which after 1852
he devoted himself entirely ; painted chiefly historical subjects with
interiors.

1. IN THE CHDRCH OP ST. PAUL, AT ANTWERP. A corner in the sacristy of the

church, witli low vaulted ceiling, window r. above a black marble oblong basin
and pump, door and steps leading upwards 1. Signed L. Hughe and inscribed
St. Paul Anvers 1845.

Purchased June, 1889.

HAIR, Thomas H. (worked about 1838-1849). Painter, chiefly of land-

scapes ; exhibited at the Royal Academy and elsewhere between
1838-1849.

1. FLODDEN FIELD. English knights charging from the 1. to attack the Scots
army drawn up on slopes towards the r. and already engaged with the English
front ranks. Above, showers of arrows fly against the cloudy sky. Inscribed
Flodden, by Thos. H. Hair.
Water colours; roy., 8j x 13J in.

Purchased August, 1875.
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HALFPENNY, Joseph (b. 1748, d. 1811). Topographical draughtsman
and engraver ;

born in Yorkshire
;

first a house-painter, then

drawing-master ;
worked under John Carr at the restoration of York

Minster, from which he drew and engraved the ' Gothic Ornaments,"

published by him 1795-1800; best known by this work and his
'

Fragmenta Vetusta,' 1807.

1. LANDSCAPE WITH A MANSION IN THE DISTANCE. A river curving thr.mgh
meadows from the r. and flowing out again r. past a road in the foreground, on
which is a man walking by a horse and cart ; a group of cattle on the further

bank; at a little distance a range of hills closing the view; and on the top of

tlie ridge, towards the 1., a large mansion above slopes of park. Signed and
dated /. ff., 1793.

Water colours; imp., 16| X 22J in.

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy sale.

HALFPENNY, William (worked about 1722-1752). Architect; pub-
lished several works on architecture.

1.
' A PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF THE SUNK PIER AND THE TWO ADJOINING ARCHES AT
WESTMINSTER.' Signed By Will m . Halfpenny, Architect; with explanation
in MS.
Pen and sepia wash ; 10J x 17 in.

In Portfolio v. I No. 94) of the Grace Collection of London Views, purchased
November, 1880.

HALL, George Lowthian (worked about 1856-1878). Landscape
painter ; worked in London

;
exhibited a number of pictures at the

Royal Academy and elsewhere between 1856-1878.

1. HASTINGS. View from the upper part of the valley between the East and West
Cliffs, looking over the roofs of the old town to the sea beyond ; the church on

high ground 1. and two children on the grass slopes of the foreground. Signed
G. L. Hall, and inscribed Hastings.

Pencil on greenish paper, heightened with white; imp., 13| x 20| in.

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy sale.

HAMILTON, Hugh Douglas (b. about 1734, d. 1806). Portrait painter ;

born in Dublin ; pupil of James Mannin
;
won reputation in Dublin

and afterwards in London by small crayon portraits ;
went to Rome

1778, and worked there for some years ;
afterwards painted in oils

with less success, but continued in vogue ;
returned about 1791 to

Dublin, where he died.

1. PORTRAIT OP A GENTLEMAN. Head and bust, almost in profile, directed 1. and

looking 1., with slight smile; wearing wig. Signed H. D. Hamilton delin' :

1772.

Coloured chalks; oval; roy., 10J x 8 in.

Purchased February, 1*88.

HAMILTON, James (b. 1819, d. 1878). Painter; born in Ireland; went

young to America and worked there chiefly ;
in England 1854-1856

;

illustrated the ' Arabian Nights
' and other popular works.

1. ARCTIC SCENE. An ice floe in the Polar Sea rising into a massive berg 1., under

which, near the foreground, a man stands with a gunj further off to the r. two
other figures on the ice, and tall stakes erected at intervals between the berg

VOL. n. s
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and another berg in the distance ; above, a dark sky flushed on the horizon.

Signed J. Hamilton.
Water colours ; roy., 6J X 10J in.

This drawing was probably made from a sketch by Dr. E. K. Kane for that
traveller's 'Arctic Explorations' (Philadelphia, 1856), the illustrations in
which were prepared by Hamilton ; but this subject doea not appear among
those engraved.

HAMILTON, John (worked about 1766-1777). Antiquary and draughts-
man

; F.S.A. ; exhibited at the Society of Artists between 1766 and
1777.

1. BACK VIEW OF TYBURN AT AN EXECUTION. The back of a row of crowded
stands adjoinim; a low building 1. ; at the r. men mounted on ladders fixed
together. Inscribed, By J. Hamilton. A back view or scetch [sic] of Tyhourn,
Taken Oct. the 14<* 1767, the day that Guest the Bankers cleric was hanged. It
was the custom of Lamplighters in those days to erect their ladders together fur
permns to mount them at 2d & 3d each to see the Execution. Some of their

partys frequently pulled down the ladders to get fresh customers to mount.
3rd June 1793.
Pen and ink and water colours ; 5 x HJ in.

Purchased July, 1883.

HAMILTON, William, R.A. (b. 1751, d. 1801). Painter; born at
Chelsea, of Scotch parentage ; studied at the Royal Academy ;

exhibited 1774-1801 portraits, mythological and historical pictures,
and small rural subjects; elected A.R.A. 1784, R.A. 1789.

1. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

() BLIND MAN'S BUFF. A boy playing blind man and three little girls
eluding him ; in a field with palings and tree behind.
Water colours, with pen outlines ; oval ; 5J x 6f in.

(&) SEE-SAW. A little boy and girl riding see-saw on a plank, the girl who is
at the r. weighing it down and falling off; two other girls behind her, one
kneeling, and another girl in front at the 1. ; behind at the r. a bank and
tree.

Water colours, with pen outline; one of the figures altered in body
colour

; oval ; 5J x 6J in.

Purchased December, 1853.

2. RUSTIC COURTSHIP. A shepherd with his crook on his shoulder and his dog at
his heel speaking to a milkmaid, who has set down her pail by a stile 1. under
Borne trees, and taking her shy hand; ehe looks doubtfully at him, hanging her
head ; beyond them r., a wide meadow bounded by trees, with church and
cottage among them ; a shepherd on horseback and a boy driving a flock across
the meadow.
Water colours ; highly finished ; imp., 15jj x 20J in.

Purchased May, 1857.

3. ULYSSES, HAVING SLAIN THE SUITORS, SPARES PHEMIUS. Ulysses, over whom
floats Pallas Athene holding spear and aegis, stands over the slain body of a
suitor and looks down, sword in hand, on the bard Phemius, who prostrates
himself on the steps before him, his ly/e leaning against a pillar r Signed
and dated W">. Hamilton, R.A., 1796.
Water colours, highly finished ; imp., 20 x 13J in.
Exhibited at the Royal Academy, 1796.

Purchased March, 1859.
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HANNAN, William (d. about 1775). Draughtsman and decorative

painter ;
born in Scotland ;

best known by his decorations of Lord
le Despenser's house at West Wycombe ; exhibited views of the Lake

Country 1769-1772.

1. A VIEW OF THE HOUSE AND PART OF THE GARDEN OF SIR FRANCIS DASH-

WOOD, BART , AT WEST WYCOMB. IN THE COUNTY OF BUCKS. The house, built

in classical style, seen at a little distance 1., the front looking r. over lawns
that slope to a stream ; two men on the lawn in the foreground aud trees at the

r., three other figures farther off near a grove on the slope.
Black chalk (the figures in Indian ink), partly gone over with pen; imp.,

13i x 20J in.

2. A VIEW OF THE LAKE, ETC. TAKEN FROM THE CENTRE WALK IN THE
GARDES OF WEST WYCOMB. A lake with a wooded islet in the middle; on
the bank in the foreground 1., three ladies feeding swans and ducks; towards
the r. two men talking; two men and a boy on the island, round the far end
of which sails a boat : in the distance 1. among trees a glimpse of the house.

Black chalk, partly gone over with Indian ink and pen ; imp., 13J x 20J in.

Both engraved, with two other views of the same house, by W. Woollett.

The prints were published 1757.

Both purchased December, 1853.

HARCOURT, Lady Elizabeth (b. 1739, d. 1811). Amateur painter;
married Sir William Lee, Bart.

;
her portrait by Reynolds has been

more than once engraved.

1. NUNEHAM CHURCH, OXFORDSHIRE. A sloping field, up which a path winds to

a barn and haystacks among trees, with the church at the 1. Inscribed
Nuneham church, Ox[on].

Pencil aud Indian-ink sketch ; roy., 4J x 9J in.

Purchased May, 1876.

HARCOURT, William, 3rd Earl (b. 1743, d. 1830). Field-marshal;
entered the army 1759 ; distinguished himself in the American
War of Independence and in other service; became a general 1796,
and held various governorships and Court appointments under

George III. and George IV. ; succeeded to the title 1809.

1. VIEW OF HAVANA. View from a tower or other height over the roofs of the
town to the harbour and the wooded shore beyond.

Indian ink, slightly tinted ; imp., 12J x 20J in.

This drawing was probably made in 1702, when Hareourt was aide-de-camp
to Lord Albemarle at the taking of Havana.

Purchased December, 1882.

HARDEN, John (worked early in the nineteenth century). Draughts-
man; biography unknown.

1. MILL AT AMBLESIDE. A water-mill, built r. above the rocky bank of a
stream, into which pours a waterfall at the 1. ; beyond, the mountains aud a

cloudy sky.
Water colours ; roy., 11| x 16J in.

This drawing was purchased May, 1879, as the work of John Harden; but
the name does not appear on the drawing, iind no evidence of his existence aa
an artist is as yet forthcoming.

HARDING, Charles (worked about 1822-1847). Painter; exhibited,

chiefly domestic subjects, between 1822 and 1847.
s 2
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1. WEOBLET CASTLE, IN THE PARISH OP LLAN RHIDIAN, GLAMOROAN. The
castle at a little distance 1. on a ridge which slopes down to the sea r., beyond
which appears the distant coast ; in the foreground a group of rocks with two

figures near and two trees r. Signed C. H.

Sepia; roy., 10J x 17 in.

Purchased November, 1879.

HARDING, George Perfect (d. 1853). Portrait painter and copyist ;

son of Silvester Harding ; exhibited miniatures at the Royal
Academy 1802-1840, but chiefly noted for water-colour copies of

historical portraits in palaces, country seats and colleges ; supplied

engravings to several antiquarian works, and published a series of

historical portraits previously unengraved.

1. EDWARD, 3ni> EARL OF BEDFORD
;
APTEK MARC GHEERARDTS. AVhole length,

wearing hat, and seated somewhat towards the 1. in an armchair on a brilliant

carpet, r. arm in muff and carried in a sliuu;, the fuce nearly full, turnc d a
little 1. Signed G. P. Harding fecit, and inscribed on the black frame border

Edward, 3rd Earl of Bedford.
Water colours, highly finished ; roy., 10J X GS it).

The original picture is at Woburn Abbey, No. 72 in Schnrfs Catalogue of
the pictures at Woburn.

2. FRANCIS, 4TH EARL OP BEDFORD ; AFTER VANDYOK. Half length, nearly full

face, turned a little r., eyes full.

Water colours, highly finished ; roy., 5 X 4J in.

The original picture, whole length, is at Woburn (Scharf, No. 97).

3. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

() EDWARD, LORD RUSSELL ; AFTER AN UNKNOWN MASTER. Half length standing
in doublet and cloak, with cap and feather, the face turned eligntly 1., eyes
full ; at the 1. a window looking on a garden, and a man walking in

labyrinth ; under the window Fata Viam Invenient ; above, r., 1573
M" SVJE 22; in the r. hand, four serpents holding a label inscribed
Fides Homini Serpentiliue Fraus.
Water colours, highly finished ; 5| x 4 in.

(fc) FRANCIS, LORD RUSSELL ; AFTER AN UNKNOWN MASTER. Companion picture
to the preceding ; half length, standing, in doublet, cloak, and cap, turned
a little 1., eyes full, r. hand in belt ; behind, two windows with 1. a ship
and coa*t, r. a lady surrounded by animals.
Water colours, highly finished ; 5J X * in.

The two sitters in these portraits were the eldest and third sons re-

spectively of the 2nd Earl of Bedford. The original pictures are at
Woburn (Scharf, Nos. 30 and 31).

4. Two on one moxint, roy., viz. :

(a) ROBERT DE VERB, 9TH EARL OP OXFORD, K.G. Head in profile, looking ].,

wearing crown and ermine tippet. In a black frame border. Signed with

monogram.
Water colours, highly finished ; 4f x 4f in.

Engraved by C. Hall, 1782. The original was in Horace Walpole's
collection.

(6) WILLIAM, LORD RUSSELL OP THORNHAUOH; AFTER AN UNKNOWN MASTER.
Half length standing, in slashed dress anil large ruff, looking full.

Water colours, highly finished ; 5f x 5J in.

The original, a whole Itngth, is at Woburn (Scharf, No. 54). Engraved
by W. Gnatbach for Harding's Historical Portraits.'

5. WRIOTHESLEY, 2ND DUKE OF BEDFORD. Head and bust in three-quarter face
turned r., eyes full, wearing wig and crimson coat crossed by blue ribbon. In
an ovul ; signed and dated 6. P. Harding, 1820.
Water colours, highly finished ; roy., 4J x 3J in.
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6. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) THOMAS HOPE, OF DEEPDENE, AUTHOK OF ' ANASTASIUS '

; AFTER SIR
W. BEECHEY. Whole length in Turkish costume, standing and facing to

front, the face looking L, with long pipe in 1. hand
; behind, a mosque and

cypresses. Signed, on a pillow at the r., G. P. Harding f.
Water colours, highly finished ; 5| x 4J in.

(b) THOMAS HOPE, OF DEEPDENE; AFTER SIR W. BEECHEY. From the same

picture, to the waist only, on a larger scale. Signed G. P. Harding fecit.
Water colours, highly finished ; 5J X 4J in.

The original picture, painted 1798, is at DeepJeue.

Nos. 1-6 were purchased December, 1868.

7. THOMAS, LORD COVENTRY, LORD KEEPER; AFTER CORNELIUS JANSEN. Three-

quarter length, standing, in rubes of tlie Lord Keeper, with r. hand resting on
the great seal in a purse on a table ; head turned a little 1., eyes full. Signed
and dated G. P. Harding delt. 1811.

Water colours, highly finished ; roy., 8J X 7 in.

The original picture is at Grove Park, Watford, and has been engraved by
J. S. Agar.

8. EDWARD HYDE, EARL OF CLARENDON ; AFTER SIR PETER LELY. Three-quarter
length, seuted towards the 1. in Lord Chancellor's robes, looking full, the great
seal on the table 1., pillar and curtain beliind.

W'ater colours, highly finished; roy., 7| X 6 in.

The original picture is at Grove Park, and bus been engraved by R. Cooper.

9. JOHN WILLIAMS, ARCHBISHOP OF YORK AND LORD KEEPER ; AFTER C. JANSEN.

Three-quarter length, sen ted towards the 1., in black robes and ruff, ejes
looking full, r. hand on a table on which lies the purse of office. Signed and
dated G. P. Harding del. 1808.

Water colours, highly finished
; roy., 9| x 7J in.

The original picture was engraved in mezzotint by Dunkarton in 1814, at

which time it was in the possession of the Rev. Cooper Willyams, of King-
stone, near Canterbury ; engraved also by J. Stow for Harding's

' Deans of

Westminster.'

Nos. 7-9 were purchased May, 1870.

10. ROBERT DUDLEY, EARL OF LEICESTER. Full half length standing, turned
somewhat r., with 1. band on table and r. hand on hip, wearing doublet and
trunk hose, cap with red feathers, and chain with the George : the lace in

three-quarters turned r., eyes full. Signed and dated G. P. Harding delt. 1818,
and inscribed on the black frame border Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester.

Water colours, highly finished ; roy., 8| x 6 in.

11. SIR THOMAS MEAUTYS; AFTER VANSOMER. Whole length, standing in a park
and turned nearly to front, wearing hat and riding boots, and with a huge
gash; 1. hand on liip, javelin in r. hand; the face in three-quarters turmd r.,

eyes full. Signed G. P. Harding delt.

Water colours, highly finished ; roy., 10j x 6| in.

On the back of the mount is pasted the following note : Sir Thomas Meautys,
Kt., Secretary to Sir Francis Bacon, and Clerk of the Privy Council to James I.

and Charles I. He married Anne, eldest daughter of Sir Nathaniel Bacon, of

Culford. From an original picture by Vansomer in the collection of Lord Viscount

Grimston at Gorhatnbury, Herts. H. 6. 10. W. 4. 3.

Nos. 10-11 were purchased October, 1872.

12. SIR CHARLES CORNWALLIS. Three-quarter length, standing, turned to front, in

black cap, gown, and ruff, r. hand on breast, 1. hand on table, on which is the

official purse ; the face turned slightly 1. and looking full. Signed G. P. Harding
and inscribed on the margin, Sir Charles Cornwallis, Treasurer to Henry, Prince

of Wales, Ambassador to Spain, 1603. From the original picture in the posses-
sion of C. Bryant, Esq.
Water colours, highly finished ; roy., 11 x 8g in.
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13. PHILIP HERBERT, EARL or PEMBROKE ; AFTER VANDYCK. Pull three-quarter
length, standing, turned towards the front and 1., and leaning against a
pillar r. ; wearing black cap and dress, with the George and the Garter; the
face in three-quarters turned 1., eyes full

; r. hand on hip, 1. hand holding a
paper ; a background of park and stream at the 1.

Water colours, highly finished ; roy., DJ x 6J in.

14. HENRY LAWES, THE MUSICIAN. Head and bust in three-quarter face, turned r.,

eyes looking full. Inscribed on the broad margin Henru Lames, from the
Music School, Oxford.
Water colours, highly finished ; roy., 10J x 7J in.

15. FREDERICK, IST BARON CORNWALLIS. Three-quarter length, standing, turned
towards front and r., with r. hand leaning on stonework and holding a long
wand of office, 1. hand on breast, face in three-quarters turned r., eyes looking
full; at the r. a window with view of wood and hill. Signed and dated
G. P. Harding, 1817. Inscribed on the margin, Frederick, 1st Lord Cornwaltis,
from the original in the collection of the Earl of Verulam.

Water colours, highly finished
; roy., 9J x 6J in.

16. TOPHAM BEAUCLERK. Head and bust turned 1., the face ID three-quarters
looking over the 1. shouldnr

; in an oval.

Pencil and water colours; roy., 4 x 3J in.

Engraved by S. Bellin.

17. DR. THOMAS WHARTON. Head and bust, wearing cap and gown, the face in three-

quarters turned 1., the eyes full. Inscribed on the broad margin, Dr. Thomas
Wharton from the original in the College of Physicians, London.
Water colours, highly finished; roy., 8J x 6JJ in.

18. SIR CHARLES SCARBOROUGH AND DR. ARRIS; AFTER ROBERT GREENBURY. Half
length figures ; Scarborough 1. seated and lecturing on a body dissected by his

demonstrator, Arris, who stands r., holding the subject's arm ; both in official

robes; above 1., Scarborough's arms and IE" 36, 1651; r., Arris's arms and M" 56 ;

below, a panel with Latin complimentary verses. Signed and dated G. P.

Harding delt. 1818. Inscribed on the lower margin Sir Charles Scarborough,
first Physician to Charles II. James II. & William III. ; he died Feb. 26, 1693 ;

ami Doctor Edward Arrix ; was a Physician & of Brazen Nose College, Oxford,& served in parliamint for St. Albans, in 1661.
Water colours, highly finished ; roy., 9} x 8 in.

The figure of Scarborough was engraved by J. Brown from this drawing and
published by Harding, 1845.

19. EDWARD MONTAGUE, EARL OF SANDWICH. Half length, wearing corslet, the face
in three-quarters turned 1., eyes looking full.

Indian ink, highly finished ; roy., 4f x 4 in.

Nos. 12-19 were purchased July, 1878.

20. WILLIAM LENTHALL, SPEAKER
; AFTEB THE PICTURE IN THE NATIONAL PORTRAIT

GALLERY. Three-quarter length in robes, seated towards the r., the face in

three-quarters, eyes full, r. hand on arm of chair, 1. hand on breast; pilaster
behind ami curtain 1.

; at the r. a table with an open letter on it, on which is

the signature G. P. Harding.
Water colours, highly finished ; roy., 8J x 6J in.

21. QUEEN ELIZABETH. Half length, turned slightly 1., the face in three-quarters,
looking 1. ; both hands held in front of her, the r. hand holding a glove ; in rich
dress with small ruff. A youthful portrait. Signed with monogram and inscribed
on the black frame border Elizabeth.

Water colours, highly finished ; roy., fif x 4f in.

Described in detail in F. M. O'Donughue's catalogue of Portraits of Queen
Elizabeth, p. 25, No. 5.

22. SIB NICHOLAS BACON. Head and bust wearing cap and furred coat with ruff,
the face in three-quarters turned r., eyes looking full, r. hand held in front of
the body and holding a gilt btaff. Signed and dated on the black frame
border, G. P. Harding 1818.
Water colours, highly finished ; roy., 6J x 4| in.

Apparently after a variant, of the National Portrait Gallery picture which
has purse, seal, and inscription, but otherwise corresponds to this.
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23. JOHN KEMP, ARCHBISHOP OP CANTERBURY. Whole length figure in avchiepiscopal
robes and mitre, standing turned to the r. and looking r. with crozier in r. hand,

open book and scourge in 1. hand ; a background of landscape with church in

the distance. Signed and dated G. P. H., delt 1807. Below on a black frame

border, a tablet inscribed, John Kemp, Abp. of Canterbury, 1452. From an

original picture at Strawberry Hill, brought from the Abbey of St. Edmunds Bury.
Drawn by George Perfect Harding, 1807.

Water colours, highly finished ; roy., 13} x 6J in.

The picture was engraved by J. Swaine for the 'Gentleman's Magazine'
Vol. xxiv. November, 1845.

Nos. 20-23 were purchased November, 1881.

21. THOMAS, 7TH EARL or ELGIN ; AFTER ANTON GRAFF. Whole length, standing
in a landscape facing to front, head and eyes turned a little to the r., legs

crossed, r. hand leaning on sword, 1. hand on hip and holding cap. Signed
G. P. Harding fecit.
Indian ink ; roy., 8j X 5J iu.

Etched by S. J. Ferris, 1886.

Purchased February, 1898.

25. KlRTLINQ, SEAT OF LORD NORTH ; AFTER A PICTURE. View of the brick hoUSO

standing 1. and facing r., with terraced garden in front and at the side ; tlie path
from the main entrance passing through an isolated tower and a walled

enclosure r., outside which a couch is being driven ; behind, woody slopes ;

various figures in the foreground and about the garden.
Water colours ; roy., 5J x 8J in.

Purchased January, 1878.

26. VIEW OF PARIS FROM THE PONT Louis SEIZE. View looking up the Seine to the

Pont Eoyal, with Notre Dame in the distance, and the Tuileries 1. Inscribed

View of Paris taTtenfrom the Pont Louis Seize.

Pencil ; roy., 6J X 11 in.

Etched by Harding.

Purchased June, 1879.

27. WROXTON, THE SEAT OF THE EARL OF GUILFORD. Front view of the house.

Signed G. P. Harding.
Indian ink ; 6J x 7 J in.

Inserted in Vol. iv. (No. 226) of the interleaved Pennant's '

London,"

bequeathed by J. C. Crowle, Esq., 1811.

28. PORTRAIT OF SIR JOHN HOUBLON, KT. Three-quarter length seated in Lord

Mayor's robes, turned towards front and 1., in three-quarter face looking full.

Signed and dated G. P. Harding delt, 1801.

Indian ink, highly finished ; 5J x 4J in.

Inserted in Vol. xn. (No. 109) of Ciowle's ' Pennant.'

HARDING, James Duffield (b. 1798, d. 1863). Landscape painter and

lithographer ;
born at Deptford ;

learnt engraving under C. Pye, but

left this for water-colour painting ; elected Associate of the Water-

Colour Society 1820, Member 1821 ; one of the first to introduce the

free use of body colour ; from 1843 painted also in oils, but is better

known by his numerous sets of lithographs, illustrating scenery
abroad and at home, and reproducing studies of trees and archi-

tecture ;
author of several text-books on art.

1. SCHOONER IN A BREEZE. A schooner tacking to the 1., her crew shortening sail ;

at the 1. a distant brig standing towards the r. ; in the r. upper corner a study
of a boy with a pitcher on his shoulder.

Pencil on drab paper, heightened with white ; roy., 9f x 13J in.

Purchased December, 1867.
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HARDING, Silvester (b. 1745, d. 1809). Painter and publisher; born
at Newcastle-under-Lyne ; from 1775 painted miniatures and

portraits of theatrical celebrities, and made water-colour copies of

old portraits; published with his brother Edward from 1786 various

historical and other illustrated works, including a long series of

portraits called the '

Biographical Mirrour.'

1. ROBERT PLOT, D.D., THE ANTIQUARY. Three-quarter length seated towards tho

1., in doctor's red gown and periwig, the face in three quarters turned 1., eyes
full ; a pillar behind 1., by which the r. hand rests and holds a paper ; 1. hand
on hip.
Water colours, highly finished ; roy., 6f x 5f in.

Engraved in tlie 'Biographical Mirrour,' 1802. The original picture, by
William Reader, is in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.

2. MICHAEL DRAYTON. Head and shoulders, the face looking full but turned

slightly r.

Water colours, highly finished ; oval ; roy., 5 X 4J in.

Engraved by R. Clamp for the 'Biographical Mirrour,' 1794. The original
is at Dulwich College.

3. THOMAS TICKELL. Head and shoulders in three-quarter, face turned 1., wearing
periwig.
Water colours, highly finished; oval ; roy., 5J X 4J in.

Engraved by Clump for the '

Biographical Mirrour,' 1796. The original is in

the hall of Queen's College, Oxford.

4. DAVID MURRAY, 2ND EARL OP MANSFIELD. Three quarter length standing
and facing 1., the face in three-quarters, eyes looking r., wearing the Thistle
011 his robes.

Water colours, highly finished ; roy., 6| x 5J in.

5. JOSEPH PULLEN, M. A.
; AFTER BYNG. Bust facing nearly full, turned slightly

1., eyes full-

Water colours, highly finished ; roy., 5J X 4| in.

Engraved by E. Harding junior for the '

Biographical Mirrour,' 1796. The
original picture is in the Bodleian Gallery.

6. HENRY HAMMOND, D.D. Half length in D.D. cap and gown, the face in three-

quarters, turned 1 , eyes looking full.

Water colours, highly finished : roy., 5J x 4| in.

Engraved by Clamp for the '

Biographical Mirrour,' 1796. The original is in

the hall of Magdalen College, Oxford.

7. RICHARD GOBBET, BISHOP OF NORWICH. Short three-quarter length, standing
facing to front, in black gown, with hands crossed before him.

Wiiter colours, highly finished; roy., 6J x 4J in.

Engraved by Harding for the '

Biographical Mirrour,' 1796. The original

picture is in the hall of Christ Church, Oxford.

8. SIR WILLIAM DUGDALE. Head and bust facing to front ; the face looking full,

but turned slightly r., wearing gown and skull cap over long curling wig.
Water colours, highly finished; oval, roy., 4i x 3j| in.

Engraved by Berrel for the 'Biographical Mirrour,' 1802. The original

picture is in the Bodleian Gallery.

9. SIR HABBOTTLE GBIMSTON, MASTER OF THE ROLLS; AFTER SIR P. LELY. Head
and bust seated facing nearly to front, turned slightly 1., wearing skull cap over

long curls and judicial robes ; curtain 1.

Water colours, highly finished ; rny., 5J x 4$ in.

Engraved by Clamp for the '

Biographical Mirrour,' 1796. From an original

picture by Sir P. Lely in the collection of Lord Verulam.

10. THEODORE HAAK, TRANSLATOR. Half length, seated at a table on which his r.

hand rests, the face in three-quarters turned and looking 1.

Water colour.*, highly finished ; roy , 6 x 4| in.

EnpmvH by E. Harding for the '

Biographical Mirrour,' 179<j. The original
is in the Bodleian Gallery.
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11. SIR HENRY SAVILE. Whole length, standing facing towards front and r., eyes

looking full, in black dress, gown, and skull cap, r. hand holding gloves, 1. hand
on a book which lies on a table, with a letter and hat ; chair and curtain 1.

Water colours, highly finished ; roy., 8J x 5f in.

The original picture is at Eton College.

12. THOMAS LEQGE, LL.D. Half length facing to front, wearing flat cap and run',

the 1. hand holding a glove.
Indian ink ; roy., 4 J x 3f in.

13. HENRY HOWARD, EARL OP NORTHAMPTON. Half length, facing to front, head in

three-quarter face turned 1., looking full; wearing hat and ruff. Dated 1609.
Water colours and Indian ink ; roy., 5J x 3J in.

At the back is a memorandum stating this to be from an original picture
at Trinity College, Greenwich. S. Harding f. A drawing from a portrait of

Northampton 'in the collection of Mr. Harding,' which seems a modified

replica of this, was engraved by Clamp for the '

Biographical Mirrour,' 1796.

14. JOHN STILL, BISHOP OF BATH AND WELLS. Half length, facing to front and r.,

the face looking full, turned slightly r. ; wearing skull cap and bishop's vest-

ments, r. hand holding a hook.

Water colours ; roy., 4f x 3J in.

Engraved by John Jones. The original picture is in the Master's Lodge
at Trinity College, Cambridge.

Nos. 1-14 were bequeathed by the Rev. C. M. Cracherode, 1799.

15. JOHN CARTER, F.S.A. ; WITH BACKGROUND BY CARTER. Half length, seated at a
table in a library, facing to front ; the head turned somewhat r. and looking r.,

with a book on the ' Costume of England
'

iu his hands on the table.

Pencil, unfinished : the background tinted in water colours ; roy., 10J x 7J in.

See Vol. I. p. 198, for Carter's biography.

Purchased October, 1886.

[16-22.] Drawings inserted in the interleaved copy of Pennant's London, bequeathed
by J. C. Crowle, Esq ,

1811.

16. ELIAS ASHMOLE. Head and bust in an oval facing and looking to front, the
head turned slightly r. Signed S. Harding del.

Water colours, highly finished ; 5 X 4 in.

In Vol. I., No. 215.

Engraved
' from a portrait in the possession of J. P. Harding.'

17. RICHARD NEILE, BISHOP OF DURHAM. Half length nearly full face, turned

slightly r. ; in episcopal vestments. Signed on mount S. Harding del, and in-

scribed Bp. Neale. Original at St. John's, Cambridge.
Water colours, highly finished ; 4f x 3f iu.

In Vol. ii., No. 30.

18. HENRY, IST BARON NORREYS. Three-quarter length, standing facing to front

and looking full, in rich suit of armour, holding baton in r. hand, 1. hand on
sword-hilt ; helmet on table 1. Inscribed on the mount, Henry Lord Norris,
Picture at Lady Paulelt's.

Water colours, highly finished ; 6j x 5 in.

In Vol. H., No. 219.

19. MICHAEL LORT, D.D., F.R.S. Half length in oval, standing turned 1, the face

in three-quarters, eyes looking full; wearing a wig; curtain behind. Signed
S. Harding. Inscribed on the mount, Dr. Lori, Librarian to the Duke of Devon-

shire, from the original at Dr. Farmer's, Eman. Coll., Cambridge.
Water colours, highly finished ; 5 x 4J ins.

In Vol. v., No. 119.

20. ELIZABETH PERCY, LADY OGLE, AFTERWARDS DUCHESS OF SOMERSET; AFTEK
LELY. Head and bust in three-quarter face turned 1. and looking 1., hair

falling over 1. shoulder, neck bare. Inscribed on the mount, Lady K. Ogle,
original at Strawberry Hill, and signed 8. Harding del.

Water colours, highly- finished ; oval ; 4| x 3| in.

In Vol. v., No. 202.

Probably from Jervus's copy of Lcly's picture, now at Welbeck.
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21. JAMES YORK, BISHOP OF ELY. Half length, facing full, wearing wig and

episcopal vestments. Signed on mount S. Harding del.

Water colours, highly finished ; oval ; 5 x 4 in.

In Vol. vii., No. 112.

22. HENRY HOLLAND, DUKE OF EXETER. Head and bust, in three-quarter face

looking 1., wearing rich red dress and large cap ; chequer background. In an

oval, signed S. Harding del.

Water colours, highly finished ;
4 J X 3J in.

In Vol. x., No. 103.

A different portrait is at Dulwich College.

HARDING, W. (worked about 1787-1792). Draughtsman; biography
unknown, though apparently of some vogue in his day.

1. ILLUSTRATION TO STERNE'S 'SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY': THE DANCE AT AMIENS.
La Fleur in the kitchen of the inn at Amiens setting all the ten-ants dancing
with his fife; he stands playing with tiiefille de clianibre beside him r., the

maitre d'hotel and the cook with three maids dancing behind, and a dog and

monkey on their hind legs 1. ; a window r., plates and dishes along the wall.

Indian ink, slightly tinted in water colours ; roy., circle, 12 in. diameter.

Engraved in stipple by F. Bailolozzi, and published 1787.

2. ILLUSTRATION TO THE ' SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY '
: THE MARQUIS RECLAIMING HIS

SWORD. The court at Rennes, with two judges seated 1., above the clerk of

the couit, by whom stands Yorick; the marquis stands before the clerk's table

and unsheathes his sword ; at the r. the marquis" family in a group, his wife,
two sons and daughter ; a youth behind r., looks on.

Indian ink, tinted in water colours; roy., circle, 11 J in. diameter.

Engraved in stipple by F. Bartolozzi.

3. THE LIBERTINE RECLAIMED ; ILLUSTRATION TO THOMAS HULL'S ' SIR WILLIAM
HARRINGTON.' Sir William Harrington kneeling 1., and taking the hand of

Letitia Randall, who stands leaning on Lady S. and embraced by her ; Lord S.

looks on a little behind at the r.

Indian ink, tinted in water colours; roy., circle, 12 in. diameter.

Engraved in stipple by F. Bartolozzi, and published 1792.

HARDING (worked about 1800). Water-colour painter; biography un-

known.

1. THE GIPSIES' DINNER. An open space in a wood ; towards the r. a pot hung
over a fire, by which sit an old man with his back turned, and a bare-legged
boy ; a young woman stands by them 1., with a dog at her side, and further 1.,

another woman kneels over a basket ; beyond her, a withered oak and a donkey
tethered behind it. Signed Harding.
Water colours ; roy., 15J x 12J in.

This drawing, if genuine, belongs to the class of subject made popular by
Morlaud, and was done immediately under his influence ; but there is no known
artist of the name of Harding to whom it can be ascribed.

Purchased June, 1883.

HARDWICK, William N. (worked about 1829-1864). Water-colour

painter ;
exhibited a large number of landscapes at various galleries

between 1829 and 1864, chiefly to the New Water-Colour Society, of

which he was a member.

1. CASTLE OF CHILLON, LAKE or GENEVA. View of the castle, sren toward the 1.,

across the calm water, backed by the mountains, over which a storm passes
away ; in the foreground r., a group of boats with figures, and 1., a man fishing
from the shore.

Water colours ; roy., 4J x Of in.

Purchased July, 1878.
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HARDY, Thomas Bush (b. 1841, d. 1897). Water-colour -artist ;
born

in Sheffield ; fought in the American Civil "War ;
returned to England

and exhibited marine subjects 1870-93.

1. HATBOAT IN A BREEZE. A boat loaded with hay sailing towards the t. fore-

ground under a stiff breeze ; a similar boat at some distance, and two white

pails on the horizon ; sky of blowing cloud and shower. Signed and dated

T. B. Hardy, 1878.

Water colours ; roy., 13 x 9f in.

Purchased February, 1880.

HARDY, W. J. (worked about 1845-56). Landscape painter; exhibited

at the Suffolk Street galleries 1854-56.

1. THE YOfNO CRAB-CATCHER ; WITH A VIEW OF SOUTHAMPTON : THE FIGURES COPIED

FROM COLLINS. A boy on a rock catching crabs, with a little girl beside him;

beyond, Southampton Water, and the town seen across it in the light of a

setting sun. Signed and dated W. J. Hardy, 1845.

Water colours ; 4J x 7J in.

Purchased May, 1859.

HARLEY, George (b. 1791, d. 1871). Water-colour painter; exhibited

a few drawings at the Royal Academy and elsewhere between 1817

and 1865
;
a drawing-master with large practice, and author of some

drawing books.

1. MAXSTOKE PRIORY, WARWICKSHIRE. A gateway with gable end above, and with

turret adjoining 1., and a low shed r. approached by a road from the 1. fore-

ground ; on the road r. a man standing by a gate ; a clouded sky. Signed
G. Harley.
Water colours ; roy., 4| x GJ in.

Purchased August, 1871.

2. Vitw ON A RIVER ; DAWN. A river with buildings and wooden landing stairs on
the muddy shore 1., and two men on a stranded barge, by which its a punt; the

dawn breaks pale through mist in the r. distance, showing a bridge across the

river, and great i-lms at the 1. Signed and dated Harley, 1828.

Water colours ; roy., 8 x 11 J in.

Purchased May, 1879.

HARLOW, George Henry (b. 1787, d. 1819). Painter; born in

London
; pupil of De Cort and S. Drummond, and subsequently of

Lawrence, with whose style he had natural affinities
; very successful

as a portrait painter in Lawrence's style ;
ambitious but less suc-

cessful in historical subjects ;
went in 1818 to Italy, where he learnt

much and won fame, but died on his return in the following year.

1. PORTRAIT OF GENERAL WEBKB. Whole length in uniform standing facing to

front, the face turned in three-quarters looking r. ; 1. hand on sword-hilt; r.

hand holding cocked hat by his side. Dated Paris, July 5th, 1818.

Black chalk, with touches of red and white chalk; on drab paper, roy.,

8J x 5 in.

Probably a portrait of Ihe Swiss Joseph Franz Xaver Von Weber, b. 1766,

d. 1843, who received the or.ler ot tlie Legion of Honour from Charles X.

Purchased February, 1857.

2. AT TIVOLI. View of the waterfalls pouring down the cliffs, with the round

temple showing on the heights above r. Signed G. H. H., and dated Nov. 19,

1818, Tivoli.

Black chalk and white chalk on drab paper; roy., 16 x 11 ill.
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3. THE JUDGMENT OP PARIS. Paris stands in the centre, the apple in his hand,
about to offer it to Venus, who stands r. with her buck turned, while a cupid
pulls away her drapery, and another dances r. ; Diana sits on a bank near Paris,
attended by a cupid, and Juno stands behind her.

Indian ink wash and pen, and white ; roy., 4J x 6 in.

4. PORTRAIT OF JOHN STEVENS. A very old man, full half length, seated towards
the front and 1., the head in three-quarters turned ]., eyes nearly closed, hands
crossed on lap.
Bed and black chalk ; roy., 8| x 7J in.

Nos. 3 and 4 were purchased October, 1872.

5. PORTRAIT OF JAMES NORTHCOTE, R.A. Full half length, seated towards the
front and r., the face in three-quarters looking np to tho r., hands crossed on

lap. Drawn in Northcote's old age. Inscribed James Northcote, R.A.
Black chalk, with red chalk on face and hands ; roy., 9J X 7J in.

James Northcote, b. 1716 at Plymouth, catnc to London 1771 ; lived five

years in Reynolds' house; worked in Italy 1777-1780 ; became well known by
his pictures for Boydell's Shakespeare Gallery, and was still more successful as

a portrait painter ; published late in life several books, of which the ' Memoirs
of Reynolds' was the chief; d. 1831.

Purchased May, 1891.

6. PORTRAIT OF A MAN UNKNOWN. Head of a m:in in three-quarter face turned r.

with features pursed up and eyes nearly closed. Signed G. II. H., and inscribed

Here's a Nist of all the Nunning horses. Nli. Nfor L.

Red and black chalks; roy., 'JJ x 7 in.

Purchased December, 1890.

HARRADEN, Richard (b. 1756, d. 1838). Topographical draughtsman
and engraver ;

born in London
;
worked in Paris, London, and

Cambridge; published three sets of views of Cambridge, 1797, 1800,

1811, in the last of which he was helped by his son R. B. Harraden,
and a work on the academical costume of the University, 1803.

1. ST. IVES, HUNTINGDONSHIRE. View of the town, with the tall-spired church

rising 1., across the Ouse, on the near bai.k of which is a wharf, and three boats

moored to it ; a man in one of the boats tdking to another on the shore, and a
third man fishing r.

; at the extreme r., a ttone bridge nf many arches crossing
the river. Ne;ir the centre a sidling boat has been inserted in pencil; it

appears in the engraving.
Water colours and Indian ink ; roy., 7J x 12J in.

Engraved in the Copper-Plate Magazine, pi. 240, January 1st, 1802.

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy sale.

HARRIOTT, W. H. (worked about 1811-1837). Water-colour painter;

pupil and follower of Prout
;
Member of the Society of British

Artists, at whose gallery he chiefly exhibited
;
some of his foreign

sketches were used by Cotman as the basis of more elaborate

drawings.

1. TWISEL CATTLE AND BRIDGE. The towers of the castle, seen at a little distance

1., through tall trees growing from the bank of the river, which flows into the 1.

foreground under a bridge of single arch ; men in a cart cross the bridge ;

trees beyond it and about the castle, and weeds on the bank in foreground r.

Inscribed Twisel Cattle and Bridge, and tlte river Till. W. II. Harriott,

7 Sept. 1827.

Pencil ; roy., 13J x 10J iu.

Purchased August, 1875.
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HARRIS, John (d. 1834). Water-colour painter; worked in London;
exhibited at the Royal Academy 1802-1815, and made some designs
for illustrations; probably identical with a freemason of this name,
who published some masonic subjects in lithography.

1. PORTRAIT OF DR. ADAM DONALD, CALLED THE PROPHET OF BETHELNIE ; AFTER A
PRINT OR PICTURE. Whole length, standing on a country ro;id. turned to front

in an uncouth attitude, conical cap on head, face full. Signed and dated
J. Harris Jnr. pinxt 1822, ami inscribed Dr. Adm - Donald, a prophet of Bethelnie
in Scotland born Anno 1703, and with verses by Donald

Time doth all things devour,
And Time doth all things waist,
And we icaist Time,
And so are ice at last.

Water colours; roy., 13J x 8f in.

Adam Donald (b. 1703, d. 1780), an ignorant peasant, had the wit to build

up on his own grotesque figure and the superstitions of hie neighbours a great
name for prophecy and necromancy. There is an engraving of him from a

drawing made in 1776, and this is probably a copy from the same original. A
memorandum pasted on the back of the drawing says : This is the second drawing
of Dr. Ad'". Donald of Scotland ; thefirst painting was for Mr. Gordon, Aug. 1818,

l>y Mr. J. Harris, 28 Mansion House St., Kennington, Surrey.

Purchased December, 1877.

2. SKETCHBOOK CONTAINING VIEWS, ETC. 7 x 10J in.

(1) STUDY OF GOTHIC ARCHES.
Pencil.

(2) NEW INN.

Pencil.

(3) A FORT AND SHIPP_NG is AN ESTUARY. Probably Southsen Castle ami
Spithead.

Pencil.

(4) COLLEGE GREEN, Bristol.

Pencil.

(5) STATUES IN NICHES OF HENRY II. AND FITZIIARDING, AND OF EDWARD THE
CONFESSOR AND ABBOT NAILAND.

Pencil.

(6) INTERIOR OF TINTERN (?) ABBEY.
Pencil.

(7) GATE OF THE NEW BRIDEWELL, TOTHILL FIELDS.
Pencil.

(8) COLLEGE GREEN, Bristol.

Pencil.

(9) ARCHWAY.
Pencil.

(10) PORTSMOUTH HARBOUR ; looking inland. On two sheets.

Pencil and water colours.

(11) DETAILS OF GOTHIC CARVING.
Pencil.

(12) STUDY OF A TREE.
Pen and ink.

(13) DETAILS OF GOTHIC ORNAMENT.
Pen and ink.

(14) CHARITY. From a marble group.
Indian ink and white on grey paper.
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(15) SHIPS IN PORTSMOUTH HARBJUB.
Pencil.

(16) HOISTING A STONE ON THE GATEWAY OF THE NEW BRIDEWELL. Sketch for a

lithograph published by Harris.

(17) QUARRYING CLIFFS BY THE SEA.

Pencil.

(18) DETAILS OF GOTHIC ORNAMENT.
Pencil.

Purchased September, 1891.

HART, Solomon Alexander (b. 1806,. d. 1881). Painter; born at

Plymouth ;
studied at the Royal Academy ;

worked in London
;
won

a name by his historical pictures, and was elected A.R.A. 1835,
R.A. 1840; worked in Italy from 1841 for a few years; professor of

painting at the Academy 1854-1863, and librarian, from 1865 till

his death.

1. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) HEAD OF AN ITALIAN BOY. Head in three-quarter face, looking r. Signed
and dated S. A. Hart, 1843.

Water colours ; 7J x 7 in.

(6) Two STUDIES OF AN ITALIAN GIRL'S HEAD. At the 1., head and shoulders of

a girl, directed 1., the face turned in three-quarters, looking down.
Inscribed Guiditta, Roma, Mar. 1842. S. A. Hart. At the r., head of the
same girl in profile, looking 1. 8. A. Hart. Roma, Mar. 1842.

Water colours ; 6 x 9J in.

2. ITALIAN PEASANT WITH BAGPIPES. A man with full beard and conical hat over

long curls, in gay costume, seen to the waist and holding with 1. hand the

mouthpiece of his pipes, the b igof wliich hangs over his shoulder. Signed and
dated S. A. Hart, Roma, April 11, 1842.

Watur colours ; 10 X 6j in.

3. HEAD OF A CARDINAL ASLEEP. Study of the head of a cardinal, wearing a

biretta, facing to front and r.
; head drooping and eyes closed ; below, at the r.,

a small stuily of the same head.

Black chalk and pencil on grey paper, heightened with white ; roy.,

10J x 6| in.

4. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) PORTRAIT STUDY OF CHARLES LANDSEEB, R.A. Head and shoulders, seated
towards the 1. with arms on a talile, one hand resting on the other and
holding a magnifying glass, through which he looks. Inscribed Atltenteuin,
Ckas. Landseer, October, 184..

Pencil sketch ; 4} x 3f in.

See under Laudseer in this Catalogue.

(I) PORTRAIT OF H. ORRIN SMITH. Head and shoulders, seated towards the 1.,

at a table on which he holds a wood-block with one hand while he engraves
it with the other. Inscribed H. Orrin Smith, 85 Hatton Garden. Signed
and dated S. A. Hart, 1851.

Pencil ; 7 x 8| in.

Harvey Edward Orrin Smith or Orrinsmith (as now spelt) was son of

John Orrin Smith, the wood engraver. He followed his father's profession
for a time, but afterwards became director of the firm of Burn & Co.,
bookbinders.

(c) TOWNSEND, THE Bow STREET RUNNER. Nearly whole length, seited towards
the 1. reading a newspaper, which he hol>ls in his hands ; head in

profile, wearing spectacles. Signed S. A. H., and dated 1828.

Sepia and pencil ; 5f x 3J in.

Nos. 1-4 were purchased November, 1881.
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5. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) HEAD OF A MONK. Head in nearly full face, turned slightly r., with a

stern expression. Signe>l S. A. Hart.
Pen and ink ; 4f x 5f in.

(6) HANNAH AND ELI. Eli seated by a post of the temple, facing to front, with
raised hand rebuking Hannah, who kneels in prayer 1. ; a smoking altar
and branched candlestick behind. Signed S. A, Hart.
Pen and ink sketch over pencil ; 7J x 6J in.

Presented by Alexander Durlacher, Esq., November, 1893.

HARVEY, Thomas (b. 1748, d. 1820). Amateur painter and etcher;

squire of Catton, near Norwich, of which city his father was a
merchant

; the earliest patron of Crome, whom he encouraged to

copy from his Dutch and Flemish pictures, and his Gainsboroughs ;

an ornithologist ; painted landscapes in oils ;
and etched, mostly on

soft ground, studies of animals and landscape.

1. ALBUM, containing the ordinary set of Harvey's etched work, with nineteen
additional plates, followed by the sketches here catalogued ; all are in pencil
except the first.

(1) LANDSCAPE. A bank with two figures under trees ; cottage and pond 1.

Sepia.

(2) HEAD OF A HORSE, facing full.

(3) HEAD OF A HOUSE, facing 1.

(4) (a) FARMYARD, with cattle passing through ; house and rick 1. ; church
behind r.

(b) THREE HOUSES IN A FIELD.

(5) (a) LANDSCAPE, with cow lying in r. foreground under trees.

(&) CATTLE ON A PLAIN. Two cows lying down, one standing 1.

These two appear to be sketched after Dutch pictures.

(c) SMALL LANDSCAPE, with a distant church.

Probably also after a picture.

(6) STUDY or A Cow, facing 1.

(7) (a) A Cow, lying down,

(b) A Cow, facing r.

(8) HEAD AND FOREQUARTEBS OF A Cow, facing 1.

(9) STUDY OF A Cow, facing 1. ; the head does not appear.

(10) HEAD AND FOUEQUARTEP.S OF AN Ox, facing 1.

(11) (a) A DONKEY'S HEAD, facing r.

(!)) A DONKEY, lying down by a gate.

(12) (a) A POINTER.

(6) A SPANIEL.

(13) DUCKS ASLEEP.

(14) TWO STUDIES OF A DEAD BIRD.

(15) A DEAD BIRD.

(16) Ob. A SITTING HEN.

nee. STUDIES OF FOXHOUNDS,
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(18) (a) LANDSCAPE, cottage and bams 1., trees and pond r.

(b) FARMBUILDINGB AND YAUD.

(19) (a) A WIDE VIEW over woods to distant hills ; packhorses on road in

foreground.

(6) A SHALLOW STREAM, foaming into the foreground, under rocky banks 1.

(20) (a) Two HORSES IN A FIELD
; wood beyond.

(I) A HILL, with cottage on the top and woods at the foot ; a stream coming
round it r.

(21) (a) VIEW AT THE HEAD OF A BROAD RIVER, with a sailing boat.

(6) RUINED COTTAGE AND WALL, with view of open country beyond.

(22) (a) A VILLAGE AMONG TREES, with river 1.

(b) A RIVER BORDERED BY HOUSES r., probably the Yare, near Norwich.

(23) (a) THE SAME SUBJECT AS THE LAST, modified in composition.

(b) STUDY FOR TART OF THE SAME SUBJECT.

(24) (a) WOODED HILL AND CLOUDED SKY.

(I) A ROAD BY A RIVER, with houses among trees.

(2o) (a) A ROAD THROUGH A PLAIN
; windmill and buildings in the distance.

(I) A THATCHED SHED BY A RIVER BANK.

(20) (a) A BEND IN A WIDE RIVER, with wooded banks.

(b) AN OAK TREE.

(27) A COTTAGE, with old man and child at a stile.

(28) BARN AND SHEDS, with elms behind and a fence in front.

(29) (a) A FARM AMONG TREES, stile and fence in front,

(fc) A THATCHED FARMHOUSE.

(30) A LANE LEADING PAST A COTTAGE AMONG TREES 1., and church r. ; two
figures in foreground.

(31) (a) A POND WITH SWANS, overhung with trees.

(b) COTTAGES AND TREES, with cornfield in front.

(32) (a) FARMYARD.

(fc) POOL UNDER A SANDY BANK, with thicket above.

(33) LANDSCAPE, with boats on a lake, bull in foreground, near the water, trees and
ruin r. ; hills crowned with buildings across the water. Probably after
a picture.

(34) (a) ROCKS BY THE SEA-SHOBE.

(b) A NARROW VALLEY winding among wooded hills, with houses in the
hollow.

(35) A WILLOW OVER A WEIR.

(36) (a) STEEP SLOPES, with a poplar in the foreground 1.

(6) A LAKE IN A HOLLOW, woods and distant hills beyond ; two figures in Die

foreground. Probably after a picture.

(37) PENRYCE CASTLE ; the coast in the distance.

(38) PENRYCE CASTLE ; a near view.

(39)
' KiRBY COTTAGE.' Probably after a picture by Crome. Dawson Turner has
written against this : This is Crome's Kirly cottage, icliirh is in Mr. Wright's
hands. Query, did Crome paint from Mr. Harvey's sketch, or Mr Harvey
make a draining from Crome's picturi- t
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(40) PENNANT CASTLE.

(41) (a) TREE AND SHED.

(6) VlEW ON A KOOKY COAST.

(42) (a) COAST SCENE ; Yarmouth beach (?).

(Z>) A LITTLE HARBOUR, with boats ; mountains behind.

(43) A COAST, with woody shores and boats at anchor.

(44) ANOTHER VIEW OF TUB SAME COAST.

(45) WOODED COAST AND DISTANT CASTLE, with boats at anchor in a bay.

(46) (a) A BOAT ON A NORFOLK BROAD.

(6) BEACH AND BAY, with hill beyond.

(47) POOL AND TREES.

(48) A BEECH TREE.

(49) TRUNK OF AN OLD OAK.

(50) A THORN TREE.

(51) AN ASH THEE.

(52) WILD CARROT.

(53) SHEET OF FIGURE STUDIES ; two in pen and ink.

Purchased May, 1859, at the Dawson Turner sale.

HARVEY, William (b. 1796, d. 1866). Designer and wood engraver ;

born at Newcastle-on-Tyne, and pupil there of Bewick
; worked in

London from 1817, his best known woodcut being the large
Dentalus, after Haydon ;

after about 1822 abandoned engraving for

design, and became one of the most popular illustrators of the day ;

a facile but very mannered draughtsman, happiest in such work as
his drawings for Lane's ' Arabian Nights.'

1. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) ILLUSTRATION TO A STORY. Interior of a cottage, with open door in the

background; at the 1., a young man wearing a Scotch bonnet turning to

address an old woman who sits before him r. bowed with grief, clasping her

hands; beside her a child with a cat, and behind her three girls at a
wash-tub: behind the young man 1. another girl looking up at him. A
vignette.
Water colours ; 4 x 5J in.

(6) AN IRISH FAMILY REMOVING. A valley with cottages by a stream ; in the

foreground 1., a woman with a baby wrapped in her shawl, two small
children clinging to her dress, and a boy following with a kettle, all

barefooted ; the husband more to the r., crossing the stream by a stepping-
stone, turns away to call to a woman with a basket on her back, who follows
another woman carrying a pitcher on her head up a rocky path in the back-

ground. A vignette.
Water colours; 5| x 6| in.

2. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOR AN ILLUSTRATION. A garden, with cottage seen in the background
among trees ; in tlie foreground a girl offers a basket of flowers to a gentle-
man on horseback 1. ; an old woman r. carries another basket and flowerpot,
a dog following at her heels. A vignette.

Water colours ; 3J x 4f in.

VOL. n. T
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(Z>) DESIGN FOB AN ILLUSTRATION. A garden, with a young man plucking a rose

from a bush 1. to offer to the lady who walks beside him; on a terrace

above r. another couple watching them. A vignette.
Water colours ; 3J x 4J in.

Nos. 1 and 2 were purchased July, 1885.

3. SCENE IN THE AFRICAN TROPICS. An African forest : a missionary turning r. to

give a knife to a negro who receives it with gratitude, his wife standing by him
and clasping her hands ; tropical birds on the ground and in the air, and at the

1., behind a tree, a black sawing wood. A vignette.
Water colours ; roy., 4f x 5J in.

Purchased July, 1888.

HASSELL, Edward (d. 1852). Landscape painter ;
son of the following,

John Hassell ; member (1841) and afterwards secretary of the Society
of British Artists, at whose galleries and elsewhere he exhibited

landscape and architectural subjects between 1827 and 1852; died

at Lancaster.

1. EUINS OF THE ROYAL EXCHANGE AFTER THE FIEE, 1839. Interior of the

quadrangle, with figures among the ruins; Griuling Gibbons' statue of
Charles II. in the centre. Signed and dated E. Hassell, 1839.
Water colours ; 13f x 18J in.

This, the second Royal Exchange, built after the Great Fire, was burnt down
January 10, 1838.

In Portfolio XXII. (No. 96) of the Grace Collection of London Views, pur-
chased November, 1880.

HASSELL, John (b. 1767, d. 1825). Water colour painter and engraver;
worked in London; exhibited at the Royal Academy 1789-1819;
drew views of places, which he engraved in aquatint ; he was well
known as a teacher, and published several works on drawing, also a
life of his friend Morland.

1. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) CARISBBOOKE CASTLE CHAPEL, ISLE OF WIGHT. N.E. view of the chapel in
a sunset gleam, with two figures by the door ; two sheep in the r. foreground,
the castle wall beyond.
Water colours ; 3f x 4J in.

(V) YAVEBLAND CHURCH, ISLE OF WIGHT. S.W. view of the little church with a
group of elms behind it 1., and a house beyond r. Signed and dated
J. Hassell, 1810.

Water colours; 4J x 6| in.

2. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) SHALFLEET CHURCH, ISLE OF WIGHT. S.W. view of the church with its

massive square tower, by which are a horse and cow ; at the 1. a glimpse
of sea.

Water colours; 4 x 5J in.

(6) BRACING CHURCH, ISLE OF WIGHT. S.W. view of the chnrch seen at the r.

from the road, with a well-house, and people busy washing, by the gate of
the churchyard.
Water colours ; 4J x 5J in.

(a) PORCHESTER CASTLE, HANTS. The remains of the castle, with cottages and
trees among them, on the shore of the harbour; a boat on the water in the
foreground ; hills beyond.

Water colours ; 4J x 6J in.

Both purchased September, 1886.
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3. WESTMINSTER FROM LAMBETH. Westminster Hall with the bridge at tho r.

Signed aud dated J. Hassell, 1806.

Indian ink tinted in water colours ; 4 X 6| in.

In Portfolio IV. (No. 37) of the Grace Collection of London Views, purchased
November, 1880.

4. WEST FFOJJT OP COVENT GARDEN MARKET, 1830. With numerous groups of

figures about the stalls.

Water colours ; llf X 17J in.

In Portfolio XVIII. (No. 83) of the Grace Collection of London View?,

purchased November, 183U.

HAUGHTON, Moses, the younger (b. about 1772, <1. about 1848).
Miniature painter and engraver ; nephew of Moses Haughtoii the

elder
;

born at Wednesbury ; pupil of George Stubbs ; painted

portraits chiefly in miniature, and made several large engravings
after his friend Fuseli; exhibited at the Royal Academy, 1808-1848.

1. PORTRAIT OF JOHN SMITH, PICTURE DEALER. Half length, seated towards tho r.

and front, the face in three-quarters, eyes full, botli hands showing.
Water colours oil ivory, highly finished ; roy., 0| X 5J in.

Purchased April, 1881.

2. PORTRAIT OF JOSEPH PRIESTLEY, LL.D. ; AFTER FUSELI. Full half length, seated

towards the r. by a table witli books and papers, on which the 1. arm rests; r.

hand on knee ; the face in three-quarters looking r.

Sepia over pencil and red chalk outlines; roy., 7| X 6J in.

Gopied from the whole length portrait of Priestley by Fuseli, painted 1783, one
of the only two portraits by that artist. It was engraved 183G by C. Turner.

Priestley, b. 1733, d. 1804, was celebiated as a man of science and a theologian;

emigrated to the United States in 1794.

Purchased December, 18S8.

HAVELL, William (b. 1782, d. 1857). Painter; born at Reading; son

of a drawing-master ; original member, 1805, of the Old Water
Colour Society ; became known by his landscapes from Wales and
the Lakes; went to China, 1816, with Lord Amherst's embassy;
worked in India, painting water colour portraits, from 1817-1825,
when he returned to England, but found he had fallen out of the

public memory, and he never regained his former high position ;

worked, 1827-29, in Italy, and thenceforth painted chiefly in oils.

1. WIKDERMERE. View from wooded slopes looking down on the lake, which
stretches away with its leafy islands into the distance; in the foreground 1. a

boy drinking from a spring at the side of a path overshadowed by trees, while
his dog guards his coat and fishing-rod, laid on the high bank of a stream which
flows through a hollow under hanging bushes at the r. ; all beyond the fore-

ground shadow lies bathed in sunshine from the 1. Signed and dated
W. Saudi, 1811.

Water colours ; roy., 9f x 13| in.

Purchased May, 1859, at the Dawson Turner sale.

2. SADLER'S WELLS. View from the bridge over the New River, which curves away
towards the r. ; at the r. of the bridge in the foreground a gate leading down nn
avenue of poplars, along the riverside, to the theatre ; at the 1. bank of the water,
houses and gardens with trees beyond; groups of figures on the bridge and on
both banks, and a cab just inside the gate at the r.

Water colours ; roy., 11 x 1GJ in.

Purchased March, 1868.

T 2
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3. ETON ; EVENING. View of Hut meadows and dark groups of elms about the

Thames in the r. foreground, woods and a cottage by the water r. ; in the distance

Eton chnpel rising against the last flush of twilight, and a crescent moon above.

Water colours ; roy., 8 x 13 in.

Purchased July, 1889.

4. ANGELICA AND MEDOKO ; ILLUSTRATION TO ARIOSTO'S ' ORLANDO FUBIOSO.' A
luxuriant wooded valley with a stream flowing through it into the r. fore-

ground ; Medoro kneels among flowers and bushes, and Angelica stands over

him and guides his hand as he cuts their names on a tree. Inscribed

beneath, TV. Savell, delin' January 13, 1816. Angelica and Medoro. Book 19,

Stanza 27, 28.

Sepia wash with pen outlines, heightened with white ; roy., 6J X 9| in.

Purchased May, 1 890, at the Percy sale.

5. ON THE THAMES. The river r. with islets and boats, and mansions among trees

on either side ; cattle in the 1. foreground.
Water colours and body colours ; roy., 8 X 14f in.

Purchased May, 1893.

HAWKSMOOR, Nicholas (b. 1661, d. 1736). Architect; born in

Nottinghamshire ; pupil of Wren, whom he assisted in the building
of Greenwich Hospital, Kensington Palace, and St. Paul's

; designed
the new buildings at Queen's and All Souls, Oxford, and some of the

fifty churches in London planned in the reign of Queen Anne ;

St. Mary Woolnoth is one of the most admired of his works, and
St. George's, Bloomsbury, one of the most remarkable.

1. DESIGN FOB A MAUSOLEUM. A decorated sarcophagus, resting on a pedestal
and surmounted by an allegorical group ; at the top a figure in armour, standing
on a round pedestal upheld by Justice, Fortitude and two other virtues ; these
stand on a square pedestal, ornamented with an arrow-pierced heart, and resting
on figures of Malice and Envy overthrown by Honour, Wealth, and Fame.
Drawn to si-ale and signed N. Itawhsmore fecit.
Pen and ink, shaded with Indian ink

; all., 24f X 12f in.

2. DESIGN FOR A COLUMN AND STATUE OF QUEEN ANNE. A fluted column with
statue of Queen Anne holding ball and sceptre at the top ; round the upper
part of the square base a group of allegorical figures, one at each side and
another reclining among weapons in front. These figures are drawn on a piece
of paper pasted over another somewhat different design. A similar modifica-

tion has been made at the top of the column, under the statue. Signed
N. Hawksmorc, and inscribed, heighth of the column 180 feet, of the statue 20,
Mai 200. Diameter of the shaft 12 ft.

Pen and ink, shaded with Indian ink ; ant., 36} X 12 in.

This column was intended to be set up in the Strand, 1713, to commemorate
Marlborough's victories under Queen Anne.

Both purchased June, 1881.

HAY, Robert (b. 1799, d. 1863). Archaeologist and draughtsman; laird

of Linplum; author of 'Illustrations of Cairo,' 1840, the drawings
for which by O. B. Carter have been described in this catalogue ; one
of the pioneers of Egyptian exploration, 1826-38.

I. PACKET containing 26 unmounted drawings in pen and ink with water-colour

tint, pencil, or sepia ; including plans for parts of Hay's house in Cairo, a view
of Cairo, and design for nn oven for cooking eggs.

Placed in a portfolio together with 24 unmounted drawings in pencil or pen
and ink, washed with sepia, Indian ink, or water colours ; including views of

Mosques, etc., and studies of anhitectural detail. The authorship of these is

uncertain, though the majority are probably by Laver (q.v.) and Hay ;
as being

connected with Hay's book, they are retained under his name.

All purchased October, 1879.
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HAYDON, Benjamin Robert (b. 1786, d. 1846). Historical painter;
born at Plymouth; came to London, 1804, and studied at the Royal

Academy ; began, 1806, a long series of large historical pictures,
some of which had a brilliant success ; arrogant and improvident, he

gained enemies as he lost money ;
was harassed by continual debt,

but sustained by a heroic self-confidence and a fury of ambition

which were at once the strength and weakness of his art
;
in later life

was more successful as a writer and lecturer on art than as a painter ;

urged the decoration of the Houses of Parliament and the establish-

ment of art schools, and was the first to recognise the surpassing

importance of the Elgin marbles
;
committed suicide.

1. PORTRAIT OF CHARLES HEATHCOTE TATHAM. Head and bust, full face and

looking full. Signed and dated B.R.H. 1823.

Black and red chalk on buff paper, heightened with white ; imp., 18| X 14j{ in.

C. H. Tatham, architect, b. 1772, d. 1842, was a pupil of Henry Holland,
studied in Italy, practised in England ; an intimate friend of Haydon.

Purchased October, 1870.

2. ALBUM, containing 263 academical studies and studies for pictures, nearly all iu

black chalk on gray or drab paper, generally heightened with white. These
include studies for the following pictures: 'Christ's Entry into Jerusalem'

(1818), 'Pharaoh '(1825), 'Dentatus' (1808), 'Judgment of Solomon' (181H),
'Macbeth' (1810), 'Lazarus' (1822), 'Romeo' (1810), 'Joseph and Mary
resting on the road to Egypt' (1806), 'Penitent Girl

'

(1816), 'Agony iu the

Garden '

(1821),
'

Silenus,' and ' Puck.'

3. A very large album containing 204 drawings, academical studies, and studies

after the antique, all in black chalk, including a number of drawings from the

Elgin marbles made in 1808-1811, when the marbles were at Lord Klgin's house
in Park Lane. In the controversy which arose when their purchase for the
nation was being discussed. Haydon took a prominent part, and attacked with

spirit and success the adverse and disparaging judgment of Payne Knight.
The purchase by the nation was finally made in 1816. The principal studies

from the Elgin marbles are as follows :

(1) A LAPITH, from Metope xi. of the Parthenon.

(2-4) HORSES of HELIOS, from the Eastern Pediment.

(5) FIGURE FROM THE CHORAGIC MONUMENT OF THRASYLLUS.

(6)
' THE FATES,' from the Eastern Pediment.

(7) ABM OF ' PERSEPHONE."

(8)
' DEMETER AND PERSEPHONE," from the Eastern Pediment.

(9) LAPITH FROM METOPE xi.

(14) METOPE vi.

(15) 'DEMETER.'

(16) 'THE ILISSOS,' from the Western Pediment.

(27) Two YOUTHS AND A HORSE, from the Frieze of the Parthenon.

(28) ONE OF THE METOPES.

(47) FIGURE FROM THE FRIEZE OF THE PARTHENON.

(55) STUDIES FROM THE ' THESEUS '

(Eastern Pediment).

(56) ONE OF THE METOPES.

(64) METOPE vn.

(69) (70) STUDIES FROM THE ' THESEUS.'

(119)
' DEMETEH AND PERSEPHONE.'
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(18S)
' THESEUS.'
The rest of the drawings include studies for' Christ's entry into Jerusalem,"

' Jairus' Daughter,"
'

Lazarus,'
'

Judgment of Solomon,'
'

Agony in the

Garden,' and 'Macbeth.'

Nos. 2 and 3 were purchased July, 1881.

HAYLS, or HALES, John (b. 1679). Portrait painter; worked in

London ;
a rival of Samuel Cooper in miniature painting, and of Lely

in oil painting ; his portrait of Pepys is well known.

1. PORTRAIT OF A LADY IN THE CHARACTER OP A SHEPHERDESS. Nearly to the

knees, facing to front, looking a little to the r., in broad straw hat and country

dress, one hand holding a sheep-hook, the other pointing 1. ; sheep at the r.,aBd
a distaff at the 1.

Pen and ink with sepia wash ; roy., 4 X 3J in.

Presented by W. Kickard, Esq., February, 1893.

HAYMAN, Francis, R.A. (b. 1708, d. 1776). Painter; born at Exeter,
and pupil of Robert Brown in that city ;

worked in London as scene

painter at Dmry Lane, and soon became well known by his illustra-

tions to Shakespeare, Milton,
' Don Quixote,' etc. ; painted with his

friend Hogarth a series of pictures to ornament Vauxhall, besides

historical pictures and many portraits ;
he was prominent in the

movement that brought about the foundation of the Royal Academy,
of which he was an original member, 1768, and librarian from 1771

till death ;
etched a few plates.

1. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOR A BOOK ILLUSTRATION. A man in a fencing suit and large

spectacles engaged in imaginary combat with a row of figures painted on

the wall of his study ; a man behind looks on in agitation.
Indian ink with pen outlines ; 5J X 3 in.

Purchased July, 1859.

(6) DESIGN FOR FRONTISPIECE TO THE 'MAGAZINE OF MAGAZINES.' An author

sitting 1. at a table with a blank sheet before him, craving an idea ;

Mercury arriving at his prayer from the r. with a lapful of books, while

Pallas on a cloud above points through a window to a sign of the Magazine

of Magazines.
Indian ink with pen outlines ; 6J X 4 in.

Engraved by C. Mosley as frontispiece to the Magazine of Magazines,
Vol. i., 1751.

Purchased December, 1857.

2. PORTRAIT OF FOOTE in a comedy. Whole length advancing to the r., with

arms spread out, and exclaiming,
"

TJ hat is all thief" Hat and stick on the

ground r.

Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash ; 9 x 6| in.

Samuel Foote, b. 1720, at Truro, educated at Oxford, after running through
a fortune, took to the stage 1744 ; failed as an actor, but became very celebrated

as a mimic, giving entertainments of his own ; Wrote several plays, of which the
' Minor '

(1760) was successful ; died 1777.
In Vol. iv. of the Burney collection of theatrical portraits, purchased 1817.

3. Album containing illustrations to Smollett's edition of ' Don Quixote,' 1755, 4to.

All the drawings were engraved in reverse.

(1) ALLEGORICAL DESIGN FOR FRONTISPIECE.

Sepia with pen outlines.

Engraved by C. Griguion.
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(2) DON QUIXOTE KNIGHTED BY THE INNKEEPER.

Sepia and white with pen outlines.

Engraved by G. Grignion. Vol. i, p. 17.

(3) DON QUIXOTE DROUGHT HOME BY A COUNTRYMAN ON ma Ass, and received by
the housekeeper, barber, and curate.

Indian ink with pen outlines.

Engraved by C. Grigniou. Vol. I., p. 26.

(4) THE BURIAL OF CHRYSOSTOM. Marcella appearing on the rock above to Don
Quixote and the shepherds.

Indian ink with pen outlines.

Engraved by G. Scotin. Vol. I., p. 75.

(5) MARITORNES AND SANOHO PANZA FIGHTING IN THE BED, and discovered by the

innkeeper.
Indian ink with pen outlines.

The engraving by 3. 8. Miiller, Vol. i., p. 92, is from a considerably
modified design.

(6) SANCHO PANZA EXAMINING DON QUIXOTE'S MOUTH after he had been stoned by
shepherds.

Indian ink with pen outlines.

Engraved by C. Grignion. Vol. i., p. 106.

(7) DON QUIXOTE THREATENING TO KILL THE UNHORSED BACHELOR WITH HIS

LANCE.
Indian ink with pen outlines.

Engraved by S. liaveuet. Vol. I., p. 111.

(8) DON QUIXOTE AND SANCHO FELLED BY CARDENIO.
Indian ink with pen outlines.

Engraved by S. Ravenet. Vol. I., p. 159.

(9) DOROTHEA BATHING HER FEET IN THE STREAM, and discovered by Cardenio and
his companions.

Indian ink with pen outlines.

Engraved by C. Grignion. Vol. I., p. 196.

(10) DOROTHEA RECEIVED BY DON QUIXOTE AS THE PRINCESS MICOMICONA.
Indian ink with pen and red chalk outlines

Engraved by G. Scotin. Vol. i., p. 211.

(11) DON QUIXOTE ATTACKING THE WINE BAGS IN ms SLEEP, and stopped by
the innkeeper.

Indian ink with pen outlines.

Engraved, with differences, by C. Grignion. Vol. i., p. 270.

(12) SANCHO PANZA PRESENTING THE COUNTRY WENCH AS DULCINEA to Don
Quixote, who kneels before her.

Indian ink with pen outlines.

Engraved by G. Scotin. Vol. n., p. 54.

(13) DOROTHEA PLEADING WITH DON FERNANDO, who draws his sword to attack

Cardenio, as Lucinda falls into Cardenio's arms.
Indian ink with red chalk and pen outlines.

Engraved by S. Kavenet. Vol. I., p. 281.

(14) THE BARBER CONFOUNDED by the assurances of Don Quixote, Don Fernando,
and the rest that his basin is a helmet.

Indian ink with pen outlines.

Engraved by C. Grignion. Vol. I., p. 353.

(15) DON QUIXOTE ABOUT TO KILL THE KNIGHT OF THE MIRRORS, and stopped by
the Squire of the Nose.

Indian ink with pen outlines.

Engraved by G. Scotin. Vol. n., p. 80.

(16) QUITERIA WEDDED TO BASILIC while he feigns to be dying of a wound,

Sepia with pen outlines.

Engraved by J. S. Muller. Vol. u. p. 137.
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(17) DON QUIXOTE ATTACKING THE FIGURES OF THE PCPPET SHOW.
Indian ink.

Engraved by Bavenet. Vol. 11., p. 163.

(18) DON QUIXOTE PAYING HIS BESPECTS TO THB DUCHESS.
Indian ink.

Engraved by Eaveuet. Vol. 11., p. 186.

(19) SANCHO PANZA'S QUAKHEL WITH THE DUENNA.
Indian ink.

Engraved by G. Seotin. Vol. n., p. 189.

(20) THE PRIEST ENRAGED WITH DON QUIXOTE AT THE TABLE OF THE DUKE AND
DfCHESS.

Indian ink with pen outlines.

Engraved by C. Grignion. Vol. n., p. 194.

(21) SANCHO PANZA AT DINNER ; the doctor having all the dishes whisked away.
Indian ink with pen outlines.

Engraved by C. Grignion. Vol. II., p. 284.

(22) SAKCHO'S RETURN TO ins WIFE AND DAUGHTER.
Indian ink with pen outlines.

Engraved by S. F. Eavenet. Vol. n., p. 458.

(23) DON QUIXOTE EXPOSTULATING WITH SANCHO, who is about to scourge himself.

Indian ink with pen outlines.

Engraved by G. Seotin. Vol. n., p. 419.

(24) SANCHO DISPLEASED WITH THE AKSWEKS GIVEN HIM BY THE ENCHANTED HEAD,
and reproved by his master.

Indian ink.

Engraved by C. Grignion. Vol. n., p. 400.

(25) THE GIRL DISGUISED AS A BOY BROUGHT BEFORE SANCHO.
Indian ink.

Engraved by C. Grignion. Vol. n., p. 305.

(26) DON QUIXOTE AND THE DUENNA.
Indian ink.

Engraved by C. Grignion. Vol. n., p. 296.

(27) THE PAGE PRESENTING SANCHO'S LETTER TO HIS WIFE AND DAUGHTER.

Sepia with pen outlines.

Engraved by S. F. Eavenet. Vol. n., p. 311.

(28) DON QUIXOTE TAKING THE BARBER'S BABIN FOR MAMBRINO'S HELMET.
Indian ink with pen outlines.

Engraved by S. F. Raveuet. Vol. I., p. 126.

Purchased June, 1859.

HAYTER, Sir George (b. 1792, d. 1871). Painter, etcher, and litho-

grapher ; son of Charles Hayter, miniature painter ; born in London ;

studied at the Royal Academy, and worked in Rome 1816-18; on

his return became soon well known by his portraits and historical

pictures; appointed painter to the Queen 1841, and knighted 1842.

1. SAMSON AGONISTES. Samson lying on his back, his head at the 1. on a bank,
while the two Hebrews approach from the background r. Inscribed with the

lines in Milton's poem, See how he lies at random carelessly diffused, with

languished head unpropt . . . and by himself given over,

Strongest of mortal men
To lowest pitch of abject fortune art thou fallen. Milton.

Dated and signed Sept. 12, 1821, G. H.
Fen and ink ; roy., 8| X 11J in.
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2. Two on a mount, roy., viz. :

(a) GOD PRONOUNCING SENTENCE ON ADAM AND EVE. He stands 1., with arm
outstretched above the bowed heads of Adam and Eve, who kneel at the r.,

beneath a tree, round which the serpent twines. Inscribed, Milton, P. L.

Boole X. line 175.

Pen and ink over pencil ; 6J x 5f in.

(6) ADAM AND EVE, STUDY FOB THE SAME COMPOSITION. The two kneeling

figures in the attitude of the preceding study ; dated Jany, 1818.

Pen and ink ; 6 x 5f in.

3. Two on a mount, roy., viz. :

(a) STUDY OF TREE BRANCHES.
Pencil ; 3 x 5J in.

(6) GOD PRONOUNCING SENTENCE ON ADAM AND EVE. Studies for the same

subject as No. 2. Adam and Eve are on a smaller scale than the other

figure. Dated Jany, 1818.

Pen and ink ; 6 x 7| in.

4. STUDIES FOB A PICTURE OF A SLEEPING CHILD. Five varying studies, all more or

less slight and rough, of a child asleep and a lamb browsing on leaves of a

bough above him.
Pen and ink ; roy., 7f X 5J in.

5. PORTRAIT OF C. B. OGLE. Half length ; seated facing to r. and front ; the head
in three-quarters looking r., hands clasped in lap ; curtain and books behind 1. ;

on a shield-shaped screen r. signed and dated, G, H. Dec. 13, 1820, tuo Amicit-

timo C. B. O.

. Pen and ink ; roy., 8 x 6 & in.

Nos. 1-5 were purchased August, 1871.

Hayter etched a different portrait of his friend Chaloner Blake Ogle in 1824.

6. PORTRAIT OF THE EABL OF DERBY. Head in three-quarters, approaching full

face, turned 1., and looking 1.

Black, white, and red chalks on canvas prepared with oil paint ; roy.,

13 x 9* in.

Edward Geoffrey, 14th Earl of Derby, b. 1799, d. 1869 ; Prime Minister 1852,

1858-59, and 1866-68.

Purchased October, 1886.

7. PORTBAIT OF HENRY FusELi, E.A. Head in profile looking 1., wearing hat and

wig. Signed <?. B.., and inscribed Henry Fusely, Esq., Keeper of the Royal
Academy. Sketch, G. H., Jan. 7, 1812.

Pen and ink ; roy., 6| x 5j in.

See under Fuseli, p. 171 of this volume.

Purchased June, 1889.

8. PORTRAIT OF J. H. WIFFEN. Head and shoulders facing to front, but with head

turned somewhat r., and looking r. Signed and dated G. Hayter, 1824, and

inscribed twice over, J. H. Wiffen.
Pen and sepia, and sepia wash ; roy., 10 x 8 in.

Jeremiah Holmes Wiffen, b. 1792, d. 1836, published poems and ' Memoirs of

the House of Russell ;

'

beet known by his translation of Tasso.

9. Four on a mount, roy., viz. :

(a) SKETCH PORTRAIT OF SIB CHARLES EASTLAKE. Half length facing to front

and looking up to the r., with palette and brushes in hand.

Indian ink and pencil ; 3J X 2g in.

Sir Charles Lock Eastlake, b. 1793 at Plymouth, worked many years in

Italy, was well known as a painter, better known as a connoisseur and

writer on the history of art ;
became P. K. A. 1850, and Director of the

National Gallery 1855 ;
died 1865.
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(6) PORTRAIT SKETCHES OF SEYMOUR KIRKCP AND SIR C. EASTLAKE. At the 1.

Kirkup writing at a table, facing to front, head bent down over the paper ;

at the r., a head of Eastlake in three-quarter face turned 1., and looking
down 1. Inscribed S. S. Kirkup and C. L. Eastlake, Borne. Signed and
dated O. II. Dee. 24, 1816.

Sepia and pencil on brownish paper, heightened with white ; 3| x 8 in.

Seymour Stocker Kirkup, artist, b. 1788, was in youth a friend of Blake
and of Haydon ; settled in Italy, where he painted, studied Dante, and
became a prominent member of the literary circles of Florence ; discovered,
1810, Giotto's portrait of Dante, which he copied before it was spoilt by
restoration ; died 1880.

(c) PORTRAIT SKETCH OP MORITZ EETSOH. Head and bust facing nearly full,
turned slightly r. ; eyes looking full and shaded by r. hand on forehead.

Inscribed Moritz Retsch, from nature, at his villa. Signed and dated
G. Hayter, October 8, 1843.

Pencil on buff paper touched with white ; 6J x 4 J in.

Friedricn August Moritz Retsch, b. 1779 at Dresden, d. 1857, is best

known by his outline illustrations to Goethe, Schiller, and Shakespeare,
especially those to

' Faust.'

(d) SKETCH PORTRAIT OF CANOVA. Half length standing directed to the r., the
face turned full, hands crossed in front of him, a piece of sculpture in the

background, with margin inscribed above Ant" Canova, and below, The

general arrangement is like this, but the likeness or character must not be

looked for here, as it is only to show the view of his head which I ha ve taken.

The measurements of height (3 ft. 2J in.) and width (2 ft. 5 in.) are also

noted.

Pen and sepia wash ; 7J x 4 J in.

Haytor etched a head of Canova at Rome, 1817, from a picture which he
made for the Duke of Bedford. This is a sketch from the same portrait,
now at Woburn Abbey.

Antonio Canova, b. 1757 at Possagno, d. 1822 at Venice; the most
celebrated sculptor of his time.

10. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) SKETCH PORTRAIT OF EDWIN LANDSEER. Whole length, seated in an arm-
chair, facing to front; a very slight sketch.

Pencil ; 5 x 3J in.

(!>) EDWIN LANDSEER. Head facing nearly full, turned a little I., eyes looking
r. Signed and dated G. Hayter, 1825, W. A., Jany. 10, and inscribed Edwin
Landseer.
Pen and ink sketch

; Gi X 4f in.

See under Landseer in this Catalogue.

Nos. 8-10 were purchased October, 1890.

11. SKETCH PORTRAIT OF THE DCKE OF WELLINGTON. Head in full face. Inscribed
The Duke of Wellington, afterwards engraved, 1820.

Pencil and Indian ink ; roy., 3J x 2J in.

The engraving was made by J. E. Eobinson.

12. ALBUM, containing portrait studies of men.

(1) SIB ROBERT ADAIR. Head, nearly full face. Inscribed El- Hon. Mr- Adair.
Pen and Indian ink.

Sir Robert Adair, K.C.B., b. 1763, d. 1855, an intimate friend of Fox and
an eminent diplomatist.

(2) MR. ATHEBLEY. Half length, seated, facing to front. Inscribed Mr. Atherley.
Pencil and Indian ink.

(3) LiEUT.-CoL. BATHURST. Half length, facing to front, r. hand showing.
Inscribed Lieut.-Col. Sathurst.

Pencil and Indian ink.

The Hon. Thomas Seymour Buthurst, b. 1793, d. 1834.
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(4) JAMES R. CUTHBEKT, ESQ. To the hips, standing facing to front, with Byron
collar and cloak. Inscribed J. It. Outhbert, Esqre.
Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash.
Cuthbert was M.P. for Appleby.

(5) LORD ELLENBOROUGH. Head looking full over r. shoulder. Signed G. H.,
and inscribed Honble- Erf. Law.

Pt>n and pencil and Indian ink.

Edward Law, Earl of Ellenborough, b. 1790, d. 1871 ; Governor-General of

India 1841-41.

(G) PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST. Head in full face. Inscribed on the back Self,

Rome.
Water colours and pencil.

(7) REV. JOHN HOPKINS. Head and shoulders, nearly full face. Inscribed Rev.

John Hopkins.
Pencil.

(8) MR. HORNBY. Head and bust, facing to front, head turned somewhat 1., and

looking 1. Inscribed Hornby. Esqre.
Pencil touched with neutral tint.

(9) MR. W. HORNBY. A youth, head and bust turned to front and 1., face full.

Inscribed Mr. W. Hornby, Midsh"-

Water colours and pencil.

(10) ED. LAMONT. A young man's head in full face. Signed G. H., and inscribed

Ed. Lamont.
Pencil and water colours.

(11) MR. CHARLES LAW. Head in three-quarter face, looking r. Signed G. H.,

and inscribed Mr. Clias. Law.
Pencil.

Charles Edward Law, b. 1792, d. 1850, brother of the Earl of Ellen-

borough, was Recorder of London and M.P. for Cambridge University.

(12) PRINCE LEOPOLD. Head in three-quarter face, looking over 1. shoulder.

Signed G. B., and inscribed Prince Leopold.
Pencil and Indian ink.

Prince Leopold of Saxe-Coburg married, 1816, Princess Charlotte, only

daughter of George, Prince of Wales (George IV.).

Hayter etched a diflerent portrait of the prince, 1816.

(13) LT.-CoL. MACOREGOR. Head and bust turned 1., the face in three-quarters

looking over slioulder; on the 1. arm a Highlander's target inscribed Clan

Alpine, Lt.-Col. Slacgregor.
Pen and ink.

Probably Alexander MacGregor, whose portrait as General was engraved
in mezzotint by S. W. Reynolds after S. J. Rochard.

(14) THE DUKE OF MANCHESTER. Head and shoulders turned r., the face in three-

quarters, eyes looking full. Inscribed the Duke of Mancheeter.

Pencil.

William Montague, b. 1768, d. 1843, fifth Duke of Manchester, was

Governor of Jamaica for nineteen years, 1808-1827, during which he

carried out many reforms.

(15) ENSIGN H. E. SOUTH. Three-quarter length, seated towards the r., the face

in three-quarters, eyes full. Inscribed Ensign Henry Ed. South, 33'* Foot.

Pencil.

(16) ENSIGN STOPFORD. Head and bust, turned r., the face in three-quarters, eyes
full. Inscribed Honble. Ensign Stafford.

Pencil and water colours.
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(17) MB. VERNON. Head in profile looking 1. Inscribed Honble - Mr- Vernon.
Pencil and Indian ink.

G. J. W. Vernon, fifth Baron Vornon, b. 1803, d. 1866, was M.P. for Derby
1831-35, when he became Lord Vornon ; published a famous and extra-

ordinarily elaborate edition of the ' Inferno
'

of Dante, to the study of whom he
devoted most of his life.

13. ALBUM, containing portraits of women.

(1) Miss BURLTON BENNETT. Half length seated with a book at a table, facing to

front
; the head in three-quarter face looking r. Inscribed Miss Burlton

Bennett.

Pencil and Indian ink.

(2) LADY ELIZABETH BINQHAM AND HON. JOHN MONTAGUE. Full half length
of the lady, holding the child on a table 1. and looking full. Inscribed
Bt. Honble. Lady Eliz t>l Bingham and Hanf"*. John Montague, 1814.

Pencil and pen and ink.

Lady Elizabeth Bingham (d. 1838), became the wife of G. G. Har-

court, M.P., of Nuneham Courtenay.

(3) THE MARCHIONESS OP BUCKINGHAM. Half length, seated towards the 1.,

the face in three-quarters, eyes looking full. Inscribed The B'. Honble.
Marchioness of Buckingham.

Pencil.

(4) H.R.H. PRINCESS CHARLOTTE. To the waist, seated towards front, in full

face, both hands showing, one raised to shoulder. Inscribed, Her Royal
Highness Princess Charlotte.

Pencil and sepia.
Princess Charlotte Augusta, b. 1796, only daughter of George, Prince of

Wales (George IV.), was never acknowledged by him as heir presumptive
1

and was brought up in close seclusion ; married 1816 Prince Leopold of

Saxe-Coburg; died 1817.

(5) PRINCESS CHARLOTTE. Two slight studies of the full face, one of the profile.
Inscribed H.R.H. P. Charlotte.

Pencil.

(6) Miss CHARLOTTE CLAVERING. Half length, turned to front and r., the face in

three-quarters looking r. Inscribed Miss Charlotte Clavering, Daughter of
Lady Agusla [sic].

Pencil.

(7) THE MABCHiONEsa COBNWALLIS. Three-quarter length, standing facing to

front, face nearly full, looking slightly r. ; pillar and balustrade behind.

. Signed G. H. and inscribed The Marchioness Cornwallis.

Pencil touched with Indian ink.

(8) Miss LOUISA COUTTS. Head and bust, turned 1., face looking full. Inscribed
Miss Louisa Coutts.

Pencil and water colours.

(9) COUNTESS DAVANLEY. Half length, full face, 1. hand showing. Inscribed

Countess Davanley.
Pencil and Indian ink.

(10) VISCOUNTESS DUNCANNON. Head, nearly full face, looking slightly r.

Inscribed Duncannon.
Indian ink and pencil.

(11) Miss MEBOEB ELPHINSTONE. Head in three-quarter face, looking over r.

shoulder. Inscribed The Hon^- Miss Mercer Elphinston.
Pencil and Indian ink.

(12) THE MISSES GABDINEB. A group; one sister standing between two seated

ones, seen to the knees and looking up at her. Inscribed The Miis's Mary,
Harriet and Louisa Oardiner.

Pencil and Indian ink.
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(13) MBS. GAULTON. Head and bust, turned to r. ; face in three-quarters, looking
full and leaning on 1. hand. Inscribed Mrs. Gaulton ne'e Mary Ogle.

Pencil touched with water colours.

(14) LADIES ADELAIDE AND SBLINA HASTINGS. Two children seated on the

ground and embracing a dog, both looking to the front. Signed G. H. and
inscribed R'- Honble. Ladies Adelade [sic] and Selina Hastings.

Indian ink and pencil.

(15) MBS., AFTERWARDS LADY, HAYTER. Head and bust, looking a little to the 1.

Inscribed Mrs. H.
Pencil.

(16) LADY HINCHINBROKE. Half length, turned to front, the face in three-

quarters turned 1., and looking 1. Inscribed Rt. Honble. Lady Hinchingbrook.
Pencil and pen and ink.

(17) Miss HODGSON. Head and bust turned to r., the face in three-quarters,
looking full. Inscribed Mies Hodgson.

Sepia aud pencil.

(18) LADY CECILIA JOHNSTON. An old lady, half length, turned to r., the face
in three-quarters, eyes full. Inscribed Lady Cecilia Johnston.

Pencil.

(19) MRS. KINNAIRD. Half length, turned to front and ]., the face full, eyes
looking r. Signed G. II., and inscribed Mrs. Kinnaird.

Pencil and sepia.

(20) THE HON. MRS. LEESON. Head and bust turned to r. and front, face in

three-quarters, turned r., looking full, r. hand raised to 1. shoulder. Inscribed
Honble. Mrs. Leeson.

Pencil and water colours.

(21) MRS. LEIGH. Hend and bust, facing to front and 1., the head in three-

quarter face, turned r. and looking r. Inscribed Hon^- Mrs. Leigh.
Pencil and Indian ink.

Augusta, wife of Colonel Leigh, sister of Lord Byron, who addressed to
her the '

Kpistle to Augusta
' and other poems.

(22) Miss MILBANKE. Half length, seated facing to front and 1., the head in

three-quarter face, turned r. and looking r. ; 1. hand raised to 1. shoulder.
Inscribed Miss Milbanke.

Pencil and Indian ink.

Anne Isabella Milbanke, daughter of Sir R. Milbanke, b. 1792, married to
Lord Byron 1815, but separated from him 1816; became Baroness Went-
worth 1856 ; d. 1860.

(23) LADY JANE MONTAGW. In Turkish dress, half length, seated towards the
r. at a table, cheek resting on 1. hand, face nearly full. Inscribed St. Honble.

Lady Jane Montagu.
Pencil.

(24) LADY JANE MONTAGU. Head in full face, wearing turban, and with
slight moustaches. Inscribed Lady Jane Montagu, 1814.

Pencil and sepia.

(25) LADY PEYTON. An old lady, half length, stated towards front and r. ; head
in three-quarter faoe, turned r. and looking r., arm resting on table. Signed
G. H. and inscribed Lady Peyton.

Pencil.

Wife of Sir Henry Peyton, 2nd Baronet; d. 1857.

(26) LADY RANCLIFFB. Half length, seated toward the front, looking full,

leaning 1., elbow on table, by which is a dog r. Inscribed The Rt. Honble.

Lady Randiffe.
Pencil and pen and ink.

Elizabeth Mary (Forbes) wife of George Parkyns, 2nd Baron Eancliffe.
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(27) Miss DIANA RAWLINS. Head and bust turned to froiit, the face in three-

quarters turned 1. and looking 1. Inscribed Miss Diana Eawlim.
Pencil with Eepia and red.

(28) Miss OKD AND Miss CHARLOTTE SCOTT. One lady standing r., seen to the
knees, and with her hand on the shoulder of the other lady, who is seated
towards the front, looking nearly full. Inscribed Miss Ord and Miss
CharVf Scott.

Pencil and sepia.

(29) LADY SHELLEY. Head and bust in an oval, facing to front, the head in

three-quarter face, looking r. Inscribed Lady Shelley.
Pencil and sepia.

Probably the wife of Sir John Shelley, baronet, of the Devonshire and not
of the Sussex family of Shelley.

(30) MBS. T. SHERIDAN. Full half length, standing towards the front in full
face. Signed G. H. Inscribed Mrs. T. Sheridan.

Pencil and Indian ink.

(31) CHARLOTTE STANLEY, A GIPSY. Half length, facing r., head in three-

quarters turned 1. and looking 1., with r. hand raised. Inscribed Charlotte

Stanley Gypsey.
Pencil.

Study for a picture engraved by J. E. Eobinson.

(32) THE SAME. Three-quarter length, seated towards the 1., head turned full,
r. hand at neck. Inscribed Gypsy Charlotte Stanley.

Pencil.

(33) THE HON. MARIA STAPLETON. Half length, seated facing to front and 1.,
face full, playing guitar. Inscribed lion 1 '1'- Miss Maria Stapleton.

Pencil and Indian ink.

Maria Frances Catherine Stapleton became (1813) Viscountess Jocclyn,
afterwards (1820) Countess of Roden; d. 1861.

(34) THE SAME. Head and bust facing 1., the head in three-quarters looking
full, guitar in hands. Inscribed The lion 1*!*. Miss Stapleton. Not painted.

Pencil and Indian ink.

(35) THE SAME. Head and bust turned nearly to front, the face full, looking a
little r. Inscribed Lady JocelynHon1' 1'- Mies Maria Stapleton.

Pencil and Indian ink.

(3G) LADIES JANE AND ELIZABETH STOPFOBD. Two half length figures standing
embraced. Inscribed Hon>''<- ladies Jane and Elizabeth Stopford.

Pencil with sepia and vermilion.

Daughters of James George, 3rd Earl of Courtown.

(37) LADY SOUTHAMPTON. Head and bust turned to front, the face in three-

quarters, turned 1., looking nearly full, chin resting on hand. Signed G. H.
and inscribed Lady Southampton.

Pencil with sepia and vermilion.

Probably Harriot (Stanhope), 1st wife of Charles Fitzroy, 3rd Baron
Southampton, d. 1866.

(38) STUDY OP HAIR FOR THE SAME PORTRAIT. Inscribed Ly. Southampton's
hair.

Pencil and sepia.

(39) (a) STUDY OF AN EYE. For portrait of Lady E. Vcrnon.
Pencil.

(6) LADY E. VERNON. Head in full face.

Pencil.

(c) STUDY OF MOUTH. For the same portrait.
Pencil.

(40) LADY E. VEBNON. Head in three-quarter face, turned r., bending down and
looking full. Signed G. II., and inscribed Lady E. Vernon.

Pencil.
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(41) THE COUNTESS OF WARWICK. Head in three-quarter to full face, turned r.

and looking r. Inscribed Countess of Warwick. With separate study of

an eye.
Pencil.

Sarah Elizabeth (Savile). wife of Henry Richard. 3rd Earl of Warwick,
d. 1851.

(42) THE SAME. Head in similar position to the preceding, but looking full.

Signed G. H. and inscribed Countess of Warwick.
Pencil.

Nos. 12 and 13 were purchased December, 1895.

14. ALBUM, containing studies, principally for Hayter's picture of the coronation
of Queen Victoria, engraved by H. T. Ryatt. The print is in the department.

^1) STUDY for the whole composition. The archbishop and bishops at the altar

1. ; the queen opposite on the throne towards the r., witli ladies grouped
around it ; in the background the peers. On a strip of paper beneath, The

Archbishop of Canterbury having placed the crown on the head of Her Majesty,
retired back to the alter and commenced an exhortation to H. M. Previously to

his tpeaJciny, the peers with shouts cried God Bless the Queen and put on
their own coronets, June 28, 1838, West'. Abbey. G. H.

Pencil, partly gone over with pen and some touches of lake.

(2) STUDY FOB THE HEAD OP THE QUEEN. Profile, turned 1., looking down ; hands
crossed on breast. Signed G. H. and inscribed H. M.

Pencil.

(3) STUDY FOR THE QUEEN'S ROBE. Study of the robe as it appeared on the Queen
when seated ; with study of the train. Inscribed from Her Majesty in the

imperial dalmatic robe. Signed and dated G. H., July 25, 1838.

Pencil.

(4) TRACING FROM HEAD OF PORTRAIT OF THE QUEEN in the Dalmatic robes at
Windsor.
Pen and ink.

(5) LOWER PART OF THE QUEEN'S ROBES. Inscribed Sketched from Her Majesty
and signed G. H.

(6) (a) (V) Two ROUGH SCHEMES OF PROPORTION AND MEASUREMENTS of the

Queen's head and figure.
Pencil.

(7) (a) PEERS DOING HOMAGE. Rough sketch, inscribed The Hommage.
Pencil.

(6) THE SAME SUBJECT from a different point of view. Rough sketch.

Pencil.

(8) (a) THE QUEEN ENTHRONED. Two rough studies.

(5) LADIES IN WAITING.

(c) STANDING FIGURES, rough study.
Pencil.

(9) (a) PEERS and PEERESSES. Slight sketches.

(6) PART OF THE CEREMONY. Very rough sketch.

Pencil.

(10) (a) PRINCESS SCHWARZENBERG, and other rough studies. Inscribed Ps.

Swarzenbourg.

(6) PEERESSES AND PAGES. Rough studies.

Pencil.

(11) (a) ARCHBISHOP HOWLEY ADDRESSING THE QUEEN.
Sepia and pen.
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(6) THE ARCHBISHOP BLESSING THE QUEEN.
Pencil.

(12) SKETCH OF THE ARCHBISHOP'S FIGURE. Inscribed from the Archbishop of
Canterbury, and signed G. H.
Black chalk.

(13) ROUGH SKETCH OF THE DUCHESS OF KENT. Inscribed H.R.H. the Ds. of Kent.
Pencil.

(14) SKETCH OF THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON.
Pen and Bepia.

(15) LORD STAFFORD, A PAGE. Two studies with measurements, inscribed tketch

for my picture of the coronation of Queen Victoria and signed G. II.

Pencil.

(16) LADY BARHAM. Two studies. Inscribed Lady Barham,
Pencil.

(17) THE DUKE OF BEDFORD. Study for lower part of the figure only. Inscribed
Duke of Bedford.

Black chalk.
A whole length portrait of this, the 6th Duke, by Hayter is at Woburn

Abbey.

(18) THE DUCHESS OF SUTHERLAND, Mistress of the Robes, with notes of details
of robe. Inscribed Duehesn of Sutherland.

Pencil on drab paper touched with white.

(19) THE DUCHESS OF SUTHERLAND. A larger and more elaborate study.
Pencil and red chalk and white on drab paper.

(20) (a) HANDS OF THE DUCHESS OF SUTHERLAND.
Pen and ink on drab paper.

(6) TRAIN OF THE DUCHESS OF SUTHERLAND'S ROBES. Inscribed 6ft.
Pencil, red chalk and white on drab paper.

(21) (a) (b) (c) ROUGH SKETCHES of the figures of the Duke of Sutherland and the
Duke of Devonshire, with measurements.

Pencil.

(22) (a) (5) (c) (d) ROUGH SKETCHES for various figures, including Wellington and
Marshal Soult. (c) is inscribed Sketches made at the coronation of our

Gracious Queen in Westr. Abbey, 1838.

Pencil.

(23) (a) SLIGHT STUDIES for parts of costume of the Queen and Archbishop.
Pencil.

(6) FALD STOOL. Inscribed with memoranda and dated 5th August, 1838.

Water colours and pencil.

(24) (a) (6) ROUGH SKETCHES OF COMMUNION PLATE, ETC. With measurements.
Pencil.

(25) (a) (!)) (c) (d) NOTES on costume and measurements of the Duke of Sussex,
a sketch of a lady, notes on official costume and on positions at the cere-

mony of various personages.
Pencil or pen.

(26) (a) (/)) (c) NOTES on measurements, orders and costume of the Duke of

Wellington.
Pencil.

(27) (a) HILT OF SWORD WORN BY WELLINGTON. Inscribed The sword of Napoleon
worn by Wellington at the coronation of Queen Victoria, 1838. Signed
and dated G. H., 1839.

Black chalk and white on drab paper.
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(6) THE QUEEN'S SCEPTRE. Several studies inscribed The sceptre of Peace

held by the Queen at her coronation. Signed G. H.
Pencil and white on drab paper.

(28) (a) HEAD or LORD CHANCELLOR.

(6) HILTS OP THE SWORDS OF JUSTICE.

(c) (<J) SKETCHES or THE JEWELLED GLOBE held by the sovereign.
Pencil.

(29) (a) SCEPTRE.
Pen and ink tracing.

(fc) BATON OF THE DITKE OF WELLINGTON as Great Constable of the Tower
of London. Inscribed with notes on this and the Field Marshal's baton,
and signed and dated G. H., Nov., 1839.

Pencil.

(30) CANOPY ABOVE THE ALTAR IN THE ABBEY.
Pencil and indigo wash.

(31) ROVGH SKETCH OF THE ALTAR.
Pencil and water colours.

(32) (n) THE THRONE. Signed G. H.

(b) THE ALTAR TABLE.

(33) ANGLE OF SACKARIUM, DRAPED FOR THE CEREMONY. Signed G. H.

(34) COMMUNION PLATE. Inscribed Tlie plate of Gold on the first shelf above the

Altar fable, and the centre piece of plate on the upper shelf used in West-
minster Abbey at the coronation of Queen Victoria, June 28, 1838. Signed
and dated G. H. Sept. 9, 1839.

Pencil and white on buff paper.

(35) COMMUNION PLATE. Inscribed The upper shelf arrangement of gold plate at

the altar, etc. Signed G. H.
Pencil and white on buff paper.

(36) THE ALTAR TABLE, as arranged for the ceremony. Signed G. H.
Pencil and white on buff paper.

(37) (a) PLAN OF SACRARIUM.
Pencil.

(V) SKETCH OF THE ALTAR, ETC. Inscribed with memoranda.
Pencil.

(38) THE ALTAR. Signed G. H.
Pencil.

(39) (a) (i>) (c) DETAILS OF ARCHITECTURE.
Pencil.

(40) (a) (fe) (c) (d) DETAILS AND ROUGH PLANS OF PARTS OF THE ABBEY.
Pencil.

(41) (a) (&) (c) (d) MEASUREMENTS AND NOTES ON COSTUME of Princess Hohenlohe,
Lady Normanby, etc.

Pencil.

(42) (o) NEWSPAPER CUTTING, with a description of the imperial crown of

England.

(6) HAYTER'S TICKET or ADMISSION TO THE CORONATION.

15. ALBUM, containing studies principally for Hayter"s picture of the Marriage of

Queen Victoria. Engraved by C. E. Wagstaff. The print is in the department.

(1) (a) SMALL ROUGH STUDY FOR THE WHOLE COMPOSITION.

(6) LARGER ROUGH STUDY FOR THE SAMB.
Black chalk and white on buff paper.

VOL. ir. u
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(2) (a) THE QUEEN AND THE PRINCE. Two studies.

Pencil.

(i>) SLIGHT STUDY TOR THE COMPOSITION.
Pencil.

(3) (a) THE CLASPED HANDS OF THE QUEEN >ND THE PRINCE. Inscribed Draiof.

for a seal for H, M. 1840. 0. H.
Pencil.

(fc) THE CENTRAL GROUP. Rough sketch.

Pen and pencil.

(4) THE QUEEN AND PRINCE AT THE ALTAR.
Pencil.

(5) (a) THE CLASPED HANDS or QUEEN AND PRINCE. Inscribed drawn from Her

Majesty and Prince Albert's hands. G. H. 1840.

Pencil.

(fc) QUEEN AND PRINCE AT THE SIGNING OP THE REGISTER.

Pen and ink.

() QUEEN AND PRINCE.
Pen iind pencil.

(G) PRINCE ALBERT. Half-length profile figure. Inscribed H.R.H. Prince Albert,

traced from my large picture of the Marriage of the Queen, Febr. 10, 1840.

G. II.

Pencil.

(7) INTERIOR OF THE CHAPEL ROYAL. Inscribed Interior of St. James's Chapel

Royal at the marriage of Queen Victoria and H.R.H. Prince Albert. 10 Feby.,

1 840. G. H. Half an hour before the ceremony.
Pencil.

(8) (a) THE DUKE OF SAXE-COBURR, HIS SON PRINCE ERNEST, and Princess Mary
of Cambridge. Signed G. H.
Pen and pencil.

(b) PAGES AND PRIESTS. With memoranda.
Pen and pencil.

(e) PRINCESS MARY OF CAMBRIDGE, with memoranda.
Pen and ink.

(9) PRINCESS MARY or CAMBRIDGE. Slight sketch with measurements.

Pencil.

(10) (a) (6) (c) (<J) (e) NOTES ON COSTUME AND COLOUR, ETC., with rough sketch of

a balcony (<i) and a standing figure (c).

Pencil.

(11) (a) HEAD OF QUEEN DOWAGER. Slight sketch with memoranda.

Pencil.

(b) THE QUEEN DOWAGER. Rough sketch.

Pencil.

(12) (a) FIGURES IN A BALCONY. Slight rough sketch.

Pencil and black chalk.

(6) NOTES ON COSTUME OF THE DUCHESS OF KENT and others.

Pen and pencil.

(e) CHAIN ON SHAKO OF H.R.H. PRINCE GEORGE OF CAMBRIDGE.

Pencil and white on brown paper.

(13) (a) (c) (<J) NOTES OF POSITION AMD COSTUME of various personages.

(6) (e) ROUGH SKETCHES OF FIGURES.

(14) PARTS OF THE TRAIN OF QUEEN VICTORIA. Signed and dated 1840 G. H.

Pencil and white on gray paper.
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(15) PLUMB OF H.R.H. PRINCE ALBERT.
Pencil witb gepia and lake.

(16) (a) PROFILE HEAD or A NOBLEMAN.
Pencil.

(6) (c) (d) NOTES AND ROUGH SKETCHES OF DETAILS or COSTUME.
Pencil.

(17) NOTES OF MEASUREMENTS OF HER MAJESTY.
Pencil and pen.

(18) UNIFORM OF THE DUKE OF SAXE-COBURQ AND GOTHA ; studies of detail, with
memoranda.

Pencil and black cbalk.

(19) (n) (6) (c) (<Z) (e) (/) (g) (ft) STUDIES OF PARTS OF THE INTERIOR OF THE
CHAPEL.

Pencil.

(20) THE QUEEN IN THE EOBES OF THE GARTER; study for a picture, presented
by Her Majesty to the King of Prussia. Whole length seated ; St. Paul's
Cathedral in the background.
Pen and ink over pencil.

(21) PRINCESS VICTORIA IN 1833; study for a picture painted for the King of the

Belgians. Whole length standing turned to the 1., face in three-quarters
looking full.

Sepia and pencil.

(22) STUDY FOR THE SAME PICTURE. A rough sketch.

Pencil.

(23) SMALL STUDY FOR THE SAME PICTURE.
Black chalk and wliite on drab paper.

(24) PRINCESS VICTORIA, KENSINGTON PALACE, 1834. Whole length standing,
with her dog.

Pencil.

(25) PRINCESS VICTORIA, KENSINGTON PALACE, 1834. Whole length seated

towards the ]., face turned full; slight sketch.

Black chalk aud white on drab paper.

(26) PRINCESS VICTORIA IN 1834. Half length turned to r., the fnce looking
down towards ihe 1., r. hand raited to chin. Inscribed H.R.H. Princess

Victoria. Signed and dated G. H., April, 1834.

Pencil.

(27) THE DUCHESS OF KENT AND'PBINCESS VICTORIA. Two studies for the group
of the duchess seuted with lier arm clasping the waist of the princess, who
stands by her 1. Inscribed T.li.H. the Duclieis of Kent and Princess Victoria,

Kensington Palace, 1834.

Pen aud ink.

(28) STUDIES FOE THE SAME PICTURE. Rough sketch.

Pencil.

(29) STUDIES FOB A DBAWIHG OF THE DUCHESS AND PRINCESS, 1834. Five slight
studies.

Pen and ink.

The drawing was lithographed.

(30) THE DUCHESS OF KENT. Study of costume for a seated portrait. Inscribed

E. It.H. the Duchess of Kent.

Pencil and white on buff paper.

(31) PRINCESS HOHENLOHE. The child held on a cushion by her nurse.

Inscribed HS.H. Princess Huhenlohe. Light on the other tide.

Pencil and white on buff paper.

Nog. 14 and 15 were purchased January, 1888.

u 2
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HAYTER, John (b. 1800, d. 1895). Painter and draughtsman; younger
brother of Sir G. Hayter ;

worked in London ; painted several

pictures for the Royal family ;
exhibited at the Royal Academy and

elsewhere, 1815-1879, chiefly portraits and historical subjects; his

crayon portraits had great vogue in their day ; painted parts of some
of Landseer's earlier pictures.

1. Three on a mount, roy., viz. :

(a) SKETCH FOR PORTRAIT GROUP OF Miss BOYLE AND VISCOUNT DUNGARYAN. A
mountain path down which the two are riding, Lord Dnngarvan at the r,
a man on foot 1., by his sister's horse.

Pen and ink sketch ; 5 X 3J in.

Charles Boyle, Viscount Dungarvan, b. 1800, d. 1834, was son of Edward,
eighth Earl of Cork and Orrery.

(ft) SKETCH FOR PORTRAIT OF Miss BOYLE. On horseback, riding towards the

1., looking to the front, tree r.

Slight pen and ink sketch ; 6J X 6 in.

(c) HEAD OF A HOUSE. In profile turned to the 1. ; a horseman with a lance in

the distance. Signed /. Hayter and inscribed Head of C"s horse. See
No. 2 (c).

Pen and ink sketch ; 3| X 5| in.

2. Three on a mount, roy., viz. :

(a) PRACTISING AT BLOUNT'S COURT. A lady riding a horse and making it

curvet. Inscribed Practising at Blount's Court, 1833. Signed /. Hayter.
Pen and ink sketch

;
5 J X 3J in.

(ft) ILLUSTRATION TO PARADISE LOST, BOOK IX. Adam standing with bent head
under a tree, round the roots of which the serpent twines, while Eve, seated
on the ground r., looks up to him, holding in her hand the fatal apple.
Inscribed '

Speechless lie stood and Pale
'

: Milton.
Pen and ink sketch ; 5J X 3$ in.

(c)
' CHARLES IN HIS ALBANIAN COSTUME.' A man in Albanian costume with a

lance, on horseback riding to 1. Inscribed Charles in his Albn - Costume.

Probably Charles Viscount Dungarvan.
Pen and ink sketch ; 5J x 3J in.

3. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) THE HON. WM. BOYLE AS A CHILD ASLEEP. A little boy lying asleep on a
cushion. Inscribed Willy asleep and good angels keep watch.

Pencil, with very slight water-colour wash; 5J X 3J in.

William George Boyle, son of Viscount Dungarvan and younger brother
of the ninth Earl of Cork, b. 1830, was M.P. for Frome 1856-57.

(ft) FAIRY LAND. Hayter seated on the ground and contemplating a great blank
canvas, his palette and brushes beside him. Inscribed Fairy land.

Signed and dated John Hayter, N v- 1833, Blount'e court.

Pencil ; 5J x 3| in.

4. PORTRAIT OF FANNY ELSSI.ER. Head and bust, the head in profile looking 1.

over the shoulder. Inscribed Fanny Elder. Signed and dated, John Hayter,
1843.

Chalks and stump on grey paper; roy., 17 x 11| in.

5. PORTRAIT OF FANNY ELSSLER. Half length, facing to front, the head in three-

quarter face looking ]., a wre:ith of roses on the hair. Inscribed Fanny Elsler.

Signed and dated John Hayter 1843.

Chalks and stump on grey paper ; roy., llf X 8g in.

Fanny Elssler, a celebrated Austrian dancer, b. 1810 at Vienna, d. 1884 in the
snme town.

Nos. 1-5 were rurchaeed October, 1872. :
;

.
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6. PORTRAIT OF SIR CHARLES LOCK EASTLAKE, P.E.A. Head and bust turned to

front, the face nearly full and looking full. Inscribed Eastlake. Dated Decr - 28,
1814. Signed Hayter.

Pencil and Indian ink on buff paper, heightened with white ; roy.,
11 X 8f in.

See note to No. 9 (a) of Sir G. Hayter's drawings.

. Purchased October, 1890.

7. PACKET containing 290 studies in pencil or chalk of hands, feet, and particular
features of faces, and various accessories of portraits.

Presented by J. Deffett Francis, Esq., November, 1882.

HEAD, Guy (b. 1753, d. 1800). Painter; born at Carlisle; studied at

the Royal Academy ;
worked for some years at Rome, returning

1798 ; painted copies, portraits and classical subjects ;
best known as

a copyist ;
died in London.

1. INTERIOR OF THE COLOSSEUM. View in the gallery running round the amphi-
theatre, with the inner arcade enclosing the arena 1.

; through a large rent in
.

the vaulting, fringed with bushes, appears a sunlit glimpse of the tiers of seats

built above the exterior galleries. Signed G. Head.
Water colours ; atl., 19J x 25$ in.

2. VIEW OF THE LATERAN FROM THE PALATINE HILL. Part of the Palatine,

sloping from 1. to r.
;
in the foreground a hollow with half excavated foundations

overgrown with weeds and creepers; two men in the hollow, and two wonn'ii

above, near a group of cypresses; above the slope appears the Lateran in the

distance, and houses on the low ground r. Signed and dated (}. Head, 1795.

Pen and sepia with sepia and Indian-ink was!i ; atl., 17^ x 25 in.

Both purchased July, 1899.

HEAPHY, Thomas, the Elder (b. 1775, d. 1835). Painter; born in London;
studied at the Royal Academy, and exhibited portraits there for a time,
but gained greater success with his water colours

;
was elected Member

of the Old Water Colour Society, 1808, but left in 1812, and again
took to portraiture ;

worked in Spain during the Peninsular War,
painting portraits of officers, and his large picture of Wellington and
bis staff is well known from the engraving ;

late in life formed the

Society of British Artists, and was its first president.

1. Two WATERLOO MEN. Two studies, bust portraits one in profile, one in full

face^-of English soldiers. Perhaps two studies of the same men.
Pencil ; 8f x 7J in.

Inserted in the interleaved Academy Catalogues (Vol. VIII., No. 87),

presented Vy J. H. Anderdon, Esq., November, 1867.

HEAPHY, Thomas, the Younger (b. 1813, d. 1873). Painter
;
son of

Thomas Heaphy, the water-colour painter ; exhibited at the Royal
Academy from 1831, at first painting only portraits, afterwards,
from 1850, chiefly subject pictures ; spent many years investigating
the history of the traditional likeness of Christ, on which he wrote

papers, collected and published after his death in 1880
; contributed

also to periodicals.

1. HEAD OF CHRIST. Full face, with a nimbus of rays.
Oil colours on canvas ; imp., 16J x 13 in.

Purchased June, 1881.
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2. ALBUM containing drawings from early likenesses of Christ and other Christian

antiquities. The description and dates nre taken from Heaphy's MS- notes on
the drawings and the blank leaves of "the allmm. References are made to

Heaphy's 'The Likeness of Christ,' edited by Wyke Bayliss, London, 1880.

(1) Designs in gold on glass paterse and on g'ass ornaments of the first and
second centuries, aud from the catacombs of St. Sebastian, now in the
Christian Museum of the Vatican, viz. :

(a) FRAGMENT, WITH PART OF THE HEAD OF CHRIST.

(6) CHRIST CROWNING AS MARTYRS SS. PETER AND PAUL.

(c) CHRIST CROWNING TWO SAINTS.

(d) (f) OBVEKSE AND EEVEIISE OF AN AMULET.

(g) THE CRUCIFIXION (a forgery).

(ft) CHRIST WITH THE BREAD OF LIFE.

(i) CHRIST BLESSING PETER AND PAUL.

(j) THE RESURRECTION.

(&) PORTRAIT OF LINUS, FIRST OR SECOND BISHOP OF ROME.

(1) RAISING OF LAZAIIUS, or, Christ turning water into wine.

All in water colours.

(2) Glass Pateraj from various catacombs, of the first and second centuries,
viz. :

(a) CHRIST CROWNING TIMOTHY AND JUSTUS, (6) PAUL AND PETER.

(c) PORTRAIT OF ST. PAUL.

(d) THREE CHRISTIAN LAMES, represented as the three Graces.

(e) PORTRAITS OF SAINTS JOHN, DAMAS OH THOMAS, PETER AND PAUL.

(/) FRESCO OF THE LAST SUPPER (?), or the Forgiveness of Peter.

All in water colours.

(3) (a) SATAN : from catacombs of SS. Achille e Nereo.
Pencil.

(6) PROFILE HEAD OF EUTYCHIA, A CHRISTIAN MARTYB. From the Roman
catacombs.

Pencil.

(c) CHRIST SEATED BETWEEN ST. PHTER AND ST. PADL, from the catacombs
of Mavallini e Petri.

Water colours.

(d) THE LAMB OF GOD.
Wattr colours.

(4) (a) CHRIST TEACHING ; from catacombs of SS. Achille e Nereo, 2nd Century.
Pencil.

(6) ST. PETER AND ST. PAUL, AND CHRIST ; from the same catacombs ; 1st or

2nd Century.
Pencil.

(5) CHRIST AND THE SAMARITAN WOMAN. Fresco ; 1st Century.
Water colours.

(6) RAISING OF LAZARUS. 2nd Century ; from catacombs of SS. Achille e Nereo.

Pencil.

(7) CHRIST SEATED PREACHING. Fresco of 1st or 2nd Century, from the same
catacombs.

Pencil.

(8) RAISING OF LAZARUS. 1st or 2nd Century, from the same catacombs.
Pencil.

(9) CHRIST SEATED ; WITH FOUB APOSTLES. Fresco of 1st or 2nd Century, from
Roman catacombs.

Water colours.
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(10) THE RESURRECTION. 1st or 2ud Century.
Oil colours on paper.
Engraved on wood in ' The Likeness of Christ," p. 36.

(11) HEAD OF CHRIST IN PROFILE. Mosaic of 2nd Century from Roman catacombs.
Water colours.

Reproduced in ' The Likeness of Christ,' pi. vm.

(12) HEAD OF CHRIST, OF EASTERN ORIGIN, ascribed by legend to St. Luke ; aiid

Christ at supper; both in the Vatican museum.
Water colours.

The first reproduced in
' The Likeness of Christ," pi. iv.

(13) HEAD OF CHRIST IN PROFILE, from catacombs of SS. Achille e Nereo.
Wattr colours.

(14) HEAD OF CHRIST IN THE SACRISTY OF S. BARTOLOMMEO AT GENOA, said to hava
been done from life for Agbanus, King of Edessa.

Peucil and neutral tint wash.

(15) THE SAME HEAD. A much larger copy.
Sepia on linen.

Reproduced in ' The Likeness of Christ,' pi. in.

(16) HEAD OF CHRIST IN S. SILVESTRO, ROME (rigidly excluded from the public).

Sepia aud body colours on linen.

(17) HEAD OF CHRIST, CALLED VERONICA'S HANDKERCHIEF, in the sacristy of St.

Peter's at Rome.
Water colours and body colours on linen.

Reproduced in ' The Likeness of Christ,' pi. n.

(18) PORTRAIT OF CHRIST, ATTRIBUTED TO ST. PETER, in the sacristy of Santa
Prassede at Rome.
Water colours.

(19) PAGAN CARICATURE OF THE CRUCIFIXION, from the Palatine; now in the
Roman College.

Pencil.

(20) CHRIST AND TWO DISCIPLES WITH THE LOAVES AND TWO FISHES
;
from lh

Christian cemetery at Aries.

Pencil.

(21) RAISING OF LAZARUS; WOMAN PRAYING; AND CHRIST WITH THE TREE OF
LIFE. From a sarcophagus at Aries.

Pencil.

(22) FIRST REPRESENTATION OF AN ANGEL, with other designs from Aries.

Pencil.

(23) 06. CHRIST DISPENSING THE GOSPEL.
Pencil.

Rev. CHRIST GIVING THE GOSPEL TO A DISCIPLE, and washing Peter's feet.

From Aries.

Pencil.

(24) CHRIST DELIVERING THE GOSPEL TO DISCIPLES. From Aries.

Pencil.

(25) Two MOSAICS FROM THE CATACOMBS OF S. AGNESE, half-length figure of Chriat,
and the Virgin and Child. Now in the Museum of the Lateran.

Water colours.

The figure of Christ reproduced in
' The Likeness of Christ,' pi. vn.

(26) CHRIST DELIVERING THE GOSPEL TO TWO DISCIPLES. Mosaic from S. Lorenzo,
Milan.

Pencil.

(27) HEAD OP CHRIST WITH NIMBUS. Mosaic executed by-Constantine's order in

the Bosilica of St. Paul, Rume.

Reproduced in ' The Likeness of Christ,' pi. x.

(28) CHRIST IN A BLUB ROBE, WITH A BOOK. Figure in smalto and gold, dug
up 620 under the pavement of S. Maria in Trastevere ; now in the Roman
College.

Oil colours on paper.
Reproduced in

' The Likeness of Christ,' pi. vi.
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(29) CHBIST BLESSING. Fresco from the tomb of S. Cecilia, Roman Catacombs.
Oil colours on paper.

(30) EARLIEST KNOWN REPRESENTATION OF THE VIRGIN MART. Fresco from the

tomb of S. Cecilia.

Waler colours.

(31) PORTRAIT OF CHRIST, HALF-LENGTH. Mosaic from the Baptistery of Constantino.

Oil colours on paper.

Reproduced in ' The Likeness of Christ," pi. ix.

(32) COLOSSAL FIGURE OF CHRIST. Mosaic in the Church of SS. Cosimo and
Damian.

Oil colours on paper.

Reproduced in ' The Likeness of Christ,' pi. xi.

(33) SYMIIOLIO FIGURE OF CHMST, from an amulet ; and two other figures.
Pencil.

(34) CHRIST SEATED WITH A BOOK. Mosaic from the chapel of S. Prassede.

Oil colours and pold on paper.

Reproduced in ' The Likeness of Christ,' pi. xn.

(35) CHRIST SEATED ON A THRONE. Mosaic from the church of S. Pudenziana,
Rome.

Oil colours and gold on paper.

Reproduced in ' The Likeness of Christ
'
as frontispiece.

(30) FIGURE OF CHRIST IN A CIRCLE, UPHELD BY AN ANGEL. Mosaic from
S. Prassede.

Oil colours on paper.

(37) METAL CRUCIFIX. Ostro-Gotliic period, 6th Century.
Water colours.

Engraved on wood in ' The Likeness of Christ,' p. 70.

(38) CHRIST BLESSING. Mosaic in the Baptistery of Constautine (decline of the

true type).
Water colours.

(39) CHRIST BLESSING, standing in a field with flowers; fresco in St. Clement's.
10th Century.

Oil colours on paper.

(40) HEAD OF CHRIST, mosaic of the 13th Century by Jacopo da Turrita (decline
of the true type).
Water colours.

(41) HEAD OF CHRIST, on a gold ground ; cloth picture in the church of S. Silvestro

at Rome.

(42) PORTRAIT OP ESTHER L. WINN. Head and bust in three-quarter face turned r.,

eyes looking full. Inscribed Esther L. Winn, 1857.

Pencil.

Purchased June, 1881.

HEARNE, Thomas (b. 1744, d. 1817). Water-colour painter; born at

Brinkworth, near Malmesbury ; came young to London
; apprenticed

to Woollett, the engraver, 1765-1771 ; worked in the Leeward Islands,

1771-74; joined W. Byrne, 1777, in publishing 'The Antiquities of

Great Britain' (Cadell & Davies), for which he made all the drawings ;

one of the founders of English water-colour art
; influenced both

Girtin and Turner.

1 . Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) CHEFSTOW CASTLE FKOM PIEBSFIELD, 1794. View from above of the Wye
curving from the r. foreground past a wooded meadow 1., bordered on the
further side by the scarped rooks on which the ruined castle stands ;

beyond, glimpses of Chepstow town anyng trees, and in the distance the
broad water of the Severn and the Meuclip Hills crossing the horizon; a
few boats on the river.

Water colours and Indian ink ; 7$ x 9j in.
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(Zi) CHEPSTOW CASTLE FROM THE WYE. A near view from the opposite river

bank of the lower part of the castle, crowning the cliffa and bridging over

a chasm in their mass ; three boats on the river below and a bushy bank in

the 1. foreground.
Water colours and Indian ink ; 7J X 9J in.

2. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) NEAR ASHSTEAD, SURREY. View from the brink of a great quarry pit, the
bottom filled with water, at which horses are drinking; above the bush-

fringed further margin, an immense prospect of open wooded plain.
Water colours and Indian iuk ; 4 J x 7J in.

(6) HITCHIN PRIORY, HERTS. View of the Priory at some distance across a park
with a river flowing past it 1., and the town with church tower beyond ; sheep
and two horses under a group of trees in the 1. foreground. Signed Hearne.
Water colours and Indian ink ; 5f x 8 in.

3. CARISBROOKE CASTLE, ISLE or WIGHT. The entrance gate of the castle, flanked

by towers, towards the r. ; in the foreground a grassy slope with ruins 1., two

figures and some sheep ; beyond, a distant view of the Solent and the Hampshire
coast.

Water colours and Indian ink ; 7J X 9| in.

4. A PART OP THE REMAINS OF THE WHITE FRIARS AT AYLESFORD. View looking
along a moat, with an old, buttressed, bush-grown wall r., and trees cm the

grassy bank 1. ; at the further end of the moat a low wall, above which appears
a house with a sundial over an archway. Signed Uearne.
Water colours and Indian ink

; roy., 7J X 10 in.

5. ONE OF THE GATES OF HEREFORD. The old Gothic gate r., with low irregular

outbuildings in front of it beside the road, which curves round at the 1. ; a stream,
crossed by a smull bridge, runs along it iuto the r. foreground ; beyond, the
ruined city wall and a round tower ;

a woman and a boy on the road, and three

figures on the bridge.
Indian ink slightly tinted in water colours; roy., 7f x 9J in.

6. ELVET BRIDGE, DURHAM. View of the bridge from the bank of the Wear, which
flows into the foreground ; a rock, by which a woman washes linen, hides the
1. end of the bridge, which is built over at the r. by a cluster of gabled cottages
adjoining other houses in the street; two figures on the further bank under the
wall which borders it.

Water colours and Indian ink; roy., 8 X 10 in.

Etched by C. O. Murray, in the '

Portfolio,' Vol. xix. (1888). A view of the

bridge from the other side appears in ' A North-East View of the City of

Durham,' engraved by W. Byrne after Hearne.

7. NEAR WITHAM, ESSEX. A cottage with -willows in front and elms behind on the
further si<le of a stream which flows into the r. foreground, witli level fields and
trees on the 1., and a man unharnessing two horses from a cart on the near bank.

Signed and dated Hearne 1793.

Water colours and Indian ink ; roy., 7| x 9J in.

8. NEAR MONMOUTH, 1794. A stream flowing between high banks into the fore-

ground under a footbridge, on which are three figures, while a woman below
washes linen in the water ; beyond, a church spire and roofs of a town. Signed
Hearne,
Water colours and Indian ink with pen outlines ; roy., 8f x 5| in.

9. NEWARK CASTLE, 1777. The ruined castle, standing 1. on the banks of the Tr> nt,
which flows into the foreground ; two haystacks under the castle wall

1., and two
boats on the river. Signed Hearne.
Water colours and Indian ink over pencil ; roy., 8x10 in.

10. SITE OF THE CASTLE AT PLESHEY, ESSEX. A narrow winding hollow between
bare hills, crossed by a one-arched bridge, with a fragment of ruin overgrown
by bushes on the bridge at the r. ; beyond, a glimpse of open country between
two trees on the hillside ; under the archway a man.
Water colours and Indian ink ; roy,, 7J x 10| in.

Noe. 1-10 were presented by John Henderson, Esq., May, 1859.
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11. AT MUCH EASTON, ESSEX. The Tudor house seen at the 1. beyond clumps of
osiers growing from a stream which comes out into the foreground ; a girl
crossing the stream by a light wooden bridge, in front of which, on the r. bank,
are two willows. Signed Htarne.
Water colours and Indian ink ; roy., 7j X 10J in.

Purchased July, 1859.

12. 'THE PIPERS,' CORNWALL. The two monoliths known as 'The Pipers'; one
of them in the immediate r. foreground of u large field, the other at a good
distance, rising beyond the hedgerow which encloses it ; the field is crossed by
a path leading obliquely from the r., und at the 1. of the path two men are

carting the last load of hay.
Indian ink and water-colour tint with pen outlines ; roy., 6J x 9J in.

13. SCENE IN THE WEST INDIES. A scene near the coast, with distant sea r. ; in
the r. foreground a negro with wife and child coming along a road, and men
with casks on a cart further oif; at the 1., a sugar-cane plantation and negro
slaves under an overseer on horst-biick cutting and carting the canes ; beyond,
the factory, with a windmill and other buildings, at the entrance of a gorge
enclosed by hills, on the top of which are houses and another mill ; behind
these a mountain peak rises 1. into the clouds. Signed and dated Hearne, 1779.

Indian ink and water-colour tint with pen outlines ; imp., HJ x 21 J in.

Purchased May, 1872.

14. A RIVER GORGE. A shallow, rapid river flowing from the 1. at the bottom
of a wild wooded gorge and meeting towards the r. another stn am ; from the
1. foreground a road leads along the bank ot the river, deeply shaded by trees;
on the road a man moving away. Signed and dated Hearne, 1785.
Water colours and Indian ink ; imp., 18J X 19f in.

15. OAK TREES. An old oak of huge girth with a shepherd resting under the
broken stump of a second stem, and his sheep on a slope to the r. ; beyond, two
other great trees. Signed Hearne.

Indian ink slightly tinted, with pen outlines ; imp., 19J x 13| in.

[16-26]. Views in Sicily and Italy. In the spring of 1777, Richard Payne
Knight, to whom these drawings belonged, made a three mouths' tour in

Sicily with J. P. Hackert, a German artist, and Charles Gore, gome of
whose drawings, made on this tonr, have been catalogued above (p. 236).
Hearne seems never to have been in Italy himself, and these drawings are

probably from sketches by Gore. He worked also on two of the drawings
described under Gore, NOB. 4 and 5. Some of the drawings by Hackert are
also in the department.

16. RUINS OP THE GREAT TEMPLE AT SELINUS. Fragments of columns heaped
together; with two figures. Signed T. Hearne.

Indian ink and water-colour tint
; roy., 9 x 14J in.

17. RUINS OP THE SAME TEMPLE. Similar fragments, with one figure. Signed
T. Hearne.
Indian ink and water-colour tint ; roy., 9| x 14 in.

18. TEMPLE OF JUNO, AGRIGENTUM. The ruins on high ground sloping 1. towards
the distant sea ; several figures on the edge of the slope.
Water colours and Indian ink ; imp., 10| x 17J in.

19. TOMB OP THERO, AGHIGENTDM. The square tomb stands towards the 1., with a
cornfield r. and two shepherds in Ihe foreground with sheep and goats ; in

the distance a temple on a hill and ruins on another hill further off. Signed
T. Hearne.
Water colours and Indian ink ; imp., 10f x 17| in.

20. RUINS OP AGRIGENTDM PROM THE ROAD BELOW THE MODERN CITY. A wide
view of open country, with the sea r. and the ruins of Agrigentum at some
distance scattered about the low hills on which are the temples ; two horsemen
and a man on foot on a road which leads down among trees from the 1.

foreground. Signed T. Hearne.
Water colours and Indian ink

; imp., 10J x 17J in.
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21. CITADEL OP CEFALIJ. View from the east along the coast to the conical pro-
montory of Cefalii, with citadel on the top; a road leads from the foreground

along the shore. Inscribed View of Cephalu, North Coast of Sicily, between
Alilazzo and Pule[rmo],
Water colours and Indian ink

; imp., 10J x 17J in.

22. MONTE CASSINO. View across a plain, with scattered stones in the foreground
and trees r., to a town beneath a mountain. Inscribed View of Monte Cassino
in the Kingdom of Naples.
Water colours and Indian ink; imp., 10J X 17j| in.

23. ' DIONYSIUS' EAR,' SYRACUSE. (By Hearne and Jakob Philipp Hackert). Tlie

mouth of the cavern hung with creepers, from the outside ; three figurea at

the entrance. Inscribed Orenhio di Dimiysio a Syracusa.
Water colours and Indian ink; imp., 17 X 10J in.

24.
' DIONYSIUS' EAR,' SYRACI-SE. The mouth of the cavern, from inside ; a man
leaning against the rock by the entrance.

Indian ink; imp., 17J X 10| in.

25. RUINS OP SELINUS, FROM THE EAST. A grassy plain with the scattered ruins;

goats and cattle near the foreground, and three figures; in the 1. distance the
sea. Signed and dated T. llearne, 1780.
Water colours and Indian ink ; ant., 9J x 29J in.

2G. RUINS OP SELINUS, PROM THE SOUTH. View over grassy slopes, on which a

shepherd is talking with two women, to the ruins and sea beyond. Signed
T. Ifearne.

Water colours and Indian ink; ant., 11J x 27J in.

Nos. 12-2ti were bequeathed by Richard Payne Knight, Esq., 1824.

[27-33]. Drawings in monochrome and pencil.

27. CLIFFORD'S TOWER, YORK. Remains of a round tower on a knoll, bushes and
trees in the foreground 1. Inscribed Clifford's Tomer at York, called the Castle,

October 18th, 1778.

Indian-ink wash and pen ; roy., 3| x 7| in.

Purchased February, 1850.

28. THE HERMITAGE, WARKWORTH. The ruins of the Hermitage, partly built,

partly hollowed in the rock, and overhung by trees ou the bank of a river

(the Coquet), which flows at tlie r.

Indian ink over pencil ; roy., 7J X 10J in.

Engraved by W. Woolle.tt, with the addition of four figures, for Plate IX. of
'

Antiquities of Great Britain,' 1786. The legend of the hermitage is embodied
in Bishop Percy's poem,

' The Hermit of Warkworth.'

29. FARMHOUSE AND STREAM. A house 1., with wooden bridge leading from it across

a stream which fills the foreground ; trees on the r. bank.

Pencil ; roy., 12 x 9J in.

Purchased July, 1859.

30. FARMHOUSE AND STREAM. A house, perhaps the same as the last, seen from the

other side ; the whole house seen at the r. and the stream dividing the fore-

ground ; at the 1., a group of small trees.

Pencil ; roy., 9J x 12J in.

Purchased March, 1868.

31. SHED AND WILLOW. A thatched roof supported by boughs, and leaning against
a pollard willow. Signed Btarne.

Pencil ; roy., 9| x 6J in.

Presented by J. Deffett Francis, Esq., December, 1874.

32. PORTRAIT OF SIR JOSEPH BANKS, BART. Head and bust in an oval, the face

in three-quarters, nearly full, eyes looking 1.

Pencil on vellum ;
oval ; roy., 4 J x 3J in.

Sir Joseph Banks, b. 1743 in London, educated at Eton and Christ Church,
was early distinguished by love of natural history ; sailed round the world with

Captain Cook, 1768-1771 ; President of the Royal Society from 1777 till death ;

created baronet 1781 ; d. 1820. Banks wrote a few works, but was more

important as a patron of science. Hid library is now in the British Museum.

Purchased April, 1867.
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33. PORTRAIT OF WILLIAM WOOLLETT. Head and shoulders in profile, looking 1.,

wearing cap.
Pencil ; oval ; roy., 3| x 2J in.

See under Wollett iu this Catalogue.

Purchased August, 1808.

Attributed to Hearne.

LANDSCAPE WITH CASTLE AND CATHEDRAL. A road winding down to a river,

from which rises r. a cliff, surmounted by a castle ruin ; beyond the river, the

high opposite bank of which is fringed with woods at the top, a town and

cathedral, and in the distance a chain of hills ; in the foreground, a woman
witli a child sitting under a group of trees growing from a rocky bank, and a
man and woman talking to her ; two other figures near the river.

Srpia and Indian ink, slightly tinted ; imp., 17 X 13J in.

This drawing, apparently a composition, has been ascribed to Hearne, but
has no real resemblance to his style.

Purchased October, 1872.

HEATH, Charles (b. 1785, d. 1848). Engraver, etcher, and lithographer;
son and pupil of James Heath the engraver ;

noted for his small

plates in popular editions of English classics, and his portraits ;
less

successful in large plates ;
in later years occupied with assistants in

producing the Keepsake and other illustrated Annuals.

1. ILLUSTRATION TO OTWAY'S 'ORPHAN' ; ACT iv., so. 2. Castalio hiding his face

as Monimia takes his arm and presses him to speak ; Florella stands behind
near a Gothic archway.

Indian ink, partly tinted in water colours
; roy., 3J X 2| in.

Engraved by the artist as frontispiece to Vol. xn. of Mrs. Inchbald's ' British

Theatre.' In the print the composition is modified in more than one respect;
C'aslalio wears a <sip :md a different dress; and the background is altered.

The drawing was attributed by Samuel Eedgrave, in whose collection it was, to

Henry Singleton, and it resembles his style. But the design is described on
the engraving as drawn by C. Heath, and possibly a more practised draughts-
man may have been called in to improve it by the modifications introduced.

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy sale.

HEATH, William (b. 1795, d. 1840). Draughtsman, chiefly of military

subjects ;
illustrated his own 'Life of a Soldier' in verse (1823), and

' Martial Achievements of Great Britain '

; painted portraits.

1. SKETCH FOR A CARICATURE. Three officers of the Light Cavalry hastily beating
a retreat r. before a group of ladies, one of whom holds a banner inscribed (in

reverse) None but the polite deserve the Fair, preceded by a drum and fife.

Brush and sepia sketch ; roy., 8| x 12J in.

. Purchased November, 1861.

2. FESIGN FOB TITLE TO A SET OF ETCHINGS. A cow, goat and kid beneath a

monument inscribed A collection of Prints etched by and engraved after the

Dexignu of Paul Potter. W. Heath, and surmounted by a bust with a medallion

portrait of Potter.

Indian ink and sepia ; roy., 15g x 12| in.

Presented by Paul Davidsohn, Esq., July, 1877.

3. A BATTLE BETWEEN RUSSIANS AND TURKS. Turkish cavalry beaten back and

Russian Lancer; at the 1. and at the r. Russian soldiers in green uniform

advancing.
Water colours; roy., 11 J x 17g in.
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4. TARTAR BARTERING WITH RUSSIAN PEASANTS. Two peasant women, one carry-

ing a pitcher on her head, the other offering a dead bird to a Tartar soldier,

who holds up two fingers; tents in the background, and soldiers, two on horse-

back. Signed and dated Drawn by William Heath, Portrait and Military

Painter, 1819.

Water colours ; roy., 14 X 10J in.

5. NAPOLEON BURNING THE FRENCH EAGLES. The French army halting in a snowy

plain ; in the foreground a fire, into which five colour-sergeants, standing r., are

casting or about to cast, with tears and groans, their eagles. Napoleon, 1.,

stands directing them, a general at his side reading a list of names; others

of the staff behind, under two fir trees. Signed W. Heath del.

Pen and ink, tinted in water colours; at)., 17
jj X 23 in.

6. FALSTAFF AT JUSTICE SHALLOW'S HOUSE. Falstaff stands 1. between Silence

and Shallow, the latter of whom pricks off on a Ibt in his hand the recruits

chosen by Falstaff; these, Mouldy, Shadow, Wart, Feeble and Bullcalf, stand

in a row at the r. : behind them Bardolph stands looking on and leaning on the

balustrade of a staircase going up r. to the house; others on the steps, and in

the background. Signed W. Heath del.

Pen and ink and pen and indigo ; at!., 19 X 27f in.

Nos. 5 and 6 were purchased January, 1890.

HEATH, William H. (worked about 1821-1847). Painter; worked at

Toribridge ;
exhibited a few figure subjects, chiefly at the Suffolk

Street Galleries, 1829-47.

1. LANDSCAPE WITH RUINED CASTLE. The ruins of a castle on a rounded hill

seen across a river, from the near bank of which a boat is being pushed off,

towed by two men ou the other shore ; a tree in the 1. foreground. Signed and
dated W. H. H. 1821.

Purchased October, 1872.

HEEMSKERK, Egbert van (b. 1645, d. 1704). Painter; born at
Haarlem

; pupil of P. de Grebber
; painted boors, drinking scenes,

etc.
;
worked chiefly in London, where many of his pictures were

engraved in mezzotint and very popular.

1. BOORS IN A TAVERN. A group of seven figures; two seated together at a table,
reading from a paper some news at which a man on a bench r., holding a glass
in his hand, exclaims loudly ;

two others 1., on another bench, look at him
jeeringly ; a fat man entering by an open door behind the table looks over the
shoulders of the readers; the seventh stands listening at the r. Signed
Heerrtskerk.

Red chalk and red wash ; roy., 12| x 9| in.

Purchased 1845, with the Sheepshanks collection.

HEFELE, Melchior (worked about 1690-1700). Painter; born in

Germany, came to England with the Dutch troops of William III. ;

painted landscapes, flowers and insects in water colours ; died
about 1710.

1. THE DUCK POND. A pond with two ducks on it, and two drakes on the bank 1.

near a tree
;
a round building on the other side of the pond r., across which a

wild duck is flying ; beyond, 1. a wood.

Body colours ; roy., 6J x 5 in.

Purchased August, 1882.
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HEMING, Matilda, born Lowry (worked about 1808-1855). Water-
colour painter ; daughter of Wilson Lowry, F.R.S., the engraver ;

exhibited a few portraits at the Royal Academy between 1808-1855.

1 . AT WEYMOUTH. In the 1. foreground on the spa-shore, a house and shed with
timber stacked in a yard, enclosed by a wall, in front of which is an upturned
cart r.

; the calm bay and a green roust beyond.
Water colours; roy., 4jj x 7J in.

2. BACKWATER, WEYMOCTH. A beach with boats drawn up, and old houses beyond
a breakwater 1. ; at tlie r. a little bay, and part of the town seen across it.

Water colours ; roy., GJ X 10J in.

NOB. 1 and 2 were purchased May, 1877.

3. SILK MILLS, DERBY. A brond stream in which (he silk mill, a large many-
windowed building, is reflected 1.; on the r. bank, fir trees and bushes.

Signed and dated M. Lowry, 1809.
Water colours ; roy., 12J x 10J in.

Presented by Miss Margaret Mushet, July, 1877.

4. PORTRAIT OF MRS. SOMERVILLE. Head and bust, in three-quarter face, looking 1.

Water colours ar.d pencil ; oval ; roy., 5J x 4JJ in.

Mary, daugliter of Sir. W. G. Fairfax, born 1780 at Jedburgh, was an admir-
able writer on science, and one of the most remarkable women of her genera-
tion

; married, 1804, to Captain Gn-ig, and again, 1812, to Dr. W. Somerville;
died, 1872, at Naples ; her name is commemorated in Somorville Hall, at Oxford.

Purchased May, 1878.

HENDERSON, John, the Elder (b. 1764, d. 1843). Amateur painter ;

one of the early patrons of Turner and Girtin
; lived in Adelphi

Terrace, next to Dr. Monro
;

his son John Henderson was a well-

known collector and archseologist, who made important bequests to
the Museum.

1. PORTRAIT OF DR. THOMAS MONRO. Head and shoulders in profile, looking 1.

Pen nnd ink; roy., 6J X SJ in.

Dr. Thomas Monro (b. 175!1, d. 1833), for many years physician to Bridewell
and Bethlehem Hospital, is brat known as a connoisseur, an amateur painter,
and a patron of ai lists; see note on No. 29 of Girtin's drawings.

Presented by Colonel Kennett Henderson, July, 1893.

2. ON THE WYE NEAR SYMONDS YAT; AFTER HEARNE. The river partly seen r.

with a boat near the bank, on which is a cottage 1., passed by a road leading
from the foreground ; a group of men and women under a tree near the house ;

clone behind, dense woods, and limestone crags above them.
Water colours with pen outlines ; roy., 8 x 10J in.

Presented by John Henderson, Esq., January, 1863.

3. DOVER. View from the harbour of the old houses clustered under the cliffs, with
a one-masted ve.-sel and two boats at anchor near the foreground.

Pencil ; roy., 8 x 10J in.

4. DOVER HAEBOCR. Part of the harbour, surrounded by wharves ; in the 1. fore-

ground two men in a boat alongside two sailing vessels, pulling at a cable ; at
the r., further off, a hulk in which two men are busy, and a beached vessel lying
on its side beyond.

Pencil ; imp., lOf x 17 in.

5. DARTFORD, KENT. View looking up the main street, with its old houses and
hanging signbo irds, to the church ; a few people in groups on either pavement.
Dated Dartford, July 26, '94.

Pencil ; imp., 14J x 21 in.

6. MANOB HOI-BE, RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE ; AFTEB GIRTIN.
Water colours; imp., 12J x 18J in.

Copied from the drawing by Girtin described above, p. 229, No. 49.
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7. DURHAM CATHEDRAL, AFTER GIRTIN.
Water colours ; imp., 18J X 16| in.

Copied from the drawing by Girtin described above, p. 229, No. 51.

Nos. 2-7 were bequeathed by John Henderson, Esq , December, 1878.

8. ALBUM, containing views in Italy.

(1) (a) BASILICA AT ANAONI.
Water colours.

(fc) A CASTLE.
Water colours.

(2) ABBEY OP MONTE CASSINO.
Water colours.

(3) (a) VILLA PIETRA, and the source of the Teverone.
Water colours.

(6) THE ARCH OF DOLABELLA, at Rome.

Sepia and water colours.

(4) () CONVENT NEAR GENOA.

Sepia and water colours.

(5) CHURCH ON A HILL NEAR GENOA.

Sepia, Indian ink and water colours.

(5) WATERFALL OF ISOLA, NEAR SORA.

Sepia and water colours.

(6) (a) CHAPEL AT ISOLA.

Sepia and water colours.

(6) CHAPEL aT TIVOLI.

Water colours.

(7) (a) SANT' AGNESE FUORI LE MDRA, Rome.

Sepia and water colours.

(6) PART OF THE WALLS ENCLOSING THE VATICAN.

Sepia and water colours.

(8) (a) A VILLAGE WITH BRIDGE OVER A STREAM. NEAR FLORENCE.

Sepia and water colours.

(6) CHURCH OF SANTA SABINA, Rome.

Sepia and water colours.

(9) (a) ENTRANCE TO THE MONASTERY OF GROTTA FERBATA.

Sepia and water colours.

(6) PALESTRINA.

Sepia and water colours.

San Paolo.

(10) (a) ST. PAUL OF THE THREE FOUNTAINS.

Sepia and indigo.

(6) CERTOSA OF S. BARTOLOMMEO, NEAR ISOLA.

Sepia and indigo.

(11) (a) FOUNTAIN NEAR THE CERTOSA OF S. BARTOLOMMEO.

Sepia.

(6) HERMITAGE NEAR S. BARTOLOMMBO.

Sepia.

(12) CASA MARIA, TBAPPISTS" MONASTERY NBAS ISOLA.

Sepia and pen.

(13) (a) BORA, NEAR ISOLA.

Sepia and pen.

(b) CASTLE OF ISOLA.

Sepia and pen.

(14) LA CAVA, NEAR SALERNO.

Sepia and pen.
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(15) (a) HERMITAGE NEAR LA OAVA.
Sepia and pen.

(1) AQUEDUCT OF GROTTA FERRATA. NEAR MARINO.
Sepia and pen.

(16) (a) MONASTERY OF S. BERNARDOTTE AT SUBIACO.

Sepia and pen.

(ft) MONASTERY OP S. BENEDETTO, NEAR SUBIACO.

Sepia and pen.

(17) (a) IN A COURT OF THE MONASTERY OF S. BENEDETTO.
Sepia and pen.

(fc) ARCHWAY AND ROAD AT SUBIACO.

Sepia and pen.

(18) PALAZZO COLONNA, SUBIACO.

Sepia and pen.

(19) (a) MONASTERY OF S. SCOLASTICA, SUBIACO.

Sepia and pen.

(6) ENTRANCE TO THE GROTTO OF POSILIPPO, NAPLES.
Sepia and pen.

(20) PONTE S. Eocco, TIVOLI.

Sepia and pen.

(21) (a) VIEW AT TIVOLI.

Sepia and pen.

(6) VILLA D' ESTE, TIVOLI.

Sepia and pen.

(22) (a) VIEW AT TIVOLI.

Sepia and pen.

(6) VILLA AT TIVOLI.

Sepia and pen.

(23) CASTEL MADAMA, NEAR TIVOLI.

Sepiu and pen.

(24) CASTEL MADAMA, ANOTHER VIEW.
Sepia and pen.

(25) CITADEL AT TIVOLI.

Sepia and pen.

(26) VILLA D'ESTE, TIVOLI, FROM BELOW.

Sepia and pen.

(27) MONASTERY OF S. COSIMATE, NEAR TIVOLI.

Sepia and pen.

(28) WATERFALL, S. COSIMATE.

Sepia and pen.

(29) GROTTO, S. COSIMATE.

Sepia and pen.

(30) (a) AT FBASOATI.

Sepia and pen.

(6) AT FRASCATI.

Sepia and pen.

(31) VILLA BRACCIANI, FRASCATI.

Sepia and pen.

(32) (a) VILLA AT ROME.

Sepia and pen.

(t) MONASTERY AT HOME.

Sepia and pen.

(33) (a) POBTA MAGGIORE.

Sepia and pen.

(fc) IN THE BORGHESE GARDENS AT ROME.

Sepia and pen.
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(34) (a) THE CAPITOL, ROME.

Sepia and pen.

(6) HOUSES AND RUINED TOWER AT ACQUAPENDENTE.
Sepia and pen.

(35) (a) VILLA NEAR MONTE MARIO, ROME.

Sepia a,nd pen.

(b) A FARM NEAR ROME.

Sepia and pen.

(36) (a) VIEW IN ROME.

Sepia and pen.

(6) BELVEDERE MUSEUM, ROME.

Sepia and pen.

(37) (a) INTERIOR OF THE ARCO DI GIANO, ROME.

Sepia and pen.

(6) ENTRANCE INTO THE MONASTERY OF ST. CLEMENT, NEAR THE COLOSSEUM.

Sepia and pen.

(38) (a) MONASTERY OF THE AHA CCELI, ROME.

Sepia and pen.

(6) S. LORENZO FUOHI LE MCRA.
Sepia and pen.

(39) PORTA S. SPIRITO, ROME.

Sepia and pen.

(40) VIEW IN THE ENVIRONS OF ROME.

Sepia and pen.

(41) CIRCUS AND TEMPLE OF BACCHUS, NEAR ROME.

Sepia and pen.

(42) THE COLOSSEUM.

Sepia and pen.

(43) VIEW IN THE BORGHESE GARDENS.

St-pia and pen.

(44) VIEW IN THE GARDENS OF THE PONTIFICAL PALACE ON THE QUIWNAL.
Sepia and pen.

(45) PART or ROME FROM THE MONTE VATICANO.

Sepia and pen.

(46) IN A COURTYARD AT ROME.
Sepia and pen.

(47) PONTIFICAL PALACE ON THE QUIRINAL.
Sepia and pen.

(48) CHURCH OF SS. GIOVANNI E PAOLO, ROME.

Sepia and pen.

(49) SS. GIOVANNI E PAOLO; ANOTHER VIEW.

Sepia and pen.

(50) PYRAMID OF CESTICS AND PORTA S. PAOLO, ROMI.

Sepia and pen.

(51) THE SISTINE CHAPEL; EXTERIOR.

Sepia and pen.

(52) ON THE BANKS OF THE TIBER IN ROME.

b'epia and pen.

(53) THE COLOSSEUM FROM THE FARNESE GARDENS.

Sepia and pen.

(54) VILLA NEGRONI, ROME.

Sepia and pen.

(5.5) THE CASTLE OF S. ANGELO.

Sepia and pen.

(56) MONASTERY OF S. SABA, ROME.

Sepia and pen.
VOL. H. x
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(57) THE FOUNTAIN OF EGERIA, ROME.

Sepia and pen.

(58) (a) TOMB OF CECILIA METELLA, NEAR BOME.

Sepia and pen.

(b) CASTLE AND GATE OF BOLSENA.

Sepia and pen.

(59) MONASTERY AT MARINO.

Sepia and pen.

(60) BRIDGE OVER THE TEVERONE AT VICOVARO.

Sepia and pen.

(61) CASTLE OF GBNAZZANO.

Sepia and pen.

(62) MONASTERY AT MARINO.

Sepia and pen.

(63) TIIE VILLA OF CICERO.

Sepia and pen,

(64) ANAGNI.

Sepia and pen.

(65) ANAGNI, ANOTHER VIEW.

Sepia and pen.

(66) PONTE S. TRINITA, FLORENCE.

Sepia and pen.

(67) MONTE CASSINO.

Sepia and pen.

(68) COURTYARD AT MONTE CASSINO.

Sepia and pen.

(69) CHURCH ON A BAY NEAR GENOA.

Sepia and pen.

(70) (a) CLOISTER OF THE CERTOSA AT ROME.

Sepia and pen.

(6) CHURCH OF Luz, NEAR BAREGE, IN THE PYRENEES.

Sepia and pen.

Transferred from the Map Room, September, 1880.

HERBERT, John Rogers, R.A. (b. 1810, d. 1890). Painter ; born at

Maldon ;
came to London 1826

;
studied at the Royal Academy, and

became known by his pictures of romantic and historical subjects, in

which a religious element gradually predominated ; elected A.R.A.

1841, R.A. 1846; took part in the decoration of the Houses of

Parliament.

1. Two on a mount, roy., viz. :

(a) PORTRAIT OF A GENTLEMAN, AFTER W. WHITE. Half length, seated at a

taUe on which the r. elbow rests, turned to r., the face in three-quarters

looking r. Signed J.B.H.

Pencil, 9J x 7 in.

(/;) PORTRAIT OF A GENTLEMAN, AFTER F. TATHAM. Half length, seated

with 1. elbow on a table, turned 1., face looking full. Signed and dated

J. B. Herbert, 1833.

Pencil, 9J X 7 in.

Presented by J. Deffett Framis, Esq., January, 1874.

2. STTJDT OF A WOMAN'S HEAD. A dark-haired woman in the dress of an Italian

peasant, seen in profile to the waist and looking 1. : probably a study for a

subject from Byron.
Pencil, 11J x 9Jin.

Presented by J. Deffett Francis, Esq., April, 1875.
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HERIOT, George (worked about 1797-1818). Landscape draughtsman;
worked in London

;
exhibited 1797 two views in Canada and one in

S. Wales at the Royal Academy.

1. MILL IN THE PRINCIPALITY OF SALZBURG. A ravine down which a torrent foams

among rocks, part of the stream passing along wooden ducts over two mill

wheels, one near the r. foreground, the other higher up towards the 1.

Inscribed Mitt in the Principality of Salzburg, and dated 1818.

Indian iuk and pun ; roy., 12J X 18J in.

2. CEMETERY ON THE ESTATE OF PRINCE SCIIWARZENBERG. A rocky glen thickly

grown with trees, down the middle of which a stream pours in a series of

cascades, crossed near the foreground by a rough plank bridge; at the r. a path
leading up to the gateway of the cemetery ; two figures on the path have been

nearly oblitc rated. Inscribed Prince Swartzeitbenjs Cimetiere det Bomains, and
on the w.'ter, Aiden.

Indian ink and pen ; roy., 11 J X 18J in.

3. WALZEXAU, SALZBURG. A river flowing into the foreground, where it breaks in

a little fall; on the bank r., under rocks and trees, a man driving a flock of

sheep and oxen ; in the background slopes with trees, and beyond, high bare

hills. Inscribed, Walzenau, Saltzburg, 1818.

Indian ink and pen, tinted in water colours ; roy., 11 X 17 J in.

4. SALVELN, SALZBURG. A lake bordered in the foreground by a road with rocks

and trees 1. and a cliff beyond ; two men carrying packs resting on the road.

On the further side of the lake, mountains and a village by the water.

Inscribed, Sal vein, Saltzburg, 1818, and signed G. Heriot.

Indian iuk and pen ; roy., 11 X 18 in.

Nos. 1 and 2 were purchased October, Nos. 3 and 4 December, 18G7.

HERRING, John Frederick (b. 1795, d. 1865). Animal painter ;
born

in Surrey ;
showed early a fondness for drawing and for horses

;
for

some years drove a coach
;
won great success as a portrait painter of

race horses
;
worked for a short time in the studio of Abraham

Cooper ; published a great number of sporting subjects, and painted

subject pictures in his later years ;
exhibited at the Royal Academy

1818-1868; worked chiefly in Doncaster and London; Member of

the Society of British Artists, 1841.

1. THE INN DOOR. At the 1. an inn, with doorway in the middle; a man, whosa
horses btand by the inn window 1., sits on the doorsteps drinking; another man
standing by him chucks the barmaid under the chin as slie comes to the door ;

two unsaddled horses r., and pigeons and ducks iu the foreground. Signed
G. F. H. and inscribed, Design for a large picture.

Indian ink; roy., 9J X 1B| in.

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy sale.

HICKEY, Thomas (worked about 1760-1790). Painter
;
born in Dublin

;

studied at the Dublin Academy and at Rome
;
worked in London

and at Bath, painting portraits ; accompanied Lord Macartney's

embassy to China, 1792, and appears also to have visited India.

1. CHINESE SIGHTSEERS. The shore of a river, crowded with Chinese, gathered to

see the boat of the Embassy, which is towed by a string of men moving from

the r. along the foreground ; the boat and the river are not seen ; beyond the

men towing a bank, lined with men, women, and children, kneeling, sitting, and

standing, an old Mandarin prominent in the centre. At the 1. a group, mostly
boys, gathered under a tree

Indian iuk and pen, slightly tinted in water colours ; roy., lOf x 14J in.

Compare the similar drawings by W. Alexander, described in Vol. I,

Purchased August, 1861.

x 2
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HIGHMORE, Joseph (b. 1692, d. 1780). Painter
;
born in London ;

trained in Kneller's Academy ; first known by his portrait drawings
for Pine's 'Installation of Knights of the Bath'; painted, 1749,
twelve illustrations to ' Pamela '

; had considerable success in portraits
and conversation pieces, much of his work having been attributed to

Hogarth ; wrote pamphlets on perspective and essays on various

subjects.

1. THE ENRAGED HUSBAND. The husband standing in the centre turns 1. to

upbraid his wife, pointing with 1. hand to the clock
; the wife, with her back

to him, listens with a contemptuous smile as she feels in her purse to pay her

chair-man, who stands near the open door ; behind the husband and wife, a

yawning maid with a candle ; at the r., two footmen blowing up the fire.

Pencil; roy., 11 x 17f in.

Purchased July, 1866, at the Wellesley sale. Formerly in the Walpole
Collection.

HILLS, Robert (b. 1769, d. 1849). Water-colour painter and etcher
;

born at Islington ; pupil of J. A. Gresse
; foundation member and

secretary, 1804, of the old Water Colour Society; painted farmyard
scenes and animals, especially fallow deer

;
etched a long series of

animal studies, begun in 1798, of which there is a fine collection in

the department.

1. SHEEP NEAR A LAKE. Two rams lying down, and a ram and ewe standing by
them, on a bank above a lake 1., with hill beyond.

Sepia and grey tint over pencil ; roy., 11j x 15J in.

2. BED DEER. A group of five deer, two of them stags, in a hollow near a tree ;

one of the stags has risen, the rest lie among bracken ; trees on the slopes r. and 1.

Pencil and water-colour wash; roy., 10 x 15 in.

3. A COUNTRY LANE. View down a leafy lane with palings 1., and a gate into a
field r.

Pencil, washed with sepia and slight colour ; roy., 13 x 9J in.

4. A ROAD BY A PARK. A tree on a slope, r., shading a road, bordered I. by
palings enclosing a park ; at the bend of the road a man riding away.

Pencil, partly washed with neutral tint ; roy., 9 x 12J in.

5 BAYLIS HILL, KENT. View from rough ground on a hillside, over trees to the
Weald. Inscribed Baylis Hill, Kent, with notes in shorthand.

Pencil, partly washed in Indian ink and slight colour ; roy., 9 x 12J in.

6. NEAR SEVENOAKS. A gate flanked by hedgerow trees, looking out on a hollow
field sloping up r. to 'woods. Inscribed Near Se.venoaTis,

Pencil, partly washed with neutral tint and a little colour ; roy., 9J x 12| in.

7. BOWBEECH. A grove of oaks, through which a path leads to a cottage beyond.
Inscribed All Oakt, Bowbeech, and in shorthand.

Pencil and monochrome wash ; roy., 8J x 1 1\ in.

8. A LANE. A lane, with leafy trees on either side, going down as it turns away
to the 1. ; a man on a cart coming up it into view.

Pencil and monochrome wash ; lOf x 7f in.

Nos. 1-8 were purchased April, 1850.

9. FALLOW DEEB. Four bucks moving to the r. down a hillside ; high crags and
woods 1., a lake in the valley, ferns and an ivied rock in the foreground.
Water colours ; roy., 9j x 13} in.

Purchased May, 1870.
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10. DESIGN FOR A TITLEPIECE TO A SET OF ETCHINGS OF CATTLE. A bull standing
on a rustic bridge behind a broken railing ; below in the foreground a slab of

broken rock, inscribed Cattle, for the embellishment of Landscape.
Indian ink and indigo over pencil ; 13 x 8| in.

The etching, in which two fallen trunks are added in the foreground, is

mounted opposite the drawing. It was published March 21st, 1806.

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy sale.

11. Two STUDIES OF A STAG'S HEAD FROM A MODEL BY THE ARTIST. A stag's head

facing to front ; below, a view of the same head facing r.

Indian ink with background of greenish water-colour tint ; ant. 3J x 20J in.

Hills made several experiments in modelling. This is very probably th

drawing exhibited with the Water Colour Society in 1815, No. 235, under the

title
' From the head of a stag, modelled by himself. E. Hills.'

12. ALBUM containing pencil studies of Sheep and of Deer. Several of the studies

are inscribed with shorthand notes.

(1) GROUPS OF SHEEP, separate studies; and below, a gate in a hedge, and
house beyond. Inscribed South Downs

; signed and dated B.H., 1798.

(2) THREE SHEEP STANDING.

(3) Two SHEEP LYING DOWN, ETC.

(4) RAMS AND A EWE AND LAMB. Dated July 5th, 1800.

(5) GROUPS OF SHEEP ; separate studies.

(6) SHEEP LYING DOWN; separate studies.

(7) SHEEP; separate studies.

(8) RAMS AND GOATS, ETC.

(9) FLOCKS OF SHEEP ; four studies.

Two of these were etched by the artist ; published 1808.

(10) SHEEP; two standing and two lying down.

Used in an etching by the artist.

(11) SHEEP; separate studies.

(12) A DOE ; above, a stag lying down. Dated Aug. Wth.

(13) DOES; three studies.

(14) DOES LYING DOWN.

(15) HEAD OP A STAG. Dated.[0ct. f] 29Jft, 1801.

(16) HEAD OF A DOE. Dated Oct. SOth, 1801.

(17) A STAG LYING DOWN. Dated Sept. 22nd.

(18) A YOUNG STAG LYING DOWN. Dated June lit, 1802.

(19) A DOE TURNING TO LICK ITS SIDE. Dated Dec. 29, 1801.

(20) A DOE LICKING ITS HIND LEG. Dated Dec. 29, 1801.

Used in an etching published May, 1803.

(21) HEAD OF A STAG. Inscribed Brentford, and dated June 23rd, 1802.

Used in an etching published Sept., 1802.^

(22) DOES ; three studies.

(23) A REINDEER, unfinished. Inscribed Rein Deer.

Purchased April, 1850.

HILTON, William, R.A. (b. 1786, d. 1839). Painter; born at Lincoln,

son of a portrait painter ; pupil with De Wint of J. R. Smith ;

studied at the Royal Academy, and exhibited there from 1803

historical and romantic subjects, which soon brought him reputation ;

elected A.R.A. 1813, R.A. 1818; Keeper of the Academy 1827;

most of his pictures have decayed from the use of unstable pigments.
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1. KINO JOHX SIGNING MAGNA CHAKTA. The king on a throne under a canopy
signing the charter presented to him by the kneeling archbishops ; three barons

standing 1.

Water colours and Indian ink ; roy., 3 x 2| in.

Purchased May, 1863, at the Bicknell sale.

[2-24.] Studies for pictures.

2. JOSEPH'S COAT BROUGHT TO HIS FATHER. Jacob sits under the eaves of his

house r., with Benjamin beside him, and throws up his arms in despair at sight
of Joseph's coat, held before him by his brethren standing in a group with
their shcephooks at the 1.

Pen and ink ; r.iy., 7f X 12| in.

3. 01- THE DEATH OF THE FIRSTBORN IN EGYPT. The temple of Apis, whose
statue stands 1., thronged with groups bewailing the dead ; at the 1. a woman
holding the arm of her child, who falls down at her side ; in the centre a young
man dead, and his mother over him; behind, an old man standing erect ; at

the r., a group of prostrate figures, an 1 beyond, slaves carrying away a body.
Indian-ink wash and pen; roy., 11 X 15 in.

Reu. STUDY FOR THE SAME SUBJECT. A quite different study, for a single group
only ;

a young man lying dead in the arms of his mother, who sits 1., while au
old man and two other figures bend over the body.

Indian-ink wash and pen.

4. THE DEATH OF THE FIRSTBORN. A different composition from either of the

two preceding ;
at the r. a mother with her child ; towards the 1., a group of

prostrate figures and two men standing over them ; other mourners behind.

Sepia wash and pen ; roy., 12J X 19 in.

5. Ob. THE DEATH OF THE FIRSTBORN. Yet another different composition, con-

taining at the r. the figures of the woman and child described at the 1. of

No. 3 (fib.) ; at the 1. is a group of two women and an old man lamenting over

a body ; lightning in the sky, and pyramids in the distance. Part of the

composition at the r. is on a separate piece of paper (included, however, in the

measurements below).
Indian-ink wash and pen ; imp., 14 j X 23| in.

Jtev. STUDY FOR THE SAME SUBJECT. A group of men and women bewailing a

young man dead, &c., &c.

Indian-ink wash and pen.

6. DANIEL IN THE LIONS' DEN. He lies bound, looking up to the 1. ; two lions

roughly sketched in the background.
Pen and ink ; roy., 9J X 8 in.

7. THE HOLY FAMILY. The Virgin and Child under a tree r., Joseph seated behind
them ; the boy Saint John bringing a lamb 1.

Indian-ink wash and pen ; roy., 4g x 5 in.

8. THE DESCENT FROM THE CROSS. Sketch for the upper part of a composition ;

two men on two ladders supporting the body of Christ, while a third, hanging
over the top of the cross, holds one of the lifeless arms.
Red chalk ; roy., 12J x 7 in.

9. THE ENTOMBMENT; TWO STUDIES. Above, a composition taken almost entire

from the Entombment by Titian in the Prado at Madrid, with the addition of

a figure standing at the 1.
; below, a different design with three figures, two (it

the head of (he body of Christ 1., a third at the foot.

Black chalk ; roy., 14J x lOf in.

10. ULYSSES RECOUNTING HIS ADVENTURES TO CALYPSO. Calypso sitting 1. on a
raised seat, attended behind by an old woman and a young, and listening

eagerly to Ulysses, who sits on a low seat r. ; at the 1. a handmaid standing
with a vase on her head.

Sepia wash and pen ; roy., 5g x 7| in.

11. CALYPSO CHIDING ULYSSES BY THE SEASHORE. Ulysses sitting on a rock and

gazing out over the sea ; Calypso standing by him r., and touching him on the
hand and shoulder.

Sepia wash and pen ; roy., 5| x 7f iu.
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12. THE FIGHT OVEB THE BODY OF PATBOCLUS. Menelaus and another Greek

bearing the dead body of Patroclus, while Ajax defends them from the

attacking Trojans led by Hector on his chariot.

Sepia wash and pen ; roy., 4J x 7J in.

13. THE FALL OP PHAETHON. Phaethon falling backwards from the chariot of the

Bun, his hands clasped behind his head.

Pen and ink sketch ; roy., 8 X 7 in.

14. PART OF A DESIGN FOB AN UNKNOWN SUBJECT. Two men and a woman
grouped together, the man at the r. bending in grief over something which ho
holds in his hands ; at the 1. a woman kneeling and clasping the arm of a

figure not seen.

Sepia wash and pen ; roy., 9J x 7f in.

15. STUDIES OF GROUPS OF FIGURES. A man walking to the 1. with his hands
behind him ; three men talking together ; a man addressing a youth whom
three older men seek to hold back. Below, two studies of nude men seated,
and a philosopher.

Bistre and pen ; roy., 7J X 11J in.

16. ABCHIMAGO OVERCOME BY SANSLOY. Archimago disguised in armour, lying 1.,

unhorsed by the lance of Sansloy ; Una and her lion in the background r.

Illustration to the '

Fairy Queene,' Bk. I., Canto III. 35.

Pen and ink ; roy., 6J X 7J in.

17. UNA AND THE SATYKS. Una in the forest surrounded by a rout of dancing
satyrs and nymphs. Illustration to the '

Fairy Queene,' Bk. I., Canto VI. 9.
,

Pen and ink sketch ; roy., 5 X 6| in.

18. THE FORSAKEN LADY. A lady seated weeping in a wood ; in the distance a

knight approaching.
Pen and ink ; roy., 7| x 9 in.

19. STUDY FOB A WOMAN'S HEAD. Head of a young woman, perhaps Cordelia,
with long hair bound by a fillet, looking 1. Two small rough sketches of tho

same head above.

Pen and ink, and pencil ; roy., 8| x 6| in.

20. WILD HORSES. Three wild horses galloping towards the 1., the first plunging,
and the last biting at the neck of the second one.

Pencil sketch; roy., 7g x 11 in.

21. A FOREST SCENE. Dark trees overarching a hollow.

Black and white chalk on brown paper; roy., 7J x 11J in.

22. A FAUN. A naked faun kneeling towards the r. with face upturned.
Black chalk on drab paper, heightened with white ; roy., H| x 10| in.

23. EEBEKAH AT THE WELL. Kebekah giving water to drink from her pitcher to

Abraham's servant, who kneels before her on one knee ; behind her r., other

women with pitchers below the city wall ; at the 1., behind the servant, his men

prostrating themselves, and his camels.
Black chalk ; ant., 19J x 30J in.

24. STUDY FOB THE SAME SUBJECT. One of the women at the well coming down

steps from the 1. with her pitcher on her shoulder ; another woman on a higher

step 1. Neither of these figures appear in the composition described No. 23.

Black chalk on gray paper, heightened with white ; ant., 29| x 17j in.

A picture of this subject by Hilton was engraved by C. Rolls ; the composition
is similar, but Abraham's servant is giving the bracelets to Bebekah.

[25-36.] Academical Studies.

25. STUDY OF A WOMAN. Standing with drapery held over her bosom.

Black chalk on blueish paper, heightened with white ; roy., lOf x 8J in.

26. NUDE STUDY. A woman lying on cushions, her arms crossed over her head.

Black chalk on pinkish paper, heightened with white ; roy., 10 x 15J in.

27. NUDE STUDY. A woman standing holding drapery behind her.

Bed and black chalk on drab paper, heightened with white; roy., 10J x 7 in.

28. STUDY OF A MAN, naked to the waist, lying on his back, foreshortened, with
head to 1.

Black chalk on greenish paper, heightened with white; roy., 7 x 10J in.
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29. NUDE STUDY. A man seated towards 1., head on r. hand and elbow on r. knee.
Black chalk on buff paper, heightened witli white ; roy., 17| x 12J in.

80. NUDE STUDY. Back view of a man seated.

Bed chalk on drab paper, heightened with white ; roy., 9J x 7J in.

31. NUDE STUDY. A man seated turned r. and holding staff in r. hand.
Eed chalk on drab paper, heightened with white ; roy., 9J X7J in.

32. NUDE STUDY. A man seated turned to front and 1., holding; staff in r. hand.
Red chalk on drab paper, heightened with white ; roy., 9j x 7J in.

33. NUDE STUDY. Smaller study from the same model as the lust, in the same
position.
Eed chalk on drab paper, heightened with white; roy., 6J X 6J in.

34. STUDIES OF AN ABM. Two studies of a left arm.
Black chalk on blue-grey paper, heightened with white; roy., 8 X 10J in.

35. SKETCH BOOK containing 23 studies of single figures, studies for compositions
(including the Woman taken in Adultery) and studies of drapery.
Black chalk on tinted paper, mostly heightened with white ; 10J x 17J in.

"

36. SKETCH BOOK containing 19 studies from pictures in Italy (Giutto, Pesellino,

Ghirltmdajo, Gaudenzio Ferrari, Perugino), and a sketch of an Italian church
interior.

Pencil; 15 x 10J in.

37. PORTFOLIO containing 740 sketches and studies from the antique, from the life,

and for pictures, etc., of the same character as the selected studies which have
been mounted und described above.

Black or red chalk, pencil, or pen and ink.

Nos. 2-37 were presented by Miss Tatlock, December, 1873.

HINE, Henry George (b. 1811, d. 1895). Water-colour painter; born
at Brighton ; self-taught ; began as a painter, then worked for some

years (from 1841) as a wood-engraver and comic draughtsman for
Punch and other papers ; returned to painting, and became well
known for his numerous drawings of the Sussex Downs.

1. OLD HOUSES. An open paved place with a stone well, surmounted by a lamp
at the 1., and some women busy washing clothes in a number of large tubs ;

beyond, two streets converging wilh old timbered houses at the corner. Two
dogs in the foreground. Signed and dated H. Hine, 1835.
Water colours ; roy., 8jj x 12J in.

Purchased November, 1881.

HIXON, James Thompson (b. 1836, d. 1868). Water-colour painter;
best known for his Algerine sketches

; Associate of the Institute of
Water Colour Painters

; died of consumption at Capri.

1. STUDY OF AN ARAB. An Arab in a burnous squatting against a wall, his hands
clasped on his knee.
Black chalk on grey paper, heightened with white, partly discoloured ;

roy, 17J x 11J in.

2. AN ARAB PIPE PLAYER. A young Arab lying on one elbow on a bench and
playing on a pipe.
Black chalk and a little red chalk on lilac paper, heightened with white ;

roy., 10J x 15 J in.

Both purchased August, 1871.

HOARE, Sir Richard Colt, Bart. (b. 1758, d. 1841). Amateur painter ;

eminent as an antiquarian and well known as the historian of Wilt-
shire

; illustrated some of his own books
;
succeeded his father in the

baronetcy 1787.
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1. WATBHMILL NEAR CARWEN, NORTH WALES. A stream coming down in two
cascades from a rocky hill in the background flows out r. in the foreground, part
of the water being diverted to run over the wheel of the mill which stands at

the 1. ; near the wheel, under a birch tree, are two figures ; and on a path in the
1. foreground a man with a dog, standing by a donkey with panniers.

Sepia and Indian-ink wash and pen ; ant., 27J X 21 in.

Purchased November, 1870.

HOARE, William, R.A., known as 'Hoare of Bath' (b. about 1707,
d. 1792). Portrait painter; born in Suffolk; pupil of Grisoni in

London and of Fernandi for nine years in Rome ; returned to London,
then to Bath, and obtained great vogue as a portrait painter, both in

oils and in crayons ; one of the foundation members of the Royal
Academy, 1768.

1. WILLIAM PITT, EARL or CHATHAM. Three-quarter length, seated towards
front and r., at a table on which the 1. hand, holding a paper, rests; the face

nearly full, turned a little r., eyes full; landscape and church through a
window 1., bookcase r.

Black chalk over faint red chalk outline on greenish grey paper, heightened
with white; roy., 14J x 11| in.

2. THOMAS PELHAM-HOLLES, DUKE or NEWCASTLE. Throe-quarter length seated,

facing to front and r., and looking full, wearing robes with George and Garter;
r. hand pointing to front, 1. hand on knc e, plumed hat r.

Black chalk on winm grey paper, heightened with wliite; roy., 14J X llf in.

The picture, engraved in mezzotint by McArdell, belongs to the Duke of
Newcastle.
Thomas Pelham-Holles, b. 1G93, succeeded his father as Lord Pelham, 1712,

became first Duke of Newcastle, 1715, held office under Walpole, was for two
years Prime Minister, and later held posts under Pitt, Bute, and Rockin;:ham ;

bad great political power, but more through wealth and position than ability ;

d. 1708.

3. THOMAS PELHAM-HOLLES, DUKE OF NEWCASTLE. Whole length in the same
attitude as the preceding; the background larger and showing a round-arched
window r.

BLick chalk on brown paper, heightened with white ; imp., 20 x 15 in.

4. PHILIP THICKNESSE. Three-quarter length, standing in a park, facing to front

and looking full, wearing uniform and sword, hat under r. arm.
Black chalk on grey paper, heightened with white, roy., 14 x 12 in.

Philip Thicknesse, b. 1719, d. 1792, after serving in America and Jamaica,
became governor of Landguard Fort, Suffolk ; author of a number of books,

chiefly on travel ; best remembered by his friendship and quarrel with

Gainsborough.

5. RALPH ALLEN. Three-quarter length, standing facing to front and r., looking
full, 1. hand on a paper which lies on the table r., beneath a curtain.

Black chalk, with red chalk ou face and hands, on drab paper heightened
with white; roy., 14J x lljin.

Ealph Allen, b. 1694, d. 1764, called the 'man of Bath,' in which city he
made a large fortune ; celebrated for his friendship with Pitt and Pope, and
for his extraordinary munificence. There is an etched profile head of him by
Hoare, published 1764, after his death.

6. PORTRAIT OF A LADY. Three-quarter length, standing in a park, facing to front,

head turned in three-quarter face and looking 1., hat held in r. hand.
Red chalk and black chalk, on drab paper, heightened with white; Toy.,

12JxlOJin.
7. PORTRAITS OF A FATHER AND HIS SON. A gentleman, three-quarter length,

seated r. by a table, on which his r. elbow k-ans, and looking at his son, a boy
who stands 1. by the table, holding an open book in his hands, turned r., but
with face looking full ; on the table a paper, on which the words in London,
1759, are alone legible ; at the r. a bookcase.
Black chalk on drab paper, heightened with white ; roy., llf x 14J in.
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8. POBTBAIT OF AN ARTIST, Short three-quarter length, standing facing to front

and r., head turned 1. in three-quarter face and looking 1., both hands resting
on a book held upright ; at the r. a drawing of a female head leaning on a pile
of books with a statuette of Minerva above ; curtain 1.

Black chalk on warm grey paper, heightened with white ; roy., 10J x 10 in.

9. PORTRAIT OF A GENTLEMAN. Three-quarter length, seated on a sofa, facing to

front and r., looking full, r. hand on hip, 1. hand in waistcoat.

Black chalk on warm grey paper, heightened with white ; roy., 14 x 11J in.

10. PORTRAIT OF A PEER. Three-quarter length, standing facing to front and r.,

face turned a little r., but looking full ; r. hand on hip, 1. hand on pedestal of a

pillar ; wearing ermine robes and sword.
Black and red chalk on drab paper, heightened with white; roy., llf x9J in.

11. PORTRAIT OF A LADY. Three-quarter length, seated on a chair turned to front

and r., and playing a lute, the lace in three-quarters looking full
; wearing cap

and fur trimmed cape.
Black chalk on warm grey paper, heightened with white; roy., 14J X llf in.

Nos. 1-11 were purchased April, 1894.

12. MEDALLION PORTRAIT OF SIR ISAAC NEWTON. Head in profile looking 1., with
bare neck and short hair ; at the r. a comet : enclosed in a circle formed by a

serpent with its tail in its mouth.
Red chalk ; roy., 11J x 10J in.

The artist's etching from this portrait in reverse, dated 1734, is mounted
opposite the drawing. Newton died in 1727.

Presented by Colonel Harold Malet, December, 1894.

13. CHRISTIAN FREDERICK ZINCKE. Half length, seated, turned towards r. and

painting a miniature inside a sloping frame, with screen attached to it; cap on
head, glasses on nose ; the face in profile ; at the 1. a window. Inscribed below
Frederick Zink, Painter in Enamel, drawn by William Hoare, from his Love and

Friendship, as well as many obligations to him, in the year 1752, Mr. Zink being
at that time retired from business, and amusing himself in painting his own
Daughter's Picture.

Black chalk and red chalk ; imp., 16J x 12J in.

C. F. Zincke, b. in Dresden 1684, came to England 1706, and became very
fashionable as a miniature painter, was patronized by the king and court, and
produced a great number of portraits ; his eyesight failing 1746, he removed
from Covent Garden to South Lambeth, where this drawing was doubtless
made ; died 1767.

Purchased July, 1860.

14. FREDERICK, PRINCE OF WALES. Whole length, standing facing to front in robes
of the Garter, with collar and George, r. hand on hip ; plumed hat 1. on table,
two pillars r.

Black chalk on drab paper, heightened with white; imp., 20J x 14} in.

Frederick Louis, b. 1707, eldest son of George II., was throughout life in

prominent antagonism with his father, who thwarted his projects of marriage
and kept him in dependence ; encouraged the opposition against Walpole ;

acquired a certain popularity, chiefly through the king's unpopularity ; d. 1751.

15. A FAMILY GROUP. Three-quarter lengths of a lady and gentleman standing
turned partly towards each other and partly to the front; the lady, who stands

1., rests one hand on the shoulder of a little girl, who sits on a balustrade in

front of her ; behind, a part of a colonnade in a garden.
Black chalk on warm grey paper, heightened with white ; imp., 15j X 17J in.

16. PORTRAITS OF A BOY AND GIRL A boy seated on a bank in a meadow facing
to front, but looking r. and sketching in a book, which his sister, standing
beside him 1., helps to hold upon his kree.

Black chalk on warm grey paper, heightened with white ; imp., 17J X 13jj in.

17. PORTRAIT OF A LADY. A middle-aged lady, three-quarter length, standing
facing to r. and front, the face in three-quarters turned r., looking full

;
curtain

1., pillar r.

Black chalk on warm grey paper, heightened with white ; imp., 14J x 14J in.
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18. A FAMILY GROUP. A gentleman and his wife standing in a pnrk, turned to

front, almost whole length, the lower part of the two figures cut off by a grass

slope 1., ou which sits their child holding a stick ; the wife looks towards the

husband, who looks full
;
his r. hand is on her shoulder, his 1. hand touches liers.

Black chalk on warm grey paper, heightened with white ; imp., 16| X 15J in.

19. PORTRAIT OF A LADY. A middle-aged lady, whole length, standing turned to

front and r., eyes looking full ; park seen through a door at the back, r.

Black chalk on warm grey paper, heightened with white ; imp., 20 X 12$ in.

Nos. 14-19 were purchased April, 1894.

HODGES, William, R.A. (b. 1744, d. 1797). Painter; born in London;

pupil of Richard Wilson; draughtsman 1772-75 to Cook's second

expedition to the South Seas; worked for some years from 1778 in

India; published 'Travels in India' 1793, illustrated by himself (in
the department); elected A.R.A. 1786, R.A. 1789.

1. MAN OF THE ISLAND OF MALLICOLO. Bust portrait of a naked savage, hoi ling
a bow and arrows in r. hand, with bone ornaments in the nostrils and bono
bracelet on wrist.

Red chalk, slightly touched with black chalk
; roy., 9 X 7Jin.

The etching done from this drawing, by J. Caldwall, is mounted with it.

2. VIEW OF THE ISLAND OF OTAHEITE. View looking to sea, with a curve of

the shore 1., and islets near, grown with tnll cocoa-nut palms and plantains, and
with a house on one of them ; towards the r. a native two-masted vessel.

Inscribed on the back, A View in the Island of Otaheite from the Land, looking
towards the JReef and Sea, and which has much the appearance of the Low Coral

Eeef Islands. The Plants are Coco Nut Tree and Plantain, which are Indigenous.
Drawn from Nature by W. Hodges in Year 1773.

Indian-ink wash and pen, partially tinted in water colours ; imp., 14J x 21J in.

Purchased May, 1890, at the Percy sale. Formerly in the collection of

Mr. Alexander Trotter.

HODGKIN ( ).
Scene painter; biography unknown.

[1-9.] Sketches of Theatrical Scenery, in water colours or Indian ink. Unmounted.

1. SCENE IN 'LA PEROUSE': Covent Garden.

8J x 11 in.

2. SCENE IN 'UNDINE, OR THE SPIRIT or THE WATERS.'

5f x 9J in.

3. TERRACINA.
5 x 7g in.

4. FRASCATI.
5 x7|in.

5. SOUTH SEA ISLAND SCENE ; for pantomime of '

Captain Cook.'
9 x 12} in.

6. THE ROMAN FORUM; for '
Coriolanus."

8| x lljin.

7. AN EASTERN TEMPLE.

5J x 7 in.

8. RIVER AND PARK WITH CLASSIC BUILDINGS.
5 x 124 in.

9. ROOM IN A MANSION FOR A STOCK SCENE.

8J x lljin.

All presented by J. Fillinham, Esq., June, 1857.
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HOGARTH, William (b. 1697, d. 1764). Painter and engraver; born
in London

; apprenticed to a silver plate engraver ; designed and

engraved illustrations for books from about 1720 ; afterwards (1727)
began to paint portraits and conversation pieces in oils, and studied
in the school of Thornhill, whose daughter he married ; about 1731

began the first of his famous series of satirical paintings,
' A Harlot's

Progress,' followed by the ' Rake's Progress
'

(1733), the '

Marriage a
la Mode' (before 1745), and others, all in turn engraved by or

under the superintendence of the artist
; painted also some sacred and

historical subjects, less successful than his portraits ; published a
number of satires designed and mostly engraved by himself, one of

which,
' The Times' (1762), brought about a quarrel with Wilkes and

Churchill; published The Analysis of Beauty 1753.

[1-H.] Drawings fora series of engravings called 'Industry and Idleness,' published
30th September, 1747. The prints, which were all, except oiie, engraved in

reverse, are mounted opposite the drawings ; they are all very minutely described
in the catalogue of Political and Personal Satires in the British Museum,
Vol. III., Pt. I., pp. 673-721. Some of these drawings are first thoughts, freely
sketched ;

others represent more developed studies ; others, again, the final

design made" for transfer to the copper.

1. THE FELLOW 'PRENTICES AT THEIR LOOMS; FINISHED DBAWING FOB PLATE I.

The industrious apprentice working at his loom 1., the idle one seated snoring
at his r., while the cat plays with his shuttle and the master looks in at the
door 1., with stick raised and threatening face. Enclosed by a border as in the

print, and inscribed below, The Fellow Prentices at their Loomes. Representing
Industry and Idleness, but without the two quotations from the Proverbs.

Indian ink
; roy., 10J X 14 in.

In the print the master's face has a different expression ; the torn '
"Prentice's

Guide ' on the floor, and the ballad of ' Moll Flanders '

above Tom Idle's ' head
do not appear in the drawing, and the inscription on the tankard on his loom ia

not simply Spittlefields but John . . . Crown a ... in Spittlefidds, probably
the names of an innkeeper and inn, which it was customary to put on such pots.

2. THE INDUSTRIOUS APPRENTICE PERFORMING THE DUTY OF A CHRISTIAN. FINISHED
DRAWING FOR PLATE II. The gallery of a church, probably St. Martin's-in-the-

Fields ; at the 1. the good apprentice, leaning over the edge of a pew to look
over the prayer-book of his master's daughter, near whom stands her father ; a
man asleep in the "Prentices' pew, and a stout woman's face and bust appearing
over the top of the one adjoining ; at the r. a woman, the pew opener, sitting
on a couple of hassocks ; the body of the church occupies the background.
Border as in tlie print, but with The good 'Prentice at church performing the

duty of a Christian in the place of the verse from the Psalms.
Indian ink ; roy., 10j x 13} in.

3. THE IDLE "PRENTICE AT PLAT IN THE CHUECHTARD DURING DIVINE SERVICE.
SKETCH FOR PLATE III. The 'Prentice sprawls r. on a tomb-stone gambling for

coins with two loafers who lean their elbows on the tomb-stone 1. ; one, a shoe-

bliick, appears to be laughing at the trick which the "Prentice is playing on the

third, who is between them, and behind whom stands a boy scratching his

puzzled head ; at the r., behind the "prentice, stands the beadle with uplifted
cane ; at the door of the church 1. is a group of people ; in the foreground skulls

and bones round an open grave.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash; roy., 8J x llf in.

4. THE SAME SUBJECT. FINISHED DRAWING FOR PLATE III. The same composition
as the preceding, but in this drawing as in the print the expression of the

gamblers' faces is changed from that in the first sketch ; the shoeblack has now

1 This is the name finally adopted by Hogarth for the worthless "prentice, as shown
in Plate V. His original intention was to call him Thomas Fowler ; the name occurs on
two of the drawings here described, Nos. 14 and 16. The other "prentice was called

Goodchild.
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a ruffianly and menacing air, and seems to threaten the 'Prentice ; the third

gambler has a patch over his eye; and the boy behind him grins. Border aa

in the print, inscribed The bad 'Prentice at play in the Churchyard with Piek-

pockeli, instead of a verse from Proverbs.
Indian ink; roy., 10J X 13gin.

5. THE INDUSTRIOUS 'PRENTICE A FAVOURITE AND ENTRUSTED' BY HIS MASTER.
SKETCH FOR PLATE IV. The 'Prentice standing 1. by a desk witli a day-book
in his hand and interrupted by his master, who lays one hand on his shoulder,
and with the other points to the workshop in the background ; at the r. a porter
arrives carrying rolls of cloth ; a dog asleep at the i'eet of the master, under
whom is written A Quaker.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; roy., 8J X 11$ in.

6. THE SAME SUBJECT ; A MORE FINISHED DRAWING. Except for some details, this

drawing corresponds with the print. The men working at the looms, the two
women spinning, and the structure of the workshop are now plain ; a cat takes
the place of a dug, and the dog DOW comes with the porter, while the cat arches
her back at him ; the gloves on the desk are now added. The differences from
the print are these. The master is still in Quaker's dress and has fuller

features and a more pronounced smile than in tlie print ; the almanack on the
desk has a device of mitrei and croziers instead of '

Industry and Time.'
Indian ink, with pen outlines; roy., 8J X 11 Jin.

7. THE IDLE 'PRENTICE TURNED AWAY AND SENT TO SEA. DRAWING FOR PLATE V.
A reach of the Thames, with windmills on the low shore 1. (called Cuckold's

Point), and vessels coming up stream ; in the foreground the 'Prentice and his

mother, with two men, in a boat sculled by a third man ; one of the men points
out to the 'Prentice a man hanging on the gallows on the shore, the other holds

up a rope's end (not untwisted into tails as in the print). Without Idle's name
on the chest, and without This Indenture on the paper he has thrown into the
water. The man sculling puffs from his pipe a cloud of smoke, which does not

appear in the print. Without the framing border, and inscription.
Indian ink ; roy., 8J X 11 J in.

8. THE INDUSTRIOUS 'PRENTICE OUT OF HIS TIME AND MARRIED TO HIS MASTER'S
DAUGHTER. STUDY FOR PLATE VI. A street near the Monument, the base of
which appears in the r. distance ; 1. a house, at the window of which the

'Prentice, sipping tea, with his bride behind him, gives money to a bowing
drummer, one of a band of drummers who are celebrating the wedding in the
street ; at the door of the house a footman pours a plateful of broken meat
into the apron of a poor woman ; in the foreground r. stands a womnn half seen

with a child beside her ; the child carries a doll and appears to be munching a

cake, while a dog looks up at her.

Pen and ink over pencil, with Indian ink wash ; roy., 8J X lljin.
In the print two butchers are introduced among the musicians ; a cripple

singing a ballad is substituted for the woman and child in the foreground,

though the dog remains ; and the beggar woman at the door wears a hat, not a

cap.

9. THE IDLE 'PRENTICE RETURNED FROM SEA AND IN A GARRET WITH A COMMON
PROSTITUTE. SKETCH FOR PLATE VII. A garret of bare walls from which the

plaster drops, with rent floor and stained ceiling ; at the r. the 'Prentice and the

prostitute in a bed broken at the foot, and sloping to the floor; Idle sits up in

a shock of terror at the noise of a oat falling with some dislodged brickbats

down the chimney in the background ; planks set slanting against the barred
door indicate his fear of capture; the prostitute, who is the nearer of the two,

pays no heed, lost in contemplation of an earring, one of several stolen treasures

on the bed.

Pen and ink over pencil, with Indian-ink wash ; roy., 8| x 11| in.

In the print, Idle's face is seen in three-quarters, not looking full, and his r.

hand is nut raised so high ; at the head of the bed is a broken shield, substituted

for a sword and a key ; the prostitute's shoes, under the bed, are omitted ; a

jug and dish on the floor (roughly pencilled in the drawing) are put in, and a
rat is introduced running from under the bed.

10. THE INDUSTRIOUS 'PRENTICE GROWN RICH AND SHERIFF OF LONDON. SKETCH FOR
PLATE VIII. The interior of a City banqueting hall, with citizens and their

wives dining at three long tables, disposed round three sides of tlie hall ; one
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of the tables projects into the foreground at the 1., and shows a busy group of
voracious persons ; Goodchild, the former "prentice, and his wife are at the

opposite table in chairs of state ; at the door r. a hungry group, kept back by
a beadle's mace.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; roy., 8J X lljin.
This study, unlike the others, is in the same direction as the print, from which

it differs in the following points : In the print a negro servant is introduced
behind the nearest table ; there is only one balcony fur musicians (in the

drawing there are two) ;
and the beadle is reading the address of a letter to

Goodchild, brought by one of the men at the door, and holds his mace upright.
11. THE IDLE "PRENTICE BETRAYED BY HIS WHOSE AND TAKEN is A NIGHT CELLAR

WITH HIS ACCOMPLICE. FIRST SKETCH FOR PLATE IX. A cellar filled with people;
in the centre foreground the 'Prentice sits with a man who wears a patch over
his eye, dividing the spoils of a robbery ; at the r. a huge, ill-favoured woman
pours out drink for a youth beside her ; two other figures, one standing, one
sitting on the floor, are roughly sketched in at the extreme r. ; at the 1. a woman
seated smoking a pipe, and a soldier beside her, both on the near side of a fire,

beyond which is a confused group of quarrelling people ; in the background r.

is a flight of stairs, on which is a freely sketched figure and indications of
another above (probably the prostitute giving information to the watch).
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; roy., 10JJ X 12j in.

The sketch differs greatly from the finished design. In the print, which ia

reversed, the walch descend the stairs 1. with lanterns, and are received by
the, prostitute, who points to Idle ; at the r. a man is throwing a murdered man's
body down a trap ; the soldier smokes with his dice to the wall by the chimney,
the smoking woman being absent. The group at the r. of the sketch is entirely
omitted.

12. THE INDUSTRIOUS 'PRENTICE ALDERMAN OF LONDON, THE IDLE ONE BROUGHT
BEFOUE HIM AND IMPEACHED BY HIS ACCOMPLICE ; FIRST SKETCH FOB
PLATE X. Part of a court of justice ; the foreground shut off by a barrier at
the r., within which 1. is the Alderman in magistrate's robes, with a secretary
standing behind his chair ; he looks with emotion on his old fellow-'prentice,
who grasps the barrier, while his accomplice, ]., swears against him on a book
held by an attendant

; at the r. of the prisoner is a group of persons, one
holding up the weapons found on Idle, others bending down to speak to a
clerk (?) who sits inside the barrier, turning away his head and holding up his

wig as if annoytd by their importunity.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; roy., 8J X 11 J in.

This study, as will be seen from the drawing next described, differs greatly
from the completed design, especially in the conception of the alderman. The
figures being so freely sketched, are not easy to identify with certainty ; iu

particular the man seated in tho foreground seems to be playing a more
important part than the circumstances explain.

13. THE SAME SUBJECT; FINISHED DRAWING. The same composition with consider-
able changes; the Alderman turns away his head with a gesture of distress
from Idle, who clasps his hands and begs for mercy ; the secretary sits instead
of standing; the clerk at the r. is standing instead of sitting and swears the

accomplice, while with hand behind his back he takes a bribe from a woman ;

at the 1. of the prisoner his weeping mother vainly supplicates a stout and
important beadle.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; roy., 8J X 11 J in.

The drawing agrees entirely with the print, except that tlie heads in the
foreground are there more defined and the beadle's hand is raised in shocked
protest.

14. THE IDLE "PRENTICE EXECUTED AT TYBURN; DRAWING FOR PLATE XI. An
open space with houses 1., thronged with spectators on stands projecting from
the roof; the entire space is occupied by a great crowd, through which, towards
the r., the "Prentice, seated against his own coffin and holding an open
prayer book, is being driven to the gallows, a triple structure rising 1. above the
crowd; the cart is followed by soldiers on horsehack and precided by a coach,
from the window of which the Ordinary of Newgate addresses the people. In the
1. foreground are two carts, the smaller and nearer containing Idle's mother (?)
and a child weeping, the oiher a group of women drinking; in front of these
carts are '

Tiddy Doll," a seller of cakes, and a man and woman fighting over
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an apple barrow ; in the centre a ruffian about to throw a live cur at the convict,
and a woman crying Tlie last dying speech and confession of Thomas Fowler ; at
the r. a soldier has plunged to the knee in the Tyburn and two boys laugh
at him ; other minor incidents complete the crowd.
Indian ink ; roy , 9J X 15|.
The design was finally modified in the engraving by the introduction of a

Wesleyiin preacher sitting in the cart with the convict, and fervently exhorting
him, while the Ordinary in the coach stares about him and says nothing ; a wall

thronged with people at the top (roughly sketched in pencil on the drawing) is

also introduced ; the low hills in the distance are made higher ; and one of tho
men on the house roof is made to Bend off a carrier pigeon. This drawing givea
the 'Prentice's name as Fowler, afterwards changed to Idle.

[15, 16.] Drawings for subjects of the same series, not engraved.

15. THE INDUSTRIOUS 'PRENTICE WHEN A MERCHANT GIVING MONEY TO HIS PARENTS.
A counting-house with a gallery supported by pillars, running round it ; at the
r. the Merchant sits by a table and hands a bank note to his father who, with
his mother, stands beside him ; at the 1., bides of wool and a servant busy witli

a weighing machine ; in the gallery at the back another servant hoists a bale
from below.

Pen and ink sketch, with Indian-ink wash ; roy., 9J X llj in.

1C. THE IDLE 'PRENTICE STEALING PROM HIS MOTHER. The outside of a cook shop
kept by the Prentice's mother; he is saying good-bye to her at the door, and
while he half kneels for her to kiss him he passes a pot full of victuals behind
his back to a confederate; another looks round the corner of the house 1. ; at
the r., beneath the unglazcd windows, where meat and dishes are displayed, is

an opened hatch disclosing a man working with a hammer just below the
level of the street, and in front is a bird in a cage suspended from the window
ledge. Over the shop door is a notice lloast, Boiled . . . and on the pot
stolen by the 'prentice is Fowler's Cooke Shop.
Pen and ink sketch, with Indian-ink wash

; roy., 8jj X lljj in.

Nos. 1-16 were purchased July, 1896. The aeries was formerly in the
Horace Walpole, Gye and Cheney Collections.

17. STUDY FOR A PORTRAIT GROUP OR ' CONVERSATION PIECE.' A garden terrace,
with ten figures in two groups in and near the foreground ; at the r. a youthful
widow, seated and facing the front, takes snuff from a gentleman standing
beside her chair at the extreme r. and looking across to the group at the 1. ; a

young girl with a ball in her hand comes to the widow from the other side and
touches her arm ; beyond these, and almost in the centre, a lady stands holding
a box from which she draws a necklace, turning her head meanwhile to a maid
who puts a jewel or ribbon in her hair. At the 1. a gentleman facing to the
front stands holding a picture or drawing on his knee, while he turns to point
out something in it to two friends behind him, one kneeling on a chair, the
other standing beyond and between the two ; close beside this group, r., is a boy
seated on a stool caressing a do^, and looking up at the picture ; behind the

group, with one hand on the balustrade of the terrace, is a servant girl

looking also at the picture with a gesture of lively a Imiration. In the

background, r., a small stone sphinx terminating the downward curve of an

archway unseen, and a tree beyond ; at the 1., a house of classical style, with

pilasters, fronting r. on a sheet of water ; a hill on tho other shore in the

distance.

Pen and ink over red chalk, washed with Indian ink and water colours ;

imp., 12| x 17J in.

Purchased July, 1885, from the Cheney collection. Formerly in the

Williiim Russell collection. Hogarth says that after his marriage he
'commenced painter of small conversation pieces,' choosing this style_from a
wish to compose pictures on canvas, similar to representations on the ttage.
He did not long continue the painting of these subjects, though a few somewhat

larger portrait groups like the ' Rich and his family,' at the Garriek Club, and
the present drawing, date probably from a later period.

18. A CHRISTENING; CALLED 'ORATOR HENLEY CHRISTENING A CHILD.' A font

round the further side of which stand the young mother, r., the officiating

clergyman with the baby in his arms, and an older woman, 1., perhaps the
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nurse ; between and behind the two last is the clerk, seen in profile, looking 1.,

his mouth open, like the clergyman's, as if both were repeating a prayer ; the
mother's eyes look to the front, the clergyman's are turned towards her, the
woman at the I. is absorbed by the baby; in front a little girl, very slightly
sketched in outline (with raw umber), reaches up with one hand to the font.

Oil colours on canvas ; roy., 12$ x 9J in.

Etched by Samuel Ireland under the title
' Orator Henley christening a

Child.' A small copy was etched by Jane Ireland for '

Graphic Illustrations
of Hogarth.' A whole-length figure of Henley with the baby in his arms,
adapted from this study, was etched by G. Cruikshank as frontispiece to

Caulfield's
' Remarkable Persons.' For a more elaborate description of this

sketch see ' Personal and Political Satires in the British Museum," Vol. III.,
No. 2837. For a note on Henley and his career see Vol. I. of this

Catalogue, p. 132 (drawing by L. P. Boitard). A satire on Henley, calhd
'

Oratory Chappel,' was published November, 1746, with Hogarth's name, hut
is not by him. The parson in Hogarth's picture, 'A Midnight Modern
Conversation,' has also been identified with tlie 'Orator' and strongly
resembles the parson of the present sketch. But the identification is not certain
in either case.

Bequeathed by E. Payne Knight, Esq., 1824. Formerly in the possession of

Samuel Ireland.

19. PORTRAIT STUDY OF A LADY. Bust of a lady in youthful middle age turned
to front and 1., with face in three-quarters looking r. over the 1. shoulder;
wearing a cap, and low bodice of greenish blue.

Oil sketch on canvas ; roy., 3 X 2 J in.

Purchased August, 1861.

20. PORTRAIT STUDY OF A LADY. A lady seated in a chair, facing 1., with hands
crossed on her lap; almost whole length; the head covered by a cap, coming
under the chin, the face in three-quarters looking full.

Black and white chalk and stump on grey paper ; roy., 14| X 9J in.

Purchased October, 1890.

21. STUDY OF A DEAD CHILD'S HEAD. Head of a dead child on a pillow, the chin
towards the r. ; the face surrounded by a frilled cap.
Chalks on grey paper ; roy., 9 X 10J in.

Purchased December, 1895.

22. PORTRAIT OF SIMON, LORD LOVAT. Head and shoulders, in full face, looking a
little 1. and talking with a smile on his broad lips.

Black and white chalk and stump on drab paper; roy., 10J X 8J in.

This seems to be a part of a larger study and was perhaps originally a whole
length, like the corresponding portrait etched by Hogarth, which represents
Lord Lovat seated and counting over the Highland clans on his fingers. This
famous etching, published August 25, 1746, had an immense sale. An oil

sketch of the portrait is now in the National Portrait Gallery.
Simon Fraser, 12th Lord Lovat, born about 1667, had an adventurous career,

playing a double part almost all his life, intriguing both with the Jaeobites and
the government; sided against the old Pretender in 1715, but was one of the
chief instigators of the young Pretender's rising in 1745, though he did not
declare himself openly till after Preston Pans; was captured hiding in an
island in Loch Morar, brought to London, tried, and executed on Tower Hill,

April 9, 1747. It was at the White Hart Inn, St. Albans, on his way to

London, that Hogarth drew his portrait, August 14, 1746. The artist is said
to have known him previously and to have painted him before.

Purchased May, 1893.

23. SHEET OF SKETCHES AT LORD LOVAT'S TRIAL. In the centre at the top two
studies of the Lord High Steward (Philip Yorke, Lord Hardwicke) at a table

addressing the prisoner with lifted hand ; opposite him, in the r. corner,
Lovat standing between two warders, one hand thrust in his waisteoat, the other
extended in explanatory gesture : below, a little 1., a similar study in which
Lovat leans forward over the barrier as he speaks, and etill lower down r.

another similar study, but with three guards holding axes behind the prisoner.
At the 1. of this last study two heralds holding maces. At the 1. upper corner
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of the sheet a standing man ; lower down a back view of the Judge or counsel,

slightly sketched. Inscribed Sketches of Lord Lovat's Trial by Hogarth.
Indian ink, with a vermilion wash on the judges' robes ; roy., 7| x 11 in.

Purchased August, 1812.

[24-25.] Portrait sketches of coffee-house frequenters. Samuel Ireland, who oice

possessed these drawings, published aquatint engravings of them in his Graphic
Illustrations of Hogarth,' under the title, 'Characters who frequented Button's
Coflee-house about 1720,' and identified the characters with Button himself,

Addison, Martin Folkes, Arbuthnot, Pope, Garth, and a Count Viviani. Thesa
drawings an- undoubtedly by Hogarth; but this is all that can be said with

certainty about them. The assertions of a man of such unscrupulous credulity
as Sumuel Ireland must be well sifted. In the first state of his engravings from
these sketches he made the date 1730, and this is perhaps about the actual date
to which they belong, though it is probably nearer 1741). But while publishing
them as drawings of 1730, he boldly claimed to recognise in them portraits of

A'ldison and of Garth, who both died in 1719. The famous circle at Button's
broke up on Addison's death, and Pope quarrelled with Addison and his coterie

in 1713. Therefore if the persons here represented are those Ireland claimed
them to be, Hogarth must have drawn them when he was sixteen at most and
8till an apprentice to Mr. Gamble, the silver plate engraver. The mature style

precludes that possibility, and the later date is confirmed by other considera-

tions. The portrait of Count Viviani which appears in No. 2.~> () was, says
Ireland, recognised by Horace Walpole, who n membercd him well. As
Walpolc was not born till 1717, and the count is already bent with years in the

drawing, if we put back the date into the second decade of the century, we must
allow the latter a fabulous old age in order to make the former's acquaintance.
Again, the most plausible of Ireland's identifications is that of Martin Folkes,
in No. 24 (6\ doubtless made on the authority of Hogarth's portrait of Folkes,

painted in 1742 ; but in the drawing he looks little younger than in the paint-

ing, certainly not a young man of 23. Other points are noted in the comments
on the drawings ; but on the whole it is plain that Ireland, from a wish to make
them interesting from a literary point of view, dubbed the characters as

plausibly as he iculd, on the authority of vague and casual resemblances, and
this witli a headstrong indifference to dates and probabilities.

24. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) A WAITEE AND A HUNGRY CUSTOMER. An old man with ragged hair,

carrying a bag, and with a dog snuffing at his coat-tails, coming up from
the 1. to the aproned waiter, who holds a mug in one hand, while lie puts
out the other for the money, turning his head round r. as if to other
customers. The old man clasps his stomach with one hand, and holds out
a coin with the other, with an expression of fierce hunger on his face.

Indian ink and sepia ; 4J X 5J in.

Engraved in aquatint by S. Ireland for
'

Graphic Illustrations of Hogarth,'
Vol. I., p. 25. Described and annotated in 'Political and Personal Satires

in the British Museum,' Vol. II., No. 1701. The waiter was said by Ireland
to be Daniel Button, who opened a coffee-house iu Russell Street, Covent
Garden, about 1713. It succeeded to Will's, over the way, as the resort of

the wits, chiefly through Addison's patronage. After Addison's death and
Steele's retirement it lost its vogue.

(5) EXAMINING A WATCH. A box in the coffee-house ; a lean man sitting r.,

with one arm over the partition, and holding a knife in the other hand,

waiting for his companion to pronounce on a watch which he is examining
through an eyeglass ; on the table a clay pipe, a bowl, and a watch-glass
lying on a paper inscribed Votes of the Commons.

Indian ink and sepia; 5 x 7| in.

Engraved in aquatint by S. Ireland for his 'Graphic Illustrations,'

Vol. I., p. 31. The man examining the watch has a decided resemblance to

Martin Folkes, as he appears in Hogarth's portrait of 1742 ; and if this be

Folkes, the drawing cannot date from much earlier than that year. The
man at the r. was supposed by Ireland to be Addison ; that is most im-

probable in any case, and if the other be Folkes, impossible. Addison was
by nearly twenty years the older of the two, and died in 1719 ; Folkes,
b. ItiUO, d. 1754, was President of the Royal Society.

VOL. IT. y
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25. Two on one mount, roy., yiz. :

(a) DRAUGHT PLAYERS INTERRUPTED. Two men playing draughts at opposite
sides of a table, one with his back turned, the other looking up to address
an old man in a cloak who comes up from the r., deprecating his intrusion

with a gesture of the hand ; at the 1., on the further side of the table, is a

slight standing figure holding a paper in his hand and looking in a nervous
manner at the new-comer.

Indian ink and sepia ; 5 x 7 in.

Engraved by S. Ireland for his
'

Graphic Illustrations,' Vol. I., p. 34. The
man in the cloak is, according to Horace Walpole, as quoted by Ireland, a
certain Count Viviani. Ireland called the draught-player Dr. Arbuthnot,
the famous physician and wit (b. 1667, d. 1735). As no portrait of him is

known, the conjecture was a safe one. The figure standing at the table has,

says Ireland,
' much the countenance of Pope

'

; he appears again in the
next drawing. The facial likeness to Pope is considerable, but the stature

appears too tall and erect, and there is nothing to suggest Pope's position as
the chief of English letters. He seems rather to be on the fringe of a

coterie; and after his success was assured, Pope was not a frequenter of

coffee-houses.

(5) A GAME OP DRAUGHTS ENDED. Two players facing each other across a

table, one with his back turned, as in the preceding drawing, and probably
the same person, but now wearing his hat; opposite him is the spare little

man who appears at the 1. in No. 25 (a); he seems to be starting up
irritated at having lost the game, while a young man in a tie-wig r. takes
him by the shoulder and smilingly expostulates with him ; at the 1. a round-
faced man in a periwig looks on, holding his cane upright on the table.

Indian ink and sepia ; 5 X 7| in.

Engraved by S. Ireland for his '

Graphic Illustrations,' Vol. I., p. 38,
where one of the players is assumed to be Pope

' the peevishness and
anxiety in the lineaments of the face leave no doubt of the identity'
while the man with the cane is claimed to be Dr. Garth, the poet of The

Dispensary (b. 1672, d. 1719). Garth was a zealous Whig, and therefore
little likely, as Ireland himself admits, to frequent the Tory haunt of
Button's ; moreover, the drawing must have been made after his death.

Nos. 24 and 25 were purchased at the George Smith sale, April, 1861 ;

formerly in the collection of Samuel Ireland, who bought them from the
executors of a Mr. Brent, a friend of Hogarth's.

26. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOR SHOP-BILL or BARKER'S COFFEE HOUSE. A shield surrounded
by an ornamented frame, with scallop shell at the foot, and inscribed
arher's Coffee Jwute.

Pen and ink sketch ; 3| x 3J in.

(6) DESIGN FOR AN ILLUSTRATION TO A NOVEL. A man standing nnder a tree

r., leaning with one hand on a stick, and holding in the other a sword, with
which he appears to have just disarmed a man facing him 1. with one hand
on his breast; in the distance two other men are engaged in animated
dispute. Inscribed below with illustrative text, cut off at both ends, BO as
to be somewhat fragmentary in sense.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 7J X 3| in.

27. SHEET OF STUDIES. Studies of a right leg standing on tip-toe, a left arm
hanging straight, and a right leg seen from behind in a kneeling position ; below,
bust of a pagan god with two small horns growing on the top of the head ; all

probably studies for illustrations to the 'Analysis of Beauty,' but not used.
Pen and ink; roy., 13J x 8J in.

28. Four on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) STUDY FOR AN ILLUSTRATION TO THE 'ANALYSIS OF BEAUTY.' A fat
man's face crying out and wearing a child's cap and placed over a child's

figure, seated in a chair; round him four cherubs, described by Hogarth as
' An infant's head of about two years old, with a pair of duck's wings
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placed under its chin, supposed always to be flying about and singing
psalms ;

' one of these has a man's face, bewigged and grimacing.
Pen and ink ; 5J x 4J in.

The child's figure was engraved by the artist, Plate I., fig. 17, of the

'Analysis of Beauty ;

'

only one of the cherubs' heads was engraved, fig. 22.

Both were to show the absurdity of unnatural combinations.

(h) STUDY FOB AN ILLUSTRATION TO THE ' ANALYSIS OF BEAUTY.' A decoration

adapted from the bones of the hip.
Pen and ink; 2J x 1| in.

(c) STUDY FOR AN ILLUSTRATION TO THE 'ANALYSIS OF BEAUTY.' Decoration,

adapted more freely than the last study, from the bones of the hip.
Pen and ink ; 2 X 2| in.

Engraved by the artist for the '

Analysis of Beauty,' PI. II., fig. 61.

(<7) STUDY FOK AN ILLUSTRATION TO THE ' ANALYSIS OF BEAUTY.' Bones of

the hip, 'ossa innominata'; with dotted line showing the curve of their

form.

Pen and ink ; 9J x 1} in.

Engraved by the artist for the '

Analysis of Beauty,' PI. II., fig. 60.

Nos. 26-28 were purchased April, 1858.

29. DESIGN FOB FRONTISPIECE TO KIRBY'S PERSPECTIVE OF ARCHITECTURE. A
landscape, in the foreground of which sits a Cupid with Palladio's book on
Architecture on his knees, turning r. to the sun, which rises over a distant

mountain and shoots a ray of light to a scroll on the ground 1., half covered

with perspective (it-signs; above this leans obliquely on a stone an extraordinary

object, something like the Roman fasces, enoin-led near the top with the Prince

of Wales's coronet, and branching above into a sort of capital, ornamented with

the Star of St. George, so that the whole resembles the upper part of a fluted

column ; beyond is a lake with a town and rocky mountains 1., and a circular

temple r.

Red chalk; roy., 8J X 15J in.

Engraved by W. Woollett, with slight modifications, as frontispiece to Joshua

Kirby's 'Perspective of Architecture,' 1761. The full meaning of the design is

unknown ; it is explained by Thomes Malton in his ' Treatise on Perspective,'
and by Samuel Ireland, who gives an engraving of this drawing, made by
himself, in his 'Graphic Illustrations,' Vol. II., p. 141.

Purchased July, 1860. Formerly in Samuel Ireland s collection.

30. THE SLEEPING HOUSEWIFE. The interior of a room, facing a fireplace, over

which hangs a picture of a man drinking, with pistols hung on each side and

guns above ; at the 1. of the fireplace a woman sitting in a dhair, with head

dropped on her shoulder, fast asleep ; her book has fallen to the floor and a

kitten plays with it ; a cat sits on a table 1., beneath a large looking-glass hung
between two windows ;

on the other side of the fireplace a chair under a clock ;

at the 1. a door in the side wall of the room, with stag's head above it. Signed
and dated W. Hogarth, 1754.

Indian ink with pen outlines; roy., 8J x 11 in.

Bequeathed by the Rev. C. M. Cracherode, 1799. The drawing belonged at

one time to a Mr. Eyre, who wrote on the back of it: N.B. reed. This of
T. Forrest, Esqr., in exchange for one of P. Sawilty, cost 9 9s. ; it was given
to him by Mr. Hogarth with another small Scetch of a Man reading.

31. HOGARTH'S TOUK. A sketch-book of nineteen leaves, containing six drawings
and a tail-piece, illustrating au account in MS. entitled. An Account

\ of what

eeem'd most Remarkable in the Five Days' peregrination | of the Five Following

persons, viz., Messieurs
\
Tothall, Scott, Hogarth, Thornhill, and Forrest.

\ Begun
on Saturday May the 21th 1732

|

and Finish'd
|
on the Slit of the same month

\

Abi tu et fac Similiter Inscripton [sic] on Dulwich Colledge porch.
Besides the seven drawings by Hogarth, the volume includes two drawings

by Scott, who also drew the landscape of another drawing, and a map by
Thornhill. The ' Tour ' remained in manuscript till 1782, when it was published
with aquatint facsimiles of the drawings by Richard Livesay. (A metrical

version of Forrest's prose, by Canon Gostling, had appeared in 1781.) This

was included in Nichols' and Stevens' ' Genuine Works,' 1817, Vol. III. See

Austin Dobeon's ' William Hogarth,' 1891, pp. 33-37.
Y 2
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(1) FBONTISPIECE :

' MB. SOMEBODY.' A headless and legless figure in a parti-
coloured coat, half drab, half blue, holding a stick in one hand and a mast
and sail in the other; emblematical of the journey, 'A short tour by land
and water, backwards and forwards, without head or tail

'

; Rochester Keep
in the 1. background ; part of a fallen column under the sail r. Signed
W. H.
Pen and ink and water-colour wash ; 7J X 11Jin.

[VIEW OP THE MEDWAY FKOM ROCHESTER. By Samuel Scott : described under
Scott.]

(2) UPNOB CASTLE. The shore of the Medway, with boats and a man-of-war

partly showing on the river r. ; at the 1. the castle ; in the foreground Scott
seated sketching, and the travellers standing, each distinguished (here as
in the other drawings) by letters, to which the corresponding names are

appended below. On the scroll in the sky The Castle of Upner.
Pen and ink and water-colour wash ; 8J x 12| in.

(3) BBEAKFASTING AT STOKE. Interior of a room at the Nag's Head inn; a
shock-headed fisherman in shirt and boots, shaving Thornhill; at the r.

Forrest breakfasting on a bowl of milk, and Scott finishing a drawing at
the same table ; at the 1. Hogarth seated sketching the scene ; behind,
Tothall shaving at a glass hung near the window.
Pen and ink and Indian ink, and a little vermilion wash ; 8| x 12| in.

(4) EMBARKING FBOM THE ISLE OF GEAIN ; BY SCOTT AND HOGARTH. The
Medway, looking towards Sheerness, with men-of-war and other shipping ;

in the foreground, 1 , the travellers embarking in a boat, in which Tothall
sits holding the tiller, and Thornhill lends a hand to Hogarth, who is

crawling along two oars laid from the boat to the shore ; behind him, on
the land, Forrest is pushing Scott forward. The figures only are by
Hogarth.
Pen and ink and slight water-colour wash ; 8 x 12J in.

(5) THE TOWN OF QUEENBOROUGH. View looking up the main street to the
clock-house ; at the r. Hogarth and Forrest talking with a group of sailors
who had been stranded without food or money.
Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash ; 8 x 12J in.

[TOMB OF A SPANISH AMBASSADOB AT MINSTEB. By S. Scott.]

(6) TOMB OF LOBD SHOBLAND IN MINSTEB CHURCH. The canopied monument
of a Crusader, with his effigy on a slab ; the feet at the 1., resting on a
horse's skull. The skull is explained by the local legend of Lord Shorland,
told in the 'Ingoldsby Legends' as the 'Legend of Sheppey,' and by
Forrest in the MS. text. Forrest's version is printed in Dobson's '

Hogarth,'
pp. 34-35.

Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash ; 7J x 12J in.

(7) TAILPIECE :

' MB. NOBODY.' A trophy, consisting of a man's laughing face
in hat and wig, and two legs attached, from which hang a wine bottle and a
glass ; two oars crossed behind the head and legs, and a knife, fork,
spoon and pipe hanging by a ribbon. Signed W. H. Not mounted like
the other drawings, but drawn on the page.
Pen and ink and water-colour wash.

Purchased March, 1847. Formerly in the possession of Ebenezer Forrest,
and of Peter Com

Attributed to Hogarth.
Six on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) HEAD OF A SINGER, IN THE 'REHEARSAL OF THE ORATORIO OF JUDITH.'
Head of a spectacled man in a full wig; in the print he occupies the
centre of the composition, just under the conductor.
Pen and ink ; 2J x 2 in.

(f>) Two HEADS OF SINGERS IN THE SAME DESIGN. In profile turned r. ; they
appear in the lower r. of the print.
Pen and ink ; 2| x 1 J in.
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(c) Two HEADS OP SINGERS IN THE SAME DESIGN. One looks over the other's

shoulder; he wears a bag wig, and has heeu conjectured to be a foreign
Caetrato ; in the print they are just under the conductor at the 1.

Pen and ink ; 2f x 2f in.

(<Z) HEAD OP A SINGER IN THE SAME DESIGN. In profile turned 1. ; in the print
he looks over the same score as the man in spectacles, No. 26 (a).
Pen and ink; 2J x If in.

(e) HEAD OF A SINGER IN THE SAME DESIGN. In profile turned r., with glass
held up to one eye; in the print he is at the r. of the middle row of

singers.
Pen and ink ; 2 x If in.

(/) HEAD OF A SINGER IN THE SAME DESIGN. In vanishing profile looking 1.,

wearing a bag-wig ; at the 1. of the middle row in the print.
Pen and ink ; 1J x If in.

Nine on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) HEAD OF A BOY. The head of the boy in the design called 'Evening,'
crying because his sister threatens to take away his giugerbread king.
Pen and ink; 1| x 1| in.

(6) HEAD OF A YOUNG WOMAN. One of the mourners in the last scene of

'The Harlot's Progress' (Plate vi.); in profile looking 1., with a hood
over her head.
Pen and ink; 2J x If in.

(c) HEAD OF A BOY, in a modish bag-wig ; resembling the boy at the r. of the

design called ' Noon '

; iu the print his eyes are on the ground.
Pen and ink ; 1 J x If in.

(d) HEAD OF A DRUNKEN MAN. The head of a drunken freemason in the

design called '

Night.'
Pen and ink ; Ig x 1 J in.

(e) FRENCH WOMEN KISSING. Heads of two old women wearing hoods and
kissing. They appear in '

Noon," in the background at the r.

Pen and ink
; If x 2| in.

(/) HEAD OF A WOMAN. A woman's face with a kerchief round it, frowning,
with mouth open as if exclaiming. Inscribed Harlot's Progress. No head

precisely resembling this appears iu that series, but it is not unlike the
drunken mourner of Plate vi.

Pen and ink ; 2J x If in.

(3) HEAD OF A GIRL. Head of a buxom girl looking r., in three-quarter face,

wearing a hood.
Pen and ink ; If x If in.

(ft) HEAD OF A MAN CRYING OIT. A man in a hat and wig bawling out.

Inscribed Frenchman Noon; but this head does not occur in the plate
of that name.
Pen and ink; If x If in.

(t) HEAD OF A WOMAN. Head of the servant of the Harlot in the funeral
scene of the ' Harlot's Progress."
Pen and ink

;
1 x If in.

The last two numbers were purchased October, 1887. Formerly in the
Ksiluilt; collection. In spite of the high authority of Esdailo as a collector,
it seems more probable that these and similar studies are copies from

Hogarth than genuine works of his hand.

STUDY OF A GENTLEMAN SEATED. A gentleman seated on a chair turned to r.

and front, the head in profile looking r., 1. hand raised and extended, r. hand on
a table 1.

Bed, black and white chalk on blue paper ; roy., 15f x 12Jin.

Presented by J. E. Taylor, Esq., February, 1894.

This drawing has been attributed to Hogarth, but belongs rather to the
Gravelot and Grignion school, and should be compared with the similar studies

catalogued above, p. 240 (Gravelot, Nos. 2 and 3) and p. 252 (Grignion, No. 1).
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PAOL BEFOBE FELIX BURLESQUED. A slight and childishly rude sketch of the
well-known design made by Hogarth in burlesque of his own picture, as a satire

on Rembrandt and his school. Inscribed on the back in a contemporary hand,
probably by that of its former owner, George Jackson-Duckett (b. 1725,
d. 18'2'2), Paul before Felix, after the Dutch manner. By Hogarth. Hatiily
tlcetched in pencil.

Pencil; roy., 12f X 15|in.

Purchased March, 1881.

Traditionally supposed to be a rapid sketch, intentionally and satirically
childish, by Hogarth, but much more probably copied or roughly traced from
the print published in 1751.

After Hogarth.

Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) THREE HEADS FROM THE ' MARCH TO FINCHLEY.' The drummer and his

crying wife, and the boy playing the fife ; all in the 1. foreground of the

picture.
Red chalk on oiled paper ; 5| X 4j in.

(b) Two HEADS FROM THE ' MARCH TO FINCHLEY.' The Guardsman and his
tearful uweetheart in the centre of the picture.
Bed chalk on oiled paper ; 5f X 3J in.

(e) Two HEADS FROM THE ' MARCH TO FIKCHLEY.' The gin-woman and the

boy shoeblack, in the r. foreground.
Red chalk on oiled paper ; 5 x 4J in.

Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) FOUR HEADS FROM THE 'MARCH TO FINCHLEY.' The soldier giving
water to the comrade who wants gin, and the comrade

; the soldier

pouring milk surreptitiously into his hat, the pastrycook laughing at the

incident, and the soldier stealing a tart from the pastrycook; all near
the foreground towards the r.

Red chalk on oiled paper ; 5f x 4| in.

(6) EIGHT HEADS FROM THE ' MARCH TO FINOHLEY.' The soldier kissing the
milkmaid ; the infuriated sweetheart of the Guardsman ; the soldier with a

pike ; the two Jacobite intriguers ; the baby on a woman's back, and the
man reading the notice on a wall ; all near the foreground at the 1.

Red chalk on oiled paper ; 6 x 5J in.

The last two were presented by J. E. Taylor, Esq., February, 1894. They
are tracings from Hogarth's picture of 1750, now in the Foundling Hospital ,

and are in all probability by Luke Sullivan, who engraved it.

The well-known drawing
'

Heidegger in a Rage,' engraved as Hogarth's
in Vol. III. of John Ireland's '

Hogarth Illustrated,' 1797, will be found
described under Philip Mercier, to whom it was originally, and doubtless

quite correctly, attributed.

HOLBEIN, Hans (b. 1497, d. 1543). Painter, decorator, and designer
for jewellery and for wood engraving ; born at Augsburg, and pupil
there of Hans Holbein the Elder; from about 1515 to 1526 worked
at Basle (with the exception of two years at Lucerne), painting por-
traits and wall decorations and some important religious pictures,

making designs for painted windows, and for woodcuts in books ;

worked in England 1526-1528; in Basle again 1528-1532, and
from that time till his death again in England, where he drew the

great series of portraits of the English nobility, now at Windsor,
and painted portraits both of Court personages and of London
merchants, though far more portraits have been ascribed to him
than are from his hand; designed 1523-1526 the famous woodcut
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illustrations to the Old Testament, and the still more famous Dance
of Death

;
fixed a tradition of portrait painting in England which

prevailed nearly till the advent of Vandyck.

[1-7.] Scenes from the Passion ; probably designs for glass paintings. In the museum at

Basle is a series of exactly similar but reversed designs, with three other

subjects added which are here missing, viz., The Flagellation, Christ Crowned
with Thorns, and Christ Nailed to the Cross, making ten in all. The drawings
here catalogued are not the direct work of the artist's hand, but offsets taken
from such drawings by means of damped paper. That this was a practice with
Holbein is proved by an examination of certain designs for ornaments, e.g.,

No. 101 in the sketch book of ornaments at Basle, where only the left side of a

goblet has been actually drawn, the right side has been produced in reverse by
the process just described. Wo may therefore assume that the present

' Passion '

series was made by Holbein himself from the Basle set ; and the assumption is

confirmed by the fact that the designs have been strengthened in parts by
retouches with a fine brush and Indian ink ; and these retouches show, beyond
a doubt, the master's hand. 1 They have thus in great measure the character

of original drawings, and are not inferior in effect to those at Basle ; though the

appearance is different and much lighter, the Indian ink shading having printed
off but palely und being little strengthened afterwards. In one case. No. 5,

additional retouches have been made in sepia by a later and weak hand.
The designs date from the later part of Holbein's first residence at Basle,

i.e., 1521-1525.

1. CHRIST BEFORE CAIAPHAS. Caiaphas sits 1. on a richly decorated throne, beside

which in the foreground stands a Jew in a hooded cap. Christ stands before

him between two soldiers, the nearer of whom, at the r., raises his 1. hand to

strike him; behind is a crowd, filling the hall in the 1. background, while

between pillars of Renaissance architecture at the r. the archway is thronged
with the soldiers' spears.

Indian-ink wash with brush outline; roy., 15J x llf in.

The design has been cut at the bottom ; in the Basle drawing, the ornaments
at the two lower corners are complete. This occurs throughout the set.

2. CHRIST BUFFETED. Christ sits in the centre, under a vaulted roof supported

by decorated pillars, a lamp hanging above his head ; with eyes bandaged
and hands bound, he is being buffeted by a man who stands r., and who
clutches his head by the hair; another man is behind ; a third at the 1. plies a

scourge of rope ; a fourth in the 1. foreground kneels and looks up into Christ's

face, offering him a palm branch ; in the space between the pillars at the r.

stands a Pharisee in long robes with fringed cap, looking on.

Indian-ink wash with brush outline ; roy., 15| x llf in.

3.
' EOCE HOMO." The scene is framed by a heavily ornamented Renaissance

archway, opening on a court filled with figures, two Jews and a soldier

occupying the foreground ; at the 1
,
Pilate leads forth Christ, crowned with

thorns, from a doorway, in the shadow of which stands a bearded man ; at

the back of the court is a building with gables and a balcony, on which are

spectators.
Indian-ink wash with brush outline ; roy., 15J x llf in.

4. PILATE WASHING HIS HANDS. Pilate sits enthroned under a canopy, washing
his hands in a basin, into which an attendant at the r. pours water; he sits

facing r., but turns his head 1. to address the crowd, as Christ is led off 1.

between two soldiers; other soldiers and Jews are seen in the background, and
the foreground is framed by a decorated arch, with Cupids holding a wreath

above.

Indian-ink wash with brush outline; roy., 16 x llf in.

1 It is to be observed also that the Basle drawings have been similarly retouched

where the dainping-off has weakened the lines too much, e.g. in the figure of Pilate

washing his hands.
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5. CHRIST CARRYING THE CROSS. Christ, stooping, carries his cross towards the 1.,

urged on by two soldiers, one of whom, in the foreground, raises his hand to

strike, while the other from behind strikes him with his knee ; preceding Christ
at the 1., an executioner drives on the two malefactors, one of whom turns
round to jeer ; the background is filled with a crowd carrying spears, axes, and
a ladder; at the 1. tlie wall of a fortress, at the r. a street. The whole is

enclosed, as before, with pillars, between which hangs a wreath with a medall.on

portrait.
Indian-ink wash with brush outlines (retouched in sepia and body colour by

a later hand); roy., Uf X 11 in.

This design has been greatly marred through the blundering retouches, by
which the position of the 1. arm of Christ has been completely altered and
impossibly distorted ; it has also beon cut down on all sides, especially at the
bottom, where the soldier's foot has been cut through.

6. CHRIST STRIPPED. Christ kneels on his cross between two executioners, who
tear his garments from him; a third, in the r. foreground, bores a hole in the
arm of the cross ; behind, a man with his back turned lifts an adze, while a
group of soldiers are gathered round one of the malefactors; at the 1. appears
the head of a man with a pitying expression (Joseph of Arimathea), and
behind him Pilate looks frowning over his shoulder upon the scene. Two
pillars on each side, and above, two Cupids, holding a medallion portrait of a
Eoman Emperor.

Indian-ink wash with brush outlines; roy., 15| x 11 J in.

7. THE CRUCIFIXION. The cross of Christ stands in the centre foreground ; beside
it stand the Virgin and St. John, on whom Christ looks down ; three Eoman
soldiers stand 1. with others behind, round the cross of the impenitent thief; the
cross of the good thief is seen from behind, partly intercepted by one of the two
pillars which frame the scene ; on a ladder set against the back of the cross of
Christ stands a man speaking to one in the crowd below, who raises the sponge
of vinegar on a reed.

Indian-ink wash with brush outlines; roy., 15J X llf in.

Nos. 1-7 were purchased September, 1846. Formerly in the Lawrence
collection.

[8-15.] Portraits and figure studies.

8. A MOTHER AND CHILDREN IN CHURCH. A seat in a church, on which, facing 1.,

sits a mother with downcast eyes, holding a baby in her arms, while a little girl
at her knee touches her wrist and looks up into her face ; a young boy, in a flat

feathered cap, stands 1., and seems to be speaking to his mother ; another boy,
still younger, also in a feathered cap, sits r., with an unhappy face. Inscribed on
the margin below, in a later hand, exaltate Cedrm. H. Hnlbein (apparently a
reminiscence of Ecclesiasticus xxiv. 17,

' Quasi cedrus exaltata sum in Libano').
Indian-ink wash with brush outline ; roy., 5J X 6f in.

An admirable example of Holbein's earlier Basle period. The woman has a
look of Holbein's wife, as seen in the Basle portrait of 1528, and might conceiv-

ably represent her at a somewhat earlier age. Elizabeth Schmidt was a widow
when Holbein married her. She had certainly one child by her former husband,
and may have had others, though there is no record of them.

Purchased May, 1852. Formerly in the Cosway and Utterson collection.

9. PORTRAIT OF JOHN FISHER, BISHOP OF ROCHESTER. Head and shoulders in

three-quarter face, turned 1., and looking 1.

Indian ink over red chalk on pink prepared paper (cut at corners) ; roy.,
13 x 10 tn.

This is a duplicate of the portrait of Fisher in the great series at Windsor,
though in this example the features and expression are less emaciated and
austere. Another similar drawing was in Dr. Percy's collection. Both this
and the following drawing are in Holbein's manner, but whether actually by
his hand is not certain.

John Fisher (b. about 1459) was Chancellor of Cambridge University, where
he promoted the study of Greek, and quickened the whole academic life ; made
Bishop of Rochester 1504, through the favour of Henry VIII., whose fatal
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resentment he afterwards roused by hia conscientious opposition to the doctrine

of royal supremacy and the royal divorce ; imprisoned 1 534, and beheaded a

fortnight before More, 1535 ; his fate was a shock to all Europe.

Bequeathed by the Kev. C. M. Cracherode, 1799. Formerly in the Richardson
collection.

10. PORTRAIT OP KATHARINE, 4TH WIFE or CHARLES BRANDON, DUKE OF SUFFOLK.
Heud and bust in three-quarter face turned 1., and looking 1. ; wearing peaked
head-dress, with lappets falling on the shoulders.

Black chalk, with touches of red and yellow chalk, strengthened with brush
and Indian ink on pink prepared paper; roy., 11J X 8J in.

Like No. 8., this drawing is a duplicate of one of the Windsor portraits.

Katharine, daughter of the widowed Lady Willoughby, was married, September,
1533, to Charles Brandon, Duke of Suffolk, Henry VIII.'s favourite; his

latest wife, Queen of France and Henry's sister, had died in the previous June.

Purchased with the Malcolm collection, September, 1895. Formerly in the
Robinson collection. The drawing is also marked witli the small star, often

supposed to be the collector's mark of Charles I. or of the Burl of Arundel,
but more probably thut ot one of tlie brothers Laniere.

11. STUDIES FOR THE PORTRAIT OF A LADY. Two whole-length studies ; at the 1.,

the lady stands in a three-quarter pose, turned ]., with eyes looking down
towards the r., her hands in front of her, holding a rosary ;

she wears the

English peaked head-dress, with long black lappets. The other study, r,. is

a side and back view of the same figure, the 1. hand raised and pointing.
Signed twice over II. H. and It. H. B., but the signature is false.

Indian ink and brush outline, partly washed with Indian ink and with red,
on drab paper ; roy., 6J X 4f in.

Apparently a study from one of the ladies of the English Court.

Purchased with the Malcolm collection, September, 1895. Formerly in the
Lawrence collection.

12. COSTUME STUDY, PROBABLY FOR A PROCESSION. A bearded man in the prime
of life walking towards the 1. and front, his face quite in profile, looking 1. ; he
is dressed in blue cap and blue cloak over a white coat, girt with a belt, into

which his hands are thrust ; high red boots of soft leather, and slippers with
soles of wood. Signed in a later hand //. Ilolbein,

Indian ink and brush or pen outlines, with water-colour wash ; roy.,

9J X 6| in.

This drawing seems to have been done as a study for some frieze or wall

decoration. It used to belong to Horace Walpole, and hung in the Holbein
room of his house at Strawberry Hill.

Purchased May, 1890, at the William Mitchell sale. Formerly in the

Richardson, Horace Wulpole, and Bale collections.

13. A WILD MAN OF THE WOODS ; DESIGN FOR GLASS PAINTING. A naked bearded

man, his head and hid loins girt with forest leaves, holding an uprooted sapling
in his hands, and with feet planted apart, looking defiantly to the r. ; he stands

on a stone ledge forming the sill of a window, decorated with pilasters and

garlands in the Renaissance style and opening on a hollow among mountains

thronged with pines.
Brush and Indian ink outlines, with Indian ink and slight colour wash;

roy., 12| x 8J in.

Purchased with the Malcolm collection, September, 1895.

14. MINERS AT WORK. A round composition. A mountain side, on the face of

which the miners are working; the foreground is a rocky platform, to which
one of the men, with a lantern fixed in his cap, is just mounting by a ladder;
on the platform two men are driving in wedges with pliant-handled hammers,
round a rock which they wish to detach (the method used before blasting was

introduced), while two others above pierce holes for the wedges with small

hammers. Behind these is a tall fissure, to which a miner ascends by a ladder,
and from a second opening at the r. another pushes a truck of ore along a

wooden bridge leading out of the composition ;
below him, at the r. of the first
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group, is a man raking up ore on a tray. Two wooden huts are seen high up
1., and another at some distance r.

Indian ink with pen and bistre outlines ; circle ; roy., 8 diam.

Reproduced in the ' Jahrbuch der Kgl. Preussischen Kunstsammlungen,' 1894,

p. 208, with an article by E. His, who maintains that the drawing must have
been in Basle in the sixteenth century, when it was utilised by an artist for

illustrations to a MS. book on mining by Andreas Eyff, and conjectures
that it was made in the Alps, perhaps during a journey from Lucerne across the
St. Gothard pass.

Purchased October, 1872.

15. MUSICIANS ON A BALCONY. A balcony on which are five musicians; one,

wearing a cap, blows a trumpet over the balustrade ; his neighbour at the
extreme 1. also wears a cap, and plays a horn, as do the other three, who are
bareheaded ; the last on the r. has his back turned.

Indian-ink wash, with brush outlines ; roy., 5J X 7J in.

This study is entirely in Holbein's manner, though certain weaknesses
of drawing prompt a doubt, and some critics would assign it to a scholar.

Purchased May, 1852. Formerly in the Cosway and Utterson collections.

[16-39.] Designs for architecture, furniture, and ornaments.

16. DESIGN FOB A CHIMNEY-PIECE, PROBABLY FOB HENRY VIII.'s PALACE AT
BRIDEWELL. A magnificent decorated chimney-piece, in two stages, one above
the other, each ilanked by a pair of pillars with entablatures above them. The
upper part is divided into six panels, richly decorated ; the upper three
contain the royal arms of England with the motto ' DEV ET MON DROIT '

in

the centre ; H and a fleur-du-lys, 1. ; HE and a portcullis (one of Henry's
badges) r. The lower panels have a relief of a cavalry combat in the centre ;

medallions of Charity 1., and Justice r. In the centre of the entablature
between the two stages of the chinmey-piece is the letter H; and the space
under this, above the fireplace, where logs are burning, is decorated as a
lunette with spandrils ; the lunette contains a relief of a battle, with a
wreathed medallion in the centre, representing Esther and Ahasuerus ; the

spandiils have 1. the head of a warrior, r. the head of a lady, on medallions.
The bases of the lower pillars on tach side have blank tablets with scroll work.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash and colour in parts; atl., 21J X 16J in.

Eeproduced in E. His' ' Dessins d'Ornaments de Hans Holbein,' Paris, 1886,
PI. XLVIIJ., xnx., L.

The presence of the royal arms, monograms, and badges proves that this

superb chimney-piece was designed for some building occupied or planned by

Henry VIII. Pcacham in his notes on Holbein, in the '

Compleat Gentleman,'
mentions having seen 'of his own draught with a penne a most curious

chimney-piece K. Henry had bespoke for his new built pallace at Bridewell '

;

and there can be little doubt that, as Walpole conjectured, this is the drawing
in question.

Purchased July, 1854. Formerly in the Kichardson and Horace Walpole
collections.

17. DESIGN FOR A CLOCK. An hour-glass with a terminal figure of a Satyr in the

centre, enclosed in a case, of which the doors stand open, and which rests on
a pedestal with legs, ornamented at the corners with terminal figures of Satyrs
and having a circular space left blank in the centre. On the decorated top of

the case stand two naked boys, each pointing to a sundial of metal curved
outwards in an arc, for which their fingers serve as gnomon.

1 On their heads
rests a mechanical clock with dial, surmounted by a crown. At the 1. is a

compass, probably intended to fit inside the clock-case, above the hour-glass.
Inscribed in the lower 1. corner in Sir Anthony Danny's handwriting, Strena

facta pro anthony deny cameru.no regie quod, in initio novi anni 1544
regi dedit,

i.e., New Year's gift made for Anthony Denny, Chamberlain to tLe King, and

1 This seems to be the method of marking the hours intended, though the usual

plan was to indicate them by the shadow thrown from one of the edges of the metal arc.
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given by him to the King at the beginning of the New Year 1544 (the year
after Holbein's death). On one of the doors of the clock-case is, Conjunctio give

nonlunium pro 20 annis ; at the r. of the design compassu . . . , and a word
illegible ; lower down oppo [oppositio].

Indian-ink wash and pen ; roy., 16J X 8J in.

Reproduced by His, Plate XLVII.

Anthony Denny, who commissioned this clock, the favourite of Henry VIII.,
was knighted by the king on 30 September of this same year, 1544.

Purchased July, 1850. Formerly in the Marietta and Horace Walpole
collections.

18. DESIGN FOR THE 'JANE SEYMOUR' GOLD CUP. An elaborately ornamented
cup, with a cover. The body of the cup is set with four medallions in high
relief; a female head and bust on the side facing tlie spectator, two heads partly
seen r. and 1., the fourth not seen. Round the cup, beneath these, are the
initials of Henry VIII. and Jane Seymour, alternating with precious stones set

as roses and carnations ; a border repeated round the foot of the cup. The stem
is decorated with two pendant pearls at the top, and two more lower down, and
has round it the motto of Jane Seymour, BOVND TO OBEY [AND SERVE]. The
cover is also engraved with the motto, and has the rose and carnation border of

jewels round the rim; above, two grotesque figures blowing pipes and sur-

mounted by two Cupids holding a crown upon a shield ; two pearls hang just
below the Cupids. (The drawing has been cut close to the outline of the cup,
but has since been laid in paper, the measurements of which are given.)
Pen and ink ; roy., 17} X 9J in.

A more finished design for the cup, washed with Indian ink, and with a
modification in the curves of the pipes blown by grotesque figures on the cover,

(a modification suggested in the present drawing) is in the University Galleries
at Oxford (formerly in the Bodleian Library). The cup itself was executed for

Henry VIII., about 153G-7. It was still in the Royal collection at the accession

of Charles I. in 1625 ; and in a document of that year is thus described :

' Item a faire ttanding Cupp of Goulde, garnished about the Cover with eleaveu

Dyamonds, and two poynted Dyamonds about the Cupp, seaventeene Table

Dyamonds and one Pearls Ptndi-ut uppon the Cupp, with theis words BOUND
TO OBEY AND SERVE, and H and I knitt together ; in the Topp of the Cover the

Queenes Armes, an Queene Janes Armes houlden by twoe Boyes under a Crowne
Imperiall, weighing Threescore and five ounces and a halfe.'

Purchased November, 1848. Formerly in the Beckford collection.

19. DESIGN FOR A DAGGER. A dagger designed to be executed in chiselled gold or

silver ; the handle decorated with spiral bands set with stones, the hilt and tip
with grotesque figures ; the sheath elaborately chased, also with grotesque
figures and foliage, set with pearls. Only the r. half of the sheath is drawn, as

the corresponding half would repeat it.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; roy., 17J X 4| in.

Reproduced by His, Plate xxix.

Purchased August, 1874, from the Earl of Wicklow's collection.

20. Five on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DAGGER-HILT. Knob at the end of a dagger-hilt with foliage-ornament, and
a man's head at the top.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 2J x 1 J in.

1

(6) DAGGER-HILT. Knob of dagger-hilt, ornamented with a grotesque head and

dolphins.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 2J x 1 J in.

(c) DAGGER-HILT. Hilt, the top ornamented with a grotesque head, the cross-

piece with ram's horns and acanthus leaves.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 5 x 3| in.

1 These drawings for ornaments having nearly all been cut round the edges of the

design, measurements given are of the maximum height and width.
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(d) DAGGER-HILT. Cross-piece of a hilt, ornamented with dolphins and foliage.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 2| x 3 in.

(e) DAGGER-HILT. Cross-piece of a hilt, ornamented with two boys blowing
curved pipes, with dolphins and foliage ; below, a baud of twisted snakes
round the rim of the sheath.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 2J x 2f in.

Reproduced by His, Plate xxxii.

21. Ten on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) SWORD BELT, with buckle and leaf ornaments in silver.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash; 6 x 1J in.

(1) TIP OF BELT, with silver ornament.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; If x 1 in.

(e) SWORD BELT, with buckle and leaf ornament.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash

; 5f x 1J in.

(cZ) A BAND OF ORNAMENT, perhaps for a belt.

Pen aud ink, with Indian-ink wash ; J X 1 J in.

(e) TIP or BELT, with silver ornament.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash; 1J x 1J in.

(/) A BAND OF ORNAMENT, perhaps for a belt.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash; \ x 1J in.

(g) SWORD BELT, with buckle and leaf ornament.
Pen and ink, with Indian- ink wash; 5J x 1J in.

(li) BUCKLE OF BELT in gold.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink and yellow ochre wash; If x If in.

(') BUCKLE AND TIP OF BELT in gold.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink and yellow ochre wash ; 3f x If in.

(7t) CLASP OF BELT in gold.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink and yellow ochre wash ; 1 J x 3J in.

(a) (6) (c) (<2) (e) (/), reproduced by His, Plate xxxn.

22. Six on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) Two CUPIDS, FOR A SUNDIAL. Two draped Cupids standing back to back
and holding little rods by wliich the shadows would be marked on the dial.

Perhaps an alternative design for the dial in No. 17.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 3J x 2f in.

(?)) TERMINAL FIGI-RES OF SATYKS. Two satyrs supporting a pedestal.
Pen und ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 3 x 1J in.

(c) A NUDE WOMAN SEATED ON A GLOBE.
Pen and ink, witli Indian-ink wash ; 3 x If in.

(d) PART OF THE FOOT OF A VASE, with chased ornament.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 1J x 1J in.

(e) A NUDE WOMAN, kneeling witli her back against a globe.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 2 x If in.

(/) STEM OF A GOBLET. Decorated with female terminal figures and pcnJant
pear's.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 4J x 5 in.

Reproduced by His, Plate XLVI.

23. Nine on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) GROTESQUE FIGURE. A winged female figure with a washing brush in her
hand.

Pen and iuk ; 1 J x 14 in.
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(Z>) GROTESQUE FIGURE. Similar to the last, but holding a mirror.

Pen and ink ; If x 1 in.

(c) GROTESQUE FIGURE. Similar to the last two, but holding a comb.
Pen and ink; li x 1| in.

(d) GROTESQUE FIGURE. A winded warrior with club and buckler.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 1J X 1J in.

(e) GROTESQUE FIGURE. A winged warrior with a mace.
Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash ; 1J X 1 J in.

(/) GROTESQUE FIGURE. A winged warrior, with the jawbone of an ass.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 1$ x 1J in.

(3) GROTESQUE FIGURE. A Roman warrior grasping with his handa the rim
of the dish or salt-cellar behind him.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wasli ;

1 x 2J in.

(A) GROTESQUE FIGURE. Similar to the last.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash; 1| x 2J in.

(i) GROTESQUE FIGURE. Similar to the last two.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash; Ig x 2f in.

The first three of these designs were doubtless intended to ornament
some toilet box or vase ; the rest, making two sets of three each, were

probably for dishes or salt-cellars.

24. Five on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) A RAM'S HEAD.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 1J x f in.

(6) DESIGN FOR A BADGE : A CHAINED WHITE HIND. A white hind couchant
on the top of a pillar, ducally gorged and chained.

Pen and ink; 1J x IJin.
The white hind or white hart was a badge used by Richard II., who

took it from his mother, the Fair Maid of Kent. It may have been still

used in Henry VIII. "s time by her descendants.

(c) SKETCHES FOR HERALDIC DEVICES. A cock, a strawberry, and a spread-

eagle with a strawberry in its mouth.
Fen and ink ; If x 2 in.

(d) A WINGED STAG. A winged stag with long branching horns lying down.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 2j x 3J in.

(e) A GOAT. A goat lying down : with three separate studies of the head.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 3J X 4J in.

25. Seven on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOB SMALL PENDANT. Two pearls pendant from a foliated

ornament.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; f x | in.

(t) PANSIES IN A HANGING BOWL. This seems to be a study of actual flowers

rather than a design for ornament.
Pen and ink ; 2\ x 2J in.

(c) PORTABLE SUNDIAL AND CALENDAR. A small cylinder marked with the

signs of the zodiac, and indicating the days of the month and the hours

by the shadow of the upper rim: with a ring at the top by which to

suspend it.

Pen and ink ; 3| X 1J in.

(d) DESIGN OP FLOWERS FOR AN ORNAMENT. A bunch of roses and carnations

within a circle on a flat surface, to be wrought in metal in relief, with

space for an irregularly-shaped pearl in the middle.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 1J X 1J in.
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(e) DE6IGN FOB A CUBTAIN TA88EL.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 6J X If in.

(/) JEWELLED ORNAMENTS FOB A DRESS. Five ornaments, each composed of
a pair of large pearls set in foliated scroll work ; on a black ground.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 3J x 2j in.

(3) DESIGN FOB A CURTAIN TASSEL.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash

; 3} x 2} in.

(e) (e) (/) (9) reproduced by His, Plate XLIII.

26. Five on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOB A PENDANT. A pendant of enamelled gold in the shape of a
rounded lozenge hanging by a chain

;
in the centre an oval ruby ; at each

corner a table cut stone, and pearls in pairs between these ; below, a pearl
drop.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink and colour wash and lights in white;

4f x 2J in.

(!>) DESIGN FOB A PENDANT. A lozenge-shaped pendant of enamelled gold
hung by a ribbon ; a table-cut stone in the centre, and four others at the

angles with four pairs of pearls between them, and a pearl drop below.
Pen and ink, with Indian ink, a yellow ochre wash and lights in white ;

5| x 2f in.

(c) DESIGN FOB A PENDANT. A round pendant with penrl drop, composed of
a cross of five table-cut stones on a setting of gold-leaf ornament within
a circle of twelve pearls and four stones. The stones are placed opposite
the angles of the cross.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink and yellow ochre wash, and lights in

white ; 3g x 2 J in.

(d~) DESIGN FOB A PENDANT. A lozenge-shaped gold pendant hanging by a

chain; table-out stones at the angles with single pearls between and a
fifth stone in the centre ; below, a pearl drop.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink and yellow ochre wash, and lights in

white
;
4J X 2J in.

(e) A lozenge-shaped pendant of enamelled gold hanging by a ribbon; table-cut

stones at the angles with three pearls set in triangular pattern between,
and a fifth stone in the centre ; below, a pearl drop.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink and yellow ochre wash, and lights in white ;

i x 2| in.

Reproduced by His, Plate XLII.

27. Six on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOB A PENDANT CBOSS. A cross of chased metal work, with pearls
at the intersection of the arms ; suspended by a ring.
Pen and ink ; 2| x 2 in.

(6) DESIGN FOB A PENDANT. A heart-shaped pendant of gold, with two doves

billing on a green bough in enamel, and the motto TVETVBVM CONCORDIA ;

below, three pearls.
Water colours; 2J x If in.

(c) DESIGN FOB A PENDANT. A heart-shaped sapphire, framed in gold and
enamel ; below, three pearls.
Waters colours and gold ; 2J x If in.

(<J) DESIGN FOB A PENDANT. A round pendant of enamelled gold, set with
four emeralds ; below, a pearl.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink and water-colour wash ; 3f x 2J in.

(e) DESIGN FOB A PENDANT. A pendant formed in a monogram of the letters

E and E in gold, with two rubies, an emerald and a garnet at the four

corners; hung by a ribbon above, and with three pearls below.
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Pen and ink, with water-colour wash ; roy., 3J x If in.

A similar jewel, formed of the sacred monogram, is worn by Jane

Seymour in her portrait hy Holbein at Vienna.

(/) DESIGN FOB A PENDANT. A monogram of the letters H and I (probably
for Henry and Jane Seymour), with an emerald in the centre and three

pearls below.
Pen and ink, with slight water-colour wash; 2J x 1J in.

Reproduced by His, Plate xim.

28. Twelve on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOB A JEWEL. The bust of a woman holding between her hands
a large stone ; below, three pearls. Inscribed on the space left for the

stone Well Laydi Well, apparently by another hand.
Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash ; 2f x If in.

(V) DESIGN FOB A PENDANT. A pendant formed of two large stones, one above
the other, set in gold work, and with three pearls below.

Pen and ink ; 2J x 1 J in.

(c) DESIGN FOB A PENDANT. A pendant like the preceding, but with gold
work of a different pattern.
Pen and ink ; 2 x 1 J in.

(<J) DESIGN FOR A PENDANT. A jewel of open gold work with ribbon ornament ;

a diamond in the centre, surrounded by six pearls ; a pearl below.
Pen and ink, with Imlian-ink wash; 1J x If in.

(e) DESIGN FOB A PENDANT. Open gold work with leaf ornament ; a diamond in

the centre surrounded by three diamonds and three pearls alternating; a

pearl below.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash; 2J x If in.

(/) DESIGN FOB A PENDANT. Open gold work with leaf ornament in the shape
of a lyre ; at the top a grotesque head above two scrolls, inscribed QVAM
ACCIPERE DABE MVLTO BEATivs ; in the centre a diamond ; below a pearl.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 2| x If in.

(0) DESIGN FOB A PENDANT. Jewel formed by a Siren holding two stones in

her arms and two horns of plenty, with three stones ; below a pearl.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash; 2f x If in.

(A) DESIGN FOB A PENDANT. A lozenge-shaped jewel of intertwined ribbon

ornament ; in the centre a table-cut stone ; stones at each angle and single

pearls between ; below, a pearl drop.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink and yellow ochre wash ; 2J x If in.

(f) DESIGN FOR A JEWEL. A jewel of leaf and ribbon ornament, with four

stones and three pearls above, and a pearl below.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 2JJ x If in.

(fc) DESIGN FOB A PENDANT. A jewel of ribbon ornament enlacing three pearls
and three stones, with a pearl below.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 2J x 1J in.

(?) DESIGN FOB A PENDANT. Three pearls and four stones set in gold leaf-

work enlaced with ribbon, with a winged terminal figure at the top and
a pearl below.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash; 2f x 1| in.

(m) DESIGN FOB A PENDANT. Scroll work enclosing four stones within five

pearls, with a pearl below.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 2J X 2 in.

Eeproduced by His, Plate XLI.

29. Eleven on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOR THE SEAL OF CHABLES BRANDON, DUKE OF SUFFOLK. A lion's

head, erased and ducally crowned, within the Garter, bearing its motto,
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HONT BOTT Qvi MAL Y PENSE
;

outside this a circular band inscribed,
CAROLVS DVX SVFFYCIE PRO HONOKE 8VO BICHEMOND. (The paper CUt
into an octagon close round the design.)
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 1 J x If in.

(6) DESIGN FOR A DEVICE. A hand issuing from a cloud and reBting on a book
which lies on a rock ; below, the motto SERVAB VOGLIO QVEL CHE HO
GVIRATO : in a circle, round which the paper is cut into an octagon.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 2J x 2J in,

(c) A VARIATION or THE PRECEDING DESIGN. The hand comes down in the
centre instead of at the r., and the motto is on a smaller scale.

Pen and ink, with bistre wasli ; circle, 2 in diam.

(d) SHIELD WITH HOLBEIN'S ARMS. Holbein's arms ; a bull's head, sable, with
a ring in its moutli and a mullet of six points between the horns.

Indian ink and pen, with blue background ; x J in.

(e) HOLBEIN'S COAT OF ARMS. A shield with the arms just described, sur-

rounded with nullities and surmounted by a helmet bearing horns with
a mullet of six points between them.

Indian ink and pen, touched with gold, on blue background; circle,

If in. diam.

(/) SHIELD WITH HOLBEIN'S ARMS. A variation of (d).
Pen and ink ; circle, j in. diam.

(g) DESIGN FOR A MEDALLION. A boy lying under a fountain, which jets its

water over liim.

Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash ; circle, 2J in. diam.

(7) DESIGN FOR A MEDALLION. A woman lying in flames while her father and
mother lament over her. With a stone in the centre.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash touched with yellow; 2J x lj| in.

(i) A DEVICE. A round composition, composed of two horns of plenty, two
dolphins and a pair of compasses, round the legs of which two serpents twine ;

on a scroll the motto PRVDENTEMENT ET PAR COMPAS INCONTINENT VIENDRAS.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; circle, 2 in. diam.

Qt) DESIGN FOR A MEDALLION. In the centre the Annunciation, slightly sketched,
witli the legend ORIGO MVNDI MELIORIS round it, and a broad border of

daisies, of which only one side is drawn in.

Pen and ink, the daisies washed with water colours ; circle, 2| in, diam.

(Z) DESIGN FOR A MEDALLION. In the centre the Trinity, lightly sketched,
encircled by the legend TRINITATIS GLORIA STABILIMVR, and with a broad
border of roses, of which only half is drawn in.

Pen and ink, the r 'ses washed with water colours ; circle, 2J in. diam.
Reproduced by His, Plate XL.

30. Ten on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOB A BROOCH. Throo diamonds enwreathed by a scroll, inscribed
HI LADI PRINSIS.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; J x 2| in.

(6) DESIGN FOR A BROOCH. Three diamonds and three pearls enwreathed by a
scroll, inscribed with the same motto as the preceding.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 1J x 2J in.

(c) DESIGN FOR A BROOCH. A metal brooch formed of eight ostrich feathers laid
in pairs, side by side, witli a pearl in the centre and ribbons at the ends.
Pen and ink; 1 x If in.

(rf) DESIGN FOR AN ORNAMENT. An oblong shield with scroll above ; both blank.
Pen and ink; 1 x 1J in.
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() DESIGNS FOR BOOK CLASPS. Four designs for book clasps.
Pen and ink ; 2 X 2 in.

(/) PATTERN FOB ENAMEL DECORATION. A segment of a circular border.
Pen ami ink and Indian-ink wash ; 1 X 1J in.

(jj) PATTERN FOR EXAMEL DECORATION. A segment of a circular border.
Pen and ink ; J X 1J in.

(ft) DESIGN FOR BRACELET OR CHAIN COLLAR. Four links of enamelled metal
with Eenaissanee ornament.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash; 1 x 5| in.

(f) DESIGN BOB BRACELET OR CHAIN COLLAR. Two links of enamelled metal and
arabesques.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; J X 3 in.

(7i) DESIGN FOR BRACELET OB CHAIN COLLAR. Three links of foliated ornament
in relief.

Pen and ink, with Indian ink ; J X 4f in.

Eeproduced by His, Plate xxxiv.

31. Four on one mount, rot., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOB A BOOK BINDING. A prayer book, with binding decorated in

enamel and metal work containing the initials T.W.I, and I.W.T., and with
a ring at the top, for hanging to a girdle.
Pen and ink, with Indian ink and yellow ochre wash ; 3J X 2| in.

(6) DESIGN FOR A BOOK BINDING. A binding of the same character as the last,

with the initials T.w. in the centre ; above, T.w. repeated, and below, W.T.

Pen and ink, with Indian ink and yellow ochre wash ; Z\ X 2| in.

(a) DESIGN FOR A JKWEI. CASKET. A casket decorated witli arabesques on
enamel and with ornamented pillars at the sides; in the centre a round

apace left blank.

Pen and ink, with Indian ink and yellow ochre wash ; 4 J X 3J in.

(d) DESIGN FOR A JEWEL CASKET. An exactly similar design to the preceding,
but having the round space filled with an arabesque.
Pen and ink, with Indian ink nnd yellow ocbre wash ; 4 J X 3 J in.

Reproduced by His, Plate XLIV.

32. Six on one mount, roy., viz. :

() DESIGN FOR ENAMELLED DISK. A disk with arabesques on enamel.
Pen and ink; circle, 1 j in. diam.

(t) DESIGN FOR ENAMELLED DISK. A disk with arabesques on enamel.
Pen and ink ; circle, If in. diam.

f
c) DESIGN FOB ENAMELLED DISK. A disk ornamented with six fish arranged

as rays.
Pen and ink; circle, 1 in diam.

f
d) DESIGN FOR ENAMEL. A disk with arabesques on enamel, surrounding a

shield.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; circle, 3| in. diam.

(e) DESIGN FOR ENAMELLED DISK. A disk with enamel arabesques.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; circle, 1J in. diam.

(/) DESIGN FOR ENAMEL. A disk with enamel pattern, only partly indicated.

Pen and ink; circle, If in. diam.

Eeproduced by His, Plate xxxvi.

33. Eight on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) PANEL OF ORNAMENT. A panel of arabesque, white on black ground.
Peu and ink; 2 x If in.

VOL. ii. 2
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(6) PANEL OF ORNAMENT. Arabesques, white on black.
Pen and ink

;
2 x If in.

(e) PANEL OF ORNAMENT. Arabesques, white on black.
Pen and ink ; x 1J in.

(d) PANEL OF ORNAMENT. Arabesques, white on black.
Pen and ink ; J x 2J in.

(e) PANEL OF ORNAMENT. Arabesques, white on black.
Pen and ink; 1J x If in.

(/) HALF OF A PANEL OF ORNAMENT. The upper part of a panel of ornament in
white on black, surrounded by a border in black on white, with D at the
r. corner and a letter cut in half (R or B) on the 1. side. In the centre a

monogram in a circle, formed of the letters L.M.A.R.T.W.
Pen and ink ; 2J x 3 in.

(g) PANEL OF ORNAMENT. Designed in oriental style, white on black.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 2J x 2f in.

(7) PANEL OF ORNAMENT. Arabesques, white on black.
Pen and ink; 1J x If in.

Keproduced by His, Plate xxxvm.

34. Sixteen on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) BORDER ORNAMENT. Fragment of a border of leaf ornament.
Pen and ink and Indian-ink wash ; f x f in.

(I) BORDER ORNAMENT. Fragment of a border of leaf ornament.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; J x f in.

(e) BORDER ORNAMENT. Fragment of a border of leaf ornament.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; J x J in.

(d) DESIGN FOR A BORDER. Segment of circular border of arabesques in black
on white.

Pen and ink ; f x 3J in.

(e) BORDER ORNAMENT. Fragment of a border of leaf ornament.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; f x j in.

(/) DESIGN FOR A BORDER. Segment of circular border of arabesques in white
on black.

Pen and ink
; J x 3 in.

(g) DESIGN FOB BOEDER. Segment of circular border of arabesques in white on
black.

Pen and ink ; j x 3| in.

(It) DESIGN FOR BORDER. Semicircle ; white ornament on black.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; J x 2J in.

(i) FRAGMENT OF BORDER. Ornament to be executed in relief.
Pen and ink ; J x 1| in.

(&) DESIGN FOR BORDER. Segment of circular border, with arabesques in black
on white.
Pen and ink; 1J x 3| in.

(I) DESIGN FOR BORDER. Segment of circular border with Eenaissance design
in white on black.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 1 x 3| in.

(m) DETAILS OF ENAMEL ORNAMENT. Perhaps for the finger-plate of a lock.
Pen and ink ; 1J x If in.

(n) DETAIL OF ENAMEL ORNAMENT, of the same character as the last.

Pen and ink
; J x 2 in.
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(0) DESIGN FOR ENAMEL ORNAMENT. Arabesques, black on white, in the segment
of a circle.

Pen and ink ;
2J x 3J in.

(p) DESIGN FOR BORDER. A semicircular border of rose and oak leaf design,
white on black.

Pen und ink ; J X 1 J in.

(2) DESIGN FOR BORDER. Segment of a disk, with Renaissance border, white on
black.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 2J X 4J in.

Eeproduced by His, Plato xxxvn.

35. Thirteen on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOR A BRACELET OR COLLAR. Of rich Renaissance ornament, set with
alternate diamonds and pearls.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 3| X 1 in.

(It) DETAIL OF ORNAMENT. To be executed in relief.

Pen and ink ; J x 1 in.

(c) DESIGN FOR MEDALLION. With standing figure of St. John the Baptist.
Pen and bistre and water colours ; circle, 2 iu. diam.

(d) DESIGN FOR MEDALLION. Time extricating Truth from the rock. Inscribed

round the edge, NIHIL EST TECTVM QVOD i>6 SIT RETEGENDV ET NIIIIL

OOCVLTV QVOD NO REVELABITVR.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; circle, 2 in. diam.

(e) DESIGN FOR MEDALLION. Lot and his daughters led by an angel from

Sodom, and his wife turned into salt. A stone iu the centre. Inscribed

LOT GEN. 19.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ;
2 x 2 in.

(/) DESIGN FOR A CHAIN. On a black ground.
Pen and ink, with ludian-ink wash ; 2f X J in.

(j) ARABESQUES. Arabesques in white on black.

Pen and ink ; 2| x j in.

(/) DESIGN FOR A COLLAR. Renaissance ornament with nymphs and satyrs, set

with alternate diamonds and pearls.
Pen and ink, with sepia and Indian-ink wash ; 2J x f in.

(t) DESIGN FOR ORNAMENT. Perhaps for a needle-case.

Pen and ink ; 1 J x g in.

(fe) DETAIL OF ORNAMENT. For part of a chain.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 1 x in.

(1) DETAIL OF ORNAMENT. Daisies, white on black.

Pen and ink ; 1J x f in.

(m) DESIGN FOR RING. A signet ring with a domi wnlf rampant, bearing an
olive branch, on the seal ; on the ring itself w and p.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; f x 2J in.

(n) DESIGN FOR RING. A signet ring with a ram engraved on the seal ; on a

separate strip of paper the motto, to be engraved on the inside of the ring,

ARCANVM CELA.

Pen and ink ; f x 2J in. and J x 2 in.

All except (c) (d) and (e) reproduced by His, Plate xxxv.

36. Twelve on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DETAIL OF ORNAMENF.
Pen and ink, with Indian ink and water-colour wash ; j x J in.

z 2
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(b) DETAIL or ORNAMENT.
Pen and ink, with Indian ink and water-colour wash ; f x in.

(c) DESIGN FOB ENAMEL ORNAMENT. Semicircle, with white arabesques on
black.

Pen and ink; f X 1J in.

(d) DETAIL or ORNAMENT.
Pen and ink, with Indian ink and water-colour wash ; g x 1 in.

(e) DETAIL OF ORNAMENT.
Pen and ink ; j X 1 in.

(/) DESIGN FOR RING. Ornamented as a laurel wreath, enlaced with the garter.
Pen and bistre, with yellow and blue wash ; J x 3 in.

(JT) DESIGN FOR RING. In the shape of a Barter, wreathed.
Pen and bistre, with yellow and blue wash ; g X 3 in.

(7t) DESIGN FOR RING. A band of chain pattern wreathed with the garter.
Pen and bistre, with yellow and blue wash ; g X 3 in.

(') DESIGN FOR ENAMEL. Arabesques in white on red and blue.

Pen and ink, with Indian ink, red and blue wash ; f X 2 in.

(/i) DESIGN FOR ENAMEL. Arabesques in white on blue.

Pen and ink, with Indian ink and blue wash ; | x 2J in.

(I) DESIGN FOR ENAMEL. Arabesques in white on blue and red.

Pen and ink, with Indian ink, blue and red wash ; f X 2| in.

(m) DESIGN FOR ENAMEL. Arabesques in while on blue and black.
Pen and ink, with Indian ink and blue wash ; J x 2f in.

37. Sixteen on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOR JEWEL. An oval pearl with setting of ornament.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; J in. diarn.

(5) DESIGN FOR JEWEL. An oval pearl with setting.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; in. diam.

(c) DESIGN FOR JEWEL. A round pearl with setting.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 1 in. diam.

(d) A SMALL OBLOXG SHIELD.
Pen and ink and yellow ochre wash ; x I in.

(e) DESIGN FOR JEWEL. A table-cut stone with setting.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; in. diam.

(/) DESIGN FOR JEWEL. A table-cut stone with setting.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; in. diam.

(jr) DESIGN FOR A BROOCH. An oval-shaped ornament for the setting of precious
stones.

Pen and ink, with yellow ochre and Indian-ink wash ; 2J x 1j in.

(7) DESIGN FOR BROOCH. Half of a circular ornament, for the setting of precious
stones.

Pen and ink, with yellow ochre and Indian-ink wash ; 1 x If in.

(0 DESIGN FOR JEWEL. Half of tlie setting of a stone.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink mash

; } X Jf in.

(6) DESIGN FOR JEWEL. A pearl with setting.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash; 1 X 1J in.

(0 DESIGNS FOR Two JEWELS. Two halves of settings for stones.
Pen aud ink, with Indian-ink wash; (each) f X Ig in.
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() DESIGNS FOB Two JEWELS. Two halves of settings for stones.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; (each) j x If in.

(n) DESIGN FOB BBOOOH. The letter E with a stone on each arm of the letter.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 1J x If in.

(o) DESIGN FOB BROOCH. A stone set in delicate leaf work.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash; 1J x 1J in.

(jf) DESIGN FOB ENAMEL OBNAMENT. Arabesques in white on black within a
circle.

Pen and ink ; x J in.

(if) DESIGN FOB JEWEL. An oval pearl with settiug.
Pen and ink ; J x 1 in.

Reproduced by His, Plate xxxm.

38. Eighteen on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) MONOGBAM of the letters A.B.C.E.

Pen and ink; J x 1J in.

(6) MONOGBAM of the letters H.I.S.A.

Pen and ink and bistre wash ;
1 x 1 in.

(c) MONOGRAM of the same letters as (a).
Pen and ink ; J x 1J in.

(d) MONOGBAM of the same letters as (at) and (c).

Pen and ink ; J x 1 in.

(e) MONOGRAM of the letters T.H.E.O.S.I.B.L.A.

Pen and iak; circle, 1 j in. diam.

(J) MONOGRAM of the letters E.N.L.B.A.O.D.

Pen and ink ; f x 1J in.

(9) MONOGRAM of the letters A.T.L.H.E.N.R.S.I.G.K.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; J x 1 J in.

(ft) MONOGRAM of the letters M.T.H.F.N.R.A.D.O.G.V.

Pen and ink; Ij x 1| in.

(e) MONOGRAM of the letters L.N.H.O.J.N.A.G.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; J x 1J in.

(It) MONOGRAM of the letters C.T.P.N.A.E.S.O.

Pen and ink ; $ X If in.

(J) PENDANT IN FORM OF MONOGRAM. The letters B.E. united by a cord looped
round a stone in the centre and with three hanging pearls below.

Pen and ink; 2J x 1J in.

The pearls are added in a different ink, perhaps by a different hand.

(ro) MONOGBAM of the letters E.S.H N.K.P.

Pen and ink ; J x 1J in.

(n) MONOGBAM of the letters H.N.A.V.G B.S.X.D., ornamented with five stones, ono
in the centre and one at each corner.

(o) PENDANT IN FOBM OF MONOGBAM. An oval-shaped pendant formed of the

letters A.V.B.N.T.E.K.C.I.S., enlaced with ornament set with ten stones.

Pen and ink ; 2| x 2j in.

(p) DESIGN FOB A SMALL SHIELD. Inscribed with monogram of the letters A.H.,

enlaced by a cord ; with a drawing of the shield as seen edgewise.
Pen and ink; 1J x li in.

(5) MONOGEAM of the letters A.H.N.I .T.o.

Pen and ink ;
1 x 1 J in.
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(r) PENDANT IN FORM OP MONOGRAM. The letters A.H., with a large table-cut

stone in the centre.

Pen and ink, with Indian ink and yellow ochre wash ; 2 x 1 J in.

(s) MONOGRAM of the letters T.W.B.S.

Pen and ink ; f X 1 J in.

(0M") reproduced by His, Plate xxxix.

Nos. 20-38 were bequeathed by Sir Hans Sloane, Bart., 1753.

39. DESIGN FOR DAGGER. A dagger, the hilt of which is ornamented with trophies,
the sheath will) a triumph of Bellona, riding in a chariot with three horses and

preceded by warriors fighting.
Pen and ink, with yellow ochre and Indian-ink wash ; roy., 13JJ x 3 in.

This design is on two pieces of paper joined together, the hilt on one, the

sheath on tlie other. The two parts are obviously by different hands. The
sheath is by Holbein ; the hilt, in all probability, by Peter Flotner of Nurem-

berg.

Purchased November, 1848. Formerly in the Beckford collection.

Attributed to Holbein.

Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOR DAGGER SHEATH. With Renaissance ornament.
Pen and bistre, with Indian-ink wash ; 9 x 2J in.

Reproduced by His, Plate xxxv.
This seems to be certainly not by Holbein's hand, and at most a drawing

of a sheath designed by him.

Bequeathed by Sir Hans Sloane, Bart., 1753.

(V) HENRY VIIE. GIVING AUDIENCE. A room, at the end of which the king
sits alone at a table laid for a meal, with a canopy over his head. Courtiers

are grouped 1. and r. ; a man brings a letter 1., another brings a dish r. from
a sideboard. Inscribed Holbein invent.

Pen and sepia, with Indian-ink wash ; 3 J X 4f in.

Not by Holbein, but possibly after a drawing by him.

Purchased June, 1854.

After Holbein.

THE TRIUMPH OF RICHES. The chariot of Plntns, drawn towards the 1. by four

horses and attended by famous men of .wealth. The god old, bowed, and

bald, sits on a high seat with his feet on a sack of gold ; on the forepart of the

car sits Fortune scattering coin, and in front of her tlie charioteer ' holds the

reins, labelled Notitia and Voluntai. The two off horses are ridden by Libera-
lilas and JEqualitas, the near ones led by Bono, Fiifes and another figure

(Justitia) ; attending the car are Simonides, Sichseus, Pythius, Crispinus, Leo

Byzantinus, Themistocles, Narcissus, and others ; Midas, Croesus, and Cleo-

patra, all on horses, bring up the rear, while Nemesis hovers threatening above
them.
Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; imp , 9j x 23J in.

About 1532, Holbein painted for the Hanse merchants of the Steelyard two

allegorical compositions, The Triumph of Poverty and The Triumph of Riches.
The paintings have themselves perished, but the compositions are preserved in

several drawings, among which are this and the following. A similar drawing
of the 'Riches' is in the Louvre, and is attributed to Holbein's own hand.
The drawing just described was formerly attributed to Holbein ; it is said by
Woltmann to be a tracing of the Louvre example, but it has no appearance of

being traced, and is certainly a copy, perhaps by an Italian. The heads
and attitudes are given a Raphaeiesque air, strikingly different from the

1 His name is Ratio, according to the copy by Jan de Bisschop, which also gives the

leader of the fourth horse as Justitia. In the present drawing the titles have got confused

in several cases.
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Flemish style of the following copy of the '

Poverty,' which is probably by Vorster-

man, who engraved a print of the 'Poverty.' Other and larger copies of both

paintings are also in the department; they are by Jan de Bisschop, and the
' Riches ' shows several minor differences and some additions ; Phileat and Leo
Pieanm are introduced, their heads appearing before and behind the charioteer,
besides Heliogabalus and some unnamed persons ; there is a parrot on the treo

in the background, and the tree is much larger and more finished. All goes to

prove that the Louvre drawing and the copy just described represent a study
for the painting, while the Bisschop and Vorsterman drawings were from the

paintings, or copies of the paintings, and represent the final designs.

Purchased June, 1854.

THE TRIUMPH OP POVERTY. The procession, as in the last, moves from r. to 1.

Poverty, an old woman, is drawn along in a waggon by two asses and two oxen ;

a canopy of poles and straw is over her head bearing the Greek title nENIA ; in

front of her sit Usu, Memoria, and Industria ; behind, Infortunium, beating
with a rod the heads of the crowd which follows. Spes drives the waggon, and
the team is led by Moderalio, Solicitudo, Diligentia, and Labor. The asses are
named Stupiditas and Ignavia, the oxen Negligentia and Figritia. A throng of

workmen follow, and among them an old man, Mendicitas, and an old woman,
JUiseria. On a tablet hung to a bough of a tree at the 1. are Latin lines

ascribed to Sir Thomas More :

Mortalium jucunditas volucris et pendula
Movetur instar turbinis quern nix agit sedula, etc.

(The lines are quoted iu full in Wornum, '

Holbein,' p. 2G5.)
Black and red chalks and pen washed with Indian ink, and heightened with

white on a blue background ; atl., 17J X 23 in.

This drawing is probably by Lucas Vorsterman the Younger, who engraved
the subject. If so, it was not made after the original painting, but from a copy
made by Zucearo in 1574. Walpole ascribed this drawing to Zuccaro himself,
but the style is decidedly Flemish.

Two other copies of the '

Triumph of Poverty' are in the department, one by
Matthaud Merian the Younger, the other by Jan de Bisschop.

Purchased July, 1894. Formerly in the Lely and Horace Walpole collections.

A copy of the '

Riches," made in the same style, was sold at the same sale.

Both belonged to Walpole.

School of Holbein.

THE DESCENT OF THE HOLY GHOST AT PENTECOST. Tho Holy Ghost descending

through clouds in the form of a dove on the twelve apostles, who stand grouped
round the seated Virgin, in a building of Renaissance architecture. From the

arched top hang garlands held at the sides by cherubs, with a tablet between,

bearing the date 1533.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; 13f X 7| in.

This drawing is catalogued by Woltmann as by Holbein, but belongs only to

his school. It seems to be by the same hand as a drawing in the Dresden

Cabinet, now ascribed to Christoph Ambergcr, but formerly called Holbein, and

reproduced by Woermann (III., 6).

Purchased June, 1860. Formerly in the Lely and Lawrence collections.

HOLDEN, Thomas (worked about 1748). Architect; apparently only
known by the Ironmongers' Hall, built from his designs in 1748.

1. IRONMONGERS' HALL, FENCHDRCH STREET. Front elevation of the hall. Signed,
T. Holden Archl. The name is also on the actual facade.

Indian-ink wash and pen ; 7J X 8{j in.

Engraved for the Gentleman's Magazine, November, 1750.

Inserted in Vol. XII. (No. 221) of the interleaved Pennant's 'London,'

bequeathed by J. C. Crowle, Esq , 1811.
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HOLLAND, James (b. 1800, d. 1870). Painter; born at Burslem
;
son

of a potter; started in London as a flower painter 1819, but soon
became known by his landscapes ;

elected Associate of the Water
Colour Society 1835, Member 1857, rejoining it after a resignation
and long absence

;
Member of the Society of British Artists 1843-48 ;

worked both in oils and water colours in France, Switzerland, Italy
and Portugal, as well as in various parts of England ; best known
by his richly coloured Venetian subjects.

1. VENICE. The corner of a piazza. A tall house over a shop at the r., and a wall
with a fresco of the Entombment at the 1., framing a vista of canal and buildings,
above which rise two eampanili and the dome of the Salute, rndiant under the
blue sky ; in the foreground, groups of market women with flowers and vege-
tables, nnd gondoliers by the frescoed wall.

Water colours and body colours ; roy., 16J X 9 in.

Purchased October, 188G.
This does not seem to be an actual view in Venice, but one of Holland's

variations on Venetian themes.

HOLLAR, Wenceslaus (b. 1607, d. 1677). Engraver and draughtsman;
born at Prague ; pupil of Matthew Merian

;
worked at Frankfort,

Cologne and Antwerp ; brought to England 1635 by Lord Arundel ;

published works on the Female Costume of England 1640, and of

Europe 1643; fought for the Royalists, and was taken prisoner,
but escaped; worked at Antwerp 1645-1652, when he returned to

England and engraved for the booksellers
; appointed designer to

the king by Charles II., whose coronation he drew and engraved ;

sent by the government 1669 to Tangier, where he worked for a

year ;
died in poverty ; produced a vast number of prints, including

topography, portraits, costume and historical subjects.

1. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

() PORTRAIT OF PHILIP, 4iH EARL OF PEMBROKE; AFTER VANDYCK. Bust
turned r. in three-quarter face, looking full. Signed W. Hollar delin, A
Van Vyck Pinx.
Indian-ink wash and pen ; oval, 3 x 2J in.

Another portrait of Lord Pembroke (b, 1584, d. 1(550) is described among
the drawings by G. P. Harding, No. 13 (p. 202) ; it is also after Vandyck,
but from a different picture.

(b) PORTRAIT OF WILLIAM OUGHTRED. Head and shoulders, turned 1., almost in

profile, and louking 1., wearing skull cap. Inscribed Mr. Oughtred and
higned Hollar delin.

Pencil ; 2J X 2J in.

A portrait of Oughtred was engraved by Hollar as frontispiece to his
Clams Mathematics, but differs from this ; it is a half-length, full fa<-e.

William Oughtred (b. 1575, d. 1660) was one of the most distinguished
mathematicians of his time; he WHS rector of Albury near Guildford, where
he lived most of his life ; was for some time tutor to the son of Lord
Arundel; published davit Mathematics, 16H1.

Bequeathed by the Eev. C. M. Cracherode, 1799.

2. PORTRAIT OF A MIDDLE-AGED LADY. To the waist, in an oval, turned 1., the face
in three-quarters, eyes looking full; wearing a small cap on the back of tho
head, and a broad linen collar over the shoulders.
Pen and ink on vellum ; roy., 2 x 2| in.

Purchased November, 1863.
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3. STUDY OP FEMALE COSTUME. Whole-length figure of a woman in a long gown,
and large veil.

Pen and sepia, with sepia wash
; roy., 10 X 6j in.

4. STUDY OF FEMALE COSTUME. Whole-length figure of a woman dressed in black
and with a large black hat, walking towards the r.

Oil sketch on paper ; roy., 7J X 4f in.

5. STUDY OF FEMALE COSTUME. A woman dressed in black anil with a black veil,

walking towards the r.

Oil sketch on paper ; roy., 7| X 4J in.

6. A LADY'S MUFF. A muff of fur and brocade,
Indian ink and body colour; roy., 2J X 3% in.

Engraved by the artist, with the date 1047 (Parthey, No. 1916).

Nos. 3-6 were bequeathed by Sir Hans Sloane, Bart., 1753.

7. DESIGN FOR TITLEPAGE TO 'CUDAMAS, OB THE SICILIAN TALE.* Two ornamental
shields, one above the other, joined by drooping garlands ; the upper is inscribed

Clidamas, or the Sicilian Tale by J.S., the lower one London, Printed by T/t :

Paine, 1639. On the upper shield is a kneeling Cupid holding two wreathed

medallions, one at the 1. with two galleys at sea, the other at the r. with a
cavalier and lady meeting.
Pen and bistre, and bislre wash ; roy., 4J X 2J in.

Engraved by the artist (Parthey, No. 2655).

Acquired before 1837.

8. Two on one mount, my., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOR A SUNDIAL ; AND A VIEW OF HAMPTON COURT. A sundiiil in the

shape of a pile of books with a cylinder above, on which the hours are
shadowed by a flying figure of Time with his scythe ; at the side, on the

books, is a metal arc, also for indicating the hours. Above, a view of

Hampton Court from the river, at some distance off. Inscribed at the top
Hampton Court.

Silver-point ; 4J x 4J in.

(6) A MASTER AND PUPIL ; AND A PAIR OF STOCKS. A boy reading from a paper
which he holds in his hands, while his master, standing 1. and holding his

glasses to his nose, lays a hand on the pupil's shoulder and looks over.

Above, a pair of stocks with leg-holes for three offenders.

Silver-point ; 4J x 4g in.

Purchased February, 1850.

9. VIEW OF THE TOWER OF LONDON. The Tower seen from the river, on which are

several anchored ships, including a man-of-war, flying the St. George's Cross,
near the r. foreground ; small boats ply with passengers to and fro, and groups
of figures are on the opposite bank, under the fortifications; on the river is

Thamesil Fluviue, and at the top Den Tower van London.

Pen and ink, with light water-colour wash ; roy., 4J X 11J in.

A nearer view was engi aved by the artist (Parthey, No. 908).

10. VIEW OF WHITEHALL. View of Whitehall and the houses and palaces bordering
the riser, which fills the foreground ; at the 1. a grassy foreshore with bushes;
on the water a number of rowing boats. Inscribed on the river Thamesis fluvius,

and at the top White Hall Falatium Regis.

Pen and ink, with light water-colour wash ; roy., 3J x 11| in.

Nos. 10 and 11 were purchased August, 1859.

11. VIEW oe1 THE THAMES AT WESTSIINSTER. View from the river bank at Lambeth;
at the r. in the foreground are landing stairs, with a number of boats moored to

them and men and women coming or going by the ferry ; part of Lambeth House

appears on the terrace among trees ; on the river are many small boats and two

loaded barges, and on the other side is a continuous line of houses, with the

Abbey and Parliament House 1., Whitehall and other palaces bejond. Signed
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W. Hollar D'- and inscribed with the names Westminster Abby, Farlament house,

Suffolke house, Lambeth house over against the respective buildings.
Pen and ink ; roy., 6 x 15J in.

Purchased August, 1882.

12. RICHMOND PALACE. View of the palace from the opposite bank of the river

(inscribed Thamesis Fluvius) ; a gentleman and two ladies on the near bank, and
other figures on the bank in front of the palace. Inscribed above Richmond,
and signed W. Hollar fecit.
Pen and ink and sepia wash ; roy., 3J x 4J in.

Purchased May, 1854.

13. VIEW OF GBAVESEND. View of the Thames, looking up the river from the

southern shore, which rises 1. into low hills with bushes above a broad stretch

of sands; a horse and cart on the sands and a few figures on the slopes.
Inscribed bey Gravesand in England, and signed and dated W. H. 1623.

Pen and ink, with Indian-ink wash ; roy., 2 x 7J in.

Hollar is not known to have come to England before 1635. The date on
this drawing would presume an earlier visit, if genuine ; but the character

of both date and monogram is too doubtful to admit of any inference being
drawn from them.

Purchased February, 1850.

14. QCEENBOROUGH CASTLE. A view of the castle standing at a little distance in the

midst of open meadow, witli the Medway and low hills beyond ; a few groups
of men on the road from the foreground to the castle, and in the meadows 1.

Inscribed Quinborow Castle in Engelland.
Pen and ink, slightly washed with water colours ; roy., 4J X 10| in.

Engraved by the artist (Parthey, No. 948).

15. STARBOROUGH CASTLE, SUKBEY. A near view of the castle, surrounded by its

moat ; from the 1. foreground a path leads to the drawbridge across the moat,
and on the bridge are two figures. Inscribed Starburow in England.
Pen and ink, slightly washed with water colours ; roy., 4J x 10J in.

The castle has been since destroyed by fire.

Nos. 14 and 15 were purchased August, 1859.

16. PART OF THE WALLS OF PBAGDE. View of the walls from outside, with a round
tower rising r. ; on the outer and lower wall is a cluster of wooden houses

partly built out from it on supports. Inscribed de boreh van de Stadt van

Prage. Signed W. Hollar.

Pen and ink, with slight epia wash ; roy., 5| X 11J in.

Purchased February, 1850.

17. THE HARBOUR AT AMSTERDAM. Part of the docks with a man-of-war in one of

the basins ; beyond the outer dyke a crowd of shipping, and in the distance

the flat shores of the Zuyder Zee. Inscribed Amsterdam. Signed and dated

W. H. 1634.

Pen and ink, with slight water-colour wash ; roy., 5J x 14| in.

18. DELFSHAVEN. The Haas, with the village of Delfshaven r., and a few vessels

off the little port ; others further down the river, and the spire of Schiedam in

the distance. Inscribed Delfshaven Shiedam.
Pen and ink, with slight water-colour wash ; roy., 3J x lOf in.

Purchased July, 1862. Formerly in the Jonathan Richardson collection.

19. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) VIEW OF WESEL. View of the walled town from the Rhine, which flows

along the foreground. Inscribed on the water Rhenus fl. and above, in

another hand, Wesel.

Pen and ink ; 3 x 1 in.

Engraved with modifications by the artist (Parthey, No. 900).
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(6) VIEW OF A TOWN on THE LIPPE. A walled town with two large churches at

the r. ; in the foreground flat meadows through which a river, inscribed

lAppefl., flows into the broad moat surrounding the town. Inscribed above

Inppe.
Pen and ink, with slight Indian-ink wash : 3J x 10 in.

Bequeathed by Sir Hans Sloane, Bart., 1753.

20. VIEW AT DUREN. A river bank with trees by the water, and a man with gun
and dog ; on the other bank r., part of a castle. Inscribed By Duren.
Pen and ink and slight water-colour wash ; roy., 5J x 10 in.

Purchased February, 1850.

21. Three on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) MELATEN, NEAR COLOGNE. A church and houses, among trees. Inscribed
Melaten bey Colin, and dated 1633.
Pen and ink ; 2 x 4| in.

(6) KYBURG. View of the little town on the steep further bank of the Toss,
which is crossed in the foreground by a bridge.
Pen and ink ; 3| x 5\ in.

(c) GRONINGEN. View of the town, built on steep slopes, and connected by a
small bridge with the castle r., which stands on a separate knoll. Inscribed

Gruningen.
Pen and ink ; 3J X 5J in.

Bequeathed by Sir Hans Sloane, Bart., 1753.

22. VIEW ON THE RHINE ABOVE ANDEBNACH. View looking down the Rhine to

Andernach in the distance; on a hill-crest at the r. is Reineck; at the 1.,

further off, Hammerstcin, also on the top of a hill ; in the foreground a boat

sailing down stream with a barge in tow. Inscribed with the names of the

phices and dated 9 Maij.
Pen and ink, with slight water-colour wash

; roy., 4| x 10J in.

23. VIEW OF BONN. View of the walled town from across the Rhine ; on the near
bank in tlie foreground two figures standing by a boat, and two men, one with a

pack, sitting down. Signed W. Hollar and inscribed Bonn and Mhenus flumui.
Pen and ink, with slight water-colour wash ; roy., 4J x 10J in.

24. RANDERIGH, ON THE DANUBE. View looking up the Danube, on which are two

large boats ; at the 1., part of a walled town on a wooded hill above the river.

Inscribed Sanderigh and Danubim fluvius.
Pen and ink, with slight water-colour wash ; roy., 4J x 9J in.

Engraved by the artist (Parthey, No. 777).

25. VIEW OF AUGSBURG. View of the walled city with its many churches, among
which St. Ulrich is prominent at the 1.; in the foreground the river Lech

flowing through meadows. Inscribed Augspurg.
Pen and ink, with water-colour wash ; roy., 4J x llf in.

2G. VIEW OF MILTENBERG. View on the banks of the Main, with Miltenberg under
low hills at the 1. Inscribed on the water Moenus fluviut and at the top

Miltenlrurg.
Pen and ink, with slight water-colour wash ; roy., 3f X 9| in.

Nos. 22-26 were bequeathed by the Rev. C. M. Cracherode, 1799.

27. NEAR STRASSBUBG. The banks of the 111, looking towards part of the city 1. ; at

the r. a row of trees behind palings ; in the foreground a man by the river, and
a dog in the water. Dated 1630 and inscribed By Strassburg.

Pen and ink, with slight sepia and Indian-ink wash ; roy., 5| x 10J in.

28. VIEW OF WAGENTNGEN. View on the banks of the Rhine, which flows into the

1. foreground with flat meadows r., and on the other bank 1. the roofs and
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buildings of Wageningen rising beyond trees ; sailing boats and rowing boats
on the river, marked Bhenus fluvius. Inscribed above Wageningen.
Pen and ink, with water-colour wash ; roy., 4| X 10 J in.

Engraved by the artist (Parthey, No. 898).

Nos. 27 and 28 were purchased February, 1850.

29. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) THE TOWER or PFALZ ON THE RHINE. View of the tower on a little island
in the river, with the high rocky bjnk beyond and a sailing boat in the

foreground. In an oval.

Pen and ink, with sepia wash ; 2| x 3J in.

Bequeathed by Sir Hans Sloane, Bart., 1753.

(6) A SEA FIGHT. Two men-of-war discharging a broadside at each other
; the

nearer carries the English ensign.
Pen and ink, with slight water-colour wash ; 3J x 3J in.

Purchased February, 1850.

30. QUADRANGLE IN WINDSOR CASTLE. View in the Quadrangle looking towards

the Round Tower, three soldiers with muskets marching oft' r., two ladies

crossing the middle of the Quadrangle, and soldiers with a cannon at the end
of the building r. Signed Wenceslaus Hollar delineavit.

Pen and ink, with wattr-colour wash on vellum ; all., 7 x 22J in.

Bequeathed by the Rev. C. M. Cracherode, 1799.

[31-38.] Views and plans of Tangier. In 1669 Hollar was sent as draughtsman in

the suite of Lord Henry Howard to Tangier, and remained there about a year.

Tang
: er was, with Bombay, part of the dowry of Catherine of Braganza, and

therefore became an English possession in IGO'2. In 1083 Charles II. abandoned
it and had the works blown up.

31. Two on one mount, imp., viz. :

(a) THE STRAITS OF GIBRALTAR FROM TANGIER. Distant view, across the sea, of

the coast of Spain, with Gibraltar r. ;
three ships in the straits. Inscribed

with names of places and at the top Prospect of the Straightt of Gibraltar

from Tangier.
Pen and ink, with slight water-colour wash ; 4 x 24f in.

(6) THE AFRICAN COAST FROM THE STKAITS OP GIBRALTAR. The coast of Barbary,
with Apes' Hill and Ceuta 1. ; Tangier towards the r. and the Atlantic at

the extreme r. ; an English man-of-war and a sloop r., other ships off

Tangier. Inscribed with names of places, and at the top Prospect of the

Straights of Gibraltar, as you come from Cadiz, from about the middle y
e

Chanell.

Pen and ink, with slight water-colour wash
;
4 x 24j in.

Purchased August, 1854. Formerly in the Esdaile collection.

32. TANGIER FROM THE WEST. View from green uplands, looking down on the town.

It lies on a bay in a hollow, enclosed by fortifications, which climb a hill

at the 1., and culminate in a tower called I'eterltorow Tower, from which floats

the Union Jack. At the back of the town ruads issue from the Catharine

port and lead to Itriaget fort, Monmouth fort, Font fort, Catharine fort, and
James Fort, all on hills commanding the approach to tl.e town from inland.

Near the foreground are two soldiers on foot marching 1. ; and on the same
road, where it dips by a pool, are thrte others riding r. In the 1. distance

appears the coast of Spain across the sea. Inscribed with names of places,
and at the top I'rospeet of Tangier from the West. Signed and dated W. Hollar

fecit 1669.

Pen and ink, with water-colour wash ; imp., 9 X 33| in.

33. Two on one mount, ant., viz. :

(a) TANGIER FROM THE SEA, OB NORTH SIDE. The foreground is occupied by the

sen, into which a mole runs out at the 1. from the hind, protecting 1. the
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bay ; above the bay is the town, entirely enclosed by the fortifications ; on
the inland side 1. is the Irish Battery, on the seaward si<le above the mole
the Yorke Castle, above which to the r. are the Upper Castle and Govern-
ment House and the fortifications are continued on the heights r. to the
Peterborow Tower. Inland at some distance r. is Charles fort, seen above
the beach and settlement called Whitby. In the foreground are two

English men-of-war, a ship of the line and a sloop, each carrying the red

ensign, and the sailors on the yards and rigging are in rod uniforms ; other

ships ride inside the bay ; and a party of English soldiers are at work upon
the mole. Inscribed above Prospect of Tangier from the Sea, it being the

North side opposite to Spaine, 1009, by W. Hollar.

Pen and ink, with water-colour wash ; 8J X 35J in.

(6) TANGIER FROM THE S.W. View looking down on the town and the bay,
with the Irish Battery r. and Peterborough Tower 1. Two rouds ascend to

the foreground from the Catharine Port ; on the Way to Tetuan at the r. a

troop of English infantry are advancing ; two horsemen are approaching
the town from the 1. on the Way to Arzilla ; and on a knoll at the 1.,

between the two roads four officers are conferring, while a fifth approaches
them up the slope ; in the hollow beyond this knoll is a building called

While Hull. Ships are anchored in the bay, on the further shore of which
is old Tangier ; and beyond is the entrance to the Mediterranean, with
Gibraltar 1., and Cape Malabata r. Signed and dated W. Hollar delineavit,

1609, and inscribed above, Prospect of Tangier from the Land, it being the

South West Side.

Pen and ink, with water-colour wa.-h ; 12J x 35J in.

Engraved with modifications by the artist (Parthey, No. 1199).

34. Two on one mount, ant., viz. :

(a) VIEW OF WHITBY, NEAR TANGIER, FROM THE S.E. View looking west from

Tangier, with the coast 1. as far as Cape Spartell, and the Atlantic r. ;

Whitby, a little group of buildings, is near the foreground, with a curved
mole running out below it r., near which a boat is anchored ; beyond, 1., a

great number of men are working on the beach, quarrying the cliff and

carrying stone away. The Way from Tangier comes down from the 1. into

the foreground ; on the road are a man and a woman followed by another

man driving a donkey with a pack ; at the turn of the road above some
soldiers are disappearing on their way to Tangier. At some distance along
the coast is Henrietta Fort, and below it another fort called The Drop.
Signed W. Hollar fecit lOSSt, and inscribed above Prospect of Whitby by

Tangier, where the stone for the Mould [Mole] is fetslt'd and the Workmen
doe quarter. Draimefrom the S. E. by W. H.
Pen and ink, with water-colour wash ; 11 X 38f in.

(/)) S.W. VIEW FROM PETERBOROUGH TOWER, TANGIER. View over bare un-

dulating country with the sea at the r. In the foreground 1. is a bastion

below the Peterborough Tower, with groups of soldiers conversing, and
cannon in the embrasures ; at the r. is an outwork of the tower ; and on the

road from this to Henrietta Fort a troop is moving at some distance. From
Henrietta Fort a chain of forts extends inland to the 1., including Kendall,

Pond, Anne, Norwood, James, Catherine, Font, Monmouth, and Bridges
Forts ; the last of these are close to the town, part of which appears at the

extreme 1. In the hollow at tl.e back of the town is White Hall, a Fort and

Taverne, with its Bowling green and its Herb and Kitchen Gardens for the

Towne; and in front of these a river flowing into the town. Inscribed A
Prospect of the Lands and Forts Within y

e Line of Communication before

Tangier, now in the Possession of the English, drawne from Peterborow

Tower, by Wenceslaus Hollar, his Mujtie'
designer in September A" 1669.

Pen and ink, with water-colour wush ; 11J X 40j in.

36. PLAN OF WHITBY, NEAR TANGIER. A plan of the buildings described in

No. 35 (a) and of the ground adjacent; with scule of feet and explanatory
references to the letters with which the several parts of the buildings are

marked. Inscribed above Groundplott of Whitby by Tangier 16G9. Signed
W. Hollar fecit.
Pun and ink, with sepia wash; roy., 11

jj
x 13| in.
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37. YORK CASTLE, TANGIER. View frrin the beach at low tide of the fortifications

of Tangiers, which crown the cliffs and terminate 1. in York Castle, beyond
which the mole is seen jutting out, and the bay beyond ; along the beach men
are bringing a cart filled with stones from the direction of Whitby.
Water colours over pencil ; imp., 8 X 23J in.

38. Ob. PLAN op THE FORTIFICATIONS OF TANGIER. Plan of Tangier and the lines

of communication outside. With scale of feet.

Pen and ink, with water-colour wash ; imp., 28f x 19| in.

Rev. Two SECTIONS OF RAMPARTS OF TANGIER. Inscribed FrnfiU oftlieflanc and

Proftll of the Towne. Between this is an ornamental shield with wreaths

and scroll work, supported by two boys blowing trumpets.
Pen and ink, with water-colour wash.

39. 06. PLAN OF A FORTIFIED HARBOUR. With scale of feet. Inscribed A : B : C : D :

E: F. is 133 Houses each of 45 foote front and 4 romes of afloure. The
mouth of the Port i 17 foote at dead low water and it flows 5 foote. The
Lake is 4 miles over against the fort and a very bold shore on booth sides and
the Coast or Island to the south of the fort very high land, and good anchor-

age being mud and owse. Tortoise is plentiful! enough to keepe the Inhabitants

and 'tis supposed that European wheate will grow heare. The liiver being
a branch of the great one that falls into the Lake to the East of the fort
makes an Island of about 6500 acre. The mines ly in the mountains
westward and may bee brought down the great river to this email branch which
will also bare boats large enough to carry the ore.

Pen and ink, with water-colour wash ; imp., 24 x 19J in.

Rev. SECTION OF A FORTIFICATION. With scale of feet.

Pen and ink, with water-colour wash.
The last three numbers, 37-39, are certainly not from Hollar's hand, though

possibly after his design ; they formed part of the same set in the Sloane

Collection, and as the actual draughtsman is unknown, they are kept in

this place with the drawings which they illustrate and complete.

NOB. 32-39 were bequeathed by Sir Hans Sloane, Bart., 1753.

HOLMES, George (worked about 1799-1804). Landscape painter;
exhibited at the Royal Academy between 1799 and 1802

;
worked

in London and Dublin.

1. A EIVEB SCENE. The bank of a river, with a boy resting by the side of a road

r., and a girl talking to him ; more to the 1., by the water, a mau sitting in a
boat and another man beside it ; further off, a sailing vessel and boat alongside,
and a second sail seen above the bank higher up the stream ; on the other bank
of the river a succession of high hills receding in the distance r., the nearest

covered witli woods and crowned by a church tower.

Indian ink ; roy., lOf X 16J in.

2. LANDSCAPE WITH A CHURCH TOWER. In the middle distance a church tower

among woods, from which a road comes into the foreground down a winding
slope ; on the road, a man leading two packhorses, on one of which rides a
woman ; at the 1., a small bridge over a falling stream ; in the r. foreground, a

tramp asleep by a wall ; two men working in a field near the church, to the r.,

and above the woods, also at the r., a distant hill.

Indian ink ; roy., 10J X 15J in.

Nos. 1 and 2 were purchased October, 1872.

3. DUBLIN LIGHTHOUSE. View from the harbour, of the pier, running out from the

r., with the lighthouse at the end of it ; guns in embrasures and flagstaff r. ;

in the foreground two sailing boats and a rowing boat, and a three-masted ship

disappearing behind the lighthouse ; at the 1., a distant promontory.
Indian ink ; roy., 4 X 6J in.

Purchased October, 1877.
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4. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) NEAR RINGSEND, Co. DUBLIN. A beach, with a view across the bay at the r.

to Dublin ; two fishing boats in the bay and a third on the beach with a man
by it, half seen beyond a cottage raised on stone trestles 1. ; in the foreground,
near the cottage, a group of two fishermen, two women, and a boy talking
together, among nets and baskets. Signed on a log at the 1., G. Holmes.
Water colours ; 7J x 9J in.

(fc) NEAB RINGSEND. A beach at low tide looking out to sea ; in the foreground
a cottage, on the wall of which a boy is hanging nets above a heap of
barrels ; more to the 1., a man sits talking to two girls and a child who
come up from the beach, where a row of fishing boats is drawn up. Signed
and dated G. Holmes, 180i.
Water colours ; 7J X 9f in.

Both these drawings, especially the second, have changed in tone, through
the disappearance of the indigo, as is shown by a strip at one end, which
has been at one time protected from the light.

Purchased October, 1884.

HOLMES, Richard Rivington (b. 1835). Living artist.

I. GUAKD BOOK, containing drawings made on the British expedition to Abyssinia
in 1867-68, winch resulted in the capture of Magdala and the death of King
Theodore. The drawings are arranged according to the route taken by the

expeditionary force on its way from Zula to Magdala. The campaign is

described in the two volumes by Major T. J. Holland and Captain H. Hozier,
'A Eecord of the Expedition to Abyssinia,' 1870, and the line of march is

indicated on the map appended to that work. Names of places are spelt as in
the' Eecord."

(1) REMAINS OF A BYZANTINE CHURCH, POUND IN EXCAVATING ON THE SITE OP
ADULIS, THE MODERN ZULA. Foundations and bases of pillars on raised

ground surrounded by brushwood, with Annesley Bay and ships at anchor
in Zula harbour in the distance 1., and a range of hills r. In the fore-

ground the artist, contemplating the remains, while a servant holds his
horse r., and a native with a pickaxe sits on the slope 1.

Sepia on buff paper, heightened with white ; 8J x 14| in.

(2) IN THE SURU PASS, THIRTY MILES S. OF ANNESLEY BAY. A small encamp-
ment at a bend in the pass; two camels coming up the pass round the
bend from the r. ; two natives in the foreground.

Sepia on buff paper, heightened with white ; 10 x 14 in.

(3) CHUBCH, VILLAGE AND CAMP AT GUNASUNA, FIFTEEN MILES S. OF SENAFE.
A massive cliff-faced mountain descending into the fields of the fore-

ground, where two horsemen are resting, one dismounted, under a tree

by a brook ; at some distance 1., a camp ; on the hill side a village ; and

higher up r. on a ledge in the scarped face of the mountain, a church.

Sepia on buff paper, heightened with white; 10 x 14J in.

(4) CAMP AT FOCADA. Part of a plateau, overshadowed r> by a huge cragv
and seamed in the foreground with kollow watercourses of great depth,
grown with trees; ia the distance 1., beyond the spur of the mountain,
the British camp.

Sepia on buff paper, heightened with white ; 14J x 10J in.

(5) VlEW FROM NEAR FOCADA LOOKING W. OVER DEBBA DAMO TOWARDS ADOWAv.
View over a desert tableland, scored with vast hollows, to a distant range
of jagged peaks on the horizon. In the foreground three native warriors

with spears.

Sepia on buff paper, heightened with white ; 10J x 14J in.

1 The department also contains another set of drawings made in Abyssinia by
E. Zander, a German who lived in the country and married a wife out of the Galla tribes.

These drawings, in a sketch-book, are in pen and ink, extremely precise, and include

native types as well as landscapes.
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(6) INSCRIBED EOCK TEN MILES E. OF FOCADA. The crest of a hill sloping
steeply from r. to 1. ; at the top a native pointing out to the artist two
crosses cut in the jutting sandstone.

Sepia; 131 x 10 in.

(7) RUINED CHURCH NEAR FOCADA. Ruined walls of masonry, with two trees 1.

and two Indian soldiers in the foreground, one holding his horee, the other
sitting and smoking.

Sepia on huff paper, heightened with white; 10J X 14J in.

(8) HOUSE OP CHIEF AT ADIGRAT. A square tower and round thatched hut
enclosed by a wall, against which three Abyssinians are sitting; in the
foreground 1. another hut.

Sepia ; 11 x 14 in.

(9) A CHUKCH IN A GROVE AT ADIGRAT. A valley with a church in a grove,
beyond the bend of a stream at the 1. ; behind the grove a range of bold
hills, extending to the r. distance.

Sepia on buff paper; 10 X H in.

(10) FORTIFIED HOUSE ON THE ROAD FROM ADIGRAT TO MAI WAHEZ, CALLED AMBA
DARA. A rocky bluff projecting from the r. into a valley, with two
round towers built on its extreme edge ; below, a few huts and scattered
boulders.

Sepia ; 9J x 14 in.

(11) FORTIFIED HOUSE ON THE SAME ROAD. View from a sloping field, which a
native is ploughing witli oxen, across a valley to a range of rocky heights,
stretching from the 1. ; on one of the heights is an enclosure with a tower
and huts; further off, the hill with two towers described in the last

drawing.
Sepia on buff paper, heightened with white

; 10 x 14J in.

Lithographed by J. Ferguson for Holland and Hozier's '

Record,' Vol. I.,

p. 410.

(12) STRONGHOLD OF AMBA TSION, TWENTY MILES S. OF ADIQRAT. A valley out
of which rises in the distance r. a high plateau terminated by jutting or
isolated columnar cliffs, the last of which is fortified and towers above the
rest. Part of the British force, with baggage on mules and camels, pass
from 1. to r., along the foreground; in the J. distance, a line of jagged
hills.

Sepia on buff paper, heightened with white ; 10 x 14J in.

(13) KOCK-HEWN CHURCH OF DONGOLO, EXTERIOR. A church portal carved out of
the cliff face, with three doorways pierced in it.

Sepia ; 9J x 14 in.

(14) CHURCH OF DONGOLO, INTERIOR. Part of the twelfth century church, with
tall pillars and vaulting hewn out of the tawny stone; on the floor, against
a low partition wall, is a seated Abyssinian whom the artist is addressing.
Water colours ; 12J x 10 in.

(15) RUINS OF AN ANCIENT CHURCH AT AGULA. Half excavated ruins with a tree

r., and in the foreground a tent and native family.
Sepia ; 10J x 14 in.

(1C) GROUP OF TREES AT DOLO. A group of trees in full foliage standing in a
valley, with a winding brook r. ; ruined walls and buildings near the trees
and on the hill-slope 1.

Sepia ; 10 x 14 in.

(17) BET MABA, HILL FORT BETWEEN MASGAH AND MASHIK. A mountain crowned
with limestone precipices, rising from a wooded plain.

Sepia ; 9J x 14 in.

(18) AMBA ALAJI, THE STRONGHOLD OF WALDO YESUS, TWENTY MILES S. OF ANTALO.
A wooded gorge winding down from the pass below the bare peak of Amba
Alaji, which towers on the horizon ; the British army is seen descending
from the pass, by a road along the side of the gorge ; two elephants on the
road in the foreground.

Sepia on buff paper, heightened with white; 14 x 10J in.
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(19) VIEW FROM THE PASS UNDER AURA ALAji. View looking down the gorge to

the British earap, in the valley of Ateala below, from which rises, beyond a
lower ridge, the flat-topped mass of Debra Musa (11,500 feet above sea

levi-1).

Sepia on buff paper, heightened with white ; 14J x 10J in.

(20) CAMP AT BULAGO. A ramp in a valley under a high pointed peak r. ; beyond,
the ridge of Debra Musa.

Sepia, touched with white; 10 x 14 in.

(21) LAKE ASIIANGI, FROM THE N. View of the lake at B little distance, sur-

rounded by mountains ; in the foreground, three English soldiers, near a

clump of pines.

Sepia on buff paper, heightened with white ; 10 x HJ in.

(22) FORTIFIED VILLAGE OF Am WOKA ON THE SLOPE OF THE HILL TO THE S. OF
LAKE ASHANGI. A road, up which English soldiers are moving;, winding
steeply up the mountain side, from which projects at the 1. a crag with a
small villiige enclosed by a wall.

Sepia on buft' paper, heightened with white : 14J x 10 in.

Lithographed by James Ferguson for Holland and Hozier's '

Becord,'
Vol. II., p. 12.

(23) ON THE TOP OF THE MOUNTAINS OF WANDACH, AT THE SOURCE OF THE
TAKAZZE RIVER. View from a hill-crest looking down on a valley r., with
the mountain range sweeping round it from the 1. ; in the foreground are
several tall ppikes of the plant culled Tupa rhyncopetalum.

Sepia ; 9J x 14 in.

(24) ON THE WAPELA PLATEAU. A rocky plateau with a hollow at the 1 , down
which a troop of Abyssinian hon-emeu are riding from the r. foreground;
in tlie near distance the rock crops out of the ground in a singular shape,
like a vast horseshoe. Inscribed on the mount. Sketch showing formation
of the Wadela plateau on 8. bank of the Tacazza. Cavalry of Wagduim
Gobayze [u friendly chief] in the foreground.

Sepia on buff paper, heightened with white ; 10J x 14J in.

Lithographed by J. Ferguson for Holland and Hozier's '

Eecord,'
Vol. II, p. 22.

(25) THE TALANTA PLATEAU, SEEN FROM THE HEAD OF THE KING'S GOAD, TWENTY-
FIVE MILIB N. OF MAGDALA. View from a height, looking up the ravine
of the Jedda; at the 1. the King's Koad climbs over the mountain slopes;
in the distance the high table-lands of Talanta and D ont

Sepia on buff paper, heightened with white ; 10J x 14 in.

(26) DEJAZ MASHAHSHA, UNCLE OF THE WAGSHCM GOBAYZE. Half length in

three-quarter face looking r., with black beard and turban. Dated Santara
29 March 18G8. (Santara is near the Takazze river.)

Pencil ; 7J x 5J in.

(27) HEAD OF KING THEODORE. The square head, with short upstanding hair,

lying back after death, with one eye opened. Inscribed, 'Iheodorus,

Emperor of Abyssinia, sketched immediately after the capture of Magdala,
13 April 1868 by R. B. Holmes F.8.A. Archxologist attached to the

expedition.
Penc 1 on blueish paper, heightened with white ; 6J x 4? in.

Lij Kassa, afterwards known as Theodore, was born in Koara, a province
of Abyssinia, about 1818 ;

educated in a convent, he became governor of

Koara, and proclaimed himself independent; defeated successive armies

tent against him, and in 1855 became Emperor, as Theodore III.; after his

wifu's death his reign crew cruel, capricious, and intolerable; he plunged
into endless atrocities, and on his refusal to give up some English captives,
Sir Eobert Napier's force was sent against him. He shot himself during
the assault on Magdala, 18C8.

Presented by the artist, 1868.

VOL. II. 2 A
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HONE, Nathaniel, R.A. (b. 1718, d. 1784). Painter; born at Dublin
;

studied in Italy for some years, about 1750-1752 ; returning to

England, worked in London as painter of portraits and miniatures ;

member of the Society of Artists, and foundation member, 1768, of

the Royal Academy, where he exhibited till his death ;
worked in

London ; etched a few plates.

1. PORTRAIT OP MRS. WYMONDESOLD. Bust in tliree-qiiarter face, turned r., and

looking r., wearing low drrss ; in an oval. Inscribed (twice over) Mrs.

Wymondesold. Signed with monogram and dated 1751.

Pencil on vellum ; oval ; roy., 3 x 2 J in.

Purchased June, 1880.

2. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST. Head and shoulders, at a table on which he is

drawing, tlie face turned 1., looking down and foreshortened. Signed with

monogram and dated 1764.

Pen and sepia and sepia wash ; 5| x 4| in.

(V) PORTRAIT or THE ARTIST. Half-length in an oval, turned to r., and drawing
at a sloping desk, the face turned round in three-quarters, and looking
full. Signed Nat. Hone Dt.

Black chalk on lilac- grey paper, heightened with white; 7J X 5J in.

Purchased October, 1890.

HOOD, John (worked about 1762-1771). Water-colour painter and ship-

wright ;
worked at Limehouse ; exhibited sea pieces, chiefly with

the Free Society of Artists, 1762-1771.

1. MEN-OF-WAR IN HARBOUR, WITH A COURT MARTIAL, 1762. A roadstead with

ships at anchor and a fort on the coast in the r. distance ; in the centre fore-

ground is the flagship, flying the St. George's cross at the masthead, her decks

thronged and busy, seen from the stern with broadside half turned to the front ;

at the r., another three-decker hoisting sail, and seen bow on ; at the 1., further

off, a two-decker, with main topmast struck ; beyond these a further line of

six frigates, and smaller ships in the distance ; a number of boats from the

other ships are approaching the flagship, two from the foreground r. and 1. ; a

small sloop, also approaching her from the 1., is firing a gun. Signed and
dated on a buoy, John Hood, 1762.

Indian ink ; atl., 17J X 27J in.

Acciimpanying the drawing is a draft prospectus in MS. for an engraving
from this Sen view drawn and design'd by Mr. John Hood, Living at Lime-

Itouee Caufeway, Poplar, and to be Etch'd and Engrav'd by Mr. Francie

Perry, Living at the corner of Knowlet Court, Little Cotter Lane, St Paul'i.

.... The Price of Each print will be half a Guinea. . . . The Subject is a
Fleet of men-of- War in Harbour, representing a Naval Court Marischal.

Purchased July, 1878.

HOOD, Thomas (b. 1799, d. 1845). Poet and draughtsman; born in

London ; apprenticed as an engraver, but soon turned to literature
;

became famous as the author of the '

Song of the Shirt,'
' The

Bridge of Sighs,' and many comic works, some of which he illustrated

himself.

1. THE WATERSPOUT. Two naked men fishing by the bank of a river, affrighted

by the apparition of a watery form, towering suddenly above them from the

Btrcam, in the likeness of a mau with long white hair ; on his transparent robes
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appears the shadowy figure of a man falling headlong: on the other bank a
horse runs wildly away ; in the distance mountains rising above trees, and a
storm at the 1. Signed Tho*. Hood Delt.

Pencil, partly washed with water colours; roy., 7J x 12J in.

Purchased June, 1861.

HOOK, Theodore Edward (b. 1788, d. 1841). Writer and draughtsman ;

born in London
;
famous in his day as a journalist, novelist, wit and

improvisatore.

1. A GROTESQUE COUPLE. A fat little woman, in shawl and bonnet, on the arm
of a young dandy, who looks away and puffs a cigar, while she points to him in
aclmir.ition. Signed with monogram.

Water colours on gray paper, heightened with white (now blackened) ; roy.,
5 x 3J in.

2. PORTRAIT SKETCH or MICHAEL KELLY. Half-length, seated leaning buck in a
chair, turned to ]., the face almost hidden by enormous collars, hands thrust in

pockets.
Pen and ink ; roy., 3 x 2J in.

Michael Kelly (b. about 1764, d. 182G), actor and singer, first appeared in

Dublin, his birthplace; studied music and sang in opera in Italy and in Vienna,
where he was trained by Gliick and Mozart; from 1787 in London as director

of the Italian Opera, and from 1797 much employed for musical settings
of plays.

Both purchased June, 1879.

HOPPNER, John, R.A. (b. 1758, d. 1810). Painter
;
born in London of

German parents ;
studied at the Royal Academy, and exhibited there

from 1780 ;
elected A.R.A. 1792, R.A. 1795, from which time he

was established in favour as a portrait painter, and, till his death,
divided with Lawrence the patronage of Society ;

made numerous
chalk sketches of landscape, and painted, especially in earlier years,
several fancy subjects, but his fame rests on his portraits, painted in

a brilliant but not very individual style.

[1-5.] Portrait and figure studies.

1. PORTRAIT OP MRS. HOPPKER. Half-length, seated, turned to front, the face

in three-quarters turned 1., and looking 1. ; wearing largo hat with ostrich

feathers.

Black chalk and red chalk ; roy., 10 x 7$ in.

Kngravtd in stipple as 'Eliza. From Ynrrick," by J. Kingsbury, and pub-
lished 1785. The engraving is mounted opposite the drawing.
Phoebe Wright, youngest daughter of Mrs. Patien Wright, the American

sculptress and modeller in wax, celebrated both in London and Paris for her
social gifts, was married to Hoppner in 1782 ; she sat frequently to West and
other artists besides her husband, who made studies of her in various fancy
characters.

Purchased July, 1891.

2. PORTRAIT OF A LADY, PROBABLY MRS. HOPPNER. To the knees, seated, turned
to 1., with hands clasped on lap, head in three-quarter face, nearly profile, eyes
turned almost full ; large hat with ostrich feathers, a glimpse of landscape and
tree at the 1. Signed I. Hoppner F.

Black and red chalk on drab paper, heightened with while on the dress ;

roy., 8J x 5J in.

2 A 2
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S. PORTRAIT or A LADY. To the knees, seated, full face, turned to front, with
hands on lap, the head inclined a little r., lips slightly smiling, and eyes half
closed ; wearing large hat with ostrich features. Signed I. Hoppner.
Black and white chalk ; roy., 9J x 5J in.

Possibly a portrait of Grace Dalrymple Elliott, wife of Dr. John Elliott. She

eloped with Lord Valentia, 1774, was afterwards mistress of the Prince of

Wales and of Philippe Egalite, was in France during the Revolution, and died
there 1823. Her portrait by Gainsborough at Welbeck Abbey, and a miniature

by Cosway, which has been engraved, are sufficiently like this to make the

presumption of identity probable, though not certain.

NOB. 2 and 3 were purchased July, 1896.

4. PORTRAIT OP A LADY. Bust in full face, looking full, with slight smile ; hair
on shoulders.

Black chalk on buff paper, heightened with white ; roy., 6J X 4 in.

Presented by John Henderson, Esq., January, 1863.

5. STODY FOR A PORTRAIT GROUP OP A PHYSICIAN AND HIS FAMILY. A room
with pillars and curtain in the background and a statue of JEseulapius r. ; at a
round table in the centre the doctor, seated r., writes and turns to his eldest

son, who leans over his chair with one knee on a stool ; close by the table, in

front, a boy sits on the floor, studying a globe ; at the 1. the mother stands

bending over a young girl, whose elder sister gives her an apple from a basket
carried under her arm. Inscribed with ages of the children : Eldest ton, 22.

Eldest daughter, 17. Youngest Dr., 10. Youngest Soy, 12.

Pen and ink ; roy., 7J x 7J in.

Purchased March, 18G8.

[6-18.] Landscape studies.

6. MOONLIGHT SCENE, WITH HOUSE AND FIGURES. A house at the 1. partly seen
and looking on an open space bounded by trees, behind which hills slope up ;

in the foreground 1. a woman and child and a man.
Black chalk on greenish-gray paper, heightened with white; roy., 10J x

14| in.

Purchased June, 1847.

7. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) MEADOW AND HILLS. A flat meadow, with clumps of trees, enclosed In

the background by hills, on one of which 1. is a house ; evening light.
Black chalk and stump on blueish paper ; 6J x 10g in.

Purchased July, 1875.

(6) A GLADE. A glade with trees on the slopes on either hand, and a path
leading from the r. foreground, where a man is walking with a bundle on
his shoulder.

Blank chalk and stump ; 8 x lOjj in.

Purchased June, 1847.

8. COTTAGE AND TREES. A cottage r. with an ash-tree growing beside it and a

clump of elms 1. ngaiust evening light.
Black and white chalk and stump on blueish paper; roy., 7 X 10J in.

9 Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

() A HOUSE GRAZING. An old oak stump with new branches on it, and a horse

grazing by it at the r.

Black and white chalk and stump on blueish paper ; 7J x 8 in.

(!>) A EOAD OVEB DOWNS. A road leading over undulating country, with

clumps of trees on the ridges and in the hollows.

Black and white chalk and stump on blueish paper; 7 X 10J in.
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10. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) A FARM. Farm buildings with trees beyond and a fence and field in front.

Black and white chalk on blueish paper ; 7 X 10J in.

(6) A FARM. A barn 1., farmhouses and buildings further off r., with trees

beyond.
Black and white chalk and stump on blucish paper ; 7 X 10J iu.

11. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) COTTAGE AND ORCHARD. The back view of a cottage, in a field with an
orchard on the slope at the 1.

Black und white chalk and stump on blueish paper ; 6J X 10J in.

(6) A CLUMP OF TREES. A group of trees with a withered stump r.

Black and white chalk and stump on bluuish piper; GJ x 10| in.

12. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(re) THE HEDGEROW. A hedgerow interrupted by a path coming over a foot-

bridge towards the 1.

Black and white chalk and stump on blueish paper ; 7 X lOf in.

(6) VIEW OF A BAY ON THE COAST. Slopes grown wilh bushes and with two
trees I. ; above the hollow a view of sea and shipping backed by a hilly
const.

Black and white chalk and stump on blueish paper; 7J x 10J in.

13. FIELDS AVD TREES. Undulating fields, among which an ash is prominent
at the 1.

Bluck and white chalk on blueish paper; roy., 7 X 10J in.

14. A GROUP OF TREES. A group of three tall trees with a shed or cottage 1.

beyond.
Black chalk and stump on blueish paper ; roy., 9

jj x 7 in.

15. A HOUSE IN A HOLLOW. A low wall across the foreground, beyond which

rises a tall house, half covered with ivy, and sheltered 1. by a high slope with

trees; a path through a gate in the wall towards the r. leads along the

narrow valley to another house under the wooded hill. Signed with monogram.
Indian ink on drab paper, heightened with white ;

'

imp., 13 x 18J in.

Nos. 8-15 were purchased July, 1875.

16. THE SAME HOUSE FROM THE OTHER SIDE. The house, enclosed by a wall,

stands r., with trues on the steep slopes rising behind it ; a woman standing

just inside the wall, and a boy sitting beside some sheep near a path winding

up the slope.
Black chalk and Indian ink on cream-toned paper, heightened with white ;

imp., 13 x 18J in.

17. A EOAD THROUGH A WOOD. A road coming into the foreground between oak

woods, at the r. side enclosed by a paling on a bank ; a man resting 1. by
the wayside, and a man on a pony in the foreground guided to the r. by
another man.
Black and white chalk and pencil on drab paper ; 13 x 17| in.

Nos. 16-17 were purchased June, 1847.

1 In this and the following drawing a slight preliminary outline of the design has

been made in brown oil colours pressed, while wet, between two sheets, producing a

peculiar grained effect. This device was probably first used by G. B. Castiglione (1616-

1670), and was developed by Blake (see note on p. 128 of Vol. 1.).
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18. Ob. FIGURES IN A LANDSCAPE. A mountain gl<n; in the foreground a two-

Bteuimed birch-tree, aguingt which leans a youth looking down 1. on Another

youth and girl reclining on the slope under a tree.

Black chalk and tepia on drab paptr heightened with white; atl., 13J x
18J iu.

Bn. STUDY FOR A LADY'S PORTRAIT. Whole length, seated facing to front,

rending with book on lap, ad r. elbow resting on a table 1.

Black and white chalk sketch.

Purchased July, 1874.

19. ALBUM, containing sketches in black chalk on blueish paper, mostly heightened
with touches of white chalk ; two (No. 1) are in greenish blue chalk.

(1) (a) A BOAT SAILING.

(&) VIEW OP A LAKE FROM ABOVE, WITH HILLS AROUND IT.

(2) (a) AN OAK-TREE.

(6) TREES ON GRASS SLOPES.

(3) (a) A WITHERED TREE.

(6) A POND IN A FIELD WITH TREES AND A COTTAGE L.

(4) (<i) A COTTAGE.

(6) A COTTAGE ON HIGH GROUND, SEEN FROM BELOW.

(5) (a) A HOLLOW OAK.

(6) A VILLAGE AMONG TREES, SEEN ACROSS A WIDE MEADOW.

(G) () SLIGHT STUDY OP CLOUD.

(h) MOONLIT CLOUDS ABOVE WOODED HILLS.

(7) (a) A CASTLE ABOVE A MOONLIT SEA.

(6) A CASTLE PEEN ACROSS WATER; moonlight.

(8) (a) A ROAD AMONG TREES ON A HEATH.

(6) A HOLLOW BETWEEN TREES ON SANDY BANKS.

(9) (a) A BXJMAN WARRIOR ; a head ; and two nude figures.

(6) GROUPS OP TREES IN A PARK.

(10) (a) SLIGHT SKETCH, UNFINISHED, OP COTTAGES.

(6) SLIGHT STUDIES OF TREES.

Purchased July, 1875.

HOPPNER, Lascelles H. (b. 1783). Painter; son of John Hoppner;
studied at the Royal Academy, and exhibited portraits there 1811

1815
; painted also subject pictures.

\. THE GLEANER. A country girl bearing a bundle of corn on her head, keeping
it steady with one hand, while the ut.it r is on her hip. Signed uud dutnl

Boppnerf. 1804.

Water colours; roy, ]7g x 10J in.

Purchased July, 1876.
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HOPPNER, Robert Belgrave (worked about 1807-1827). Painter,

chiefly of sea pieces ; exhibited at the British Institution and the

Royal Academy, 1807-1827.

1. ON THE DUTCH COAST. A fishing smack and two small boats by a flat shore,
with men busy near them and on board ; towards the r., sails on the water,
and a low coast with windmills beyond.

Pencil ; roy., 5J x 9J in.

2. A DUTCH FISHING BOAT. With sails furled, and three men on the deck.
Pencil and Indian-ink wash ; roy., 8| X 6| in.

3. NEAPOLITAN SHIPPING. A cluster of fishing boats 1., approached by a rowing
boat with two men from the r. ; in the distance are several ships, and at the r.

a rocky coast, probably Ischia ; a storm coming on.

Pencil aud Indiau-iiik wash ; roy., OJ X llg in.

4. BOATS OFF NAPLES. A felucca sailing r., two others in the distance. Signed
H. B. H.

Pencil and slight Indian-ink wash ; roy., 6 x 8J in.

5. BOATS OFF NAPLES. A felucca sailing 1., others farther off, and a rowing boat

r. ; in tlie r. distance a man-of-war firing a salute, and other vessels in the

offing. Signed R. B. H.
Pencil and slight Indian-ink wash ; roy., 6 X 8| in.

6. A NEAPOLITAN XEBEC. A boat with one square-rigged and two lateen-rigged
masts, called a xebec. Signed B. B. H.

Pencil and Indian-ink wash ; roy., 6JJ x 5J in.

7. A COTTAGE BY A STREAM. A cottage, with wooden stairs to the upper storey,
and a woman going up them; at the 1. a bridge over a stream and trees

behind. Signed B. B. Hoppner f.

Sepia ; roy., 7g X 10} in.

All purchased Hay, 1S82.

HORNE, Herbert Percy (b. 1864
). Living artist.

1. ALBUM containing drawings for the Dolby Horse magazine, published 1886-1893.

Proofs of the reproductions aru in many cases mounted with the original designs.

(1) DIANA AND ENDYMION. Diana kneeling over Endymion, with hair stream-

ing across the moon ; round the moon is a luminous whirlwind, in which
the forms of lovers are driven. Inscribed with a verse round a border :

'
Love, I cannot hold thee longer,
In the deep night sink away,' etc.

Pencil, highly finished.

Reproduced in the preliminary number of the Hobby Horse, pub-
lished 1881.

(2) (a) INIIIAL A, with leaves and flowers.

(6) INITIAL 0, with leaves and flowers.

(c) INITIAL F, with leaves and flowers.

(d) INITIAL I, with leaves and flowers.

(e) INITIAL M, with ivy leaves and dotted background.

(f) INITIAL M, the same design as the last, but with shaded background, as

reproduced.
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(g) INITIAL O, with biril on a branch in the centre.
All in pen and ink.

Used through Void. IlI.-VIL

(3) (ci) INITIAL P, with chestnut leaves.

(6) INITIAL P, with serpent swallowing its tail.

(f) INITIAL R, with flowering foliage.

(<Z) INITIAL T, with oak leaves.

(e) INITIAL T, with wreatli of leaves.

All in pen and ink.

These were used through Vols. III.-VII. with the exception of (b) and
(e), which do not occur.

(4) () TAILPIECE ; two boughs with berries and a cluster of leaves in the centre.

(6) TAILPIECE ; a ribbon wreathing two sprays of foliage.
Pen and ink.

First used, (a) at p. 12, (6) at p. 22, of Vol. III.

(5) (a) TAILPIECE ; two butterflies, each on an ear of corn.

(b) TAILPIECE ; two birds, back to back, on sprays of foliage.
Pen and ink.

First used, (a) at p. 29, (6) at p. 40, of Vol. III.

(G) (a) TAILPIECE ; a cluster of hepaticas.

(6) TAILPIECE ; poppies and leaves.

P< n and ink.

First used, (a) at p. 68, (&) at p. 82, of Vol. III.

(7) 05. STUDIES OF ROSES ; sketch for the last design (G) (b), study of a female
torso, etc.

Pencil.

Rev. SKETCH FOB INITIAL A, and sketch for a tailpiece.
Pencil.

(8) TAILPIECE ; two birds singing, facing one another, on boughs of mallow.
Pen and ink.

First used Vol. III., p. 113.

(9) (a) TAILPIECE ; an ermine on an ilex branch.

(6) TAILPIECE, with two kinds of leaves.

(c) TAILPIECE ; ivy leaves.

Pen and ink.

First used, (a) at p. 133, (b) at p. 160, (c) at p. 120, of Vol. III.

(10) TAILPIECE; cluster of leaves and flowers.

Pen and ink.

First used, Vol. IV., p. 39.

(11) Ob. SLIGHT SKETCH FOB THE LAST DESIGN.

Rev. SLIGHT SKETCH FOB THE DESIGN OF POPPIES, No. (G) (6); an orchid, etc.

Pencil.

(12) TAILPIECE; primroses, with two butterflies.

Pen and ink.

First used, Vol. IV., p. 55.

(13) (n) TAILPIECE ; spiral border of vine-tendrils and leaves.

(b) TAILPIECE ; running stag and oak branches.
Pen and ink.

First used, () at p. 9G of Vol. IV., (/) at p. 117 of Vol. IV.
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(14) TAILPIECE ; oak leaves and acorns.

Pen and ink.

First used at p. 12 of Vol. VI.

(15) (a) TAILPIECE ; cluster of flowers and loaves.

(6) TAILPIECE ; ranunculus flowers and leaves, with a butterfly.
Pen and ink.

Neither reproduced in the Hubby Hone.

(16) 06. Two SKETCHES FOR A TAILPIECE ; a butterfly on a blade of corn.

Pencil.

Rev, SLIGHT SKETCH FOB A DESIGN.
Pencil.

(17) TAII PIECE ; a butlerfly on a blade of coin.

Pen and ink.

Not reproduced in the Hubby Horse.

(18)
' MAHIE AT THE WINDOW.' Design for title, not adopted, to the following.

Pen and ink.

(19)~(21)
' MARIE AT THE WINDOW.' Title and music for a song by Arthur

Somervell. (The lettering of the song by S. linage.)
Pen and ink.

Reproduced in the Holly Horse, Vol. III., p. 72.

(22) DIANA HUNTING. Designed in white on a black background, with border,
and the legend from Horace, Silcarum Putcns Diana, Candida Dm.
Pen and ink.

Iteproduced, with much reduction, Vol. IV., p. 57.

(23) STUDY FOR THE LAST SUBJECT. Study for the figure of Diana.

Black chalk.

(24) (a) (6) (e) STUDIES FOB THE SAME SUBJECT. Studies for the hare, trees, etc.

Pencil.

(25) SKETCH FOB THE COVEB OF THE NEW SERIES OF THE ' HOBBY HOBSE.' Sketch

for a design with the title in a bordered panel ; not adopted.
Peucil.

(2G) FINAL DESIGN FOB THE SAME COVER. A knight riding a hobby-horse.
Pen and ink.

First used for the volume for 1893, New Series.

(27) DESIGN FOR INITIAL A; with Arachne spinning.
Pen and ink.

Used in the New Series, Vol. I.

(28) DESIGN FOB INITIAL T ; with a woman holding a vase.

Pen and ink.

Used in the New Series, Vol. I.

Presented by the artist, October, 1896.

HORNSEY, J. (worked about 1795-1797). Draughtsman ;
made topo-

graphical drawings, chiefly views in Yorkshire, for the Copper-plate

Magazine.

\. PORTRAIT OF A BULL. A. black and white bull grazing in a field, with a riyer

beyond, and hills in the distance.

Indian ink, with partial slight tint ; imp., 15J x 19J iu.

Purchased Slay, 1878.
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HOTHAM, Amelia (worked about 1 793). Water-colour painter ; biography
unknown.

1. CASTLE AND STREAM. A stream coming into the 1. foreground between rooky
banks with trees r. and 1. enclosing a view of a castle ruin on a wooded hill.

Signed and dated, Amelia Hotham, 1793.

Water colours ; atl
, 19f X 2GJ in.

Purchased July, 1878.

HOUGHTON, Arthur Boyd (b. 1836, d. 1875). Book illustrator and

painter ;
was in India as a youth with his father, a captain in the

Navy ; returning, he worked for the Graphic, and illustrated books ;

exhibited pictures 1859-1874, both in oils and water colours; but
his reputation rests on his book illustrations, especially the brilliant

woodcut designs for Dalziel's ' Arabian Nights,' 1865.

1. THE CHRONICLES BEINQ BEAD TO THE KINO; ILLUSTRATION TO THE 'ARABIAN
NIGHTS.' The king reclines on a divan, addressing with lifted hand the old
slave who sits r. on the floor, reading from the chronicle held before him by a

boy ; in the background, r., stand three viziers, listening to the king, and 1.,

beneath a lamp, are girls attending on him. Signed A. Houghttm.
Pen and pencil on Iwxwood, heightened with white ; 7| X 7 in.

A design intended for engraving, but not used.

Purchased October, 1898, from Messrs. Dalziel Brothers.

HOWARD, HENRY, R.A. (b. 1769, d. 1847). Painter
; born in London ;

pupil of Philip Reinagle ; student at the Royal Academy ; worked
in Italy 1791-1794; painted portraits and a long series of historical

and subject pictures, of which the earlier ones were the best
;
made

drawings from ancient sculpture for the Dilettanti Society.

1. HEAD OF NIOBE FROM THE ANTIQUE. A front view of the head of Niobe.

Sepia and Indian ink, highly finished; roy., llf x 8J in.

2. HEAD OF NIOBE. The same head, in three-quarter face turned 1., nearly profile.

Sepia and ludian ink, highly finished; roy., 11 j x 8J in.

3. HEAD OF NIOBE. The same head in profile turned r.

Sepia and Indian ink, highly finished ; roy., llf x 8J in.

Nos. 1-3 were engraved by W. Skelton for the Dilettanti Society's
'

Specimens
of Antiint Sculpture,' 1809, Plates XXXV.-XXXVH.

Nos. 1-3 were bequeathed by E. Payne Knight, Esq., 1824.

4. CUPID AND PSYCHE FROM THE ANTIQUE. Cupid and Psyche kissing, fn>m the
marble group in the Capitol.
Indian ink, highly finished ; 9J x (ij in.

Engraved by R. H. Cromek, with whose engraving it is placed.

Presented by T. H. Cromek, Esq., April, 1867.

HOWARD, Hugh (b. 1675, d. 1737). Portrait painter and collector;
born in Dublin ; came to England 1688, and went to Italy for three

years, 1697-1700, in the suite of the Earl of Pembroke; practised
as a portrait painter in London for some years, but after obtaining
some posts under government he devoted himself to making a tine
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collection of prints and drawings, which passed into the hands of

the Earls of Wicklow, and was dispersed in 1873.

1. A GIRL WITH A DOVE. Half length figure of a girl, in an oval, turned 1., with
face looking nearly full, holding a dove in her hands.

Chalks on blue paper ; oval ; roy., 9{j X 7 in.

This drawing is in the manner of Howard's very fashionable contemporary,
Ituflalba Camera, and may be copied from her ; but in this case, as with others
of the drawings described, the question must remain undecided.

2. PORTRAIT OF CARDINAL ALHANI. Three-quarter length, in biretta and cardinal's

robes, directed to front, with face in three-quarters looking r., paper in 1. hand,
and r. hand pointing ; bookcase und curtain behind.
Ked chalk; roy., 12J x U in.

Probably after a painting; but Howard may well have painted the cardinal,
and in that case this may be a memorandum of his own pi' ture: the drawing
has none of the character of work done from the life. Annibale Albani, born
at Urbiuo, ](J82, was nephew of Pope Clement XI.; wrote a bouk on his nativo

town, and other works ; ditd about 1 750.

3. PORTRAIT OF A GENTLEMAN. Head in full wig, nearly in full face, turned

slightly r., eyes full.

Indian ink ; roy., 7g X G in.

4. PORTRAIT OF A GENTLEMAN. Head in full wig, in three-quarter face, turned r.,

eyes looking full.

Indian ink ; roy., 5| X 5J in.

5. HEAD OF AN OLD MAN. Head of a bearded old man looking up; probably
after an apostle in a picture.
Ked chalk; roy., 11 x 8J in.

6. HAMPTON COURT FROM HAMPTON, 1722. View looking down the Thames, with
its sedgy eyots, to the palace hall' hidden among trees ; two boats with deck
cabins on the river.

Pen and ink with Indian-ink wash; roy., 8 x 12 J in.

7. ST. JAMES'S PARK. View from the east, looking down Rosamond's Pond, in front

of which stand three statues, with the Mall running parallel to the water r.,

and houses 1. ; at the end of the water is the Mulberry Garden, on the site

afterwards occupied by Buckingham House and Buckingham Palace.

Pen and ink with Indian-ink aud sepia wash ; ant., 11 J x 33J in.

8. ITALIAN LANDSCAPE. A road leading 1. to a river or lake, with towers and

buildings ou the other side, backed by mountains ; four men on the road aud
another in a boat ; others near a tent on raised ground r.

Pen and ink; roy., 10
fa X 16J in.

9. ITALIAN LANDSCAPE ; A FEBRY. A river coming down from the 1., with hills

on the other side ; on the bank 1. some figures iu front of an inn, and others in

a ferry boat about to put off.

Pen and ink ; roy., 9J x 16 in.

Nos. 8 and 9 are in the style of the Bolognese landscape draughtsmen, such

as Grimaldi. Howard may have imitated their style while in Italy, or he may
have copied actual drawings.

10. A BUNCH OF GRAFFS.
Bed chalk; roy., 8f x 7J in.

11. PohTRAiT OF A GENTLEMAN. Half length of a gentleman in costume of

Charles I.'s time, seated towards the r., the face in three-quarters, eyes looking
full.

Pen and ink ; roy., 9f x 7$ in.

12. CARICATURE; AFTER PIEK LEONE GIIEZZI. Profile of an old ecclesiaatic, in an

lied chalk; roy., 9J X 7| in.
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13. CARICATURE ; AFTER GHEZZI. Profile of a laughing monk in an oval.
Ked chalk ; roy., 8f x 7J in.

14. CARICATURE ; AFTER GHEZZI. Profile of a priest, in an oval.
Bed chalk ; roy., 7J x Gf in.

15. CABICATI-RE ; AFTER GHEZZI. Profile of a priest, in an oval.
Ked chalk ; roy., 8J x 7 in.

1C. CARICATURE ; AFTER GHEZZI. Profile of a priest, in an oval.
Red chalk

; roy., 8| x 7 in.

17. CARICATURE
; AFTER GHEZZI. Profile of a laughing priest, in an oval.

Bed chalk ; roy., 9J x 7J in.

18.
' ECCE HOMO '

; AFTER VANUYCK. Single figure of Christ.
Pen and ink ; roy., 9f x 7J in.

19. 'EccE HOMO'; AFTER GUIDO. Head of Christ looking up.
Bed chalk; roy., 9^ X 7| in.

20. THE VIRGIN OF THE ROSARIES ; AFTER AN ITALIAN MASTER. The Virgin mid
Child on a cloud delivering rosaries to St. Dominic and St. Catherine of Siena,
to be distributed among the people ; cherubs above scattering flowers.

Bed chalk ; roy., 14J x 9g in.

21. THE VIRGIN OF THE ROSARIES. A set-off from the last drawing.
Bed chalk ; roy., HJ x 9J in.

22. THE MADONNA IN GLORY
; AFTER AN ITALIAN ETCHING OR DRAWING. The

Virgin and Child on clouds surrounded by boy angels.
Pen and ink; roy., 13J x 8J in.

All purchased from the Earl of Wicklow, August, 1871.

HOWITT, Samuel (b. about 1765, d. 1822). Painter and etcher
;
devoted

to field sports in early life
;
worked in London

; painted subjects of

sport and natural history, chiefly in water colours, but also in

oils; exhibited at the Royal Academy and other galleries 1783-
1815

; brother-in-law of Rowlandson, whose style he followed in

caricature
; etched a great number of plates, and illustrated many

books.

1. FOX-HUNTING. Hounds coming over a gate in a hedge, close on the heels of a
fox, which runs to the r. down a slope ; two huntsmen in the 1. foreground, two
others at a little distance r., and beyond them a wide view with distant hills.

Signed Hmeitt.

Water colours with pen outline in parts ; roy., 9J x 12J in.

2. LION AND ANTELOPE. A lion rushing from the 1. behind a rock and seizing an
antelope, which he tears with teeth and claws, while three jackals run off into
the foreground with their tails between their legs. Signed Ilowitt.

Water colours and Indian ink ; roy., 7J x 10J in.

3. LION AND ANTELOPE. A lion coming down a rock bringing an antelope in his
teeth to his mate, who crouches with her cub in a hollow of the rock at the r.

Signed twice over Howitt.

Sepia ; roy., 7| X 10J in.

4. FALLOW DEER. Two bucks and two does resting near a fence 1., the nearer

pair lying down ; further off, a buck and a doe moving off down a slope towards
woods.

Water colours and Indian ink ; roy., 4 x 6$ in.

Nos. 1-4 were purchased October, 1807.
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5. Two on ono mount, roy., viz. :

(a) SHOOTING OVEK SETTERS. Three setters on a moor, one of them pointing
and another setting, while the sportsman comes up from behind a rock 1.

Signed Howitt.
Water colours ; 5$ x 7f in.

(6) DEER-STALKING. A man with two stnghounds levelling his gun behind
a tree at a stag in open ground beyond 1. Signed Roviitt.

Water colours ; 5| x 7$ in.

6. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) BEAGLES STARTING A HARE. Three beagles snuffing in a brake, whilo
the hare starts out beyond towards the r. across a field. Signed Hwwitt.
Water colours; 5 x 7J in.

(6) THE HARE STARTED. A hare doubling and closely pursued from the 1. by
two greyhounds, while two sportsmen appear over a gap in a hedge behind.

Signed Howitl.

Water colours ; 5| x 7f in.

7. ANGLERS. A shallow river coming down between rocky, wooded banks into the
1. foreground, broken into two or three low falls; cattle on a snndy spit r. and
in the water of the foreground, and above them, on a grass slope under trees, two

anglers, one standing, the other sitting and baiting his hook.

Water colours; roy., 11| X l(!j in.

Purchased May, 1893.

8. WILD BOARS. A wild boar roused from his lair in long grass under trees, while
the sow behind him starts up and the young pigs run off to the r.

Sepia and Indian-ink wash ; imp., 12j x 17f in.

Purchased October, 1867.

9. A FISHERMAN. A man standing in a stream, fishing, with net in his 1. hand ;

trees behind. Signed Howitt.

Water colours ; 6| x 3f in.

Inserted in the interleaved Academy Catalogues (Vol. VII., No. 59), presented

by J. H. Anderdon, Esq., November, 18b'7.

[10-11.] Drawings for Captain Thomas Williamson's 'Oriental Field Sports,' 1807, fol.

Howitt made tlie illustrations to this work from Williamson's sketches. These

drawings have always borne Howitt's name, though it is practically certain that

they are Williamson's first designs.

10. EXHIBITION OP A BATTLE BETWEEN TIGER AND A BUFFALO. Part of an arena,

surroundt-d by a tall bamboo fence, on the top of which is a crowd of Indian

spectators, with a balcony and awning for a native prince and his guests ; below,
the buffalo is rushing, horns down, on the crouching tiger.

Indian ink, with slight water-colour wash ; roy., 11J x 16J in.

The same subject with differences was engraved by H. Merko for
' Oriental

Field Sports,' Plate xxiv. In tha print, the tiger is hanging to the buffalu's

neck.

Purchased July, 1835.

11. DOOREAHS OB DOG-KEEPERS LEADING OUT DOGS. Five Indians with leashes of

dogs moving away down a road with a building r., and stables for elephants 1. ;

in the distance a square tank with buildings beyond it.

Indian-ink wash and pen; roy., 11 J x 16J in.

First design for Plate xxxvn. of ' Oriental Field Sports,' engraved by H. Merke.

In the engraving there are more figures and other changes ;
there are horses

instead of elephants in the stables.

Purchased July, 187G.
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HUET VILLIERS, Francis (b. 1772, d. 1813). Painter; born in

Paris ;
came to England at the outbreak of the Revolution ; painted

chiefly portraits in miniature, also landscapes and animals
;
exhibited

at the Royal Academy, 1804-1813.

1. TWICKENHAM. View of Twickenham among its trees from the opposite bank
of the Thames, with island 1., and boats on the river.

Pencil ; roy., 7J x 9 in.

2. BERRY MILLS, DEVOX. An old water-mill, with gate in a wall in the fore-

ground. Inscribed Berry Mills near Totness, Devon.
Pencil

; roy., 7| x !)J in.

3 PLYMPTON, DEVON. View from a height of the little town, with mined castle

on a mound at the 1., and hills beyond. Inscribed Plympton Town and Cattle,
Devon.

Pencil ; roy., 7J X 10J in.

All purchased February, 1880, at the White sale.

HULL, Edward (worked about 1820-1825). Drawing master and litho-

grapher ; worked in London
; published some lithographs of military

subjects.

1.
'

Oo, SEHON, AND KROH.' Two men walking nrm-in-arm, with a bulldog
running in front of them. Inscribed with above title.

Pen and ink ; roy., 7| x 5 in.

2. A HUSSAR. A hussar in undress uniform riding to the 1.

Pen and ink ; roy., 7J x 5 in.

3. COMIC PROSPECTUS FOR A ' PUNCH AND MUFFINS ACADEMY." Mr. Punch in

Chinese costume seated on an inverted punch-bowl and with another bowl and
muffins on a table before him. Inscribed below, Punch and Muffins Academy.
Ned Hull, Poplar Grove House, Oval, Kennington, etc.

Pen and ink ; roy., S*f x 7| in.

4. Two on one mount, roy., viz. :

(a) DESIGN FOR AN INVITATION CARD. Mr. Punnh bearing on his head an
enormous brimming punch-bowl, inscribed, Messr*. Stow and Hull at home to

Punch and Muffin* on Wednesday evening, 21 Jan y
, 7 o'clock. Below,

Batchelors Lodge, No. ], Poplar Grove. Oval.

Pen and ink and water colours ; 5J x 4 in.

(6) DESIGN FOR A CARD. The same design as in No. 3, modified; Mr. Punch
is ladling drink into a glass. Inscribed, Punch and Muffins Academy ly
Ned Hull, Poplar Grove, Oval, Kennington.
Pen and ink ; 3J x 3| in.

All purchased October, 1877.

HUMPHRY, Ozias, R.A. (b. 1742, d. 1810). Portrait painter; born at

Honiton
;

studied in London at the St. Martin's Lane Academy,
then worked at Exeter and Bath; returned to London 1763, and

won the patronage of the king; went with Romney 1773 to Italy,

where he worked for four years; elected A.R.A. 1779; painted
miniatures in India 1785-1788, when he returned home, and was

elected R.A. 1791 ;
his eyesight giving way, he abandoned miniatures

for crayon drawings, and was very successful till his sight entirely

failed in 1797. An album and five sketch books by Humphry are

in the MSS. department of the Museum, and contain studies made
in India and on the voyage.
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1. PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST. Head in three-quarter face, nearly full, turned

slightly r., eyes looking full over the r. shoulder.
Black and white chalk on drab paper; imp., 18J x 14 J in.

A much later portrait, at the age of sixty-one, by Edridge, has been
described, p. 118

Purchased March, 1884.

2. PORTRAIT OF AN OLD LADY. Bust in an oval, turned to r
,
the face in three-

quarters and eyes looking full ; wearing cap.
Black and red chalks ; oval ; roy., 6J x 5J in.

Purchased August, 1854.

3. STUDY OF AN OLD LADY KNITTING. Nearly whole-length figure of an old lady
wearing a cap, seated in profile turned to ].. knitting and looking down on her
work. Sign<-d with monogram and dated 1776.
Pen and ink ; roy., 9| x 7 in.

4. PORTRAIT OF W. J. MIOKLE. Head in full face, eyes looking somewhat 1., with
a blank tablet below for an inscription. Drawn from the life. London, 1779.

Black and red chalk ; roy., 13| x 10 in.

A different drawing by Humphry of Mickle was engraved in stipple by
C. Bestland for the European Magazine, Feb. 1789.

William Julius Mickle, b. 1735, d. 1788, son of a Scotch minister, left busiuess
for literature, and gained some repute as a poet; best known by his translation
of Camoens' Lusiad and Ids ballad of Cumnor Hall ; worked chiefly in and
near Oxford.

Purchased May, 1859, at the Dawson Turner sale.

5. PORTRAIT OF J. L. MOSNIEB. Bust in an oval, turned to r., the face in three-

quarters, eyes looking full.

Pencil ; roy., 5J x 4} in.

Purchased August, 1861.

6. A GIRL NURSING A CHILD. A young woman seated, nursing on her knee a

boy whom she clasps with her hands. Signed with monogram and dateil 1780.
Black chalk, with touches of white, on blueish paper ; roy., 6| x 4 in.

7. A GIRL WITH A PITCHER. Slight sketch of a girl holding a pitcher in her
hands.
Black chalk ; roy., 4 x 3J in.

Nos. 6 and 7 were purchased February, 1880.

8. ACADEMICAL STUDY. Nude study of a man seated.

Black chalk ; roy., 8| x 7| in.

Presented by J. Deffett Francis, Esq., December, 1874.

9. ACADEMICAL STUDY. Nude study of a man seated : back view.
Black and white chalk on blueish paper; roy., 19| x 12 in.

Presented by J. Deffett Francis, Esq., February, 1884.

HUNT, William Henry (b. 1790, d. 1864). Painter; born in London;
pupil, with Linnell, of John Varley ;

worked for Dr. Monro ; studied
at the Royal Academy, where he exhibited oil pictures 1807-1811

;

elected associate of the Water Colour Society 1824, member 1826,
and for the rest of his life painted almost entirely in water colours,

being well known for his candle-light scenes and rustic figures, and
later for his fruit and flower pieces ; worked in London and at

Hastings.

1. PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST. Head, framed in white hair and whiskers, in three-

quarter face turned r., eyes lucking full, brown background.
Water colours and body colours over pencil ; roy., 13J X 11 in.
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A younger portrait of Hunt, and one of his wife, by J. G. P. Fiacher, have
been described, p. 136 of this volume. Another, by himself, is in the sketch-
book described below, No. 12.

Purchased August, 1889.

2. A GIRL AT A TABLE. A girl sitting with her elbow on the edge of a table,
her face looking over her shoulder to the spectator, illuminated by a paper
lantern at the r.

Pencil and water-colour sketch ; oval, roy., 6J x 4 J in.

3. GROUP ON A RIVER BANK. A young man in the costume of the 'forties'

standing r., with arms on hips, and looking down on two ladies in round
bonnets seated on the grass ; at the 1. the river.

Black chalk and water-colour sketch ; roy., 10| x 7 in.

4. A BOY WITH A PUPPY. A boy in a blouse and fur cap holding a puppy in his
arms and smiling.
Pen and sepia sketch with water-colour wash ; roy., GJ x 4J in.

5. HOLLYHOCKS IN A VASE. Red hollyhocks and a sprig of arbutus in a Chinese
vase, with an apple beside it. Signed W. Hunt.
Water colours and body colours ; roy., 4f x 3 in.

Nos. 2-5 were purchased July, 1889.

6. SKETCH FROM LIFE ; A PORTRAIT GROUP. A lady in a large straw hat, seated
on a low stool, with her arm on the knee of a girl seated r. beside her on a
chair and looking down towards her. A separate pencil study of the first

figure at the 1. above. Signed W. Hunt.

Pencil, partly washed with water colours ; roy., 7J x 5 J in.

7. A GIRL THREADING A NEEDLE. Seated figure of a girl in profile, turned to ).,

threading a needle, with head bent. Signed W. Hunt.
Pencil sketch

; roy., 5| x 4J in.

Nos. G and 7 were purchased March, 1884.

8. HEAD OF A YOUNG MAN. Head of a young man in three-quarter face turned r.,

and looking r., rearing black stock.

Pencil ; roy., 7J x 5J in.

9. HEAD OF AN OLD MAN. Head of an old man seen in full face, wearing
spectacles and rea-ling a paper held in his hand.

Pencil ; roy., G| X 4J in.

Nos. 8 and 9 were purchased August, 1877.

10. PORTRAIT OF ROBERT CLUTTERBUCK. Head turned 1., nearly in profile, and

looking 1.

Indian ink ; roy., GJ x 5 in.

Engraved in stipple by W. Bond. The engraving is mounted with the

drawing.
Robert Clutterbuck, F.S.A., b. 1772, d. 1831, is remembered by his history

of his native county, Hertfordshire, in three volumes, partly illustrated by
himself.

Purchased January, 1888.

11. OLD LONDON BRIDGE. View of the bridge from a wharf on the Middlesex side,

some distance to the west ; casks on the whnrf, and barges r. beside it, with
men at work repairing a skiff on one of the barges. Signed W. Hunt.

Water colours ; imp., 15J x 21J in.

Purchased June, 1864.

12. SKETCH BOOK, containing twenty-one pencil portraits of members of the Sol Club,

including one of the artist ;

' Hunt the Slipper,' a sketch in pen and pencil ; nine

landscapes in pencil, a boy's head in pencil, and a man's head in black chalk.

ff. 38. Ci x 9J in.

Purchased February, 1877.
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HUSSEY, Giles (b. 1710, d. 1788). Painter
;
born in Dorsetshire; pupil

of Jonathan Richardson and of Vincenzo Damini, with the latter of

whom he went to Italy, 1730 ;
worked in Bologna and Rome, where

he made portraits of the Young Pretender ;
returned to England

1737, but painted little, being more interested in the theory of art;
retired to the country and ended his life as a religious recluse.

1. TYPES OF HEADS. Five heads in profile. The head in the upper 1. corner

seems to be copied from a coin of one of the Seleucid kings.
Ked chalk ; roy., 13J x 8 in.

2. TYPES OP HEADS. Three heads in profile.
Red chalk; roy., 9| x 8J in.

Nos. 1 and 2 were bequeathed by the Rev. C. M. Cracherode, 1799.

3. HEAD OF A PARTHIAN KING ; FKOM A MEDAL. Probably a head of Mithri-
dates I., of Parthia.
Red chalk ; roy., 6J x 5J in.

Acquired before 1837.

4. ALBUM, containing outline copies in red chalk of the frescoes illustrating the

life of St. Benedict, by Lodovico Carracci and Guido Reni, in the church of

S. Michele in Bosco, Bologna. The frescoes have now perished.

(1) ST. BENEDICT in the DESERT; AFTER GUIDO. The saint is being offered

meat and fruit by a crowd of men, women, and children.

(2) (a) A MAN'S HEAD FROM THE SAME FRESCO.

(5) A WOMAN'S HEAD FROM THE SAME FRESCO.

(3) (a) HEADS OF A MOTHER AND CHILD, FBOM THE SAME FRESCO.

(b) HEAD OF ST BENEDICT, FROM THE SAME FRESCO.

(4) (a) and (6) Two YOUNG MEN'S HEADS, FROM THE SAME FRESCO.

(5) THE PRIEST SEIZED BY THE DEMON; AFTER L. CARRACCI. St. Benedict

among his followers in the background prays for him to be released.

(6) THE KITCHEN SAVED FROM THE FIRE ; AFTER L. CARRACCI. The monks busy
putting out the flames, while the saint intervenes with the sign of the

Cross.

(7) HEAD OF ONE OF THE MONKS, FROM THE LAST FRESCO; and the head of a
woman.

(8) THE DEMON EXORCISED FROM THE STONE ; AFTER L. CARRACCI. A demon

lying on the .stone and preventing it from being moved, but exorcised by
St. Benedict.

(9) (a) HEADS OF ST. BENEDICT AND TWO DISCIPLES.

(6) HEAD OF A WOMAN FROM THE FOLLOWING SUBJECT.

(10) THE SEVEN FAIR WOMEN SENT TO TEMPT SAINT BENEDICT; AFTER

L. CARRACCI. The saint and his disciples retreat at the 1.

(11) THE MAD WOMAN RUNNING TO FIND THE SAINT; AFTER L. CARRACCI.

(12) TOTILA, KING OF THE GOTHS, DOING REVERENCE TO THE SAINT; AFTER L.

CARRACCI.

(13) (a) Two HEADS FROM THE PRECEDING FRESCO.

(6) THREE HEADS FROM THE SAME FRESCO.

(11) THE SACK OF MONTE CASSINO ; AFTER L. CARBACCI.
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(15) STANDABD-BEARER, PROM THE SAME FBESCO.

(16) KNEELING SOLDIER, FBOM THE SAME FBESCO.

(17) Two MALE FIGUBES, STANDING BACK TO BACK ; AFTBB GUIDO BENI.

(18) Two SIMILAB FIGURES ; AFTER GUIDO EENI.

(19) HEAD OF A DEMON
; AFTEB INNOCENZO DA IMOLA.

Acquired before 1837.

5. ALBUM, containing outline drawings by Hussey, following a collection of

drawings for gems by B. B. Wray.

(1) HEAD OF ALEXANDEB, altered by Hussey according to his own ideal of

proportion.
Pencil.

(2) HEAD OF ALEXANDEB, as modified by Hussey.
Pencil.

(3) HEAD OF ALEXANDER from an antique marble.
Pencil.

(4) A FEMALE HEAD in profile looking 1.

Pencil.

(5) FEMALE HEAD IN AN OVAL ; profile looking r. and down.
Pencil.

(6) HEAD or A MAN, in profile, looking 1.

Bed and black chalk.

(7) THBEE STUDIES OF GROTESQUE HEADS.
Pencil.

Purchased July, 1888.

LONDON : PUINTED BT WILLIAM CLOWES AND SONS, LIMITI.II, STAMFO1.U STJIEBT

AND CIIAKING CUOS8.
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